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METHODIST REVIEW.

JANUARY, 1904.

Art. L—bishop RANDOLPH S. FOSTER.

In tlie list of naen admitted on trial in the Ohio Annual Con-

forcnco of 1837 we find the name of Randolph S. Foster. Tradi-

tion says that he had already distinguished himself, while a

doplioniore in Augusta College, as a young preacher of remarkable

jc-jwer. Ife was full of zeal, very popular in the region round

about, extolled by admiring friends, and quite too easily persuaded

to leave the college and seek admission into the Annual Confer-

ence. Fifty-eight years later, in the sublime and solemn hour of

relinquishing his effective ministry, he referred to his first Annual

Conference, and said of the first bishop he had ever seen: "I

thought of him,as a sort of demigod. I felt the impression, when

he walked into the room, as if some great being had come from

anotlier sphere; and there are a great many people who think of

bishops that way now. If they knew them as well as I do they

would change their minds. When my name was called—

a

stripling of seventeen years—I had an inexperienced presiding

elder to represent me, and he made this remarkably stupid repre-

Bcntation: 'Mr. Bishop, this is a splendid young man.' But

David Young, one of the old stagers of the "West, arose. lie had

been presiding elder a long time, and he stretched out his finger

and said: 'Mr. Bishop, you have never been in the West before;

we call potatoes splendid out here !' " Little did any in that Con-

ference then foresee the tnily splendid career of that young man
for sixty years thereafter, or imagine that his light would shine
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more and more until it eclipsed the radiance of many a brilliant

eastern star.

Eakly Ministry.

The territory of tbe Ohio Conference iu 1837 extended far

into Virginia, and young Foster's first appointment was that of

junior preacher on the Charleston Circuit, with John G. Bruce

as preacher in charge, and Elijah H. Field as his presiding

elder, lie was changed the next year and sent as junior preacher

to the Chester Circuit. In September, 1839, he was admitted into

full connection in the Conference, ordained deacon, and appointed

to the West Union Circuit, in the Chillicothe District, in Ohio,

with John W. Clark as preacher in charge. In the following July

he was married to Miss Sarah A. Miley, of Cincinnati, the cere-

mony being performed by the Rev. W. H. Eaper, one of the Meth-

odist pastors of that city. At the next Conference be was stationed

at Ilillsboro, with William Ellsworth as his senior. It was not

until he had traveled four years, and had been ordained elder, that

bo was made sole preacher in charge, at Portsmouth. Here, how-

ever, he remained but one year, when he was changed again to the

Ilillsboro station, and at the next Conference removed to the Ninth

Street Church in Cincinnati. In 1844 he was sent to Lancaster,

on the Columbus District, the first appointment in his ministry at

which he continued two years in succession. The next two years

lie was at Sjjriijgficld, on the Urbana District, and in 1848 and

1849 at Wesley Chapel, Cincinnati, his last appointment in the

Ohio Conference.

These thirteen years of his early ministiy were a most im-

portant fieriod in the life of this young servant of God. They were

llie pre])aration and apprenticeship of a great lifework. His power

ns ft preacher grew and strengthened, and his reading and study

went far to make up whatever loss he sustained by the ill-advised

interru])tion of his college course. Wo know not what a full course

at Augusta College, Kentucky, might have done for this young
man of exceptional capabilities. Perhaps certain qualities of his

later voluminous writings which have met adverse criticism would
never liave appeared had he been more perfectly trained during

the plastic years that come before one reaches hie twentieth birth-
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day. One thing, however, we do know, that, in his later life, he

lost no opportunity to condemn the error of dissuading young men

from the early scholastic discipline which no subsequent labor can

ever fully supply. Ilis colleague in office and his lifelong friend.

Bishop Merrill, writes on this matter as follows: "While no one

can know the extra labor which his early advent into the ministry

caused him, it may be fairly assumed, from experiences of others,

that he felt he was handicapped for years through the unwisdom

of devoted friends who urged him into the Conference while yet

immature in years as well as limited in scholastic training.

Through similar influences," he adds, "my own early ministry

was hampered, and needless burdens, both of work and anxiety,

were borne for many years. Little do our presiding elders realize

the full significance of their mistake, when they insist upon taking

a young man out of school to fill some temporary vacancy, which

would better go unsupplied than to mar the lifetime work of one

whom God has called to make the best possible use of his ministry."

In the rough hill-country of western Virginia our young

itinerant met his full share of the hardships of a Methodist

preacher of that early time. There were long and hard rides, con-

tinuous preaching in private houses, barns, public halls, and in tho

open grove, poor accommodations and frequent perilous exposure.

But these vigorous exercises and extensive travel had their various

compensations. There was large opportunity for communion with

nature in her varied forms of beauty, and for minute acquaintance

with men and things. And manifold were the blessings of the

young itinerant who enjoyed the confidence and sympathy of an

experienced senior colleague. The first four years of his ministry

Foster was junior preacher, and he was wont to speak in all his

later years with the greatest aifection of those elder men of God

who counseled and directed him in his first circuits. The old

itinerant system aft'ordcd fine opiwrtunities for a gifted preacher

to magnify his office. On some circuits he could repeat the same

sermon a dozen times in succession without much probability of

its being twice heard by any one person.

Foster's love of nature was absorbing, and his eye and car

^^ere open to the visions of grandeur and beauty, and to the \u\-
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written mnsie of the world. These were continually speaking to

him of the unseen and eternal. He saw God in all, through all,

over all. He had his hours of mystic reverie, when "outward forms

and inward thoughts teemed with assurances of immortality." In

1878, in one of his Chautauqua lectures on things "beyond the

grave," he made a touching allusion to his early days as the

memory of them had been awakened one morning by the cooing of

a dove: "It came borne on the nioraing air, and as I listened to

its swell it choked me, almost broke my heart ; and in a moment I

saw a dove on a broken limb of a walnut tree standing by an old

crooked lane, down by a worm fence ; and I saw its bosom heaving

as if its heart would break. I gazed at it. I was a little Iwy,

standing on the yard-fence of my father's house. More than iifty

years had elapsed since that event, but it stood out before me that

morning as if it had been but yesterday. I lived life over again.

I went in and saw my mother, beautiful as she was in her young

womanhood. She put her hands on my head, kissed me, and

soothed my childish sorrow. I bowed at her knee and recited my
infant prayers again. Then came early school days, and old play-

mates gathered about me, and old loves and joys were lived over.

Creeks, hills, roads, lanes, fields, and woods familiar to childhood

looked at me with their'old familiar look, each alive and palpita-

ting with precious memories, lly cheeks were bedewed with tears,

as the thrilling pictures with such strange vividness passed before

me. Voices of the long since dead sounded on that still morning

air; I seemed to hear them calling over the gulf of half a hundred

years, as they greeted me in that long ago. Then I was a young

man. My college days were past. The wide world was before me.

With anxious and trembling expectation I was looking into the

future, all uncertain of what might be its sorrows or successes.

My horse was at the gate, my father's blessing sounded in my eare

afresh, my mother's tearful farewell was repeated. I hastily

mounted my horse and rode away."

In spite of his constant travel and preaching this young

itinerant found time for extensive reading, and for continuous and

accurate study of what he read. His first published work, written

Iwforo he was twenty-nine, shows his familiarity with such solid
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standards as Calvin's Institutes, Dwight's Theology, Dick's The-

ohyy, Ridglej^'s Body of Divinity, and the writings of Jonathan

Edwards, to say nothing of the standard works of Arminian

authors, and the books required to be studied and read in the Con-

ference course. He began early to collect, and held in high esteem

through life, such series of works as the Bridgewater Treatises,

the Bainpton Lectures, the Hulsean Lectures, and the leading the-

ological reviews. He seems never to have acquired much taste or

proficiency in philological and exegetical research, but inclined

rather to metaphysical and philosophical discussions, and in his

early ministry gave courses of lectures on questions of cosmology,

geology, and the origin of life.

Pastor in ITew Yoek.

During the two years of his work at Wesley Chapel, Cincin-

nati, he became widely famous as a controversialist in defending

the doctrines of Arminian Methodism against the attack of a

Presbyterian clergyman of that city. He had already acquired

an enviable reputation as a preacher; his letters on Calvinism

jiroved him to be also an accomplished theologian. At the Xew
York Conference of 1850 the ]\Lulberry Street Church, New York

city, was left to be supplied, and in September of that year E. S.

Foster, then thirty years of age, was transferred to fill the vacancy.

Excepting the three years he served as president of the North-

western University, he continued as a pastor in and about New
York until 1868, when he was elected professor of systematic

theology in the Drew Theological Seminary. It is interesting to

note that he spent two years at Mulberry Street, two at Greene

Street, two at Pacific Street in Brooklyn, in the New York East

Conference, then again in the New York Conference one year at

Trinity, two at Washington Square, one at Sing Sing, three at

Eighteenth Street, and two again at Washington Square. During

these fifteen years as a pastor in the great metropolis he rose more
and more into prominence as a leader among his brethren. He was

ever^'where recognized as a commanding personality, a man of rich

"-nd ripo experience and of many warm and notable friendships.

His praise was in all the churches. In the homes of his people ho
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was revered and loved. His natural dignity of manner, his genuine

urbanity, the purity of his life and conversation, the depth and

fen'or of his religious experience, all combined to make him dis-

tinguished among a thousand. His public prayers were simple,

fervid, direct, and at times, when he became deeply moved, his

language took on a poetic diction of strange jwwer, carrying all

liearts into an element of heavenly flame. Such prayers were

memorable as inspired benedictions to many a weary and heavy-

laden soul.

During these same years of his New York pastorate his repu-

tation as a theologiau and writer added peculiar weight to all he

said or did. The Methodist preachers' meetings, held in the early

time at 200 Mulberiy Street, were often scenes of exciting debate,

and Dr. Foster generally appeared in them to great advantage.

Subjects involving Christian doctrine, history, philosophy, politics,

ethics, and ecclesiastical polity were discussed, sometimes through

a series of meetings running on for weeks together. One such

occurred in the autumn of ISCl, when the moral status of infants

and the doctrine of inherited depravity found noteworthy exposi-

tion at the hands of E. S. Foster, Daniel Curry, John Miley, John

P. Durbin, and Xathan Bangs, then in the eighty-fourth and last

year of his life. Another memorable debate took place in 1867

on the best methods for promoting tlie experience of perfect love,

and in this both 'Foster and Curry made memorable addresses. In

all sucli discussions no man commanded greater attention and

res]wct than the subject of this sketch. He was in great demand

also for preaching on occasions of note. He was abundant in

labors and honors at the dedication of churches, at Conference an-

niversaries, at college coimnencememts, and at the commemoration

of notable events. He was one of the speakers at the reunion

service of the New York and the New York East Conferences in

the spring of 1868, at St. Paul's Church on Fourth Avenue.

Bishops Janes and Clark, Marvin Richardson, Laban Clark,

Heman Bangs, David Buck, L. S. Weed, Daniel Curry, and

Henry Boelim were also among the speakers that day, and many a

toiicliing incident was witnessed or recalled, none more impressive,

perhaps, than when Dr. Foster made tender personal allusion to
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the death oi his eldest daughter, -which had occurred but a few

weeks before. His voice trembled with a maguetic pathos as ho

spoke of his recent walking so closely to the border of the heavenly

places that he seemed to hear footfalls from within the veil.

The Educator.

His three years at Evanston and four at the Drew Seminary

gave Dr. Foster no small practical experience in the work of

higher education. His work at the Northwestern University, how-

ever, came at a time when the resources of that institution were

quite insufficient to meet all that its foimders and patrons aimed

to accomplish, and the pressing need of funds, together with details

of organization and administration, made him feel that many toil-

some years must pass before much fniit could possibly appear in

that field. But those three years were full of delightful labors.

His associations with his colleagues in the faculties were of the

most pleasant character. Both at Evanston and at Madison he

displayed the fine tact to govern without seeming to do so and

without any self-assumptions. He was deferential to the feelings

of those about him. His personal presence was a power in the com-

munity. The students and the general public felt the charm of

his superior mind. His talks in the chapel service and on other

like occasions were remembered for years, and there are those now
living who continue to speak of them as full of grace and truth.

His sennons and jjublic addresses commanded remarkable atten-

tion and magnified his influence as an educator. His professorship

nud presidency at Drew Seminary were more congenial to his

personal taste than the presidency of Xorthwestem. In the chair

of systematic theology he felt himself perfectly at home, and he

declared many a time that no years of his life were more full of

comfort and satisfaction to himself in the way of work than those

at the theological school. His interest in yoiing men preparing for

the ministry of the Gospel, and his own abundant labors in the

pastorate for nearly thirty years, were no inconsiderable part of

bis fitness for this position. Here, too, the peculiar cast of his

"lind, his love for theological research, and his personal magnetism
among associates and friends found an inviting field.
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Bishop.

Long before the General Conference of 1872 Dr. Foster had

been often mentioned as a suitable man for the episcopal office, but

he himself never showed desire or inclination for that position in

the Church. His tastes were better satisfied with his professor-

ship at Drew, and ho was quite pronounced in his declaration to

friends that lie preferred the theological chair to the wearying

cares of the episcopal office. And possibly his well-kno^vn feelings

on the subject would have been controlling but for a wonderful

prayer which he offered in the Conference the morning of the day

set for the election of bishops. A conviction seemed to settle on

the minds of the Conference that the pure and lofty spirit who

could openly think and speak like that before his God was of all

men proper to be intrusted with the highest office in the gift of his

brethren. He was elected on tho first ballot, and was made to

believe, not without some persuasion, that such an election was a

manifest call of God to the work.

In this high ofiice and work he spent the last twenty-four years

of liis effcclivo ministry. The year before this election he was

called to part with the wife of his youth and the faithful com-

panion of all his varied inten-ening years. He entered upon his

new work under the sjwll of a recent bereavement, of tender feel-

ing, and the inspiration of new vows. His duties led him, first and

last, to all the Conferences, and to all our mission fields, from

Nor^vay .to Italy, through Bulgaria, through Palestine to India,

and China, and Japan ; to South America and to Mexico. In the

earlier part of his episcopal administration he was at times

criticised for alleged harshness, and for occasional arbitrary exer-

cise of jx)wer. He was kno^^'n to tell a body of ministers that many
of them could never have obtained in other callings or in other

kinds of work tlio social standing and comfort of even the poorest

npftointments in his power to give them. But whatever these

occasional utterances may have been, no one who knew the real

Bpirit of the man and his unswerving purpose to do right, could

cherish toward him any bitter feeling. For in the cabinet and out

of it he showed the most painstaking care to do his best for every

niiin and for every appointment. His heart overflowed with
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tender affection for his brethren. He was incapable of clierishing

ill will toward any man. If at times he seemed arbitrary, or

ventured upon some line of administration M'ithout sufficiently

heeding the judgment of otliers, it was because of deep conviction

tliat his course was one that demanded positive action and a fear-

less boldness to take upon himself all personal risk of results.

Bishop Foster's personal presence contributed not a little to

the effieienc}' of his episcopal career. How imposing his tall, com-

manding form ! How neat and careful in his dress, dignified in

his manner, graceful in his movement! When he stood up before

a Conference, or before any assembly, all eyes would tuni in-

stinctively to the manly face, the piercing eye, the full head of

hair, and the audience would listen expectantly and gaze admir-

ingly, conscious that they were in the presence of a powerful king

of men. His manner and speech before the General Conference

of 189G, on the occasion of his withdrawal from effective relations,

presented a spectacle of saintly grace and moral siiblimity never

elsewhere seen and never to be forgotten by those who witnessed it.

In a sweet and beautiful spirit he accepted the judgment of his

brethren, and returned to his home in Boston thanking God for

the greater opportunity thus afforded him for completing the

literary tasks on which he had toiled for many years.

Author.

Bishop, Foster was a voluminous writer. That which gave

him his first distinction as a theologian was a volume entitled

Ohjeclions to Calvinism, published while he was pastor of Wesley

Chapel in Cincinnati. The substance of the book first appeared

in the Western Christian Advocate as a series of letters addressed

to Dr. N. L. Kice, a Presbyterian divine and famous controver-

sialist, who bitterly assailed the doctrines of the Methodist Church.

At the solicitation of many readers the letters were put in book

form and supplied with an appendix in which Dr. Eice's replies

were reviewed and eff"ectively answered. Judged by its intrinsic

merit as a polemic, and considering the end accomplished by its

publication, it may be doubted whether the author ever in any of

his later writings surpassed this work of his youth. The subjects
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discussed are now comparatively obsolete, but they were burning

questions sixty years ago. The early Methodist preachers found

the stern tenets of eternal decrees, election, reprobation, effectual

calling, and final jxjrseverance serious obstacles in the way of their

evangelical ministry. ^Vhitefield and Wesley separated because of

the declaration of the latter that his preachers had "leaned too

much toward Calvinism." Wesley's sermon on "Free Grace,"

Fletcher's Chcclcs to Antmoniianism, Watson's Instituies, and

Wilbur Fisk's contributions to the Calvinistic controversy, and

other Armiuian publications, were widely circulated among the

Methodist preachers of 1849, and furnished them with strong

weapons to resist the persistent attacks of their Calvinistic op-

ponents. It is enough to say that Foster's book against Calvinism

is worthy to be placed among the very ablest Arminian contribu-

tions to that literature.

The next book to appear from his pen was on the Nature and

Blcssediiess of Christian Purity, which was issued in 1851, with

an introduction by Bishop Janes. Its main subject-matter was

that of a series of sermons given in the Mulberry Street Church,

and it has probably been more widely read tlian any other of his

books. It has been recognized as a standard exposition of the

privilege and possibilities of Christian believers in their spiritual

attainments in this life, and it is a notable fact that it has met

general acceptvi.iice among all parties and writers in the Metliodist

Church who are kno^^^l to differ on sundry questions relating to the

doctrine of sanctification. The revised edition of 1869 introduced

numerous minor changes, and adopted the title of Christian

Puritij; or. The Heritage of Faith; but in his preface the author

says: "Ik is a pleasant reflection that twenty years of added expe-

rience and extended research have not materially changed the views

at first expressed. . . . The first writing was undertaken under

the inspiration and conducted during the evolution of an exalted

experience, and amid the gloAV of intense zeal. The present writ-

ing is the fruit of calm study and mature deliberate judgment."

Among the "Ingham Lectures" delivered at the Ohio Wes-
leynn University in 1872, on "The Evidences of Natural and Ee-

vealed Religion," arc three by Dr. Pt. S. Foster, then president of
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the Drew Theological Seminary. These lectures discuss (1) "Per-

sonal Cause;" (2) the "Origin of Life: an Examination of

Iluxlcy," and (3) "Origin of Species: an Examination of Dar-

winism." They were all rei^roduced in substance in his later

volume on Theism. Another course of lectures at the same uni-

versilv, given "on the ^lerrick foundation," treats the "Philos-

ophy of Cliristian Experience," and was subsequently repeated

before the Garrett Biblical Institute. These lectures were pre-

pared, ho told us, while his "mind was already tense with uncom-

pleted investigations," and he accepted it as a providential relief

to turn aside a wbile and busy himself with the simplest experi-

mental facts and verities of Christianity. Among his minor pub-

lications we mention also his Cenicnary Thoughts for Pew and

I'uJpit and the Uiuon of Episcopal Mefhodisms.

In 1879 he published a little volume entitled Beyond the

Grave: hcing Three Lectures before Chautauqua Assemhly in

1S7S. If the treatise on Christian Purity has been more widely

read and more generally accepted than his other writings, this one,

on the subject of man's spiritual nature and immortal existence,

lias probably been more extensively criticised than any other. Ho
essayed in these lectures to stibject the questions of "life beyond

the grave" to the processes of reason, examine them in the light

of all related facts, and thus secure, as he believed, "the best

and most pernianent results." 'No one can fairly find fault with

Euch a method of procedure, and surely no man or company of

men can do more than study a subject "in the light of all the

facts bearing upon it which lie within the circle of our intel-

ligence." The telling point of some of the adverse criticism upon

Bishop Foster's lectures was the charge that he had not fully

or clearly dealt with some Important relevant facts bearing on the

Bubjcct as it is presented in the N'ew Testament, nor had he given

any adequate Interpretation to the scriptural teaching. But the

book as a whole was warmly welcomed and has l>een widely read.

Its publication has shown that in the Methodist Episcopal Church

"we think and let think." Especially should this be conceded on

doctrines of eschatology. So long as one maintains the great facts

of a future life, the resurrection of the dead, the coming of Christ
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in his kingdom and glory, and judgment after death, we need not

and cannot safely insist on a consensus of opinion as to questions

of times and seasons and mode.

But the opus magnum of Bishop Foster's literary toil is the

sumptuous series of octavos which he entitled "Studies in The-

olog}'." It M-as the ambition and persistent purpose of the last

fifty years of his life to produce a thorough and comprehensive

discussion of the most difficult and most fundamental problems of

theological science. His plan contemplated eleven volumes, of

which six have been published. He seemed always conscious that

he was writing for a "disturbed and earnestly inquisitive age."

His sense of personal resixinsibility was deep with the conviction

that he was called to treat questions the most difficult and obscure,

the great theological issues of the centuries. "They are perplexing

problems," he tells us, "with which we have long wrestled as

earnestly as ever ancient athlete wrestled for the victor's wreath.

They are tlie subjects with which the men of the coming age will

continue to wrestle. The final result involves the deepest interests

of the world." He believed that theology is a progressive science;

not that its sources or its principles change, but because the human
mind is progressive, and must, with each new period of added light,

revise the opinions of the former time. Hence he chose for this

series of volumes the running title of "Studies in Theology," rather

than a more pretentious name, modestly maintaining that the

topics imder his discussion are proper subjects of rational inquiry,

and must not be handled in a dogmatic tone, as if they were above

all contradiction. In his opening volume (p. 6) he expressed his

pnrjxjse to confine the range of his discussions to "fundamental

questions and ])oiuts which are in dispute between earnest thinkers,

and which, from their intrinsic obscurity, need a somewhat more
scientific statement, and in some cases a modified expression—the

deepest questions which underlie the whole structure of religious

and philosophical thought, and, this side of these, questions touch-

ing the grounds and some of the more accurate meanings and iuter-

l)rctations of Christian faith."

The first volume of this remarkable scries appeared in 18S9,

and, as its title. Prolegomena, implies, investigates the funda-
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mental principles and presuppositions -which are to govern all

scientific inquiry. We regard this initial volume as intrinsically

tlio most valuable of the six; for what is here wi-itten on the true

spirit of inquiry, the distinctions between idea and concept, kno\s'l-

cdgc and belief, the conditions of knowledge and the function of

reason, is worthy of long and patient study. It is especially need-

ful to those who go about assuming that all things in theology aro

gcttlcd, and that modern scientific criticism is a bane. The follow-

ing paragraph, from page 10, is a most wholesome word of counsel

for all who have a mind to think: "Nothing could be more fatal

to tlie claims of religion than an attempt to shelter them behind

mere tradition or mere authority, however high or venerable, when

cither its facts or the reasonableness of its doctrines are called in

question. Wc need to keep forever in mind that we can arrogate

to ourselves personally only the position of equals in any contro-

versy. We nuist not fall into the mistake of supposing that tho

divine authority of our sacred books is established merely by our

aftlrmation or belief of it, or that any such authority attaches to

us or our opinions. This is a common fallacy which wo must bo

careful to avoid. We need to keep constantly in recollection that

our creed-formularies are only human, and, therefore, always pos-

fcibly imperfect. However they may contain essential truth, we
cannot assume safely that they will admit of no change. The

fathers were not infallible. There has been advance. There is

room for improvement. There will be modifications. ]\[ore and

more every increment of Christian teaching will be searched. We
mnst have the wisdom to discern between the shell and the kernel,

and to avoid the mistake of periling the latter by attempting to

give prominence to the former. The past is full of suggestions on

tliis line which we may profitably study."

The second volume of the series deals with Theism, and the

fifth with the nature and attributes of God; and the two might

jToCtably have been condensed into one volume. A large propor-

tion of each is filled with quotations from other writers, and the

fntire discussion, while comprehensive and useful, adds scarcely

anything of real value to the literature of the subject. The same
njay be fairly said of the treatise on The Stipernahiral Booh, a
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title not happily chosen or fitting for a book claiming, as this does,

to be a comprehensive work on the "Evidencqg of Christiaixity."

The Bible and Christianity are not synonymons or interchangeable

terms, and the contents of the volume show no familiarity with

the issues of recent discussions in several departments of biblical

research. Over one fourth of the book is given to extracts from

writers of three generations ago, whose works are virtually obsolete

in the learned world to-day.

The volume on Creation: God in Time and Space presents

the matured thoughts of the author on a range of topics which en-

gaged his attention for more than half his lifetime. Wliile a

pastor in New York, and while at Evanston and at Madison, ho

would often lecture on the spaces of tlie universe, the immensity

of tJio Creator's works, the structure of the solar system, the

stellar infinitudes beyond, the origin of life and of man, and the

progress traceable from inorganic to organic substance and on

through sentient to spiritual life. His search Avas to find as far as

possible the "method of the Eternal Cause." The outcome of all

his inquiry is that the universe is God's eternal possession. lie

has been working in it hitherto, and he will work on. "He has an

end in view. lie will not fail to reach it. The progress will be,

as it has been, from glory to glory. Each succeeding generation

here st-auding on the shoulders of its predecessor, and entering

into its wealth of inheritances, will advance to improved condi-

tions, and will c-arry forward an increasingly benignant civiliza-

tion, made more lieautiful by improved knowledge and increase of

wealth, and toned and tempered by the presence and power of a

divine religion, until the horrors of heathenism and ignorance and

wickedness will be driven away, and the earth itself will be radiant

and happy" (p. 3G5).

The last volume published appeared in 1899, just fifty years

after the issue of the author's first book, and it is worthy of note

that Its subject-matter in great part involves not a few of the main
points discussed in the earlier piKiduction. -le this last treatise he

inquires into the original state of man, tbe nature of sin and guilt,

and the moaning and momentous significance of tlie term "punish-

ment," Ilis dijcussiou includes a clear statement of the facts of
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free and responsible volition as against all forms of necessitarian-

ism. But in this final volume we trace some signs of a trembling

band and the infirmities of age. The intellect that deals so vigor-

ously with the sophisms of Dr. Kice is less active here, but there

remains conspicuous the calm confidence of knowledge more fully

ripened, and of faith that abides immovably. And we may say of

tlie contents of all these elaborate tomes, and of all his other pub-

lications, that they are a magnificent witness of the Gospel

according to Randolph S. Foster—the Gospel which be preached

for more than sixty years, preached in love and in power, in the

Holy Spirit and in much assurance, and of which Gospel he

nocdeth not to be ashamed in the presence of the great God and

our Saviour Jesus Christ.

Peeachek.

The sentiments last expressed prepare the way for saying

that, after all, it is as a preacher of the Gospel that Randolph

S. Foster found his highest place and achieved his noblest fame.

His power as an anointed herald of heavenly truths was above all

that can be said of his work as an author, an educator, or a bishop

in the Church of God. He was great in all these forms of labor,

but his rare and radiant personality shone in its supreme glory

when he stood forth as an inspired prophet of the Highest, with

impassioned heart and soul overflowing with a sense of the gravity

and the vastness of the revelations given him to proclaim. For ho

had truly seen the burning bush and heard therefrom the voice

divine. He knew what it is to be high up in the mount of heavenly

vision. It is not extravagant to say that he partook of the spirit

and power of Elijah, tJie fervor of Isaiah, the mystic depth of

John, and the breadth and dialectic of Paul, whoso chapter on

Love was his choice scripture. And when all these gifts were

aglow with the "Power from on high," how majestic his utterance,

how overwhelming his message

!

All the great preachers who have been distinguished for ex-

traordinary power with God and with men seem to have pos-

ff.ssed a large element of mysticism in their religious life. Like

I 111' cliild Samuel tliey bear the voice of the Lord calling them in

tlie sili-nce of the night, and giving them a message adapted to
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make the cars of them that hear it tingle. Or they have impress-

ive visions, like Isaiah, when he saw the seraph fly and touch

his lips with a live coal from Jehovah's altar. Paul also had his

"visions and revelations of the Lord," and when, after his con-

version, he "went away into Arabia," we may think of him as

"coming to the mountain of God, even to Iloreb," where Moses

saw the burning bush, and Elijah heard the '"'still small voice."

Perhaps it was then and there that the apostle to the Gentiles was

caught up to the third heaven and heard the words unspeakable.

Time and time again did Bishop Foster evince, in preaching or

in prayer, the mystic depths of such possibilities of heavenly

vision. He walked and talked with God as one familiar with "the

secret place of the Most High."

One might analyze his power as a preacher by noting a variety

of elements. The impressiveness of his personal presence, of

which we have already s]X)ken, was in itself an element of strength.

With intellectual qualities of a high order he combined deep emo-

tionality. He was gifted with a sensitive and poetic temperament,

and a powerful imaginative faculty. His dialectic skill was often

reinforced with telling pictures, so that his hearers were made to

see his thoughts in living forms. The saintly character of the

preacher Avas also a recognized force in his public ministrations.

The man behind the sermon is always the great potential magnet;

but in his case it was not the man only, but the saint, the theo-

logian, the philosopher, the father, brother, friend. He had a

genius for reasoning, and an absorbing passion for the study of

the deep things of God. He was eloquent in form, and face, and

eye, and thought, and tone. His profound emotion and glowing

imagination kindled a fire in other hearts, and his hearers became

enraptured with the wisdom and power of his thoughts.

The subject-matter of his sermons was characteristically of

a high order. He chose great themes. Even in speaking to a

company of children he would discourse on heaven, and eternal

judgment, and the holiness of God; and he possessed the wisdom

and tact to hold both the young and the old spellboimd with his

living pictures of spiritual verities. His o-nm estimate of what a

preacher is under holiest vows to proclaim may bo inferred from
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his scathing rebuke of the dilettanteism which has disgraced some

modern pulpits. In his seraiou before the Centennial Conference

in Baltimore, in December, 1884, he said, along with many other

burning words : "Let the pulpit flame with thought, with earnest

Gosi>cl messages, and other truths which illustrate and give force

to its teachings. Let the preacher feel the gravity of his great

commission, and let him expoimd the doctrines of faith as if ho

believed them and felt them. . . . The man who has the effront-

ery to stand in a Christian pulpit in the nineteenth century,

ignorant of its thought and hunger, uncouscious of the forces

aroimd him, witLout a sense of the gravity of the situation, to

waste the time and abuse the patience of a long-suffering congrega-

tion in trashy sentimentalism, or in pompous and hollow rodomon-

tade, deserves to be whipped from the temple as n harlequin. A
world swinging in darkness ; millions of men perishing for the light

of life; continents witli signals at half-mast; the cry of distress

and despair coming from dying men and women; sin rampant, the

wild l)east of nameless sin ravening and destroying; death busy

mowing down thousands at a swath; eternity in the prospect;

everything to stir men with concern, and a pupi>et in the pulpit

of God, with shallow placidity reciting the merest mimicry of

thought.—a minister of Jesus, the Man of sorrow, sent to save

souls; to stand as his ambassador; to tell the pathetic story of his

love—a minister of Jesus, able to preach without feeling, without

passion, without desire, and then to look into the faces of his

fellow-men !"

There are those yet living who remember the annual sermon

lircached before the Kew York Conference at Newburgh in 1864

on "Sin and Redemption." Two days thereafter Davis W. Clark

offered, and the Conference unanimously adopted, the following

resolution: "That the thanks of this Conference are due and are

hereby tendered to Rev. R. S. Foster, D.D., for the very able dis-

c-ourse delivered before this body on the first evening of its session

;

and that a copy of the same be solicited for publication under the

direction of the author." Dr. Foster thereupon expressed his

kicn appreciation of their action, but informed his brethren that

tlic discourse was only an excerpt from a large theological treatiso

2
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on which he was engaged, and which he expected in due time to

publish. One striking passage in that sermon the reader may find

on page 245 of the vohime on Sin, the last one published in the

author's "Studies in Theology." We cite a portion of it as a

brief specimen of the preacher's characteristic thought and style.

Having contrasted the conditions of man under law and under

grace, in the first Adam as in paradise, and in the second through

redemption, he declared with no little emotion

:

"It may be heresy, but for myself, deeply conscious as I am
of the plagiie of a nature utterly sinful in its tendencies, I would

rather be in the second head than in the first; rathsr take my
chances with Christ than with the unfalien Adam ; rather be born

a fallen soul, in a fallen world, under the redemption of Jesus,

with all sorrow and suffering brinnning my cup of earthly life,

than be born of Eve amid the bloom of paradise, with angel

brothers around me, under the inevitable exposures and terrible

dangers of an economy of unappeasable law; rather take the cer-

tainties of sin, with the possibilities of pardon and recovery with a

Saviour such as Jesus, than the hopes of fallible immaculateness

without a redeemer. If others would choose Adam, I would choose

Christ. I am content to enter a fallen world through the gate of

suffering if I may feel enfolding me the arms of the pitying,

omniiKiteiit Son of Mary, rather than an unfallen world, with the

exigencies and perils of fallibility without a rescuer. If others

would venture, of choice, on an eternity whose doom hangs in the

balance of a single chance under the primeval law, I would cling

to the Seed of the woman, who saves to the uttermost of a thousand

sins and falls."

These fragments must suifice for this imperfect sketch. The

great preacher has ceased from his labors and gone "beyond the

grave" to mingle with "the spirits of just men made perfect," and

to know what it is to be there. lie has left an imperishable heri-

t-age of good to all who knew him and heard him preach, and to

the thousands who read the printed products of his thought. I

cannot better close this paper than by citing the tribute of a fair

young spirit who passed into the heavens more than forty years

ago, but who felt, when hearing this man preach, that he belonged
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to tbo seraphic natures tliat stand close by the throne of God. In

the diary of Mary E. Willard, which was edited after it« author's

death by her elder sister Frances, and entitled Nineteen Beautiful

Years, we find, under date of April 29, 1860, a reference to Dr.

Foster's last sermon in Evanston before retiring from the presi-

dency of Northwestern University: "As Dr. F. stood before the

large audiejice—for evei-y seat and even the aisles were full—he

looked sad, though very calm. But when, at the close of the dis-

course, he addressed the students of the university his feelings

overcame him. He stopped and covered his face. We all wept

logetJier in silence. I seldom cry, but then I could not help it.

As Dr. Foster stood before us saying farewell, I thought,

' If 1 sliould ever vnn that home in heaven,

For whoso sweet rest 1 humbly hope and Jiray,

In the great company of the forgiven,'

among the radiant faces close by God's throne, I should see that of

(his great, good man, whom 'none know but to love, and noae name
but to praise.'

"

Q/^'t£i^^ (^a/£Ayi^
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Art. II.—WESLEY'S RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE.

It is probable that the things most characteristic of Metho-

dism are to be found in the earliest years of its history, in the work,

the plans, and especially in the experience of its earliest represent-

atives. Methodism does not dift'cr in this respect from other great

revivals, whether of the national or of the religious life. One

may well go to Adams, Jefferson, Washington, and Hamilton

for an exposition of the principles which determine our na-

tional life. Xo one has seen the distinctive doctrines of the

Reformation more clearly that did Luther. The freshness of

their experience, the vividness of their spiritual perceptions,

and the ingenuousness of their utterances, make the testimony

of the ajKistles the source of final authority on Christ and

Clu-istiairity. It is proposed to discuss in this paper the most

distinctive thing in early Methodism, which was John Wesley's

religious experience; to discover the way in which he was led to

this experience, which Avas by his intercourse with the Moravians,

and to raise the question whether we have not lost, or at least ob-

scured, Wesley's point of view. Early Methodism developed novel

methods. The class meeting was new, and field preaching was so

novel that ^^'cslcy could not easily reconcile himself to it. Some
of the doctrines he preached were thought to be new, but they

were as. old as the Xew Testament. The general doctrinal system

had been wrought out by James Arminius, tliat brave old Dutch-

man, during the period 1576-1009. As student, pastor, and pro-

fessor he wrought oul nearly all of our great principles, but

for some reason they lacked carrying power, and after two
and a quarter centuries had scarcely made a ripple in the life

of the Christian Church. The primary cause of Methodism is to

bo found neither in its novel methods nor in its system of doctrine.

It is to bo found in the fire that came down from heaven and
"strangely warmed" John Wesley's soul on that memorable twenty-

fourth of May, IVnS. He put that new experience first, and the

^Mrthndl-^t Church of our time very much needs to understand his

intcriirctatioa of that experience.
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There are two utterances of Mr. Wesley that lie very close

together in the minds of many Methodists. The first is that decla-

ration concerning his spiritual condition which appears in his

Journal on Wednesday, the first of February, 1738. He had just

landed at Deal. He writes: "It is now two years and almost

four months since I left my native country, in order to teach tho

Georgian Indians the nature of Christianity: but wliat have I

learned myself in the meantime ? ^^^ly (what I the least of all

suspected), that I who went to America to convert others, was

never myself converted to God."* The second utterance is his

record of the occurrences of May 24, 1738. He says: "In the

evening I went very unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate Street,

where one was reading Liither's preface to the Epistle to the

liomans. About a quarter before nine, while he was describing

the change which God works in the heart through faith in Christ, I

felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ,

Christ alone, for salvation; and an assurance was given me that

he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law

of sin and death."f In order to understand Wesley it is important

that we should get his language into the context. Only so shall

we get its real meaning, and make its inculcation sane and sound

in the spiritual life of the Church. Wesley had a religious expe-

rience from the cradle. He was taught to say the Lord's Prayer as

soon as he could talk. His consistency of conduct was such "that

his father admitted him to the communion table when he was only

eight years old. x\nd he himself informs us that until he was

about the age of ten he had not sinned away that 'washing of the

Holy Ghost' which he received in baptism."t He had a religious

exjierience through all the years. He gave himself without stint

to Christian works. But with all his saintly devotion, it may be

asked was he a converted man ?

-The context will show us what ho thought of the Moravians,

and what they thought of him, and will enable us to understand

Weslej-'s view of his own case. On Friday, the seventeenth of

Oetolier, 1735, John Wesley first made acquaintance with the

• Journal, Ilrst American edition, vol. lil, p. 5C. 1 Journal, vol. Ill, p. 74.

t Tyenuan, I.l/e and Times of John Wesley, vol. i, p. 19.
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Moravians. He was about to sail for America, and had been

spending Wednesday and Thursday "partly ou board and partly

ou shore." Ou Friday, iiaving found twenty-six Germans aboard,

ho began to learn to speak German. On Monday, the twentieth, he

speaks of "David Nitschman, bishop of the Germans." On Tues-

day, tlie twenty-first, ho writes: "At seven I joined with the

Germans in their public service." He could not know the far-

reaching influence of the acquaintance he was making with these

humble Christians, and it is certain that the Church has never

fully appreciated the extent of its obligations to them. We note

a sympathetic interest in them from the day when he went on ship-

board. The first pages of his Journal are almost entirely given

up to an acount of his intercourse with them. He saw in their

bearing and conduct evidences of a spiritual calm which was

strangely contrasted with the unrest of his own soul. On Sunday,

the twenty-fifth, ho writes of a terrible storm and makes it the

occasion for a comment oii the terror of the English pa^^sengers, and

on that calm confidence of the Germans which enabled them to

sing on tli rough the storm. This contrast impressed him deeply.

He gives us an account of his interview on the seventh of February

with Mr. Spangenberg, and of the searching questions which Mr.

Spangcnberg asked him as to his knowledge that Jesus Christ had

saved him. Ho sj>eaks of the ceremony of the election and ordina-

tion of one of the !^^o^avian bishops: "The great simplicity as

well as solcnmity of the whole almost made me forget the seventeen

hundred years between, and imagine myself in one of those assem-

blies wliere form and state M-ere not; but Paul the tentmaker or

Peter the fisherman presided; yet with the demonstration of

the Spirit and of power."* Having returned from America,
Wesley had been in London only four days when he met
Peter Boliler. He cannot keep away from the Germans. He
writes that by him he was, "on Sunday, the fifth [of March],
clearly convinced of unbelief, of the want of that faith whereby
alono we are saved." He proposed to give up preaching faith, but
was encouraged to continue to preach faith until he had it; and
then because he had it ho would preach it. He writes: "Accord-

• Jmmiat, vol. Ill, p. 20.
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ingly, !Monday, 6, I began preaching this new doctrine, though

my soul started back from the work. The first person to whom I

offered salvation by faith alone was a prisoner under sentence of

death."* The judgment which Wesley records against himself

upon his return from Georgia must stand as expressing the belief

that, during the years immediately preceding that experience

which came to him on the twenty-fourth of May, 1738, in Alders-

gate Street, he was not a converted man and was not a Christian.

It may further illuminate the subject to ask what Peter

Bohler thought of Wesley and of his religious experience during

the months of their intercourse in the spring of 1738. About six

years ago, while wandering about in a secondhand lx>okstore in

Leipzig, Germany, the writer had the good fortune to find a history

of the United Brethren, and in that history a series of letters from

Peter Boliler to Count Zinzendorf, in which he gave a report of

the work in London. The following translation of extracts from

tliese letters will show the intimacy that existed between Bohler

and the Wesleys, and also Bohler's idea of tlicir spiritual condition

:

Oxford, March 2, 1738. On the twenty-eighth of February I traveled

with the brothers John and Charles Wesley from Oxford to London. The
elder, John, is a beneTolent man; he perceives that he does not yet rightly

know the Saviour, and acknowledges it. He loves us heartily. His
brother, with whom you often spoke, a year ago. in London, is very much
disturbed in mind, but does not know how he is to set about learning to

know the Saviour. Our art of learning to believe on the Saviour is so
very easy for the Englishmen that they are unable to reconcile themselves
to it. If it were only a little more artful they would the sooner see their
way into it.

March 6. On this night Charles Wesley became very 111. At break of
day he therefore sent for me, and asked me if I would pray for him; that
God would give him patience in his suffering and give him relief. I prayed
with him for the healing both of his soul and of his body. He fell asleep,

and his sufferings were somewhat relieved. He knows that his suffering,

RS well as his relief from the same, comes from God. . . .

At night [the ninth] I watched with Charles Wesley, who is yet sick
unto death. The next day I met Pastor Gambold there, who wished to

administer the holy communion to him. Wesley desired me to assist in
the service, and I did so. There were several present. He was much
Erallfled and said, if he died, he would at least come to the Saviour as a
hungry and thirsty soul. . . .

« Journal, vol. lil, p. 63.
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On this night [the thirteenth] I watched again with Charles Wesley,

who is not yet out of danger.

On the evening of the sixteenth I took a walk with the elder Wesley,

and asked him about his condition. He said: "Often I am very certain,

but often very fearful. I can say nothing more than this: if that is true

that stands in the Bible, then I am saved." I spoke very particularly con-

ceruiug this matter, and besought him earnestly to go to the fountain that

had been opened, and not to ppoil the matter himself. I also spoke with

him concerning the condition of souls in this place, and offered many
suggestions as to how, as I thought, one might come nearer to them.

March 21. I traveled from Oxford back to London. The elder Wesley

gave me six shillings for my journey. ...
On the fourth of May I heard John Wesley preach. I then understood

all, but it was not as I wished. . . .

1 took four of my English brethren, and among them Wolf, of whom I

have already spoken, in order that they might relate to him how they were

led, and how quickly and deeply the Saviour is moved to compassion and

to receive the sinner. They related, one after the other, how they had

come to this experience; and Mr. Wolf especially, to whom the experience

was quite new, spoke very earnestly and powerfully. ...
John Wesley and those that were with him were astonished at these

testimonies. I asked Wesley what he then thought about it. He answered
that four examples did not make out the case and could not convince him.

1 replied saying I would bring eight others who were here in London.

After a little time he arose and said, "We will sing the hymn, 'Here lay I

myself before Thee down.' " During the singing he frequently wiped the

tears from his eyes, and immediately took me alone into his room, and
said that he was then convinced of what I had said of faith, and that he

would ask for nothing more; that he saw very clearly that as yet it was
not his, but asked how he could help himself, and how come to such a

faith. He said that he was not a man who had been guilty of the coarser

Bins, as other people had. I replied that he had sinned enough in that he

had not believed on the Saviour; that he was not to allow the Saviour to

depart from the door until he had helped him. I was deeply moved to

pray v/ith him. I therefore called upon the Crucified One for mercy upon
this sinner. He said to me, "If he will have mercy upon me, 1 will

certainly preach of nothing else than of faith."

May 6. Two Presbyterians who had heard me preach yesterday came
to Bee me early this morning. They spoke with me of the righteousness

of Jesus Chri.^t and of faith in him. I must translate for them several

hymns from our hymn book, which pleased them very much and which
treat of this subject. Immediately thereafter I had a very hearty conver-

sation with John Wesley. He told me of the opposition he had yesterday

experienced from certain pious pastors whom he had met, and that because

he had taken occasion to explain to them what he now understood and
wherein he was yet lacking. He is not concerned about the opposition,

but asked me what he should do in this respect, whether he should tell the

people just how it was with him or not. I replied saying that I could give
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him no nile in this matter, but to do whatever the Saviour

teach him to do. Nevertheless I wished very much that he would

not put the grace of the Saviour so far away from him, but would believe

that It was very near, that the heart of Jesus stood already open to

him, and that his grace toward him was very great. He wept bitterly as I

spoke with him of this matter, and I was constrained to pray for him. I

can say this of him: he is verily a poor sinner who has a broken heart,

and who hungers for a righteousness better than that which he has had

hitherto, namely, the righteousness of Jesus Christ

Wc come back to the question raised in the earlier part of this

paper: Was Wesley a converted man during the years in Georgia

and the early months of 1738 ? According to his own judgment

as recorded in his Journal, he was not. Peter Bohler, who was

his spiritual mentor during these months, also says he was not.

But it is an interesting fact that in later years Wesley modified

this judgment concerning his spiritual condition. As a matter of

fact, these modified opinions apj^car in parentheses, in the text of

the American edition of Wesley's Journal, published in 1850, but

are found in a footnote in the eleventh edition, published in 1856,

and are not found at all in tlie fifth edition, published in London in

1775. Ho modifies the statement made in the Journal upon his

return from Georgia, where he says that he had gone to Georgia

to convert the Indians but had learned that he himself had never

been converted,* by adding, "I am not sure of this." He explains

tlio statement that Bohler had convinced him "of tlie want of that

faith whereby alone we are saved" by adding, "with the full Chris-

tian galvation."f On Friday, the nineteenth of May, he writes:

'"0, let no one deceive us by vain words as if we had already at-

tained this faith! (that is, the proper Christian faith.)" Here
iifc'ain the modifying sentence found in the American edition is a

I'Xitnotc in the eleventh edition, and is wanting in the fifth edition,

I'liblished in 1775.^

Wliy not permit Mr. Wesley to be a little more human?
Allow him to correct himself. He showed very little sense in his

judgment of women ; he had a tendency to asceticism which dis-

closes another comforting weakness; he believed in a kind of magic
""'"' of the Bible, deriving guidance and consolation by opening it

'Journal, vol. Ill, p. 66. t Ibid., vol. iii, p. C2. } Ibid., vol. Hi, p. 70.
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at random iijx)n some suggestive passage of Scripture; and now if

we would only allow him to bo fallible on this question of his

spiritual condition during the momentous weeks and months of

1738, and would quit interpreting the experience of May 24, 1738,

by setting it over against tliat confession of the twenty-ninth of

February, 173S, we should bring comfort to many Christian be-

lievers, and perhaps we ourselves might get a May expenence that

would save us from serving as slaves, and enable us to serve as

sons. In his defense of the Moravian Church, written on the

twenty-ninth of September, 1740, he declares that "a man may

have a degree of justifying faith before he is wholly freed from all

doubt and fear, and before he lias, in the full, proper sense, a new,

a clean heart." In his life of John Wesley, J. II. Overton, M.A.,

quotes Wesley as saying: ""^lien fifty years ago my brother

Charles and I, in the simplicity of our hearts, taught the people

that unless they 'knew their sins were forgiven they were under the

wrath and curse of God, I marvel they did not stone us. The

Metliodists, I hope, know bettor now. We preach assurance, as wo

always did, as a common privilege of the children of God, but wo

do not enforce it under pain of damnation denounced on all who

enjoy it not."* Judged by the parable of the vine and the

branches, Wesley's later judgment is correct. Jesus taught, "Ye

are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you." The ques-

tion of conversion is a qiiestion of the attitude of one's will.

That loyalty of will whicli expresses itself in obedience is the test

of conversion. Given a loyal will, however the sensibilities are

affected, and the man is converted. Given a disloyal will, be the

emotions what tliey may, and the man is not converted. He who

has faith enougli to say, "Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ?"

has the faitli that .-aves. On the other hand, it is to be said that it

is just the cxjXTience that came to John Wesley when he felt his

lieart "strangely warmed" that gives to the Gospel carrying power.

The psalmist shows real insight when he prays: "Restore unto mo
the joy of thy salvation ; and uphold me with thy free spirit. Then

will I teach transgressors thy way, and sinners shall be converted

unto tliee." Tlie sensibilities furnish the standard of all values.

• OTerton'8 John WttUy, p. 81. I have not been able to verify this quotation.
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All motives tike their rise in feelings and emotions. Extirpate the

Ecnsibilities and neither interest nor motive is possible. It is

true th.'it wherever there is volition there is also feeling and emo-

tion. It is also true that the intellectual may be so dominant that

tlie emotional activity is reduced to the minimum. The Gospel

iij>i>enls to this emotional side of our nature as well as to the

intellectual. The peril of sin, the hope of heaven, the forgiveness

of sin, the doctrine of regeneration, the promise of the Holy Spirit,

tlio Fatlicrliood of God—these truths aj^peal to eternal interests,

and appeal directly to tlie emotional nature. Their bearing upon

the emotions is as valid as upon the intellectual. The Holy Spirit

i.s fls genuinely present in this as in any other spiritual activity,

and if we arc to carry the forward movement with power into this

r<'ntury tlicse great truths must be so preached as to awaken interest

and kindle emotion. We have been emphasizing the intellectual

and critical side of our work for a quarter of a century. It has

not l)cen in vain. We have a better basis for a genuine reformation

than ever before. We now need to convert the whole intellectual

content of the Gospel as we hold it to-day into motive and practical

work. We need to make prominent Wesley's viewpoint, and preach

Ji-sus preeminently as Saviour. Only so shall we convince men
tliut religion is not something to be endured, but a joy, triumphant

and eternal ; that it is a possession so good that we must share it

with all men.

^erirL^^^^^H^i^i'*^'
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Aet. iii.-tiie literature of devotion.

To the thoughtful mood not many things are so impressive as

to hear the invitation, "Brother Trueheart, -will you lead us in

prayer ?" Here is a captaincy we have given little heed to in our

thoughts of leadership, and yet a captaincy so solemn and sublime

as to find no equivalent among the reno%vned leaderships of men.

"Lead us in prayer." Adventure for lis and ahead of us out

toward God—that is what this invitation urges. But we' have

forgotten this noble and notable meaning, or, what is perhaps more

true, we have never remembered it. He who leads in prayer goes

out before us in bold and holy quest of God—climbs the high Sinai

as Moses did, unafraid and yet all afraid, to find God and order

his cause and our cause before him. In no way can one man
render another man a wiser and calmer service than in giving

direction to his Godward thoughts—to give, so to say, an initial

impulse toward our heavenly Father. Good men and women want

to walk out into the divine presence, which is the supreme journey

taken by a soul. God is not hard to find, truly; and yet to come to

liim in the mood of love and devout search both facilitates and

enriches our meeting. God is "not far from any one of us," but

liow to hasten to him with immediacy, with laughing and yet

sanctified and sedate approach, is an art to be studied as above all

arts made much of among the sons of men. And when some man
schooled in the direct route to God sets out, I for one will ask him
to let me follow in his steps. I will care to be at the interview.

For years I have noted this leadership in prayer with personal and

pathetic interest, and seldom have failed in finding as I followed in

the wake of prayer to have my spirit helped and sanctified. In

prayer meeting the ])hiloso])hy is not ourselves to pray at our own
initiative, but to follow the initiative of another, to go bis road to

God. 1 love the road prayer takes, and have with uniformity

found how heljiful the journey was when taken so. Each heart

lias its method of access. Each has some subtle undertone of

pathos springing fn.m a dead past come to life for a flickering

moment, some groping of heart after that hand of pity which
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assuages tlie heartache of the world, some sudden leap of faith

strong and hold as if an angel made it, some ingenuous appeal half

childish and half grand, some vision of old truths which made old

trutlis new as love ; and this is included in the ordinary leadership

of pravcr.

Devotional literature is such reading as puts the heart in the

mood of prayer; for to jnake life a prayer is to be religious. This

is a widely different thing from suggesting that life is to do noth-

ing but pray. Such a life might be essentially undevout. He who

sees his brother have need and restricts his helping to prayer would

be in every regard irreligious. Doing is as devout as praying.

Kcligion consists not in praying a prayer but in being a prayer;

and the devout life, whether in cornfield or kitchen, is on its knees.

With such devotion God is well pleased. Prayer is to be under-

fc-tood as the setting of the soul toward God as the tide sets for the

shore. Anything this side of that is elocution and not prayer,

while anything suffused with this spirit is grandly devout and

profoundly religious. To induce this mood, then, is the end of

devotion. To make the heart pant for God as the stag for the

water brooks when wearied with his running is to render the

chicfest service. The devout life is the prayer-charged life. TMien

this is the spirit condition there is no trouble in keeping in tune

with heaven and in touch with God. When the devotee may
whisper to himself in a whisper's whisper, "I am a prayer," then

will he work with least friction, sing not knowing that he sings,

pray v.'ith his fingers and his feet, toil thinking his work a whole

Iioliday of gladness. This is, as we moderns imderstand, the Christ

theory of devotion. They who say prayers through long nights of

vigil and fasting and of cold are not the apostolic succession in

such fashion as those who know that the prayers God is most con-

cerned with are those which bleed from fingers worn to the bone

^^'illi toiling for the saving of the world. The Christian is a work-
i"g man sweaty with his toil. Yet arc we moderns, while clearer-

visioned than they who thought to leave the world to get at God, in

danger of overworking our work idea. Life is not as the sunflower

"''li'illy in the sun, but as the violet partly in shade, partly in sun.

i-'uing is not life's totality. There are midnights just as there are
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iioous ; and everj- midnight is on the road to noon. We shall not

err in reckoning that we are in danger of loss in the sum total of

poEsihle eifectiveness in working ovcrnmch, in growing breathless,

in fumbling our skein when a pause in the toil would be a helper

to o\ir effort. The art of pause is a not inconsequential part of the

art of music. The rests are in the score. So must there be a pause

in the holy life or the music will be sadly marred. One of a

pastor's many joys is that as he goes from house to house in the

brotherly vocation of pastoral visitation he can take breathing spell

by being in a strict privacy with God while he is in transit from

one house to another. And so he conies to each parishioner fresh

from God. How that privacy washes away the drudgery, so called,

from the pastoral oflicc, how filled with calm delight it makes an

afternoon so spent, how the Ineffable Presence shines on him as he

walks about! It is like a day of summer sunshine in a winter

month. The hard-worked man can thus find abundant interval for

privacy with God. I have known crowded business men whose

times were crammed with many callers and with many business

items, and have sometimes asked them how they contrived to get a

moment's space with God, and have had as answer, "I seize the

moment when it comes to have my word with God." This is the

secret of the holy life. We are crowded, but not so crowded as that

we may not have quiet in which to make our breathing unto "the

God of all comfort." We must make our battle against being

crowded. We must have space to catch our breath and calm the

unquiet of our turbulent career.

Hence the need of devotional literature, such books as shall

help us into the ways of God and shall underscore the weightier

thoughts and relations. I have had hours many and happy with

such books, and count them among my major joys and helpers.

Kow, we are all so much ourselves as that no one else can prescribe

a devotional literature for us any more than he could a table bill

of fare; though for all this we must have noticed how similar the

dietary tastes of men are. We eat about the same staples. A salad,

a sherbet, and such accompaniments will differ, but the edibles are

mainly similar. And it may be so with larger matters more than

we are wont to suppose. Some staples of devotion must appeal to
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every spirit. All this allowed, room must be left for the individual

taste in the devout as in the artistic life. I do not find myself, for

instance, helped by the writiugs of Andrew Murray or F. B.

Meyer. This, I hope, is no reflection on me, and assuredly is no

reflection on them. To some, even to many, they do make appeal.

I chance not to be of that company. They seem to me to write

religious platitudes which lack locomotion. They get nowhere.

They lack for me the divine element in such writings, namely, the

power to push the soul off into the sea of God as a friend some-

times pushes our boat from the strand when on summer nights we

tjike the neglected oars for a row across Avaters flushed with the

afterglow. The push out into God's sea is what makes a manual

of devotion for me. I assume that is what everybody wants and

what each must in the end determine for himself. Each must

select for his own moral palate. Good talk does not suffice for me
to take leadership for my devout life. There must be worthy talk,

words that sweat beneath their weight of holy meaning, words

which are like initiation into mysteries, greeting with a surprise

the soul when it sets eyes upon their face. I demand the quality

of the apocalypse. A revelation must be involved. Only where

such is do I feel that my life is thrust out into the presence of the

mysterious God. In much so-called devotional literature appears

to me to be this cardinal defect, of supposing that pious talk is

devotional talk. Still speaking for myself, this is an outrageous

blunder. Pious platitudes are irreligious when meant for the

I'-adershlp of others. To indulge in them for one's self may or

may not be justifiable, but to inflict them on others in the name
of religious reflections is a breach of morals. Goody-goody talk is

not devotional, but that talk is devotional which with manly step

etarts out blithely heavenward, does not saimter but strides, that

catdies us in its forward goings and we swing out toward Ilira for

vvuoiu the soul is hungry. A devotional book is not an argument
^n religious matters, not in necessity the exposition of certain

Scripture texts, not the settled face (as to say, "We shall

>'ow bo devout"). The Divine PursuU and In the Hour of
• > 'iici', seem written more or less to defend the author against
''"'*' iliargc—I would supi^ose from the tone, not knowing.
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against a charge of heresy. A hook of devotion is not a heresy

trial cither on one side or the other. Cardinal Bona's Ouide to

Eterniiy is open to serious ohjcction: 1. It is more heathen than

Christian. 2. Its views of women are thoroughly those of a priest

and utterly unlike the views of Jesus. 3. Tlie book lacks the im-

pulse Godward. We are weary for deep-sea soundings of the heart.

Some books are good exegeses of given texts but are not winged.

They cannot fly, much less make him who reads them fly. They

tell what a man cannot in sobriety deny, but no electric spark is in

the telling. This is the character of many manuals of devotion

with which I am familiar. I would not say, "I dislike them," but

would say, "I mislikc ihera." They do not tell lies ; but tliey do not

render trutlis engaging. They are not radiant, heavenly, replete

with longing, glorious with hope, uncontaminate with fear. The

note the poet organist lost and could never reproduce is the note

these writings have lost. I care not for their music. This is not

named as if readers were concerned with my personal predilections,

but as a word of reminder why these suggestions of devotional

literature take the road they do. Nothing dogmatic is here as-

serted, but simply sometliing personal. As each has his favorite

flower, so each has his spiritual preferences; and these infringe

not upon the rights of anybody else. Give me leave for my posy

for my heart. What, then, from this standpoint, would appear to

be the marks of a devotional book ? 1. It should say something.

2. It should say something that breaks across the shore line of

soul as a fifth wave across the sea bar. 3. It should possess depth

as a deep wave, "Too deep for sound and foam." 4. It should

have the power to wake the better part of the heart. 5. It should

have the tang of the unanticipated. G. It should be big with God.

7. It sliould prate little, exhort little but say much, and urge the

soul like Christ talking with it face to face. 8. It should cause

the heart to drift into the prayer mood as a quiet wind drifts a

boat. 9. It should serve to give divine matters a stately pre-

eminence which shall belittle every other thing when swung into

the field of vision. 10. It should make God a joy and his service a

holy passion to the soul.

Now, these may or may not be the marks of a devotional frag-
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iiipnt, but will in any case serve to help us to a pathway easy to

keep. At its best, devotional literature would have all these marks

in every instance ; but this is not to be anticipated. If a passage or

prayer can touch one of these keys we shall be glad to have heard

tlie prayer or passage. Differing times and moods call for differing

calls—sometimes the trumpet, sometimes the lute, sometimes the

thrush, sometimes the laughter of a child. The soul is so wide of

paniut that we must always allow for that. In the list to follow no

attempt is made to be exhaustive and give a list of devotional books

;

ijut tlie proclaimed purpose is to name such books or parts of books

as have proven devotionally helpful to myself, with the hope that

wlinl has given me succor might have leading for others; for it is

biirely conceivable that in many helpers of one there would not be

found some helpers to all. This list is now submitted: St.

Aupuitinc's The City of God and Confessions; Bishop Hall's

Mcdilnlions; Baxter's The Saint's Everlasting Rest; Jeremy

Taylor's Jloh/ Living and Holy Dying; Bunyan's three books,

Grace Ahotinding, The Holy War, and Pilgrim's Progress; Spur-

pi-ou's Treasury of David; Wesley's Journal; a Kempis's Imita-

iim of Christ; Luther's Table Talk; Euchologion; Rutherford's

Letters; Phelps's The Still Hour; the Book of Common Prayer;

Clarice on the Promises; William Law's Serious Call; Herder's

American Sacred Poetry; The Shadoiv of the Rock; Lancelot

Andrewes's Private Devotions; the Life of George Miiller; The
.^fu' Ads of the Apostles; Keble's Christian Year; George

Herbert's The Church; Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata; Armstrong
I'l.ifk's The Evening and the Morning; Young's Helps for the

Quiet Hour; Joseph Parker's Prayers; Beecher's Prayers and
'^'Ttnons; Pascal's Pensees; Bishop How's "For all thy saints who
from their labors rest;" j^ewman's "The Dream of Geroutius;"
Jay 8 Morning and Evening Exercises; George Matheson's Times
<f Rdircmcnt and Studies in the Portrait of Christ; The Prayers

^f the Bible; Bishop Vincent's The Church at Home (a collection

<: scripture, hymn, and prayer for each day) ; Spenser's "Faerie
Q'K-i-ne;" Tennyson's "In Memoriam," "The Idyls of the King,"

li'o Vision of Sin," and "The Palace of Art;" Brownings
"I:, iaiis Tyi;uinus," "Prospice," "Christmas Eve," "Easter Day,"
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and "Saul;" Matthew Arnold's "East London;" Bryant's "To a

Waterfowl;" W. H. Channing's "My Symphony;" Henry van

Dyke's The Source and The Other Wise Man; Longfellow's sonnet

"As a fond mother when the day is o'er;" Rowland Williams's

Psalms and Litanies; Bacon's three essays, "Of Truth," "Of

Atheism," and "On Death ;" Milton's sonnets "On His Blindness,"

"This three years day these eyes," and "Written on his reaching

the age of twenty-three ;" Lowell's "Sir Launfal," and "The Pres-

ent Crisis ;" WordsM'orth's "Ode to Duty ;" Whittier's "Pictures,"

"Our Master," "The Eternal Goodness," "Questions of Life," and

"At Last;" Annie Trumbull Slosson's "Deacon Phoebe's Selfish

Natur';" Hawthorne's "Earth's Holocaust," and "The Celestial

Railroad ;" The Hymnal ; The Bible.

The City of God is to me devotional not so much, I think, in

what it is as for the memories it evokes. The name itself sets my
heart singing and hastes me to the hill from which witliout lifting

up my eyes I can see the eternal city of which I trust myself to be

a citizen. I can sec the glinting of the golden street and the

glimmer of the golden towers and catch the blaze of walls of

chrysoprase and sardius and see the peaceful river flow and catch

the splendor of the "sea of glass mingled with fire." Ah me, my
heart, the city of God ! And then I am touched to dreams in think-

ing of that early Christian who saw past all the checkered careers

of falling states the fadeless glory of the things of God. That was

a vision! Augiistinc wrote the first philosophy of history; and to

compare it with Hegel the similarity is striking. That old lover

of the Lord pulled the far ends of the circle of the ages together

and made them touch. The venture was wild with daring, and he

marches like a captain in the army of our God. And the Con-

fessions fairly boil out of a big, hot heart. Augustine was not a

repressed quantity, like Matthew Arnold, but an expressed quan-

tity. The veins in his forehead are swollen to bursting, and you can

hear the dmmbeat of his heart—a heart aware of God, and wisely

afraid of him. I like that attitude. W^e shall do well to go to

school to him. There is something in God to fear; and in our over-

worked phrase, "the fnthcrliood of God," many of us liave forgotten

the fearfulness of God. He is in a high hill; and they who walk
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tliat way must take gi-eat heed. "With godly fear" is a thought

worth practiciug our lips to pronounce and our hearts to remember.

A pasjiion for God, that was St. Augustine. He wanted God; all

l>csidc3 seemed dirt-cheap. He would watch the sun with unwink-

ing eyes and loved the glare of thoughts that burned like fire. He
rnistid all great questions simply because he must who fellowships

with God. The gospels arc writ in capitals because all things

which touch the Christ are rendered illustrious. The sovereignty

of God engulfed him as the sea does the random bather. And if he

overdrew this side of tlie divine character, think it })ot strange.

He .saw how aug-ust God was and tarried there. His mistake in

inij)hasis was natural and laudable. Thought was not yet schooled

to get the exact emphasis ; but he caught sight of some great mean-

ing foreign to the thoughts of man thus far and blazed it on the

pages of hi? lx)ok. God is great, Augustine knew that. God is

while light, he knew that too ; and so sin was black as summer storm

clouds. Xo book is wholesome devotional reading which does not

by affirmation or inference assert the wickedness of sin and so ring

die alarum bells of the soul. Sin not a mistake but a curse, that is

the tune to which devotion has set its music. All best lives are

white with fear of sin, like a scared soldier. Notice that in the

l».iks as they pass before our eyes. "0 wretched man that I am !"

Wio is that calling? Paul ? No, the centuries of men and women
who have caught a full vision of God. Who see Him, fall out of

conceit with themselves. Sin is a hard word in the vocabulary of

profound life met with God. That is the crux for Huxley and

Darwin and Arnold and Tyndale and the ironers down of the rude

wrinkle God calls sin. They think by snubbing sin to iron it out;

but their treatment of sin is their doom as moralists. Bunyan and
Aiidrcwcs and Eutherford and Parker and Browning and ^ilathe-

»on know better. Sin is a diabolus, an attacker. This is admirably

wn)upht in The Holy War; and for that in particular do I praise

t^at .similitude. Sin never wearied, ever renewing its aggressions,

•ultlc, acrimonious, fertile in expedient, indirect, never defeated

when defeated—is that not sin ? Does it not lie abased in the light

t'f iho Eden of the heart always ready, ready to make speedy
uurance? Head T/te iZoZ?/ Far.
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Bunjan's Grace Abounding, for a vivid, that is, a just, sense

of sin, has no equal outside the book of God. It is tremendous with

the sense of sin, and as tremendous with a sense of grace when men

turn from their sins. This book bums like a tank of oil. Com-

pared with such writings as Cardinal ISTewman's the contrast is

visible even to poor eyes in such way as no argument could disclose

tlie defect in iN ewmau's religious writings. Of Pilgrim's Progress,

to use many words would be "vain repetition." Oliver Wendell

Holmes says: "Pilgrim's Progress, the Divina Commedia of

Protestantism, is probably the only religious poem—for it is a

poem in all but versification—wliich is read through like a novel

by those who take it up for the first time." In an expression of

opinion among prominent Wesleyan ministers some years ago as

to those books which had been profoundly influential in their career

scarcely one omitted Pilgrim's Progress. In our day wc read it

too little. This book you cannot outgrow. Its fidelity to the expe-

riences of a Christian is so absolute as to make a moving picture

of a Christian career. The book is poetry, as Holmes has said.

This Bedford tinker when his heart is moved with the Gospel—and

a big heart he has—steps into poetry as natiirally as a happy child

into singing. The Saxon tongiie finds the wine pressed from its

grapes at the hands of this manly man who thought it joy to suil'er

for the Christ. I read it repeatedly in a single year. I go and

walk alongside Pilgrim and find my heart aiid lips at prayer as we

make journey together toward the Delectable Mountains. "When

with him I must lift the song. Bishop Hall's Meditations have

such godly depth, wisdom, research, such gracious piety, such wide

goings in search of God, that to hold his hand is strength. You
cannot think religion insipid when with him. Baxter's Saint's

Rest—is it because this book I have belonged to my long-lost

mother that its words are become so dear? that she read it with a

heart on fire? To untwist these scarlet threads of love is not

permissible. We cannot tell ; but this Pest is dear to me, and its

uphill look is full of comfort to my heart. Jeremy Taylor—but

why linger? ^^^lo docs not know the honey-sweet words of this

poet divine, and wlio does not find them full of grace? They
mind me of the breath of the heather on the sea cliffs where my
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failier nnd mother spent their cliildhood. Spurgeon's Treasury of

David I vahie not so imicli for what Spurgeon has said, though in

puch n book he is at his best, but for that quaint multitudinousness

of sayings of the saints of God he has gathered into this harvest

field of his. The good gather about the psalms as bees about purple

listers. Wesley's Journal and a Kerapis are to be read together.

A ]\eni]>is is in tlie most part too lacking in vigor to suit strength,

t(K) like d.aydreams on holy things, though on occasion, as in his

prayer, he becomes the full brother of strength ; but to read him,

tlie man of sequestered life, and Wesley, the man of the world

jiarish, the circuit rider whose goings could only be hedged in by

(ioatli, will afford a wholeness, a help for the antipodes of life.

A Kcmpis, cloistered, introspective ; Wesley "shod with the prepa-

ration of the Gospel ;" for his journeys are so oft that other sandals

H-Muld wear out. Wesley has dreams, but they lift into action. I

know not any books so incitant to action, wakeful, intelligent, and

In seiTice cheerful and delightful, as Wesley's Journal. Luther's

Tabic Talk must do anybody good. That healthy manliness of

liis off dress parade, devout, humorous, vigorous, talking out of the

deep places of a life which knew only one star—how his talk does

l)ut a man in tune with the Infinite! Of Rutherford, say only

.\dcney's words: "These letters stand in the front rank of devo-

tional works." They glow with a great love and mind us of the

I'lvc of Christ. The Still Hour makes us iliinh as well as pray.

1 lie Book of Common Prayer has access in it. Wliat more need

!« affinned? Clarl-e on tlie Promises is a book packed full of

oidy what God has promised. They are words sweet, very sweet
to hear.

William Law's Serious Call is so great and wise and devout
a Ixiok that Samuel Johnson and John Wesley both found meat for

f'l'-n in it, and Wesley's own hand made an abridgment of it for his

-MtUiodists, not as agi-eeing with the mystical tendency of the

author but as being heartened by his profound religiousness. I
liave found the book very good to know. In Horder and in The
• '<ndoii' of the Bocl- are poems which can lead the thought and love

" '""'. Andiewcs, so loved of Alexander Whyte, is loved of all

'•'•i!'i know a big heart hungry, wanting God. The Life of George
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Miiller is faith rendered into modem Euglisli. Tlie New Acts of

the Apostles is a story to put iire in the bones. Keble's Christian

Year sings us on our way toward lieaven. ''Quaint George Her-

bert!" His quaint poetical conceits do but lend emphasis to (he

man's love of Christ. His poems are incense smoke lifting up to

God. llie Evening and the Morning has the true devotional uplift

for my spirit. Helps for the Quiet Hour, chosen with that fine

literary instinct characteristic of Dr. Young, has words fit to help

the traveler along the road to God. Parker's and Beecher's prayers

have wings. Of Sacra Privata and Psalms and Litanies, while

many words iivould not s\ifRce to say the truth concerring books

which are crammed with beauty, help, nobility, insight, devoutness,

and divine leading, no other word than this is permissible : The

books help the faith out a long way toward God. Those good men

if they could know this would rejoice and be exceeding glad. How
"All Saints" hymn rouses sluggishness into animation, doubt to

faith. "The Dream of Gerontius" has vagaries tnily Eoman
Catholic, but a hint of great truths and vision of them, betimes,

are good for a soul to have. For me, George Matheson is without a

peer among contemporary devotional writers. He says things. He
is not given over to ejacnlatory piety, but freights his meditations

with such heavenly tniths that as you read yourself become ejacnla-

tory. That is the side from which ejaculations should proceed.

The singer neede not himself applaud ; the auditors will do that if

the music prove worthy. In Matheson is the moving of deep

waters seaward; and his prayers are like your father's when his

heart was full. The poems and prose writings here named as

devotional, no time is afforded to underscore. But how good they

are and full of heavenward look! This remark of Lowell regard-

ing the "Ode to Duty" may touch with a caress these various

works: "In the 'Ode to Duty' he [Wordsworth] speaks out of an

ampler ether than in any other of his poems, and which may safely

"challenge insolent Greece and haughty Eome for a comparison

in either kind or degree." From these varied souls may be had a

world of help ruddy with the blood of life. I cannot estimate their

service to myself, those services have been so real, so varied, so

instinct with the generosity learned of Christ, so nuthought-out,
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60 spontaneous, like the lilt of birds. I bless the God who gifted

minds to render such a holy help.

The Hymnal! Dwell upon its contribution of help. Who
reads Charles Wesley's "Wrestling Jacob," Bernard of Cluny's

"Jerusalem the Golden," Thomas Clivers's "The God of Abram

Praise," impregnates his soul with odors grown in heaven. 'Tis

a book of divine leadings, rich in wortliy rendering of love and

longing and hope fearless of despair. "Let us all sing."

And God's Book! Bead the Psalms for their sense of God

and man, and man as interesting to God. How God and man are

caught \ip together in the Psalter ! Where man is, there God is and

interested in man beyond belief. This it is which makes the

Psalms perpetual as the refrain for the heart. This it is which

Bobs in those tearful tunes where God is seen and man is seen very

full of sin. We shall iiever outgrow the "Sprinkle me with hyssop,

and I shall be clean; wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow;"

and the "Shepherd Psalm" shall whisper from sleepy lips while

mankind endures. We have committed it so to heart that we say

it while we fall asleep. Job abashes the soul. Nehemiah makes

sloth and indifference to hang head in shame. Lamentations

drenches the soul with the grief for a state ruined and a city sin-

dctlironed. All the prophets wake the life to God. They blow like

bugles of tempest. Ecclesiastes declares the insufficiency of the

world to satisfy the hunger of man's life. Luke is so human,

Matthew so kingly, Mark so martial, John so Christ-filled. Paul's

prayers have a celestial summons in them. They take wing when
we least anticipate it. And the prayers of Jesus, how they hearten

and subdue, how they guide and sustain, how they take the soul

into the holiest of all and make such climates have the homelike

feeling. He knew how to pray. The cry, the fleeing for succor,

the gratitude that laughs while it wipes tears from the eyes, the

resignation, the sublime fortitude, all in the prayers of Him who
taught us how to pray. Jesus's prayers walk straight into the

pre.s(.-nee of God. They are not experiment, rather a child walking

8 well-known path to his father's door. Blessed prayers, blessed

O'^cess! And the Passion of the Saviour is devotion's self. If

t-^<-'r the heart has dried up like parched ground, if prayers come
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slow like words to a wandei-ing intellect, then read the passion

chapters of the gospels. The hill they climb leads into heaven.

To see Him tliere ! Will that not make the dry heart to be rained

upon with tears? I read and cry, "My Christ, my cross!" "We

arc to read each Gospel as it were a jouniey to a mountain top

;

for each Gospel narrative climbs to the cross that clouds the moun-

tain summit with its midnight gloom. The august spectacle of

God dying for a single human soul, that brings us to our knees,

that hushes our poor babblings into expectant silence. The dying

God, dying for me ! I must pray

!

I have been impressed that there is room and need for a book

of devotion which should be put into twelve vest-pocket booklets,

one for each month, thus making the carrying it to the ofBce, on

the train, on the street car, possible, and yet make the books of

sufficient bulk to contain for each day a prayer, a text, a Scripture

passage, a selection in verse or prose from some of those nobler

words the hearts of manly and holy men have bubbled up like

fountains of water. This would be a book of days. The Anglican

devotional books are for the Church year; a deeper Christian

philosojihy has a book for God's year. The entirety of the year

is God's and ours. The secular and the sacred year synchronize.

Each day and each season, mine and God's, is the right interpre-

tation of the calendar. And a book conceived from this standpoint

and executed with wide knowledge of the literature of life and

devotion and a gracious familiarity with the Scriptures of God,

with a wise knowledge of the hymns of the ages, with a gift of

prayer and a knowledge of the prayers of holy women and men,

would not such a volume or volume series (twelve booklets for the

months of the year) be a distinct helper for the holy life ? All the

ages and all the minds might lend their voices to such a book of

days. The advantage, as I have found, of a book of devotion has

been that it has set the thoughts of the day out with God, and has

supplied, so to say, provender for the day's thinking and the day's

delight. A scripture looks very different when set out thus alone

than when sunk in the context. The average Bible word is too

large for the soul to pronounce more than one of them at once ; and

when they are isolated the real magnitude and meaning light the
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landscape of our thought. I appeal to all lovers of God's book

whether this be not so. One passage will serve as a staff for the

lieart all day. The leaning on it for a day of toil makes the staff

precious ever after. And a poem holding a radiant thought in

solution, to be set out from the book Avherein it was housed with

many others, becomes thereby personal and visible. The same is

true of a thought in noble prose or a prayer which flowed from a

heart in which God was consequential. Such a page pushes the

boat of life out into the sea of the day, gives it a vigorous thrust

which holds to the heart througli the livelong day. A book of

devotion should be catholic, fetched from afar. The wise souls

were never dwellers in a single house. Like families, they live

under many roofs. This is the objection to such a book, to select

at random, as For Days and Years, by Lear. It is an Anglican

lx)ok and contains that amusing Clmrch egotism which writes

Church will) a capital "C" and Dissenter with a small "d," and

the selections of words from the wise are all but entirely from the

Church fathers or Eoman Catholics or Anglicans. The oblivious-

ness to the wide Christian world outside of these limits is humorous

rather than devotional. Cardinal Xewman is scarcely the sanest

and most wholesome religious guide, to say the least. Wliat is

wanted is the walk through the Churches as Christ among the

candlesticks, going ever;yAvhere and hearing all and holding the

most precious trutlis as the flower the dew. True Christianity is

eclectic in its tastes. What holy moods have meditated and what

holy laen have done, these are the precious considerations. What
c,ires the good man's heart what Church David Livingstone was of,

or Thomas Coke, or Hannington, or Gardiner ? Tor each we thank

God and take courage. "Tliere is one God and Father over all,

wlio is rich unto all that call wpow him;" and that is the conclusion

<'f the M'hole matter so far as touches the ix)int of devotion. That

licart which hath held God's hand, it is good to touch. Those eyes

wliich for a sublime moment looked into the face of God, it is

blessed to look into. The whole family of God Is sacred ; and the

voice of any one of them, no matter what name he wears, is good

t') hear. Did not our hearts burn while we listened to Ilim by the

^'' ay i And there is and can be but one answer.
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Let us listen io the words of BrotLer Standfast as he stands

iu the river waiting his turn to pass

To where

Beyond these voices there is peace,

recalling Eufus Choate's words, "On the whole, the most eloquent,

mellifluous talk that was ever put together in the English language

was the speech of Mi-. Standfast in the river:" "This Kiver has

been a Terror to manj, yea, the thoughts of it also have often

frightened nie. But now methinks I stand easy ; my Foot is fixed

upon that on which the Feet of the Priests that bare the Ark of the

Covenant stood while Israel went over this Jordan. The Waters

indeed are to the Palate bitter and to the Stomach cold, yet the

thoughts of what T am going to and of the Conduct that waits for

me on the other side do lie as a glowing Coal at my Heart. I

see myself now at the end of my Journey, my toilsome days are

ended. I am going now to see that Head that was crowned with

Thorns, and Uiat Face that was spit upon for me. I have formerly

lived by Hearsay and Faith, but now I go where I shall live by

sight, and shall be with Him in whose company I delight myself.

I have loved to hear my Lord spoken of, and wherever I have seen

the print of his Shoe in the Earth, there I have coveted to set my
Foot too. His name has been to me as a Civet-box, yea, sweeter

than all Perfumes. His Voice to me has been most sweet, and

his Countenance I have more desired than they that have most

desired the Light of the Sun. His Word I did use to gather for

my Food, and for Antidotes against my Faintings. He has held

mc, and I have kcj>t me from mine iniquities, yea, my Steps hath

he strengthened iu his Way."

tj-:CL, (^^^.
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Aet. IV.—the ethical and the positive in
CHRISTIANITY.

CHRISTIA^rITy is a religion of principles rather than precepts.

Its essential principle is love. This practically nnfolds into the

precepts and prohibitions of the Decalogue. All the law and the

prophets are siimmed up in love to God and men. In examining

the duties -which arise from our relations to God and men we note

a distinction. Some are grounded on reasons we intuitively see,

and some on reasons which we do not see. Theologians call the

former moral, and the latter positive. Says Bishop Butler in

his Aimlogy, that exhaustless seed-bed of Christian apologetics:

"Aloral duties arise out of the nature of the case itself, prior to

external command. Positive duties do not arise out of the nature

of the case, but from external command; nor would they be duties

at all were it not for such command, received from Him whoso

creatures and subjects we are." All our duties Avould be moral, if

there were no revelation of God other than that through nature.

There can be nothing positive in natural religion, the religion of

conscience. It is possible tljat a collision may occur of a positive

with a moral precept where it is impossible to obey both. In such

a case no universal rule is laid down in the Scriptures. Should we

say the positive must always yield to the moral we would be gi'catly

embarrassed by certain jx)sitive commands, as that to Abraham to

offer up Isaac and that to exterminate whole tribes of people.

There are at least three reasons why generally the moral should

override the positive: 1. Because it is written upon our hearts

and is interwoven into our very nature. 2. Because positive pre-

cc-jjts aim at a moral end, which must have a higher value than the

moans. 3. When the two arc mentioned together in the Scriptures

the stress is always laid on the moral. But Bishop Butler remarks

thnt "Mankind have, in all ages, been greatly prone to place their

religion in peculiar positive rites by way of equivalent for obe-

dience to moral precepts." They lengthen the creed as a compen-

f^ation for shortening the Decalogue. Thus many false positive

prccvpts have been foisted upon Christianity. Let us examine
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some of tlicse, after we have ascertained the infallible criterion by

which they may be tested. We will limit our discussion to the

Incw Testament. We find this essential of every positive institu-

tion, tliat it should be of such a nature as to keep Christ the Son

of God in the very center of the system, which collapses if he is

removed. A man may become a geometer in utter ignorance of

Euclid, who first discovered geometry, but he cannot become a

Christian without knowing, loving, and obeying Christ. The }X)si-

tivo institute must bo Christocentric, like Christianity itself. Of

course it must be a direct command, and not an inference merely.

It must proceed from tlie Author of Christianity ; for human au-

thority, even that of an inspired aj^wstle, is not sufficient of itself

alone to establish a positive precept.

There are only two positive precepts which correspond to these

requirements: baptism and the Lord's Supper. These were de-

liberately instituted by Christ, the latter just before his death, and

the former just before his ascension. The central position of

Christ in these sacraments is seen by the so-called liberal Chris-

tians who deny the supreme divinity of the Son, regarding him as

a man only. When they continue to administer these ordinances

they are greatly embarrassed by this illogical procedure. The

German rationalists baptize their children in the name of the

universal brotherhood of man, the only God which Corate, the

positivist, teaches his followers to worship. "Wlien Ealph Waldo

Emerson was. a Unitarian preacher in Boston he was asked by his

deacons why he had ceased to administer the Lord's Supper; ho

replied that "it was giving too great prominence to one among
many good men." The dilemma in which this incipient pantheist

found himself was either an acknowledgment of the Godhood of

Jesus Christ, or the total abandonment of that positive institution

in which this doctrine was objectively iiroclaimed. The great

purpose of the two positive precepts of Christ was to keep his

Gospel from sinking into a mere moral system, by the elimination

of liis personal authority. Such a tendency has existed in eveiy

age, beginning with ancient Ebionitism and ending with modem
Unifarianism, M'hose leaders have gravely discussed the expediency

of taking the Bible with its '"'alleged miracles" and perplexing
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doctrines out of their pulpits and of preaching its pure ethics dis-

entangled from its "puerile fables." This would reduce our

glorious Gospel to a meager philosophical cult attractive to a few

cultured intellects, but bereft of all motive power to lift up the

fallen and to save the lost masses submerged in sin. It is instruct-

ive to note that the only Christian sect in Church history which

neglects and denies the obligation of the two positive precepts of

Ciirist—the Friends—was in 1827 rent asunder by the secession

(if large portions of six out of ten Yearly Meetings, on the ground

of their denial of Christ's true divinity while incarnate. We call

tlie attention of General Booth and his Salvation Army to this

liidden rock on which this Christian body may split. "We erect a

beacon upon it for tlieir benefit.

It should be borne in mind that the Gospel scheme of salvation

through faith only, without meritorious works, a faith bearing the

fruitage of perfect love and obedience to God and altruistic effort

and sacrifice for men, cannot consist with a multitude of positive

precepts. Such a number would overload the religion and smother

the spiritual life in the legalism of "the letter that killeth." This

is demonstrated by the fact, noted by Butler, that "mankind are

for placing the stress of their religion anywhere rather than upon

virtue." The scribes taught that there are two hundred and forty-

eight affirmative and three hundred and sixty-five negative

precepts. Hence the necessity of limiting positive precepts to the

smallest possible number that will keep Christ in tlie center of the

system. The divinely adjusted balance between the two kinds of

precepts must bo preserved. The free spirit of Christianity re-

quires us to reject all such positives.

1. Fool-washing. We camiot regard this as designed by

Christ to be a positive ordinance of perpetual obligation the same
as baptism and the holy eucharist. It seems rather an impressive

symbol teaching humility, the dignity of service, the necessity of

purity of heart, and the duty of every believer to help his fellow-

disciples to obtain this great blessing. Paul's requirement of the

Widow before being enrolled for Christian seiwice, "if she hath

v.-nHhod the saints' feet," must be interpreted as a synonym for

tiUruistic Christian sen-Ice. This literal act cannot be a positive
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precept, for it does not stand our test; it can be performed without

mention of Christ's name in the ceremony. Wlien kings, emperors,

and popes in a spcctacnhir style observe what Luther calls "hypo-

critical foot-washing" we think of his advice, "If you wish to wash

your neighbor's feet see tliat your heart is really humble, and help

everyone in becoming better."

2. Confirmation hy llic imposilion of the hands of a bishop

for communicating the Holy Spirit to a haptizcd person. In some

churches it included the chrism as a symbol of the Spirit. The

texts adduced in support of this rite arc Acts viii, 14-17 ; iix, 5, 6

;

Ileb. vi, 1. These texts prove that tliis impartation of the Spirit

was a prerogative of the apostles only. As they had uo successors

clothed with equal authority it ceased at their decease. It was

neither instituted by the command of Christ, the Head of the

Church, nor does it answer the demands of our criterion. It is out

of harmony with the universal atonement and with the proclama-

tion of the Gospel to every creature to grant to a small class of

Ijelievers a monopoly of the Holy Ghost promised to all believers

who will ]>ersoveringly ask for him in the name of Christ. In

respect to this crowning gift Faber's lines are true:

There's a wideness in God's mercy,

Like the 'widoncss of the sea.

If men are called upon to curse the man who fills his purse by

cornering the bread market (Prov. xi, 26), what are they to think

of a Gcd who through "the myth of the apostolic succession"

(Phillips Brooks) puts a patent-right upon the author and Sup-

porter of spiritual life ? It is as evident as the cloudless sun at

midday that the Father of mercies and God of all grace has not

limited liimself to such a narrow channel in the communication of

himself to believers in his Son.

3. Tithing. The required lx?3towment of a tenth of our in-

come is alleged by some good people to be a part of Christianity.

Giving is a moral obligation, but giving a tenth is not a dictate of

our moral sense. If it ia a duty it must be positive. We look in

vain in the Xew Testament for such an expression of the divine

will. It may be said this is found in Matt, xxiii, 23, "Eut these

ye ought to lia\e done." AVe will ahow more fully under our next
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topic that our great Teaclier did not shock the religious feelings

of (he Jews by a sudden termination of their rites, but that it was

liis habit to regulate the manner and spirit in which temporary

Hebrew ceremonies should be performed. He found the Jews

exercising a disproportionate conscientiousness in trifles, which,

nccordlng to their traditional conception of duty, they ought to

care for; while they were utterly neglecting obligations of over-

whelming importance. Moreover, as tithing does not keep Christ

in the center of his religion it does not answer to the requirements

of a positive precept. '\Miile it would be a means of gi-ace to all

Christians vohmtarily to give at least a tenth of their income to

jiromote the kingdom of Christ and to help the jwor whom wo

always have with us, and to fill to overflowing the various treasuries

of his Church, it would in the end be a detriment to bring this to

pass by proclaiming the tithe as a positive requirement of Chri.i,.

It would add to the influence under which too many are drifting

into legalism and self-righteousness. The spirituality of those

sects which teach that God requires a tenth is, to say the least, not

remarkably high ; the Irvingites or Catholic Aj^stolic, the Seventh-

day Adventists, the Dowieites or Christian Catholic, tlie Mormons

or Latter-day Saints, and the Sanfordites are of this type. The

titlie may enrobe their leaders in gorgeous vestments, fill their

jiurscs, and sustain a vigorous propaganda, but it certainly does

nut produce a deep and intelligent piety.

4. Fasting or abstinence from food as a religious exercise.

This was not a positive command either in the law or in the Gospel.

It is a characteristic of nearly all the paganisms in the world,

especially the Asiatic religions with which the Hebrews came in

contact, Jehovah appointed a day of atonement for their sins

(r^v. xvi, 29-31), a special day in which they should "afilict their

W)uls" by repenting of their sins as a preparation for forgiveness.

fhey found it easier to do as their heathen neighbors did; they

fasted from sunset to sunset instead of quitting their evil ways.

The prophets at times rebuked this substitution, especially Isaiah,

^vlio excoriates the fast which allowed them "to smite with the fist

'f wickedness." They did not have fasts enough, so during the

''I'livity in Babylon they appointed four more, which Zechariah
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afterward tiimed into "joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts."

JN^eitlier Moses nor Christ ever appointed a day of abstinence from

food. They both called the Israelites to repentance. In examining

the New Testament to ascertain whether Jesus Christ gave any

]X)sitivo precept requiring periodical fasting we call attention to

several spurious texts dating from about the sixth century, when

for the first time fasting ceased to be voluntaiy and was com-

manded under the penalty in some instances of the extraction of

the teeth. These texts, as the Revision shows, are ITatt. xviii, 21,

the whole verse being omitted ; Mark ix, 29, Acts x, 30, and 1 Cor.

vii, 5, where fasting is omitted. These glosses were probably not

an intentional eorriiption of the text. Some monk in his cell when

the Church was befogged with a cloud of asceticism penciled on

the margin of the manuscript the word vrja-da, where he thought

fasting was appropriate. Aftenvard a copyist, thinking it an

omission, innocently copied it into the text. "We would also call

attention to a mistranslation of "shall"' for "will" in Matt, ix, 15,

"then will they fast" because of sorroAV. The future tense in the

third person in Greek does not express obligation. Hence Wesley

is careful in his version to change the "shall" to "will" in the

sentence, "One of you will betray me." Consistency required the

same change in Matt, ix, 15 ; Mark ii, 20; Luke v, 35. The chief

supix)rt of the error that periodical fasting is required by Christ

is Matt, vi, IG, "Moreover when ye fast, be not as the hypocrites."

From its juxtaposition with the verses about prayer, beginning in

the same way, "When ye pray," it is alleged that fasting is just

as obligatory as praying. The truth is that neither is here com-

manded. This is conceded by Wesley, a man who, in accordance

with the spirit of his generation, was given to rigorous fasting,

and in his High Church period fasted twice a week till three o'clock

P. M. He says, "Our Lord does not enjoin either fasting, alms-

deeds, or prayer; all these being duties which were before fully

established in the Church of God." This is a concession that this

text is not a positive precept. Here we revert to the idea sug-

gested in reference to tithing, that Christ was in the habit of

regulating the spirit and manner of the .Tews in their religious

customs which he intended his Gospel should supersede, such as
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Matt. V, 23, "Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar," etc.

This does not eternize the obligation to bring material gifts to a

material altar, but it does prescribe the spirit in which the Jews

should worship God by offerings while under the Levitical law.

Again, Matt, xxiii, 2: "The scribes and the Pharisees sit on

Moses' seat: all things therefore whatsoever they bid you, these

do and obsei-ve." Here is evidently a temporary precept. This

must be admitted, or we must all go to the synagogue, listen to the

rabbis, and obey all their instructions! The fact is, there is not

one direct command to fast. So embarrassed was a certain bishop

of the Methodist Episcopal Church in an article on "The Duty of

Fasting" that he actually invented the following apostolic command,

"Give yourselves to fasting and prayer" (1 Cor. vii, 5).* This

M'as done by decapitating a piece of advice to married Christians

and erecting the dependent clause of the sentence into a precept.

The word "fasting" in this text is pronounced spurious by all the

critical editors, becatise it is lacking in all the uncial manuscripts.

Our most cogent argument against periodical fasting is found

in Mark ii, lS-22 ; Luke v, 33-38, where the question is raised why
•Tcsns and his disciples are supposed to be guilty of the impiety of

neglecting this religious exercise so devoutly practiced by John and

his followers. His reply was that it was not consonant with the

good news which he came to announce to a sad and sinful world.

It would be like employing dirge singers at a wedding, while the

happy pair are receiving the congi-atulations of the nuptial guests.

It would be like putting a patch of new, stiff, and undressed cloth

upon a rent in a garment thin and old. The result would be like

the poet Young's baptized infidel, "the worse for mending." He
then intimates thatwhen the Bridegroom shall be taken away their

sorrow would be so great as naturally to deprive them of an appetite

for their daily food. The period of the Bridegroom's absence in

the region of the dead was about forty hours. ^Vllen he returned

tiicre was no more any occasion for fasting. "Then were the dis-

ciples glad when they saw the Lord." Nor was there any more
<>cfasion after his ascension, for just before he mounted the skies,

>ti/)iping from the footstool to the throne, the Bridegroom of the

"Methodist Quarterly Jleiieu; New Ydik, 1&19, p, 203.
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Church saW to his bride, "Lo, I am with you always, even unto

the end of the world." If she really believes this, how can she put

on the apparel of a widow and fast with a sad countenance? Not

one of the twelve personally trained by Christ said a word about

fasting, except Matthew, who wrote as an historian. It is not

named by Peter, James, Jude, or John in his gospel. Apocalypse,

and three epistles. It does not occur in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

of unknovra authorship. The only voluntary fasting by the Chris-

tian Church in any place in tlie New Testament is in connection

with two ordinations recorded in Acts xiii, 2, 3, when Paul and

Barnabas were ordained and sent away, and Acts xi%-, 23, where

elders were appointed in every church, a solemnity not required

by the Head of the Church, but naturally suggested to Jews who

had been accustomed to fast on very important occasions, and

es])ecially to Paul, who as a Pharisee was accustomed to frequent

fasts. There are also two records of Paul's involuntary fastings

to which he was driven by poverty (2 Cor. vi, 5, and xi, 27). If

they had been voluntary they would not have been named in both

instances in a series of hardships, such as stripes, imprisonments,

robbers, and shipwrecks. If he practiced stated fasting, in none

of his numerous epistles did he require it, recommend it as a

means of spiritual discipline, or even name it except among the

sufferings just named. In his pastoral epistles to Timothy and

Titus, instructing them respecting the characters which those whom
they should ordain as deacons and bishops or elders should sustain,

there is not the first hint about asceticism, though this, if a neces-

sary qualification, would most certainly have been specified in

company with the caveat, "not given to much wine." We hear

nothing about the willingness of the candidates to "recommend
fasting by precept and examjile," and to be diligent in gathering the

tithes. We infer indeed that neither of them is divinely required.

The treatment of the subject of fasting by all the Wesleyan

theologians is not without interest. Eichard Watson, although ho

lived before the interjTOlations in the New Testament had been

discovered, ignores it entirely, as do Raymond and Miley and

Sheldon. Popo speaks of it as "brought from the Old Testament

by our Lord, who indirectly enjoined it both by his example and
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precept: 'When ye fast!' But this precept leaves the time,

character, aud degi'ce of the fasting to the judgment of him who

practices it."

It remains for me to state the relation of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church to this subject. In 17S4 Wesley sent "General

Rules," in which he incorporated fasting among "the ordinances

of God," and adds, "All these we know his Spirit writes on tridy

awakened hearts." It is a good thing that Wesley did not claim in-

fallibility, and that Methodism has no theological Semper idem,

oUierwisc we would have no hope of a constitutional change. Leg-

islative changes have been made, and they will continue to be

made. When a small boy the writer saw a class book with this

inscription in large capitals on the outside covers, "Remember the

Quarterly Fast." In 18SS the requirement of the quarterly fast

disappeared from tlie Discipline. Yet the candidate for full mem-

l>orship in the Conference is met at the gate by a bishop propound-

ing this apparently all-important question, implying that an affirm-

ative answer is necessary for his admission : "Will you recommend

fasting or abstinence, both by precept and example?" Our
contention is that our Church has here created a positive precept

not fomid in the New Testament. Our intelligent young men,

who are well aware of that fact, are placed in a painful

dilemma. We hope that the Methodist Episcopal Church will erase

from her Discipline every sentence expressing or implying the

obligation of the ministry to fast, as she has freed the laity by

JiWishing the quarterly fast. In the meaiitimo I would suggest to

clerical candidates for admission the following affirmative answer

to the question, "Will you recommend fasting or abstinence, both

hy precept and example ?" Answer : "I will enforce every precept

rc-ipccting periodical fasting which I find in the New Testament,
f'r which can be inferred from the example of Christ or any of the

EJ^'.^tles whom he personally trained, and I myself will set an
txiiinple of fasting, so far as I can, while obeying the caveat of

'-Jirist, that nobody should know that I am fasting."

i^^^^e^jzuf^^̂
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Art. v.—HARNACK'S INTERPRETATION OF
CHRISTIANITY.

Some sixty years ago Strauss published his famous Life of

Jesus, giving a mythological interpretation to the Gospel. Few

theological works have ever created such a profound sensation. All

Germany was at once divided into opposing camps, and the shock

of battle was felt throughout the Christian world. It was proposed

at the time to suppress the book by legal processes, but Xeander,

Uieu professor of Church history in the University of Berlin, ob-

jected, holding wisely that trntli only asks an open field. Meander's

counsel prevailed, and the theory of Strauss has been so thoroughly

exploded that to-day it "leaves not a rack behind." Kow, at the

beginning of the twentieth century, the successor of Xeander pub-

lishes a book giving a rationalistic interpretation of the Gospel,

which once again divides Germany into hostile camps, and forces

a profound discussion over the fundamentals of the Christian faith

tliroughout the world. Ilarnack's book, What Is ChristianHij, is

destined to exert a more subtle, far-reaching, and dangerous influ-

ence than Strauss's Life of Jesus, for the reason that the work of

Strauss was an attack from without, while that of Ilarnack pro-

fesses to be a reconstruction from within, along critical, progressive,

and sympathetic lines. It will be the purpose of this paper to

outline the main positions of Hamack, and touch the nerves of his

argument. First of all, let us acquaint ourselves with the man.

Adolph Harnack was born at Dorpat, in the Baltic Provinces,

in 1851, where his father was professor of practical theologj\ The

religious atmosphere of that home was simple, ardent, genial. The

warmtJi and glow of Harnack's pietistic inheritance and training

lend a chann to all his writings. His curriculum of study began

at Dorpat and was completed at Leipsic, where he took his degree

in theology and philosophy, and where he began his public work

as a teacher. He was called successively to Giessen, to Marburg,

and, in 1886, to Berlin, where he still remains as professor of

Church history, and rector of the university. Without doubt Har-

nack is one of the most scholarly and influential living theologians
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of Germany. In the past twenty-five years he has done monumen-

tal and magisterial work. His Texts and Studies on Early Chris-

tian Literature is one of the most valuable collections extant. His

Uislory of Dogma takes high rank among historico-theological

productions. His Chronology of the New Testament is a work of

enduring merit. These achievements, together with a great number

of books on special subjects, of exact and thorough scholarship, give

to liis name great weiglit. In addition to this, Harnack is said to bo

a man of charming personality, of profound religious feeling, and

a magnetic and eloquent speaker. The lectures in the present

volume were delivered extemporaneously to great and enthusiastic

audiences at the University of Berlin. The fact is, however, that

the substance of them all, and in most cases the very form and

statement of them, may be found in his carefully labored works.

Lowell's epigram on Gladstone will apply quite as well to Harnack:

His greatness not so mucli in genius lies

As in adroitness as occasions rise,

Lifelong convictions to extemporize.

In truth, the book represents the ripened thought and the matured

convictions of a lifetime. It will be helpful here to determine, as

far as we may be able, Harnack's philosophical convictions, for

the old maxim, "Let me know a man's position in philosophy and

I will readily determine his theology," has a great deal of trutli

in it. Harnack is classed among the Eitschlians, though he has

discarded many of Eitschl's peculiarities. Briefly and broadly,

Hitschlism and Haniack stand for (1) thorough freedom in the

study of the New Testament and Church history, (2) distrust of

speculative theology, (3) a profound interest in Christianity as a

religious life and not as a system of knowledge. Harnack is the

greatest exponent of the so-called historical treatment of dogma.

'i"he question, "What is Christianity?" he thus answers: "It is

solely in tlie historical sense that we shall try to answer this ques-

'i''»n ; that is to say, we will employ the method of historical science,

and tlie experience of life gained by studying the actual course of

lu.-fory."* And again he says: "A right and full estimate of the

^ li'ijtian religion is attainable ouly by a comprehensive induction

• r.c
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of all tlie facts of history." Under those words "facts" and "induc-

tion" is a Trojan horse of largo dimensions; in its vast cavities

whole platoons of treacherous and well-armed Greeks are stored

away: who shall determine what the facts are, and who make the

induction? If the reader will be kind enough to fly a sur\'eyor's

flag over this spot we will return to it at a convenient season. The

work before us, consisting of sixteen lectures, may be divided into

two main divisions, the first treating of the "Essence of Chris-

tianity," or the "Gospel in the Gospel," the second treating of the

"Development of Christianity," or the "Gospel in History."

1. The Gospel ui tlie Gospel. The first four chapters are de-

voted to the task of determining the essential element in Chris-

tianity, discovering the Gospel in the Gospel. We touch the nerve

of the argument in these chapters in the following points: the au-

thority of the gospels, the miraculous element in the gospels, and

the general conce])tion of the message of the Gospel. Hamack's

proposed aim is to distinguish the "husk" from the "kernel," that

is, not only to separate the essential meaning from all those alien

accretions with which the vicissitudes of nineteen centuries have

surrounded and overlaid it, but also to reject inconsistent elements

imported by the evangelists, upon whose records we must rely.

This he docs in tlie following summary fashion : "Our authorities,"

to quote his own language, "for the message which Jesus Christ

delivered are the first three gospels. The fourth gospel cannot be

taken as an historical authority in the ordinary meaning of the

word. The author of the fourth gospel acted with sovereign free-

dom, transposed events and put them in a strange light, drew up

the discourses himself, and illustrated great thoughts by imaginary

situatioiis. Altliough his work is not altogether void of a real, if

scarcely recognizable, traditional clement, it can hardly make any

claim to be considered an authority for Jesus's history. Only

little of wliat he says can be accepted, and tliat little with cau-

tion."* nistorioal science, llarnack tells us, had made a great

step in advance by teaching us to pass a more intelligent and

benevolent judgment on the synoptic gospels. lie thus proceeds

to exercise tliis inlelligout and benevolent judgTticnt: "These gos-

«P.19.
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jicls," he Fays, "are, it is true, not historical works any more than

the fourth gospel ; they were not written for the simple object of

giving facts as they were; they are books composed for the work

of evangelization." That is the intelligent judgment; now for

the benevolent. "I^evertheless," he continues, "they are not alto-

getlicr useless as sources of history, more especially as the object

with which tliey were written coincides in part with what Jesus

intended."* Ag-ain he tells us, "Two of the gospels do, it is true,

contain an introductory history (the history of Jesus's birth)
;

but we may disregard it, for even if it contained something more

tnislworlhy than it does actually contain, it would be as good as

useless for our purpose. We know nothing, therefore, of Jesus's

history for the first thirty years of his life."-}- His position on

miracles is clearly and emphatically stated in the following para-

graph: "We are. firmly convinced that what happens in space and

time is subject to the general laws of motion, and that as an inter-

ruption of the order of nature there can be no such things as

miracles."t Accordingly, he rejects the virgin birth of our Lord,

his resurrection, and the miracles he is said to have wrought. Tho

Gospel, he claims, is not concerned with the personality of Christ,

but has to do Avith the Father only, and not with the Son. This is

the most central, fundamental, dominant, and constructive position

in the book. "'Wliat is essential in the Gospel," according to Ilar-

nack, "may be grouped under our Lord's utterance upon three

things: 1. The kingdom of God and its coming. 2. God the

Father and the infinite value of the human soiil. 3. The higher

righteousness and the law of love."§ The three spheres thus dis-

tinguished, he says, coalesce. It needs only a few touches to

develop this -thought into everything that, taking .Tesus' sayings

fls its groundwork, Christianity has known and strives to maintain.

In tliis paragraph we have Harnack's basal principle exposed : the

f;roimdwork of Cliristianity, he holds, is not the personality of

Jesus, but the sayings of Jesus.

After epitomizing the Gospel content he discusses the bearing

':<i tho Gospel on particular problems: 1. The Gospel and the

Vt orld, or Asceticism. 2. The Gospel and the Poor, or Socialism.

•P.20. tr.Sa tP.26. JP.51.
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3. The Gosi)cl and tho Law, or Public Order. 4. The Gospel and

Work, or Civilizatiou. 5. The Gospel and the Son of God, or the

Christological Question. G. The Gospel and the Creed. The first

four of these are forcible and impressive presentations of the

teachings of Christianity in relation to subjects with which they

deal. They show noble feeling, and a fine discrimination of the

Christian spirit in practical affairs. It is difficult to see how

exception can be taken to them. Tho chapter on Christology pre-

sents a radical divergence from the traditional and orthodox view.

In the first place he declares that Jesus desired no other belief in

his person, and no other attachment to it, than is contained in the

keeping of his commandments. John's gospel, it will be remem-

bered, is wholly ruled out of evidence, and also such other parts of

the synoptics as may be embarrassing. Jesus, he admits, is the Son

of God, but not in any exceptional sense, only in a fuller degree

of the manner in Avhich every man may become a Son of God. "It

is tho knowledge of God which makes the sphere of divine Son-

ship."* lie says: "The consciousness which he possessed of being

the Son of God is, therefore, nothing but the practical consequence

of knowing God as the Father, and as his Father. Elghtly under-

stood, the name of Son means nothing but the knowledge of God."*

In a word, Harnack rules out Christology as having no essential

place in the Christian scheme. He is at one with William Elleiy

Chaniiing in his estimate of Christ's place in Christianity. "Love

of Jesus Christ," Channing says, "depends very little ujxm our

conception of his rank in the scale of being. On no other topic

have Christians contended so earnestly, yet It is of secondary im-

]X)rtance. To know Jesus Christ is not to know the precise place

lie occupies in the universe ; it is something more, it is to look into

his mind ; it Is to enter into his spirit." Yet Harnack is benevolent

enough to recognize a mystery in the Person of Jesus. "How he

came," he says, "to this consciousness of the unique character of

his relation to God as a son is his secret, and no psychology will

ever fathoTu it."* "We shall never fathom the inward develop-

ment by which Jesus passed from tlie assurance that he was the Son
of God to tho other assurance that ho was the ]!J;essIah." "How
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Jesus arrived at the consciousness of being the Hessian we can

never explain." So he admits, but proceeds to -work out a theory

tliat seems perfectly natural and entirely satisfactory to its author.

Hamack's treatment of the resurrection is as feeble a piece

of work as we have ever known to come from a thoughtful and

scholarly man. To begin with, he assumes that miracles are

impossible, l^ext he sets aside the gospel records as wholly' un-

trustworthy. Then he proceeds to account in a wholly inadequate

way, in the most absurd fashion, for the fact which is beyond

dispute, that the apostles and Christian Church at Jerusalem did

believe that on the third day the tomb of Christ was found empty,

that Jesus himself appeared to them, spoke with them, ate with

tbem, taught them; tliat he visibly ascended before their eyes into

the heavens. Paul was specific and clear and emphatic in his tes-

timony to the reality of the resurrection. It is, as he says, the

basal truth of Christianity and of Christian hope. It was estab-

lished in the human heart in the face of the most overwhelming

forces. The cross had not then the halo of glory it possesses now.

What turned the night of gloom into glorious dawn, if not a risen

L<Jrd ? Harnack admits the confident belief of the apostles and

early Church, but denies its basis in reality. He distinguishes

between the Easter message and the Easter faith, and denies this

necessary connection. Harnack's theory is that Christ did not

literally arise from the dead. He is at one on this matter with

Matthew Arnold, as he sings

:

Now he is doacl ; far hence he lies

In the lono Syrian town ;

And on his grave with shining eyes

llie silent stars look down.

He accounts for tlie Easter faith in this way. Christ sub-

iiiittod to death as a part of his vocation, and in virtue of his hope
8UU confidence in God gained an inward victory over it tliat robbed
'I of its terrors. This is all. Concerning this tlieory it is to be

rvniarked that this inward victory was gained in the sublime sur-

ffnacr on the cross, and not on Easter Day. Concerning this

Laeory it needs to be explained how this victory is to take its place

":iiong historical realities so as to endue men with the conviction
"i ' lornal realities, if it remained a secret transaction in the soul
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of tie Redeemer, and between him and the Father. How could

the disciples be certain that Jesus did really triumph over death,

unless he retunied to assure them ? How hard-pressed and illogical

Harnack is in treating of the resurrection will appear from this

paragraph : "The story of Thomas is told for the exclusive purpose

of impressing upon us that we must hold the Easter faith even

without the Easter message." "Blessed are they that have not

seen, and yet have believed." "The disciples on the way to

Emmaus were blamed for not believing, even though the Easter

message had not reached them."* Now, as a matter of fact, the

record clearly shows that Thomas was reproached for not believing

the Easter message, which had Ixjen carried to him by living wit-

nesses, and which was to be the basis, not only of his faith, but of

the faith of all future generations. The Christian faith com-

mended is never a faith without evidence, but a serene and heroic

faith on competent testimony. The same is true of the disciples on

the way to Emmaus; the Easter message had reached them, and

only their unbelieving hearts kept them from the Easter joy.

II. The Gospel /?] Histonj. Turning now from the Gospel

in tlie Gospel to the Gospel in history, our task is more congenial.

Here Hamack is on his ovm ground, and is almost without a peer.

He passes in swift and orderly review the development of Chris-

tianity through the Apostolic Age, through Catholicism, through

the Greek Church, through Roman Catholicism, through Protes-

tantism. What was said of his interpretation of Christianity in its

practical aspects is to be said of this historical review. It is in

cvciy way admirable. One rarely reads anything more instructive

or refreshing. Xo pedantry is here, or ponderous learning. The
large mass of material is handled witli consummate skill, clearness,

simplicity, and brevity. His c<>nclusions in this part of his work it

would be difficult to successfully challenge. His method, too, is

fair, just, and impartial. The characteristics of the Apostolic Age
he shows are: 1. Recognition of Jesus as risen Lord. 2. Belief

in religion as an actual experience, and involving the consciousness

of a living union with God. 3. Leading a holy life in purity and
brotherly fcllow.-hip. By the year 200 A. D. this primitive Chris-

• r. 160.
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tianity gives way to a great ecclesiastical and political community

;

in other words, to Catliolicism. This was brought about by the

introduction of the spirit and civilization of the Greco-Eoman

world, and the struggle with Gnosticism. The prominent features

of Greek Catholicism arc Traditionalism, Intellectualism (that is.

Orthodoxy and Intolerance), and Eitualism. The Greek Church

ho shows to be in the main Paganism, with a Christian veneer. The

characteristics of Roman Catholicism are the Latin spirit, Roman
world empire, and Augiistinianisra. The Gospel says, "Christ's

kingdom is not of this world," but the Roman Catholic Church has

set up an earthly kingdom. Christ demands that his ministers

shall not rule, but serve, but here the priests govern the world.

Christ leads his disciples away from political and ceremonious

religion, and places every man face to face with God, but here man
is bound to an earthly institution with chains that cannot be

broken, and lie must obey; it is only when he obeys that he ap-

proaches God. He shows clearly, however, that in these

Churches, Greek and Roman, the true faith still lives by means of

the Word and religious orders. Conspicuous examples appear

from time to time of men and women who possess a true and rare

spiritual insight. Protestantism is at once a revolution and a

reformation. Religion is again reduced to its essential factors,

the word of God and faith. The Gospel in its simplicity is again

rewon. He criticises Protestantism for breaking up Western

unity. But that, it may be contended, is not an evil. There is a

unity of a watch, and also of the solar system. Green clearly

demonstrates that the failure of the Comprehension Bill in Eng-

land was a distinct gain for civil and religious liberty. Harnack
warns us against dogmatism, but dogmatism also, it may be urged,

lias its side of service. Truth stands best in a form of sound words.

To snm up in brief, while conceding to Hamack's fullness of

knowledge, charm of style, and a fine insight into the spirit of the

vjospcl, yet we believe his intorpretation of Christianity fails at

wicso points: 1. He is bound by philosophical preconceptions.

He does not approach the subject with an open mind, but prejudges
"if" case, sorting and paring down the evidence to fit his Oieory.

In u word, professing to be a free and imiDartial inquirer, he carries
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Ins hall and cbain. 2. He sets asido Scripture in an utterly un-

varranted manner. He edits and emends that which he claims to

accept by processes- illogical and absurd. Where a gospel does not

suit him he takes a knife to it, or discards it altogether. 3. He
unjustly eliminates all Christological elements from his interpre-

tations. He builds his structure, tlierefore, upon a wholly inad-

equate basis. The Christianity he presents to us is but ''the base-

less fabric of a vision." In cutting away the bark he quite kills

the tree. He throws out the child with the bath. 4. To go back

to tlie flag we left flying. The historic method has achieved

splendid results, but it has its limits. The root principle of Har-

nack's method, we take it, is false—namely, tliat doctrine is an

historic fact to be accounted for wholly by intellectual activities,

Greek, Eoman, mediaeval, modern, etc. The theory errs (1) in

regarding human reason and human causes as the only efficient

forces at work in the development of Christian doctrine; (2) in

ignoring tlie divine element in the formation and protection of

Christian doctrine; (3) in ignoring the place and service of true

dogma. The safe and onward movement of a train may turn on

the edge of a rail. It is so in history. Paul, Athanasius, Luther,

Calvin, Wesley, were switchmen, who set the moving train of theo-

logical conviction, and of spiritual and moral progress on right

lines. There is a subtle and necessary relation between root and

fruit; cut flowers, even ethical ones, soon wither. Life cannot be

kept true and wholesome for many generations without sound doc-

trine. We venture the prophecy that the world will soon witness

the revival of a noble Christian dogmatism.

Hamack opens his book with a reference to Socrates. The

reference is apt, for he gives us in his interpretation, not the

Clirist of the gospels, not the Clirist of St. John, of St. Paul, or

of the Christian faitli, but instead thereof a Hebrew Socrates. And
as we close his book we sigh, as Mary sighed in the Garden, "They

have taken away my Lord, aiid I know not where they have

laid him."

*PW^ '^lec^f.
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Art. VI.-RELIGIOUS LIFE AT OXFORD.

It is likely that in many American homes the satisfaction

that will bo produced by the publication of the list of Rhodes

scholars will be not unmixed with anxiety. What will be tlie effect

of Oxford upon their Christian faith ? In particular, will those

wlio come from the denominations which correspond in America

to the "Free Churches" of England be in danger of becoming

proselytes to sacerdotalism '< It is not long since in England itself

many Nonconformist parents were deterred by fear of the "clerical

atmosphere" of the university from sending their sons to Oxford,

and it is not surprising if it should take even longer to assure

observers at this distance that Tractarianism is not the characteris-

tic note of the Oxford of to-day. It is not to be denied, of course,

that the Church of England is still the paramount religious influ-

ence in undergraduate life, and that the associations of the place

give it a rare opportunity of appealing both to the historic sense

and to the aesthetic temperament. It is at Oxford, probably, that

one sees Anglicanism at its strongest. Its ablest preachers occupy

the university pulpit. Both Ritualists and Evangelicals are con-

stantly displaying great activity, and an Episcopalian freshman,

of whatever variety, will not lack for sympathy. But to a young

Nonconformist who has been rooted and grounded in Free Church

principles before leaving home, contact with Oxford Anglicanism

13 on tlie whole a healthy and strengthening experience. It tends

to liberate him from a certain religious provincialism which he is

likely to have brought with him, to show him the significance of

aspects of truth and worship that he has undervalued, and at the

fame time to confirm his belief tliat the need for the ISTonconformist

protest and separation is still urgent. For if Anglicanism shows
Its strongest side at Oxford, it is there that it shows its weakest side

also. The acquaintance that such a youth obtains with the motives
t"! many of his contemporaries in their choice of the clerical pro-

K?sion is in itself enough to suggest one particular reason which
'•:qmres the continuance of the Nonconformist Churches as guar-
''laiH of tlie apostolic tradition.
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The various academic reforms of the last century have now

given complete religious freedom to the undergraduate who is not

an adherent of the Established Church. The Anglican is required

by his own college to attend so many "morning chapels ;" the Non-

conformist may substitute an equal number of "roll-calls." This

is one of tlie results of that "disestablishment of religion in Ox-

ford" which was so vehemently opposed by the High Church party,

and which was referred to by Bishop King in his lament that it

was now possible for a man to pass through his whole course with-

out once praying. Attendance at any of the university ser^-ices in

St Maiy's is quite voluntary, for Anglican and jSTonconformist

alike. There is no longer any religious test for admission to any

examination or degree (except B.D. and D.D.). ISTo modem
humorist will have an opportunity of startling the vice chancellor,

at matriculation, by Theodore Hook's answer, "Forty, if you like,"

for no freshman will again be asked whether he is willing to sub-

scribe the Thirty-nine Articles. In proportion to their numbers

Nonconformists have taken much more than their fair share of the

honors of the university, particularly in theology. A contemporary

of my own—a Primitive Methodist layman and now a professor

in the theological college of that Church—not only won several of

the highest university distinctions in theology, but obtained a

college fellowship in the same subject. It is worth noting that last

year's chairman of the Congregational Union is a distinguished

O.xford man and was formerly fellow of his college, and that a re-

cent president of the United Methodist Free Churches is a D.C.L.

of Oxford. Oxford men are to be found to-day in the active

ministry of all the leading Nonconformist Churches, some of them

in the most difficult places of the mission field at home and abroad.

In certain cases the college authorities, though themselves Angli-

cans, have warmly encouraged the preparation of undergraduates

for the Nonconformist ministry, as in the conspicuous instance of

the help given by Jowett to T. C. Edwards, the leader of the

\Yclsh Calvinistic ^lethodlsts during the last generation. It must

be admitted that the Church of England has at various times won
a considerable number of members, including recruits for its

clergy, from Oxonians of Nonconformist origin; but in nearly
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all the cases I have personally kno%\Ti the men who "went over"

had already made up their minds to do so heforo they came up to

the university.

So far we have been considering the negative side of the

question—the exemption of the present-day undergraduate from

religious disabilities. It remains to say something of the pro-

vision made for his religious welfare by the churches of the city.

In connection with the Evangelical section of the Church of

England there are various organizations for Bible study and

evangelistic effort in which a Xouconformist may cooperate without

any sense of restraint. The undergraduates who so astonished Mr.

John Corbin by preaching in the open air at the foot of the

Martyrs' Memorial probably belonged to one of these societies.

As far as Nonconformists are concerned, I can speak with most

intimate knowledge of tlie Wesleyan ^lethodists, with whom I was

associated during 1882-86 \mder the successive pastorates of Hugh
Price Hughes and George Stringer Eowe. The Methodist under-

graduates ''met in class" once a week at the minister's house, and

formed also a Wesley Guild—partly club, partly essay society, and

partly evangelistic committee—which visited the rooms of its

members in turn. On one occasion, when our host was a Christ

Church man, Mr. Eowe surprised us by the information that, as

far as he could discover, this was probably the first Methodist

meeting that had been held at Christ Church since the days of John

Wesley. We served our apprenticeship by tract distribution, Smi-

day school teaching, and, in the case of those who went "on the

circuit plan," preaching in some of the neighboring villages. Those

^viio shared this experience will remember one village where the

service was held in the clubroom of the public house, and another

where the only convenient place of worship was a bakehouse, in

wliich the perspiring preacher had to stand just in front of the

oven. Two other denominations of Methodists besides the Wes-
•pyans are represented in Oxford and the neighborhood, and give

uniilar opportunities of usefulness.

The position of Congregationalism at Oxford has been entirely

"Ifprod by the influence of Mansfield College, of which I shall

'i'^'iik presently. The local church in George Street previously
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seiTed as tho place of worsliip for Congregational \indergraduates.

The Baptists have two city churches, hut the Presbyterians are not

yet represented. There has always been, since the abolition of the

tests, a sprinkling of Scotch Presbyterians in the university, but

there are so few Presbyterians in the city itself that the formation

of a church of that order has been thouglit impracticable. The

probability that several Ehodcs scholars will be Presbyterians is,

however, raising once more in the councils of the denomination the

question of establishing a congregation at Oxford. "Wliile it is

natural that each of the various churches of English Noncon-

formity should wish to be represented in tho university town, the

existence of Mansfield makes such direct representation less neces-

sary than ever before, as far as the interests of the undergraduates

themselves are concerned. Mansfield is not, like Balliol, Merton,

etc., a constituent college of the university, but a theological school.

It accepts no students save those who have already graduated in

arts, though not necessarily at Oxford. Accordingly, it does not

prejjare for the university examinations, with the exception of the

honors school in theology. It -will thus be seen that the average

]Sronconforniist undergi-aduate does not become a member of Mans-

field, and does not attend its class lectures. At the same time, he

receives real benefit from it in many ways. The Sunday morning

sermon in Mansfield College Chapel is a kind of Nonconformist

parallel to the official university sermon at St. Mary's. Tlie list

of preachers includes the names of the leading Congregationalist,

Baptist, Presbyterian, and Methodist ministers in the United

Kingdom. No less attractive than the Sunday morning sermons

are tho Sunday evening lectures delivered by Dr. Fairbairn him-

self. Further, Mansfield often secures the help of some suitable

minister as a temporary college pastor. This minister—^Dr. Hor-

ton, for example, has more than once exercised tliis function—
resides in the college for about a fortnight, during which time he

comes into personal touch not only with the men who are preparing

for the ministry as members of Mansfield, but with tho Noncon-

formist undergraduates in the colleges of the university. By
rendering these services ]\[ansficld has practically made itself tho

center and rallying point for Nonconformist university men of all
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denominations, whether graduates or undergraduates. The fresh-

man who makes himself known to its professors on his arrival at

Oxford will he at once admitted to religious opportunities equal to

those of his home church. And the cumulative effect of tlie work

done by Mansfield during the last sixteen years has told upon the

university itself in such a way that the path of the Nonconformist

undergraduate has become far easier than before. Outside the

university it lias impressed itself upon the churches by the charac-

ter of the men whom it has prepared for the ministry, some of

whom, such as J. H. Jowett and C. S. Home, are already

recognized as leaders. Within the university it has made its mark

by the distinction of its professors and the brilliant successes of

its students. It has definitely raised the status of ISTonconformity

in the mind of the x\nglican don and undergraduate, to whom it

lins communicated some suggestion of the importance of the Freo

Churches to the national life. In Matthew Arnold's university,

nt least, it has made the Matthew Arnold view of jSTonconformity

no longer possible. There has thus been removed a certain sense

of isolation and eccentricity that was felt by the pioneers of thirty

years ago ; the student who dissents from the Established Church

need no longer disturb himself by the apprehension that he is

regarded by his contemporaries as an ecclesiastical freak.

In the history of this change one name will always stand out

jirominently above all others—that of Dr. Andrew Martin Fair-

I'airn. Much—not too much—has been said of his profound and

multifarious learning; but there has been a tendency to overlook

liis inan-elous courage. When he first set up his desk in a hired

''"^'Use in "the High," the British Weehly truly said of his invasion

<u Oxford that there had been nothing like it since the charge of

I'io Light Brigade. There must have been something of tho

i anlinc spirit in a man who could thus risk his reputation on an
tuterprjse which, in the opinion of some who knew Oxford well,

t'vuicd doomed to failure. It is difllcult to speak witliout apparent

tiaggoration of the debt which the !N'onconformist Churches of

J-!igl:md owe to Principal Fairbairn for his tenacious faith as well
f-"* for liis rare erudition. He has been assisted by a faculty which
''* '^'ladc itself a reputation for scholarship as well as for success
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in teacbing. It included, until his recent resignation to become

a candidate for Parliament, Dr. John Massie, -who was already

favorably known as a theological professor and as a New Testa-

ment exegete before Mansfield was founded. There are still on

its staff Mr, J. Vernon Bartlet, the leading Nonconformist au-

thority on the history of the early Church ; Mr. G. Buchanan

Gray, whose book on Old Testament names has given him high

rank as a Hebraist; and Mr. G. W. Thatcher, one of the univer-

sity examiners in the school of Serailie languages. It has to be

remembered that a student for the Nonconformist ministry who is

in residence at Oxford has also an opportunity of attending tho

lectures of Dr. W. Sauday, Dr. S. R. Driver, Dr. W. Lock, Dr.

D. S. !Margoliouth, and other university professors, as well as of

receiving instruction from the Mansfield faculty. These advan-

tages are within reach of members of all denominations. The

trust deed of Mansfield College requires certain doctrinal sub-

scriptions from its full professors, but imposes no such restriction

upon its students. There is no other theological college in Eng-

land in v.-hich students for the ministry are so likely as at Mans-

field to be brought into contact with men who are preparing for a

similar career in other churches. Mansfield is therefore doing not

a little to promote a better understanding between the various

Nonconformist Churches, as well as between Nonconformity and

Anglicanism.
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Aet. VII.—the enigmatical COLERIDGE.

"Who was Coleridge ?" is a conundrum nearly a century old.

He was somebody, or the question would not have kept running a

single year. There have been plenty of hard nuts to crack in the

last hundred years; thinking men have little patience to stop and

delve into quizzical characters, unless there be something far-reach-

ing in the mystery. Forgotten, Coleridge is not; his spirit will

not down. There are only a few great names one hits upon more

frequently. The very persistence of his presence in such great

fields of thought challenges investigation. Coleridge was a jire-

cocious boy, who never won his college degree ; he was an affection-

ate husband, who did not live with his wife ; a loving father, who
did not support his family; he was a pioneer in German learning,

who held it beneath him to translate Goethe's Faust; he was a

Unitarian preacher, whose clearest work was a philosophical de-

fense of the Trinity; he was a liberal in politics in the days of the

French Revolution, who spent his last days buttressing the English

throne. He planned a colony for renovating the world, a "pantisoc-

racy," to be established upon the banks of the Susquehanna

—

l)ocause the name was so pretty. His preparation for this new
I'aradise was the marrying a handsome girl, and, when unable to

Urrow four pounds, abandoning the dream. His fame as a man
rests on what he was not; his rank as a poet, on what he might
have done; his place as a philosopher, on a system he never so much
"s outlined; his power as a political writer, on one pamphlet and
6<Jine editorials in an embryo magazine read by so few that the

printer was never paid. His prestige as a religious thinker de-

r'<'Hds upon some fragments from a notebook. He never gained

muepondence until he had become a twenty-year guest at the house
'' « friend. His contemporaries spent much time shaking their

iieuus and uttering severe words about his wasted powers; yet
W'veral of them are known only as they cling to the skirts of Cole-
ridgo the fact that they stood near him alone rescues them from
t'l^'livjon. He was the most famous of tlie brilliant conversers; yet
^"i-l.vlc, after two hours' listening, wrathfully declared himself
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lost in this transcendental luooushiuc, and defied any mortal to

tell what the sage was talking about. Shelley wrote:

He was a mighty poet, and

A subtle-soulca psychologist ;

All things ho seemed to understand

Of old or new, of sea or land,

But his own mind, which was a mist.

The Crilic for ]\[arch, 1901, brings to light a poem by Aubrey

De Vcre with penciled notes on its margin by Walter Savage

Landor, written in IS-io:

Ills eye saw all things in the symmetry

Of true and just proportion,

Yet dim that eye with gazing upon heaven.

[Landor— The greatest liar that ever did gaze upon it.]

No loftier, purer soul than his hath ever

With awe revolved the planetary page

(From infancy to age)
of Knowledge.

[Landor— Alas, were it tut so 11

A-down Lethean streams his spirit drifted

Under Elysian shades.

(Landor— Drunk with gin and opium.)

Coleridge farewell

!

Through life a goodly vein

Was thine 1 and time it was thy rest to take.

6oft be the sound ordained thy sleep to break I

When thou art waking, wake mo, for thy Master's sake.

[Landor—And let mo nap on.

J

Who was Coleridge? Listen to what may be said: Hazlitt

—

''The only person I ever knew who answered to the idea of a man
of genius." Wordsworth—"I have known men who have done

wonderful things, but the most wonderful man I ever knew was

Coleridge." De Quincey—"The largest and most spacious intel-

lect, the subtlest and most comprehensive that has yet existed

among men." Southey wrote to a friend—"I am grieved that you

never met Coleridge; all other men whom I have known are mere

children compared to him." J. S. Mill—"The great seminal mind
of his generation." Dr. Arnold, Julius Dare, E. D. Maurice, and

Newman add words in tribute to the stimulating power of his

intellect, as shaping the noblest currents of English thought.

Horace Bushncll spoke freely of his o\w\ great indebtedness to

Coleridge. Lamb declared the neighborhood of such a man exciting

as fifty ordinary persons.
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Who was Coleridge the poet ? A member of a group of epoch-

innking English singers. His contribution, though, is a thin

vohnne seldom seen, less frequently read—"Genevieve," "Chris-

tabcl," "Kubla Khan," a few noble odes, and "The Ancient

}>rariner" are all. "Christabel" is only splendid word-juggling.

lie tossed the sword in air like an oriental juggler, but the trick

was never finished. "The Ancient Mariner" is a nightmare, an

allegory, an extravaganza. There are songs without words, this is

words and music without a song. It is so weird, its rhymes and

similes ever haunt the memory. Now some bold, practical thinker

reads between the lines, and tells us what it teaches. Ead luck

luid wantonly cruel to shoot a goose, is about the practical result

that can be squeezed out of it. Others tell lis that it is so strange

and far-away it is only a curio. It has just one inexplicable thing

about it—that one thing is enough—its beauty can never be for-

gotten. This poet, who stands on a pedestal frail as a Venetian

vase, still stands among the mighty men of English song.

Who was Coleridge the talker? At his feet gathered the

thinking, eager young literary men of England. Pilgrimages to

hear his table talk were reverently made by scores, who listened

as to one inspired. Wordsworth—"Like a majestic river the sound

or sight of whose course you caught at intervals, which was some-

times concealed by forests, sometimes lost in sand, then came
flashing out broad and distinct, and, even when it took a turn

^vliich your eye could not follow, you always felt and inew that

there was a connection in its parts, tliat it was the same river."

C'urlylo's view of this same river of speech was not so clear
—"Talk

flowing auywhither like a river, but spreading au;ywhither in

iiicxlricable currents and regurgitations like a lake or sea, terribly

'(•Ccient in definite goal or aim, nay, often in logical intelligibility

;

^*lmt were you to believe or do, on any earthly or heavenly thing

<i>^tii)ately refusing to appear from it? So that most times you
U'lt Idgically lost, swamped, near to drowning, in this tide of

"igf-nious vocables, boundless as if to submerge the world."

lliippilv, as ever with Coleridge, there is weighty evidence upon
'""' *-''hcr side—no less than the emphatic judgment of Dc Quincey

:

"li.riago, to many people seemed to wajider; and he seemed to
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tLein to wander most Avhen, in fact, his resistance to the vrandering

instinct was the greatest, namely, when the compass and huge

circuit by which his illustrations moved traveled far into remote

regions before they began to revolve. Long before his coming

around commenced most peojjle had lost him, and naturally enough

supposed that he had lost himself. I can assert, upon my long

intimate knowledge of Coleridge's mind, that logic, the most severe,

was as inalienable from his modes of thinking as graimuar from

his language."

In literary criticism Coleridge was a creative power. His

judgments upon Shakespeare were the first adequate and illumin-

ing criticisms upon the great poet; their sanity and penetration

remain unchallenged. His work in philosophy was to open the

doors of English thought and secure a hospitable place at the

British fireside for the PracLical Reason of Kant. He found a

splendid field of action as champion of the practical reason as

dominant over the speculative understanding. "There he found

an assurance of the ability of man for the immediate contempla-

tion of truth, and that the reasoning powers are not man himself,

and that he may rise above their impotence, and have direct faith

in imseen realities." Wliatever result this contention had in

fertilizing the hard and dry field of English philosophy, its most

fruitful realm was found in theology. There Coleridge the lag-

gard, the opium-eater, the writer of fragments, tlie transcendental

dreamer, stands the farsecing leader, the prophet of the dispen-

sation of liberal orthodox Christianity. He is tlic John the Baptist

crying in the wilderness of hard theology and mechanical evidences,

preparing the way for the doctrine of divine immanence and the

evidence of Christian experience. Coleridge came at the time

when the battle Avith deism had been fought and won by the un-

rivaled logic of Butler and massing of evidence by Paley. If the

clumsy and powerful old knights in armor who strove to drive

Christianity from the field with lance and mace of deism were

routed, a host of weapons of modern warfare was training for the

most merciless and insidious and brilliant attacks that religion has

ever encountered. Tlic pantheistic movement was ready to advance

with its stealthy and subtle methods. It denied the personality of
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God, the conscious immortality of the soyl; the underlying facts

of Christian revelation it would evaporate in poetical mists. Its

meaning was hidden, and phraseology reverent. "It came with a

Judas kiss." The real strength of its warfare lay rather in its

ally, the historical criticism. All supernatural, miraculous events

were to be thrown in the line of a perfectly natural development

;

the beauty and significance of the biblical miracles and the Incar-

nation were lauded in rapturous phrases, but the fact persistently

denied. Legend and myth, poetry and symbol are all allowed, but

llic reality, tlie fact, never. The later conflict came from the most

candid, powerful, and thoroughgoing foemen Christianity has ever

faced—the men of science. The achievements that turned the

world upside down gave a new method to all ; civilization seemed

at first to do away with religion and to drive the very God from

the heavens. The smoke of that tremendous duel is now clearing

away, and we can see that Christianity was never so well founded

in the minds and hearts of believers, but the power of attack and

the honest desertion of many earnest seekers after truth have made

the onslaught a crisis to be remembered humbly and reverently.

Coleridge has done more than any other man to prepare the Chris-

tian thinker for this thrice-waged battle. His real power was as

nn interpreter of spiritual facts, a foremost leader in tlje "redis-

covery of the inner life." What Wesley had done in the practical

way of mighty revival in the lives and hearts of millions he in-

terpreted with a philosophy of Christian experience that could bo

defended in the highest courts of reason and could sing its joy

unashajued in the face of the most learned and merciless criticism.

He gave a new impulse to all liberal evangelical thinking. Ho
seemed at a sad loss about conducting his own life, yet out of this

painful experience as a student of spiritual life he gave a message

that quickened and broadened the manliest life of England. The
iiiaii scathed by his friends for lack of service to men, supposed to

be always dreaming, was able to replace reason in religion, whence
It had been dethroned, and to give new guidance to Christian feel-

ing, the very years when new dangers were abroad in a restless and
f'tonny era. "I take up this work," he says, "of the inspiration of

scripture with a real purpose to read it as I should any other
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work—as far, at least, as I dare. For I neither can nor dare throw

off a strong and awful prepossession in its favor—certain as I am
that a large part of the life and light by which I see, love, and

embrace the truth, and the strength coorganizcd into a living body

of faith and knowledge, has been directly or indirectly derived to

me from this sacred volume." "More that finds me than all I

have experienced in all other books put together." So his idea of

experience, practical reason, gave a basis for his defense of the

Bible, and his doctrine of the immanent God got men ready for

the scientific attack. Nobody reads Coleridge now. His marvelous

contributions to Christian thought at this crisis hour have been

absorbed by the eager minds of countless disciples. The gold from

the mighty brain, melted in the hot furnace fires of sorrow and

temptation in his own life, has passed into the current coin of

modern religious thought. Coleridge lived to be an old man, and

died at the house of a friend, Dr. Gilliam, near London. He spent

the last hours of his life dictating sentences for his great system

of philosophy—laying bricks for the first courses of his tower of

Babel, upon which his dream-rapt eyes had been for years fondly

gazing as it lifted its air-hung turrets before him. The more we
look into it, the more perplexing is the paradox of Coleridge's life,

the stranger the fate of his influence. His methodical friends

never tired of holding him up as a terrible example of wasted

poM'ers and paralyzed genius. But they are slowly fading, while

the name of Coleridge stands in letters of light. His books are

well-nigh forgotten, but he still calls forth the high respect of

thinking men. His poor-, struggling, half-defeated life is now seen

to end in victory. An author without readers, a leader without

disciples, a life to be remembered with pity, he is nevertheless sure

of a place among the immortals. So we come round to the ques-

tion with which we began, our circle yet unsquared, and end by

still asking, Wlio was Coleridge ?

^sJ^;::...^:^^"^
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Art. VIIL—moral EMPHASIS IN EDUCATION.

Education has to do with mind preeminently. It is the as-

eisted development of mind, and with it the construction of charac-

ter. The nature of the education determines the character. This is

n commonplace. But, like many common truths, it needs more

nttcution as well by the man on the street wlio wants his child to

grow up good and useful, and the metapliysical moralist interested

HCademically in the evolution of the race. Tlie growth of mind is

(he growth of character. Man has a mind, a subject of the mental

life, a spiritual substance back of all mental activity—call it mind,

Boul, or spirit. By the mind or soul is not meant a mere aggi-ega-

tion of psychical activities. ]\rind is not matter. Material mind

with all its activities accounted for by physical laws is a vanishing

theory. With materialists of to-day man has no mental subject,

and all activities are accounted-for by physiology. The increased

ptudy of the relation of mind to body is a demand in education.

But it is far from finding that mental activity can be wholly ac-

counted for by physiology. Man has a soul, affected in multiform

ways by the physical body; nevertheless a distinct reality, the

ground and agent of his intellectual, volitional, and emotional

life. The mind is a unit. It acts always as a whole. While we
sjwak of "faculties of mind," "divisions of mind," and the like,

tlicse are only to facilitate expression, and have no existence in

actuality.

Now, tliis mind is character. The mind does not produce

character. It is character. As the mind, so is the man, the woman.
As Uio mind grows, so gi-ows character in kind and degree. Mind
IS the man. Another commonplace ; but a significant truth needing

emphasis. But while mind is character, what makes mind ? What
<h tf rmines the character of mind—the character of character?

»> hat gives east and trend to the mind that is the man ? In one

v-'ord, environment. I use this word in its full content, to include

ancestry, heredity, and personal, family, social, racial, national

•^"iditions. These all enter into the making of mind. Some of

'•''-?c liUcct us mediately and some immediately. Some affect us
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•without our asking or being asked. Some affect us by personal

contact and willing, personal mental activity. Racial, hereditary,

ancestral conditions are beyond our control. But national, family,

social, personal come close to us. We are in these ; and these are

forming mind—character. The changes in the character of per-

sons and nations produced by changes in environment are as wide-

spread as the race. There is no place where surroundings so

directly and forcefully tell upon the making of character as our

educational institutions. Here active, positive effort is made to

environ and develop the mind. The student is not at school merely

to absorb. E\en absorbing would be a powerful facror in his

making. He is there to be molded, changed, developed, charac-

terized. This is the business of the school. It is the duty, the office

of the teacher to create environment by positive effort. And the

student will become what his school is. Let this thought impress

itself on parents, guardians, and intending students. Let them

cease writing for catalogues to compare expenses and sending or

going where a paltry dollar can be saved. But let them compare

surroundings—moral, social, intellectiial conditions. It is in

these the boys and girls are to be immersed, and they will be

fashioned in character in agreement with these. Here is a third

commonplace, but a tremendous truth. A truth for the times whose

wide preaching is demanded is the education of the mind as a moral

factor. By this is not meant mere teaching of ethics or of psy-

chology; but such instruction as shall bring the student to a

vivid consciousness that he is a moral being, that the cultivation

of the moral is the highest office of education, and that all educa-

tion should contribute thereto.

Every school of thought regards the moral nature in man the

differentiating one and the highest. And yet it is one of tlie sur-

prises and anomalies of the education of Christendom that the care

and development of man's highest nature is, in the system, rele-

gated to a subordinate place. There is no plea here for the recog-

nition and teaching in our schools of shibboleths, notions, doxies,

and the sectarian narrownesses with which our blessed Christianity

is overburdened; but for the recognition and teaching of the fact

that the student has a .soul, and that this soul must be cultivated
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morally and upon the principles of the highest morality known to

history and the race. Just as any other institution recognizes the

most significant factor in its objects and work, and plies the

highest and most effective means for the realization of its ends, so

tlio school must come to recognize the moral in mind as the supreme

factor in man, and provide means for its care and culture at least

ns ndequatc as those employed in any other department of educa-

tion. Now, this study of the moral and its culture must he com-

parative. These are the days of comparative study. Ethics,

psychology are in the curricula of our schools. They have a large

place. Psychology in education is becoming a craze. People are

seeking a better knowledge of mind in order to its more perfect

cultivation. The mind is divided into faculties, and an attempt

made to weigh their relative value in education. But what educa-

tion ? An education where the moral is neither the end nor the

chief field of work. The principle is excellent ; but it is not applied

wlicre it ought to be. People generally emphasize what they re-

gard as of superior importance. It is a significant fact that with

nil our boasted civilization and educational prominence the moral

in man is not practically regarded as the predominantly significant.

The study must be comparative. We must know what the moral is,

what the best moral is, and the best way is to grow the best moral.

A man stated recently in public address, "Christianity is the best

moral system." Did he A-«ow this ? How did he know this ? A
man gives his means to send the Gospel to non-Christian peoples,

because he says the Christian system is the highest morality. Does

he know it, and how ? He knows it by comparison, or he does not

know it at all—by a comparison intellectual or experimentnl.

People vociferate over our Christianity as the highest morality

^^ho actually do not Icnow whether their assertions are true or not.

It IS the greatest moral teaching and moral reality, but how do wo
know tliis? By comparing it with all other moral systems. The
Asiatic is usually intellectually converted before he is evangelic-

ally converted—he sees first that what we have is better than ho
Iiiis and accepts the better. Parliaments of religion are useful so

i.'ir a^ (lioy result in a just comparison—the moral best of the

Oi lent with the moral best of the Occident.
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It is easy now to obtain a knowledge of the ethical systems of ;

the world, past and present. The kernel of each and its differen-

tiating feature can be perceived, and its ability to minister to the

moral in mind determined. Why did the Greeks, who claimed and

held first place as mental and moral diagnostics, really miss the

moral in man, and produce a religion which was mostly comedy ?

Why did Confucianism, with its "Do not to others as ye would not

they should do to you," produce the diverse Chinese and Japanese

civilizations, while the same kind of precept in the Christian system

produced onrs ? Why did Taoism, with its "Love your enemies,"

flinch before Confucianism and collapse before Buddhism ? Why
did the whole ancient Western philosophy, the creation of the

choicest minds, fail to salt and save society ? Why did it run the

world to moral wreck ? Why did the Christian system in the hands

of simple fishermen come upon that wreck and deliver it ? Why
did Hebrewism, the very religion of God, fail upon the very chosen

people and produce a moral conjuncture which called forth the

anatliemas of a Christ and Paul ? Comparative study shows all this.

This comparison is the educational method. About half the courses

of our colleges are only of mediate use in the affairs of life—of

little practical value, as we say. A boy docs not need Latin to run

a steam engine, nor Greek to bind corn, nor natural science to deal

in stocks, nor philosophy to cut hair, nor higher mathematics to

tan skins. It is astonishing how little of these is immediately

needed in what is denominated the practical life of the majority of

people. Then why are they in 1 Why do they persist ? Why must

they 1x3 in ? ISTot merely to help out a liberal education, but because

they are essential to the development of mind—because of their

relative and comparative value in mind building. Young students

say, "We do not need this or that;" "We have no taste for this or

that." If some were allowed to choose their o\^^l courses they could

go to school twenty years and not become educated. They would al-

ways select the subjects which follow the line of least resistance, and

their will power and application would He dormant and undevel-

oped. There is just now a little too much "bent-following" which

is not educative, but is the opposite. Away with the himianlties if

we can find a substitute. The substitute has not thus far appeared.
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It is by comparison the student conies to know himself—in the

contact and competition with fellow-students. This rubbing and

comparing is the gi'cat boon of school life.

The method must be coiistructive. It is not enough to posit a

soul ; not sufficient to recognize the best moral. We must bring the

mind and the best moral together in constructive activity. How is

this to be done? It can be done only through the religious.

To be religious, morality must include God. Atheistic theo-

ries arc, therefore, defective. They lack the essential religious-

moral complement—God. Agnostic theories will not do. No
moral character, very strong, can be made up of the "may be" or

"may not be" of uncertainty, or any theory of "we cannot know."

If we cannot know there is a God how can we construct the

religious-moral character? Positivistic theories will not answer.

Confucius, six hundred years before Christ, excluded God from

his system and made a positivism. The mind must occupy itself

alone with the concrete—the human—he taught. And this is the

reason that, while his doctrine went as high as the negative golden

rule, it produced a Cliinese people. The system whicli excludes

the supernatural throws the mind upon itself, or at best upon other

human minds, for the material for moral building. Present-day

positivism is no better off. It has the Confucian defect. It bars

out God and throws the soul upon itself or other souls as the only

source of moral supply. Eace history amply testifies that man is not

sufficient for his own needs. Pautbcisni will not do. At its best it

brings God to his highest consciousness in man. It is again man to

satisfy man's moral need. Buddhism will not do. It places the

moral in man under necessitated "cause and effect," and makes

bis only escape from moral evil the annihilation of consciousness;

man is morally saved when he is totally extinct. Dualism will

not suffice. This virtually lifts the moral conflict out of the hands

of men ; ulterior beings or principles fight it out to the victory of

the good.

The religion of Christianity meets the case, and alone meets it.

Its teaching is positive as to God a Spirit. God and man, their

natures and mutual relations, are plainly defined. The relations

«re the most natural. God is a "Power not ourselves that makes
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for righteousness." He is a Power, but a Person and Father.

IIo is a Power by whose assistance man can realize himself—can

come to the highest moral relation, ability, and activity. It is

only man and God conjoined that can work out the true morality

•in man. Christian morality is religion. Christianity is not a

written gospel. It is not a posited creed. It is a power—"the

power of God." It is not a new law. It is not an "old law with

new sanctions." It is not a law at all. It is a power, a force. It

is a force in the moral realm. Paul said the Gospel is the power

or force of God. It is the mode of divine activity in the human

mind. Here is what renders it constructive. It builds soul and is

built into soul. It is moral power. Moral regeneration is man's

reception of this God-power by which he can reach his highest

moral ends. The Gospel meant good news of moral help brought

to the soul from outside the soul. This moral power makes man
altniistic. His highest self is self-fulness, and this is reached not

by selfishness, but self-denial. He has a relation and duty to man
infinitely higher than the positivist. But more, he is related to

God. The denial of self—the subordination of self—gives the

power right of way for the morally constructive.

The method must be ohjecUve. The teacher must possess not

merely the theory of the highest moral; he must he the moral.

Hence, if the religious-moral is to be distinct and dominant in the

schools, the kind of instructors must be considered. Our Chris-

tian schools can have no place for teachers save those who are un-

questionably religious—object lessons, "written epistles." This

is the education which demands its rightful i^lace—the making of

mind, which is character, on the principles of God in Christ.
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akt. IX.—some enduring qualities in literature.

It has been pointed out with some show of justice that the

comparative method of determining the worth of literature is

iniscientific and should cease. We are reminded that every great

literaiy production is distinctly sui generis. It stands by itself,

hearing no paternal or maternal influence. In other words, iraita-

lion never stamps itself upon a superlatively great piece of litera-

ture, and therefore we have no right to measure the genius of one

by the literary yardstick of another. We are told that the matter

of greatness is purely a matter of personal opinion, and are cited

to a large number of literary men of the gi-eatest eminence whose

opinions concerning authors have ranged all the way to antipodal

distances. The criticism of literature is conceived to be mainly a

matter of caprice, and the inference is that there can be no adequate

grounds for determining that which is of permanent value. "Wliile

the essence of all literary criticism should have for its object the

a])preciation of literature rather than the measurement of litera-

ture, yet it soon becomes evident that there must be some basis of

values in literature. The fact that there remains literature which

lias survived the storm and stress periods of a millennium shows

that literature is not left entirely to the caprice of individual judg-

ment. Neither can it be said that literary immortalities are the

resultant of a continued and general popularity, ^schylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides have been trickling their brain and heart

blood through a few college professors and students, but they have

ftlways been caviare to the general. Ninety people out of a hundred

who read Homer may not like him, and Hilton is more admired

t'lan read. But no one presumes to say that these men are not

entitled to good firm seats on Parnassus. We must acknowledge

that there is a subtle process going on that is discriminating be-

tween the transient and the permanent in literature, swiftly and
<iuictly at times taking many of the books over which the multitude

pursed out its lips and cried, "Live forever," and putting the dust

'''•(}) on their faces, and taking some of tlie books which grew in

L'm-of-the-way places, crowned books for the ruling of tho world.
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We then hold that there is literature which has endured

because there are certain qualities found in the productions. Our

business now is to inquire concerning these qualities. Eeceut

students—and here we must particularly mention Professor Win-

chester, of Wesleyan, whose book, Sonic Principles of Literary

Criticism^ is perhaps the best utterance upon the subject—have

informed us that there are four qualities which enter into litera-

ture, namely, thought, emotion, imagination, and form. Of these

four qualities one above all the others furnishes the distinguishing

hall-mark of literature, and that is emotion. The thought element

can be transferred easily from one place to another, and the names

of various persons may be tacked upon it without doing injustice

to any of the writers. Xo man calls a work on mathematics a piece

of literature, unless it has something in it besides a bare discussion

of principles. Scientific books which simply seek to unfold the

principles of the science, historical works which relate in a cold,

impartial way the doing of the past, are not to be included in what

is called literature. Hallam and Stubbs, for instance, are looked

upon as judicial historians, while ilacaulay and Froude are made
the targets for sneers from academic quarters. And yet it is

frequently ignored that what these judicial historians never

attained Macaulay and Froude have attained, and that is making a

body of literature. You can transplant Hallam and Stubbs to other

soils and give them other names, and you need not justly incur

the charge of plagiarism. But the emotional element dies out of

its environment. It is a rare thing lightly immeshed in a net of

golden words, and the least jar of moving breaks the web and the

emotion has effervesced. This is one thing that must be observed

concerning the emotional element—it cannot be transplanted, and

this must therefore be one of the chief qualities of literature. But
emotion must be found in a matrix of other qualities before there

can bo any effective literature. The thought element must be com-

bined. It is, for instance, psychologically difficult, if not impos-

sible, for a person to be thrown into a high state of emotion with

the first sentence of a book. The reader must be coaxed or

Avheedled along with some thought, some representation of a scene,

imtil his interest has become aroused and he becomes eager to hurry;
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on (0 the denouement. Butwc nmst ever bear iu miud that it is not

always the best and deejx'st and clearest thinking that is literature.

Compare Herbert Spencer and Charles Lamb. Spencer wrote a

tn-atiso on style \\hich is the classic utterance on the subject. Ilis

own style is clear and forceful, wliile his thought holds in solution

.•oine of the weightiest truths expressed during the century. And

yot M'e hardly dare to include the works of Herbert Spencer in

what we call literature. The place of Charles Lamb is, however,

(iiK;ure. Although his thought seems but commonplace, and he

makes not the slightest exciirsion into the obscure fields, yet he has

jniilicd his way into the charmed circle of the immortals. We can

transplant the thought of Spencer to other pages, and that makes

for liis immortality, but the soul of Charles Lamb laughs and sings

and sighs only in that nervous glancing English of his, and we
must go to his pages or never know what contribution he made to

tlio emotional stock of the world, and this makes for his immor-

tality. We shall dwell but a moment on the imaginative element

in literature. This element is found frequently conjoined with

t!ie emotional element, and words which set forth high images

frequently carry emotional effects. But so far as we can conceive

llic separation of the emotional and the imaginative elements we
f.Tn see that the latter plays a less important part than the former.

Shollcy's "Skylark" is a high work of imagination. The emotional

f!( ment, however, is like a swallow, skimming in and out, but

i'lnding no resting place on the rapidly dissolving images of the

yx^L On the other hand, Keats's "i^ightingale" is flooded with

i'lo deepest emotion, placed in the most imaginative setting. There
i-^' no doubt which is the greater poem. The heart of Keats throbs

liirough his jwems, and the English literature can better afford to

fast Shelley with all his greatness to the void than lose these

i-flicate breathings of John Keats. In running over some selec-

tions from the poets, where poems are classified under different top-

"'•'*, as Love, Friendship, Bereavement, Nature, Description,we are
H"t long in deciding which sections contain the truest and the most
•i^oKiing poetry. Where the emotions play, there we linger and
''ni\ our greatest joy, and what we thus do unconsciously we do
'•'-v'ause we have an innate feeling of what true poetry contains.

\
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The formal element in literature is one which the tendency of

the age is to ignore. Wo are thus getting to the farthest remove

from tlie classic period in English literature when Dryden and

Pope were the masters. These jwets were exact, punctilious to a

hair. Ehymcs and cfesuras must tick off with the steady measured

beat of the pendulum. In poetry we are growing careless of

metrical feet, and are not overly sensitive to rhytlnn. In j)rose we

will tolerate the sesquipedalian antics, nor find fault wiUi the

jerky grasshopiKJr style. What we are clamoring for is soul. Give

us soul, the critics cry, no matter how you seife it up, give us soul.

And soul has been dished out to us pronged through and through

with Carlylean brusquerie, while Whitman has struggled througli

a wilderness of words, and with many contortions and a skillful

avoidance of rhythm and music has managed to scare up a covey

of thoughts, wliereujxin the hiase literary world has clapped its

hands enraptured, as though it had discovered an ichthyosaurus

of literature—as it perhaps has. If the decision is between soul

and sound our choice shall always be for soul, but there is no need

at present of conceiving that great thoughts nuist perforce come

thundering down to us in lumber wains. We are not quite willing

to drop out of poetry its music and rJiythm because a few soulful

pieces have been written without them. William Dean Howells

has called our attention to the fact that there are two things which

the literary world in general has failed to distinguish, namely,

poetry and the materials for poetiy. His contention seems just.

Emerson furnished the greatest amount of material for poetry of

any man of his century, and yet the amount of real poetry which

he wrote is small. I have fancied that a considerable portion of

the works of Eobert Browning might better be classed as ma-

terials for poetry rather than true poetry, for there is frequently

such a harsh utterance, the verse at times breaking out in such

jerky attitudes, and all encompassed about with such obscurity of

meaning, that we have felt that some of the chief essentials of

verso have been ignored, and we rather choose to classify these

pieces as materials for poetry rather than true poetry. Our con-

tention is that the formal element in literature must not be ignored.

In all of the highest literature wc expect to find clearness, sim-
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j)licitj, and rbjthm, and wheu we fail to find these we infer the

coining ou of some genius who will take tlie stock of ideas at hand,

OS Shakespeare appropriated the ideas of his day, and give to them

a setting which the world will cherish.

One of the pleasing signs of our day is the discussion of the

theme literature and life. How much Ruskiu is entitled to praise

for having turned the minds of critics to the relation between life

and literature is a matter for discussion. But it is quite evident

Uiat since his inspiring pronouncement that art principles articu-

late with our human nature critics of literature have been more

and more taking the cue and have shown that the best literature

ns well as the best art must articulate with life. I wish to mention

Fcveral qualities which have common gi-ound iu the best literature

and the highest living.

First we note the thought of imity. The greatest pieces of

literature cannot be patchwork. There must be girders running

(1o\\-n from tlie first word to the last syllable. There is no intrusion

of any foreign element. Every word, image, person introduced

nuist be some illustration of the central theme. It avails us nothing

('.> say that there are some great works of literature which violate

tmity of treatment. Our contention is not that there are no great

works in which unity is not apparent, for then wo should have to

justify ourselves in the presence of Dickens and Thackeray. Keats

would slightly suffer in his "Eve of St. Agnes," and even Shakes-

jH-are would come perilously near to adverse criticism in his "jiler-

'.liant of Venice." But despite what exceptions we may find our

minds are so constructed as to demand unity. This is the philoso-

I'Jitr's search as he perceives the phenomena of the universe, and
tliis is the demand of every soul that appreciates literature. The
''longht of unity carries with it the thought of climax. That juece

tif literature is imperfect which has two or more culminating

iMints. "The Merchant of Venice" attains its climax when
Slivlock has been discomfited. We are interested in the love scene

F-'iu the pretty escapades which follow, but we feel that the master
Mroke fell when the cowering, cringing Jew crept out of sight

<U'rc the Jovian thunderbolts of justice. On the other hand,

'Hamlet" is packed together as economically as the kernel iu a
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nut. Words impinge on Avorcls, ideas mingle, souls to\icli souls,

circumstances march on, but all arc tending to some predestined

goal. We follow Hamlet with no abatement of desire or interest

through the agony, the doubt, the trial, the love, until his eyes fail

in the glooming night, and, with death a victor coming fast on and

voice catching the sileutncss of the tomb, he whispers, "0 God!

Horatio, what a wounded name!" And then we pause to hear

Horatio, the true man, who never crooked the pregnant hinges of

the knee where thrift might follow fawning, "Good night, sweet

prince; and flights of angels sing thee to thy rest." And then in

our confusion we hear but indistinctly tlic tramp of the ambassadors

and tlie people, closing with the slow music of the funeral nuux-h.

This brings a nnity of impression, and we have felt the strength

of the mind which has brooded over events so dissimilar until they

have grown into each other and have carried us with them by

gradual steps to the end of a mighty life.

In the second place, we note that all great literature is sincere.

It is the transcript of an honest soul. jSTo mau ever wrote enduring

literature who did not put his heart blood in it. ilachiaveliau

literature is good only for the dung heap after it has been spawned.

The subtle aroma of personality pervades the work of the earnest

mau. Wo sjxjak of impersonal poets, as Shakespeare, and we some-

times seem to imply that the impersonal is something else besides

himself. The fact is that every true man reveals himself, and

Shakespeare is not, as we sometimes fancy, the least known of our

modern men of literature. He is the best known. It is true that

wc have not been able to definitely ascertain the color of the sheep

he is reported to have stolen, nor the name of tlie scions of nobility

whose horses he held at the London theater. We are in some doubt

as to the qualities of his penmanship, and a good many are troubled

as to whether Shakespeare was really Sliakes^jcare. But we are

not much more concerned about these things than about the clothes

he wore. Every man lives two lives. One is where he is the sport

of circumstances, caught in the flux of time, and whirled along

from cradle to grave, and most of our historians have conceived it

to be their chief pleasure to report the places where this bodily

entity got washed up on some drift where it became conspicuous
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for a brcatliiiig moment. This is the life cf the body, interesting

enough to the man -who o\\tis it, but of decreasing importance to

the men who coming on see it in a fading perspective. The other

life is the life of the mind, or rather of tlie soul. What the man

thought, suffered, loved, enjoyed, hoAv he girded his soul for fight

wlicn the enemies came on, how his feet slipped on the perilous

paths of temptation and the harpies of remorse preyed on his vitals,

what songs he sang when he floated calmly on moonlit summer seas,

what aspirations looked out from happy skies and openedlong vistas

of splendor before him—all these are the life of the soul, and we

must hold them to be of vaster importance than the history of eat-

ing, drinking, wiving, or dying. We have the history of the soul of

Shakespeare, and it has seemed to be a small matter indeed to try

to ascci-tain whether any part of his works, and particularlj' his

sonnets, contain his autobiography. We may hold that everything

tljat he wrote is autobiography. Do we wish to compare Shakes-

peare and Byron ? and say that Byron was personal and Shakes-

ix?arc impersonal? We simply mean that Byron had but one

clia-.Miel through which he could pour his personality, while Shakes-

peare had a thousand. The question to ask concerning the creations

of Shakespeare is. Are they real ? If so, they were a part of him,

companions of his, bearing as close relation to him as Ben Jonson,

whom he met at the London theater. And that these are real

creations the world has long ago conceded. Dickens has told us

how his characters would haunt him, and he could not get them
from his mind. Nothing was quite so real to him as many of the

men and women whom he sought to portray. This sincerity must
always enter into the worthiest literature. When a man says, "Go
to, I will write a book, so many measures of courage for my hero,

•°o many measures of love, a full-fed stream of incidents to launch

"I'll in, and the whole bathed in the moonlight of poetry, and I will

have a book," then the world will say, "ISTay, nothing but heart

blood Avill satisfy. Tell us what you think and feel and do and suffer

nud love, and we shall listen, if you tell it well." Even romances to

he good must be sincere. He who draws their characters must be-

''vo in tliem. lie must hold them as dear to him as flesh and
I'lcod. ]s'o writer can produce life by compounding a few qualities
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with a number of incidents. The groat writer is lie wbio sees life,

and simply reports what he sees and hears.

In the third place, we note that enduring literature must be

chiefly concerned with the things of general human interest. The

specialist finds no literary doors open to him. The scientific

teacher is tabooed from the field. The philosopher and the meta-

physician never enter into the polite circle. The man with the

hobby catches but a gleam of the happy lands, and then is swept on

with the rushing current of those wrapped round in "the hodden

gray of mortality." If we say that Plato was a philosopher and

wrote enduring literature, let us not forget that the very part that

we call literature in Plato is precisely the part where we note the

absence of technical details and find the sentiment taking on the hu-

manity wide sweep. A pliilosopher and a scientist may have enough

of the delicate qualities of style and the finer sentimental percei>

tions to write enduring literature, but they can never take for their

chief and direct object the thought of teaching the truths of their

chosen studies. The strictly didactic teacher who seeks to impart

special knowledge through the Socratic method of questions and an-

swers has no place with us. Bellam3''s "Equality" struck the whirl-

pool and went down. Young's "Night Thoughts" and Pollok's

"Course of Time" are growing dimmer on the horizon with the

lapse of time. The true field of literature includes everything that

is of general interest. Tlic passions that surge, the loves that twine,

the fears that blancli the cheek, the sorrows that come gray-filleted,

the hopes that brighten with the coming dawns, remorse tliat

crouches from baleful fires, peace that nestles down like doves of

God—all these are themes for enduring literature, and he who can

shadow them forth, the best will find his place the most secure. Lit-

erature is not, then, the field for all of human thought, and this at

first sight seems an anomaly—that we should hold things to be of

enduring value which seem commonplace, and that we should rele-

gate to neglected places the acute projectile utterances which pierce

to the very core of things. But our wonder passes when we consider

that the most staple and undying product of our globe is human
nature. \Yluit philosophers think of lumian nature, what physiolog-

ical and psychical laws may be deduced, what social adaptation
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may be made of the unit to the many, what niche iu the hody politic

the individual should fill—all these are important in their way, but

their interests vary much with the climates in which men breathe,

Hiid come as juiceless and jejune to the great mass of the human

family. The passing of philosophies to their requiescat is one of

the startling things of history, and should teach us that what we

conclude to be the deepest and the most permanent is perhaps then

passing on to its rest. But he who has truly caught the varying

aspect of the individual human heart, and has wedded his thoughts

to the richest surest-footed words, has caught the secret that makes

him a companion of the ages. Who was Homer ? And the answer

conies from many who like to split kindling out of great personali-

ties, "He was seven." And we have no interest in combating that

which we may not know, and we have learned a more excellent way
(ban spending time on the question whether Homer was he or they.

We have found that the book is human, and if it were written

yesterday its face could hardly be more fresh. Wo have seen the

rosy fingered dawn. We have heard the booming of the sea and the

founding of the measured oars. We have seen the long lines of

light spi'inging up into the horizon like swaying filaments, until

tliey have laid their tendrils on the clouds and up the gossamer

I'ath have gone the chariots of the dawn. There is the smell of

fragrance from the asphodel meadows, and the dew is on the world.

•So far Homer is modern, and we catch the smile of his health.

Xature has not outworn her robes of two thousand years ago. And
then again v:e feel the force of the strenuous life, and the blood of

the warrior is all about the heart, and we rush upon embattled

fields with the fury of the tempest, and in oiir wanderings we meet
tt range visions which came to us in our boyhoo'd dreams; but

v.Iietiier we wander or do battle we have said that this is life, our
life to-day. And so Homer is with us because he wrote that which
lio saw and reported that which he heard, and lived his life in what
lio wrote; and our human nature has not changed in its needs and
>(« loves since those early days in the da-\\ming of the world. Among
nil tlie changing things there is one thing we find unchanging, and
'i-'it IS human nature; and he who would write enduringly must
• ^pr^ss himself in the way that makes the broadest appeal to it.
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lu tlie fourth place, we note the quality of indirection as one

of the principles of our best literature. This in a measure could

be discussed under the avoidance of the didactic, but as it has a

Ijhase of meaning somewhat different it calls for special mention.

The orator and the writer generally get at the heart by different

processes. The orator must have the dogmatic element, and must

speak out without undue circumlocution his thoughts. He may

exercise skill and tact in the arrangement of his material, but in

striving for immediate results ho must speak as one who exercises

authority. The personal element which shows itself in the earnest

manner, the flashing eye, the determined spirit, is so intermingled

with the burning words that the convictions of men are at once

aroused. This is the strength of the orator. But the strength of

the writer is different. True literature catches people with an

apostolic guile. It comes with no prospectus of what it intends to

accomplish. It does not assume to have any great thoughts. It

seems simply to say, "Come, let us go out on the playground a

while and be children in the sunlight, by the woods and streams

;

let us walk a little way down these old paths, and talk of things we

used to talk of in other days." And so it invites us with its chatty,

breezy face, and we go out to play—for after all play is the highest

aspiration man can have for the use of his powers. But we do not

mean that all true literature stops here. We simply say that this

is its method. It comes with the life of a tripping, laughing child,

and takes our hands, and sings us out into the open places, and

then grows into our heart and life; and when it has captured us,

and we fain M'ould follow it anywhere, it leads us to the haunts of

men, and we pry into human liearts and lift up doors that cover

human secrets, until we are led to the apex of the hill and greet a

large horizon on all sides. Some objection may be raised to this

principle of indirection in that it excludes the essay from literature.

And it must be acknowledged that the essay in a large measure

must be excluded from the realm of the highest literature. But,

liowever large the exclusion may be in this branch through the

operation of this principle, there will still remain some essayists

who can go in and out through the natural door of literature and

need not to climb up some other way as thieves and robbers. The
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tlioiiglit of indirection does not exclude all purpose writing. Ho
who can teach through the natural display of the passions may be

an artist of the highest kind, but emphasis must be placed on the

naturalness of the method. For instance, in fiction, Marie Corolli

carries too much the unbridled dogmatism of a preacher to ever

become a great novelist. She always leaves you with the unhappy

thought that you have been buttonholed by a not overly pleasant

acquaintance, while your ears have been made a sluice for a cataract

of words, which you are to take for advice on all matters terrestrial

and heavenly. She seems to say, "Listen to me, I am Marie Corelli,

and my books sell by the hundreds of thousands, and my business

is to take the gi-eat salt box of the universe, and salt down this

weltering mass of social corruption until it gets some purifying

power kneaded into its organism." We have read her Master

Christian with about the same indignation we should feel toward

the man who grabs us by the shoulder, pours a flood of basilisk

glances in our face, and dances a protracted hornpipe on our toes.

Hall Caine stands on higher grounds than Corelli, but he is a

degenerate, and his fall is to be deplored. The earlier works of

Caine were strong though tinctured with gloom. The Bondman

and The Manxman carried the stamp of genius and touched the

licart like the tears of the lover, but The Christian and The Eternal

Cili/ are but the blown bubbles of the moment They smell of the

reformer. The emphasis is placed upon institutions and not men,

and hence their fatal defect. Such books violate the deepest under-

lying principles of literature, and their epitaph is fast coming on.

On the other hand, we have read purpose works which were a

success. They were the works in which the human interest pre-

dominated, and we were more interested in men than in things.

The men were artists who knew how to skillfully hide their plans

until you felt an irresistible impulse toward their characters. They

niiiy have come to you in the guise of humor—that easiest way
of gaining admission to the heart—and you thought that there

V'as nothing but merriment and you laughed with them. Then the

S'kics darkened a little, but you said, "This is good company, and

I vvill go on." Then humor turned to tears, and tragedy threw a

table mantle over the scene, but you were now following your
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children and could not turn back for storms or tempests, and vs-hen

tliG book closed you knew tbat you had learned something, but it

came to you with the pain and pleasure of companionship. Dickens

could write a purpose novel that the world will cherish, for he

loved men more than things, and he was a literary man before he

was a reformer. Charles Eeade could write a purjwse novel that

was a success because of his sanity of treatment and his intense

dramatic spirit. TJnclc Tom's Cabin is perhaps the greatest pur-

pose novel of the world, and yet the author enters on no disquisi-

tions against slavery. We catch things always through indirection.

How different is the treatment hero from that shown in Tha

'LeojKird SpoiSj where you seem to be ever confronted by a peda-

gogue who has his finger leveled at you and whose burden of

speech is, "Sweep the negro from this continent into the sea."

"William Dean Howells has found fault with Thackeray, and we

think rightly, because he is forever stopping you on the way to

give you a little advice. The best advice that can be given by a

literarj' man is that which is inferentially dra^\Ti from his char-

acter, and as readers we resent the hectoring spirit, or even the

complacency of our mildest, easiest-mannered professors. Even

Milton grows tedious as he makes his characters discourse an Arian

philosophy, and we feel rejoiced when the argument is over and

the angels throw down their amaranthine crowns upon the crystal

sea. We care more for the concrete than the abstract in literature,

and he who will teach us the most and find us the most eager

listeners is he who tries the oblique method of teaching through

characters.

The last quality which we shall note in the highest class of

literature is the optimistic spirit. Literature which endures carries

the glow of health. The world has never spared space long for any

morbid or pessimistic work. The eyes of our small writers look

out on what they declare to be an interminable sea of woe, and they

dip their pens in despair to write of lives that fail in living, and

they catch no visions on the heights of the pennons of hope, and

the world tolerates for to-day, but on the morrow has laid by its

sympathy as a worn-out thing. The highest philosophy we may
gain of life may be poor and meager; we may see no light beyond
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tlio clouds, no sun beyond the mountains; life may be to us no

more than a blind Titan staggering, falling down to darkness and

the grave; but we may rest assured that all enduring literature

will rebuke our pessimism. There is no immortality for sick

men or sick philosophies. Sliips that Pass in the Night, The

Gadfly, Jack Raymond, The Story of an African Farm, The

Open Question, some of the books of Mrs. Humphry Ward and of

Thomas Hardy—these were on the crest of the popular wave but

a short time ago, but w^e do not care to go back and read them

again. They silently put up monitory hands, and we heed the

warning. Thomas Carlyle in his early days brought a message to

(he world. The vigor of health came out with eveiy telling blow

nt shams. The world could be a better world, and he saw a shining

goal. This constitutes his claim on immortality. But soon his

vision became obscured, his heart became sour, he lost his inspira-

tion and brutalized his powers. His work became a menace rather

than a tonic, and these have made him of the earth earthy. Euskin

followed in the same path. IN'o man held a more polished lance

than he, or placed it in a fimier rest as he charged down the lists

of error. But his genius caught the taint of despair, and be

k'came blind to heavenly visions. And so Carlyle and Euskiu

Iwtli have given hostages to fame, and if their names get a firm

footing in other centuries it is probable that they will go down
fliorn of that part of their lives nearest the tomb. Enduring

literature has the child's heart, and the child's heart is essentially

healthful and hopeful. It may not talk much of health. It may
never speak of the need of hopefulness. God and immortality may
.^i'ldoin be upon its lips. But it has the iipward-looking spirit, and

f'lnims no fraternity with the morbid and the hopeless. It holds

tlse world to bo a bright world, although tempests lower in the sky,

ai'd if pain comes on swift-footed to make its tabernacle with men
It has foimd some medicine of the mind to give it joy. Some
Pfitic has pointed out that Shakespeare is not spiritual in the

hi(;;hcst sense, but he is full of virile, worldly health. "We much
doubt whether he ever walked to Emmaus and met a Stranger on
':io way, M'ho spoke some heart-burning things, which if a man
"uci." hears his sky will infinitely expand. There is the nuisic arid
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tbe clash and the clangor of love and hate and war, but we listen

quite in vain for the trumpeter who stands on far eastern hills to

lierald tlie dawning of the perfect day. But this is the segment of

the mighty life ho failed to fill out. The deep rolling harmonies

lie heard, the irrefragable laws of justice he announced, the mighty

currents of laughter he blew across the world, the loves that meekly

walked do\na moonlit paths and under shining stars, the hates and

jealousies that crouched like demons in the darkness—all these

come forth so naturally that they betoken unbounded health.

Tenuyson came in another day, and the spirit of the lyric poet

was on liim. He heard the rumbling of the scientist delving deep

in the caverns of life. Dark and fateful questions flashed through

murky skies like fitful gleams of the lightning's wing. Men with

spade and mattock were standing at new-made graves and were

preaching the funeral of humanity. And then Tciuiyson's soul

took fire, and like Arthur, his beloved knight, he faced the pall

and gloom and sin, and preached of hope and the coming out of

light, and told men that they were not twinned with death, that

there were joys for their pains and skies above their graves, and

they must not forget the mighty hopes that make them men. And
the words of the singer were sot in deathless music, and they came

to despairing minds like songs in the night. And this is Tennyson's

health and optimism, and his name can be ventured for a large

lease on the coming years. And so we conclude that he who would

•write enduringly must breathe the breath of health, and if he

cannot see the path which shiningly runs up great and distant

heights he must believe that it is there, for only thus will he gain

the ear of the world for good and aye.
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Aet. X.—"WHEN I WAS A BOY."

This is the masculine gender, its feminine counterpart being

'•'Once upon a time." At least "Once upon a time" suggests a

female voice, and twilight and firelight and childhood and bed-

time. "^Vhen I was a boy" means a memory. It has a flavor of

siiiccritj-. It carries a tone of authority. It bears an intimation

of the survival of the fittest. In the majority of cases when this

formula is used it is in reference to something good, and not bad,

which liappened long ago. In the very nature of things evil is

jicrishable, the good is permanent. The most vivid recollections

nrc not the affairs of last week. The sights and soimds and smells

of childhood are indelible. Before me lie some most exquisite

jiliotographs made by my friend during the summer vacation in

tJiC Berkshircs. The lines are wonderfully clear, yet the events

of Iwyhood are even more clean-cut, and they contain color such

ns no artist photographer ever produced. Sometimes we wonder

whether personal reminiscences will ever become colonial. Will

people some day search for them as they do for old china and old

books and old mahogany ?

The phrase is suggestive of personal responsibility. The
antique is not for the ash barrel. The siirvival of a moving picture

n half century old does not qualify it for the waste-paper basket.

Much of knowledge is by comparison. Progress is only fully appre-

cinted by looking backward. When your man has had in his

{x>?sossion for a generation a fact of significance to himself he

.'•hoiild be able to make use of it at the opportune moment. Such

F^tent memories outweigh any amount of adolescent vaporings.

J-.vcry worthy personal experience has its supreme moments, its

turning points, its inspirations. It is in the power of each of us so

to touch the childliood about us that years hence the veteran will

preface his story with '^\Tien I was a boy." The peculiar sense

of responsibility which results from being in the presence of a

real boy is unlike any other. It is the exposure that counts ; the

'•'V(-lopmcnt is mechanical, largely. From the divine standpoint

• hiiii training is not an experiment or uncertain; the problem is
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in the exposure. WLat is the boy thinking alrout as he looks and

listens ? First impressions remain. When I was a boy, to teach

mc the Bible better, my father sent to Holland for two fine vellum-

bound folio volumes containing the Bible history, in Dutch. Upon
every alternate page were beautiful copper-plate illustrations. My
conception of heaven alone, which came to me through, those

pictures, will last forever. The sea of glass, the four and twenty

Elders, and the Lamb of God and the book and the seals are ever

with me, and will be even should heaven be a mistake and a myth.

It may be doubted whether childhood's conception of heaven is

ever improved upon. Pictorial text-books are wise. The boy

learns morals by the use of his eyes quite as much as his ears.

When I was a boy I was taken one day by my mother to the home

of the Rev. Henry ]\roore, in London. He was the executor of

John "Wesley, who burned in the fire Mr. Wesley's valuable notes

on Shakespeare. My mother asked him to place his hands up-

on my head and pronounce a blessing. He did so. The very

words he used are lying within my reach now. The words, the face

of the man, the closed eyes, the heavy weight of his hands upon

my head, his clothing, and every piece of furniture in the room,

are indelibly fixed in my mind. But the strongest impression of

all was my mother's reverence for old age and her belief that the

blessing or the curse of a good man counts. Later on in life I came

to believe the same, and have seen the fruits of such benedictions.

I can forgive the burning of the notes.

Wlien I was a boy each Sunday afteraoou a sermon was

preached upon the lawn before my grandfather's house in London.

Who the preachers were I never knew ; I did not even hear them,

but I saw them from the window. Men came and went. Some-

times a hundred stood and listened, and again when I looked there

were but twenty. It seemed strange. It was evident that each

passer on the street had an errand upon which he was intent, but

which he was compelled for the moment to abandon that he might

listen, and then go on. This particular feature puzzled and im-

pressed me. Since my boyhood I recognize that street preaching

is the severest test of all preaching. Wlien I was a boy a storm at

sea almost wrecked the vessel in which the family crossed the
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Atlnntic. Twice did the captain give up his ship in despair. And

v.-cll lie might, for as a boy I scarcely could tell the floor from the

side of the stateroom. Twice the captain descended from the deck

to tell his passengers to prepare for the worst. Each time as he

approached my mother's stateroom her voice in earnest prayer

arrested his attention, and after listening he resolved to go back to

bis post and try once more to weather the storm. He reported in

Xcw York that his ship was saved in answer to prayer. In after

years the terrible hazard of that voyage became more apparent, and

with it came a double conviction. I learned that sometimes God

would have us answer our owt: prayers, and also that if we are pray-

ing for any particular persons it is better that they should know it.

These facts are often overlooked. A soul oi;ce came to me under

very serious religious conviction for which no assignable cause

was given. The only explanation attempted was made by the in-

dividual himself in the words, "I have come to the conclusion that

some one is praying for me." The prayer to God lost nothing

liecause the captain heard it. Jesus asked his disciples to listen

to the Lord's Prayer. In church more people listen than pray.

\Vc pray, not merely that God will save souls, but that we may
help to save them and that they may be willing to be saved.

Wien I was a boy an elect lady in one of the churches died.

A former pastor and an intimate friend of the family was asked

to officiate at the obsequies. He could not do so because of im-

portant engagements elsewhere. The knowledge that another had

Ixjen preferred led the regular incumbent so far to forget himself

as lo hesitate to perform the duty. This led me to resolve that,

fhould I over become a minister, in the case of any death in the

foiigrcgation I would immediately ask the family if I might send

I'T any valued friend or any other minister, from no matter

wln.Tc, to minister to them in their sorrow. There are various

Kinds of ministerial dignity, some manifestly better than others.

l'» the death of Lazarus Jesus saw an invaluable opportunity to

tench one of the greatest lessons of his ministry. The appearance
"I crape upon the doorpost of a member of the congregation is

'• '••''' the supreme moment of the pastor. The Valley of the

ii;idfiw of Death seems the only approach to some hearts. One of
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the most impressive private funerals in my recollection \vas that

of a poor scrubwoman whose only son, of fourteen years, installed

himself as master of ceremonies. The delicacy and courtesy and

tact which he exhibited surprised all, for he had long been known

as the worst boy in the Sunday school. It was the turning point

in his life. We can imagine him in later life referring to the sad

occasion and saying, "When I was a boy."

When I was a boy it was a diversion to visit the courthouse

of our town at the time of the session of court and listen to the

noted lawyers. Two matters impressed me: First, the evident

devotion of the advocate to his client's interest and his efforts to

save him from punishment. One day a lawyer confessed to friends

that he came almost to love a man whom he had put forth all his

skill and effort to save, while on the other hand he came to hate a

criminal to whom he bore the relation of prosecutor. This was

food for thought for a boy. I think the love of Christ did afterward

seem larger. I remember once to have heard that great analyst,

the Rev. Daniel Curry, D.D., say, "Young man, let people do for

you; let them serve you; the more they do for you the more they

"will love you, depend upon it." Perhaps it is only when we do

sometimes for our enemies that it becomes possible for us to love

them. The other thing which impressed itself in the lawyer's

plea was the emphasis which the advocate placed upon motive.

He insisted that if the criminal could be shown to have had no

juotive for committing the crime with which he was charged the

probability was that he did not commit it at all ; a course of reason-

ing which would bring the Ten Commandments and the thirteenth

chapter of 1 Corinthians into close proximity—possibly a method

also quite as applicable in dealing with men in the church as in

the courthouse. Omniscience owXy is competent to judge of

motives, nevertheless the laborious process of tracing human
motives to their original sources might diminish the rancor of

many a combat.

When I was a boy the eminent pastor of our church was

subject to sudden attacks of illness. Such an attack upon one

occasion prnstrntcd him at tlie very commencement of the Sabbath

morning hour of woiship. lu the large congregation there was
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hinted a vei'j able clergyuian of the denomination. An appeal was

iDiuie to him for a sermon. When the organ ceased to play he

wiis seen to shake his head, signifying his inability to catch the

t'lroad of a discourse; he could render no help. The sick man
|(Kik up the i^ainful burden and bore it manfully, the consciousness

of his personal suffering giving him the sympathy of his hearers

ill nn uirasual degree. The lesson was impressive to one boy in

tlic congregation. It led to the resolve never to enter a cliurch for

participation in the public worship, conducted by whatever de-

iKjiuination of Christians or at whatever time, either at home or

iibroad, without first formulating at least the outline of a sermon,

fliuuld an unexpected demand be made. This provision has been

letted by actual experience, and mortification and embarrassment

prevented, but it was the intuition of the boy nevertheless. It was
tlie recognition of one of those phases of character which is an

n]i])roach to the divine, namely, the fact of being always ready.

'Iho divinely called minister is never oft' duty. To him even the

lioliday is a holy day. So soon as the sermon of one Sabbath is

• ndcd his eager longing for the next opportunity to preach the

Ciu.spel makes surprise impossible.

There is something more, then, than the homely preface to

ihc octogenarian's idle tale in the reference to his boyhood recol-

I'-ctions. It is suggestive of a principle the recognition of which
"lay be the making of a new race. In it is discernible the corner

Moiie of human character. It reveals associations which, next
''> those of a spiritual character, are the most telling known.
-Nf'tliing is insignificant that can touch the imagination or the

''^nscience of a boy. If he can but create the right' vision in his

"iiiid the memory will take care of itself and of its message to the
lulurc man and the future boy. The sooner the vision of beauty
"Pl^ours to the boy the better. It is a great thing to get the right of
'^'"y to the heart of the child. Possibly the strongest features of
«J'C character of Moses were formed in Jochebed's arms.
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Art. XL—PRE-SEMITIC POPULATIONS IN SEMITIC LANDS.

A USEFUL purpose may perhaps be served by gathering

together the few evidences there are of the predecessors of the

Semites in their respective countries. In Arabia, which is now

generally accepted as the seat of the primitive Semitic race, we have

no traces of an earlier population. Nor is it likely that there were

such. Arabia has always been, as it is to-day, the preserve of the

Semite. The Arab is the truest type of that race, and all the

indications point to Lis having from the beginning enjoyed im-

munity from the corrupting influences of a foreign environment.

In the valley of the Euphrates the Semites displaced the Sumero-

Akkadiaus, a Turanian race. The records of these people are in

our hands, and there are traces of them in the literature of their

successors. ^Vliat we know of them and their influence is enough

to show us that far beyond the terra of their own life as a people

they determined the life of the Semites (Babylonians) who had

come into their heritage. Cities, kingdoms, and tribes bear names

given by this ancient race. Their language and its cuneiform

symbols were for a long period the exclusive media of Semitic

literature. Before the Semites used their ovm language, they

employed the Sumcrian langauige as well as signs in writing. In

fact, we must assume that the Babylonian language had become

fixed in its final literary form before it was used to any extent

in written documents. The population of the country had by that

time become practically homogeneous and their speech was the old

tribal tongue of the Semitic nomads, but greatly altered and cor-

rupted through its long contact with the dialect of the older in-

habitants. It was at this point, when the Sumerian race and

speech were fast disappearing as the new race developed, that

Babylonian became a written tongue. The pre-Semitic race in

the lower Euphrates region shows its high degree of civilization

directly by remains which indicate the possession of many of the

arts and some degree of scientific knowledge and indirectly by its

influence upon the Semites who came after them. Among these

Sumerians commerce and agriculture were diligently followed.
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Luxuiy of living was not iinknowu. Social life had passed far

beyond the iiriraitive forms which obtained in the tribes and

clans of the stejipe. Eeligion had reached the stage where a

priestly class is developed ; where temples are added to the ancient

plirinc or altar; and where the gods are no longer connected with

natural objects but are exalted to abodes in the overarching

heaven. Religious meditation had proceeded far in its effort to

account for the facts of nature and of human life. Stories of the

Creation and the Deluge along with other myths remain enshrined

in the literature of their successors to show lis at once the develop-

ment of religious speculation and the successful cultivation of the

higher forms of literary effort which prevailed in primitive Baby-

lonia before the Semites became the ruling factor there. We do

not, then, marvel at two things in the Semitic civilization of

Eabylonia : its high development and its marked departure from

tlie primitive forms of typical Semitic life. ^Vhat the pro-Semitic

civilization had already attained is a sufficient explanation.

There is evidence sufficient of a pre-Semitic settlement in

Mesopotamia. In the region of the upper Euphrates about the

city of Haran there lay the kingdom of Mitani, or Hanirabbat,

whose extension may have reached to the Amanus Mountains west-

ward, and eastward to the Tigris Eiver. Before the famous

Amarna letters were written its kings ranked with those of Egypt

and Babylonia as the great world-potentates of their time and

carried on an extensive commerce with their neighbors. The rise

of the Mitanian power and its control of the fords of the upper

Eufjhrates must have greatly hindered the freedom of traflic be-

tween Babylonia and the West and have opened up a new market

for the merchandise of both East and West. Some have thought

tliat the people of Mitani were a kindred race to the Hittites, but

tliis is hardly likely. Their center was removed considerably to

the cast of the point where the Hittites entered Syria, suggesting

tbat their old home lay in a different direction. Moreover, they

•ii'c clearly distinguished in the Amarna letters from the Hittite

trilx>s, though they are said to have exercised some kind of suze-

rainty over the latter. Later on, it is true the Hittites did estab-

hili themselves on the Euphrates and had as their capital Car-
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cheniish, -wliioh lay witbiu tlic boimcls of the ancient kingdom of

Mitani. This, however, is no support for the hypothesis of a

relationship between the two peoples. The decline of Mitani was

due to three causes principally: the advance of the so-called

^'Araraa;an" (really Arab) tribes from the Syrian Desert; the

Hittite invasion; and the extension and growing power of As-

syria, bringing with it a great tide of genuine Aramsean immi-

gration from Mesopotamia. The incoming "Aramseans," while

influenced.by their new non-Semitic environment, were so numer-

ous as to gradually overcome the distinctive features of the

Mitanians among whom they had settled. In time, the country

received a Semitic name—Beth-Eden ; and though retaining in-

dependent existence until overthrown by Shalmaneser II in 857

13. C, it must have long before ceased to be Mitanian in the orig-

inal sense of the term. The Aranucan wave of migration from

the Euphrates valley, which was changing the character of all the

races between the Tigris and the Mediterranean, had carried

everything before it in Mitani or Beth-Eden. The language of

the Mitauiaus is preserved in one of the Amarna letters, but can-

not as yet be understood or classified. The letters from this re-

gion in the Amarna collection which are composed in the Baby-

lonian language are with us, however, and indicate that a high

degree of culture prevailed in the country. That there was a

settlement of Semites in the Mitanian territory before the Mita-

uians came it is fair to suppose, but we are not in possession of

data sufficient to give any satisfactory account of its nature.

The Ilittites are not to be looked upon as pre-Semitic tenants

in the Semitic lands. Their entrance into Syria took place cer-

tainly after the Semitic settlement, and the influence they exerted

upon the Syrian Semites, in any case not very considerable, was

felt for the most part by the Arama?aiis who came from the region

to the east of the Euphrates at a date subsequent to 1300 B. C.

The aborigines of western Syria and Palestine were of other

than Semitic race. In the Semitic period there are scores of

place names in these parts which can be explained on no known
Semitic analogies. Eurthermorc, in western Syria and Palestine,

as elsewhere in western Asia, except in Arabia, the Semites show
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n (]cpartnre from the etlmological type -wliicla is due to admixture

witli the older races among whom they settled. Positive evidenco

of these races is found in various remains which have been dis-

covered all over the region now under consideration. Sacrificial

]>illars (menhirs), gravestones or altars (dolmens), ancient shrines

of the cromlech pattern, and underground or rock dwellings of

artificial construction, belong to an age probably earlier than the

difl'erentiation of any of the Semitic races from the original stock.

Argument for a pre-Semitic settlement may also be dra\vn from

the names applied by the Old Testament writers to the most ancient

inhabitants of the land of Canaan. Such terms as Rephaim

(giants), Anakim (long-necked), and Horim (cave-dwellers), being

mere epithets, cannot naturally refer to a Semitic race. Other

names, as Zuzim, Zamzummim, Emim, and Aw\'im, seem to l>e

merely artificial creations to designate an extinct people of un-

known race. Such names would not be used to denote Semites any

more than the epithets just mentioned. The little we know of this

old Syro-Palestinian race is enough to show that it was not a peo-

ple possessed of any high degree of civilization. Its instruments

arc of rude stone with here and there a token of more advanced

cidture in the shape of a tool or vessel of bronze.

In the last place, we turn to Ethiopia. The pre-Semitic race

in this coimtry was Hamitc with some admixture of negro blood.

llamite and Semite were in the beginning of one stock, and Ethi-

opia was a part of the original home land. That Semites should

return thither from Arabia across the narrow strait dividing south-

ern Yemen from Africa was not unnatural. By small groups this

return journey had been made from early times and even now is

k'ing made by men from Ai-abia. At definite periods, rather late

ill tlie history of the Semitic peoples, larger bodies crossed over to

^•ihiopia from Yemen carrying with them their south Arabian

culture and arts. They were of sufficient numbers and energy of

character to determine the development of the country- and to

assert themselves over the original race. Hence, though Ilamite

and negro influences have left their deep impression, the people

"•f Ethiopia arc to this day in all predominant features a Semitio

h-opje.
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It is not likely that Egypt penetrated into Palestine and Syria

at a jieriod antedating tlie arrival of the Semites. Her presence

in the Bedoniu region of Sinai is attested for the third Egyptian

dynasty (circa 4000 B. C), but -when she came there she found

the Semites already there. Indeed, the very earliest Pharaohs

constructed on the northeastern frontier of Egypt a famous de-

fense, known as the "Wall of the Princes," to repel invasion on

the part of tliese ancient Bedouin. A reminiscence of an early

Egyptian rule over the Sinai district is found in the application

of the name Mutsri to that part as well as to Egypt itself.

In every Semitic land there has been a pre-Semitic race

—

Arabia alone excepted. In every case this race has largely in-

fluenced the development of the Semites by whom it was displaced.

In every instance the corruption of the old Semitic ty^w imder

foreign influences was very rapid, so that everywhere—the Arab

again excepted—the Semite when he first becomes known to us

has lost much of his original character and taken on many new
characteristics. From the moment when the old Semitic herdsmen

first left their desert cradle-land, "not knowing whither they went,"

but always under the unseen hand of the Almighty, they were

under a discipline which everywhere and always tended to make
them cosmopolites—losing that which made them peculiar and

gaining that which brought them nearer to the world they were so

powerfully to move.

^fei IkJoj^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

AvEKT A'. Shaw, discussing the question whether Christianity

created Christ or Christ created Christianity, reasons to this cou-

thision: "Here is our choice—Christianity founded on the Eisen and

Living Christ, or on fog and rottenness. After all, as one has put it,

'Jt is hetter to helieve in the supernatural than in the ridiculous.'"

Sliowing that men may know God directly, Carlyle's statement is

quoted: "Of final causes, man, in the nature of the case, can prove

nothing, knows them (if he knows them at all) not hy the glimmer-

ing flint-sparks of logic, hut hy an infinitely higher light of intui-

tion," and also these words from Eomancs: "All first principles, even

of scientific facts, are known hy intuition—not hy reason." The

necessary conclusion is that, if there he a God, he is knowahle by in-

tuition. Faith does not rest on a mere process of reasoning. It is

rnther the surrender of the whole man to God as seen in Jesus Christ.

How it comes about is illustrated by the case of a highly cultured

Japanese gentleman. Thoughts came into his mind of a personal

lacing great and kindly above him. He was anxious to learn if these

tlioiights were true. Confucius coiild not help him. At length a

Christian gave him a Bible in Chinese, He read until he came to

Ihc thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians. These are his words:

'I was arrested, fascinated. I had never seen nor heard nor dreamed
of n morality like that. I felt that it was above the reach of the hu-

man race, that it must have come from Heaven, that the man who
wrote that chapter must have received light from God—from God
nl'out whose existence I had been speculating. And then I read the

fJotpcl of John, and the words of Christ filled me with wonder. They
v*ere not to be resisted. I could not refuse Christ my faith." He saw
Ihc divine light in the record itself and became a Christian. The
"lory is also told of a woman of loose moral character who earned
a livelihood by posing for a noted artist. She was specially gifted
'tir this work. Her grace of form and her imitative genius made
'ifr an admirable model. If she were to pose as Mary Queen of Scots
*'" would gather together all the material of the queen's life, visit

" r hiiunts, and after three weeks come to the studio as ]\Iary Queen
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of Scots. One day the artist said, "You would make a splendid model

for the Magdalene." "And wlio is that ?" she asked, "and where shall

I find out about her ?" The artist told her, and procured a Testament

for her. She went to her home, and for the first time came face to

face with herself in Mary Magdalene, and with Him whose words and

acts were such as she had never dreamed of. At the end of three

weeks she failed to appear. After a further three weeks the artist

sought her out, and found a transformed Magdalene, sitting at the

feet of her new Master, clotlied, and in her right }uind, an angel of

mercy to those who, like herself, had gone astray.

A PREACHER'S ESSAYIST.*

Among living writers in this year of our Lord one of the essay-

ists for the preacher is Brierlcy, whose previous volumes were noticed

last year. The thirty-six essays of this new volume, Prohlems of

Living, are as high in level and as wide in range. They aim to show

that the spiritual element in man is not only the one feature that gives

distinction to life, but is the only adequate clew to the sphinx riddle

of our world; that however this riddle is studied, whether along its

physical, historical, or economic sides, or into the inmost depthsof

Personality, tlie answer can be found only in the realm of the invis-

ible; that all our problems of living are finally religious problems

and look to religion for their solution; that a religion adequate for

Buch solution must be one that allies itself to the nature of things

and is at one witli the soul's universal affirmations; and that Chris-

tianity, properly conceived, is that adequate religion.

As to the intellectual difiicultics which some modern minds have

with revealed religion, our essayist's opinion is that many of these

difficulties aritc from antique but remediable forms of statement.

And as to all those difficulties, he names two considerations, which

arc looming more and more in modern thought, and which cast a

new and reassuring light in which Faith can make its argument more

clear and strong. The first of these considerations is the towering

and immense significance of personality. The more personality is

considered, the more clearly is it seen that it is only in the Chris-

tian doctrine of tlie Incarnation that the idea of a personal God be-

comes at all intelligible to us. It is being recognized that on this

'Problems of Living. By J. Brierley, B.A. 12mo, PP- 356. New York; Thomas Wtlt-

takcr. Price, clotli, $i.-io.
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jilnnet the Iniman personality is the appointed organ of the Eternal

licason, in and through which organ the Divine Voice speaks, and

that only along this channel has the Soul of the Universe come to

Fpcaking terms with man's consciousness. Admitting that our con-

ception of personality involves limitation, and that the nature of the

infinite God may transcend such limits; conceding that the Absolute

is beyond our comprehension, and that it is

The Somewhat which we name, but cannot wholly know,
Even as we name a star and only see

njs quenchless flashings forth, which ever show
And ever hide him, and which are not he

;

nevertheless man as a person, recognizing, communing with, and re-

ceiving revelation from a God who manifests Himself as a person,

and who is incarnate, visible, and accessible in Jesus Christ, His Son,

our Saviour, not only knows God, but is more and more fashioned

into the likeness of the Lord. The second consideration which is pre-

vailing against the intellectual difTiculties referred to is that it is

growing more and more clear that there is an eternal miraculous and

an eternal supernatural in the Gospel. To the question. What is the

supernatural ? this in substance is the answer given-: Man regards as

supernatural whatever is above Ids natural. We are supernatural to

our dog. We can do things which would be miraculous in him.

Byron said that if the dog has a religion, his master is his god. A
civilized human being, with firearms, electricity, and all modern arts,

is as a ^od to the savage, and sometimes receives worship from him.

^\'hen we toss a stone into the air we transcend the laws which be-

long to the stone. Christ is supernatural to us in His nat\tre and
in His powers. Because He is above us He does what we cannot do,

and that is miracle to us. First is the stone, held fast to the ground
by the grip of something we call gravitation. Then comes man, who
defies the power of gravitation, and by exercise of %vill and a superior

]>ower flings the stone up into the air. Next comes a Being of a

grade above man, a Being in whom Divine powers are superadded to

or blended with the human. As to what this higher Being can and
^^ill do when He arrives, we who are below Him in the scale of be-

'iig are not able to foreknow ; we can only wait and see ; but that He
^^ill speak as never man spake, and that the things which He will

naturally do will be supernatural to us and will appear as miraculous
wonders, this much is not only credible but sure and inevitable. The
supernatural Christ makes all miracles possible. In Him God re-
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veals, and man beholds, a new vision of the Eternal. And men look

into the face of Jesus Christ, and say with a conviction that trans-

cends all argument that they have seen God.

Of the physiological determinisnr which declares man's character,

mental and moral, to be imchangeably determined and fixed by his

physical organism, a fatalism to whicli a rationalistic philosophy de-

livers man over, it is made plain that this notion reckons without the

spiritual forces which operate effectually upon man, and that the

wliole reasoning of the physiological determinists is contradicted by

plain, notorious, undeniable facts. The savages of Terra del Fuego

liad sustained no perceptible modifications of physical structure dur-

ing the period of missionary labors among them, yet even Charles

Dar^vin observed and bore witness to the complete moral transfor-

mation which the Gospel had wrought in them. An enormous volume

of testimony proves that a central fact of man's nature is its suscepti-

bility to change under the impact and invasion of a higher sj^iritual

Power. Ovid kucw no metamorphoses so marvelous as those which

Christian history exhibits. Bricrley says truly that the effects pro-

duced by the Gospel in the labors of the earliest Methodist preach-

ers alone are enough to offset and overturn all the fatalistic physio-

logical theorizings of a Schopenhauer and a Bichat. The final and

complete v/ord concerning man cannot be spoken by phj'siology.

Psychology is a higher part of the science of human nature, and a

true psychology must take account of man's susceptibility to spir-

itual influences which work in him the most astonishing and mo-

mentous changes.

An interesting essay is one on "Eeligious Vocabulary," in which

it is recalled that Max Miiller, in Cliips from a German Worlsliop,

shows how a study of the language of the primitive Aryans gives a

clear idea of the height to which that early civilization had risen. So

the language which religion uses, in any place or period, is evidence

and index of the height to which man has climbed and exposes to

view tlie richness or the poverty, the simplicity or the complexity of

his inner life. The words he coins to express his thought and feeling

register the stature and attainment of his soul. Especially does Chris-

tianity's language attest its place in the upward and onward progress

of humanity. To get a proper sense of the wondrous character and
significance of tlie Christian vocabulary, Brierley says, one needs a

course of reading in tlie classic literature of the old pagan world.

When, after a study of the writings of its poets, philosophers, and
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iiKirnlists, we come to tlie literature of the Christian centuries, we

firul i-oinething altogether new in the sphere of words. Christianity,

in its ikn-elopmeut, added to the human vocabulary something so star-

ilingly fresh that the grace and beauty of Christian speech rise like a

l(.'in])le above the ground-level of common human expression. A new

imd higher range of words had to be created to express now and

liigher facts, and old phrases put into fresh combinations to express

new meanings. Apostles and saints, when they talked of conversion,

ri'gcneration, baptism, fruits of the Spirit, sauctification, oneness

with Christ, divine assurance, and the heavenly life, were compelled

to remake or enlarge language in order that it might contain and

carry the new treasures of knowledge and experience. The great new
vocabulary which Christianity has given to mankind represents the

moral and spiritual height to which millions of human beings have

risen in all the Christian ages under the Christian revelation and in-

tl)iration. An incalculable diffusion of spiritual riches and a conse-

fjucnt visible elevation, refinement, purification, and gentilizing of

life, took place in Europe when the great religious vocabulary of the

Bible first filtered down and flowed out to the common people through

liie labors of Wyclif and Lutlicr, whose translations of the Scriptures

put the Word of God within general reach and poured tlie riches of

Cospel truth into the public mind; so that the desire of Erasmus
moved toward fulfillment. "I wish," said he, of the Epistles and

(Jospels, "that they were translated into all languages of the peo-

ple. I wish the husbandman might sing parts of them at his plow
nnj the weaver at his shuttle, and the traveler beguile with them the

weariness of his way." And the common people, when these riches

wore put within their reach, were not slow to grasp them. "After

>\ yclif's time," says Foxe, "some gave a load of hay for a few chapters

"f St. James or St. Paul." For us and for all men the religious vo-

frtbulary created by Christianity is a magnificent inheritance; it is a

hitlder by which human souls may "mount from the lowly earth to

'hi- lofty skies." Aloft in our spiritual firmament shine those great

I'ght-giving New Testament words which stand for Revelation's cen-

• riil truths and the soul's highest possibilities. Apart from the wealtli

to whicli they light the way no man can be rich; arid no life is blessed
«ipon which they have not shed their mighty meaning. Such, in part,
i> our essayist's setting forth of the immeasurable worth and clear

'•!)^'uificance of the new vocabulary which Clirist has furnished to men.
Akin to this is what he saj's of religion's higher energies

:
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An inspired and proplictic clemnut belongs to tlie highest kind of religious

speech. No true Christian teacher or preacher but in iiis most uplifted moments
finds himself .violdiug to a kind of inspiration which shapes his utterance for

him. He has, in such moments, a tense and awful consciousness that he is in

some degree the instrument of a liigher I'ower ; that the message he speaks is

far more than liis own and move authoritative; that even his limitations, weak-

nesses, detects, and sense of personal nothingness are but factors of a movement
in which he, indeed, is taking part, but not as an originator. This was the note

of the marvelous preaching of Pi>re Viaunej', the apostle of France, preaching

which produced its mighty effects with no special preparation except his "con-

stant occupation with God." It was this which Madame Gujon meant when,
detailing her Grenoble experiences, she .speaks of being '"invested with the Apos-
tolic state," and of perceiving and revealing the inmost condition of the souls to

whom she spoke or who spoke to her. In order to make connection with the

channels of religion's higher energies we need to recover the almost lost art of

prayer. That the newer concepts of the universe and of the uniformity of law
have affected in any way the reasons for prayer is one of those superstitions

Tvhich every sell-respecting thinker should by this time have seen through.

Prayer is one of the functions and forces of the S])iritual nature as surely as

gravitation is a force of the physical world. It is indeed of itself a gravitation.

It is the soul's impulse towards its Center and Source. The author of Ex-
ploratio EvanocUcn, who discusses the religious problem in a -spirit of the

severest science, finds prayer irrcmovably grounded in the structure of the moral
nature. Its practice is its own vindication. Beginning in a semblance of

egotism, it ends ever in self-surrender. ''Xot as I will, but as Thou wilt!" Ob-
serving that the higher the tone of his request the more sure it is to be granted,

there slowly dawns upon the suppliant the perception of a divine Will wiiich

wills what is best. To subject self to It is the ultimate of prayer. And the

nature of things decrees a mighty force to self-renunciation. Bishop \Yestcott

said, "A life of absolute and calculated sacrifice is a spring of immeasurable
power;" and St. Coluinba, who knew whereof he spoke, "Whoever overcomes
himself treads the world under foot." . . . Sir Walter Scott, in his Heart of
Midlothian, has a passage which gives but half the truth about prayer: "With-
out entering into an abstruse point of Divinity, one thing is plain, namely,
that the person who lays open his doubts and distresses in prayer, with feeling

and sincerity, must necessarily in that act purify his mind from the dross of

worldly passions and interests, and bring it into that state where the resolu-

tions adopted are likely to be selected rather from a sense of duty thau from any
inferior motive." Sir Walter gives here only the under side of the truth. In
its higher aspect prayer is the soul's receptivity, the spreading out of its upper
surface to receive the rain of that light and beat whose source is beyond the
stars. Professor .Tames speaks of it as a voluntary union of man's higher part
"with a Move of the same quality which is operative in the universe outside
him, and which he can keep in tnuoh with, and in a fashion get on board of."

What this union, invited by the Divine Spirit and acquiesced in by the soul, can
effect for man's remaking, and that in every department of his nature, is writ
large in the history of mankind wherever the Christian religion has gone.
In the sense of that union, made vivid in a certain hour, Russell Lowell once
wrote : "I never before so clearly felt the Spirit of God in me and around me.
The whole room seemed to me full of God. The air seemed to hover to and fro
with the presence of Something, I know not what." With or without such a
vivid sense of the presence of God prayer is, as Tennyson said, an interflow,
between man's spirit and the Father of spirits, of spiritual currents which bring
life and power to the moral nature of man. . . . The secret of great revivals is

that a single soul filled with and stirred by consciousness of the Divine will
communicate its feeling to innumeiable other souls, withotit diminution of its

own store of energy. A voice for God charged with intensity of conviction, a
personality saturated with sympathy and love, may spread its mystic power over
thousands of souU-, filling them, while not eniptyiiig but rather increasing Its

own original stock and store. This is proof that while the body has to do with
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ilip finilo, the measurable, and tlie exhaustible, the soul's transactions are, by
rii-bt of its inherent nature, with the imperishable, the inexhaustible, the in-

liuitc. If Churches have lost their hold upon the masses, their only way to regain

It is by regaining their hold of the sources and forces of the spiritual life, by
I'fdyer, by self-renouncing consecration, by what Brother Lawrence called "the

practice of tlio Presence of God." What is the psychology of a revival? The
laws of it are as sure as those of electricity, as the laws of Leydeu jars and
nurnge batteries and telephones. Men ought not in this age of the world to be
proping about for the right way of winning souls. It is as old as the hills.

What is the meaning of the statement that great spiritual revivals have always
bcvn preceded by earnest, importunate, believing prayer? It is the formula of

I lie soul's dynamic. It means that a few disciplined spirits, humbled, purified,

Mid incandescent by communion with the Highest, have become recipients and
reservoirs of the higher energies ; and from them these forces pass out upon
their fellows with resistless power. This is the secret and science of revivals.

. . . While great awakenings and quickeniugs, rebirths of faith and feeling are

imually traceable to the influence of spiritual leaders whose souls are sur-

(Imrged with power from above, the unseen genesis of these leaders often lies

fiir back. The natural history of a prophet opens deep questions of heredity,

and of the strange interplay of body and spirit, of natural endowments and
klJJritual gifts. We think of the doctrine he preaches, of his fervor of spirit, of

Ills passion for souls, of his spiritual vision, of bis searching and saving power.
Hut the basis and vehicle for all this were preparing by long processes, through
fenerations of ancestors, who developed sturdy qualities, high conscience, spir-

itual intrepidity, force of will, persistency and power of attack, transmitting to

our prophet his red blood, his vibrant and moving voice, his melting sympathy,
his endurance, and his flashing eye. God often begins to build, or at least lays
llic foundations for, His prophet generations before he is born. The ancestors
(X .Tohu Wesley—the fine old non-juring clergyman on the one side and the

I'uritans who suffered for conscience' sake on the other—were shaping, all un-

vittingly, the physical, mental, moral, and spiritual constitution of the great;

• vaugelist who was to come. Our Christian homes to-day are making, or failing
tt> make, by the qualities they most cultivate and the level upon which they live,

i!ie great spiritual leaders who will be needed by the Church in future
C^uerations.

Ill conclusion we gather from this preacher's essayist a few sig-

riilicant quotations. This from Methodius concerning the Cross:

"For tlie Word suffered, being in the flesh afllxed to tlic Cross, that

He might bring man, who had been deceived by error, to His supreme

'itiJ godlike majesty, restoring him to that Divine life from which he

ti;iJ become alienated." Tliis from Hazlitt's description of some

IHfsenling ministers of his day: "They were true priests. They
^"t up an image in their minds—it was Truth. They worshiped an
idol tlicre—it was Justice. They looked on men as their brothers,

and only bowed the knee to the Highest. Separating from the world,

iboy walked humbly with their God, and in thought with those who
'"Ul borne testimony of a good conscience, with the spirits of just

ni'-u of all ages." This from Huxley's pathetic letter to Charles

'^'"g^ley in which, after the death of his firstborn, he says: "Sartor

'•'^'irlus led me to know that a deep sense of religion is compatible

*'lli au entire absence of theology." Louis Stevenson's phrase, "the
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kindness of the scheme of things and the goodness of onr veiled God,"

recalls Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes's saying, "I think we have over us

a Being infinitely robust and grandly magnanimous." This sentence

is fresh from the lijis of the young emperor of Germany, "The man
whose life is not founded on religion is lost." This British essayist

docs not attempt to fill the chair of systematic theology or of biblical

interpretation; not all his views are to be accepted; but his pages arc

fresh, illuminating, stimulating, and provocative of further thought.

"A 5IEM0RANDU.M OF MODERN PraNCIPLES."*

We cannot join certain surprisingly incontinent eulogists in

ranking the author of The UcUgion of Democracy, who calls his book

a Memorandum of Modem Principles, "among the greatest philoso-

phers of the world," nor agree that "he probes as deep as Carlyle and

smites with the strength of Euskin," or that his "splendid literary

etyle suggests tlie better elements of Emerson, Kuskiu, and Hugo,"

or that "since Emerson nobody has gone so straight to the point in a

manner so free from personal prejudice or vanity," or, with Edwin

Markhara, that this is "a great book of a great epoch." It will proba-

bly prove ephemeral and not perceptibly infiuential. Yet, because of

qualities in it which move such readers as Charles H. Parkhurst, T.

T. JIuuger, and Philip Moxom to call it "a stimulating, startling,

and, all in all, wonderful book," "a brilliant, searching book that re-

minds one of Sartor Bcsarius," a book that "clearly belongs to the

prophetic literature of the world," it may be admitted to exhibit in

these pages something of its essence, spirit, and scope. Although

revolutionary in a degree, its audacity is serene and devout. Ehapsody

plays some part in its prophetic strains, and while reality is what it

is after with tense and strenuous clutch, it is more oracular and para-

doxical than convincing. It will not revolutionize anything, nor even

"make a profound sensation" among experienced men; but it is pas-

sionate, penetrating, and peculiar, as will be seen from extracts here

presented. The book opens in this fashion

:

The siiirit of llie ago i=: saying to its children : Have faith. Make yourself at
home. Tliis is your own house. Tlio laws were made for you, gravitation aud
the chciuical afliiiities, not you for them. No one can put you out of the houtc.
Stand up; the oriliug is high. ... If you should act with simplicity and bold-
uess, do you think that you would have to stand alone and talie the couse-
quenivs? Have you no idea that God would back you up? 'J'hat is as if you
thought this world were mainly bones and tlie soul a pale prisoner, looking wist-

The Jleliiiion of Democracrj. liy Cliatk's Ferguson. 12mo, pp. 170. New York: Funk
& Wagnalls Company. I'rlce, cloth, .^l.
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(iilly tlirougli tbD ribs of it. It is as if God were caught in His own body, and
11. 11 Id not move otherwise tban according to the laws laid down in the books, and

at, If all the people that pass in the streets had scared, wan souls caught in

ll'clr Ivodie.s like animals in a trap. . . . Are you grieved to see a crowd
i.f people met together to worship God, but not frankly believing in God,

Mi.l not daring to risk their lives upon the moral law? Do you loug to

my men simple of heart and honest, believing flatly in the soul, without
•l.Klijing or subterfuge? Come, then, it shall be bO. Stop here and resolve

ih.-it vou will not compromise any more. . . . You need not be afraid,

rr,y more than a duck is afraid of drowning or a bird of falling. In your
Inmost soul you are as well suited to the whole cosmical order and every
|..irl of it as to your own body. You belong here. Did you suppose that you
iM-longed to some other world than this, or that you belonged nowhere at all

—

w.re just a waif on tlie bosom of the eternities? Is not that unthinkable?
!::< nnli'stably you belong here. Have not the biologists told you all about it?

Nolliing is plainer than that God has been at measureless pains that you should
Miit your surroundings and that your surroundings should suit you with a per-
!iit correspondence at every point. Conceivably He might have flung you into

ii world that was unrelated to you, and might have left you to be acclimated at
>oiir own risk; but you happen to know that this is not the case. This is the

nnccstral domain. You are at home. . . . The soul is the concrete absolute.

f'vcry interest that does not directly relate to it is an abstraction. This is the
i^iiil'.s world clear through, and the inmost law of it is the law of the relation
<"f pcr.'-onR. And to deal with material objects or with ideas without reference
lo persons is to invert the order of the universe and to take things altogether
u'l llioy are not. Do you suppose that God cares anything for His performances
ncopt as they relate to persons? Do you suppose He is vain of the shimmering
^n or the tints of the evening .sky? Do you/iot understand that Life rules here,
oiij lli;it everything exists for Life? The sun does not make signs to the moon,
'.ii'J the stars do not beckon one another; but everything beckons the living
>>.ul. It is a shame then to dodge and defer to things or to your own achieve-
ir.onls or to any man's. It is a shame to take circuitous courses oi' to desire
i-vinl consideration and influence as a means of accomplishing one's ends—as if

i-.-.c were a stranger and an alien here, picking his way fearfully through an
i-n'-my's country and compelled to make the most of a scanty equipment. . . .

If there is any cosmical ordinance that you do not like, there is something
irmii; with you. If there is any necessary t'^ng that you shrink from—as death,
(•r liibor, or growth and long waiting—then you are not well and sound. To
it-iw back from a fact is to prefer a lie. If you say you do not like the con-
''ft of the earth, or the contact of the people, and would withdraw yourself
>'"m tlicni, then there is nothing for you but to live in a world of j)hantoms and
• t.ttilijws. Men can agree to reject death, and labor and love, and to pass their
^'Tx ns if these things did not exist, or were altogether alien; but they are
'-"Timers, and the facts remain to be reckoned with. The cosmos is sound all
'rc.uKh, absolutely valid; and it covers the whole ground. There is no room
I'-r

another universe. If you do not like this one, the door is open into the
li-.^Nnc. In the old Hebrew story, Adam would not dress and keep the garden,

?f"'
so get wise in the divine and vital way 'oy daily contact with real things,

' u! would eat wisdom and ruminate upon it. 'The original sin was the rejection
^'f the real world and n flight to dreamland; and the healing penalty was a hard
r/rfcBity {i,jj(. fiiioiild draw back the man and the woman to the firm, resistant
ptih—Inbor, in bread-getting and in child-bearing. All the failures of the world
'^ rnme out of this flinching from the keen and open air—the attempt to

p-ai* into a made-up world within fences and behind doors. The failure of his-
'T IS in egotism, and this is egotism—to consider oneself as having no essential

"!»i,oD».hips, no rootage in the real world.

Wriiing of "The ifan of the ^roclern Spirit," the author tells ns
»Liit ihu greatness of the luoJeru spirit is tlutt it keeps close to the
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puissant ground and walks in tlie real -(vorld; that because the heart

of the age is humble it is only by humility that we can euter into its

meaning, utter its longing, or fulfill its faith; that the modern spirit

stands at its door expecting to see the Lord of Heaven and Earth

pass by in the dusty road and get a message from Him ; that it chal-

lenges all pleasant lies and vain pretensions, seeking only facts and

crying, "Truth, the truth; though it slay me, yet will I trust it."

And then follows this unique statement

:

The quintessence of the modern spirit is faith in the incarnation. Tlie faith

tliat has gone out from the pulpits and the pews is walliing abroad iu the streets.

Parsons and priests, synods and sacred councils, may not be lialf so sure that

tlie Son of God must needs be brought up iu Nazareth as the worl;ers and fighters

arc, and the plain jjeople that j)ass by. Yio you know why this name of Jesus
pursues you; why you cannot turn and look over your shoulder without seeing

Him? It is because He is the man of the modern spirit. He deals with facts;

does not talk iu abstractions; is concrete, practical, i^ersonal ; rests on what He
is—rests on the facts and their self-vindicating power. He makes no boasts and
no excuses. He keeps close tn the daily earth, and always has firm ground under
His feet. He speaks with authority because He is at home in the world ; He
rises from the dead because He is on good terms with death. . . . The message
of Jesus is moral adventure; go on, take the risk, commit yourself confidently to

the eternal currents and the natural order. He takes in the unity of the cosmos,
and is tranquilly confideut of the validity of its laws. He shrinks from nothing,
not from disease nor sweat nor grime. He is sure of the inexhaustible resources

of health and of the forgiveness of sins. He never compromises because He keeps
close to His facts and they do not compromise. He demonstrates the axiom of

the concrete: He does not argue. He illustrates. . . . His is the absolute science.

He is the pioneer of a new world. He radiates courage and power, and to

believe in Him is to have faitb.

Touching the soul's possible supremacy over all things and its

greatness as manifest iji fearlessness of death, this memorandum of

modern principles says:

The man willing to die becomes the master of the world. There can b> no
freedom or true dignity among men who are afraid to die : and a people to whom
success is necessary cannot build a city that is great. The cities of the world.
New York, London, Paris, are provincial ; we have yet to build a true metropolis

—a city of the soul, a capital whose citizens are not afraid of death. The soul

is in6nite. There is no infinity iu mere dying: but to see a man who is willing

to die for love, who goes to meet death iu the way, who makes light of pain, and,
with perfect sweetness and sanity, espouses and celebrates defeat— that is to be
witness of the palpable infinite. It is like an arrow passing up into the air and
not returning ; like the still energy of planets or the resistless growing of the
grass; or like the haunting, thrilling murmur of remembered music that faded
down the avenue as the soldiers went to war. You are left endlessly expectant;
you cannot slop, but must follow that which is beyond, and still beyond. In this

immense victory is the soul's greatness ; by it the soul comes to its own and finds

what is forever good. The sight of it consoles and satisfies you. And it re-

mains. After the money-lord has passed by, clinking his gold, and the war-lord,
clanking his steel, this greatness stays and is suOicicnt. . . . History reports
that the world is managed by those who are freest from fear and fullest of faith,

by the people who are most deeply rooted in the substrat,-m of things and feel

least afraid of accidents. A civilization of refinement, wealth, and culture lies at
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the morcy of (lie barbarians across the border, if tlie citizens are more afraid of

deutli than the barbarians are. The final test as to which of two tilings shall

remain standing and which shall fall, is which can offer the more martyrs—for

which do men in greater numbers stand ready to give their lives. Men say the

world is ruled by force, which is true in a way ; b\it it is more especially true that

llie world is ruled by faith. For the power behind the throne of force is fearless-

oci:s—which is bottomed on faith. If the barbarians conquered Rome, it was be-

cause there was more fearlessness and faith in Uolh and Vandal than there was
on the other side; and becau.se the coar.sest kind of faith is worth more than the

finest kind of skepticism and satire. In the long run the economy of the world is

iin economy of courage, and the heaviest battalions are heaviest because they

are willingcst to die. In their origin aristocracies have generally owed their

|K)\ver to their pluck, and they have kept their places as long as they have been

LTorc ready than the majority to put their lives in pawn for the sake of worthy
iiilerest.s—but not much longer. Civilization finds its life in losing it. Its organs
do their work well in proportion as they take the eternal tor granted and are
moved by fearlessness of death or of earthly loss. Grandeur of material structure,

multiplicity of conveniences, elegance of living—these incidental accessories.

It appears, can be commanded not by a soft and sensuous people rapt in the

jiursuit of happiness, but only by a people of blood and iron, whose happiness
docs not depend on conveniences and lu.xuries, and who do not shrink from death.

Tills fearlessness makes the awe and majesty of human life—the mystery and
the magnificence; it makes the rituals of all religions, creates the great temples
mid pictures, writes the great books, and is the master-builder of the City of

Justice and of Truth.

The tactics, antics, and pcdantics of some one-sitled modern

i^cicntists provoke comments like these:

Man is not mere eye and brain. He is heart and sou! and conscience. Men
of science have fancied they could separate their minds from the rest of them-
selves—that they could set their brains going in the midst of things, while they
themselves stand aloof, disengaged and nonchalant. They operate the intellectual

ai'paratus for grinding out knowledge as far as possible from the center of the
«arm and vital sphere of human feeling. On the remote frontiers of conscious-
i"-vs, where humanity is reduced to its lowest terms—almost is not humanity at
«ll^tliere they set up their knowledge-threshing machines. They allow only so
much of feeling as goes to the perception that things are bulky and that they
move. It is not much of a perception; probably worms can perceive as much as
l'"it. Starting off there on the far faint outermost circumference of perception,
(•'•so savants try to work their way back to themselves, taking notes by the way,
lutrmiatic, mechanical, e.xact. They try to explain themselves by something ex-
''"":nl and foreign to themselves—to construe love and aspiration, rage and re-
I .r.i<ip, in terms of mass and motion. It is prodigious gymnastics, but it will have
lo be given up. If there were a being who.se entire outfit consisted of those in-

•irunipiits of observation, the physical senses; and a mental machine—why then
''' creature with such a beggarly equipment might be expected to worship the
r.AU'rial universe and natural law, rejecting the Gospel and crucifying the Son of
*'nn. Hilt nian is not mere e.vc and brain, capable only of knowing physical
|«f(« nnd natural laws. The haughty high priests of physical science may rend
"wir gabeidiues and cry their cold hard gospel of the flinty fatalistic reign of
tfiirtless Law; but we will not listen, for by their law we die. . . . But science
fTiiiot keep out faith. The wisest science is laying, or uncovering, some deep

''•1 firm foundations for faith; and to-day science is itself venturing everything

^
one ruormous act of faith—an immense and comprehensive assumption, to

*'|. iliat the cosmos, the whole creation, is constitutionally oue with itself; that

_
' ft universe; that it has no irroiliicilile alien elements, no unassimilable facts,

• n
"p'"'"" ''^"Irndictions. This assimiption is the great adventure of our age,
f-'iventurc in which the intellect does not travel alone. To it the modern man
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commits himself. Tliis distiuguishes tlic present age from all other ages as pat-

excellence the age of Faitli. Nowhere iu Europe or America is any philosophy

now accepted which can be called skeptical in the ancient sense. Pyrrhonism
has no disciples. Nobody denies to-day the possibility of knowledge, or teaches

that the universe is for practical purposes uuknowable. It is now held to bo
reasonable to assume that the whole universe is reasonable, that it hangs to-

gether to the minutest detail, and that there are no gaps or crevasses in it to

swallow up the mind. Against apparent contradictions, the most irreconcilable,

this magnificent modern act of faith ventures on the assumption of the unity of

the cosmos, the essential and ultimate congruity of things, and the reasonable-

ness of the creation—which means the reasonableness of the Creator. At bottom
it is faith in God, and in ourselves as being made of the same stuff as He is, able

to think Ilis thoughts after Ilini, to trace and follow out and cooperate with His
plan, and to understand .somewhat of His meaning and messages to us. The
scientilic faith that the universe is reasonable covers in under its comprehensive-
ness innumerable particulars. The first comer may tell you that in his opinion
death is an incongruity and a disadvantage, and that his interest and yours are

at variance. But if death is an incongruity and disadvantage and yet is inevi-

table, how then can the world be reasonable? And if your interest is opposed to

your neighbor's what becomes of the unity and harmony of things? If that is

good for him which is bad for you, then there are at least two universes—yours
and his; and two gods, or else there is confusion and no God. ... It is a servile

conception—the science of lawyers and pedagogues—that makes God subject to

Law. Who then is this God of God? Let ns worship JJim! If the true Deity's

name is "Law," let us stop saying "God;" let us go to the Top, whatever the

projier name of the All-JIighty is. Is the Deity bound or free? Religion is com-
ing to see the universality of the miraculous. Old miracle theories were aristo-

cratic; they made miracles a privilege and a monopoly, and God a kind of

Stuart king breaking the constitution for the pleasure of his courtiers and the

confusion of the commons. Their God gets loose once in a while ; the rest of the

time He is caged inside the bars of Law. If God has only so much liberty, then
Fate is strong indeed. But modern faith claims the miraculous— it is better to

Kay "God"^on an infinitely larger scale. However anything may seem to ns^
whether more wonderful or less so—a free and reasonable God is working and
counterworking in all things according to His own good pleasure. And one great
and happifying persuasion grows and strengthens, rising into a song—the per-

suasion that the universe is reasonable, that everything has relation to every
other thing, tliat everywhere is rhythm and measure, that the creation answers
back to the unity of the mind and is sane. . . . The world waits for the lead of

men whose hearts shall be strong with courage, believing in the freedom of God
and their own freedom, accepting the world as reasonable and life as improvable
and improving, and who shall rejoice in things as they are while all the time
laboring hopefully to make them better, hearing the singing in the heart of God
and sending back a brave autiphonal across all the deserts and wildernesses of

the world.

This "memorandum of modern principles," whose author is de-

scribed as a Protestant Episcopal minister, a member of the ISTew

York bar, a traveler in many lands, a comrade of ranchmen,

miners, and Indians, is a difficult book to characterize. It has won
admiring commendation from such men as are quoted in praise of it

at the beginning of this editorial. Yet one surly critic scornfully

suggests tlial tlie volume is a section from that original "indefinite,

incoberent homogeneity" from wliich Herbert Spencer saw matter

starting on its way to be something or sojnebody.
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THE ARBNA.

CAN YB NOT DISCERN THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES?

The Pharisees and the Sadducecs, usually so antagonistic to each other,

join hands and come to Jesus with the old request, a sign from heaven.

John's question, asljed from the dungeon, "Art thou he that should come?"

la answered by the statement, "The blind receive their sight, and the lame

wnllc, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up,

and the poor have the Gospel preached to them." The answer satisfies

.)ohn and strengthens him for his martyrdom. Certainly the willful un-

lullevers cannot expect more than the friend faithful unto death receives.

Still Jesus was willing to teach if they were only willing to learn. Tho
red sky in the evening, they said, indicated fair weather and the red sky

li! the morning indicated foul weather. He finds no fault with this read-

ing of the sky, but blames them for not discerning the plainly visible

Bigns of the times. They ask a sign from heaven to prove to them the

Mo.ssiahship of Christ, but refuse to read the signs of the times which
pointed to that fact. Others had read them. The shepherds had, so had
Simeon and Anna and the wise men from the Orient. The disciples were
flowly learning to discern them. Even Nicodemus and others like him
v.cre beginning to understand a little of the great fact which they pro-

fl-ilraed. But the leaders o£ the people were blind, and their blindness

continued till destruction was upon them and their city. The Master's

Question, "Can ye not discern the signs of the times?" is a pertinent one
today. Mighty forces are at work and momentous changes are taking
flacc. Everything is moving on a grand scale. What will be the outcome?
Koine with a pessimistic groan tell us that everything is wrong and getting

worse. Some with an optimistic shout proclaim that all is well and get-

ting better. Many are indifferent as to church, nation, and neighbor, and
»rc thinking only of themselves and their selfish hopes. Others, their

'•'•'.rts Inspired with the love of the Master, are endeavoring to read the
'isna of the times aright and are doing their utmost that the individual
»nd society may know Him who alone is able to save.

^

Aa at the beginning of the Christian era the signs of the times pro-

'lilmed the Redeemer, so in our times they point to him. The great so-

--allstlc movement, which demands the attention of every thinking per-

"1, points to Jesus. The great truth of the brotherhood of all mankind,
^••'•Ich the life and teaching of Jesus so forcibly proclaimed, has especially
••'"ing the last few centuries been endeavoring to materialize itself. Abso-
'> monarchism and serfdom in Europe had to give way. Then slavery
'•> I-n gland and America was overcome, and now it seeks to find a better
^;'r<.':Mon In the social and business life of our day. On the one hand
' • '<• Immense accumulation of wealth and the formerly unheard-of com-
•j-itloa of capital in business enterprises. On the other hand, labor is

t^suing and making Us demands. Everywhere great and successful ef-
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forts are being made to educate the people along socialistic lines. Now as

always man is inclined to go from one extreme to the other. While so-

cialism and anarchy are far from being identical, the extreme oppression

of former times and the injustice often practiced in our own times natu-

rally find their other extreme in the doctrines and acts of anarchy. How-
ever much the extremes to which many socialists go arc to be condemned,

the fact remains that the great truth of the brotherhood of all mankind
underlies the movement, and without doubt it will find some expression.

Should force be resorted to the results would be terrible, but they would

be glorious if the capitalist and the laborer would both sit at the feet of

Jesus, learn from him the spirit and life of true brotherly love, and then

practice it according to his example. Whether socialism is a menace or a

prophecy of better conditions depends upon the relation which it assumes

to the Saviour of manl;ind, and the relation which it will assume depends

greatly upon the faithfulness of the Church to the Master.

The material tendency of human efforts is another sign of our times.

To become wealthy and do so in a short time is the all-absorbing ambition

of the multitude. Not only the individual is bending all his energies in

that direction, but the great question which is agitating the nations is the

Question of market, and that is only another way of .<;aying wealth. This

tendency manifests itself in the craze for amusements. Not only are those

amusements which most strongly appeal to the senses sought after, but

what should be a relaxation from the strenuous strain of business life be-

comes itself a nervous strain. While some claim that education is being

overdone, it is certain that the material and secular lines which are being

pursued are an injury to the ideal and spiritual life of the coming genera-

tions. As wealth, amusements, and education in themselves cannot satisfy

man, greater wealth, more exciting amusements, and more varied educa-

tion are sought after. All this only increases the discontentment. When
will man learn that only Jesus gives contentment, and that in him the

greatest wealth, the highest joy, and the deepest wisdom are found? If

professing Christians could be induced to use the energy which they now
employ for the attainment of material wealth, earthly amusements, and
secular wisdom for the upbuilding of the kingdom of Christ the results

would be wonderful.

The many false doctrines and half-truths which are being taught to-day

and which are finding so many adlierents indicate that many unknowingly
are seeking the truth as it is in Christ Jesus. The felt need and the ex-

pectation of the Messiah caused many of the Jews to accept false Messiahs.

So many to-day follow false teachers because they are seeking the truth

but do not succeed in finding it. Philips who gladly show Jesus to the

people are needed. The Church is so busy with other important and un-

important things that this most important work is too often neglected.

Education, Church benevolences, and all other Church enterprises, are

only the handmaidens to assist in the real work of the Church, the salva-

tion of immortal soul.?. While the needs of our times proclaim the nece;-

elty of a revival of the religion of Jesus, the desire for and the expecta-

tion of a revival are definite promises that it Is conilag. After years of

drought the sign of the Son of God is seen in the spiritual heavens, and
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tlie promise of a rich outpouring of his Spirit is gladdening many hearts.

Miich Is heard about returning to the old methods. This is good as far

RS It goes, but it is not so much the old methods as the old results which

«rc needed. Not only in Methodism is the revival spirit manifesting itself,

but other Churches glory in the fact that they are working in the old

Mothodistic spirit and warn Methodism lest it lose its old glory of being

preeminently the revival Church. Emil H. Baab.

Los Angeles, Cal.

AS TO THE KESURRECTION.

It may not detract from the fact stated iu the May, 1903, "Arena," that

there Js a great deal of freshness, vivacity, and beauty" in the article of Dr,

J-ance, to express a doubt as to the theory apparently accepted therein, and

which was so distinctly asserted by one of our bishops in the statement

lliat he "had had" in his lifetime of somewhere near seventy years "ten

new bodies." For the question at once arises, "How did he, or how can

.".ny man, know that?" There is a difference between knowledge and belief,

(lie latter, being, therefore, perhaps what the bishop meant. There is, of

course, no question but that there is, as to the living body, a constant

or periodical influx and efflux going on, and therefore to a certain extent

(i change in certain parts of the body, but that the entire structure and

material of the body is changed may not necessarily follow. If in the

course of seventy years a man has had ten new bodies, we may pertinently

ask why the tenth body is not as good as the sixth or seventh, or as any
preceding body. Certainly even the body of the "noblest," excellent as it

«as for the time of life of this utterance, was not in any sense as good as

»hen we heard from his lips his matchless ante-episcopal prayer. Changes
cortiiiuly take place, but apparently there must always remain a sub-

rtratum which is not made new. An illustration of what is meant may be
civen In the use of a sponge. Dipped in water when new, it readily ab-

f-orbs and is filled; by pressure the water is discharged. This process

«n.iy be continued, this influx and efflux, until the sponge ceases to serve
*'-o purpose—is, in other words, worn out. Analogously, the human body
tskes In and throws out, assimilating what it needs and rejecting the
residuum, and continues this process in many instances, for all we know,
UDllI the substratum is worn out, and death ensues from no other apparent
<>r conclusive reason than from this loss of ability, through use, to absorb,

«-sslmllate, or reject. What then remains may credibly be assumed, or at
I'^t suggested, to be the subject or object of the anastasis—the upstand-
i^.K or resurrection—if such there is to be.
The Biime note in the May "Arena," on "St. Paul on the Spiritual Body,"

•» well deserving of consideration and somewhat extended examination,
'•^n:ll that is done it does not seem best to let go without a "caveat" the
•'•*Uiiicnt that Paul "affirms unequivocally and unmistakably that only
'• fi'Iriiuiil part of man shall sur^-ive the tomb. 'It is sown a natural
"-:•; It Is raised a spiritual body.'" Neither is it certain that "no wider

rast exists in the universe than is found between the natural (or ma-
"•'al) and the spiritual ; they hold no feature or attribute in common."
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Nor is it important to determine in this connection whether it is certain

or uncertain, since Paul is not writing of the "natural" or the "spiritual"

abstractly, but of the "natural body" and the "spiritual tiody" and gives

no authority for saying that "they hold no feature or attribute in com-

mon." "Soma," body, is clearly stated by Paul to be "a feature or attri-

bute" of both. "There is a spiritual body," and as this "spiritual body"

is to be "resurrected" it is mere assumption to say that "the material is

to be completely eliminated" until it is clearly determined what a spiritual

lody is. There is no evidence whatever that the "material" was "com-

pletely eliminated" from the spiritual body of Christ, "the first fruits of

them that slept," nor that his eating was not for the need of food, nor that

ho passed through without opening the door which had been shut for fear

of the Jews, and had therefore doubtless been cautiously watched and kept,

and opened only when it was safe so to do. In every case of his appear-

ance during the forty days it is distinctly in evidence that the "material"

was there, and there is no proof that he was ever divested of it, even when
"he ascended to his father and his God." All that is written coucemiug

his resurrection goes to prove that the entire material body came out of

the grave, that nothing of that was left in the sepulcher. His "vanishing"

or sudden and wholly unexpected disappearance at Emmaus has the same
eignificance, and possibly from these several appearances and departures,

and supremely and emphatically from his final ascension, we may reach

6omo definite conclusion as to what in part at least is meant by a "spir-

itual body," for "body" (au/ja) it is called, and as this word is most uni-

formly used in the New Testament of "matter" it would seem that it must
be here also used and interpreted accordingly. It may help to better

understanding of the terms to direct our thought to the characteristics, or

what Is meant by "natural" in itsconnoctionwith "body"—a "cij/ia \lmxiKdv."

This may be, perhaps, correctly partially described as a body organized

suitably to the necessities and subject to the laws and forces of the scene

or sphere of being in which it may exist or be intended to abide. So, simi-

larly, a "spiritual body" may be understood to be a body organized suita-

bly to the nece.ssities (Jesus ate solid food) and subject only to the laws,

forces, etc., existent and active in or on the scene or sphere of being in

which it may exist.

Now, it seems to be deducible from the New Testament teaching that

both soul and spirit are to be saved for a future life, and the redemption
"of our body" is distinctly named as "waited for," presumably by soul as

well as spirit, which is expressly named (Rom. viii, 23). It is nowhere
taught that the soul and spirit are to exist separately either in the state

Into which they pass at bodily death, nor yet after the resurrection is it

taught that the unity of soul, spirit, and body shall ever be broken up
(comp. Thess. v, 23). In this present scene and stage of being both soul and
spirit can abide in the "natural body." But the characteristics and phe-

nomena attendant upon Christ during the forty days in which both soul

and Si)irit were existent in the same body indicate clearly that the resur-

rected body was not so completely subject to the lav/s, limitations, forces,

etc., that were masters or rulers of what was, prior to its resurrection,

emphatically a "natural body," and that the body which before death had
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In'on their abode had undergone a change or transformation of some sort,

and was now subject rather to the predominating spirit and adapted to the

now environments of the spiritual life, and yet by its very constitution

wns capable of contact and life in a material, physical, or natural world.

Its body, however, changed, refined, sublimated, its atoms so arranged and

combined as to preclude corruption, decay, or the disabilities of its former

condition, and so constituted also as to be subject to the rule and forces

or the spiritual, the irresistible will of the redeemed soul and spirit. And
as Fuch body was the result of the first anastasis, "upstanding," the first

fruit In such body shall be the result of the great uprising at the sound of

l!ic trump, at the call of Jesus—when the dead shall respond and the

rhangcd living join their host, when this stage of being or epochal period

bliall end, and the stellar orbs of the new heavens and the new and
f.ubllraated earth shall renew their solemn rounds, and the undisturbed

or reestablished solar system continue its obedient silent worship of the

eulhroned King Eternal, Jehovah, Jesus, FJmanuel.

Pittsburg, Pa. Joseph IIobxek.

AN EDUCATED MINISTRY.

We have In view the men whoso time and talents are devoted to the work
of preaching the Gospel. It is taken for granted that such men are called

of God and commissioned by the Church to the office of the ministry. Un-
less there be a divine call, no amount of education can fit men to edify

b(.licvei-s, nor to win sinners tor the kingdom. But he who is born from
«bovc, and called of God as was Aaron, needs a mental training to fit him
for the fields that are white unto the harvest. While the affections of the
bcart are to be won for God, and the tides of life turned toward holiness,

""• heart is ofttimes reached through the mind. Strong appeals are made
llirouRh the mind to the heart. He whose mental powers are educated can
fvpro.ss the great truths of the Bible in simple, chaste, and beautiful lan-

»:u!iKo. He can thus make the story of the cross more attractive, and
Ills usefulness in the Master's vineyard will be multiplied many fold.

Education means a drawing out of the powers and forces of the mind.
Often the mind is asleep; its powers lie dormant, and its forces know not
i-'-t-lr strength. The mind must bo roused from its slumber. It may be
•i« aliened by coming into contact with another mind stronger than itself,

'r by the reading of a good book. In some way the mind is led to look in

^\on the meagerness of its attainments, and then to look out upon the
f-at storehouse of truth that lies open before it. The spirit of wonder
'»1^<6 possession of the person, the mind is stirred to a diligent search
*Ji*?r the truth, and a taste is cultivated for a literature of the highest
cr:.<T. This awakening does not come to all alike; to some it never comes,
jJt to whom It does come it is like a revelation, like the beginning of a
"''*' life. The mind until awakened cannot grow; but with the awakening
•1 r.'-olves a new impulse that sends it out to use its own powers and to
'•^•ve after knowledge. The mind of him who has to do with other minds
i-MUlti b» awake, with all its forces on the v/ing. with all its powers tense-

'rung. An education will give to the minister new views of life, and
ly «lr
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Bhow him that It Is -worth the living. It will give him a breadth of culture

the value of which cannot be estimated. It will establish friendships that

may prove eternal. It will stock his mind with a store of knowledge

from which to draw for all the future. It will impart a delight in knowl-

edge for Its own sake. It will bring manifold help to body, mind, and

spirit.

It would be foolish in the extreme for a man to build a hoiiS3 which he

expected to occupy for some time without using the utmost care in select-

ing material for the foundation. And it would certainly be a mistake to

use inferior material upon which to erect the superstructure. That would

not only be a waste of time and a loss of money, but it would also en-

danger human lives. Of how much more importance, then, it is that

the foundation for a lifework bo laid in a good education which is suffi-

cient for our plans and for the hopes of our friends! During all his ac-

tive life the minister works in the realm of thought. To be a good scrip-

tural preacher, which is a holy ambition, a man must have a rich mind
as well as a great soul. He who thinks high and holy thoughts will de-

velop that kind of manhood which will fit him for the largest usefulness

in this world of work. He will unfold brain power, realize the real worth
of humanity, and serve God in his day and generation.

A seed planted in the earth contains all the elements of a fi'uit-bearing

vine. But it can come to perfection and bring fruit to maturity only as it

secures a certain amount of sunlight, moisture, temperature, and soil. So

a human soul born into the world has in itself all the elements of a per-

fect life. But there must be a certain amount of brain culture and a

right conception of mankind, along with other important elements, before

one attains to that perfect life of which Christ was the pattern.

Selma, la. Fbank Seeds.

TBE AMERICAN' REVISION OF ROM. V, 1-11.

In considering the value of the Revision in Rom. v, 1-11, it is important
to notice that the American Revision has restored the indicative in verses

1, 2. It is evident that the connection of thought in the passage demands
the indicative. The author Is stating the consequences of justification by
faith; the hortatory portions of the epistle are farther on. Without doubt
the manuscripts strongly favor the subjunctive in verse 1. But in verse 2

the form is eitlier indicative or subjunctive. Those who have access to

the manuscripts tell us that the interchange of omicron with omega
sometimes occurs apparently through a confusion of one vowel with an-

other in pronunciation. Possibly the state of mind of some copyist might
lead him unconsciously to substitute the hortative form for the declara-

tive. The word rendered "probation" in the fourth verse means cither the
process of trial or the result of trial or a specimen of tried value. If the

English revisers intended to express the process of trial by the word "pro-

bation" they are clearly wrong. The process of trial is in the "tribula-

tion wlilch worketh patience." The American Revision is correct: "ap-

j>rovednees;" that is, God's approval. S. E. Quimby.
Milton Mills, N. H.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

PAUL'S ADVICE TO TITUS (Continued)—Titus ii, 7-10.

Tins epistle does not yield as readily to analysis as some of Paul's

ether writings, but yet there is an order running through it that is very

nrparent. He has already instructed Titus as to his duties to aged men,

ngod women, young women, and young men. He insists that the preacher

tmiBt be an example as well as an instructor. His language is, "in all

tilings showing thyself a pattern of good works," or, as the Revisers put

It, "an ensample of good works." But example is not sufficient. His

leaching is to be correct, and so he affirms that in doctrine Titus must

thow "uncorruptness, gravity, and sincerity." Whence this corruptness

romes Is not indicated. It may come from the tendency of false teachers

to lead astray the people of God. In contrast to this he would urge

purity of doctrine, that is, teaching in accordance v,-ith the exact truth

iiH revealed by Chiist himself and his apostles. The doctrine which he

traches is to be regarded as important, and therefore he places it side by

fIJo with his example. Example and teaching are handmaids that must

nlways connect themselves in the faithful minister's thought, and hence

l.c urges it upon Titus. There must be also in connection -with uncor-

ruptness gravity, that is, dignity of demeanor, and sincerity. These

three elements are followed by a statement that he must be a person of

sound speech. This probably refers not so much to the substance of his

teaching as to the general healthfulness of it. There is healthy and

unhealthy speech; there is wise and unwise speech. His mode of address

mist bo such as "cannot be condemned," that is, will stand the test

of cainsayers. He gives further a reason for this, namely, that the

txTBon opposed to his doctrine may be ashamed of himself because he
!••< opposing that which must be recognized as healthy in its character

and In Its influence. The exhortation which was given to Titus was sim-

llfir to that which Paul gave to Timothy (1 Tim. iv, 12, 13): "Be thou an
• laraple of the believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit,

I" faith. In purity. Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhorta-

tion, to doctrine." In the Epistle to Timothy the statement is more full,

l"!l the general thought is the same.
The apostle now returns to urge upon Titus his duty in regard to a

rh.ss which must not be overlooked, and which formed a large part of

«!ie population, namely, slaves. He here exhorts them "to be obedient
u:ao ihclr own masters, and to please them well in all things; not answer-
'!=(; again," or, as the Revisers write it, "not gainsaying." They are not
^" purloin from their masters, but to be faithful in everything. These
'•rt familiar utterances of the apostle, and the reason given is exceed-
I'Tjy beautiful—"that they may adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour
!r. all things." The apostle immediately connects this thought with a
Kison of great sisnlficance in the Gospel, namely, "For the grace of God
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which bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men." This includes

slaves, and as his grace has appeared to them it is their duty to act in

accordance with it, and he makes the application to all men, including

himself, "Teaching us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, wc

should live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world; looliing

for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God and

our Saviour Jesus Christ."

The homilotic value of this passage of Scripture is alike applicable to

Titus as a pastor and the people to whom he was called to minister.

He has just instructed Titus as to his duty to young men: "Young men

likewise exhort to be sober-minded;" and the apostle follows It at once

with an appeal to Titus as to personal example. Youth needs more than

precept; It needs practice. Even a pastor may destroy the value of the

most truthful words by a life out of harmony with his own teachings.

The word here rendered "ensample" is rvirov, which is more than a

mere outline. It is intended to express a character corresponding to his

own teachings. Here the passage addresses itself with especial emphasis

to young preachers. The people are ever disposed to hear with favor a

young preacher. There is a vigor, a freshness of thought and style, that

arrests attention, but he must be especially careful that his own life be

in harmony with his teachings. It is quite common for people to raise

the question. Such an example is of great value, especially in young

people's societies. The preacher should remember that he is always the

pastor, and that his conduct is narrowly watched, though perliaps uncon-

sciously on their part and on his, by the people with whom he mingles.

John Summerfield was a remarkable young Methodist evangelist whose

name was a familiar one more than a third of a century ago. Another

distinguished young minister was Robert Iilurray McCheyne, of Scot-

land. They both exerted a powerful influence, but no study of their

sermons will account for it. Their influence Is to be connected with the

power of their example.

The text gives a description of the character of the discourses which

are to be delivered, namely, "sound speech, that cannot be condemned."

This would involve two elements in the i5roclamatiou of the Gospel on

the part of the preacher. The first Is that it be sound. That word is

familiar to our modern thinking and is understood to be truth that is in

harmony with the current and accepted thought on the part of the one

who proclaims it. Titus is here exhorted that his doctrine shall be in

harmony with the general truths of the Gospel such as were taught by

Christ and his apostles. Ho was not to depart from the general tenor

of the faith. This would not mean that there was no room for inde-

pendent thought or expression, but there should be no expression that

was out of harmony with the system of truth, called the Gospel, of which

he was the expounder. Paul speaks of "my gospel," which afterward he

expounded in his various epistles. By sound speech, then, v,-e understanil

in this case doctrines which were in accordance with that system of

truth which Paul taught in his epistles and with which Titus was

undoubtedly familiar. Sound speech must also be "so well considered
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nnd Judicially applied as to give no undue advantage to opponents."

Tlic preacher, therefore, should not speak rashly.

Wo may further note in this passage a peculiar statement with regard

to servants—that they were to avoid doing the things which were wrong

In the positions they occupied, "showing all good fidelity," in order that

llipy might adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour in all things." Hero

ve may note two points of much significance. The one that the doctrine

of Oiod may ho adorned or glorified by his people. God is in the nature

of the case the sum of all greatness, of all holiness, and of all truth.

It would seem that he was so perfect that nothing could be added to him,

l)ut we arc here taught that we may adorn the doctrine of God, that is, it

Is possible to make it so appear as to make it acceptable to others. If

tills passage refers to choice modes of expression, vivid illuustrations,

(llKnlty of language, and everything that may make the truth more
acceptable to the hearer, then we may assume that the preacher of tho

Gospel should not be indifferent either to the graces of rhetoric or the

soverlty of logic. Whatever makes clear and enforces the truth is worthy

of [uloption by the preacher of the Gospel. If this passage refers to con-

duct principally, then we may note that by the action of God's people they

may adorn tho doctrine which they profess. Doctrine in Itself is often

dry and unpleasant in the view of many, but when it is adorned, that is,

expressed in beautiful living and in all the relations of life, whether
among those who are Christians or those who are not, then w^e in a cer-

tain sense adorn the doctrine of God.

Tho doctrinal aspect of this passage may well arrest our attention.

The doctrine is that of "our Saviour God." Here we have the source of

authority in Christianity. God, who is represented here as the Saviour

of nil mankind, is the source of all spiritual life as well as of all doctrine.

Out of his sacrifice and death conies not only forgiveness of sin, but the

liowcr to adorn the doctrine of God. This is well put by Humphrey in

his commentary. His language is: "Live your creed, says Saint Paul;

Rdorn your doctrine as indeed you well can. Work from life; let doctrine

Inspire duty. This is the doctrine of our Saviour God; God tho Father
AlmlRhty, who made all men and hateth nothing that he made, really

did come, as a past fact of history, and manifest his love by sending his

only Bon to redeem all men; that love really does as a present fact of

tloctrlne give us the love of his Son through his Spirit; that love really

will us an equally certain fact in the future manifest the glory of his Son
an God, and will give us the fullness of divine love."

^Vc fee that the eleventh verse enforces the doctrine which has Just

Ufn given: "For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared
• o all men." These great results are the influence of his grace. We have
"oro Its marvelous power. The doctrine of salvation by grace is the most
'niltfiil doctrine in the production of works. When men become con-
•^ loiB that they are sinners, that there is no merit growing out of either
thi.'lr characters or works such as shall justify them before God, and
ai'cfpt salvation as a divine gift, then they forsake sin and are enabled to
uJi-rn the "doctrine of God our Saviour in all things."
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ARCHiEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

HAMMURADI AND MOSES.

The discovery of the Tel-el-Amarna tablets, a few years ago, gave a

rude shock to the Kueuen-Wellhausen theory of Old Testament criticism.

The very pillars on which this school had built its Pentateuchal structure

commenced then to totter. The possibility of the production of the five

books of Moses could no longer be denied on purely literary grounds, for

the tablets revealed beyond controversy that there was a high degree ot

culture, religious and secular, over a vast territory extending from the

Nile through Syria, portions of Asia Minor, to and beyond the Euphrates.

It was clearly demonstrated that Canaan itself was acquainted with writ-

ing long before Moses had appeared on the scene of action. The next step

of our friends the radical critics was to admit that writing was practiced

extensively before the I\Iosaic age, but to deny the possibility of the codifi-

cation of laws on a large scale at so early an age. But, alas! the discovery

of the Hammurabi Code, v.-hich no critic dates later than 2250 B. C, has

spiked this particular set of guns. For here is a code, produced nearly a

thousand years before the Hebrews left Eg>-pt, which has a wonderful

number of laws almost identical with those usually called Mosaic. This

necessitates another move, and our friends, with Professor Fricdrich

Delitzsch at the head of the column, now assure us that no matter who
wrote the Pentateuch, or when it was written, most of the lofty ideas

therein contained have been derived from the Babylonians. In other

words, there is nothing especially supernatural about the Pentateuch. It

is in the main of Babylonian origin, whether it be regarded from a re-

ligious or legislative standpoint. We shall not, at this time, discuss this

particular claim except to say that we are not convinced of the truth of

the proposition. Instead of that, we shall call attention to the more strik-

ing agreements and differences in the codes of Moses and Hammurabi.
This can be done best by parallels. The list is by no means complete, our

object being to present the more striking ones. Before proceeding, it

should be said that we have carefully read much of the Hammurabi liter-

ature of the last two years, and have been especially profited by the

ytrochuTis of Jeremlas, Winckler, Oettii, Delitzsch, and others, and that

we are indebted to them for many suggestions. We take our citations,

in the main, from C. H. W. John's translation, entitled Tlic OMest Code
of Laws in the World. The chief defect of this translation is its slavish

literalness. But to our parallels:

ElAilltrKABI. MOSKS.

If a man weave a spell and put a A man also or a woman that batli

bau upon a man, and has not ju.sti- a familiar spirit, or that is a wizard,
Ecd himself, he that wove the spell Khali surely bo put to death : tlioy

upon him shall be put to death. 1. shall stoue them with stoues. I-i^v.

XX, 27.
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It n man accuse anyoue o£ a crime

iH-fore the ciders, and docs not prove

liiti occusalion, he shall, if that case

K- ft capital suit, be put to death. 3.

If he has offered corn or money to

witnesses, he shall himself bear

e bcntence of that case. 4.

If a man has stolen an ox, or sheep,

or nsH, or pig, or boat, whether from
the temple or the royal palace, he
fl'.nll pay thirtyfold. If from a frecd-

iniu, he shall pay tenfold. If the

tliiif has naught to pay, he shall be
I'lit to death. 8.

If a man has stolen the son of a
frciiunn, he shall be put to death. 14.

If a man has harbored in his house
R fugitive slave, male or female, of
tho royal palace, or of a frccdmau,
find has produced them at the de-

mand of the officer, the master of that
hou-!e shall be put to death. 16.

U a man has broken into a house,
one Bhall kill him before the breach
»nd bury him in it(?). 21.

If a shepherd has caused the sheep
to feed on the green corn, has not
come to an agreement with the owner
of llie field, without the consent of
ll.e awncr of the field has made the
*\:i^V feed off the field, the owner
»lnll reap his fields ; the shepherd who
without consent of the owner of the
fi'M has fed off the field with sheep
fliall give over and above twenty gnr
f'f corn per gan to the owner of the
fi-ld. .%-.

If a man has given a field to a
k^rJoner to plant a garden, and the
fsrj.'iier has planted the garden, four
;<ii.-s he shall cultivate the garden;
'n lue fifth year the owner of the
K'^r'!••n and the gardener shall share
•^iunlly the owner of the garden shall
tut oo: his share and take it. CO.

If nnyoDO on a journey intrust

. .'"^""'f*^,".''''
precious stones, or treas-

>.<o fir ii,.j i|.,j„i fQ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ caused
'•••'" to take them for transport, and

If an unrighteous witness rise up
against any man to testify against
him, . . . and hath testified falsely

against his brother; then shall ye do
unto him as he had thought to do
unto his brother. Dent, xix, lG-10.

And thou shall take no gift: for a
gift blindeth them that have sight,

and pervertelh the words of the
righteous. Exod. xxiii, 8.

If a man shall steal an ox, or a
sheep, and kill it, or sell it; he sball

pay five oxen for an ox, and four
sheep for a sheep. Exod. xxii, 1.

(See also verse 0.)

And he that stealeth a man, and
selleth him, or if he be found in his

hand, he shall surely be put to death.
Exod. xxi, IG.

Thou shalt not deliver unto his

master a servant which is escaped
from his master unto thee : he shall

dwell with thee, in the midst of thee,

in the place which he shall choose:
. . . thou shalt not oppress him.
Deut. xxiii, 15, 16.

If the thief bo found breaking in,

and be smitten that he die, there shall

be no bloodguiltiness for him. Exod.
xxii, 2. (See, however, the next two
verses.)

If a man shall cause a field or vine-
yard to be eaten, and shall let his

beast loose, and it feed in another
man's field ; of the best of his own
field, and of the best of his own vine-

yard, shall he make restitution. Exod.
xxii, 5.

And when ye shall come into the

laud, and shall have planted all man-
ner of trees for food, then ye shall

count the fruit thereof as their un-
circumcision : three years shall they

be as uncircunicision unto you ; it

shall not be eaten. But in the fourth

year all the fruit thereof shall be holy,

for giving praise unto the Lord. And
in the fifth year shall ye eat of the

fruit thereof. Lev. xix, 23-25.

If a soul sill, and commit a tres-

pass against the Lord, and He unto
hij neighbor in that which was de-

livered to him to keep, ... or in a
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that man wbntever was for transport,

where be has transported, has not

given and has not taken to himself,

tlie owner of the transported object,

that man, concerning whatever he

had to transport and gave not, shall

put him to account, and that man
Bhall give to the owner of the trans-

ported object fivefold whatever was
given him. 112. (See also 122-125.)

If any l>e unable to pay a debt, and
sell himself, his wife, bis daughter for

the money, or has given them over to

forced labor for the debt, for three

years they shall work in the house of

him who bought them or their ex-

ploiter, in the fourth year he shall fix

their liberty. 117.

If any be unable to pay a debt, and
he sell the maidservant who has borne
him children for money, the money
which the trader has paid shall be re-

paid to him by the owner of the maid,
and she shall be freed [or ransomed].
119.

If the wife of a man has been
caught in lying with any male, one
shall bind them and throw them into

the waters. If the ow-uer of the wife
would save her, or the king his slave
[he may]. 120.

If a man violate the wife [be-
trothed] of another man, who has
not known a man, and who is still

living in the house of her father, this

man shall be put to death, but the
wife is blameless. 130.

If a wife of a man on account of
another male has had the finger
pointed at her, and has not been
caught sleeping with another male,
she shall jump into tho river for her
husband. ]32.

If a man has set his face to put
away his concubine, who has borne
him children, or his wife who has
given him children, to that woman he
shall return her marriage portion, . ..

and she shall bring up her children,

. . . and she shall marry the husband
of her choice. 137.

thing taken away by violence; ... or
have found that which was lost, and
lieth concerning it, and swearelii
falsely: . . . then it shall be, because
he hath sinned, and is guilty, that he
simll restore that which he touk

violently away, or the thing which 1;^

hath deceitfully gotten, or that whioli

was delivered him to keep, or the lost

thing which he found; ... he shall

even restore it in the principal, anr]

shall add the fifth part more thereto.

Lev. vi, 2-5.

If thy brother, an Hebrew man, or

nn Hebrew woman, be sold unto thcc
and serve thee six years ; then in tlie

seventh year thou shalt let him gp
free from thee. And when thou send-

est him out free from thee, thou siialr

not let him go empty: thou shalt fur-

nish him liberally out of thy flock,

and out of thy threshing-fioor, and out

of thy winepress. Deut. xv, 12-14.

And it shall be, if thou have no de-

light in her [the captive concubine],
then thou shalt let her go whither she

will ; but thou shalt not sell her at

all for money, thou shalt not deai

with her as a slave, because thou ha?:

humbled her. Deut. xsi, 14.

And the man that committeth adul-

tery with another man's wife, even he

that committeth adultery with his

neighbor's wife, the adulterer and th?

adulteress shall surely be put to

death. Lev. xx, 10.

But if the man find the damsel that

is betrothed in the field, and the man
force her, and lie with her; then th=

man only that lay with her shall die:

but unto the damsel thou shalt co

nothing ; there is in the damsel no sia

worthy of death. Deut. sxii, 23.

This law of ordeal is given in Xun.
V, 12-28, which the reader may con-

sult, since it is too long to be inserted

here.

When a man taketli a wife, ar.o

marrieth her, then it shall be, if ^-^

find no favor in his eyes, because I--"

hath found some unseemly thing i:;

her, that he shall write her a bill (;'

divorcement, and give it in her han:.

and sond her out of his hou^e. -^^-

when she is departed out of his hou^;-

she may go and be another Oiau -

wife. Dout. xxiv, 1, 2.
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If B man Lns betrothed a wife to

bis Ron, nnd his son Lns known her,

end ho [the father] afterward defile

her and has been caught, then he shall

1^ iKiund and cast into the waters

(that itf. drowned]. 155.

Aivording to John the betrothed

wifo (.hall also be drowned.

If n man has betrothed a girl to

bin son, and his son has cot known
Urr, nnd if then he has defiled her, he

lihall pay her half a miua of silver,

nnd shall pay to her whatever she

l.rouKht from her father's house, and
«bc may marry the husband of her

choke 15G.

If anyone is guilty of incest with
Ills own mother after his father, both

i.hall be burned. 157.

If anyone be caught after his father

iii the bosom of her that brought him
ui« [stei>raother], who has borne chil-

ilrri), he shall lio driven out of his

fnllier's house. 15S.

If n man has apportioned to his

K-n, whom he prefers, field, garden,
bikI house, and has given a sealed
il'od ; after the father's death, when
the brothers divide [the property],
tin- present his father gave him shall

h<> lake, and over and above shall he
«iually share in the paternal prop-
frty. 1C3. (See al.so 171.)

If he be guilty of a grave crime
««aiiist his father which cuts him off

froia Konship, he shall be forgiven for
lh'> first time, but if he bo found
cuilty a second time, his father may
tut him off from sonship. 1G9.

Tf the son of a paramour, or of a
niif^ woman [prostitute] say to the
!'-!'i-r nnd mother that brought him
w "Von are not my father or
• •ther," his tongue shall be cut off.

If the son of a paramour or pros-
!"-'<• has known his father's house,
: ! has haled his adoptive father and

li'T nn<l goes off to his father's
'^•J'H-. one shall tear out his eye. 193.

•fa man has struck his father,
• ^nnds shall bo cut off. IPo.

If ft man has caused the

And if a man lie with his daughter-
in-law, both of them shall surely ba
put to death. Lev. xx, 12.

If a man find a damsel that is a
virgin, which is not betrothed, and lay

hold on her, and lie with her, and
they be found ; then the man that lay

with her shall give unto the damsel's
father fifty shekels of silver, and she
shall be his wife, because he hath
humbled her. Deut. xxii, 28, 29.

The nakedness of thy father, even
the nakedness of thy mother, shalt

thou not uncover. Lev. xviii, 7. (For
the penalty see Lev. xx, 11.)

And the man that lieth with his

father's wife hath uncovered his

father's nakedness : both of them shall

surely be put to death; their blood

shall be upon them. Lev. xx, 11.

And Sarah ray master's wife bare a
son to my master when she was old

:

and unto him hath he given all that

he hath. Gen. xxiv, 3G. And Abra-
ham gave all that he bad unto Isaac.

But unto the sons of the concubines,

which Abraham had, Abraham gave
gifts. Geu. XXV, 5, 6.

If a man have a stubborn and re-

bellious sou, which will not obey the

voice of his father, or the voice of his

mother, and though they chasten him,
will not hearken unto them : then

shall his father and his mother lay

hold on him, and bring him out unto
the elders of his city. . . . And all the

men of his city shall stone him with
stones, that he die. Deut. xxi, 18-21.

For every one that curseth bis

father or his mother shall surely bo

put to death. Lev. xx, 9.

The following seems to point to the

same law : The eye that mocketh at

his father, and despiseth to obey his

mother, the ravens of the valley shall

pick it out, and the young eagles shall

eat it. Trov. xxx, 17.

He that sraiteth his father, or his

mother, shall be surely put to death.

Exod. xxi, 15.

Thou shall give life for life, eye for
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other man's eye, his eye shall he jnit

out. 19G. If he Las broken an-

other man's -limb, his limb shall be
broken. 107. (See also 200.)

If be put out the eye of anyone's
slave, or break the bc.ne of anyone's
slave, he shall pay one half of his

value. 199.

If a man, clurinf; a qnarrel, ha
struck another and wounded hiui

then he shall swear, "1 did not luir

him willinglv," and sliall pay the phv
siciau. 206.

If he has died of his blows, he shall

swear, and if he was a freehorn man,
he shall pay half a mina of silver.

207. If he be the sou of a poor man,
he shall i)ay one third of a mina of

silver. 20>S.

If a man strike a freeborn woman
and cause her to lose her unborn
child, he shall pay ten shekels of sil-

ver for what was in her womb. 20'.).

If that woman die, his daughter shall

bo put to death. 210.

If a man has hired an ox or ass

[sheep], and a lion has killed it in the
field, that loss is tor its owner. 2-14.

If the ox has gored a man, and it

is proved that he has been used to

gore, and if he [the owner] do not
bind his horns, or shut up the ox, and
this ox gore a freeborn man. and kill

him, the owner shall pay half a mina
of silver. 251.

If he [the ox] kill a man's servant,

then a Dne of one third of a mina in

silver must be paid. 252.

eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand,
foot for foot, burning for burning,
wound for wound, stripe- for stripe.

Exod. xxi, 2J, 2.J,

If a man smite the eye of his serv-
ant, or the eye of his maid, and de-

stroy it; he shall let him go free for
his eye's sake. And if he smite out
his manservant's tooth, or his maid-
servant's tooth; he shall let him go

free for his tooth's sake. Exod. xxi,

20, 27.

If men strive togefhfr, and one
smite another with a stone, or with
his fist, and ho die uot, but kcciieth

his bod: if he rise aKnin, an-l valk
abroad upon his si.iii'. i!; .•! ,-' .'I h,-

that smote him be c,\:\ : . , 'nU
pay for the los.s of li' :'....:

;
-.11

cause him to be ihfM,;:. : I;.- 1 il,_d.

Exod. xxi, IS, 10.

And if a man smite his seiTant, or

his maid, wilh a rod, and he die under
his hand ; he shall surely be punished.
Exod. xxi, 20.

'If men strive, and hurt a wonian
with child, so that her fruit depart
fiovi lie; and yet no misrhief follow:

he shall be surely punished, according
.It; the wunian's husband will lay upon
hin-i; and he sluill pay as the judges
determine. And if any mischief fol-

low, then thou shalt give life for life.

Exod. xxi, 22, 2.'i.

If it [any beast] be torn in pieces,

let him bring it for witness ; he shall

not make good that which was torn.

Exod. xxii, 33.

But if the ox were wont to gore in

time past, and it hath been testified

to his owner, and he hath not kept
him in, but that he hath killed a
man or a woman ; the ox shall be
stoned, and his owner also shall be
put to death. Exod. xxi, 29.

If the ox gore a manservant or a
maidservant; he shall give unto their

master thirty shekels of silver, and
the ox shall be .stoned. Exod. xxi, 32.

Finally, we can say with Joremias: Moses and the !a-s\' are not empty
•^vords. The discovery of the Hammurabi Code has brought Moses back to

the gloriou.s comi)any of great lawgivers. His existence is an historical

necessity. We may safely say with Von Ranke, "Moses is the most sublime

per.Honality of ancient history."
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rOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OB' THOUGHT.

Jean RiJville. lie b?,s recently assumed the rule of an apologist of

^s'hat he calls liberal Protestantism, in the presence of a miscellaueous

audience in Geneva v.'liere he delivered five lectures on the origin, nature,

and mission of liberal Christianity. At the outset we are compelled to

praise him for the method of procedure. In opposition to the couserv-

atives, whose standpoint he looks upon as outgrown, he undertakes to

show that liberal Protestantism is the true form of Christianity for mod-

ern times; and in opposition to those who have broken with religion in

general, and v.-ho look upon all faith of a religious nature as superstition,

he attempts to prove that the Christian not only need not abandon reason,

hut that religion legitimates itself before both reason and coLscience, and

that a unitary understanding of the world is possible only in the light of

religion. Thus his purpose is not merely to combat the old theology, but

rather to sustain the essential elements of religion as he sees them. He
says that negation is sterile, and that especially in the domain of religion

and morality affirmation alone can produce the energy necessary to life.

The genesis of liberal Protestantism is, according to PLi'villc, nothing less

than the Reformation itself considered in the light of its fundamental

character and consistently and logically carried out. In other words, it

is nothing but the Reformation in modern society, and it is neither con-

servative on the cue hand, nor revolutionary on the other, hut a progress

and an evolution. In general Reville tries to preserve the religious and

ethical values even where he feels obliged to sacrifice the substance of

orthodoxy, and he is convinced that anyone who will strive to realize

all that he maintains as necessary to religion will not think of the re-

ligion of liberal Protest.antism as poor and inadequate. "With this estimate

of it we cannot quite agree. There is a "liberality" which is consistent

with profound earnestness in religion, even among the masses. But that

form of religious faith and practice which seems to delight in calling itself

liberal generally has for its effect, except with a very few, a relaxing of

all tlie ordinary expressions of religious zeal. Nor is Reville's contention

that liberal Protestantism is the logical outcome of the fundamental
principles of the Reformation correct, except in the formal sense that one

of the fundamental principles of the Reformation was the right of private

judgment in matters of religion. For anyone to say that the ordinarily

so-called liberal Protestantism is the logical outcome of the Reformation
Is to be guilty of the worst kind of logical fallacy. The right of private

judgment docs not necessarily, nor even generally, lead men to that form
of faith which is so dear to the "liberal." Besides, that other fundamental
principle of the Reformation, namely, the final authority of the Holy Sci-ip-

tures in matters of faith, is simply abandoned by those who love to call

themselves liberals. There are, indeed, liberals who hold to the authority

9
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of the Scripture; but they are not those who parade their liberality. It

woukl be a sufficient refutation of tlic professed liberals to aok which of

their doctrines and practices is an evolution of a doctrine or practice of the

principal reformers. For the most part the doctrines of the reformers

are so changed by the liberals of to-day as to bo contrary to tlie doctrines

of the Reformation. There is something essentially perverse or else essen-

tially dishonest in the reasoning of the so-called liberal Protestant.

Julius Boelimer. He has recently given us an interesting sudy of the

Old Testament basis of the doctrine of the kingdom of God (Oe;-

alttestamcntnchc Unterhau dcs ncivhcs Goites. Leipzig, 1902, J. C.

Hinrichs'che BuclihandlunsO- The question in his mind at the beginning

of his investigations was whether there was in the minds of the writers of

the Old Testament the idea of a kingdom of God and what they meant by

the e.xprcssion. It is Boehmer's purpose to t-.ike np in a later work the

limits on the same theme given in the apocryphal, pseudepigrapl.ical, and

Talnuidic literature, so far as this is pre-Christian or contemporary with

the beginnings of Christianity. It will thus be his particular merit to

have striven to supplement and enlarge the study of the kingdou:: of God
as hitherto conducted. By so doing he will deserve nothing but thanks,

even though not all might agree to his conclusions. Bochmer holds that

originally Israel not only had the divine name Jielecli, but that that name
meant to Isi-ael v/hat it me.-nit to all other Semites. The gradual develop-

ment of the religion of Jehovah on the one side, and the establishment of

the kingly power on the other, made the name Jehovah as a kingly name
impossible. The kingdom itself app"arcd to the devout Israelites as a

blessing sent from Jehovah. But the evil consequences of the kingly rule

which gradually became apparent led to a contrary opinion. The pre-

exilian estim.ate of the Davidic kingdom, present and future, became more
and more unfavorable. Meantime Jehovah became greater and greater;

but, although his position had long been a royal one, after Isaiah, Jere-

miah, and Ilezekiah, his kingship exhibited itself only in penal judgments

on his own people and heathen nations. He could be thought of as Sav-

iour-King only after the Davidic kingdom was past and the idea of the

Melech deity had relatively faded out of the consciousness of the prophets.

This took place at the end of the exile and appears first in Second Isaiah,

who represents King Jehovah as the procurer of salvation for the future

Israel. Subsequent to that time tv,-o separate scries of conceptions of Jeho-

vah asKing may be traced. The first connects directly with Jehovah, who is

thought of as the bringer of salvation in the near future; the second thinks

of King Jehovah as tlie possessor of all power and might. Boehmer regards

the first as the specifically Israelitish conception and as corresponding to

the lofty prophetic or revealed reli.gion. The second is more nearly a na-

ture religion, and although it tlirew off some of the objectionable features

of Melcchism, and was influenced somewhat by the first conception, so that

the power of Jehovah was subservient to the inlercsts of morals, still it

was distinctly lower than the first. Here is the disliiietiou between ihe
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Cod of love and the God of power, and the second was all too triumphant.

This is the situation as revealed in the book of Daniel, whoso author, pious

as he was, failed to reach the depth of the religious conceptions of the

great prophets. That Boehmer has done a good service in pointing out

the inequalities of the religious development of the Israelites no one can

doubt. And he does well when he draws the conclusion that as the kings

of Israel were subject to King Jehovah they strove to secure for their

people all the blessings Jehovah himself desired them to have. Whether
or not he has given too much emphasis to the extra-Israelitish develop-

ment and influence may well be open to question.

EECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITEIIATURE.

Ber Trlnitariselie Tauibefelil Mattli, 28. 19 nacli seiner ursprung-
liclien Textgestalt und seiner Aiithentie uiitersuclit (The Trini-

tarian Baptismal Command in Matthew 2S. 1& Investigated with Reference

to its Original Text and Us Authenticity). By Eduard Riggcnbach.

Giitersloh, C. Bertelsmann, 1903. It has been for some time a puzzling

fact to New Testament scholars that out of the sixteen or seventeen

times that Eusebius mentions the command of Christ to baptize all na-

tions he uses the short formula, "in my name," tw-elvo times and the com-

plete formula only four or five times. The testimony for the longer for-

mula in the early Greek Christian literature is very scanty, so that some

have supposed that the shorter form was the original, and, as the Latin

fathers have the longer most frequently, that the passage in Matthew was

enlarged according to Latin ideas; that is to say, that Christ did not give

the command as it stands in Matt, xsviii, 19, but only in the short form.

Riggenbach takes up this question from two points of view. In the first

place, he examines all the early patristic literature to determine, if pos-

sible, the date of the appearance of the passage in the text of ]Matthew.

lie is obliged to depend upon the fathers rather than upon a comparison

of the New Testament manuscripts because these last afford almost no

light on the subject. He concludes that inasmuch as Eusebius sometime.^;

uses the longer formula he must have done so not alone because such was
the usage of the Church as known to him, but also because his copy of

Matthew contained it. This leaves the peculiar fact to be accounted for

that for the most part Eusebius employs the shorter form. He explains

this by assuming that Eusebius suppressed the Trinitarian formula pur-

posely and in the interest of the secret discipline of the Church. But
Origen was earlier than Eusebius, and it becomes important therefore to

know Origen's form. Unfortunately, we are confused here by the Latin

translation of Origen's works. Strangely enough, Origen's Latin transla-

tion gives the Trinitarian form somewhat frequently, while the few Greek
remains of his works do not afford satisfactory evidence that Origen knew
the Trinitarian formula as belonging to his Matthew. Still he thinks
'lial. in view of all the other testimony, Origen's Matthew must have given
the longer form. His investigation lends to tho conclusion that fttatthew,
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as known to the West, cerlaiulj' contains the Trinitarian formula at least

as eariy as the time of Tertullian. This reasoning does not seem very

well to support his conclusion, but the case is worse yet when he comes to

the question of the authenticity of the passage, which he next takes up.

lie begins by calling attention to the arguments against the authenticity,

especially that in the seconil century the short form is very frequent, and
in particular that outside of Matt, xxviii, 3 9 the New Testament gives us

no example of the longer formula. He thinks this fact inexplicable either

on the ground of accident or on the supposition that it is an abbreviation

of a well-known longer form. This would seem to necessitate the denial

of its authenticity if it stood alone, but Riggenhach finds other considera-

tions which save him to the Trinitarian form. Chief among these is the

early date of IMatlhew, which he reckons to be not later than A. D. 75.

But supposing the gospel to be so early, the real question is. Who wrote it,

and on what authority? Here again the critical evidence seems to be

against the authenticity, which Riggenhach overlooks. For if Matthew is

dependent on Jlark for the account of the resurrection Matthew must have

been supplied wiih the ending by some other means. The thing that saves

our faith in the Tiinitarian form is the want of a motive on the part of

the author of ?^Iatthew for introducing this form without adequate au-

tliority. This too Riggenhach docs not seem to recognize.

Etndes d'lijsiolre et cTe tlieologie isositive. I-a Discipline de
ravciEO; Irs Olivines de }a peni.tcjiec; la hicrarcliie primitive;

I'sgaye (Studies in History and Positive Theology. The Secret Dis-

ci])line; the Origin of Penitence; the Primitive Hierarchy; the Love
Feast). By Pierre Batiffol. Paris, 1902, V. I.ccoffre. The four essays of

this volume, on the topics named in the sub-title, are all in the interest of

the P^oman Catholic Church, and yet they are measurably independent

studies. The fust essay undertakes to prove that the secret discipline of the

Church was invented in order to effect more completely the preparation of

the catechumens for Church membership. It is interesting to note lliat

while Roman Catholic authorities generally hold that the secret discipline

existed from the earliest days of the Church, in order that they may give

a certain increased value to rites and doctrines not attested in the earliest

literature, Batiffol foregoes this advantage in the interest of the historical

testimony, and .states that the secret discipline was unknown in the first

two centuries. On the other hand, he denies that the secret discipline was
developed out of the heathen mysteries. But it will be pretty difficult, if

it is allowed that this discipline v.-as unknown until the contact of Chris-

tianity with heathenism was so intimate and general, to withstand the

evidence which ler.ds to the conclusion that the discipline was at least

pov.-erfully influenced by the mysteries. For it is impossible to prove that

the secret discipline arose in connection with the catechumenate. Then,
how account for the presence of the rites, forms, and formulas of the

heathen mysteries in the secret discipline of the Church if they did not

come from those mysteries? In the .second essay Batiffol strives to justify
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the gradual relaxation of the peuilculial provisions on the groimd Ihit

the bishops were impelled by a feelini; of compassion for the weaknessei of

humanity to make the jienitence rcquii-ed easier and easier, ile shows

that ill Rome and Constantinople the administrator of the penitential dis-

cipline came to pass from the hands of the bishops to those of the presby-

ters. Coming to the fourth essay, he gives an interesting survey of the

oldest witnesses relative to Church government, and asserts that from

the very beginning Rome had the monarcliical form of episcopacy. But

he thinks that the episcopacy, that is, the monarchical, wa-s, generally, an

evolution from the plural episcopacy. The early Church organization

provided (1) apostle.s, prophets, and teachers for missionary work; (2) a

single order, the presbyterate, which indicated only a more honorable

rank; (3) the diaconate, for liturgical and congregational service; (4) the

bishops did all that deacons did, and preached besides; and (.5) that as

soon as the apostles disappeared the monarchical episcopacy v.-ith the sub-

ordinated priesthood arose. This is so clearly a mixture of historical

fact and dogmatic assumption that it is scarcely worth more than a mere
mention. In the fourth cs«ay he takes the somewhat astonishing position

that there is no evidence of an agape, in the sense of a special meal, dur-

ing the first three centuries. When the Latins speak of an agape they

mean almsgiving, never a feast. In the East there arose during the third

century the custom of giving feasts to the poorer members of the con-

gregation and to widows v,-ho were supported by the Church. These were

called agape and were offered by the wealthy members; but they weie by

no means a combination of the cucharist and love feast.

RELIGIOUS AXD EDUCATIOXAL.

Warneck on Missions. Y/arncck is probably the most highly respected

aulliority on the siibject of foreign missions now living, certainly among
the Germans. In a recent address he gave expression to some thoughts

relative to what we can learn in missionary methods from the spread of

Christianity in the first three centuries. He declared that the principal

lesson is that the greatest missionary force among heathen peoples is in

every case the native congregation itself. From this he says several things

follow: (1) That the foreign missionary's work is merely preparatory;

(2) that the organization of those converted by preaching is the chief

thing; (3) that the results aredependentupon the deepening of the converts

in the faith and in the knowledge of the Gospel; (4) along with this must

go practical activity; (5) the congregation must he the salt of the eanli

in the midst of their heathen neighbors; (6) as soon as po.ssible native

teachers must be employed; (7) the entire responsibility must not rest

upon the foreign missionary; (S) the Christian deportment of the meru-

bers of the congregation will have its influence in winning others: (t-)

the missionary energy of the congregation must be made effective, partly

by works of mercy and charity, partly by brotherly love, and partly by

thorough organization. Warneck says these are commonplaces, but that

they are such only in theory; and that they are not put into execution.
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GLmiPSBS OP REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

A SUPKKB as well as bulky quarterly is The Iiitcrnnlional (Burlingtou,

Vt.), with a brilliant galaxy of coutributors in Art, History, Literature,

Philosophy, Politics, and the Sciences. Especially noteworthy in its issue

for September, 1903, are Kuno Francke's article on "Emerson ant! German
Personality," John Graham Brooks's on "A Socialistic Contention," and

N. S. Shaler's on "The Natural History of War." Francke finds in Emer-

son a sympathetic kinship with the great Germans of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, with Kant, and Schelling, and Fichte, with Goethe,

and Schiller, and Novalis. In him as in tliem there is a freedom from

mere traditional authority; a supreme interest in the inner life, regarding

man as a spiritual being, master of the material world rather than mas-

tered by it, and responsible for his actions to the august tribunal throned

in his moral consciousness; and a joyous optimism, a confiding trust in

the perfectibility of the race, however slow its advance toward perfection

may seem to be. All these men of vision believed that a time must come
when the thoughts of the wise and the dreams of high prophetic souls,

will be transfused into the lifeblood of the masses and come to actual

fulfillment in the ennobling of human life and the betterment of its con-

ditions. These hopeful and confident spirits, the elite and exceptionally

endowed of human kind, were not like the Neolithic men whose behavior

Mrs. Stetson describes. When a far-visioned prophet rose among those

primitive men and prophesied a fairer social future

They all rose up in fury

Against their Ijo^islful friend;

For prehistoric I'lilience

Cometh qulekly to an end.

Said one: "'J'his is cliiiuerical !

Utopian! Absurd !"

Said another : "^Vllnt a stupid life

!

Too dull, upon my word I"

Cried all : "Before such things can come.

You idiotic eliilil.

You must alter lluninu Nnlure."

And they all snt l,aek and .smiled.

It was a elinihiiig arRUtiieut

To the Neolithic mind.

Emerson's comprehension of the distinctive quality of the German mind
is evidenced to Francke in passages like this:

iitelU-ct lacks the Froneli sprislitlincss, the fine practical under-
English, and the American adventure; but it lias a certain

i.'ver rests in a .siiperneial perf'-i niaiiee but asks steadily, To
eiinan piililie 'lon.aTiiK a cv.niiM:!;! j :;> lily. II. -re is activity
V.-;, lint u'liiil <|.i.-- tl..' man !; . ':

!

'
'

..•: :i laeaiiiiii;, Ihough
I- cNiires-- LiTnr!f i.i-.l.iy, !!; :: : iL.M and will ojicu

:uro\v. If the hurden of a n iv-
i vn his uiiiul, a burden

Tlie
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of truth to be ilf;olai-ed, then his business find calliug in tlie \vorld is to make
the fact, the iiiith, the message l<no\vn. What signifies that ho trips and
slaraniers, or iLat his voice is harsh aud hissing, or that his mcchods are iu-

ailequato? That message will yet tied method aud imagery, articulation and
melody.

Fraacke thinks there never was an American who was in various respects

60 closely akiu to the German temper as Emerson, of whom he says:

He was, indeed, the .Tean Paul of New England. New England country life,

tl]e farm, the niui-inuring pines, the gentle river, tlie tiittle lowiuK upon tlie

hills, the quiet studv, the neighburlv talk in tlie village store or on the common
— thi.s was the world in whicli he felt at home, in which be discovered hi.s ouu
per.souality. Here In; foililied hiuu 'If asjaiust the foolish fa^hious aud silly

prejudices of so-calkd s^iriety ; hrrr be iiubiUed hir, lifelong hatred of vulgar

ambition; here tli-rr ..ime to biin ili:,i in-^irhl into ii.e value of t!ie unprclen-

tious which be l,:i, .,\]m e.-.-ed mi \ iH. -'I .— 1; not f..i- lln- rr-i't, the remote, the.

romantic: I e:i;li;',!>e \\\.- rti|,:i:nir : 1 *

• '

:
: ;

' ' ' .' U'-\ of tb" fnmiliar,

the I..w;" b-i- b.. ;iMju;:--.l tl;;il i!- .' .,..;.,; I'm .
.

'. (
;
ivkh: cniiviciion

of the di^ilifV of >rl)„l;;.uir s.-clu-i-., : ':: •; -',>ll> -, i ,
. : 1,::. ni:;^!' hi.: wbolc

life a practical applicatiou of bis own precept : --J li- siii.i.„t must eiubrare soli-

tude as a bride. He must have hi.s r'-^'-^' ""d his glooms abnie. Hi-> own esti-

mate must be measure enough, hi.s own praise reward enoujli for biiij. . . . How
mean to go blazing, a gaudy butterlly, in fashionable or political salons, the

fool of society, the fool of notoriety, a topic for newspapers, a piece of the

street, and forfeiting the real prerogative of the russet coat, the privacy, and
the true and warm heart of the citizen

!"

Emerson's description of tbe ideal American, Francke would apply to

Emerson himself: "A reformer not content to slip along through the

world like a footman or a spy, escaping by his nimbleness and apologies

as many knocks as he can, but a brave and upright man, who must find or

cut a straight road to everything excellent in the earth, and not only go

honorably himself, but make it easier for all who follow him to go in

honor and with benefit." Herraan Grimm finds in Emerson a spiritual

power, an atitidote to the pessimism of Schopenhauer, the cynicism of

Nietzsche, the fact-worship of the present day, and the soulless monotony
of scientific speculation. In one of his earliest essays Grimm says:

Imie
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Good cheer m;iy increase as romance diminishes. Heine was no worse otE

for awalieniug to the fact that future ages would scarce be edified to learn

that he loved Agnes—some Agues or other ouce upon a lime—though he

should write the story of it across the llrmamoDtal blue with a Norv,-ay

spruce for pen and the fire of vlj^tna for indelible red ink. ^Ye are told of

the brave philosophy of one who under the storm and stress of a long

experience of misery acquired, as a part of the manly art of self-defense,

the habit of instantaneous laughter at every turn of events, laughing at

once before he has time to fall a-wecping, and coming out better in the

end than if he had allowed his lachrymal ducts to be overworked. The
essay tells of Scarron, viho, though a tortured bundle of suffering nerve.?,

did not flinch or wail, but expired with a merry jest which filled bis

friends with soft lai;ghter; and of William Blake, who fell asleep singing

in songs of his own improvising the glory of his God, triumphing over the

flesh, the world, and the devil. In vindication of our inherent right to

laugh the essayist answers soma- object ions made again.«t it. To the as-

sertion that laughter is iryeligious he replies: "On the contrary, it is re-

ligious, since it involves faith. Not necessarily a theological but a re-

ligious faith is at the core of it, and faith equal to believing that if I

should perish or fail the world will go on nevertheless, and that perhaps

ray failure may even advantage the world, hard as that is to imagine."

To the charge that laughter is unpliilosopliical he ansv^ers rather ua-

philosophically: "I\Iost assuredly. The artist in comedy has reason to

hate the philosopher. If Aristophanes pillories Socrates, it is not the fault

of Aristophanes but of Socrates. Socrates is after all a sophist. He seeks

to further the contemplative life. He v.ould have us stop to think. But
he who habitually stops to think will never even start to do anything in

this world. You do- not want to stop for discussion, you want to go on and
do, and discuss when you have done it, provided you arc lucky and survive

the deed." To the claim that laughter is immoral he says: "It is not only

not immoral, but it is tlie preservation of morals to cultivate by use a

faculty for laughter. It is the hallucination that evil is mighty and will

prevail which drives men to despair. Now evil always seems to be prev-

alent whenever and wherever you scrutinize it, for scrutiny involves coa-
|

fined attention to what lies immediately under the lens in the focused I

light Evil existing wherever we see it, we surmise, or even affirm, it to ^

be everywhere. But were it everywhere and dominant, you and I could

hardly be here to express such an opinion. Clearly the thing to do is to

belittle the evil, to undignify it and so rob it of its horrors that we shall

not lose heart in its presence. By laughing at it we get rid of the false

impression of its omnipotence; we get a little courage and our despair
turns a somersault up into glory from the swinging trapeze of faith." To
the objection that laughter is superficial the reply, in part, is: "Of course

]

it is superficial. In one sense, however, and not in another. But what
j

objection is there to the surface? AVhy should people prefer to be driven
as a plummet to the bottom of the sea, rather than float as a boat on the
surface? The child comes into the world with the art of wailing perfect;
the higher art of laughing has to be acquired—it belongs to a later stas,e
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of progress and is a sign o£ advaucciiiCDt. Some bliss is born of igno-

rauce, but -wisdom at its culniiralioii wours a smile. Wiiat If the smile

be superficial? There are dejilhs ol' LXiiviipnce under it." To the charge

that laughter is unsympatlictic, this is, in part, the answer: "Yes, some-

times it is unsympathetic. But ought one to be always and everyv/here

sympathetic? Sympathy .sometimes has the effect to increase tho stifierer's

estimate of his sufferings, and to make him more helplessly the victim

thereof. Some people say complaiuingly, 'Laugh and the world laughs with

you; weep and you weep alone.' Why not thank God that when you weep

everybody does not weep, that there is some limit to the sadness and

some brightness in the world outside of your gloom? Sympathy has great

value in life and should bo cultivated, but often it has a weakening effect.

It does not help to brace with courage nor incite to effort. An injection

of plain, simple, practical common sense is often better medicine, and

the subtly sweet contagion of a healthy laugh has sometimes brought

salvation to the despondent." The mellow and hoiieful faith out of which
genuine laughter is born, and by which it is vindicated, is illustrated in

Professor Herman Grimm as pictured in The International Quarterly by

Elizabeth von HeyUing, who says:

In his last letter bo v.-rote to mo from IJcrliu, '•F,verylliiiiu' here is Koins on
well, which doos not exclude tliat vou mav fin'I people \x\u, will tt-II von tliat

cvcrvUiiii^ i^ [-Mini: wroMv-Sm tlicro Ikhc alway.s liccn tbo^e wiu, wuiild say

tliat." 'y\.\< shows liiia as 1,.- had crr.v.n to !.,• iu ..Id a:;e. llarmonv and
placidity. Iiis life!..!,;; i.lal-:, sancuiah d l,i,a Iil;e y !,;,!„. ]\,. ^,„.., i„.l„.„l. \\'„.

a calm surface of uai.v :,:..,;:. I . .:;'.>,«. ( :,
.

i ', .

- !> ::,.•, ..'Im

his attitude o£ Olvta; i: :
' ';, ,

! • . . i :/ ,,,:',,;,
. .'.d

before his paze and !;- i. : . i
,'.-,,:, .^^

;
i :, ' / r :

.
.^

:
^:.i

finally lead to good, thai . ^. r\ ihiiv i^ . ,;
' ; ,1 1.. ,a, ,:,-; ;; ,1. I!- .0:, i,!, : ,d

the world as a whole, ij'noriii- its ii^lv details, turiiiii; away from hilieia.e^s,

discontent, and evil, not out of want of I'ity and sympathy, Imt because tliese

things seemed to him as a transient plia.se, sure to chau'.'e and to be trans-

figured in that far, far distanee wliere the explanation of the world's riddle
lies. Thither ho confidingly toiled on.

The most valuable articles in The ISihliotheca ^acra (Oberlin) for

October, 1903, were by associate editors: "The Samaritan Pentateuch," by
Dr. W. E. Barton; "iWctaphysical Needs of Our Time," by Dr. James
Lindsay; "Theodicy," by Dr. Jacob Cooper; and "Park's Theological Sys-

tem," by Dr. F. H. Foster. Dr. Foster thinks that Professor E. A. Park,

of Andover Theological Seminary, surpassed at many points his great

master, Jonathan Edwards. It was in Park, ho says, that the Edwardsean
school culminated by attaining perfect symmetry and interior self-con-

sistency; and the Andover professor is glorified as a wiser and abler theo-

logian than his lifelong opponent, the groat Presbyterian, Dr. Charles
Hodge, of Princeton, who, says this article, "had no conception of what
proof really is," while Park built up a theological nystcni by reasoning
from the known to the unknown and justifying his progress at every step
with logical proof. Park was a stout opponent of Calvinism in its older
form, as taught by Hodge and Shedd. He was far more hospitable to
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i.c^w iJais tlian either of those men, saying, "Take the ideas in, and scrnti-

ni/.o them until you know them; and then you can estimate tlieir worth

01- worthlessness." As to the theory of evolution, which Ilotlge called

-atheism," Park did not adopt it, but felt that, whether true or false, it

lould not disturb the foundations of theology. We are told that he did

not stand iu great awe of the Church 'Fathers," and the frequent appeals

of Anglicans and Catholics to the early Christian "Fathers" as decisive

siuil binding authorities moved him to indignation and scorn. His strong

democratic American common sense rebelled against such adulation of

mere men, many of them men of so liitle training and such feeble intel-

lectual grasp that Park once e.xclaimed, "Fathers indeed! They would

better be called the Church hahies." Park defined God as "the Mind which

all other minds are obligated to worship, because they are ultimately de-

liendcnt upon it." He constructed with great care the argrments of

Natural Theology for a Divine creator, preserver, contriver, natural gov-

ernor, and moral governor. He said:

".'Jome men believe that all truths in Natural Theology a: a derived from the

liihle; others believe that the Bible is drawn from Natural Theolosy." Hi^s

1 position is that the BiMr-
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In the article by 31. M. WhitiiR.v on "The Study of Euglish Literature

as an Instrument of Chrisliaii Culture," we cannot agree with the writer

that it is wise to turn young people loose without guidance or restraint

in the world of literature any more than in the world of life. The follow-

ing opinion seems to us unwise:

It used to be deemed the tliclatc of proper parcntnl oversight to hide away
the work-s of Byron, lest the children. vaA !;n(i\vinp: the (lifiVrcnce bctv.-eeu -good

and evil, should S'.ifEer moral and .~;i;mm:I .' . ^\
.

',i -^er, who has

not only read but studied .Milton's i\... ::., <
<

: .Vreopagitica"

will take tiie risk of ciiildrtMi'.s liciiiu' ; i
r i : ;: i

,
'

;' I'.yrou thau

by the consequences of tlieii- knowiiL ! ''
i

;

' ', >

'-. I ; made to put
Byron out of their reach. The luo.-lci ry i.f 'lioii .Iriiu" is roi>i.ldive to a fresh

young soul, and those who would read "l)oii ,ln.m" oi-c sure lo get Ix.'Id of it

or of soiaething like it; so that, as ilie •Aii'n;,.;;;,itica" says, the cfioit to keep
such books out of children's hands U too nm.li like the nr.hlciuan's efforl^ to

keep lliC crow.s out of liis i.:i!-l: by b'.iiitiii:- Hn- t;;i|.;-s. l^yron'.s ailitiirliiiiziug

affectation of pessiniism and (\niri,iii and mi niilhvoiiy. bis lal'orrd s.-criins at

a religion that lie did not ii!iii'T.-';iiM!, t!;' f:iiii;:' tri.i v\ liis moral purpose by
egotism and seif-will and VMi"; u .

,
> > :; 1;

feel that Byron threw nv... ;'

to him by hi:; rank and by j . .

for warning, while the bcli.r I i ' : '
, > I'

here and there in bis poetry ai:d N.li^li, l^,. !:.;.. fui-

abled him to close liis life in an l:::..:. o,;,l. ,.\ ,,)• fn

better self will have at least .some di,thi.-iiv >• niIoc i;

many-sided ('hristiiko man. AimI, as fur t!io.-,.> iliut

will find tlicir evil somewhere; and, wherever they find it, they

the Favor of death unto death.

We do agree, however, that 'wliat we want of books is that they shall help

us to live rightly:

We want ideals; we want examples, real or imagined, to warn or encourage;
we want motives; we want the reason why; we want great thoughts; we want
the interpretation of our own hearts lo ourselves; we v\-ant faith to believe in

our fellow-man, in our.selve.s, in onr God. If a book does not do this sort of

work, it is not literature; it is only somvlbin;; inintrd. We can get such liclp

from the voice of a friend; wo <;in v:'. il fi.iin llic li'.rnre or the sermon; we
can get it from the scliool ;

«. r.n v\ il vm-v ir.^.n so-nr junuble clippinj from
an obscure conntiy newsp.ior; v, -

-•- il r)..;ii \]„- HiM.'; v,-o get it, without
the charm of the voice, but with con\Lniomo and penaaneuce and the pos-
sibility of review, in a book. It gets home to the heart, it begins to R'ork out
into the life, and we straightway begin to be a different kind of men.

Intellectually powerful as Professor Jowott was, ho said, "More intellect,

however keen, is barren apart from the full and just development of feel-

ing, imagination, and, above ail, volition." Another has v,cll said, "What
this age preeminently needs is not so much light upon the intellect as dew
upon the heart." Without the dew which softens and purifies and fructifies

the heart, the soul, the character, our education -will ho like an Arabian
desert where the barren sands glitter and sparkle under the blazing sun-

light, but no tender greenness adds the beauty and cheer of Life. A
notice of Old Testaincnt Critics, a volume by Dr. Thomas Whitelaw, -noil

known for his exegetieal work in connection with T/ic Pulpit Comvicn-
tarii and The Preacher's Commentary, says tli.'.t Dr. Whitclaw's compe-
tence to speak with authority is eciual to that of any of the critics, .since

cur
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lip )ir!S devoted himself to critical Old Testament study for over a quarter

of a century; that liis aim in this volume is not so much to establish tra-

ililicnal vieT\-s as to show that the critics are wrong; that his hoolv shows

tlio flinisiness of the critical superstructure; and that his hale and hearty

EkopEicisra toward the disintegrating results of criticism should recall

tlie critics to sanity of mind and sobriety of judgrment. Dr. Whitelaw's

criticism of the critics represents that conservative wing in the United

Free Church of Scoiland which is dissatisfied with the teachings of George

Adam Smith and others like him.

Ix the Uibhert Jovrnal (London) lor October, 1903, the eye is caught by

a lino statement from Arnold Pinchard, of Birminghar.i, as to what the

Church teaches concerning human attainment and destiny. It occurs in a

criticism and correction of a misrepresentation of that teaching found in

a previous article by Mr. Lowes Dickinson on "Optimism and Immor-
tality." Sir. Pincuard's statement is as follows: "The Church upholds bo-

fore the eyes and hearts of men the highest and moKt inspiring Ideal of

Goodness, wrought out in obedience to the requirements of the Eternal

and Immutable Law of Righteousness; diminishes naught from its de-

mands, and proclaims without flinching the penalties of willful moral

failure; makes glorious the horizon tovrard which men may journey with

the splendor of an assured hope; sets before men a definite goal of pos-

sible ultimate perfection in the achievement of a great destiny; and

promises and secures to all alike in their temporal progress such stimulus

and help by the cooperation of Almighty God as each may need. At the

same time the Church is too true to the facts of life to ignore the possi-

bility of individual failure; too sane not to realize that the loss in such a

case roust be great and terrible in proportion to the grandeur and glory

of the possible success. Yet she will use these dire possibilities of eternal

lo.^s to brace and stimulate her children to more strenuous effort rather

than to reprobate their seeming failures or to crush their hopes. That no
man is altogether and absolutely good or bad; that no man can entirely

attain perfection in this life; that final judgment cannot be passed upon
any man in the dim twilight of the ignorances of today; that beyond this

life thei'e are 'many mansions'-—mansions of purification and perfecting

—

mansions of joy and peace—mansions of progressive Ptcvelation and en-

li.slitenment—culminating in the contemplation of the P.eatific Vision of

tl'c Absolute Good in God, Himself, wherennto all men, whatever their in-

herent weaknesses or hindrances of circumstance, may ultimately attain

—

those truths she holds for sure, and in her grasp upon them maintains the

unfaltering optimism of her steadfast outlook upon life! Yet the Church
f'^coguizos as a possibility tl-.at there may be found, in that strange and
<^oinplex mystery v%-hich is man, a power of obstinate resistance to Good
ai-.d of invincible aversion to truth, which may ultimately render the in-

•lividiial inaccessible to every moral influence which, without prejudice or
vliilriif.fl to the integrity of his freedom as a morally responsible agent,
tan be brought to bear upon him; and she sadly acknowledges both the
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jnstioe arid necessity of the cxnotion of the ijcnaltics and sanetions of that

Law which alilce gives and demands nothing less than perfection, wher-

ever if. has been persistently rejected in the beneficence of its promise, and

as obstinately defied in the prerogative of its power. She may hoj)e, she

must pray and strive, that there may be but few such losses; she is too

sane and too honest, too brave and too true, to deny or ignore the possi-

bility that there may be some. And why should we resent and cavil at

tliis final self-assertion of the Law of Life and Goodness any more than at

the operation of the same law in the material universe? AVe believe that

all thinss move onward toward an Ideal Perfection. But is this Ideal

never to be realized? Or can it ever be realized until all that hinders is

taken away, and all that mars or tends to mar a single feature of its per-

fect beauty is eliminated? We believe in this steady upward progress,

and we understand somewhat of the Law under which all things thus

move together toward a perfect end, which shall be indeed not an end,

but the initiation of a new era of unhindered development." Concerning

the Universalist notion that all souls must ultimately reach heaven, I.Ir.

Pinchard says: "It is a doctrine calculated to lull conscience to sleep,

paralyze all effort, and put a premium on a life spent in playing the con-

certina beneath umbrageous trees in a languid acquiescence in the as-

sumed ultimate benevolence of all things." Three clergymen who had left

Universalist for orthodox pulpits said that what especially drove them
from Universalism was the effect of its teachings on the lives and char-

acters of its adherents. It is a powerless and futile faith. Instead of

Universalistic teachings, Pinchard presents the following more rational

and more moral postulates, as representing the orthodox view:

(1) That tlie world is not eternally or entirely good, but embodies a real

(not merely an ap
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In the Efi.me issue of the Mibljard Journal is an excellent review by

K. P. Boys-Siuilh oC The Life and Letters of Brooke Foss Westcott, Bishoii

of JJurharii. 01' Wostcott in his Cambridge professorship, this is written:

•'A mere attendance at the lectures which ho gave to candidates for Holy

Orders was enough to make one feel the sunny purity of the ethereal soul.

^Vhat an expressive face his was! Met in the street when hurrying along,

the niiud withdrawn wilhin, it would look gray, and set, and dried, the

broad brow hidden partly by tlie cap, and the small stature and nervous

manner attracting little notice. But during the lecture, in which a verse

,ind a half of St. John's writings would be discussed, unfolded, and illus-

trated by many another passage, till it became plainly impossible within

the hour to reach fuilher than these few words, or to touch upon five

.sixths of the section which had been intended, there would break from

time to time a light over the face and in the deep expressive eyes, which

one knew was a reflection of the light of Heaven that was shining upon

the lecturer's own soul." Sir W. B. Richmond, the artist to whom West-

cott, sat for liis portrait, says:

It was delightful to watch the cver-niovin;; fticc,

variety—h.ow tho.->e clear gray eyes flashed, and tl

til

roiiily and calM almost godlike, 'i'],. V'- \va. :„> j.mi of !,

coiillietin^' sn-iiggles,

weariiis itself away
ui bcius seutimeulal
that sweet face the

Iio-iisible presence of a great storm, and under that restrained nature a fire and
ft passion burning the very life. And it was this sort of perfection of liuman
iitlrilmtes which gave the charm as well as the force to hi.s character. One
felt in the presence of a man that Irnew the fire, but whose spiritual nature
knew how to use it for good.

Westcott's greatest monument of course is the revision of the Greek Text
of the New Testament, at which, in company with his friend. Professor
Hort, he toiled for twenty-eight years. Preaching at Cambridge, near the

end of life he used these impressive words:

"In this cliapcl, and in these courts, fifty-six years ago, I saw visions, as it is

promised that young men shall see them in the hist day.=;—visions which in
llii'ir outward circumstances have been immeasuralily mure than fnlf.lli-J. I
liave had an unusually loug workinr; time, and I Uiink uneqiialod (:i;iiiortiinilies

ff service. Wlieu I liave tailed, as I have failed oft.'u and pi-iovon-Iy, it has
not l}eeu because I once saw an ideal, 'out because 1 Lave not iookod lo i( con-
^Unitly, steadily, faithfully; bccan~e I have distrusted myself and distrusted
fillers; heeause a?aiii and ajjaln I have lost the help of sympathy, sinee I was
uiiwillinr; to claim from those 'who called mo friend' the sacrifice v,-iiich I was
"ly^^'-ir ready to make, t^o now an old nuin I dream dreams, of groat hope,
"lien I plead with those who -svill eavrv forward what uiv own g.'iieration lias

'•ft unnttempted or unaeeoniplislird, to weleoine the ideal which breaks in light
jipnn them, the only possible ideal for man, even the fullest realiaitiou of self
"1 the coinpletest service of one's frilow-men. in oliedienre to the Master's com-
liiaiul

; and to pursue that ideal with quenchless ardor, undiscouraged even if
It seeiua to 'fade forever and forever as we move.' "

ilted with
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, A.ND WllLICAL LITEUATCKE.

Thitvjs Fundamental. By Chaiu.ks E. Jiirrrii-iOX, D.D. 12mo, pp. 3S0. Xew York:
Tlionias Y. Crowell & Co. Piicu, flolh, sl.io.

These thirteen discourse.s in modern arologctics from one of the most

jnilnential pnjpits of Greater Methoilism contain a great deal of good

old-fashioned ilethodist docUiiie. unflinchingly set with sharp edges in

the face of current confusion, laxity, and skepticism. Their reasoning is

large and strong, firm and faithful, clear and convincing. Their argu-

meut.'s close in on the reason and the conscience irresistibly. Funda-

mental things are so set forth as to seem inevitable; one might say they

are set in battle array to compel surrender. "The Nature and Place of

Faith in the Christian Life," "The Nature and Place of Reason in the

Christian Life," "The Deity of Jesus," "The Miracles." "Sin and Its For-

giveness," "Sin and Us Punishment," "Tho Church of the Living God,"

"The Immortality of the Soul," "The Pei-son and Work of the Holy

Spirit," are some of the fundamental things which Dr. Jefferson sets

with ancient and mighty force in an array which is strategic in its adapta-

tion to the attitude of the modern mind. That these discourses are both

timely and telling cannot bo denied. The man v.-ho framed them knows
his doctrine and knows his time and fits one to the other with tongue-and-

groove closeness. It is no exaggeration to call this volume an arsenal

of weapons suited to the fields and conflicts of to-day. Dip haphazard

into the book and find this: "Our reason is not the whole of us. We
have an emotional nature, a nature which has its tastes and affections,

its aspirations and hungerings. This part of us is as important as the

so-called intellectual. It was at this point that John Fiske parted com-

pany v,-itli Thoma.=i Huxley. Both were great men, but Fiske had the

richer nature. There was more of Fiske than there was of Huxley. The
Life of Huxley by his son sliows that his mental limitations were serious.

His prejudices were numerous and solid. His mind moved within narrow
linjits. Huxley asserted that there is but one kind of knowledge; which
is not so. And he maintained that there is only one kind of evidence;

and this also is erroneous. Fisl;e would not follow liim in this. Fiske
was inclined to ask him in the words of Tennyson:

Who forged that other influonco,

That heat of inward evidence,

Tliat makes one doubt against the sense?"'

In arguing for the Deity of Christ from His place and power in history,

this is part of what Dr. Jefferson says: "Christianity is not wholly de-

pendent on a book. It is true that Jesus cuts a large figure in the New
Testament; but if that were tho only place on earth where His figure was
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colossal, we should make short work of Him—we shoulil relegate Him to a

lilace anioug the heroes of fiction. But Ho cuts a still larger figure iu

human history. He walks down the centuries with the tread of a con-

queror. Nineteen hundred years have passed since He died upon the

Cross, and in all these centuries He has heen lifting empires off their

hinges, and turning the streams of history into new channels. Emerson

is right when he says that His name is plowed into the world. Renan

is right when he says that His life has heen made a corner stono in the

building of our race. Lecky is right when he says that the simple record

of three short years of Christ's active life has done more to soften and

regenerate mankind than all the disquisitions of philosophers and all

the exhortations of moralists. Christ in history! There is a fact

—

face It! Jesus walked along the shores of a little lake known
as the Sea of Galilee. And there He called Peter and Andrew
and James and John and others to be His followers, and they left

all and followed Him. While they followed Him tlicy revered Him, and

later on adored and worshiped Him. At last He left them on their faces,

each man saying, 'ily Lord and my God!' All that is in the New Testa-

ment. But put the New Testament away for a while. Time passes;

history widens; an unseen Presence walks up and down the shores of a

larger sea, called the Jlediterrancau,-—and this unseen Presence calls men
to follow Him. TertuUian, Augustine, Anselm, Aquinas, Francis of

Assisi, Thomas a Kempis, Savonarola, John Huss, Martin Luther, Philip

Melancthon, Ulric Zwiugle, John Calvin—another Twelve—and these all

followed Him and cast themselves at His feet, saying, in the words of the

earlier Twelve, 'Jly Lord and my God!' Time passes; history advances;

humanity lives its life around the circle of a still larger sea—the Atlantic

Ocean. An unseen Presence walks up and down the shores calling men to

follow Him. He calls John Knox, John Wesley, George Whitefield, Jona-

than Edwards, Charle.? Spurgeon, Henry P. Liddon, Horace Bushncll,

Matthew Simpson, Henry Ward Ucccher, Richard S. Storr.s, Phillips Brooks,

and Dwight L. Moody—another Twelve—and these leave all and follow

llirn. And we find these all on their faces before Him, each one saying,

'My Lord and my God!' Time passes; history is widening: humanity is

building its civilization around a still wider sea—the Pacific Ocean. An
unseen Presence moves up and down its shores calling men to follow Him,
and, at cost of life itself, they are doing it. Other Twelves are forming.

And what took place in Palestine nineteen centuries ago is taking place

again in our own day, under our own eyes. China becomes like the Holy
Land. Only .the other day Herod stretched forth his hand and vexed

certain of the Church, and he killed James, the brother of John, wiih the

sword. Did you not see it reported in all the papers? Only a year or

two ago Stephen, a Christian preacher, was mobbed. Before his persecutors

he fell down helpless, and in his dying moments he prayed, 'Lord, lay not

this .sin to their charge." It was in all the papers; did you not read it?

Very recently Saul of Tarsus, having worked in Asia, in the Chinese Em-
Piie, was shoved to the \s'all by brutal force, and the last thing he said

"as: 'I have fought a good fight. I nave finished my course. I have

10
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kept the faith?' Did you not hear it? All these events are notoiious.

And now what are >ou going to do with this stream of Christian liistory

flowing down through the centuries, and never so broad and swift and

strong as now? Hov,- are you going to explain it? It is the great Divine

mystery of the ages. The New Testament alone holds the key to unlock

this mystery. It alone can explain these nineteen Christian centuries.

Christ in history is the explanation." In some strong pages Dr. Jefferson

shows how, through nineteen hundred years, that conception of Jesus which

stops short of His Deity has been defeated in every fight, has shown its

inability to propagate and survive, and lias given proof of its practical

inferiority to that higlicr conception which seems to hold within itself

the Power of an Endless Life. Coming to the question of Miracles, we
read this: "If some one says that t)ie miracles are impossible, the proper

reply is that the word 'impossible' is rather a ha^.ardous word to use.

This everybody in our generation ought to know. It was once safe, or

excusable, to use the word, but modern scientific progress has taken it

from our lips. We are not allowed in this age of marvels to be dogmatic

as to v.'hat is impossible. The meelcest men on earth to-day are the great

scientists. In a former age scientists dared to say what could happen
and what could not. The great Laplace once declared that it is impossible

that stones should fall out of the heavens on the earth. Only about sixty

years ago Augusto Comte declared it to be impossible for any man by any
means to determine the chemical composition of any of the heavenly

bodies. The illustrious Stephenson declared it to be impossible for the

Mediterranean to bo connected by a canal with the Red Sea. A short

time ago it was counted impossible to see through an oak plank four

inches thick. To-day, the more a man knows the more modest he is about

saying what is impossible. And he must have more presumption than

wisdom who asserts that the New Testament miracles could not have

happened. No man can say that any one of those miracles is a violation

of natural law. l^Iany laws of nature have been discovered only recently.

More discoveries are to come. Only yesterday Marconi got hold of a law
by availing himself of which he turned the 'impossible' into the actual.

And if scientists can now touch forces hitherto unknown or unmanageable,
by which they work their modern miracles, is it incredible that the Son
of God could touch forces unknown to men by which He worked the won-
ders recorded in the New Testament? The wonders of modern science

would be as incredible to the most learned man of A. D. 33, as the miracles

of our Lord can possibly seem to the most skeptical denier of A. D. 1903.

But some one may ask. How could the course of Nature be changed? Is

it likely that onco in Palestine the course of Nature was really changed
at anybody's bidding? In reply to such a question we say, Why not? I

know that I am able to change the course of Nature. In the course of

Nature this book lies here on this desk. But I can pick it up and hold it

above my head. In doing this I am not violating the Law of Gravitation,

nor am I suspending it, for to my certain knowledge the force of gravi-

tation is still at work as powerfully as ever. I am not interfering with
the law of gravity iu any manner, but am simply working the force of
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my will into the force of gravitation iu ruch a way as to get an outcome

tli.it would never liave bean obtained except for the exercise oi" my v/ill.

Now it an ordinary man can work liis will into this complex of forces

which we call Nature in such a way as to get out of Nature products or

results which Nature, left to herself, would never produce, why should

not the Son of God be able to work His will into the winds and waves,

into blind eyes and shriveled nerves to such an extent as to produce the

results recorded as miracles in the New Testament? Here is a piece

of land that has never produced a potato since the world was made. The

course of Nature has had free course for uncounted ages witZiout ever

bringing forth a potato. But I scratch the soil a little and toss into it a

few pieces of potato (just enough to give the soil an idea of what a

potato is like) ; and Nature immediately takes the hint and brings forth

something never seen on that soil before—a whole big basketful of

potatoes. I have changed the course of Nature. God lia.s made it possible

for man thus to change Nature's course. To a potato-bug sitting on the

fence, I am a worker of miracles. Now, if a man can change the course

of Nature and compel Nature to do v.bat she would never liave done if

left to herself, why should it be deemed a thing incredible for the Son

of God to so change the course of Nature as to bring forth such results

as the miracles recorded by the four Evangelists? Do we not see that

it is v/ise for us to give up the use of that word 'impossible,' and to say

rather that with God all things are possible?" We have no room to show
any more of the weapons in Dr. Jefferson's arsenal. Those we have shov.-n

are not even his best.

The rc(blc-Ta!k of Jcs,,-:. By 3tpv. Gr.OP.GE Jacksox, B.A. Crown Svo, pp. 27S. Cin-

cinnati: Jennings & Pye. Xew York: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, ?).i;5.

George Jackson is known by his highly successful ministerial work in

Edinburgh, by his addresses last summer at Wesleyau University and else-

where, and by his volume of addresses to young men entitled. First

Things First, six thousand copies of which have been sold in two years.

The eighteen addresses or sermons now before us are from Mr. Jackson's

ordinary ministry. Like those in his previous book, they are forceful

and cficctive, manly in tone and ringing with sincerity. The title of this

volume gives no idea of the variety and range of the addresses, it being

only the title of one discourse on the text: "He went into the house of

one of the rulers of the Pharisees on a Sabbath to cat bread." Nowise
remote or irrelevant are these addresses. They have a home-thrusting,

busines.s-like directness and practical earnestness. The first one, for ex-

amiJle, talks incisively of Sunday golf, and public smoking, and common
politeness, while also sounding the evangelic call to come to God noir.

Hear it: "I^earning calls, and you say, 'I come;' business calls, and you
say, 'I come;' pleasure calls, and you say, 'I come;" and God calls. Have
you no ansv,-er for Him? Co you knov.- what you are missing? The king-

dom of Heaven is a great feast where God Himself is the host. You thought

religion meant giving up the sweets of life for dry and tasteless fare, but

Christ says it is a feast. And that no man may doubt his welcome, the
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King sends this day His servant to you to say to all, 'Come in, for all

things are now ready.' But says one, 'I bad a seat at the King's table once

and tasted His good pleasure, but—fool that I was—I left it; I shut the

dooi upon myself. Will He open to me a second time?" He will. Ho will;

the door is open now; come in, come in! Says another, 'I have had a

glimpse sometimes of the liglit and comfort within, and I have longed

—

but, ah! I have no right there; look at my garments, mud-splashed and

torn—there is no room in there for such as I am.' Man from the high-

ways and hedges, the King bids thee enter; come in, come in! But yet an-

other says, 'And I, too, long to enter, and for years have waited, but, alas!

my eyes are dark with doubt, and fear has fast hold upon me.' Some-

times I seem to see, and then the darlmess falls again until I wonder if

the feast, the proclamation, and the welcome be not all a lie, or if there be

any King at all.' Thou art one of His poor blinded ones, and He has

given His messengers charge concerning thee that they should be eyes to

thee lest at any time thou miss thy way, and that they should bring thee

into His presence. Tarry not, but haste and come; the King keeps for

thee the seat next Himself." In the address, "What think ye of God?" is

this: "How do we name Him? Do we say from the heart, 'Our Father'?

A railroad man used to send a message to his v/ife, saying when he would

be home, and often he would put in a word for his little boy, 'Tell Arthur

I shall sleep with him to-night.' But a day came v.'hen Arthur lay fevered

and hot in his mother's arms, sick unto death. 'Don't ky, mother,' he said,

'1 shall seep wiv Dod, 'oo know. Send a teledrat to Heaven, and tell Dod
I sail seep wiv Him to-night.' I would rather hear my child talk like that

about God than knovv- that he had all our catechisms oft by heart. What
is God to us? Have we learned to call Him Father?" The sermon on
"The ^Missionary Motive" ends thus: "When Paul thinks about the judg-

ment-seat of Christ it is not to remind himself that all men will one day
stand there, and to wonder what will befall them, but to remember that

he himself will be there, and to pray humbly that at the last he may be

found faithful. And if we ask Paul, 'What will God do with the heathen

that die in the darkness?' I tliiulc Paul will bid each of us rather ask
himself this question, 'What will God do with mc if, when my lamp is

lit, I leave my brother man to wander friendless in the night?' " Speak-

ing on "Christ's Love for Man," the preacher says, "A young woman Vv'ho

had spent an evil life lay dying in hospital. Some one had read to her the

words, 'He was v,-ounded for our transgressions,' and through them she

had caught sight of the mercy of God. Presently she pointed at the palm
of one hand with a finger of the other and said, 'There is no wound here;

He was wounded for my transgressions.' Then she lay silent a while, and
then she slowly and feebly put her hands up to her brow and said, 'There

are no thorns here; Be was wonnded for my transgressions.' Again she

lay still, so that they thought her gone. But a third time she moved, and,

placing her hand over her heart, said, 'There is no spear-wound here;

He was wounded for my transgressions.' And with that plea she passed

up to God." Against the dangerous maxim that it is never too late to

mend, our preacher gives very solemn warning: "Nature does not en-
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courage us to believe such a doctrine. If it is a hundred steps to the edge

of a j)recipice I may take ninety-nine and yet retrace them all; but i£ 1

take the hundredth step there is no retracing that. Forgiveness is prom-

ised on repentance, but where is any guarantee given that the soul that

sinnoth will surely repent? "It is impossible to renew them again to re-

pentance,' says the Epistle to the Hebrews. Coleridge and Shakespeare

emphasize this warning. Moreover, the awful facts of life all around us

forbid us to say that it is never too late to mend. An habitual drunkard

said, 'If a glass of spirits were put before me, and I knew tliat the bot-

tomless pit was yawning between me and it, I could not keep from taking

it.' A physician at the deathbed of a rich man sav; that he kept moving

his hands about over the counterpane as if he were feeling for something.

'What is the matter?' the physician asked the man's son. And the sou

answered, 'I know; every uight before my father went to sleep he liked

to feel and handle some of his banknotes." So saying, he slipped a bank-

note into the old man's hands, who tlien sceuicd satisfied. And he died

fondling the money. So dear to him, to the very end, was the feel of tho

funds in his fingers. One night a curate in tlie East End of Loudon was
called out in the middle of the night by a woman to see her dying hus-

band. In a rickety house up a squalid court he found a man r.bout forty

years old. Bending over tho bed, he talked to the dying man as v.ell as he

could, while the wife stood by sobbing. The minister dropped on his

knees by the bedside to offer a prayer for this poor passing soul, but as

he knelt he noticed a sudden eager gleam in the man's eyes. 'While tho

minister prayed the man died, and when the curate tried to rise from liis

knees he found that the dead fingers were clutched tightly through his

watch-chain. The man was a hardened thief, a confirmed criminal, and
even in dying could not resist the impulse to pick the praying clerg>'man's

pocket. A young man whose eyesight was suffering consulted a London
physician. Tlie doctor saw in a moment that it was a case for plain speak-

ing: 'Young man,' he said, 'you are leading an immoral life; if you do
not stop you will be blind in three months.' For a moment the young
man was silent. Then he moved slowly toward the window, and looking

out said in a low, hoarse v,-hisper, 'Good-bye, fair world of light! I cannot
give up my sin.' Character tends to become fixed and permanent. 'Sow
an act and you reap a habit; sow a habit and you reap a character; sow
a character and you reap a destiny.' He who will not repent at last can-

not. God damns no man. But the awful fact is that a man may damn
himself. His will and choice may become fterually set toward evil." A
Brooklyn physician told a man who came to his oiEce for medicrae that
he must abandon his vicious habits if he expected to he well. The man
turned on him almost fiercely and said, "Doctor, do you know what we
l;eep you for? Your business is to enable us to go on indulging in the
Cratification of our passions, by preventing the consequences. That's
wlial we want of you." The hardened and shameless transgressor will
not be warned nor intimidated. His heart is resolutely set to do evil,

"hat he asks is nut good advice or saving truth, but to have his path
l''i>t from becoming hard. He has gone beyond the point where he could
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have any wish to mcud. There is forgiveness for penitcuce, but he will

never repent.

Ah Unimblishcd Jrs.<,^ll >,/ r'hirirdA on Ihc, Trinlt]!. With Ecmaiks on Idhvaicis and Ilis

Thcoloj;y, by UiOKi.); I'. J'lsiii i:, U.D., LL.U., KmrriUis Prok-isor of EtclosiastiCMl

History in V.ile I'liivciMly. Crown fvo, i<y. lii. Xuw Yoik: Ctiarlos Scribner's Sons.

I'liCf, clotli, .jl.

October 5, 3903, was tlie two hundredlh anniversary of the birth of

Jonathan Edwards. This suggested the present as a suitable time for the

publication of an essay of his on The Trinity, the manuscript of which

had been mislaid and for a long time lost sight of. The essay was dis-

covered among papers in llie possession of Yale University, and is here

published with explanatory Preface by Dr. George P. Fisher, who thinks

"it will be deemed lucid in its course of thought, and one of the ablest

arguments of this species which the History of Doctrine affords in behalf

of fundamental positions of the Nicenc theology." The late Professor

Edwards A. Park did rot concur with the philosophical parts of Ed-

-vvards's expositions of the Trinity, nor with such of his Biblical inter-

pretations as corresponded therewith and aimed to support them.

Edwards held to the .subordination of Persons in the Divine Being, the

eternal generation of the Son being a primary element in

his faith—a Niceue doctrine which was discarded by the leaders

of New England orthodoxy within the century in which Edv.-ards

lived. The intellectual strength and dialectic force of Jonathan Edwards
stand out in this argument for the Trinity, but a document w-ritten

so long ago is like an old flintlock musket, more interesting as a relic

than useful as a weapon of warfare for to-day. The same old battle over

the doctrine of the Trinity has to be fought to-day, but Hardee's tactics

are superseded by Upton's, new weapons are in vogue, and the opposing

forces line up along a slope that pitches at a difi'erent angle. One who
reads this old argument by Edwards, and then reads Dr. George A. Gor-

don's discussion of the Trinity in Vllimale Conceptions of Faith, will see

the contrast between theoln.fjical methods of thought in tlie eighteenth

century and the tv.-entietb, though Dr. Gordon is as positively trinitarian

as Edwards. "We find, as wc cxiiected, the chief interest of this volume in

Dr. George P. Fisher's "Remarks on Edwards and His Theolo,g>'," which
occupy, in fact, more pn;;os than Edwards's Essay. Dr. Fisher's seventy

pages, it need scarcely bo said, are as frc^h and pertinent as they are

crystalline in style, discriminating, judicious, and rjiature. For all minds,

except the antiquarian and the academically curious, those pages contain

the principal value of thi;; book. The couri^e of New England theology is

traced through successive modifications from Jonathan Edwards to Hor-

ace Bushnell. These modifications, while apparently from within the

Calvinistic bodies, were in very large degree due to the prevailing pres-

sure of the more acceptable Arminian teaching from without. Professor

Fisher reviews, characterizes, and estimates, in order, the successive writ-

ings of Edwards. Of those writings which are most offensive to modern
readers Dr. Fisher says that the obnoxious passages are essentially iden-
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tica! in doctrine with the symbols of the Trotostant Churclics or Ed-

wards's day—for instance, with the Westminster Confession—and not es-

Bcntiallj' diverse from the creed of the followers of Augustine iu previous

centuries. When Kdwards said of infants that, while seeming innocent to

us, "the}' are in God's sight young vipers" he only expressed in an intense

figure of speech the doctrine of the Augustinian and Calvinistie creeds.

And it is certain that Edwards recognized the all-comprehending benevo-

lence of God toward mankind whatever their guilt, and held the character

of God to consist, at the core, in love to all intelligent beings whether
morally good or morally evil. Dr. Fisher suggests that whoever thinks

of Jonathan Edv^ards merely as a dry reasouer or an austere preacher

should read his meditations on the beauty and sweetness of Divine things.

In his youth, Edwards tells us, "There sprang up such a sense of Divine

thing.'; that the appearance of everything was altered; there seemed to

be, as it were, a calm, sweet appearance of llivino glory in almost every-

thing—in the clouds and blue sky; in the sun, moon, and stars; in the

grass, flowers, trees; in the water and all nature, which used greatly to fix

my mind. I often used to sit and view the moon for a long time; and,

in the day, spent much time time in viewing the clouds and sky, to behold

the sweet glory of God in these things; in the meantime, singing forth

with a low voice my contemplations of the Creator and Redeemer. ... I

spent most of my time thinking of Divine things year after year; often

walking in the woods and solitary places, for meditation, soliloquy, prayer,

and converse with God. I was almost always in ejaculatory prayer wher-

ever I was." When a very young preacher in New York he frequently

retired to a solitary place on the bank of the Hudson River for contempla-

tion on heavenly things and secret communion with God. Edwards tells

this incident which occurred at Northampton: "Once as I rode out into

the woods for my health, in 1737, having alighted from my horse in a
retired place, as my manner commonly was, to walk for meditation and
prayer, I had a vision, that for me was extraordinary, of the glory of the

Son of God as mediator between God and man, and His wonderful, great,

full, pure, and sweet grace and love, and meek and gentle condescension.

This grace, that appeared so calm and sweet, appeared also great above
the heavens. The person of Christ appeared ineffably excellent, with
an excellency great enough to swallow up all thought and conception

—which continued, as near as I can judge, about, half an hour; which kept
TOe, the greater part of the time, in a flood of tears and weeping aloud. I

felt an ardency of soul to be—v.'hat I know not how otherwise to express

—

emptied and annihilated, to lie in the dust and ba full of Christ alone; to

love Him with a pure and holy love, to trust in Him, to live upon Him, to

.serve and follow Him, and to be perfectly sanctified and made pure with !

a Divine and heavenly purity. I have, several other times, had viev.s of
j

much the same nature, and which had the same effects." To these ex-

tracts given by Professor Fisher we ourselves will add a sample of the
j

radiant if not rapturous style sometimes found in Edv/ards's writings as I

EPen in his description of the beauty of holiness, part of which is as ful- j

lows: "Holiness appeared to me to be of a calm, sweet, pleasant, charming, '
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eerene iiatiire, which brought an iuexprcssiblo luirity, brightness, peaccful-

Dcss, and ravishmcnl to the soul; in otlicr words, that it Made the soul

like a field or garden of God, with all manner of pleasant fruits and

flowers, all delightful and undisturbed, enjoying a sweet calm and the

gentle vivifying beams of the sun." When the trustees of Princeton

College invited Jonathan Edwards to the presidency of that institution ho

communicated to them his own defects which, he thought, disqualiQed

him for that office, namiug a constitution which begets a low tide of

spirits, a bashful, retiring manner, and taciturn manner, with a disagree-

able dullness and stiffness which much unfitted him for conversation and

for such business as the government of a college.

JewishCa-cmonia! Institulioiis rtnd Cufloms. By William Hosi.nau, Ph. P. (Johns Hopkins
Uulversity). rjmo, \>\'. rj3, with twenty illuslralions. Baltimore: Tliu rneUeuwaia
Company. J'ni'e, clotb, Sl.M not.

Mr. Henry Sonneborn has presented to the Johns Hopkins University

a collection of Jewish ceremonial olijects, ninety-two in number, to be

used for the illustrating of the Old Testament and the later Jewish litera-

ture in the instruction given by Professor Paul Haupt. The objects are

of considerable diversity, and among them are the following: (1) Cur-

tain for ark in synagogue containing scrolls of the law; (2) Torah
manuscript scrolls of the law on vellum; (3) Band for scrolls of the law;

X-1) Covering for scrolls of the law; (5) Silver shield for scrolls of the

law; (6) Silver pointer for scrolls of the law; (7, S) Silver ornaments

for scrolls of the lav.-; (9) Covering for scrolls; (17) Silver spice box;

(20) Wax taper for concluding Sabbath; (22) Silver circumcision knife;

(30) Mezuzah, amulet for door post; (35) Shofar, ram's horn; (40) Manu-
script of a Hebrew bill of divorce; (72) Seven-branched candelabrum;

(73) Charity box, and many more. It would be difTicult to overrate the

importance of such a collection, in the ordinary daily routine of Old Testa-

ment instruction, and in the skillful hands of one of the most eminent
Semitic scholars and teachers of our time (for such is Professor Haupt
undoubtedly), it is sure to be of increasing importance. Similar collec-

tions should be in the theological seminaries of Methodism at Boston,

Madison, and Evanston. At Johns Hopkins it was determined that a

course of lectures be delivered by a man who thoroughly understood

modern Jewish custom and usage, and that the lectures be illustrated

by the collection of objects which Mr. Sonneborn's munificence had
brought together. The lectures were delivered by Dr. William Rosenau,

who had himself been a pupil of Professor Haupt. These lectures in a
more popular form are now published, and are admirably illustrated by
half-tone cuts made directly from the objects in the Sonneborn collec-

tion. The book is compi-ehensive in scope, for its chapters deal with The
Synagogue and its Utensils; The Worshiper and the Week-day Service;

The Sabbath Service; Passover, Pentecost, and the Fasts; the Tishri

Holidays and the Half Holidays; Circumcision and Redemption of the

Firstborn; Marriage; Divone; Ritualistic SInughtcring, and several

others. It is very clearly and simply written, is interesting enough to
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lio read (brough nt a sitting, yet is sufficionUy detailed to bo useful as a

work of reference. Its usefulness in the latter respect would be enhanced

if It were provided with an index. (Ought there not be some way to

compel writers and publishers to provide every book with this prime

necessity?) We commend the book most heartily as a vadi;-mecum for

nil teachers and students of the Old Testament or of Judaism, ancient

or modern.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GE.NKRAL LITERATCFuE.

Xoberl Srowiiiny. By G. K. Ciikstehton. 12mo. ri". 207. New York: 1 ho 3Iacirillan Com-
pany. I'rice, cloth, 75 cents.

This book comes to us with almost as much freshness as if no one had

ever written of Browning before. The author's thought and style are

like those of nobody else, brilliant, paradoxical, vivacious, original, full

of vigor. It is not long since his volume of essays introduced a new
writer to the British public. He is a boru and bred Londoner, a staff

writer on the London Daily 'Neics. Since this volume ou Browning in the

"English Men of Letters" series was issued Mr. Chesterton has attracted

still wider notice by entering the lists in behalf of Christianity against

the wholesale assault made upon its very fundamentals by Robert Blatcli-

ford, editor of The Clarion, a Socialist weekly paper, who has a large fol-

lowing among English workingmen, and who attempts to annihilate the

whole Christian system. It is scarcely too much to say that Chesterton

has been for a time the literary sensation of London. One sharp critic

concedes him "the success of youth, eagerness, cleverness, with endless

novelty and audacity in detail;" while another styles him "a riotous

colt in the literary pasture, rampant with undisciplined spirit." Cer-

tainly no one can lounge, indifferent and unaroused, over bis book on

Browning. Not one page is "to dull monotony a prey." It is full of

oxygen, full of tingles and fillips, full of darts and sparkles. At the same
time it sees shrewdly into the heart of. its subject, Robert Browning, the

man and his poems, the poet "who combines the greatest brain with the

simplest temperament known in modern Knglish literary annals." Brown-
ing was a keen artist, a keen scholar, and had "a memory like the British

Museum Library." "Preeminent in him was the spirit of battle; every

lino in his stubborn soul and his erect body expressed the fighter." He
never conceived of himself as being what the French call an intellectual,

hut rather as being a sanguine and strenuous man. Among his virtues

v.-ero boyishness, and absolute fidelity, and a love of plain words and
tilings. He had no literary egotism. The young poet who wrote "Sor-

dello" was not a young pedant anxious to exaggerate his superiority to

tbo public, but a hotheaded, strong-minded, inexperienced, and essentially

humble man, who bad more ideas than he knew how to disentangle from
each other. If we compare the complexity of Browning with the clarity

of Matthew Arnold, we will realize that Arnold was an intellei'tual aristo-

'rat and Browning an intellectual democrat. Forgetting that other peo-

I'ic had not the same exhaustive knowledge of the period of (^uelph and
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Cliiljelliuc in mRdirovnl Italy which lie had, Browning filled "Sordcllo"

with allusions to the persons, sLnigKles, politics, and ideals o£ tliat shadowy

epoch which made that po&ra incomprehensible to ordinary readers. This

was not because of an ambition to display his own knov.-ledgo, but because

he overestimated the knowledge and capacity of other people and generally

assumed that what v>'as dear to him would be clear to them. Conse-

quently his writing "Sordcllo" was as if he rushed up to the first person

he met and began talking about Ecelo and Taurello Salinguerra, as if

that person knew ail about thorn, and with about as much literary egotism

as an English baby shows when it talks English to an Italian organ-

grinder." As to whether it was right or wrong to give to the world the

love-letters of Mr. and >irs. Browning, as was done by their publication

a fev/ years ago—letters v.iiicli picture "the gradual amalgamation of

two spirits of great natural potency and independence"—?.Ir. Chesterton

says: "To my mind the whole question should be tested by one perfectly

clear intellectual distinction and comparison. I am not prepared to

admit that there is or can be, properly speaking, in the world anything

that is too sacred to be known. That spiritual beauty and spiritual truth

are in their nature communicable, and that they should be communicated,

is a principle which lies at the root of every conceivable religion. Christ

was crucified upon a hill and not in a cavern, and the v/ord Gospel itself

involves the same idea as the ordinary name of a daily paper. (It is

published nev\-s.) Whenever, therefore, a poet or any similar type of

man can, or conceives that he can, make all men p.irtakers of some
splendid secret of his own heart, I can im.igine nothing saner and nothing

manlier than his cour-i- in doing so. Thus it wa." that Dante made a

new heaven and a new hell out of a girl's nod in tlie streets of Florence.

Thus it was that Paul founded a civilization by keeping an ethical diary.

But the one essential which exists in all such cases as these is that the

man in question believes that he can make the story as stately to the

whole T.'orld as it is to him, and ho chooses his words to that end." Mr.

Chesterton thinks that those letters which are of a nature really to con-

vey to the world the love the Brownings felt for each other were justi-

fiably published; but that the otliers should hav^o been kept unpublished.

On one point Browning always maiutaincd an unvarying decision. In

the latter part of his life the pessimi.';lic school of poetry vras growing up
all round him. The decadents with their belief that art was only a count-

ing of autumn leaves were achieving a weary supremacy. Browning
could not speak of them without scorn. "Death, death," he exclaimed, "it

is this harping on death that I despise so much. In fiction, in poetry,

French as well as English and American, in art and literature, the shadow
of death, call it what you will, despair, negation, indifference, is upon us.

But what fools v.-ho talk thus! Why, aniico mio, you know as well as I

that death is life. Without death, which is our ehurch-yardy crapelike

word for change, for growth, there could bo no prolongation of that which
wc call life. Never say of nie that I am dead." The author says that

"The Ring and the Book" is the great epic of the nineteenth century be-

cause It is the great epic of the enormous importance of small things,.
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•Tlio supreme difference Ibat divides it from all the srcp.t poems of sim-

ilar longtli and largeness of design is precisely the fact that all those are

nUout affairs coinmonly called important, and 'The Ring and the Book'

Is about au affair commonly called contemptible. Homer says, 'I will

fhow you the relations between man and heaven as exhibited in a groat

legend of love and war, which shall coutain the mightiest of all mortal

warriors and the most beautiful of all mortal v,-omen.' The author of

the book of Job says, 'I will show you the relations betwef-n man and

heaven by a story of primeval sorrov/s and the voice of God out of a

whirlwind." Virgil says, 'I will show you the relations of ma a to heaven

by the tale of the origin of the greatest people and the founding of the

most wonderful city in the world.' Dante says, 'I will shov/ you the rela-

tions of man to heaven by uncovering the very machinery of the spiritual

universe, and letting you hear as I have heard the roaring of the mills

of God.' Jililton says, 'I will show you the relations of man to heaven

by telling you of the very beginning of all things and the first shaping

of the thing that is evil in the first twilight of time.' Browning says, 'I

will show you the relations of man to heaven by telling you a story out

of a dirty and musty Italian book of criminal trials from which I select

one of the meanest and most completely forgotten.' In this Browning
is the supreme embodiment of his time, the characteristic of which Is the

apotheosis of the insignificant. The writers of to-day have ceased to

believe certain things to be important and the rest to be unimportant.

Significance is to them a wild thing that may leap upon them from any

hiding place. They have all become terribly impressed with the myste-

rious pov.-ers of small things." The varied byplay of Mr. Chesterton's

book suggests that Browning and his poetry must be more or less related to

pretty much everything in earth and heaven. It is full of obiter dicta, as

for example, that, v.'hile the roots of the Irish problem lie in the darkness

of the age of Strongbow, the branches of it to-day spread out to the re-

motest commonwealths of the East and the West; that the would-be

reformer is frequently troubled with au inordinate conceit of his ov.n

superior sagacity, imagining the rest of mankind to be poor blunderers

who might enter into rest if they would go his way and forswear for-

ever the right of going their own v/ay; that wlion a man begins to think

that the grass will not grov/ at night unless he lies awake to watch it,

he generally ends in an asylum; that politics in its historic aspect has

fascination for the most ardent intellects because it is the one thing in

the world that is as intellectual as the Encyclopaxlia Britannica and as

rai)id as the Derby; that when the author of the book of Job insi-sts upon
the huge unmeaning and unmanageable might of Behemoth, the hippo-

potamus, and says, "Wilt thou play with him as with a bird? or wilt thou
bind him for thy maidens?" he is appealing to our sense of the grotesque
by his notion of the hippopotamus as a household pet, and is indulging
In a kind of humor which is much like Browning's as seen, for example,
In Caliban on Setcbos; that one of the deepest of human moods is the
Kuddcn sense that all things have a meaning v\-hich v.-e have missed

—

such a mood as may strike us in a garden at uight, or deep in sloping
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meadows, witb the feeling that every flowor and leaf is uttering some-

thing of stupendous importance, which wo, by a prodigy of imbecility,

fail to understand or hear. What can a man mean by saying that "Brown-

ing is a great demagogue with an impediment In his speech"?

The Kinship of Kalurc. Ry r.i.iss CARMAN. CiowiiSvo.pp.l'OS. Boston: L. C. Pa^e &: Co.

Trice, cloth, ornamcnlal, fl.fo.

First in the book is a striking and attractive portrait of Bliss Carman.

Next, a dedication seven pages long to his former teacher, George R.

Parkin, who, he says, was never "one of those aloof and awesome Head
Masters who exercise a petty reign of terror over the effervescence of

youth;" who was the leader and comrade of his boys in Greek and in foot-

ball, in tramping for May flowers through the early spring woods, pad-

dling on the river in intoxicating Junes, and snowshoeing across huge

white drifts in keen December winds; who taught his boys to bo zealous,

to be fair, to be happy in their work, to love only what is beautiful and of

good report, and to follow the truth. He taught his pupils to look upon

the world as their schoolhouse in which they wore to go learning life-

long; and this scholar, having begun in the early seventies in a Canadian

town on the St. John River and having continued until, at the completion

of tliis volume, he finds himself at life's meridian, reflects that life's

"school will not keep forever. By the feel of the sun it must be already

past noon. Before very long the hour must strike for our dismissal from

this pleasant and airy edifice, a summous less welcome than the four

o'clock cathedral bell in tliat leafy Canadian city in old days, and we
shall all go scattering forih for the Great Re-creation." Bliss Carman
sends out his book as a palpable revelation of himself and his experiences,

knowing it will be received only by those in whom it touches a responsive

chord. He says: "A book may be a cry in the night, like Carlyle's; or a

message from the god of the woods, like Emerson's; or the utterance of a

scholar like Newman from the schools of ancient learning; or it may be

no more than the smiling salutation of a child on the street. Let him re-

ceive it w^ho understands its appeal." Nothing that Carman writes,

whether prose or verse, is destitute of delicate grace and exquisite charm,

but this volume of Nature essays persuades us that poetry is his native

realm in which he is most at home. The essays regard not Nature alone

but Life; the first is on "The Art of Life," the second on "Being Strenu-

ous," while others are on "Haste and Waste," "The Luxury of Being Poor,"

"The Wandering Word," "The Seed of Success," "Concerning Pride,"

"Play," "The Debauchery of Mood," "Moderation," and "Serenity."

Whether the author is pagan or Cliristiau is as difficult to

tell from his prose as from his poetry. Perhaps the poet is a bee
that sips the sweetness of all sorts of flowers whether of low land
or high land, from the slopes of Hymeltus or the ^I'lgcan plain. When ho
says, "To keep the Ten Commandments is not the whole business of man,
not his whole duty; it is only abeginning, a crude makeshift of conduct;

and the law of love by which tlK-y v.iro superseded brings us nearer to

perfection," he is the pupil of Jesus Christ, tliough some other word would
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W bolter than "superseded." He quotes -with sympathetic approval

L;ii)ior's words: "One has appeared v,-ho continually cried love, love, love

—love God, love neighbors; and these 'neighbors' have come to be not only

nicn-neighbors, but tree-neighbors, river-neighbors, star-neighbors." Writ-

ing of "The Crime of Ugliness," he says: "I conclude that joy in one's

work, pleasure in one's emotions, and satisfaction in one's thoughts, go

to wake up the sura of happiness. And I am skeptical of the validity of

aJiy theory of conduct which can countenance the cultivation of any one

of these forms of happiness at the expense of the others. We can only

reach happiness by a degree of cultivation of aU our faculties. We per-

ceive that even piety is by no means a sure bringer of happiness. The

blameless life is sometimes hidden under a mass of woe-begone unloveli-

ness. Our good friends fail of happiness because they have made the mis-

take of thinking goodness the only aspect of the universe, whereas it is

only one of three. God does not exist as goodness alone; He exists as

beauty and truth also, just a.s man exists as body and as mind. Certainly

the love of goodness and the love of truth are great virtues; but so also

is the love of beauty." And he goes on talking about beauty in the

worshipful temper of John Ruskin. Carman deplores haste as "the fateful

malady of modern life, the fever of the soul. The great characters of the

earth, in history or in our own day, are those who have been able to liold

tliemselves undistracted, without haste. They have had that sanity or

balance of mind which could perceive the futility of hurry and the ulti-

mate triumph of serene endeavor. They never allowed themselves to be

flustered, there was nothing in their blood of Kipling's 'fluttered folk and

wild.' He who allows himself to become hurried, and anxious, and fear-

ful is degraded; he deteriorates every minute." Yet the author says to

the man who is compelled to lead the strenuous life: "If circumstances

have placed you in the forefront of the fight where all your splendid life

long you shall never have a minute to call your own, where you .shall

never once be able to rest or meditate or sun your spirit in a basking hour
of leisure—complain not. This is the fortune of the captains of humanity;
bo glad the good God has done you the honor to lay upon you a work as

great as your powers. The stern struggle and victorious achievement can
never be cramping to the soul; and the cisterns of repose may bo opened
to you in another life." And it is declared to be possible for the most
ctrenuous life to possess within a steadiness of spirit and of purpose like

the undeviating and imperturbable serenity of the wheeling sun. Carman
Is long on heart and short on creed; he has more deep feeling than defi-

nite faith. Hear him: "If we are compelled from time to time to change
our way of thinking on religious themes, we are not compelled to change
our way of feeling about them. And the essence of religion is the enio-

tlou, not the thought—the sure and certain conviction, not the logical con-

olusion. The foundations of life are still far beyond the reach of scientific

knowledge, but among the I'ealities of life is this trust in continual good-
ness and abiding love." Bliss Carman once hoard a man say to a friend
who was a writer by trade, "Don't you really love a word better than any-
thing else in the world?" The question suggests the power of the word: "In
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the 01(1 Book where this story of Uic creation is toUl, how th^ heavens

and the earth were made in the beginning, it is written, 'God said.' No
other v.-ay of promulgating the vast elemental fiat could be imagined. By
simple -word of mouth the rovolvir.K firmament was created; and the

record is a tribute to the power of the word. . . . And, again, in the N'ew

Dook, "In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and the

word was God.' This is a more illumined way of saying the same thing

that the author of Genesis said. If the word was God, and God is un-

changing, the word is still Lord of the Earth." Carman does not quite

seem to see that Christ is God's Word to men. But he sees how
the creatures obey when the Creator sends forth His word to call them:

"When the vernal sun is warming the earth and April is spreading resur-

rection up the sloping world, by what magic is the transformation

wrought? In the dim nether glooms of the deep sea all the fin people have

received the summons; the unrest has taken hold of them—the fever of

migration; and the myriad hosts from the green Floridian waters and

azure Carib calms gather and move; surely and swiftly they come, through

the soundleFs, track.lrss spaces under the broken whitish day, up to the

cool fresh rivers and pools of the North. How did they know the date?

By instinct? What is that? Somehow the comnnmication came to them,

as inexplicably as it comes to us—the unuttered word, the presage, the

portent. And their brothers tlie birds, too; already they are here, hard on

the heels of the retreating frost, every tribe with its cohorts full and over-

flowing; from tree to tree, from slate to state, the long unnoted procession

comes fiyiDg upward swiftly through the night. Why they started, how
they guessed the hour of departure, we can only dimly surmise. Their

movements are as mysterious as our own, the source of their impulse as

undiscovorable. Yet to them, too, the message must have gone abroad.

To say that the word went forth among them is to use the simplest and
most elemental mptajihor of the truth." Carman gives good men warning
that a cold, ioflexible adherence to duty may make a hard, narrow, and
cruel sort of saint. "An unflinching observance of duty, unmodified by
mercy, by love, by gentleness, l)y generosity, may lead to almost inhuman
hardness. The devotee of duty may become an unlovely and pestiferous

monomaniac, a burden to himself and an infliction to others. We all

know how angular and sour and uncomfortable a conscientious fanatic

can be. It matters not whether he is a religious or a free-thinking fanatic;

his inordinate insistent devotion to his one narrow parocliial conception

of life may become a nuisance to his neighbors. He is so stiff-necked that

he cannot see anytliing outside of his own pasture. The beautiful flexi-

bility, plasticity, and winsomeness of human nature at its best seem to

have been left out of him." Needless to say that Bliss Carman is at his

best on the open road in sight of the !>agorint of Nature. A brave, glad,

buoyant, and brilliant essay, indeed, is that on "The Scarlet of the Year."

Another vohime of his verse, Fran the Green Book of the liards. lies on
oui table awaiting notice. Bliss Carman adds a tint and a tone to the

literature of our time which none would willingly miss; and be keeps us

cxpsctant of something better still.

^
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The ndioiovs Srme in its Scientific AspeH. Ky GnEvii.i.K MAcDONAi.n, M.I). Crown

Hvo, I'll. 2-13. Kew York: A. C. Arnislrong & Sou. Trice, cloth, S1.50.

In ilie spirit of Milton, tliese three lectures, delivered before the stu-

dents of King's College, London, seek to search what v.'C know not by what

wo know. A specially helpful feature of the book is the clear and E\icciuct

••Synopsis" in the opening pages, like a map of the region through which

the reader is to travel under the author's guidance. The aim is to set

forth the true nature of the Religious Sense as seen by the author from

llie scientific and the Christian standpoints. He holds that this Sense,

like all other human attributes, is "an inheritance from mighty small be-

ginnings," He thinks he sees this Sense prevailing throughout creation,

evolving from lov,- origins to high ongoings. He sets out to make this

Sense appear to us as real as any other of our senses or emotions, as real

and as trustworthy as any of our intellectual faculties. A sample of his

method and style is this from the first lecture, where he is showing that

the true scientific spirit is in the child's questionings, and that all under-

standing depends upon simplification, and that the simplification of phe-

nomena consists in relegating or relating them to the law or the Power
responsible for them: "The child who first looks upon an opening daisy

sees in it a revelation of some hitherto unsuspected wonder, and seelcs to

find its parallel among his small experiences. Tell such a child that the

daisy unfolds its bud because it cannot help doing so, and he may be

silenced, but he is not enlightened. Tell him rather, as a wise mother
would, that the flower blows because God v/ished it to do so. and he im-

mediately finds himself confronted with an ethical law which he under-

stands because it is the same bond which connects parental authority and
liis own actions; his budding desire for understanding is satisfied because

of this simplification of his facts. And such a reply to the child is truly

scientific in spirit, though the reverential mother, in so speaking, may be

altogether ignorant of the evolution of the flower or of botanical classifi-

cation. To tell a child that a, flower buds because it cannot do otherwise

is an infamous snub to his small philosophic mind; to tell him that God
made both hiui and the flower to do His will and to justify Him in mak-
ing them, points out to the child the great truth that there is uniformity
in law betv.een him and the daisy, and that they own a common parentage

in the Power which, from its integral embrace of the universe, we are

warranted in calling Divine." Prom his scientific standpoint the author

emphasizes the importance of the poet's place in the education of indi-

viduals and of the race. He says, "The poet's methods of expressing
thought are the methods of every man, woman, and child, of every race,

cultured or aboriginal, of pope and penitent, prince and pauper. All

language is based upon the system of metaphorical expression. Our
growth in mind is but increasing victory in expression. Human language,
in its words, idioms, and proverbs, is a system of representing abstract
ideas in concrete metaphor. This is Nature's law of thought and speech;
tiio Poets have made language; they teach us expression, and without the
means of expression there is little chauce of learning. Shakespeare suc-
ceeds in educating us, where Kant fails. Burns saw deeper into some
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laws of Nature tlian did Plato." Dr. MacDouald broadly defines the Re-

ligious Sense as that arl.nowicdsmeiit of the majestic authority of the

Law which compels all creatures possessing that Sense to work for and to

live for objects or attainments in which the individual has no personal

concern; and holds that this Sense plays a great part, indeed the chief

part, in the progress of life, and in the development of man's obligation

to live in conformity to the Law which is over him and iu him. This

book is more interesting than convincing. Few, if any, of our readers

will think that it succeeds in its attempt to trace the Religious Sense

from elementary indications iu structureless forms of life up to its lofty

manifestation in the exalted nature of Man. It reminds us of Henry
Drummond's not entirely successful endeavor to bring the spiritual world

under the dominion of natural law. Insisting that the reality of the Re-

ligious .Sense is as demonstrable scientifically as any other of man's senses,

the author answers those who object, first, that this Sense is not real be-

cause many do not, or think they do not, possess it; and, second, that

this Sense is merely an artificial product of an artificial environment, and

is not natural to man. Dividing his subject into the "Religion of Service,"

the "Religion of Renunciation," and the "Religion of Freedom," our lec-

turer thinks he traces the development of the Religious Sense from hum-
blest and faintest beginnings up to its supreme and final arrival before

the altars of the Christian Faith and in the light of that manifestation of

the Divine which is in Christ. Reverently does he say: "It were hardly

worth while pursuing our search for truth, whether in Nature or in men's

hearts or in the Scriptures, but for one groat historic fact which has

given us our clearest knowledge of the import of all things. That fact

is the coming among us of One whose personal life was inspired by, and
perfectly conformed to, Law, and revealed in beauty; whose social life was
inspired by love for the children of men and revealed in sorrow because

they rejected the Truth; whose oneness with eternal Law, transcending

all mundane obligation, was revealed in His sacrifice, and His going from
those He loved that they might grow and learn freedom in faith. And
now we profess devotion to Him and to the Truth which He revealed to

men; yet, spite of this, most of us maintain that we cannot, in the strange

necessities of this age, take the injunctions of the Sermon on the Mount
quite literally. Yet the study of facts, and the ministrations of pure

science will teach us that the Sermon on the Mount proclaims the ele-

mental law of life with its prospective, evolutional possibilities of eter-

nal growth in ever-increasing freedom. Despite the arguments of po-

litical economists as to tlie impractical nature of the Sermon on the

Mount, both protestantism and democracy can exist iu purity only when
their meaning is defined in the words of that great Utterance. Protes-

tantism and democracy, -vvhethcr judged in tlic light of Christ's teachings

or in the spirit of phi!oso))hic freedom, mean but one thing

—

the eternal

worth of the intlividual under the cosmic Law. ... He who best trusts his

religion will least resent its being studied with the scalpel, test-tube, and
microscope of scientific methods. By those methods we will best serve

the philosophic understanding of the Religious Sense; and if by such
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initliods we find that all our inexplicable hopes take origin in the depths

of :iii eternal and omuipresenl Personality, our gain will not be less real

K Its proof lies beyond the confines oi" mere intellect." Professor John

!-|.sl;e said that evolution predicts the sure coming of a time vv'hen the

jiUruisni of the Sermon ou the Mount v.'ill become the normal social prin-

ciijlo. Dr. JIacDonald closes with this: "As our password into the realms

oi kDOwledae, as our beacon amidst the dark paths of confiicting obliga-

tions, as our sword in the struggles with material needs and temptations,

wi; may hold in our hearts that saying of iilartin Luther through which

must come freedom to churches, states, and schools: 'My conscience is a

c.ijjtive to God's word.' "

HISTORY, EIOGnArilT, AND TOPOGEAPnY.

/:(i;,lnL-:ccnccs of the Civil li'ar. IJy G.'inTal Joiix P.. Goimox, of tlie Cr.ntederalc Army,
svo, ))ii. ill. ' N«w yo:i; : Ckark-s Serilmer-s Sons. Price, cloth, S3.

A brilliant fighter and a brilliant writer is the author of this book, a

mriuly foe and a magnanimous friend. Since Appomattox he has served

his reunited country with eminent ability and devotion by doing all in

his pov.-er to promote mutual understanding and good will in the hearts

or all his feilov.--countrymca. The soldiers who (ought on both sides

were brave men; they came to respect each other, and their antagonism

ceased v/ith the war. They spent their passion on the battlefield and had

r.one left over. Indeed, they had not enough to last through the war,

!'.;ul before it ended "Yanks" and "Johnnies" often shov,-ed more relish

for fraternizing than for fighting. Of this, many incidents in General

Gordon's book give proof. These Reminiscences of a great Confederate

commander, who was only thirty-three years old when the war closed,

portray American manhood at its strenuous and stalwart best. The
story is so told that North and South can take equal pride in the superb

record of the tremendous struggle which rocked a continent and almost

rent a Nation. European readers of this book will plainly see that ours

was a war without parallel, that no such armies were over mustered in

any land as those which hero flung themselves against each other for four

:iwful years. The volume is, in ability and spirit, an unspeakable credit

to its author; in effect, a just and patriotic glorification of the Americau
I'pople; and in the conflict it portrays, a gigantic spectacle fit to amaz3
nnd fascinate the gaze of all the world. The two great military leaders,

l.ce and Grant, both appear as modest, unassuming, pure-minded, gentle

nu-a, without a trace of vanity, ostentation, arrogance, or meanness of

any kind. The patriotic story of the heroic endurance of the Confeder-
!»los during the disheartening years, from that July day when their High
Tide cbt>eJ from the bloody heights of Gettysburg until the Lost Cause
went down with all on board at Appomattox, is a tale to move the admir-
'ns sympathy of friends and foes. General Gordon Ihiyiks the result
•>t Oellysburg, and, in consequence, perhaps, the result of the v.-nr, would
linve been different if Lee's orders had been exactly and punctually exe-

11
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cuted by the geueralr, under him, or if Stonewall Jackson had been tlu-r-'.

But as for Gettysburg-, we think the result would have been diflcreiu

if Grant had been there in command instead of Mead, for Lee's ariiiN

would not have been permitted to get away and recross the Potomac,

The summer of 1SG3 v,-ould have made an end of the Couiederacy. Aii'i

as for the possibility of a different conclusion of the war, supposing Lc.-

had conquered at Gettysburg, our conviction is that it was ordained in

the purposes of Heaven, for the good of the South and the North ai.v!

the advantage of all mankind, as well as decreed by earthly conditioui.

that the mighty struggle, however prolonged, should result in the dostnic-

tiou of slavery and the preservation of the American Union. And wills

this view we fancy Gerieral Gordon would hardly disagree, since he avows

"a firm faith in God's providence and in His control over the destinies

of this Republic." It is not too miich to say that, if no other testimony

existed than what General Gordon furnishes, the fame of General Grant

as a great military commander, and an honorable, high-minded, am]

noble man, would be secure. It was in the battles of the YVilcerness that

Lee first tested the mettle of Grant and felt the force of his indomitabli/

will, tireless persistency, and direct method of delivering constant and

heavy blows on his enemy's front instead of seeking advantage by strateg-

ical maneuvers. But Lee was not long in learning that Grant's sti'ateg-

ical judgment was almost unerring, as General Gordon himself make.=;

plain when he tells us what happened at Confederate headquarters after

several days of terrific fighting in the tangled wilderness. Lee's scouts

brought him word that Grant's army was preparing to retreat, and Lee's

generals believed it. But Lee said, "No, Grant will not retreat;" and

ordered the Confederate army to make a hurried night march to Spott-

sylvania. Being asked the reason for this order, he ansv.-ered, "Grant

will move to Spottsylvania; that is the best strategic move for him; and

I am arranging to meet him there." Against contrary information and

opinion, he relied on his great antagonist's military sagacity, issuing

his orders and setting his army in motion on the certainty that the Union

commander would not fail to see and tn'ie his best advantage. The saga-

cious foresight of both commanders appeared when the rushing armies

of Lee and Grant met in a head-on coIlif;Ion at Spottsylvania; where was

enacted, says General Gordon, a sanguinary drama of three acts. The

first act was Hancock's charge; the second, the Confederate counter-

charge; and the third, the desperate night-and-day wrestle on the breast-

works. 1'his American battle at Spottsylvania is declared to have no

parallel in the annals of warfare. For face-to-face fighting, firing muzzle

to muzzle; for the longest rattle of incessant, unbroken musketry; for

the exhibition of individual heroism and personal daring by large num-
bers, who, standing in the spilt blood and charging over the heaped

bodies of their comrades, for a day and a night faced a wall of flaming

rifles at short range—for and because of all this, this general of a hun-

dred battles says, Spottsylvania stands unmatched in our Civil War or

in any war of which there is any record among men. Grim and horrible

as is the story of merciless war, it is mitigated and lightened in General
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Gordon's pages by many a gleam of tlie humor which not evon tlie direst

h.-misliips and most desperate conditions can wholly suppress ia men of

courage and fortitude. The colored people furnish some of the humor.

When Grant's tunnel under the rebel works at Vicksburg was filled wiih

jiowder and exploded, a Confederate negro was blown through the air and

came down unconscious some distance away. Vv'hen consciousness re-

turned, he saw blue-coated Union soldiers moving about all around him.

"How did you get here?" they asked him. "Don't know, Boss. Yistidy I

was in de Coufed'acy; but, bless de Lawd, last night sumpin busted and

blowed me plum into do Union." This colored brother's words might be

used to describe what happened to all the Confederates at the end of their

four years' fighting. One day General Lee asked a negro, whom he

noticed doffiing his hat to him, v,-ho he was. The black man an-

swered, "One 01 your soldiers, Gin'ral." "Have you been shot?" in-

quired Lee. "No, sah." "Well, you can't be one of my soldiers, then;

for all my men get shot." "De reason I hasn't got shot is dat I

stays back where de ginerals stays." V.'hen an old colored man was
asked if he was not afi'aid he would lose his dog, which was running and
yelping after every railroad train that went by, he replied tliat he v,-as

not worrying about that, but he was "jist a wonderin' v.'hat dat dorg

gwine to do wid dem kyars when he ootches 'em." Many Southern fam-

ilies were divided on opposite sides in the war. Such was the case with

the famous Breckinridge family of Kentucky. One distinguished mem-
ber, the Rev. Robert J. Breckinridge, was a passionate upholder of the

Union cause. From being devoted friends he and Rev. Dr. Stuart Robin-

son became uncompromising foes because of the latter's being an intense

sympathizer with the South. When Dr. Bix-ckinridge lay ou his deathbed

his family and friends were anxious that he should be reconciled to all

men, especially to Dr. Robinson. So somebody at his bedside asked,

"Brother Breckinridge, have you forgiven your enemies?" "O yes; cer-

tainly, certainly I have." "Well, Brother Breckinridge, have you forgiven

all your enemies; have you forgiven Dr. Stuart Robinson?" "Certainly

I have. Didn't I just tell you I'd forgiven my cnemiesr' "But, Brother

Breckinridge, when you meet Brother Robinson in heaven, do you feel

that you can greet him as all the redeemed ought to greet one another?"

"Don't bother me with such questions. Stuart Robinson will never get

to heaven." A Kentucky father whose tv.o sons were killed, one in the

Union army and the other in the Confederate, buried them both in the

same grave and inscribed on their common tombstone. "God knows which
was right." General Robert E. Lee's sister v.'as the v.-ife of a Union
ofTicer, and she was loyal to the Northern cause, but she doubted if Robert
could ever be whipped. It is remarkable that General Gordon's wife,

'hough but a girl when the war began, decided at once to leave her two
little boys in care of her husband's mother, while she went to share with
him the hardships and horrors of war; and she accompanied him through
the four years of fighting. He says she is not afraid of bullets, but v,-ill

tal;e fright at a mouse or a big black bug. General Ewell once said.

"Women would make a grand brigade, if it wasn't for snakes and spiders."
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At Antietam Genoral Gordon received five wounds and was carried out

of the Uglit unconsciovis. After the surgeons had bandaged his right

leg, his right arm and sl'oulder, and liis face, and he had rallied some-

what from the shock, his wife was allowed to corns to him. As slie

approached he saw by hor face that he must do something to reassure

her. So he summoned all his strength and said cheerily, "Here's your

handsome (?) husband; been to an Irish wedding." Her answer was a

suppressed scream, whether of anguish or of relief at finding him able

to speak, he did not know. Through weeks and months she nursed him
back to health. General Gordon has v^-ritten the greatest war book that

has come from the Confederate side. In interest, it divides the primacy

of this season with Morley's hiia of GUi'lstone.

LUerary Landmarks o/ Oxpint. By Laurence Hutton. Illustrated. I'Jmo, pp. 274.

Kcw York : Cliuil-s Scribiiui-'s Sous. Price, clotli, $1.20 net.

This is a pleasant book. It docs not pretend to be a tourist's guide. The
casual visitor would better stick to Baedeker and Alden and Goldwin

Smith, for this chatty volume is for him who means to know his Oxford

more intimately. If he loves English letters and is dwelling for a season

at tiie tov.-n upon the Isis, he will enjoy this talkative companion. The
"rciddie-aged American v.-riter," as Mr. Hutton calls himself, who left

Princeton (the book is dedicated to ex-President Pattoa) to spend a six

weeks' vacation in Oxford in 1839, wrote these chapters largely in the

Norham Gardens house where Professor ilax Miiller, in earlier and per-

haps more brilliant days, had entertained Emerson and Lov.'ell and

Holmes. The book is not a story of the colleges—indeed, it is only in part

about Oxford at all—but a book o? personalities, a scrapbook of odds and

ends concerning famous literary men (mere statesmen or scientists or

artists are passed by) who have studied or taught at the university. Its

value lies in the entertaining anecdotes with which it is liberally

sprinkled, and in the impression it gives of the richness of Oxford history.

What au amazing list it is of the men of letters whom this volume recalls!

Erasmus, Tyndale, and Hooker, Laud, .Tcremy Taylor, Sir Thomas Brov/ne,

Heber, Newman, Keble, Thomas Arnold, and Robertson (who was a mem-
ber of what is now the "sporting college")—they all trod these ancient

halls. Froude, Green, Gibbon, and Freeman; Sv,-ift, Addi.son. Steele, Sam
Johnson (who, ou his arrival, decided that his tutor was "no scholar; and
he went to him no more. The next time he met his tutor on the street he
treated his tutor very rudely, an act of v,-)uch he boasted in his later years.

He cheerfully paid a fine of twopence for nonattendance at a lecture which
he said, openly, was not worth a penny"), Sydney Smith, De Quincey, and
Shelley; Halei!;h, Wren, Blackstone, and many another—what a company
is this! Connected with Cluist Church alone were Sir Thomas More, Sir

Philip Sidney, Ben Jon.son, ,Jol;n Locke, .John Ruskin, and William E.

Gladstone, to say nothing of such public men as Lord Roscbery and the

late Lord Salisbury, who do not come will'.in our author's view. And the

roll of Balliol alone inclr.des Wyclif and Roger Bacon, Adam Smith,
Southey, Sir 'uilliam Hamilton, Cardinal Manning, Dean Stanley, Matthew
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ArnoUl, A. H. Clougli, aud Benjamin JowetL, (why not also Swinburne and

jierliaps Browning?) Tliough the author has no spscial charm of style,

he performs a service in bringing together numberless bits of informatioa

about these famous men, even though some items, it must be confessed,

are of slight interest. Of past times and pleasant memories the book is

full. Here you have a glimpse of that debate at the Union vrbcn 90 voted

against 33 for the superiority of Shelley over Byron, though "the only

O.^onian who spoke \\\ Shelley's favor was a young student of BalUol

named JManniug, afterward to becom.e a cardinal of the Church of Rome."

You see John Richard Green taking part "with rapt enthusiasm, in llie

May-morning procession of the Magdalen choir boys, to sing 'The Hymn
to the Trinity' on the College Tower." You are enlightened as to the

ancient modes of hazing and the modern method of making slang, and arc

treated to many a diverting incident. Robert Burton, the author of Tlie

Anatomy of ?.IeJai>clioh/, was a Christ Church student. He is said to have

been, in the intervals of his vapors, "exceeding cheerful; and then he

would fall into such a state of despondency that he could only get himself

relief by going to the Bridge-foot, at Oxford, and hearing the bargemen

swear at one another, at which he would set his hands at his sides, and

laugh most profusely." "Many are the stories told of Jowett in Oxford to

this day, the generality of them being amusing and apocryphal. One of

the most popular, and no doubt the most apocryphal, of these stories is to

this effect: A certain irreverent and waggish undergraduate—not probably

of Balliol—showing to a group of visiting friends Jowett's college, thus

spoke: 'There is the Library; there is the Chapel; there is the Buttery;

there is the Master's Lodge; and there'—throwing a stone through the

v/indow of the Lodge, at which the surprised and not overpleased Jov.-ett

at once appeared—'and there is the Master himself!'" Mr. Hutton com-

plains repeatedly that "Oxford's ignorance of Oxford is phenomenal," yet

within six weeks he seems to have gathered enough information to destroy

some cherished illusions. None of these traditions which he asserts to be

untrustv.'ortby is harder to surrender than that concerning the "Wesley

rooms at Lincoln College. "Dr. Murray [Merry], the present Rector of

Lincoln, knows of no reason, or authority, for ascribing 'V/esley's Rooms'
to Wesley. They may, of course, have been Wesley's; they have been so

called by more than one generation of Lincolnians, but the Rector fancies

them to have been the invention of some clever Hall-porter, v/ho handed
them down to his descendants in the Lodge for the sake of the shillings

which still pour in from the reverent pilgrims—especially American pil-

grims." This is nothing less than cruel. Southey said "he never dreamed
at Oxford," and "pronounced the authorities 'men remarkable for great

wigs and little wisdom.'" Hogg, Shelley's chum, "says of their life there:

'Oxford is a seat in which learning sits very comfortal)ly, well thrown
back, as in an easy-chair, and sleeps so soundly that neither you nor I nor
nnyone else can waken her.' " This is not true, at least of modern Oxford.
A dozen illustrations from charming sketches by Herbert Railton (the

most beautiful is that of Oriel "quad") add to the value of the volume,
^nd indices of persons and places make it useful for reference.
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The Doctrine of the Vlv(rclt. ; Outline Aotes JIascd on I.utUardt and Kmulh. r.> Kr,vi;i:K

I'ltANKi-iN \Vi;idx);k, D.D., Lh.\)., J'lol.^ssm- iii Chicago Lutheinn 'Xlieoiogu-iU Sem-

iiiai-y. Crowu Svo, PI). IJO. NewYoik: Fleniiuy H.licvulJ Couiiiaiiy. Viice, ciotli, §1.25.

The author says: "Though professedly based on Dr. Luthardt's Kom-
pencHu-in der DoomatU: and Dr. Krauth's Manuscript Lectures {some of

which have been published), the writer does not seek to intrench him-

self behind these authorities. These notes are such as a professor of the-

ology would use as the basis of oral lectures. They are the result of

twenty years' discussion in the classroom, and have gradually assumed

the present form." The book is simply a syllabus of lectures on the

doctrine of the Church, printed in small though clear type in brief, num-
bered paragraphs. A vast deal of information is packed in these pithy

sentences, and if one Y>'ants to know a moderately High Church Lutheran

view of what tlic Church is and is not, of the ministry, etc., he can do no

better than to sit at the feet of Professor Weidner. The most valuable

part of the book is the statement and criticism of Roman Catholic views

and the setting forth of the views of Luther, Molanchthou, and other

Lutheran standards and theologians. In these respects the book is most

admirable. But when the author comes to the exposition and criticism

of other Protestant Churches he is not so happy. On page 53 he tries to

show that the Protestant Churches lack the "one faith," and therefore

are not true Churches, and in the course of this he makes several mis-

statements: (1) "The word of God reveals one system of doctrine." It

reveals no system of doctrine at all. It reveals doctrinal truths; the con-

struction of these into a system is the work of theologians. (2) Tlie

various denominations, he says, "account for the defects in the views of

others by the blindness and infirmity of man." That is news to us. In

the olden times, when theological rancor ran deep (instance the seven-

teenth century Lutherans in Germany), the accounting for one's neigh-

bor's heterodoxy by blindness and infirmity, or something much worse,

was not uncommon, but that is no longer true. Does Drew call Princeton

blind and infirm because her sister seminary Is Calvinistic? Heredity,

environment, education, inevitable differences of mind, of interpretation

—

those are the reasons the Churches assign for the others' differences; not

blindness and infirmity. (3) "False doctrine, whether regarded as heresy
in the sense of a deviation from the faith of the Gospel, or heresy con-

sidered as a scliismatic division apart from the ground of faith, is treated

in Scripture not as a misfortune, but as a crime, a work of the flesh."

The inference is that the. Protestant Churches, since they do not agree as
to the faith, must be heretical, and if so criminal. But what were the

New Testament heresies? Were they such differences as divide the Evan-
gelical Churches of modern times? No. They were either far-reaching

speculative errors which dissolved the very ground of historic Chris-

tianity, like Docctism. Gnosticism, etc., or a compulsory ceremonial
Judaism, or thoroughly immoral teachings. Heresy or schism, as applied to

the doctrines and divisions of the Evangelical Churches of to-day, was
absolutely unknown in the New Testament. The author says again: "The
various Protestant denominations do not have a unity of faith, and yet
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the Scriptures declare that imily is an essential element of the Church."

}Iow often is this said by Roman Catholics, but—to be wounded in the house

of one's friends! We hope occasioually the author has a larger vision, or

the youug Lutheran ministers who issue from the Chicago Seminary will

Ro forth sadly prejudiced and narrow, besides with a false view of their

sister Churches. For, first, do not the "various Protestant denomina-

tions" hold to "the Head, which is Christ" (Eph. iv, 15), and, having

him, have they not a center of faith, a true unity? Besides, have they not

the two sacraments and a valid ministry? Going farther: they have a

"unity of faith" in the Apostles' Creed, in the Nicene Creed, and such a

dogmatic platform underneath them all is not to be despised. Besides all

this, there are other princiiiles of faith which bind them together. In fact,

there is far more unity both of spirit and of doctrine in the "various

Protestant denominations" than in the schools and orders in the Roman
Church before the Council of Trent (1545, ff.), than in the German Luth-

eran Churches to-day. Second, where do the Scriptures declare that

unity, in the author's sense, "is an essential element of the Church"?
Tliere is a unity that is essential—a unity of the Spirit in the bond of

peace, of love, of purity, of holding to the Head. But it is not a unity

of the Augsburg Confession, or of the Thirtj'-nine Articles, or the Twenty-
four Articles. Thank God, no! The differences that separated the Jewish
from the Gentile Christians in the Apostolic Church—parties that lived

together in peace—were far greater than those which separate the Prot-

estant Churches. Peter and Paul were farther apart than Hodge and
Whedon, and the differences which separate the Evangelical branch of

Lutheranism and Methodism are child's play beside those of the parties

in the apostolic council of Acts xv. In his historical expositions the

author is sometimes either unfair (Martanisni, page 27) or incorrect (Ro-

man view of salvation outside of the Church, pages 29, ff.), and in his

statements of early Church polity lie represents an p.utiquated point of

view. Tlie twelve apostles were not at first or at any other time sole direc-

tors in spiritual guidance and business (page G7). But if one wants a con-

cise, clear, and reliable putting of High Church Lutheran ecclesiology,

he can be commended to this meaty little book.

The story of the Book Concerns. By W. F. RniTLOCK, D.D., LL.D. 16mo, pp. ?04. Ciu-

cinnati: Jennings & Pye. New York: Eaton & Mains. JTice, 2.5 cents ret; by I'l.iil.

28 cents.

The Publishing Agents, at whose request this volume was written,

could not have selected a more competent man for the task than Profetsor

Whitlock. Two eminent qualifications for the work are his possession:

first, thorough familiarity with the facts to be presented; second, the

faculty of condensing and yet presenting in an attractive style the

information, the whole information and nothing but the information
pertaining to the history of the Book Concerns. For twenty years
a mombcr and for ten years the chairman of the Book Committee,
the author is as familiar with our publishing interests as any man in the

connection. The contents berrin with "Ante-Book Concern Tl:r.cs," and
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end with "Possibilities." Nine ir.torvcning chfipters packed %vilh facts,

clabsided and arranged in masterly order, comprise the roiaantic "Story."

Further than this, the author, to quote from an appreciative "Introduc-

tion" by Dr. H. C. Jenning.s, "has given us the true philosophy underlying

this great enterprise." The range of the "Story" may bo gathered from
the titles of the chapters; "Ante-Book Concern Times," "Orgauizatio.i,"

"Location," "History," "Agents," "Book Committee," "Financial System,"

"iicchanical Evolution," "Periodical Literature," "Books," "Possibiiitios."

In the chapter on "Location" the author, after tracing the evolution of

the publishing interests from lii04 to 1303, says: "It is very evident that

the groat publishing interests which are now the pride of the Church had

a very humble beginning. They commanded a very small amount of

capital, and that had been borrowed. Embarrassments without number
followed. J.Iaterial and labor had to be paid for promptly. The books

were sold on commission to the preachers. . . . The members of the

Church were widely scattered. They were poor, and sales to them and
collections from them were difRcuU. The Book Steward's time was neces-

sarily divided between his Church and the Book Concern: he was without

clerical help for years; he himself had to perform almost every kind of

labor. ... It almost seemed that the Church expected him to make
bricks without strav/." The "History," covering sixty-six pages, traces

the development of the business from the administration of John. Dickins

to that of the publishing Agents now in charge thereof. The chapter on

"Agents," contains a record of all who have served the Church in this

capacity, together wiih the biographical sketches of those who have

gone hence. Under the title of "Book Committee" the author defines the

duties and prerogatives of this Board, and gives as complete a list as

can be made, beginning with 1792, of the members who have been con-

nected therewith. The capital invested, dividends paid, etc., are fully

set forth in the chapters on "Financial Service," while the "printing,"

"binding," etc," are treated under the title of "Jlechanical Evolution."

A fund of information concerning the publications of the two concerns is

found in the chapters on "Periodicals" and "Book.s."

MISCT.T.LAXEOUS.

The Call of the inid. By .T.\CK LcvDox. linio, i.p. C31. Kcw York: Tlio Maomillan
Coinpauy. Trice, clotli, ?l.».

A dog story fit to go v.ilh rah mid His Friends, and Eo6, Son of Battle.

In it semi-human qualities are attributed to "Buck," a cross betv.-een a St.

Bernard and a Scotch shepherd dog. As interesting as "Buck" himself

are tlie human beings who from time to time belong to him. The deep
truth cmb.^dded in the narrative is the development of strong good quali-

ties throu.qh the stern discipline of infinite hardship; mastership won by
a brave nature through suffering and abuse, starvation, fighting, and
bitter cold. It is a powerful, exciting, and i)athctic story, whole.=orae for

boys or men.
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AiiT. I.—EPISCOPAL SUPERVISION FOR EASTERN 7.SIA.

Easteex Asia—Japan, Korea, and China—has never had

any episcopal supcn'isiou save that by General Superintendents.

Tliis has been gradually increased—from occasional to yearly vis-

its, then to visits by the same bishop for two successive years, and

noAV to a resident bishop with unbroken administration for a qiiad-

rcnnium. More cannot be secured, under our present constitu-

tion, by lengthening the term of service of the resident General

Superintendent, for the four-years term stretches its "itinerant

general" character almost to the breaking point. If at all, it mixst

be by increasing the number of bishops assigned to this field.

I. The necessity for such increase appears from the following

considerations: First, the vastuess of the field and the immensity

of its population—three great pagan empires, witli more than one

third of the total population of the earth. Second, the sea-wide

separation of these empires from one another and the almost total

absence of railways and lines of interior transportation, especially

in Korea and China. To illustrate: With steamships for two

tljousand miles of the round trip, a single satisfactory visitation

of our West China work requires, from a bishop resident iu

Shangliai, four months; an equal period is the minimum for

Eoochow and Hinghua ; work in July and August is virtually

prohibited by the tropical heat. Hence the bishop's entire time

is gone—if tliorough work is to be done—and Central China and

North China, with their varied and vast interests, unprovided for,

and the entire empires of Korea and Japan untouched

!

12
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111 his vain endeavor adequately to administer for bis entire

field, the bishop, ignoring seasons and pestilence and home, con-

stantly afield, reaching Japan from the home-campaign in Aj)ril,

spent the remnant of that month and part of !ilay in Japan and

South Japan; crossed over into Korea for a month; crossed over

to Iforth China for the remainder of July ; spent a week of Au-

gust in the '"'Episcopal Residence" "writing up correspondence ; a

fortnight "with the Central China Mission; then si^ed away to

Foochow and Hinghua Conferences; then ten days in the "Epis-

copal Eesidenee;" from iNovember 5 to Isovember 12 in the

Central China Conference; since whicli time, including the date

of this writing, he has been en rovie to West China, where he hopes

to arrive, to open Conference, December 23. Not later than Jan-

uary 5 he m\ist hasten back to Kiukiaug to hold the Central

China Conference, opening January 20; then visit the "Epis-

copal Eesidenee" to pick up the threads of his official correspond-

ence; ship for Korea, to hold Conference in Seoul February

17; then off for the island of Kiushiu, to hold the South

Japan Conference March 17; organizing the Japan Central

Conference, Tokyo, March 29 to April 5; April 5 sailing for

General Conference. So far as travel is concerned, one bishop

might much more easily supervise all the United States and- Mex-

ico than China alone. Is it wondei-ful that a sense of incom-

pleteness attends his labors, and makes him pray for at least three

bishops, instead of one, for Eastern xlsia ?

Third, the nature of the work. At home the work is estab-

lished, the flag and the people are Christian, and a great army of

well-trained pastors forwards every interest of Methodism. iSronc

of this here. The impact of paganism and Christless civilization,

the most advanced commuJiicants in the Corinthian period of

development, native pastors knowing little of experimental reli-

gion and less of Methodist polity, everything in the initial and

formative period, constant and close supervisioii is absolutely

necessary as a condition of success. Fourth, the present political

situation. Japan's transition is not yet complete, Korea's and

China's just beginning. Changes fraught Vv'ith inestimable re-

sults to humanity are pending. In this universal flux the churches
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need, as never before and as scarcely elsewhere on earth, the best

:md ablest men to shape and realize the polity and conserve the

spiritual interests of our ITetbodism. Everywhere our earnest

and devoted missionaries should have the presence and inspira-

tion of a bishoji equal to the demands of tliis crisis of the Orient.

Granting, then, that Eastern Asia requires more bishops for

the proper development and conservation of our work, a perti-

nent inquiry is, How many bishops ? At least one each for Japan,

Korea, and C'liina. The cooperating episcopal bodies of Japan

employ tlie entire time, of six bishops. They arc scholarly, able,

jiicked men, and take and hold high and commanding rank among

the people and missionaries of Japan. With our large member-

ship and multiplied institutions and interests, virtually covering

ilic empire from Hokkaido to Formosa, is Japan's prayer for the

entire time of one bishop unreasonable ? It belittles her achieve-

ments and needs, and crucifies her self-respect, to offer her less.

But far more important are the considerations of Japan's influ-

ence upon the Orient. It is already dominant, and will so remain.

It is not yet Christian. The episcopal factor is essential to the

maximum of our influence as a Church in bringing Christ to the

spiritual leadership of this mighty nation. That Korea should

have a bishop may seem less evident. It will be jjlalner when we
consider her present political unrest and her consequent jealousy

of Japan ; for in any espiscojml copartnership llie firm-name most

likely would be Japan and Korea, and such an alliance would

irritate the Korean mind by reason of the aggressive attitude of

Japan. Further, In the event of war with Eussia Korea will in

all likelihood be Its theater and prize. Hence the need and wis-

dom of giving jier the entire time of a bishop capable of guiding,

protecting, and developing our Church in the troublous times

almost sure to come. But more important still is the well-nigli

unparalleled readiness of the people to accept Christianity. There

is nothing equal to it, in extent and sincerity, in the Orient.

Our Presbyterian brethren propose to send twenty-five new mis-

sionaries the current year to reinforce their already splendid body

of workers, having made an astonishingly large per cent in Korea

of their total gains in missionary fields. Their success ^nd pros-
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pects are uo belter tliaii our own : everywlierc gi-aln-lmrdened (lis- i

tricts white unto the harvest. Give Korea the right man for
|

bishop and no investment will pay larger dividends. This leaves |

China. The only serious question here is, Will one bishop suffice
|

for China's wide empire and teeming millions ? If India, under
|

the English flag, with railroads everywhere, requires the undi- 1

vided services of three bisliops, how many should the larger popu- 3

lation of p;igan China have, with its almost entire absence of rail- \

way communication? Moreover, this is China's birthtime. The *

throes of a new life are upon her. From one vievv'point China
|

seems helpless, from another a resistless army witli banners.

Despite the encroachments of the Powers she will persist. Un-

counted generations ha^e contributed traditions and history to a

race-solidarity that cannot be broken. In industrial, mental, and

moral qualities no people surpass hers, nor in variety and abun-

dance of material resources. The Gospel leaven alone can trans-

form her; is transforming hei-. Christianity is here to win its

greatest trojihies and to liave its nol)lcst development. Tlie

genius of no Cluirch is better adajited to the characteristics of the

Chinese than that of iLethodism. Episcopal Methodism is the

most virile type. Could our Church realize this, as well as that

other overwhelming fact that our own political welfare is bound

Vl]} with that of China, she would set her episcopal forces in array

and give to every section of China the highest quality of undivided

episcopal sujwrvision.

II. Thus far, in this discussion, we have had comparatively

fair sailing, but in entering upon the question whether tlie in-

crease shall be in general or in missionary bishops we navigate

rougher seas. It is safe to say that the sentiment at home respect-

ing tliis is no further from unanimity than on the field. Pre-

sumably a majority in Japan and Korea favor the missionary

episcopacy. In China, Foochow and ISTorth China, our only An-

nual Conferences, have officially declared for a longer trial of the

present plan of resident General Superintendents, and instructed

their delegates to General Conference to support the same. Iling-

hua Mission Conference is unanimous for the missionary epis-

copacy. Central China Mission lias not declared iu annual meet-
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in>T; but a majority of tlic missionaries favor it. West China has

not spoken officially. The quadrennial session of the delegated

China Central Conference just held—all missions save West

China represented—voted eighteen for a longer trial of the pres-

ent plan to seven for the missionary episcopacy. All conceded

tlie great advantages in having a bishop's entire influence in the

Church used for one field, the bishop for India being a striking

example. But it was pointed out that this missionary episcopacy

was of comparatively recent origin, and succeeded to the magnifi-

cent results of the labors of Butler ajid the missionary host under

General Superintendents, and that as a missionary the influence

of Thoburn upon the home Church was well-nigh—if not alto-

gether—as great for India as it now is as missionary bishop;

and, far beyond ai\ything besides, it was the Sepoy mutiny and

the massacre of Ca\\nipore that first drew the attention and devo-

tion of the Churches to India. And if the incomparable Thoburn

Avas mitered for successes won as a missionary, and Taylor for

his unique and unparalleled career as a missionary at home and

abroad, it follows—some earnestly contended—that it is yet to

be demonstrated that a wholesale change to the missionary epis-

copacy is demanded by the interests of the foreign field. More-

over, missionary operations in India have had the immense advan-

tage of being carried on imder the protection of the mightiest

Protestant flag in Christendom. Such also point out that though

our work in Eastern Asia never had a missionary bishop, nor the

protection of a foreign flag, yet, notwithstanding it has always

been resisted by pagan flags and by pagan civilization of imme-

morial antiquity, it has won its way into the capital of the empire,

and into twelve out of eighteen provinces, with chapels and

churches, schools and colleges, dispensaries and hospitals; has

hundreds of native pastors and thousands of native members, and

multiplied thousands of adherents who have been tried, and not

found wanting, in the furnace fires of persecution, matching the

martyi- hosts of CaA\Tipore with those who died in and for like

precious faith at Peking and Tientsin. And as the Sepoy re-

bellion focused the e.yes of Christendom on India, and aroused

the enthusiasm that never has flagged, so now the Boxer outbreak
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Las set China in the red light of the Church's sympatliy and de-

votion and prepared the way for still greater things. Hence

these would say, Let well enough alone.

But the most effective arguments urged against the mission-

ary episcopacy were—upon the supposition that the missionary

bishop would he chosen from the field—that he could hut favor

the mission of which he had been a member, that devotion to the

mastery of the language would have deprived him of the ability

to preach inspiringly in English, that the coming of a General

Superintoiidont brings a gust of home and Church and newest and

best thought—thus lifting the missionaries to nobler heights while

binding their cause on the hearts and consciences of the home-

land ; and, chiefly, that if a mistake be made in selecting a mis-

sionary- bishop—either from the field or from home—it is for

life, while the itinerating feature of the General Superinteud-

cncy would rectify a similar mistake. Each and all of these,

with others not recalled, were heard in conversation or on the floor

of the China Central Conference at its recent session, and may
be accepted as fairly reflecting the minds of those opposed to the

missionary episcopacy. That there is force in the argiiments must

be admitted ; and yet, because of his experience during this qnad-

rennium on the field, the writer has been led to believe that the

missionary episcopacy reinforced and supplemented, as the Dis-

cipline provides, once in four years by a visit from a General

Superintendent is best calculated to promote our cause in Eastern

Asia.

Tho'c arc certain indispensable and universal qualifications

whicli should be found in every bishop wherever he serves: a sound

body, a well-trained mind, a positive religious experience, an irre-

sistible call to preach the Gospel, and a capacity for Christian

leader.ship. But for local service in the foreign field, in addition

to these, other qualifications are imperatively necessary; three in

especial: Eirst, thorough familiarity wilh the racial peculiarities,

the habits and customs, and the social, political, and religious in-

stitutions, of the people to Ix; served. He who knows what the

people believe, how they may be expected to act under different

circumstances, what they regard as proper and improper, right and
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wrong, their mentfil and moral idiosyncrasies, has an iramenso

advantage in approaching, instructing, and iniiuencing thera. "A
stranger will they not follow." Manifestly this is not to be ac-

quired quickly, and never off the field. Without it the greatest

learning, sanctity, and zeal yield comparatively slight and imper-

fect results. Second, and implied in the foregoing, a thor-

ough knowledge of tlie language. There is an impassable gulf

fixed between tlie tcaehei- and the people to whom he can speak

only tlu'ough an interpreter. Knowing the laws of their thinking

and its verbal expression one enters into tlieir holy of holies,

speaks soul to soul ; but no man is himself through an interpreter.

He might be, could he hypnotize his medium and make him to be

his alter ego, his very self. This being impossible he is limited

to tbe medium's ability and disposition to catch and convey tlie

exact shade of his meaning, upon which at times everything

depends. lie is abjectly, pitiably, Avi-etchedly, dependent upon

anotJier for what tliat other's best effort can but poorly perform.

Moreover, the bishoj) is the final arbiter in all cases of misunder-

standing between the native pastors and missionaries, and pi'e-

sides in the Conference courts and in the Judicial Conferences, the

final court of appeal. If he knows the language he can judge for

himself of the cause and the evidence and the pleadings, and the

native complainant, defendant, or appellant has confidence that the

case Avill be decided on its merits. But if he is dependent upon

an interpreter, who sometimes is the defendant as well, in case

of adverse decision it is hardly sup]X)sable that the native will be

satisfied that he has had a fair chance. Only he who, ignorant of

the language, has Imd to hear cliarges and preside at trials of

native preacliers can fully appreciate the absolute necessity of such

knowledge to safe and satisfactory administration. Besides, his

influence with the officials and Avith the general missionary body,

other things being equal, is in proportion to his knowledge and

mastery of the langiinge. It may be suggested that the dialects

are isiany, and that one Avould require an interpreter in evcrj- dia-

lect but ibe one he si>eaks. Yet in Japan and Korea there is

practically but one dialect. In China there are many dialects,

and interpreters arc necessary, but the wiitten laugiuago is the
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same and tlic Mandai'in is the official language everywhere. In

our own Chinese work it iy spoken by more than three fifths of

our members and adherents. The ideal langiiage-qualification

wonldj therefore, be met in China by a knowledge of tbe Man-

darin. Third, that perfect acclimatization is essential is too plain

to need amplification. While the foregoing are not exhaustive

they form a sufficient basis for answering the question, urged now
with greater interest than ever, What episcopal supervision is best

adapted to our foreigTi missions ?

The qualifications herein enumerated cannot be found out-

side the missionary ranks. Other things being equal, or approxi-

mately equal, there is no comparison in these respects between the

missionaries and all others. Among them alone can Im3 found

those who Imow the habits, customs, laws, institutions, and mental

and moral characteristics of the respective heathen fields; who

are masters of the language, and able to enjoy all the advantages

inhering therein; and who are thoroughly inured to the climate.

In so far as these positions are Avell taken it follows, logically,

first, that pari passu the best material for bishops for the mission

fields is to be foiuid among the missionaries thereof respectively

:

among those of Japan for Japan, of Korea for Korea, of China

for China, and so on. It follows, secondly, that these should be

7nissio}iari/ bishoi>s; for to be made General Superintendents

would, l)y the change of tlieir jurisdictions thus necessitated, not

only destroy the continuity of leadership imperatively necessary

in the present formative period of the mission fields, but also the

conspicuous qiialificatious set forth above, and which are particu-

lar and not general. It follows, thirdly, that for the best results

no man should be made missionary bishop for more than one coun-

try. A further support of this position is the patent fact of na-

tional jealousy, and that the best representation of a field before

the home churches is possible only by an undivided man,

Three collateral considerations will close this paper. First:

Q'he spirit of this article is favorable to a decided increase in the

number of missioiiary bishops. If such are to receive the same

salary as General Superintendents—and if the missionary bishops

are to live in the United States of America they Avould need it

—
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then a very momentous increase of expense would follow. But

if—as the corresponding bishops of other Churches in lieathen

lands, and as is contenjjilated of our own—our missionary bishojis

live with their brethren on their respective fields the much lower

cost of living would make a smaller salary practically equal to the

nominally larger home salaries. Indeed, a man of great wisdom

and experience as a missionary contends that a missionary bishop

should receive exactly the same salary that lie would receive as a

missionary, the only difference being in the necessarily increased

allowance for traveling and office expenses.* This would cer-

tainly eliminate the secular element from any contest for tlie

office; the honor itself making the office worthy all proper ambi-

tion. But this is wholly in the hands of the ]\Iissiouary Society,

to whom it safely can be left. "Whatever it costs, the writer be-

lieves it would be cheap at the price. Second : How can the Gen-

eral Conference be sure of selecting the rigbt missionaries for

missionary bisho]>s ? Where tliere is, as in India and China, a

Central Conference this might be permitted to express its judg-

ment. To this the General Conference could add reliable informa-

tion from all sources pjersonally conversant with the situation. A

«TIie foUowinK are his exact words: "Among the reasons which favor a missionary

episcopacy the question of salary needs consicluratiou. The basis of salary for the hisliops

iu the. United St.ites is lixed upon the cost of living iu cue of the large centers of populatinu

and upon the salaries paid to pastors of leading churches of our denomination. Tlie

salaries paid by churches to their pastors are determined by the financial ability of the

membership, and are often an index of the large responsibility resting upon the rccijiicut.

On the lilis^illu held, however, the salary for all missionaries is based upon a liberal allow-

ance to furnisli the necessities of life, and is uniform. Men of expensive education receive

nomore or no l.^';« llnn 11ins,> poorly p,|niiipert; those in places of great responsibility and
hea\-y burdens ai' ^ > '• ^ - < ' - :. those v.ho hold subsidiary places. Missionary
salary is only sn;

. ;, ' i
i

,
' -r all. This is the only jirinciplo upon v/hicli mis-

sionary societies '.::i :; ; i t I i.. ;i f:iuils and avoid heartbreaking discriminations. It

would seem rerisniKibli' tliat Uie salary of a niissiouary bishop elected from among hisfel-

low-wurI;er3 sliunld remain on the same basis as before his election. There can be no good
reason assigned for a change of salary from a missionai'y basis to a home basis, for the mis-

sionary bisluip i < cl^itid for tlic jiurpose of cunlinuing iiis work on the same field .and in the

same sill 1 ,. [mIiii > .-^^ \,i"n li. w,!, ::!i .i'.; '.'-,• i.i- [.<:.:.ry. If a support was guaranteed
him as;. I ..::: •

^ "n.iry bishop; for several of his

mission, ,
, . , .

. I

•
i . . r ,, ,

• V ei][,[iort. Whatever allow:inoe

isncir,;;;. ,., •
,. : - I.; a, :y otlier purpose connected with

hisnii;, ,: :;.
i 1 -. . . ... .', so tli:it ho shouM not be piacedatauy

<lisatl\:,t I

: . .: '. li i
.

'

, , ,

'

c.!.!iL-od to \ise money for his work which
was i; I, i„ u ,. ; , , • ': ;

» .. . .,, , a ...., i-: sii|,port to the missionary bisliop should
If piiia by Ino Missionary >oi-ic-ly, and nut 1 101:1 ilio JJiiiscopal Fund; as it is important that
even in tins matter tbcre should be no distinction between a missionary bishop and a mis-
sionary worker. Tlie same basis of support, paid from the same source, should be the rule
lor all on the field as missionary or as missionary bishop."
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decision prayerfully based on tliese would always 1)e reasonably

safe. Third: To the incomparable advantages of the missionary

episcopacy would be added those resulting from the quadrennial

visitation of the General Superintendent, as the Discipline pro-

vides. In selecting the visitor let the decision turn solely on abil-

ity to advance the work. Then the General Superintendent's

coming will be awaited on every field with increasing interest and

desire. lie will be the final referee iu many serious differences

of opinion as to men and measures, and to native pastor and mis-

sionary bishop alike he will be God's answer to earnest prayer, a

mighty inspiration and blessing. Arrange in connection with his

visitation a quadrennial Bishops' Conference, over which he shall

preside, comiroscd of the missionaiy bishops of this great field,

in which there shall be a careful comparison of mctliods and views

as to ijolicy, administration, etc., and you have the writer's con-

ception of some of the best attainable conditions for the efilcient

episcopal administration of our v.'ork in Eastern Asia.

An Afpkoxijiattox ix Tabular Fokm.

MISSION'AEV nipnors.
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Art. II.—the CRITICAL DOCTRINES OF WORDSWORTH
AND COLERIDGE.

The summer and autumn of 1797 was a rich seed-time for

Englisli literature. It was a liappy conjunction, indeed, that set

Wordsworth and Coleridge, eacli at the full throb of poetic iu-

sjiiration, side by side in the midst of tlie lovely Quantock hills,

by the shore of the sea, and ordained for them the companionship

of Dorothy. One loves to picture to oneself these three dedicated

spirits, replete with youth and strength and aglow with inspira-

tion, as they indulged in high converse and noble dreams during

that memorable year at Alfoxdcn, near Nether Stowey. Dorothy,

no less a poet than her companions, was an attuning medium. In-

nocent as a child, delicately responsive to tlie most exquisite spir-

itual suggestions of nature, and untainted by that "something that

infects the world," she "maintained" as well for Coleridge as for

Wordsworth ''a saving intercourse with his true self." We shall

never cease to regret that she failed to record in her charming

journal the conversations that took place between Coleridge and

her brother. What intercourse must that have been! Here, if

ever, were to be found "plain living and high thinking." Unlike

as they were in temper and habits, the two poets found in each

other's company a wholesome stimulus wliereby the genius of each

was quickened into uuwonted activity. On all deep questions of

thought and life they were of one mind, but their talk ran mostly

on poetry and nature. Both were fresh from creative works of

high order ; the imagination of each was teeming Avith new ideas,

to be shaped later into still more perfect forms of art ; and they

Avere alike in ardent and restless search for first principles upon

which to ground their poetic practice.

What this early intimacy meant between the poets who were

soon to prove themselves the greatest men of their generation, their

contemporaries little guessed. It was hinted by their neighbors

tliat they Avero conspirators; and, these hints finding their Avay

to the government authorities, a spy was sent doAvn into the Quan-

tock lulls to search out the mischief. True it was that they Avere
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plotting against the cstahlishcd order, hut the eonspiracv M-as such

as uo flesh-and-bhjod spy couh.1 ever fatluun. It \vas one, ratlicr

that the shade of an Addison or a Pope raiglit more fitly have been

invoked to ferret out and thwart; for these rebels were in arms

against prescription and authority in the realms of poetry, and

not against ternjwral kings and potentates. And indeed the time

was ripe for such a revolt. Poetry had temporarily lost its divine

and inspired quality, ifen had forgotten their birthright, and

were feeding upon husks. They had abdicated consciously the

high places of passion, and had made themselves aliens from all

that is truest in nature and most vital in life. It Avas as if the

nation had become petrified in all but its reasoning faculties. In

morals, in manners, in religion, in literature, tlie desirable thing-

was conformity, moderation, repression. The emotional iiature

was held in stej-n subjection to reason. Common sense fed fat

while imagination languished at the outer gate. Above all things

men sought accuracy, correctness, urbanity, and polish. Enthu-

siasm was unpardonable, in however noble or just a cause, while

gi-ace, suavity, elegant compliance were deemed adequate to cover

a multitude of sins. The appeal was always from the present to

the past ; from individual taste to social custom ; from warm con-

fident impulse to the reasoned prescription of art. Poetry drew

its ideals from classical rather than Gothic or romantic models,

and, chiefly, from these models as colored and modified by the

French temper and treatment. In the year ISOO, in connection

with the second edition of ''Lyrical Ballads," Wordsworth pub-

lished the now famous Preface in which he set forth—in narrow

limits but emphatic manner—his ])oetic creed. His fundamental

thesis is that poetry should give immediate pleasure; and he bases

this statement upon the philusoiihical truth that "we liave no

sympathy but wliat is pro]i;ig;iicd by pleasure." Put he, of all

poets, invariably wrote witli a purpose; that purjoose being to

teach, to insj.iire, to suggest moral ideals. Now, how shall we con-

nect and justify two such apparently diverse statements? How
is it pjossiblc for a poet to assert that pleasure is the legitimate

end of poetry, and then straightway invite the reader into the

rocky and strenuous paths of didactic and ethical endeavor ?
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Wordsworth was a pliilosoplier and an optimist. He believed

in an ultiniate spiritual reality in the constitution of which are

imbedded the laws of truth, beauty, and goodness; and he believed

that tliis reality, revealing itself alike in the world of natui'e and

in the heart of man, always seeks beneficent and harmonious

expression. Believing, thus, that a great and good spirit is unceas-

ingly at work creating universal forms of beauty, bringing order

out of chaos and light oiit of darkness, and shajnug all things,

whether cosmic or human, in accordance with eternal laws of

truth and righteousness, "Wordsworth justly concluded that man
ought to rejoice in the spirit of life that is in him. He believed

it to be tlie function of poetry to image man and nature, and he

believed that pleasure would inevitably result from doing this

truthfully. The poet is one who rejoices in his own volition and

passions, Avho contemplates with delight the exhibition of similar

volitions and passions in the ongoings of the universe about him,

and who, where he fails to find such expressions of power and

beauty, is habitually imjiclled to create them for himself. By
virtue of his finer sensibilities, more ardent enthusiasms, and

gTeater comprehensiveness of soul it becomes his delight to quicken

the minds of less gifted men ; to suggest to them lofty visions ; to

solicit them froju sordid and vicious emotions to the true sources

of feeling within and about them; in short, to apprise them of

their spiritual birthright and awake in them "the vision and the

faculty divine." But how shall this be done ? How shall he pro-

ceed rationally to awakcji pleasurable emotions of this higher

order in the minds of his fellow-men? Certainly not merely or

chiefly by recourse to meretricious splendors of diction and style.

How then ? Wordsworth would reply that the chief pleasure to

be imparted by the poet must flow from springs of truth and beauty

that take their rise far back in the heart of reality. Men must be

led to see that the capabilities of pleasurable excitement inhere in

the common and familiar scenes and incidents of daily life. Let

the poet cease to gratify the depraved taste of a jaded and besotted

generation with extravagant stories dealing with extraordinary

incidents and outrageous situations; and let him realize that the

simple joys and woes of men, the present and familiar scenes and
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actions in T,-hich tlic lowliest habitually engage, are adequate,

when presented witJi truth and vigor, to arouse emotions as pro-

found as life, as high as heaven, and to inspire "thoughts that do

often lie too deep for tears." By revealing ordinary and familiar

things in new and startling aspects—just as we sometimes see au

unattractive landscape transfigured into romantic beauty by a glint

of moonlight or by tlie sudden radiance of the setting sun as it

bursts out after a day of gloom—the poet will lead men to revere

the divinity that stirs within and about them; will induce them

to read their condition in the light of the spirit instead of in the

lurid and baleful glare of debased lusts and passions; and will

influence taste and morals to substitute for coarse and pernicious

stimulants the wholesome and simple delights that, in the nature

of things, the world is well adapted to supply and the soul of man
richly to enjoy.

But if, on the one hand, legitimate poetic pleasure is to be

derived from the portrayal of,J -.miliar things under the spiritual-

izing touch of imagination, it is, on the other hand, to be derived

in still higher measiire by tracing iu the cxi^eriences of the lowly

the primary laws of human nature, especially "as regards the man-

ner in which we associate ideas in a state of excitement." Words-

worth sought to redeem for poetic treatment what had hitherto

been thought the waste places of human experience, and in pur-

suance of this end he showed in various ways that no soil capable

of sup]X)rting a primal affection or a universal instinct could be

considered as lacking in artistic jMssibilities or beneath the notice

of enlightened minds. "Of genius," says Wordsworth, "the only

proof is the act of doing well what is Avorthy to be done and what

was never done before ; of genius in the fine arts the only infal-

lible sign is the widening of the sphere of human sensibility for

the delight, honor, and l>enefit of human nature. Genius is the

introduction of a new element into the intellectual universe; or,

if that be not allowed, it is the application of powers to objects

on Avhieh they had not before been exercised or the employment

of them in such a manner as to produce effects hitherto unknown.

What is all this but an advance, or a conquest, made by the soul

of the poet?" Was it not just this that Wordsworth himself
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ai'liieved wlieu he gave iiuiversal and enduring interest to snch

unpromising incidents and emotions as those depicted in ''The

Forsaken Indian/' "We Are Seven," "Eesolution and Inde-

jwndence," "The Brothers," "Michael," "Two April IMomings,"

"The Foimtain," and "Poor Susan's Reverie" I Wordswoilh

would insist that poetrj' should draw its subject-matter chiefly

from the characters, incidents, and passions of people in humble

or rustic life. He believed that in that condition the essential pas-

sions of men fix themselves more firmly in the virgin soil of

healthy, primal instinct; that, freed from unnatural restraint,

the^' find here their most favorable development, and consequently

utter themselves with becoming vigor and freedom ; that the ele-

mentary feelings reveal themselves in greater simplicity, so that

tliey may be more readily observed as well as more accurately com-

inunicated; that the social manners springing from such direct

and primary feelings, and coming to perfection amid rural sur-

roundings, are more easily understood and more uniform and

enduring; that the sentiments and passions of humanity first

drawing the breath of life amid the pure and sublime scenes of

nature, and ever mingling with these as they strengthen and

mature, becoming like what they feed on, will take to themselves

something of the freedom of the winds, the calm of the sky, and

the majesty of the hills; and, finally, that such regular and

repeated experiences as result fi'om such an environment will give

rise to a language more direct and stable than could otherwise bo

developed, and hence better adapted to reach the heart of man in

all ages and in all climes.

As early as 170S, in his brief advertisement to the first edi-

tion of "Lyrical Ballads," Wordsworth plainly apprises the public

that the majority of the poems are to be considered as experi-

ments; his desire Ijeing "to ascertain how far the language of

conversation in the middle and lower classes of society is adapted

to the pur^wses of jwetic pleasure." lie purposed, of course, to

free this language from provincialisms, and whatever elements

might rationally seem to induce permanent dislilce or disgust, but

the language of men in rustic life, thus purified, he maintains,

ought to \yi adopted, "because such men hourly communicate with
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the best objects from wliicli tlie best part of Luigiinge is originally

derived, and bccaiise, from tlieir rank in society and the sameness

and narrow circle of their intercourse, being less under the action

of social vanity, they convey their feelings and notions in simple

and unelaborated expressions." He could not endure the inane

and glittering phraseology—the unreality—of the poetry then in

vogue, and in three or four particulars he not only deliberately

deviates from but vigorously combats the jn-evailing practice. He
issues notice that, as the personification of abstract ideas is some-

thing that never occurs in the flesh-and-blood language of life

except when prompted by passion, he will use the figure rarely,

and then only because so prompted. "^Iiat is ordinarily known as

"poetic diction" he also repiuliates, for the reason that he desires

to bring his language as near as possible to the real language of

men, and because he proposes to give pleasure of a new kind

—

that, namely, whicli ought to arise when such scenes and incidents

as come home to men's "business and bosoms" are depicted with

vivid ti'uthfuluess and reality. He goes a step fai'ther, even, and

discards a large class of expressions, in themselves accurate and

beautiful, but so degraded l)y reason of their adoption by inferior

poetri as to render them irretrievably distasteful on account of their

associations, and, finally, he enimciates the extreme and hostile

doctrine that "there neither is nor can be any essential difi'erence

between the language of prose and metrical comj-Wsition." How
is it possible, he asks, that it should not be so ? Is there not the

strictest affinity between the language of verse and the language

of prose ? Do they not draw tlielr lifcblood from the same sources,

utter tliemselvcs through the ^:auie organs, and appeal to tlie same

objects? T^'ill not the passion, if just and noble, indicate the

choice of such language as will raise the composition above coarse-

ness and vulgarity, and will not this language, with meter super-

added, and witli such fresh and lively figures as will spring natu-

rally from the passion, be enough to gTatify a rational mind ? How
is any other distinction possible ? Surely we would not have tbe

]ioet deviate from the natural language of men when speaking

thi'ongh tlio montlis of his cliaracters, and for him, when writing

in his own person under the impulse of high passion, to introduce
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any ai'l)ifrnry splendors of diction would l>e to quench the light

of licavcn with rhetorical fkyroekets. With respect to meter our

feeling is different from Avhat it is toward other artificial devices

in ]X)etry. The distinction produced by what is called '"'poetic

diction" is arbitrary and capricious, so that one is never sure what

outrage upon taste a poet will commit. But the distinction of

nieter is regular and imiform, and both reader and autlior volun-

tarily accept its spell because the experience of all ages has shown

that it heightens the pleasure of its concomitant emotion, i^or

is it true that meter affords an insignificant part of the pleasure

to be derived from poetry. For, since it is the end of poetry to

produce excitement in conjimction with an overbalance of

pleasure, and since excitement is an irregular state of mind in

which ideas and emotions do not succeed each other in usual

order, and since under these circumstances the words and images

employed are so deeply saturated with passion as to agitate the

mind almost to the degree of pain, the accompaniment of some-

thing fixed and habitual with which the mind has previously been

acquainted will prove efficacious in restraining and modifying the

emotion that might otherwise be too violent or painful. At least,

Wordswortli thinks, extremely pathetic and painful sentiments

and situations can be more properly rendered in meter, and espe-

cially in rhyme, than in prose.

The publication of the famous Preface of 1800 marks a turn-

ing point in English literature. Ordained for such a juncture,

and with the apostolic fervor of a John the Baptist, Words-

worth appeared among the poets of his generation exhorting

them to make straight paths for their feet. To be sure,

much contained in the Preface was wide of the mark, much
•was BO self-evident that it had never been disputed, and not a

little had been said or implied before. But, granting all this,

it is impossible to overlook the fact that it was Wordsworth
who set the poets of England once more upon the firm high-

way of truth and nature, and himself led them to the sunlit sum-

mits of song. However self-evident some of the principles for

which Wordsworth so vigorously contended, they were almost uni-

versally sinned against or ignored ; and if in some instances he went
13
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too far, in his zeal and indignation, we mnst not forget wliat

the provocation was. Nor is it true, alone, that he stands, as a

matter of history, at the tnruing of the ways, and that he gave

deliberate and energetic utterance to opinions contrary to those

almost nniversally in vogue in his day ; he uttered vital and timely

truths with such vigor, freshness, and convincing sanity as to sot

them quite apart from anything of a philosophical character that

had hitherto been written upon English verse. In the develop-

ment of literary criticism he occupies a sure and distinguished

place, and his criticism aifords an important commentary upon

his own poetry. He admits us to his spiritual laboratory and

reveals the process by which his poems came to life, and we come

to study even the least successful of his productions with keener

and more catholic sympathy. Poems that we had hitherto deemed

obscure, mean, or trivial, to our surprise assume new dignity and

meaning; and if we cannot agree that the poet is riglit in the

estimates he makes concerning some of his most disputed produc-

tions we at least learn that he never indulges in idle words or

empty thought. One needs but to read his great poems—those

tliat we now consider immortal—to find ample refutation of what

was false and mistaken in his doctrine, and surely Ave are not

sorry that his poetic practice sometimes happily belies his critical

principles. When he leaves the solid element of criticism, as he

often does, to soar with rapturous and unpremeditated art into

untraveled and resplendent regions of pure song we rejoice that

he has wings as well as feet, and that it is his function to cleave

the ether rather than to tread the earth. His poetry speaks a

higher language than his creed, and the inconsistencies and limita-

tions of the latter are to be rcsoh'cd and supplemented by the

foi-mer. He recogniizcd the essential laws that govern the poet's

art—he knew that the subject-matter of a poem must be chosen

judiciously, that the language must be selected with reference to

the passion to be depicted or the scene to be described, and that

the language is to be modified l)y the "consideration that he

describes for a particular purpose, that of giving pleasure"—yet

because of a certain inlierent harshness and inflexibility of temper

be often seemed destitute of taste in the applicatiou of these emi-
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riCntly sound and illuminating poetic princij^les; while on the

other hand, as wc have seen, when truly inspired he ignores all his

favorite rules, and urged by an impulse from within utters sub-

lime and burning truths with a blended case and dignity as

peculiar, as superior, and as distinctive as the Andes or the aui-ora

borealis. Xo wonder he perplexed his early critics. He was unable

to realize that his creed was faulty, and that some of his verse

was hopelessly deficient in merit, while they, to their everlasting

disgrace, were not able to sift the wheat from the chaff and

discern the essential genius of the man who had come witli a com-

mission the execution of which was destined to gladden the wilder-

ness and the solitary place and to make the desert blossom as

the rose.

"Wordswortli's influence upon the development of litoraiy

criticism has been incalculable. Xo mind at once so sane

and so inspired, so gifted with spiritual insight and so strong

and self-sufficient, had, up to his time, busied itself with the

philosophic aspects of literature. In him the jwetic and the

philosophic temperaments were almost perfectly blended ; and

while his critical writing is all too meager it is in quality

worth}' of such a type of genius. Indeed, some of his dicta

concerning poetry and the relation of poetry to life are ade-

quate, universal, and final. But we must not forget the part

that Coleridge played in this intellectual conflict. Indeed, it is

hardly possible that we should be able to do so, since all that is of

vital interest in the thought of the two poets was generically as

well as historically related. It is true that the opinions of Words-

worth and Coleridge as to a new poetic creed were not so much in

unison as we are accustomed to think, nor, for that matter, as they

themselves thought up to the time that the Preface of 1800 was

published. In a letter addressed to ]\Ir. Sotheby, July 13, 1S02,

sjieaking of Wordsworth, Coleridge says: "I must set you right

with regard to my perfect coincidence witJi his poetic creed. It

IS most certain that the heads of our mutual conversations, etc.,

and the passages, were indeed partly taken from notes of mine;
f'^i" it was at first intended that the Preface should be written by
"T^- And it is likewise true that I warmly accord with Words-
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Avortli iu his abhorrence of these poetic liceiitcs, as thev are called, J

which arc iiuleed mere tricks of convenience and laziness. ...
:|

In my opinion, every phrase, every metaphor, every personifiea- |

tion, should have its justifying cause iu some passion either of the
|

poet's mind or of tlae characters described by the poet. But meter I

itself implies a passion, that is, a state of excitement iu the poet's
|

luiud, and is expected, in part, of the reader; and though I slated i

this to "Wordsworth, and he lias in some sort stated it in his
|

Preface, yet he lias not done justice to it, nor has he, iu my opin-
|

ion, sufficiently answered it. In my opinion, poetry justifies as
|

poetiy, independent of any other passion, some new combinations
|

of language and commands the omission of many others allowable \

in other compositions. Xow Wordsworth, me saltern judicc, has
|

in his system not sufiicicntly admitted the former, and in his prac-
|

tice has too frequently sinned against the latter. Indeed, we have
f

had lately some little controversy on the subject, and we begin to j

suspect that there is somewhere or other a radical difference in our 4

opinions." Writing to Soutliey, July 9, 1S02, he alludes to the
|

same subject again as follows: "But I will apprise you of one '{

thing, that although ^Vordsv.orth's Preface is half a child of my j

own brain, and arose out of conversations so frequent that, with
|

few exceptions, we could scarcely either of us, i)erhaps, positively i

say which first started any particular thought, ... I rather sus- I

pect that somewhere or oilier there is a radical (Uffcrenee in our
|

theoretical opinions respecting poetry; this I shall endeavor to
}

go to the bottom of, and, acting the arbitrator between the old
|

school and the new school, hope to lay dovni some plain and per-
|

spicuous, though not superficial. Canons of Criticism respecting
|

poetry." This promise he at last made good in liis Biographia
|

Lilcraria, published in IS] 7, and nowhere, perhaps, does he find *

fitter play for his critical powers than in this special criticism

of Wordsworth's poetry. For keen analysis and just appreciation

nothing written on Wordswortli has ever equaled it. It will

always remain invaluable. In method and temper alike it is philo-
\

sophic and satisfying. Wordswortli needed to be saved from him-

self and his tlieory, as well as from incompetent critics, and this

adventure Coleridge undertook and accomplished with chivalric
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competency and address. In the interest of art and truth alike

it was important that the controversy should conic to an end, and

Coleridge was correct in his conviction that it remained for him

to strike the last strong and decisive blow. It was he who pointed

out, once for all, that the defects of Wordsworth's poetry are insig-

nificant compared with its beauties; that such blemishes as do

exist are due to the defects of the poet's theory rather than to any

flaw in his genius ; and that the essential force and grandeur of

the jjoet's inspired personality, first or last, illuminates every page

that he wrote with

the gloam,

The light thnt never was on se.a oi- hiud.

The consecration and the poefs dream.

The reputation of Coleridge as a critic docs not, however,

rest alone upon his special estimates of poets like Shakespeare,

itilton, and Wordsworth, philosophic and suggestive as these esti-

mates arc. He enunciated critical principles of absolute value.

There might l>e set down upon this page a series of brilliant and

profound detached uttefahccs sufficient to furnish out a little critic

for life. At the beginning of the nineteenth century how refresh-

ing must have been such expressions as the following: "ivTothing

can permanently please which does not contain in itself the reason

wby it is so and not otherwise." "To admire on principle is the

only way to imitate without loss of originality." "Xot the poem

which we have read, but that to which w-o return with the greatest

pleasure, possesses the genuine power and claims the name of

essential jwetry." "Poetry is the blossom and the fragrancy of

all human knowledge, human thoughts, human passions, emotions,

hnig-uage." "The ultimate end of criticism is much more to estab-

lish the principles of writing than to furnish rules how to pass

judgment on what has Iven written by others, if indeed it were

I'ossible that the t^vo should lie separated." "He who tells me that

there are defects in a new work tells me nothing that I should not

have taken for granted without his information. But he who
points out and elucidates the beauties of an original work docs

indeed give me interesting infoi'mation, such as experience would
not have authorized luc in anticipating." "A poem is that species
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. \
of composition Avliicli is opposed to works of soiwice by proposing -j

for its imuiediatc object pleasure, not truth; and from all other •

species (having this object in conimo]i Avith it) it is discriminated

by pro^xising to itself such delight from the whole as is compatible

with a distinct gratification from each component part." Evi-

dently Coleridge in liis thinking penetrated to the heart of things.

He could not satisfy liimsclf with their surface aspect or with

unrelated facts. He invariably sought to ground his principles

in nature, and to confonn his practice to reality and truth. He
was no less original than "Wordsworth ; and he not only accepted

the great poetic truths that are characteristic of Wordsworth, and

that must always be associated with his name, but equally witli

Wordsworth he deserves the credit of disclosing and propagating

these truths. What now Jiceds to be emphasized still more strongly

is the fact that he rather than Wordsworth gave adequate and phil-

osophical expression to the essential views of poetry which they

held in common, that the poetic creed evolved jointly under their

hands surpassed in philosophic value anything that had appeared

in English literature up to that time, and that it remains a perma-

nent contribution of absolute value in the realm of literary

t/->-aw<; L k> o^JuuinT-t\ .
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Art. III.-HERDEK AND RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.*

GoKTiiK, writing of recent events in Weimar, mentioned

Herder as preacliing like a god. Altliougli the greatest of his lis-

teners, the poet ^vas not the only one of tliem to acknowledge their

pastor's extraordinary power to illuminate and to persuade.

Herder, however, was always loth to publish his sermons ; he knew,

like every great preacher, that the printed seniion is only dried

foliage from which the life has escaped; and he had no love for

the pressed leaves of his own rich mind. The sermons now extant

are productions either of an earlier period or of some special occa-

sion, so that we have no means of knowing just what Goethe

referred to; whether the preacher's sweep and splendor of thought

or his personal charm. Of the latter the poet has given us a vivid

and almost startling description in his Wahrlieit unci Dlclitung;

the former we must construct from Herder's voluminous writings.

All these writings, though, are printed speech. Herder Avas

essentially a talking genius
;
yet a talker moved more by the neces-

sity of self-expression than by the desire to instruct ; more by the

disposition to compel his reader than to encourage him to inde-

pendent thought. And especially iu his theological writings does

the whole man appear; not only Geist und Vcrminft mid Verstand

but Herz und GeniiWi.j His "Letters to Preachers," for

example, were a fiery protest against reducing Christianity to a

bare morality and the pastoral office to mere state service. The

pastor should be der Ticdncr Goltes, whose calling is to nourish

faith and hope and love in the hearts of his flock; he is to si>eak

to them, out of a soul trajisfigured by God's presence, not the

formulas of a frozen orthodoxy or the propositions of a frigid

rationalism but the latest news from God, the message divinely

given to him for them in their time of need and opportunity. Tliis

view of the pastor's calling led Herder himself to a study of the

33iblc according to the law of his own soul. He broiight to the

• An ntUhess df !ivi red at Uic Herder celebration of the German Department of Korth-
wostorn University, Kvanstori, 111.

t These five words have no exact fqnivalcnts in English, to whicli fact may he traced
nnich niisunderstandiuB of German thought.
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Scriptures a sjiiipatlietic mind nnd a heart uncliilled and unper-

verlcd; he gave tJie writers of the Bible a chance, as he had given

Homer and Shakespeare a chance, to make their own impression.

In this he resembled every great thinlcer who has shaped the

thonght of the world touching God's revelation of himself—Paul,

Origen, Augustine, Luther, Pascal, Wesley; who never approach

the sacred scriptures of mankind as analysts and critics merely,

least of all the Christian Scriptures. To Herder the Bible was a

great historical product; the fruitage of generations of life.

Deeds, events, are the soil from which the teaching springs as

God's blessings out of rich ground. This fruitage is, to bo sure,

the outcome of the narrow national Jewish existence, the history

of a fraction ordy of the human family, but it grows out of thai

fraction of it from which the Western world has derived its reli-

gion. Christianity is here, and it has brought these Scrijiturcs

Avitli it ; and these ]ul^'e influenced every crisis in its development,

and in the development of modern Europe. This life, this history,

from which our religion has come, can of course be understood

thoroughly only in connection willi tjie large human life of which

it is a part. All forms of light are forms of the same radiajit

energy, diverse though they be. Even so all forms of religion are

forms of the same divine energy, diverse though they be. The

candle that was quenched by the rising sun, says Shakespeare,

shone upon the darkness of a naught^' world and only a fool speaks

slightingly of its beams. And so with these feebler religions of

manlvind ; not the meanest of them must be disdained. Herder

thus led the way, or, to speak more carefully, was llie chief of those

that led the way to the study of all religions in their essence and

in their relations to each other; he grasped, as no one had done

since the days of St. Paul, the fact that the whole world, not Israel

only, had knowledge of the law of God; the law, to use Paul's

beautiful phrase, "the law that is written on man's heart."

The rationalists that followed Descartes had himted for God
in the individual reason; they had failed to find him in the shal-

low pool; and Ivant at last showed why. Reason must remain

forever in the plienomenal world. True, so far as conduct is

involved we cannot get along without God, and what pure reason
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may not do is permitted tlierefore to the practical reasou ; the

principles of knowledge and the principles of conduct arc diifercnt

tilings. jSTo-Wj to Herder, this ^vas splitting np the soul only to

f'lue the parts together again. God must be searched for not

merely in the reason of the individual but in the whole man, aud

not only in nian but in humanity; nature must be regarded as

something sublimer than a vast coexistence of multitudinous and

nuiltifarious i^hcnomeua ; it must be studied as a glorious proces-

sion of appearances; nature and huiiianity, the chief splendor

of it, are in perpetual evoluiion; in this evolution, if anywhere,

•we shall touch the hem of God's garment. "The God vhom I

seek in history," Herder Avrote, "must be the sauie as tlie God in

nature; for man is only a small part of the \iniverse, and his

history, like that of the grub, is closely interwoven with the cell

in which he lives. In this history all the laws of nature operate;

so far from setting them aside, God reveals himself in Uicni, in

their mighty power, with a beauty irnchanging, wise, and benefi-

cent. And as God reveals liimself in nature and in history so does

he also reveal himself in the impulses of the individual. A benefi-

cent Spirit watclics withiii us, awakening our slumbering powers,

saving us from excess and punishing the misuse of our energy.

Call it reason, conscience, anytliing you please; the wise have

always recognized it as the voice of God. This impulse has been

evoked in many places and in divers manners; in Christianity it

is aroused by awakening love." AVe understand then, according

to Herder, both the Bil^le and Christianity more thoroughly if we

])cnetrate to the significance of the litei'ature of tlie world and of

tlie religious life of all mankind. CJliristiauity is that to which

these all point aud in which all tlie sjiiritual longings of humanity

are realized.

Scliiller's famous line, ''Ximmer, das glaubt mir, crscheinen

die Gotter nimmer allein,"* leaps to memory with the thought of

Herder and his contemporaries. Lessing was his older and Goethe

was his younger brother ; and they shared with him this view of

history and of revelation. "We know also from Lis o^vu words th.at

he felt himself akin to Wesley, the English preacher, and had he

"Never, believe me, never appear the gods alone."
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lived a few years longer lie would hfivc been dra\T-n to Wordsworth,

the English jwct ; to the preacher because of his recognition of the

will of God in the deep of tJbe human soul, and to the poet because

of his splendid interpretations of the will of God in nature and in

human life. Each of these Avas a mystic, and so was Herder. To

him as to Wordsworth there were hours

Wlicu lliL- liglit of sense

Goes out, but witli a flash that has revealed

The iovisible world.

lie loo could see a glimpse of God's liright face

When on some glUlod cloud or flower

His gazing f^oiil would dwell an hour

And in those weaker glories spy

Some shadow o£ eternity.

But Herder went farther tliau any of these, and in going farther

anticipated the thought tliat has dominated these recent decade.?,

the historical conception of nature, of life, of humanity—the

tremendous thought of evolution; and this saved Herder from a

jmrely natural theology. For he saw that nations as well as indi-

viduals have their peculiar cndowanents ; that as the Greeks were

the more ai-tistic so the Hebrews were the more religious people,

and this too by a divine arrangement. His Archwology of the

Hebrews combined the result of his researches in the early history

of poetry and in the origins of religion. In the first chapter of

Genesis he detected, so he thought, a national religious poem; to

treat it as dogma seemed to him contrary to taste and to reason.

The prophet is indeed taught of God ; this poem is not human but

divine, not an oriental myth, but a revelation from above.

Ho pursued this subject farther in his famous Spirit- of

JJchrcw Poesy. Perhaps no single work has done so much as

this one to transform conceptions of the Old Testament. It

opened the way to the beauty of these remarkable writings and to

the discovery of their sources. Herder, though, was not sati-sficd

to know these things and to write splendidly and discursively about

them. He was eager to reconcile culture and Christianity, and

especially eager to teacli theological students how to unite ''Serious

Christian tliought with genuine humanity, freedom of inquiry

with reverence for the Bible, and a fine sense of the value of
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iiiitiquity with a clear recognition of the needs of the hour." And

as lie sought to reform preaching so he sought also to reform reli-

f;ious teaching and religious song. Unfortunately, he lacked

serenity; his nature was full of euci'gy and fire and fight; and

Goethe's description of him shows us how physical suffering had

rendered him irritahle and moody and mistrustful and capricious.

lie lacked too—and this was the greatest niIsfortune~he lacked

the architectonic faculty; the genius that takes infinite pains,

tliat works steadily upon a masterpiece until it stands complete for

nil time. He resembled ]\Iichael Angelo in the multitude and

stihlimity of his plans ; lie was like him also in the multitude uf

jiis unfinished undertakings.

As he thought more profoundly and studied more widely he

drew closer to Lessing aud became enraptured with Si^inoza. The

idea of humanity possessed him aud penetrated all his thinking.

Tlic law of spiritual evolution took distinct shape iu his mind and

Christianity appeared to him as the revelation of a perfect human-

ity. Christ, the Son of man, was at once the flower of antiquity

and the seed of the future ; the Bible became in his thought the

archives of the method of the divine revelation. Four of his

weightiest essays expoimd this view of Christianity. Tliey are

astonishing productions; astonishing for their insight and their

eloquence; astonishing even more for their prolepsis; that is, for

their anticii^ation of the main currents of future thought in Ger-

many and in Europe. The student who masters these, whether he

accepts or rejects their teaching, need never again inquire what

are the essential and permanent elements of Christianity. Two
of these essays, "The Eedeemer of j\Iankind according to the Three

First Gospels" and "The Son of God the Saviour of the World/'

were the heralds of modem ISTcw Testament criticism, and have

been quite properly desigiiated as the beginnings of the vast litera-

ture upon the Life of Jesus. The historian of theolog;^-, as he

recognizes the nearness of the Islan of Xazareth to tlie modem
world in its painting, its poetry, its music, in its ethical ideals

and in its religious conceptions, may well stand with bared head

at the grave of this man of sorrows who suffered at Weimar so

keenly while he worked so restlessly to recover for humanity tlie
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Redeemer of mankind and tlie Savionr of the world. The same

historian comparing the Josus of Herder with the Jesus of Har-

uack, for ijistancc, sees that the conception of each portrait is

essentially the same. JIarnack, like Herder a mystic, paints from

ampler critical knowledge, and paints more tranquilly ; but a hun-

dred years of critical investigation have establislicd only the more

firmly Herder's belief that, if Jesus is to be depicted at all, all our

knowledge of him must be corrected and transfused with love.

It remains to say a few words touching Herder's famous dia-

logues about Spinoza ; dialogues that he entitled with curt and

compelling energy, Gott. The Gennan people are profoundly

religious, not in any narrow but in the most comprehensive sense,

and their religious feeling is deeply rooted and continually

repleiiished by tbeir love of nature. Ancient chronicler and mod-

ern poet, ancient liero and modern soldier, ancient bard and mod-

em thinker bow their heads and listen avrc-strucl; to the crashing

loom upon whicli are woven the garments of God. Woden, the

Storm-god, the leader of souls, who rushed through the air with

the spirits of the departed, became, naturally enougli, for our

German forefatliers the god of knowledge and of poesy, tlio giver

of victory and of all good. Wolfram von Eschcnbaeh accords the

Holy Grail to Parsifal, the child abandoned by his mother who

grew up in the solitude of the forest and who bewailed the birds

that fell before his bow. It was amid the trees of Thuringia as

they bent before the storm and trembled to the thunderbolt that

j\rartin Luther fell p]-o=trale, crying, "IIe]]5 me, St. Anna! I

promise to become a monk." Schiller in his Gdiler Grieclicn-

lands, bemoaned the vanished days:

Wo jotzt nur, wio iiusore AVeisen sagcn,

Soelcnlos ein Feiirball sicli divlit,

Leukto (lamals soiiipn goUlncn Wagen
Helios ill stiller JtajostlU.

Dicso Iliilicn fiilkcn Orcadon

Eiue Dryiis .'^larl. init jtiirni P.aum

;

Alls den I'riu n licl.Iiclior Xajadeu
Spran;; doi' Striiine Sillwi><-haum.*

* " Wliere now, as our sagos toll us, only a lall nf ii; c is rolling Iifolo.<!S on its axis, there of

oia Helios in (uiiet majesty dnive liis goM,.n \va;;i.n. Tlics'- lifiglits were in those d.ays

tlirnnged witli Oreads ; a ])ryad dii-d wltl; y(indcr tree . fioai tlie nrns of lovely Nai.ads sprang,

silver-foaming, the nionntaiii streams."
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And Wordsworth, Saxon tbat lie was, utters lite same lament in

his daring outcry,
Great God ! I'd rallier be

A jiag.iu suckled nn a creed outworn

So luigbt I, stauding on this pleasant lea.

Have glimpses that would make nie less forlorn;

Have sight of I'roteus rising from the sea

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed born.

Kow Herder's studies of Ilcbi'ew poetry, his intimate acquaintance

with the teaching of Jesus and of Paul, united with this primiiive

German revereiice for nature, this primitive and enduring recog-

nition of the seen-unseen, to make the study of Spinoza an epoch

in his intellectual life. For in the tranquil mirror of Spinoza's

mind he saw an image of God grander and more beautiful than

he had found in any modern thiid^er. Ilis essay enchanted Wei-

mar and iutoxicatcd Goethe. The latter wrote in rapture;

Was wiir ein Golt, der uur von aus.sou sticsse

Im Kreis das AH am Finge]- laufen Hesse!

Ihm ziemt's die AVclt im Inuern zu bewcgen
Sich in Xatur, Xatur in sich za begeu,

So dass, was in Ihm iebt und webt uud ist

JS'ie seine Kraft, nie seinen Gcist vermisst.*

Well, Herder knew that a Soul of the ^^•orld shaping it from

within is just as human a conception as tliat of an Almighty out-

sider who keeps it spinning with his finger. lie said, rightly

enough, "I do not understand your phrase 'outside the world.'

Outside the world means nowhere. A God living outside the

world lives nowhere." But he said also "God is not the world,

and the world is not God; of this there can be no doubt. When
we spjcak of God we must forget our notions of space and time,

else our best efforts will be fi-uitlcss." Let us, he adds, detect and

disclose the laws of nature witliout bothering ourselves about the

place of God's residence or about his particular purposes. ''Who-

ever can show us the laws of nature, how all creation, animate

ajid inanimate—minerals, plants, animals, men—originates neces-

sarily and according to the coworking of forces in such organs

as they acquire, would promote a nobler admiration and reverence

* " What were a G«l who could touch the universe from outside only to keep it spinning
Willi his finger? Itbi-scems the i;iernal to move the world from\vit!hn,hc abiding in nature
«ii<l nature abiding in hiiii, so that wliatcvcr breathes aud weaves aad has a being never
lacks his lorce, mjver lacks his mind and soul."
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for God than one wlio jircaclics to ns God's cabinet secrets, telling

us that our feet arc to walk with, our eyes to see with, and other

such marv-elous discoveries."

It is interesting and instructive to compare these words with

the utterauces of an older contemporary never to my knovvdedge

named in connection witli Herder, the great Xew England theo-

logian Jonathan Edwards. "Absolute sovereignty," lie writes, "is

what I love to ascribe to God. . . . His excellency, his wisdom, his

purity, and love seemed to appear iu everything; in the sun, and

moo)i, and stars; in the clouds and blue sky; in the grass, flowers,

trees; in the water, and all nature. ... I often used to sit and

view the moon for continuance; and iu the day spent much time

in viewing the cloiuls and sky, to behold tlie sweet glory of God in

these things. . . . And scarce anything, among all the works of

nature, was so sweet to me as thunder and lightning. ... I felt

God, so to speak, at the first appearance of a thunderstorm ; and

used ... to fix myself in order to view the clouds and sec the light-

nings play, and hear the majestic and awful voice of God's thun-

der, which oftentimes was exceedingly entertaining, leading me
to sweet contemplations of my groat and glorious God. ... It

seemed natural to me to sing, or chant forth my meditations; or

to speak mj^ thoughts in soliloquies with a singing voice." Alas!

for Edwards and for Herder; such ecstasies may not endure in

feeble frames. Edwards bemoaned "a low tide of spirits; often

occasioning a kind of childish weakness and coutemjjtiblencss of

speech . . . much unfitting me for conversation," and Herder's

sublimity of thought failed to tranquilize his troubled heart and

irritated nerves. iMournful indeed is the discontent of his closing

years; it warps his feelings and lays waste his powers. The

preacher of light dwells in clouds and darkness, the teacher of

God's cooperant forces in nature and in history converts the sweets

of friendship into tormenting discords tliat ruin his joy, the

projiliet of immortality crouches at the feet of Death, imploring

just a few more days on eartli. Into the causes of this suffering I

do not enter; it is not for us to apjiortion the blame of it between

him and his ancestors and his neighbors and the insoutablc d;orces

of nature whose harmony he proclaimed. Enough that he saw
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the burning Ijiisli which \\as not consumed, and that, in spite of

jufl'cring, he repeated to us the word of tlio living God that pro-

ceeded from the secn-unsccn ; enougli that in intervals of rapture

lie lieard and repeated to us tlio music of the spheres and the voice

of the adorable trinity of Light and Life and Love.

The day before Herder died Ludwig van Beethoven began

in a mood of desperate resignation his thirty-fourth year. He vras

already incurably deaf. Inexorable silence had imprisoned him

within the music of his own creative geniiis; never more to hear

llic voice of woman, or the song of birds, or the sound of instru-

nient, or the murmur of the tree tops, or the rush of mountain tor-

rents. Was the jSTinth SymiAony possible Avithout the misery of

Beetlioven ? The visions of Herder without his sorrows ? I do

not know. AMiat I know is this: They were possible in spite

of them

!

o^c^^U^ J- 0x^ttU,
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akt. IV.—uniformity in nature disproves
AGNOSTIClS:iI.

If nature be an orgnnizcd wliole, as is a i)rercquisitc to tlio

possibility of a system of science, tbere must be uniformity of

movement between corresponding parts. But in such an extensive

and complicated organism there will be many seemingly dis-

cordant movements, or such as are incomprehensible by a finite

mind at any stage of scientific inquiry. For as we explore the

constantly increasing domain of knowledge the periphery of tlic

circle will present an ever-widening field, no matter how limited

be the arc examined, and there will be at every step new fields

opening out Avhcre the movements of natural law and their appli-

cation to fresh instances will present difficulties which are insep-

arable from each advancement made into the undiscovered region.

This is to be expected ; for if the coui'se of science offered no seem-

ing contradictions, and hence no dlfrlcultles which could not be

resolved at any given time, this Avould involve infinite knowledge

in the investigation at the outset, and dispense with all effort.

In that case all Avould be understood at first, and tliere would be

no room for progress since every man would be as wise before

investigation as after. Difficulties and seeming contradictions

are therefore to be expected in scientific progress, and present the

same sort of conditions as those to which our life is subjected

everywhere; for it is our appointed destiny to gain our substance,

whether for body or spirit, at the expense of the sweat of our brow,

and knowledge nuist be acquired and character built up by cour-

ageously meeting and laborloiisly overcoming the diflicultles which

beset our pathway.

3!^evertheles3 there jnust be uniformity of action as a basis

for investigation, and an assurance that we shall obtain a definite

result for our labor, else no person would work and no progress

would be possible. Eor if the same means acting under like con-

ditions produced a varying result there could Iw no iiuluceraeut

for us to put forth any ofl'oi't. Wo never could be sure whether

tlio respon.ses to our acllons were from the causes we had set in
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motion, 01' from some others imknowu to lis, or from chance

—

which is tantamount to none at all. lleuce the idea of tlie Uni-

formity of Mature must be assumed in ever}' effort that is made

in hope for the discovery and confirmation of any new fact.

Such uniformity, being absolutely necessary, is assumed by

all systems of knowledge, whether they be theistic, atheistic, or

tlie forlorn hope of doubters and ag-nostics. Whether the govern-

ment of the universe be by ]!krechanical Causation, Immanent

Design, or a Personality directing the movement of matter ah

extra, each and all these theories are comj^elled to rest on the same

fundamental assumption ; for wlien revealed religion points to

miracles as a voucher it rests upon the principle of \iniformity

with, if possible, greater confidence than the mere l^aturalist. For

in this case exceptis prohat regulam; since the ilxednes.s of uui-

formity is so complete that'nothing save the action of the Lord of

nature can interfere witli this, and he does so only for a specific

purpose. So, for the purpose we have in view, it makes not the

slightest difference which of these theories as to the source of this

unifonnity be taken ; what is asserted is that there is uniformity

in the movement of this system which Science tries to expound as

tlie exjoression of nature. ISTor is it incmnbent on us to show how
this notion of uniformity is gained. Suffice it to say that we
believe in it as soon as wc arrive at self-consciousness, and find it

necessary as a basis for action and thought alike in the affaire

of life and in the work of scientific investigation; hence that we
are justified in assuming it as an a priori conception. All exposi-

tions of nature on a materialistic assumption hold that the idea of

uniformity is the product of experience. Mill may be taken as

the fairest type of those thinkers who hold this view. His con-

tention is that this is gained from the association of ideas.

Through repeated experiences of one unvarying result following

a combination of causes operating under like conditions we come
at length to expect the same in every case. But this does not seem
to be an adequate explanation of the facts attested by our con-

sciousness. The first dawnings of intellect make us acquainted

with a solid and ix^rmanent world. Antedating all well-defined

experiment we expect stability in the earth and uniformity of
14
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movement iu every case as our warrant for acting at all. When
the child attracted bj' tlie l^riglitness adventures its hand into tlie

flames, and suffers, there is no inquisitive second attempt to dis-

cover vliethcr like causes—namely, the thrusting of the hand into

the flames—will produce like results. When a substance of a

certain shape, color, and consistency is foimd, by tasting, to be

sweet and grateful to the palate the hand reaches out for the like

object, expecting a similar grateful experience. This is really an

innate idea, because it is acted upon before there can be any

series of experiences to form an association of ideas. The senses

are believed implicitly from the start, else there would be no incli-

nation to use them. If the child were without any, even the low-

est, predilection either way he would never make any effort to test

his organs of .sense. Instead we would Jiave for the universal expe-

rience of our race in infancy the case of the ass between two

bundles of hay: equal motives operating on him from opposite

directions with no reason, innate or gained through experience,

for eating one way rather than another. There would he the

"freedom of indifference" with a vengeance, and no effort what-

ever would be made. And if so at the start it must continue; for

until there was an inclination to test the course of nature by

experiment there would be none made. Hence every act would be

indift'crent except for the innate assurance that nature is constant.

Tor if the first result be accidental there would be no reason for a

second or a third trial of the same kind; and hence neither in

childhood nor maturity could there bo a beginning made for the

association of ideas. The greatest intellects are sometimes guilty

of a paralogism, and here we have a notable example. It is not

the association of ideas that gives birth to the notion of uniformity

in nature, but the innate conviction of uniformity which renders

it possible that ideas be associated. Unconsciously the principle

is admitted to be innate because it is assumed to exi.st in order to

account for its o^vir evolution. If the realities of which the ideas

are the symbols were not connected in nature they could not be

joined in nn orderly manner by the mind ; for what is not joined

m nature cannot be united except arbitrarily, and the mind Avhich

acted on such a principle would find itself in perpetual conflict
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with reality. Here again we are compelled to believe that there

is a correspondence, a preestablished harmony, between the con-

stitntion of the mind and that of external nature by which the

former is enabled to see things as they are, and jiroceed upon this

fact as a fundamental truth. This idea, then, of uniformity is one

of tlie original faculties of the soul; call it innate idea, original

power, or what uauie soever may please. It is not only operative

as soon as there is sufficient develoi^ment of personality to enable

it to act independently, it is a precondition of all activity.

But though the testimony of the senses is believed in implic-

itly, and the outer world on which they act is a constant quantity,

yet there gradually dawns upon the infant mind the fact that he

may be mistaken in his judgment. The first result of such a view

is the suspicion that there may be capriciousness somewhere among

the materials and causes with which he has to deal, for events

wholly unexpected occur. Efforts are made to achieve a s]^)ecific

result and something totally different happens. So far, tlien, from

the idea of uniformity being the result of experience, namely, the

association of ideas, there is a spontaneous stage of uncertainty

through which the mind of each person passes. This is like that

superinduced by the deliberate purpose of Descartes when he

sought to establish an unassailable starting point. But at bottom

there is, in both instances, this belief in unifonnity. The doubt

arises only from the mistaken judgment which it has founded on

its own experience. Its association of ideas has not corresponded

with the facts of nature of which these are the symbols. And
hence experience leads astray until the reflecting power reasserts

itself and demonstrates, as it were, that there are axioms of intui-

tion which the mind itself por^sesscs as its part of the reasoning

lu'oeess. It is as absurd to think that the mind can do nothing

of itself as it is true that the body is utterly helpless without the

mind to direct it. And the mind inust act independently in the

elaboration of universal truths, since tliese never can be attained

through experience. It then cooperates with the material instru-

ment by the application of its own native forces. We may call

tliese axioms, first truths, intuitions, or any other name which

most properly designates its separate part in the processes of intel-
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lectiial life. Ilcnicc, when tlio mind finds tliat its experiences and

the association of ideas founded \x])Oii them are faulty it calls in

question not only its own judgments, and those of other men, hut

the processes hy which they have heen formed, and learns to rectify

them by the aid of the axiomatic principles with which it is fur-

nished. It discovers that the facts of nature are reliable ; that her

laws are constant; and that the mistakes, which are the wi'ong

associations of ideas acquired through experience, are the result

of ignorance of tlie reality. Tlius comes the tendency to doubt,

which if not arrested anay end in agnosticism. But if this be

looked at with the proper spirit it will be found to arise from a

narrow and hasty generalization which is discovered to be defect-

ive; and this in turn from an indolent temper which will not

take the pains to thoroughly test the proof for the facts on which

the judgments rest. In the case of Descartes, he w-as couvincod

that there is a solid foundation on which tlie superstructure of

knowledge can be erected. But all the mistaken judgments super-

induced by the false association of ideas by those who had preceded

him must be brushed away, and the mind brought directly in eon-

tact with reality. Xature is constant in her operations, and if we

can reach her processes and rest implicitly upon them as a foimda-

tion we can build an unshaken superstructure of knowledge. But

to do tliis we keep close to her lieart, and listen to its constant

beats. So far, then, from thinking that nature is not uniform,

whether in her material constitution or the laws which are potent,

Descartes's method is the true process. This is by yielding every-

thing that doubt can assail to arrive ultimately at those principles

Avhich are indubitable and unchangeable. The difficulty has arisen

from the attempt to force natui'e into the molds of our categories,

and thus make our associations of ideas the measure of reality.

Now since any fact—if the universe is a system—is connected

with every other, there are many forces involved in the production

of any result. Those which are positive are counteracted by such

as are negative in their influences. But a narrow generalization

seizing upon a few, and those Avhieh come to hand first, finds that

its conclusions do not tally willi the truth. For a wider generali-

zation discloses other forces which counteract and render the effect
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uncertain. "\Villiont tlic patience, and industry wliicli will not rest

content luiti] the last source of iufo)-)uatiou lias been exhausted,

the indolent doubter, Avhen his hastily assumed hypothcsc'S will

not work, jumps at the conclusion that this is a world of chance;

or if any -uniformity exists it has not and cannot be discovered.

This is the legitimate result of makiug our crude association of

ideas the test of uniformity. This temper of impatience, which

is too sluggish to exjiend sufficient energy to arrive at the truth,

breeds agnosticism ; and transfers to natiire herself the blame

which properly belongs to tlie individual. It finds expression

among the Know Nothings of every age, from Gorgias* to Lom-

broso and Clifford, who subvert every possible theory of knowl-

edge. For they pro]X)se a specific which is destructive of all

tlu'iught and action and, if adopted, would leave man in helpless

imbecility.

But there is, as we have said, a stage of doubt, through which

every earnest inquirer passes, when there seems to be uncertainty

attaching to all the processes of nature, and consequently to all

her res\ilts. The senses are formed to give imcertain information.

The phenomenal world appears as a rudis indigestaquc violes.

Listead of what one wishes or expects he gets a disappointing

result, and chance seems to be the reigning principle. This tem-

per where persisted in generally grows out of disappointment in

some of the cherished j^urposes of life ; where things do not work

to suit us and the result docs not seem to be commeusui'ate with

the means employed. Hence our own temj^er is projected into the

outward world, and the prejudgments of association cause us to

see, not what the senses furnisli, but what we expect. But those

who have courage, perseverance, and industry come through this

period of doubt chastened, invigorated, and more trustful. They

find that tlie fault is iu themselves, in their methods or lack of

system, and their impatience for results too soon after sowing the

seed. The senses are not found to ]k at fault. External nature is

constant, and speaks with absolute truthfulness. There has been

a wrong interpretation. We have made an association of ideas

* Aristot. de Melisso, Xenop., Oov;;., cap. v : o Vopyiar oiV ehal ijujaiv ov6h- t\ d' inrtv

u-j-vuoTOV nvac ti ^i mi can nai yvucTov, aX7' ol 6t/?.<jTit' dA/lo(f.
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Avliii-'h did not have a correlative in reality. Our proof of judg-

ment leads astray because we have not duly weighed the negative

as well as the ailii-mativc instances. We find that the uncertainty

is due neither to testimony of the senses nor the accuracy of the

mental processes, but to our desire to find the truth not for its o^\^l

sake but for its influence on our interests. Recourse is again had

to faith in reality as the first condition of all luiowledgo. There

must be something true, fixed, and reliable, or the franicwork of

nature would fall to wreck and we ourselves could not exist for a

moment. And there must be such a correlation of the inner

structure of our bodies to the outward euvironnient that the one

corresponds with the other and woiks, so to speak, with its hands,

else the functions of life could not be maintained. Still further

:

unless this correspondence were uniform, having an external real-

ity which is constant, the internal structure and functions, though

in themselves constant, would not be in correlation, and therefore

could bring about no systematic results. So the very necessity of

the case compels us to fall back upon uniformity for our oavu

preservation. We begin again with this cardinal fact, as Descartes

did with his "cogito," and st^art afresh the quest for truth with the

assurance tliat it exists; that it is consistent with itself in order to

be truth." lloreovcr that which is true and consistent must for

that reason be conuected in system and can be known, provided it

be sought for in the right way.

Tvclying upon this basis the mind interrogates nature, and

when the response does not prove satisfactory the blame is no

longer laid at the door of the things in themselves, but in the meth-

ods employed for discovery. Mistakes will be made inevitably

by a creature that is not perfect at first, but must bo developed

through his own responsible action. If he could never be mis-

taken he would know all, and there would be no room for improve-

ment. The prejudices arising from the desire that nature should

conform to our preconceived opinions must be abaiidiined. When
she is Iiitcrrogated she will answer only in her own way; and her

* Aristot., Anal. Pri., cap. xxxii : a eel yap rrCiv t(j a?.)j9et: iiiTu hivru i/io?.oyol-finm'

ehnc TrdiTij. Etli. Xich., i, cap. viii : Tu ^ti' ya/} aJ.j/'Sfi -avzu avvt/Sii ra {;rap;ioi'ra, ru"

6b ijuvSct Taxi iiafuvci 7a?.;/i9tf.
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re.--lioiiscs must be roocived with absolute roiificlcnce that if we can

jiiidcrstand licr language slie will never deceive. The fact that

her extent and variety are illimitable involves the necessity of

equally great diversity of forces in carrying out her functions.

And if there be a plurality of causes at work there must be also

a mixture of effects. Hence it follows that Ave can know but in

part touching any portion of this vast donain. For as no cause

operates alone there will be no two effects identical, and v\'e can

know any now fact only as it resembles its kindred in the main

features. Combining these data we will be prepared to admit the

likelihood of failure to reach without carefully weighing positive

and negative influences among the causes whieli lie back of .such

varied phenomena. But the true causes are somewhere operative

in nature, awaiting discovery by him who has the sagacity to sepa-

rate tlie essential from the siipcrficial and what seems to be

accidental.

The difl'erence between nn a priori truth or innate idea and

one which is axiomatic or self-evident must be noted. There are

those truths which commend themselves to our acceptance but

which do not admit of demonstration. There are others which in-

volve postulates referring to space and time, and which contain

within themselves unassailable proof, being in reality analytic

judgments. "Wherever the induction is perfect, tliat is where both

the extent and content are manifestly fixed by nature or can be

assumed as luideuiable definitions, then we have demonstrative

truth as the conclusion. There is In such cases an exact corre-

six)ndcnce between the cont-ent of logic and the content of nature

by which knowledge is rendered complete. Hut this can never bo

the case with sciences which depend upon observation or experi-

ment to establish their validity. It is clear that we cannot cstalv

lish the absolute uniformity of nature by this process. For if we

could cari-y it to Avhat v\'e thought to be the nth number of

instances, and find them all affirmative, we could not he sure that

tliis enumeration exliaustcd the list. Xay, rather, we would be

certain in advance that the limit of observation could never l^e

reached cither subjectively or objectively. Hence the associalional

school, or such as would establish the uuifonnity of nature by the
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inchictivc metliod, arc guilty of a paralogism. Tlicy attempt to

prove tliat uhicL, from the nature of the case on their assumed

tbcorj, is incapable of proof—save by an exhaiistive enumeration

which would involve tlic entire extent of nature. Moreover, at

each stage of tlie process there lurks a pclHlo princijni- Tor how

could we arrive at one case of uniforjnity as a basis for comparing

any new phenomenon unless the uniformity were already assumed

to exist in the part covered by each case? Therefore, if it was

claimed to exist in a pai'tial degree, this would be inconclusive,

since this degree could nut be known to exist unless the whole of

which it is a part be admitted. Thus the associational or experi-

mental theory of the origin of our belief in uniformity takes for

granted the very tmtli for which it is contending—and so, while

professing to be vigorously exact and to take nothing for granted

until proved, starts out with the most glaring fallacy knov\Ti to

logical science!

But when we proceed upon the principle that there is a con-

formity between the constitution of the mind, in its conception of

external nature, and the facts of that nature as they are investi-

gated and reduced to system, there is no fallacy either in the

a •priori conceptions or the endeavor to realize that conception by

experiment. The facts are that from the earliest dawn of con-

sciousness the child begins its efforts for knowledge by trusting the

veraciousness of nature in her phenomena, and a like veraciousness

in our interpretation of the information which our senses give us

of the phenomena. And the first efforts of the ch'ild, and the

results won, are elicited from exactly the same a priori truths and

through the faith and use of the same methods by the profoundest

investigators who have systematized the results of science. Cuvier.

Gauss, Lord Kelvin, and j\[orse have a clearer conception of the

First Truths which underlie their methods, as the result of the

world's culture, but their faith in the veracity of both is no

stronger than that of the little child—though they may be able

to give a better reason for their faith. The searcher after truth

soon learns that he may be mistaken in his judgments of the indi-

vidual facts because he is not able to view them in all their connec-

tions, and therefore to see which are controlling data. Moreovei",
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flic liidilcn causes yet beyoud the powers of the iuvestigator may
be nioru potent tbau those on the surface at first sight. The truth

iiuist be elicited by a baLanciiig of contrary forces. .There is in

every case a conflict of causes in the production of each several

result; thus realizing the Greek proverb, -noXejjn^ Trar?}p -navTUJv.

There is a constant -warfare between statics and kinematics Avher-

ever there is motion, cither material or spiritual. Hence the con-

clusion as to their iuteraction may be drawn correctly from the

elements apprehended ; but it has been by an orerhasty generali-

zation, and ought to be revised by the aid of a more thorough

investigation of the elements involved. And the distinction must

ever be kept before us between the responses which nature gives

and our interpretations of them. For while tlie information act-

ually furnished cannot be deceptive, and our senses by the aid of

each other are true in their deliverances, still, the information

furnished may be misinterpreted by our reasoning powers. Both

sources of knowledge, liaving parts of nature's processes, are cor-

rect when employed in the proper way, but we may fail to use

them rightly either because we wish a certain result which is not

the true one or are too indolent to employ all the resources within

our reach. The bread for body or spirit does not grow automat-

ically; and if it did there woitld be nothing for us to do. TIjc

process of struggling upward through error is unending for such

inquirer and will continue to be so while knowledge is frag-

mentary, coming short, as it necessarily does, of omniscience, and

while it is the destiny of man to get discipline of intellect and

character by self-directed effort. Hence, this admission of falli-

bility in the processes by whiclx the instrument works does not

call in question the objective certainty of the truth for which inqui-

sition is constantly making. The remark that "Eigiires cannot

lie" is true when applied to their intrinsic power, but the calculator

can make them bring out such result as he wishes—albeit liis ficti-

tious answer in no wise atfects the truth of their plain testimony.

ISTay, rather, this infallibility iu the reality of things is assumed

all along; and every search for ti-uth would be futile without it.

Investigation on any other principle would be tantamount to a

search, not for what was undiscovered or lost, but for what was
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believed not to exist; tlian whieli nothing could be a more complete

fool's errand.

But all knowledge consists in a verification of the facts of

nature with refci-ence not to themselves, but to our power to grasp

iJiem. There is a system of truth in renun Natura which we must

assume every time we think or act. This, Avhile external to and

independent of our conceptions thereof, is a neccssai-y basis for

our own existence. K^ature .witli all her wealth of facts, and the

knowledge which is the expression of these facts colligated into a

system, may be considered as an analj'tical judgnnent. Its parts

are the predication of the entire content, the complete range of

materials of which the universe is composed. This forms the

Middle Term. That is to say: All the predication which c^iu be

made of all the subjects in nature may be considered as the Major

Pi'emise. If we had omniscience we could see and comprehend

this wealth of knowledge. Yet it must exist in reality. For the

atoms of which the universe is composed and all their qualities

have an essential existence, and if that could be grasped by the

mind then the individual elements, if known in their description,

would be sure as a Minor Tcnu to come under this ]\Iajor. The

uniformity of nature as a whole must include the uniformity of

each constituent part, and both conceptions are equally uecessaiy

if the miiverse be considered as an organized system. In this way
we have an a i>vioii expression of the innate idea, or First Truth,

which is understood by the mind as soon as it is able to compre-

hend the terms of its enunciation, It is acted upon before the

mind can formulate the truth to itself, or even comprehend it when
expressed by another. This analytic judgment, embracing all

2)0ssible truth, offers itself to us for exposition and is the task

which in some form or other confronts the mind and awakens the

desire for knowledge.

In this method of inquiry we av\-akcn to constantly increasing

evidence that the mind assumes this truth on wliieh it is compelled

to act if it be a part of that nature which it investigates. "The eye

is sunny," says Goethe, because it was made to see and utilize the

light of the sun. Because of tliis corresix)ndencc, which jiroves

coordination, the mind assumes in the very first attempt to under-
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t-tand its bearings in the voyage of life tbe truth which is the com-

])as3 to steer its entire way; namely, that nature is constiint in her

processes and that tlie mind is able to searcli out and iinderstand

llicm by the use of its own veracious powers. This, the first prin-

cijile of ]iiogrcs>, can never be proved more true than it Avas at

the beginning of the search, but as the application of the doctrine

is found to be successful at eveiy step the result obtained by its

use is an a posteriori coufirmation of its truth. Thus it is sus-

tained with equal clearness by the only ^wssible methods by which

we can be sure of anything. The discovery of America by Colum-

bus did not create the Xew World. The establishment of a new

fact or the verification of a principle does not create them. For

if there were no principle lying back of the forces which have

brought it about the fact itself could not have taken place. So the

new evidence at each advance of science by which it verifies itself

again in some relation new to us is not necessary to the establish-

ment of tliis uniformity Vi'hich had to be assumed before there

could be a single step forward in knowledge. It is simply a wider

generalization of that which had been constant, so far as observed.

It is therefore making clearer to ourselves and others that which

had already an essential existence but had not been applied in the

new discovery. The analytical judgment had not been expanded

in all its applications. The knowledge of new facts jmshes farther

fonvard the line separating ignorance from knowledge. So the

wider application of the same laAvs does uot add to their validity.

And while this process goes on continually it shows no more cer-

tainty in the application of scientific principles, but bring-s a wider

domain under the control of kno'wii and positive law, and instructs

the mind how to govern its possessions.

If there could be a single instance shown where nature does

not act nnifonnly the whole principle would be rendered doubtful.

But such is the unshaken confidence of all men of science, even if

they be agnostics on questions of intellect or moi-als, that an ai>par-

ent exception is treated not as contradictory to an established prin-

ciple but as not yet understood in all its bearings, and hence await-

ing explanation and verification. jSTo doubt lurks in the mind of

the most obstinate doubter, no misgiving in the language of the
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most tlioroiigligoiiig aguostic, that tliere is trutli iu material nature

somewhere; that things have an essential constitution and are

regulated by some principle so as to produce a definite result. But

our jKiwers are so weak and vacillating that they cannot discover

the language that nature speaks, and tliorefore in many instances

her utterances have no meaning for us. The agnostic should best

understand his own powers, but if consistent would never open

his lips to utter an opinion. The utmost license he should allow

himself is to point his finger* to that which he neither has under-

stood nor can ever know, yet by this gesture even he transcends the

limits which agnosticism theoretically imiwses upon itself. For

if he points his finger he either has knowledge or thinks he has.

This induces him to call others' attention to that which must have

enlisted his own with sufficient force to awaken the desire to impart

to some one else that which he possesses. But of course the aguos-

tic must know that he cannot know, and he has to meet the jx-culiar

difficulty of compelling himself to ju'ove a negative.

This process of experiment iu enlarging our knowledge of the

domain of uniformity must go on without ever ceasing, and each

step seems to be, if that were possible, a renewed confirmation.

It will go on forever because the work of science, as registering

facts and showing their relations both to those hitherto known and

those constantly coming to our knowledge, can never end. The proof

by experiment is the asymptotic curve. We know that if carried to

infinity it will meet the straight line of absolute universality, but

in actual practice this can never be efi'ected. The mind at the end

of its quest, as at the beginning, must rest upon the a in-lorl truth

that nature in all her domains is absolutely uniform. This truth

must antedate hopeful experiment and support the entire structure

of scientific knowledge. Accordingly, as we have a body of scien-

tific truth constantly growing in extent and accuracy, we have a

drastic refutation of agnosticism.

* Arislot., Motnph., book iii, cnp. v, iniO a. kuI oinv {6,;;riv) 'Kpn-v'/XK; t'txn; Jf to

rOjrvra'iov o'v&iv i^tro ic'iv ?Uytn; a?.'/.a yov rSnicrrXov hivci /i6mv k.t.1.

^'-' '*^-r/U^^
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AuT. v.—PASTOK irOFFMAXN, OF HALLE.

Hallk, the seat, of a famous university, Jins been liighly

favored in the quality of her preachers. Two hundred years ago

August Hermann Francke was there in the midst of his great and

fruitful labors. Almost one hiuidred years after his death, in

1727, there came to Halle the young but already distinguished

professor of theology, August Tholuck—probably even gTeatei' in

the pulpit than in the professor's chair. Is'or was Tholuck the

only notable preacher whom the \miversity coiild boast in that

period. His great colleague, Julius iiliiller, preached, it is true,

rather infrequently, but he preached so well that some—for

instance, Albrecht Eitschl, as student in Halle in the early for-

ties—preferred him to Tholuck. And then there was their

younger colleague, Beyschlag, a preacher of gi'eat elegance and

power. But even here the list is not complete, for the university

has several men still living whose preaching is very strong and fine.

Outside of the university, howe\-er, there Avas in Halle one

preacher in the last centurj' who deserved to be ranked with Thcf-

luck. This was Heinrich Hoffmann (died 1899). We must have

added another name, that of Ahlfeld, but for the fact that ho

remained so short a time in Halle. Hoffmann has not yet attained

to universal fame in the Church. Wliether he ever shall time

alone can tell, but tlicre are not wanting distinguished critics who

regard him as the greatest Germair preacher of the last three

decades of the nineteenth century. Professor Herrmann, of Mar-

burg, once remarked in conversation ; "I believe the impression

generally prevails abroad that the preaching in Germany is poor.

And if one should judge by the preaching one hears in certain

localities I grant the impression is altogether natural. But I

alwa^'s tell the foreign students of theology, 'If you would know

German preaching at its best read Hoff'mauu.' " And some years

earlier this same distinguished theologian wrote the following:

"If I could preach like F. W. Eobertson or Heinrich Hoffmann I

should make haste to give the Church as preacher of the Gospel

the best that can be given her, and should cease to bo an academic
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tliGologian." Tlie significance of tbis appreciation is the more
§

manifest when we consider how far apart these men stood in their
|

theology. Professor Ilaujit, of Halle, has unreservedlv declared : I

"Hoffmann is the greatest preacher I have ever heard. We have
|

more famous preachers, for instance Kogcl; hut I prefer Hoff-
|

maun to them all."
|

Heiurich Hoffmann was born in 1821 in Magdeburg, as son \

of a jjank secretary. His parents were unusually pious and the I

boy's home life was happy and wholesome. An uncle, too—a man \

of much M'isdom and grace, who had studied theology but l^eeause
|

of ill health could not assume a pastor's labors—showed him much
|

aff'ection and exerted a strong influence upon his development. f

Probably Hoft'mann's most marked trait in his boyhood was an
|

excessive shyness, which he never wliolly overcame. Until, at the I

age of eighteen, he left the gj'mnasium for the university he had
|

had but two intimate friendships. Not that he lacked the suscepti-
\

bility for friendship; he was simply shy. But he was also sickly. :\

Prom his thirteenth year on he entertained thoughts of dying. He !

acquired at that period a cough from which he never aftenvard

was wholly free. This sickliness caused him as a boy to be much

alone, and in this way he had opportunity to gratify a strong pas-

sion for reading. He also early developed an ardent love for

nature, which remaijiod a leading trait of his character through-

out life.

"When the time came for Hoffmann to leave the gymnasium

and go to a university to prepare for some profession he yielded

to his father's desire that he should study theolog}-—and herein

he manifested a trait of character of which he himself was very

conscious. He called it "the lack of initiative." It will be inter-

esting to read his own account of this decisive turning point in

his life

:

My spontaneity was always very slight; in things ihat were not

directly matters ol; conscience I have always been much inclined to be coa-

trolled from without. I was wont to suffer myself to he led; and so it

was in tho most decisive turning point oI my outv.'ard life. . . . Ah, my
father did not know what a responsibility he assumed. He had, though,

no idea of what the ministry really is, else he had doubtless rather taken

the same attitude to the question of the choice of my vocation as my wiser
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uncle. Well—I doubt not the Lord had his hand upon it all. For my own
part, I was able to judge neither myself nor the ministerial office, which,

however, I reverenced. I wonder that my bashfulness did not deter me.

Whenever I considered that I should at some time have to appear pub-

licly before a congregation and preach, I .shuddered at the thought; this I

remember plainly enough. Besides, it was always a puzzle to me how
I should be able to bring together so many thoughts that I might continue

to speak till the hour had struck. ... In short, I really do not know how

I made bold to resolve to become a clergyman. A man that had not the

least inward impulse to exert direct influence upon others, that regarded

it as a terrible thing to liavo to appear in public, a man that was not, in-

deed, unwilling to work, and to work, too, in the realm of thought, that

had also a sense for the ideal and was vrarm toward the truth of the Gos-

pel, and yet was ever only inclined to grub and dig for myself. On the

religious side I had nothing whatever against the ministry of the word

of God. The inward connecting point for my subsequent vocation lay ab-

solutely alone in the awakened Christian receptivity of my spirit, con-

science, and thinking. At the same time I know only too well that in

deciding upon my vocation my attitude was at bottom a passive one. The
agony of choosing I did not pass through. . . . When I at Berlin had myself

inscribed as student in the theological faculty I subscribed to the renuncia-

tion of a good part of the happiness of life, and did not suspect ii. If

an essential element in one's happiness is a vocation to which one has

decided inclination and natural talent—well, to this present day I do not

find either the one or the other in mc.

And jet he learned more and more to tnist that the Lord had led

him. iSTear the close of his ministry lie wrote

:

Far be it from me to complain of the way in which—with infinite

secret sighing, indeei— I have traveled. I believe that the Lord has willed

it even as it has come to pass. I believe, too, that herein he designed all

for my best good, only—I cannot understand it.

But let us return to the young student Hoffmann went in

Octoljer, 1S39, to Berlin. The theological faculty Avas a most dis-

tingiiished one, yet only one of its professors—Xeander—made

a notahle impression u]X)n him. Heugstenbcrg's sharp polemics

repelled him. In Berlin he remained but two semesters, all the

time lonesome and unsatisfied. He longed for closer contact with

the charms of landscape and also, though he scarcely suspected it,

for some satisfying human friendships. These he chanced not to

find in Berlin, and his social instinct was beginning to assert itself.

In the autumn of IS-iO he went, with liis father's consent, to Hallo.

He had hoped there to find "the world greener." And there indeed
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)ic found whnt lie liad missed in Berlin, the sfttisfaction of a

"tardily developed spirit of youth." The landscape ahout Halle

is not remarkable, but it afforded what Hoffmann's soul required.

Here, too, he formed several close friendships, which proved to

be both rich and lasting. In Halle, as in Berlin, the professors

made a less powerful impression upon him than one woiild have

supposed. Even Tholuck, the "students' professor," failed to

draw him closely to his person. This was probably due not simply

to Hofl'mann's shyness, but perhaps even more to the unusual inde-

pendence of his inner life. He was painfully sensitive to any

intentional encroachment upon this sacred privacy; and he mildl}"

resented what he termed the "inquisitorial" element in Tholuck's

personal relation to his students. Tholuck, however, sincerely

respected Hoffmann's individuality; and when, more than a

decade later, the latter returned to Halle as pastor the two men
sustained the most cordial relations to each other.

In 1S43 Hoffmann passed successfully his first tlieological

examination. About a year later he was seized with an alarming

disease of the chest. I\"ot until the sununer of lS-i6 was he able

to present himself for the final cxauiination for the ministerial

office. In the meantime his motlier had died; and now for six

and a half years Hoffmann shared the life of his widowed father.

At the first it was doubtful wlicther he would ever have strength

for the labors of a pastorate, but as his health gradually improved

the outlook became brigliter. These years of retirement, how-

ever, were not lost. Hoffmann was an incessant worker. If he

"lacked initiative," he was nevertheless a marvel of perseverance.

During these years he regularly gave a portion of his time to the

tuition of a few private pupils, but the larger number of hours he

could devote to imdlsturl>ed study. He was almost thirty-two

years old when at length he accepted a call to become assistant

minister of St. Matthew's Churcli in Berlin. Somewhat more

than a year later he was called to the pastorate of the IS'eumarkt

Giurch in Halle. On the eve of his departure for his new field

of labor he was married to an admirable lady, who became the

faithful helper of his n^inistry of more than forty-one years. He
worked with wonderful devotion and success imtil he became
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emeritus in 1S9G. Thoiigh ahvays in ill health, he accomplished

a vast amount of work. Jle increased the number of public seiT-

iccs and endeavored by all ^vholesomc means to enrich them all.

He devoted himself in a remarkable degree to pastoral visitation.

He used, vigorously and successfully, many of the various forms

and methods which have been devised for reaching the destitute

and estranged classes, and as the population of his parish grew

with amazing rapidity—in twenty years it increased from 4,000

to 18,000 souls—he had the satisfaction, first, of procuring for

its more adequate service an increase in the clerical force; tlien

of getting proper limits set to the parish, as it threatened to grow

beyond all control ; and, lastly, of seeing built a large and beauti-

ful second church for the parish. This last success alone was a

most extraordinary thing. Hoffmann's new church was the first

that had been built in Halle since the Eeformation. The most of

the money was obtained in voluntary gifts from the people of tlie

parish ; and this in Germany, where the Church has been so long

accustomed to look to the State for everything, is something very

extraordinary. In tlie earlier portion of his pastorate Hofi'niann

had much opposition to encoi^nter. It was a period of a good deal

of ecclesiastical agitation, and he was not a politic man. But iu

the latter haK of his ministry the devotion of his people was

intense and universal.

Hoffmann's most important work, however, was preaching.

Immediately upon the commencement of his pastorate in Halle

the little church was thronged, and this continued to be the case

until tJio last. Professor Kahler says: "For forty years I was a

regular attendant at the ISTcumarkt Church, and I couut it even

to-day one of God's best gifts to me that I was permitted thus to

attend upon that ministry."

A vivid picture of Hoffmann as he appeared in the pulpit

in later life is dra-rni by Professor Heriug, who as a student heard

him also in the late fifties;: "The face framed in long white hair,

the features large, an expression on the countenance now pater-

nally mild, now almost harshly austere, there also the deep fur-

rows graven by age and at last still more by ill health ; the eye

closed as if in prayerful meditation, and then again, when intense
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ffcliiig possessed hiui, darting fortli lightning; the voice unequal,
\

now sinking to a low conversational tone, now swelling to tl)e I

power of impassioned oratory and accompanied by vehement
|

gesticulation of the stretched-out arm; the delivery often inter-
j

ruptcd by considerable pauses and never in any case smoothly 5

flowing; the whole figure bent a little forward and often swaying
j

tremulously. . . . One sought in vain this man of rather ;

uncomely appearance and manner for the attributes with which ;

one habitually conceives 'celebrated pulpit orators' as endowed.
\

]Ic did not possess them, and never strove after them. . . . And \

yet everyone . . . who was capable of perceiving exceiJtional
,

merit . . . must have received the impression: the power of God i

disjJayed in weakness. . . . ^\^iat was the secret of this jwwer ?
|

... It is not easy to give a round answer to this. He knows the
j

human heart, said some; it is because he has wisdom for practical

life to offer that I like to hear him, said a famous scholar ^vlio

was far removed from Hoffmann's 'standpoint;' others called him

a psychologist; and each of them might seem to himself to be

saying something more to the point tlian the others. He himself,

however, has probably given the best and truest indication of the

deepest power of his preaching when, out of the certaiiity of his

faith and his purpose, he gave to the collections of his sermons the

titles Unterm Kreuz; Krcuz und Krone; Bins ist not ('Under

the Cross;' 'Cross and Crown;' 'One Thing is iSTeedful')." To

preach the cross of Christ in all its bearings upon life was Hoff-

mann's object—to know nothing save Jesus Christ, and him as the

One who has been crucified for us. Xot that he narrowed the

scope of his preaching—quite the contrary. Few preachers have

had a wider range of subjects or a greater versatility in the treat-

ment of them. But in the cross of Christ he found gathered the

light and the grace to dispel all darkness and relieve all weakness.

And he imdcrstood marvelously bow to set human sin and need in

the light of the cross.

A marked characteristic of Hoffmann's preaching was the

unusual degree in which the person of the preacher seemed lost

in the word of his testimony. Hoff'mann p\ir))osed not to preach

himself, but Christ Jesus as Lord ; and he would have warned bis
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heavers, on the peril of their souls, not to consider the person of

(lie preacher, but only Jesus Christ. And yet, as Professor Kiihlcr

Ims remarked, ''his discourse carried one along so irresistibly eveu

because it was the iittcrauce of just this person. Where Christian

preaching is concerned the seed of death is laid in its effectiveness

so soon as the speaker stands in the center or comes into the fore-

gnjund. The secret of genuine effectiveness lies in this, that llie

prcaclier become simply a minister of the ^vord. And just this is

a thing that is apt to find its realization in receptive natures like

Hoffmann's. The word of the Gospel is a seed. Where it falls

into susceptible soil it unfolds itself, and also unfolds, and at the

same time enhances, whatever of natural powers are illumined and

quickened by it. Then aftenvard . . . the sincerity of the convic-

tion and the agreement of one's walk with one's preaching preach

in conjunction with tbe spoken word. This, of course, was

emphatically the case with Hoffmann. But over and above this

the whole peculiar way in whicli in this instance the word acquires

its new individual form has a signiiicance for its eft'ectiveuess. To

a great acuteness in the conduct of his thinking was iinitfid a

powerful immediateness of his inner nature and of his intuition

in his conception of the facts of salvation. Forgiveness the biting

ointment that burns out the disposition to sin; forgiveness the

soothing balm that heals the despair of the guilty conscience; for-

giveness the power of making one ashamed of sin, it brings one

to the point where one utterly falls out with one's sins—this was

the confession of faith that sprang from his innermost experience,

this the keynote of all his preaching. And so the noblest traits

of his soul, which had been rijiened in rich and long labor, were

set in motion whenever he laid upon our hearls the old message

with which he had become one. ... If he had originally no inner

impulse to hand on to others what he himself had acquired he

ncvcrtlieless had his jo}' in doing this very thing when his voca-

tion led him to it."

While Hoff'maim's delivery was inartistic, his command of

language was of a very higli order. He used the simplest terms

and the most idiomatic constructions. There was often a poetic,

grace iu his speech, especially where the matter called for the
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strong cinotions. And there is no trace of conscious eral>e]liali-

mcnt in his style. His cxpi-essiou was precise, but it was the

precision of clear and simple and concrete thinking. For terse-

ness and condensation his sermons are probably imsnrpassed. In

a broad sense his preaching was popular, though hardly tJie ideal

preaching for the uneducated classes. When Adolf Stocker began

his great work, to reach the estranged masses, Hoffmann gave him

his warmest approbation, and declared, "If I were still young I

should throw away all that I have learned and accomplished if

only I might learn the secret of sjx-aking so as to reach the com-

mon people." And yet few preachers of his day knew as well as

he the way into the universal human heart. His illustrations^

were apt and luminous, though for the most part thought and figure

were so blended in one there M'as no separating them. Anecdotes

he used sparingly, but very effectively. These were drawn largely

from his reading of history and from his obseiwations in extensive

travel. His soul was open and sympathetic toward all human
interests, and he seemed to keep on developing even to his latest

years. A rare humor was one of his leading traits. One of his

old friends thought him not iniworthy to be compared in this

regard with tlie author of the Pichivich Papers. And all this had

an imiwrtant bearing on his development as a preacher.

Hoifmann's theology was at the first a pretty strict Lutheran

orthodoxy. This Avas gradually altered into a biblicism of a mod-

ern type—an "orthodoxy corrected by the Bible." His preaching

was intensely biblical and at the same time in close contact with

modern thought and life. It is significant that even a "critical''

theologian like Jiilichcr should entitle an essay on Ilofi'mann (in

the CliridVicIie ^Ycli) "A Modern Preacher." In attempting to

give a few fraginentary specimens of HofFniann's preaching one

experiences a double embarrassment. The first is, of course, the

embarrassment of riches. The second lies in the fact that this

preacher's style and method make it specially diSicult by brief

extracts to convey a fair impression.

We have said that Hotlman was preeminently a preacher of

the cross. Let us therefore look first into one of his Good Friday

sermons—that on Luke xxiii, -it, 48. A remarkably impressive
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introduction leads up to the tlieme—"The Silent Language of the

Cross:" (1) how it jtrcaches repentance, and (2) how it preaches

gi-ace. In the first division occurs the following:

Ah, the Lord is not concerned that cue should give up his reliance

upon one's own honesty and join in the usual talk about oneself as a "poor

sinner." If instead of this he can only so impress upon us the picture of

his sufferings that it shall be with us wherever we go, this truest heart,

this fairest picture, is surely worthy of it! Would we gladly come and
stand under the effulgence of his love? Would we walk in this light?

Ah, iliis is holy love, that thus for our sake renounced all that the world

calls happiness and joy and honor; this is love that never with a single

thought sought her own, that thus entered the state of humiliation, thus

assailed with the weapons of the truth ail that is unrighteous, thus will-

ingly for this cause endured with an invincible meekness, thus recom-

pensed those who did him evil only by doing them good, praying for

them and blessing them from his heart, thus plunged into weakness, con-

demnation, pains of death and agony of hell, in order to pay the ransom
for many. This I call the silent language of the cross, when it ever and
anon speaks to us and we listen to it, saying, So loves your Lord. And
you? and you? Beware how, when men become displeasing to you, your
patience, your kindness, instantly deserts you! Beware hov/ your desires

fall into wrong grooves! Beware how your soul clings to its half-hap-

pinesses and its own honor; how your thoughts have a squint, your heart

and your mouth are so sharp in their judgments! O silent language of the

cross! Whose heart dost thou now lay bare that he may see its mortal
hurt—that is, the power of self-love, which lusts after that which passes

away.

Under the second division of tlie same sermon is tlie fol-

lowing passage:

But has the cross nothing more to preach than repentance? Nay,
rather, it has set in motion also a preaching of grace such as no prophet
of the former time could do. ... It may seem more natural to despair of

your soul than to hope in its behalf. But—but, all the more should the

word of the cross have its rightful force. On the paling lips of Jesus

hovers the word, It is ijnished. That word should have more credit than
the voice of the stricken heart when it says within you. It is all over with
you. It is not all over with you! Where you had nothing to pay he has

paid for you. You will not allow that the thoughts that excuse you are

valid, £0 he wills that the thoughts within you that accuse you you shall

not hold good. . . . And if, after years of endeavor, the right fulfillment of

the good you purposed still is lacking, why would you make your peace of

conscience contingent upou your first working yourself so and so far into

a good state? Rather let your assurance rest, to the glory of Christ, upon
the tact that his finished work has procured peace for you. . . . Your de-

spoudcnt thoughts aie traitors! Rest in me! says the silent cross; let

your unrest change into good assurance.
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With this may be compared another admirable Good Friday

sermon, that on Liike xxiii, 3'J-43, "Christ's Cross our Tlirone

of Grace," with its three simple divisions: (1) Gaze upon it;

(2) Draw near to it
; (3) Accept the mercy offered there.

Hoffmann's Easter sermons were especially impressive. Par-

ticularly noteworthy is the emphasis upon the essential inner con-

nection between Easter and Good Friday. To him Christ's

resurrection is something more than a confirmation of our hope

of a futiire life, and yet he does not fail to do justice to tlils

thou-ht.

The hopes of our hearts for the luture world arc like Noah's dove,

that flew to and fro over the houndless face of the deep until she found

the olive tree from which she brought back the leaf. Thus uacertaiuly

do our hopes fly out over the sea of death until they alight upon the rock

that has lifted itself above that surface, eveu upon Jesus Christ, who is

risen from the dead.

But his centra] Easter tliought is that Christ's resurrection

is in the first instance the com]3letion of the message of grace

which the cross had already uttered. It was in an Easter sermon

that Hoffmann declared

:

Whoever is disturbed by his conscience, let him hate his sin, let him
look upon and trust his Redeemer, and receive the offered peace with God.

Fartlier on he says

:

When at last death servos the summons upon life I wish for my dying

pillow this: that in sincerity I may be able to say within myself, I have

more sins than I can number, but none that is not abhorrent to me, and

forgiven; none that I have not died to, none that the Lord has not freed

me from.

The Christocentric character of Hoffmann's preaching is

especially apparent in his Wliitsunday sermons. To him Pente-

cost is not the substitution of the Holy Spirit for Christ, the

Spirit is sent in Christ's name and glorifies him. He restores

to us our risen Lord. ]Iis Christmas sermons, and particularly

his addresses to the children on Christmas Eve, show him in

another and a very attracti\'e light. Indeed many admire his

Christmas discourses above all the rest. The best of the addresses

to the children have been collected and published under the title

"Christblumen," and they are classics of their kind—^iDUt what-
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ever tiic- season or o<'cnpion IIoffmHiiu was wondcrfnlly apt both

ill the choice of themes and in the treatment of tliem. While he

M-as didactic, in the best sense of tJie term, he was always intensely

practical. He toiTches upon a inultitiide of moral questions and

illuminates them with a rare practical wisdom, and yet he never

for a moment sinks to the level of a mere preacher of morals.

Oftentimes his sermons were fearfully searching, and yet soine-

linies their severity would be relieved by a bit of restrained humor.

In a sermon on "Love's Duty of Sparing Others" occurs this

passage:

In the afternoon let us visit some coffee circles. What are they doing

there? Embroidery with their hands, patchworlv v.'ith their tongues. U
is, you know, so entertaining to patch up other people. ... On the doors of

many an elegant home one might hang the placard, "Warm gossip here

every day"—as warm rolls at the baker's.

And yet, wonderfully as Hoffman]! knew how to lay his finger

upon the sore spot in men's hearts, he was not inquisitorial.

and he seems not to have transgressed the Lord's command,

"Judge not."

The introductions to his sermons were generally very simple,

and always natural, and yet few preachers cqitalcd him in the

quickness and sureness of getting into the heart of the subject

and into the hearts of the hearers. Here is the introduction to a

sermon from John v, 5-14, the account of the healing of the impo-

tent man at the jwol Eethesda

:

St. John reports this occurrence because it was this that afforded the

first occasion for the deadly hatred of the rulers of the people to manifest

itself. This aspect of the story we pa-ss by; we direct our attention to

Jesus's behavior toward the sick man. The narrative has two scenes: the

one at the pool Bethesda, the other in the Temple. Twice Jesus offers

himself to the man as physician; Jesus the Physician of Body and Soul.

(1) How he comes to the help of the soul in order to heal the body, and

(2) uses the sufferings of the body in order to heal the soul.

Very simple, no doubt; and yet it makes one eager to hear what

follows. Here is another example of an introduction both brief

and comprehensive. The text is John ix, 1-7, the story of the

giving of sight to one born blind.

Thus the long suffering of one unfortunate had such an end that he

could sing psalms of joy to Him that had caused his fufferings to cease.
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The act of Jesus aitootcd directly only thi,'; one person. But the accom-

panying words of the Lord ore a great light that shines out over the world

and illuminates one of its darkest riddles. I mean the saying: "Neither

hath this man sinned, nor his parents: but that the works of God should

be made manifest in hirn." 1. It repudiates the gloomy thoughts concern-

ing a large part of the evils of our life. 2. It shows us gracious purposes

of God where we cannot fathom them. 3. It leads us to the sufficient com-

fort that puts an end to all comfortlessness. It is as Reconciler that the

Lord is speaking here, for he is reconciler also in this sense: That he can

reconcile us with the unmerited evils of our life.

His style displays great self-restraint and vigor combined.

He iiscd adjectives sparingly and he did not exaggerate. Begin-

ning his sermons generally in tlic simplest manner, be soon rose

to tlic full energy wliiob tbe subject required. Sometimes, liovr-

cver, as in tbe Good Friday sermon on Lnke xxiii, 39-43, there is

from tbe first word a full stream of feeling and almost poetic

expression

:

We are standing upon the holiest place in all the earth, upon Golgotha.

He who is the likenes.s of God is nailed upon the cross, eternal love is

consumed in agonies. What shall I say? All that stirs my soul or can

stir yours lies in the two words, Jesus! O Love! So warmly hast thou

loved me! O Jesus! Love! how ill have I loved thee! Yet I would fain

learn how to love better. And if by gazing upon thy cross I can learn it

a little better I will choose the place that is nearest thee: there where a

certain one by beholding thy love found salvation—the place of the thief

at thy side. Upon this place the word of Scripture sets us.

And then follows tbe reading of tbe text.

Perhaps no sermon of Hoffmann's has been more admired

tban that on John xii, 24-2G: "Through Death to Life." It Avell

illustrates tlie preacher's easy yet swift rising from tbe simple to

tbe sublime. In explanation of tbe words, "Except a corn of

Avheat fall into the ground and die," etc., be begins:

This is not to be taken as a dead rule in words and letters which the

Lord gives his disciples. For he has first of all himself in mind. He sets

himself up as a living rule. He portrays, as he so often does, that which

Is loftiest, that is his very self, before their eyes and ours by means of the

simplest image and likeness. The grain of wheat, so long as it lies in the

granary, remains as unfruitful as a stone. Planted in the earth, it breaks

Its hull, dissolution destroys its soft parts, it dies. But within it is a germ
of life that had longed for just this planting and dying of the grain of

wheat. In the process of dying it unfolds its life, and sends up the stalk

and the ear with its hundred grains. Thus the grain by dying attains to
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bclKlitcncd life and multiplies itself. This, written iu a little grain of

wlicat. Is tho story of the only-begotten Son of the Father v.'jo was mani-

frst iu the mortal veil of the Son of man. When he, who from eternity

wa-s in the Father's bosom, was born man, then it began—then did God
plant hini as a grain of wheat in the soil of humanity; then at once began

Ills dying. What shall we call such a life as his? For from his child-

hood up he held the glory of the only-begotten Son of the Father buried in

the form of a servant, he humbled himself yet more and more, even unto

death, he constantly bore our sicknesses and sorrows, he gave himself up

iu utter devotion and fell from one anguish of soul into ar.other. This

vas a constant dying of the grain of wheat. And so it continued up to the

point where, in his last hour of need, hi.s soul, troubled unto death and for-

salien of God, passed from this life as if it had been consumed by the cor-

ruption of the sin of mankind which he bore; and up to the point where
his pierced body broke down in death: then it was finished. But as the

gi'ain of wheat desires just this, that it fall into tho grave of the earth

and under the power of dissolution, iu order that it may spring up and
bring forth fruit—just so with the heart of Jesus, the only heart that

knows the sole longing to give its life for the redemption of the many.
In no other way could tho miracle of love, the love that knows no meas-

ure, uiauifest itself before the eyes of all men than that it should load

him forth to travel all the ways of martyrdom. In no other way could

the only power break forth which he designs ever to exert over the hearts

of men until the last judgment; that is, the power of tho love that takes

upon itself our sins iu order to atone for them and dies our death in

order to put even it to death.

IToffmanu "can begin," writes ITcriug, "like a calecliist and

end like a minnesinger of lioly love, lie can kindle a small liglit

for tlie obtaining Qf elementary knowledge of tlie faith and simple

understanding of the Scriptures, bnt gradually the little flame

burns more and more intensely and at last beams with a supernal

brilliancy."

An admirable, though brief, account of "tho life, the work,

and tlic preaching" of Hoffmann has been written by the distin-

guislied Ilalle professors, Kahler and Hcring. The writer of these

pages gratefully acknowledges a large indebtedness to their work.

^^%^j^Ji:
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Art. VI.—the INTELLECTUAL LIFE OF JESUS.

Eua Eeato Axgelico, the artist-mouk of Fiesolc, renowned

for the spirituality and mystic eharin of the saints and angels he

portrayed, ahvays painted the head of Christ and of the Virgin

iu a prayerful mood, and on his knees. A like reverence will char-

acterize every pi-opcr attempt to represent the human aspects of

the person of Jesus. Indeed, it is almost impossible to study the

humanity of Christ without being so mastered by the sense of his

divinity as to be incapable of conducting the inquiry impartially.

By the faultlessness of his character Jesus has compelled the hom-

age of men to such an extent that they shrink instinctively from

that cj'itieal investigation which his human nature invites and

challenges, and which may be pursued by his disciples with the

utmost propriety. They lx)W in adoration before the divine pres-

ence, and are disinclined to discuss the human figure. "WTien a

company of congenial spirits were trying to fancy what their sen-

sations would be if some of the greatest of earth's former inhab-

itants were to appear among them, and the name of Christ was

mentioned, Charles Lamb stammered out, "You see, if Shakes-

peare entered this room, we should all rise; if Christ appeared,

we should all kneel." That is the unquestioned sentiment of every

soul that has beheld the divine beauty of our Lord, and it honors

him who cherishes it ; but it must be recognized as constituting a

serious difliculty in the present study. It is always easier for the

devout mind to call Jesus the Son of God than to pronounce him

Son of man, though this is Christ's favorite designation of him-

self. Said Lamennais, ''When I come to consider his life, his

works, his teaching, the marvelous mingling in him of grandeur

and simplicity, of sweetness and force, that incomprehensible per-

fection which never for a moment fails, , . . when I contemplate

this grand marvel, which the world has seen only once, and which

lias renewed the world, I do not ask myself if Christ was divine;

I should rather be tempted to ask myself if he were human." This

feeling is doubtless shared by many thoughtful Christians. Yet

the phraseology which the Church has almost universally adopted
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to 'cxj)ros3 her conviction regarding the person of Christ is "very

God and very man, of a reasonable soul and luiman flesh subsist-

ing." Napoleon Bonaparte is reported to have said to General

Bertrand, "I know men, and I tell you that Jesus Christ was not

n man." Man he could never be in any sense which would exclude

tJic notion of his divinity, but man he must ever be by the fact

of his perfect assumption of human nature. Into tlie profound

mystery of the divine-human unity it is futile to peer. But the

consummate humanity of Jesus, "without excess or defect," is an

indispensable concept and formulary if the Temptation of Jesus

and other disciplinary facts of his life, together Avith the doctrine

of the Atonement and the whole ISTcw Testament philosophy of life,

are to have any significance in the problems of human experience.

To accept this position touching the person of Christ is of necessity

to impose upon the intellectual life of Jesus such limitations as

inhere essentially in humanity. But it must be kept in mind that

we are not now concerned with the infinite intelligence of the Abso-

lute, but with the mental phenomena of the man Jesus as observed

iu tlie authentic record of his earthly career.

The inspired narrative reveals in Jesus a preternatural intel-

ligence, which seems to necessitate a mind of absolute sanity, as

comports with the dignity and distinction of his person. A flaw-

less intellect, no less than a perfect body and a sinless character,

would appear to be demanded for the "one mediator between God
and men, the man Christ Jesus." Xothing short of this will sat-

isfy our sense of divine fitness. Though we admit that the idea of

incarnation inevitably involves the limitation of certain divine pre-

rogatives we cannot believe that the defects and errancies of our

corrupted natiire were entiiiled upon the intellectual life of Jesus

by the fact of his human birth. "Conceived by tJie Holy Ghost"

is the determining factor in this event. Consequently Jesus must

be regarded as possessing a perfect mental equipment. He thus

occupies a position of singularity and supremacy in the intellec-

tual history of the race ; for it is not contended by those best quali-

fied to judge that we can be sure of such an endowment in any

other human being. The greatest minds, it is held, are often

fificcted by abnormalities which under suitable excitement develop
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into incipient lunacies, illustrations of -which abound -n-ith pathetic

frequency. But here is one luind Avhich is devoid of the vagaries

and illusions, the misgivings and forebodings, the trepidations

and superstitions, the passions and vanities, which cloud and ener-

vate many of the noblest minds. Here is a mind Tvhich is not

dulled by ignorance or stupefied by sin, -which never reasons from

false premises or makes unwarranted deductions, or defies the prin-

ciples of logic in any other fashion, but -which always thinks -with

precision and forever moves on to ultimate and impreg-nable posi-

tions; a mind -which always sees trutli in exact relations; which

has no prejudices to efTace, no blunders to correct, no fallacies to

abandon, no conclusions to reverse ; a mind which docs not require

to be nourished by books or trained by teachers, which knows God

and nature and man immediately and intuitively; a mind .which

is pure and pellucid—like a sky unflecked by a single cloud, in

which the sim shines wiUi a brilliancy only modified by the atmos-

phere; a mind filled with visions of truth transcending the ix)wers

of other men to discern and pervaded with the i^erpetual conscious-

ness of i^erfect fellowship with God. What a mind is this ! Plato

defined thinking as "the tixlking of the soul with itself." "Wliat

inconceivably sublime self-communion must have filled this mind

!

The intellectual life of Jesus as revealed in the Gospels is

distinguished by extraordinary aculeness of perception. His

apprehension of God and human relations is unparalleled among

the sons of men. His insight into the characters, the secret

motive^, the aspirations of the people he meets is iinexampled,

and is obviously -not the re.sult of shrewd analysis of profound

study but springs from his injicrent knowledge of the human heart.

"He needed not that any should testify of man; for he knew what

was in man." He startled Xatlianacl, the Samaritan woman,

Peter, Judas, the scribes and Pharisnes and others by the dis-

closures of his knowledge concerning the inmost recesses of their

souls. He probed the minds of his disciples with a word, and laid

bare their igiioble thoughts and petty emulations to their evident

amazement and confusion. He evinced marvelous powers of

arg-umentation and reJniiKkr. His enemies not less than his

friends were astonished at the authoritative one which he adopted.
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"IvI^evcr man spake like this man" is the confession of those who

Fonght to entrap him. He was in perfect possession of tlie learn-

ing contained in the ancient Scriptnres, and he turned his knowl-

edge to great account in refuting the sophistries of his critics. He
employed logical processes with merciless precision, and j^arricd

the thrusts of his adversaries with such skill that after one encoun-

ter it Avas said, "2^0 man was able to ansAver him a Avord ; neither

durst any man. from that day forth ask him a.ny more questions."

He rebuked the quibbles of tlie scribes Avith sententious utterances

which were sharper than needles and Avith illustrations no mind

AA'as obtuse enough to misunderstand. Ho explained the principles

of the kingdom of God by parables which are the most beautiful

—

ns they are the most fundamental—of all the creations of imagina-

tive literature. He convinced the cultured classes of his day that

he was an intellectual master, and challenged them to account for

his supremacy. "Hoav knoAveth this man letters, liaA'ing never

learned ?" they ask themselves. He exhibited a wisdom which is

greater than any learning, and Avhich may exist independently of

formal instruction. It characterized his childhood and it prog-

ressed AN-ith his developing manhood. He Avrote nothing, so far as

we knoAA', save the line he traced in the dust in the presence of the

sinful Avoman and her accusers, and that perished with the day;

yet he has imjjresscd his Avisdom on the thought of all succeeding

generations. He looked straight into the face of nature and read

therefrom lessons of eternal significance. He peered into the souls

of men and interpreted their deathless longings to them in terms

Avhich arc immortal. He saw God everj-Avhere and explained him
in Avords AA'hich quicken faith and intelligence wherever tliey are

spoken. '''aSTothing," says Francis Peabodj', ''"but the profoundcr

traits in Jesus Christ, of religious A-ision and moral cogency, could

have obscured the intellectual gTcatness which justifies his mes-

sage to the scholar." His iminterrupted consciousness of partici-

pation In the mind of the Eternal differentiat-cs him from the

most godly saints on earth. "0 I'ighteous Father, the world hath

not knoAvn thee; but I have knoAvu thee, and these haA'e knoAvn

that thou hast sent me," he cries out in the sublime prayer Avhich

ho offers on the night of his Ijetrayal unto death. Tinaly this is a
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mind not illumined by imparted glory but flaming -with its own

essential brightness. God lias not shined \\]k>\i Jesus: he shines

in him.

Despite this transcendent Avisdom, however, there is no evi-

dence in the record of this peerless life of any claim on the part

of Jesus to possess unconditioned omniscience. On the contrary,

there is much to sujiport an opposite view. ISTor should this fact

occasion surprise when we reflect that this divine attribute, like

omnijMtence and omnipresence, could not bo conceived as ex-

pressing itself fully in terms of finite being. If we are unable

to rmderstand how God could manifest himself without retaining

the complete exercise of his divine prerogatives, no more are we

capable of explaining in what manner he could exhibit himself

in human form without obscuring or limiting them. The mind

finds some relief from perplexity by viewing the incarnation ethic-

ally and not metaphysically. The motive of the divine humilia-

tion must be employed to interpret its mystery in so far as it can

be apprehended by the intelligence of man. It is God the Son

who is described as becoming incarnate in Je.sus Christ. This

he does in obedience to his o\yu law of love. His consciousness of

God is that of eternal Sonship. lie becomes man in order that this

Sonship may be realized in the sphere of human life, and with a

purpose to save mankind. To achieve this he must subject himself

to the limitations of a genuine human estate. Says Canon Gore:

"The incarnation involves lx)th the self-expression and the self-

limitation of God. God can express himself in true manhood

because manhood is truly and originally made in God's image;

and, on the other hand, God can limit himself by the conditions

of manhood because the Godliead contains in itself eternally the

prototype of human self-sacrifice and self-limitation, for God is

love." It is not ours to discuss here the difficulties which inhere

ill the acknowledgment of this self-limitation of the Son of God.

I'hey constitute the chief battle ground of the never-ending

Christological controversy. But we must accept the facts con-

tained in the narrative of Christ's life, and assent to the truths

thus objectively presented, though our reason cannot explain them.

We are compelled to do this not only by the requirements of the
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(iithuJox faiUi coiiccniiiig the pevsoii of Clirist but by the frank

jidinissions of Jesus himself, who seems to disavow absolute divine

oiimiscience in one instance and to imply as much in others.

The predictive element in the utterances of Jesus doubtless

transcends that discoverable in tlie messages of tlie prophets who

foretold his coming and the apostles who continued his work.

Yet in one respect it is similar : his consciousness of future events

was limited. He committed no errors of fact, but the extent of

liis knowledge was restricted. He was infallible in all his teach.-

iiigs, but his vision of the future was not projected to inilnity.

llis omniscience was conditioned by the human nature which he

had assumed. Again we must be reminded that it is the man
Jesus Avhom we are considering. He knew that the final judgment

impended, that Jerusalem would be overthrown, that he ^\•ould

come again to judge the quick and the dead, but unless ]\Iatthev\'

and Marl; arc unreliable witnesses he assured his hearers that he

did not knov.- the time of thc5e events. "Of that day and that

hour knoweth no man, no, nut the angels which are in heaven,

neither the Sou, but the Father." Various attempts have b=en

made to explain this declaration in consistency with Uie theory of

Christ's absolute omniscience, but they uniformly cast a shadow

on the candor of Jesus. Theodoret's comment is pertinent: "If

he knew the day and, wishing to conceal it, said he Avas igiiorant,

sec what blasphemy is the result. Truth tells a lie." A similar

obscuration of omniscience is apparent in the incident of the iwo

disciples' request to be assigned to places of preeminence in the

coming kingdom, which Jesus declares are not at his disposal.

"From the few utterances of this kind," says Wendt, "we perceive

that Jesus, whilst conscious of knowing the divine plan as a wlioJc,

yet did not therefore claim to possess a foreknowledge of this

gracious plan in its details." If the future was perfectly clear

to him it is difficult to account for the jiraycr in Gethsemane, ''O

my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me!" or to

explain the agonizing cry upon the cross, "My God, my God, why
hast thou forsaken mcf if he saw the uttermost depths of the

divine mind. Many illustratioiis of this subordination of Chri.-t's

mental vision to the necessities of his humau nature will occur
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to every tbcmglitful reader of the New Testament, and taken in

conjunction with the fact that he expresses surprise at some occur-

rences, that he requests information with evident sincerity, that

he has recourse to prayer for guidance and inspiration, that he

asserts liis de]X-ndenco ou the Father for instruction, that he has

not contributed anything to the world's Icnowledge of material

things, though these were constantly employed as symbols of spirit-

ual truth, raise a strong presumption, to say the least, that Jesus

did not possess absolute divine omniscience, and afford a singularly

imi)ressive interpretation of that inscrutable self-impoverishment

and self-emptying of the Son of God which St. Paul describes in

2 Cor. viii, 9, and Phil, ii, 5-11, and which is ]mov,Ti to theologians

as the Kenosis.

But if the intellectual life of Jesus was subject to the limita-

tions which are incident to human nature it is ]io less true that it

also followed the laws of development which are evers-Avhere reg-

nant in human experience. He fulfilled the ideal relations of

childhood. His mental equipment Avas perfect from the begin-

ning, but it was the perfection of the bud and not of the full-blo-«Ti

flower. His mental vision was circumscribed by an horizon which

constantly receded as he '''increased in wisdom and stature, and in

favor with God and man." The training of a pious Jewish home

accelerated the development of his understanding. If he enjoyed

the doubtful advantages of the conventional religio-ecclesiastical

schools of his age at Xazareth, he doubtless felt therein the pri-

mary movings of his extraordinary intellectual vigor. "The

attempts to bring him into contact with Egyptian wisdom, or the

Essenic theosophy, or other sources of learning, are without a

shadow of proof," says Dr. SehafF, "and explain nothing after

all." Likewise there are no reliable tokens of supernatural intel-

lectual powers in the only authentic record of his early years.

Robertson of Brighton fancied that the reason men love to ascribe

precocity to great characters in their childhood is that it aifords

an explanation of their subsequent achievements apart from the

patient toil exacted of ordinary persons in winning success. This

Avill perhaps account for the Avondcrs which the Fathers were

prone to ascribe to the childliood of Jesus, and for the prodigies
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wliic-li nre soherlj set down in tlie apocryphal gospels. But tliat

he grew up naturally is the testimony of tlie New Testament, both

from what it records and from what it omits. It seems evident

tliat his development was jiormal from tlie fact also that in later

years his kinsmen thought his fame ridiculous. He progi-essed in

knowledge so naturally tliat Joseph and his mother had apparently

not been encouraged to look for conduct in him -which "would be

regarded as incompatible "with childhood. Even if we admit that

at this stage of his life he was fully conscious of his divine son-

ship we are not compelled to consider this any interference with

a proper htiraan development. If the scene in the Temple when

he was twelve years of age was his first emergence into the con-

sciousness of his true character, if it was the initial evidencing of

his wonderful intellectual force, it but serves to emphasize the

fact that hitherto his progress had not been luiusual enough to

awaken surprise. The eighteen years that follow are hidden from

view, but they unquestionably matured and compacted his intel-

ligence. Preparation is the chief part of any public man's life,

and Jesus offere no exception to this requirement. There was little

oppoi-tunity for reflection during the crowded years of his min-

istr)^ The unkuo^^^l period of his life, before he broke forth into

publicity, gave him this important advantage. lie spent his time

away from universities, libraries, books, and gi-eat men, and

busied himself with the common toil of an artisan, but he was

making ready for mighty achievements. Thirty years of prepara-

tion, three years in which to impart the quintessence of his wis-

dom—it is a most impressive fact.

This retirement naturally suggests the inquiry, To what

extent, if at all, was the intellectual life of Jesus affected by his

emaronment? Did outward circumstance play any part in the

development of his mental constitution ? "Was the cast of his mind

in any least degree determined by his surroundings ? It is the

contention of some that only inferior characters are definitely

wrought upon by the attrition of society and tlie contact of sen-

sible objcct.s. On this supposition the intellectual development of

Je,'us was a simple and inevitable process of evolution from

within. He came to the consummate fruitage of his mind by the

10
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inlierent energy of his ])cing. It is not ]c-?s firmly maintained by

others that Jesus was very considerably affected by the material

conditions which encompassed him. It is at least important to

note, as fundamental to this speculation, that he was always ori-

ental in his modes of expression and apparent habits of thought.

The figures of speech he employed were derived from local cir-

cumstances. They occasion difficulties of interpretation when

tJiey are communicated to papulations whose environment is dis-

similar from his. There is a wide realm of illustration available

to an observant man in the natural objects which are common to

all parts of the globe. The sun, the moon, the stars, the sky, the

clouds, the atmosphere, the sea, the lakes, the rivers, the moun-

tains, the storm, the convulsions of nature, life in the air, beneath

the waters, and on the surface of the earth—these are ready for

ahnost unlimited use among all classes of men to enforce and illu-

minate public discourse. But these for the most part had merely

incidental treatment at the hands of Jesus. His Gospel was for

all men. The spiritual and ethical truths he enunciated were of

\miversal application, but the language in which they were couched

was \inquesfionably determined by the needs of the men nearest to

him and, shall we say, by the peculiar bent of his own mind ? It

is the miracle of his speech that truth quickens his parables and

lea^js through the disgiilses of a foreign tongue wherever they

are repeated.

The intellectual life of Jesus was certainly not fostered by

some of the influences which are deemed of chief importance in

modern culture. Travel, literature, art, music, oratory, contact

witli scholarship, stirring public events form no part of his train-

ing for popular leadership. It must be obvious none the less that

!N"azarelh with its cosmopolitan population afforded many of the

advantages which are thought to inhere in travel, while the veiy

unlikeliness and obscurity, not to say insignificance, of the place

supplied the seclusion required for j'HBrfecting latent intellectual

energies. For this high purpose Nazareth was unquestionably

sui)erior to Jerusalem. In the capital of Judea, filled with the

baleful iiiftuences of traditional religion, rife with discussions of

the bare externals of a devotional life, noisy witli the babble of
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rnlibiuic.al polemics, be could not liavc eujoved tlie calm and

]-c]>ose, indispensable for introspection, which he could secure in

the comiwratively unruffled peace of ISTazareth. Xo thoughtful per-

son can fail to see the value of such isolation from the arena of

controversy for the development of the resources of a great mind.

"Conversation enriches the understanding, but solitude is the

school of genius," said Gibbon. "Mediocrity can talk, hut it is for

Genius to observe," said the elder Disraeli. Society undoubtedly

is necessary for the development of creative genius, but isolation

is imperative for serious preparation. So Descartes thought, and

shut himself away from companionship of men in Amsterdam. So

Goethe believed, and retired almost -within himself at Weimar.

The necessity to evolve deep thinking from one's inner conscious-

ness cultivates mental acutuess. Even the deprivation of certain

senses seems to assist rather than retard the action of the mental

powers. Milton's blindness and Beethoven's deafness were no bar

to the exercise of their genius. It is even credible that these

infirmities made more quick and pregnant the performances of

their minds. In the same manner, being thrown absolutely on

one's inner resources by reason of a certain isolation from the

world may prove an incomparable blessing. In the matter of

pure reasoning the ancients, who had few books, no scientific

methods of observation, and an exceedingly contracted horizon,

present some of the most remarkable examples we have in the field

of ratiocination. It is not without significance, also, as affecting

the mental culture of Jesus, that he spent so long a time in asso-

ciation with the peasantry in the actual experience of Jewish arti-

san life, lien of most humble companionships and occupations in

our age have frequently shown extraordinary acumen in matters

apparently far outside the range of their wonted pursuits. A list

of illustrious shoemakers has recently been compiled from almost

every department of human endeavor. A certain concentration

of mind incident to the com]iarative solitariness of this lowly but

honorable calling develops, it would seem, unusual powers of

thought in persons of serious liahits. j\Lay it not have been so in

the trade which we are led to believe Jesus followed for several

critical years of his life ? Surely the common toil of a carpenter
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would Le exceedingly valuaLle for a proper appreliensioii of the

net-ds of laboring people. It was a business career to help businc^^s

men. It was this recognized knowledge of the work of man's

bands which gave such significance to his words, '"'Come unto me,

all ye that labor and are heavy laden."

Bat when, after eighteen obscure years, Jesus stepped fortli

to execiite the great mission intrusted to him, the heated atmos-

phere, the turbulent conditions of town life would rapidly call

forth his intellectual force to its highest i^ossibilities. Jerusalem

with its crowded pojiulations and its metropolitan evils would sup-

ply this important factor in his mental development. How pro-

fomidly he would bo moved by the spectacles he witnessed with a

keener insight into their meaning than any other man could

jTOSsess ! Charles Lamb told Wordsworth that he often shed tears

in the motley Strand from fullness of joy at so much life, ^'\^lat

must have been the emotions of Jesus when, gazing upon the hosts

of Jerusalem with an eye which looked far beneath the perturbed

surface of the multitude, he took up into his thought the problems

of life and destiny which were but superficially apprehended by

his countrymen—the ambitions, the passions, the poverty, the

dreams, the wretchedness of the tlirong about him! His tears

sprang not from excess of joy, but from depths of pity no philos-

ophy has explored. And if the life of men in populous centers

influenced the trend of Christ's thoughts, Avhat did the contempla-

tion of nature accomplish for him ? If we turn to his public utter-

ances for answer there is little to gratify our curiosity or to

enlighten our research. Early he felt the lily of the field dis-

course to him of the invisible beauty, and the ravens tell him of

God his Father. The facts of life about him, the loveliness of tlie

world, the eloquence of river and mountain, of sky and landscape,

of the ten thousand enrapturing sights which were visible in that

most chanuing section of Palestine in Avhicli he was reared,

unquestionably stirred his soul deeply. But it is remarkable that

he never drew his illustrations from uncultivated nature; only

from fields that were tilled, from the face of nature as it had felt

the hand of man. The occupations of his contemporaries Avere

ever at his command to express in a homely but marvelously effect-
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ive %vay the principles of the kingdom lie bad come to explain.

There is little in his words to indicate that Jesus had ^vhat we call

distinctively the poetic temperament. He was intensely practical.

Ho saw the pulsations of the human heart in all the facts of life

and reached forth to tliem through the whole tumult of things

about him. Yet it is impossible to think of him as devoid of a

profoimd feeling for nature which heightened his intellectual sen-

sibilities and imparted a subtle charm to his speech.

But, whatever we may conceive to have been the effect of

Christ's environment upon his mental habit, of his perfect adapta-

tion to the requirements of liis office there can be no question. It

was his fmiction to impart instruction through the medium of

extemporaneous address to a thoroughly miscellaneous auditory.

For this he was qualified to an extraordinary degree. lie was

essentially an orator, though it is not usual to think of him in this

capacity. He possessed the physical and intellectual qualities requi-

site for the noble calling, and his forms of speech were the most

suitable for the purpose to Avhich he devoted his public uiiuistry.

.In these suggestions we have a field for study which can only be

dimly indicated within the limits of this article. If we add to

the elements herein imperfectly sketclied the supreme elevation

involved in the possession of Christ's mental faculties by the Holy

Spirit we have in outline the sufficient explication of his unparal-

leled intellectual vitality. We see in our day how the humblest

men, with paltry endowments, devoid of scholastic training,

coming forth from lowly habitations, are lifted by the energy of

the Holy Spirit into heights of mental and spiritual ilhmiinatiou

truly divine. We behold them tlirough public speech achieving

results in the transformations of character which reason fails to

explain. Such disclosures of quickened intelligence through fel-

lowship with the Spirit of God help lis faintly to realize the jios^i-

bilities in the intellectual life of Him to whom it is said ''God

giveth not the Spirit by measure," and whoin we recognize as '"God

manifest in the flesh."

^^r
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Art. VII—BROWNING'S "PARACELSUS."

Study of Browning usually begins as a fad and ends as a

fever. The fascination is that of the search for gold: the long

journey, the miles upon miles of soliloquizing solitude—all are

forgotten in finding some golden nugget worth a prince's ransom.

The amateur reader is a literary Klondiker who is just as likely

to starve to death as to find a fortune. Three accusations may be

brought against Browning—prolixity, obscurity, and fondness of

the abnormal. As to the first accusation Bro^^^nng must lave lived

in eternity, for he seems to have no sense of time. "The Ring

and the Book" has twenty-one thousand one hundred and seventy-

one lines—two thousand one hundi'ed and seventy-one more than

Pope's translation of the Iliad. Bro%vning states that when the

inspiration to write this poem came upon him he felt

A spirit laughs nud leaps through every limb

And lights ajy eye nud lifts trie hy the hair.

^^Tlen you open the book to read this poem you know just how the

axithor felt—at least so far as his hair was concerned. Browning-'s

obscurity has been attributed to the "panther-like restlessness and

panther-like spring of his inlellcct." It is claimed that there is a

connection from point to point, but that the panther-poet passes

on so quickly that the ordinary mind caimot follow. On many
a page the thought is well-nigh murdered by a mob of words

—apparently disjointed irresponsible conjunctions, subjectless

verbs, orphaned pronouns, and nondescript phrases—^that gather

from time to time and drag the poet's meaning in the dust. And
then Browning really seems to revel in the abnormal. Himself

eminently sane, he evidently delights in the analysis and portrayal

of erratic characters. Ilis masterpiece is an old Eoman murder

talc. Not content to tell it once, he repeats it again and again. It

may be urged that his purpose was to portray the whole of life,

but this is disease, not life. The morbid and horrible have no place

in a gi-eat and healthful life. John Bright was right in believing

that only high motives and noble characters will be found in the

literary masterpieces of the future.
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"Paracelsus" is an example of tliis morbid tendency. The

poem has for its suLject a singular and erratic character, a sort

of jjeripatetic doctor and ambulatoiy theosophist who flourished

under this name, -with the addition to it of Philippus Aureolas,

about three hundred years before. He was born in Einsiodclii in

1493, and his name, Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim.

^^'ithout a thorough education even for those times, he made his

way until ho secured a professor's chair at Basle. Here he aston-

ished everybody. lie scorned all authorities. In a most dramatic

manner he burned the work.s of Galen before his students and

assumed supreme authority iu all matters pertaining to medicine.

His arrogance was equaled oiily by his evil habits. To escape well-

deserved punishment for a serious outrage against a magistrate

he finally fled to Alsatia, and, resuming his wanderings, ulti-

mately reached Salzburg, where he died in 1541. Paracelsus was

an exponent of Esoteric Buddhism three hundred years before

Madam Blavatsky founded the Theosophical Society. He taught

very nearly all the points of Christian Science three hundred years

before Mrs. Eddy became afliicted by "mortal mind."* He was

an alchejnist and charm worker. Iludibras says of him:

Biimbastiis kept a devil's bird

Sluit iu the pommel of his sword,

That taught him nil the cunning pranks

Of past and future mountebanks.

Bombastus Theophrastus being such a worthless fellow, why,

you wonder, did Browning select him as a subject for his poem ?

Not wholly because of the poet's love for the abnormal. Certain

qualities in the man and his story were well suited to sen'e the

]wet's purpose and enforce the principles he desired to teach

:

Eirst, with all his grotesque inconsistencies Paracelsus expressed,

for bis age, the scientific nietliod and spirit. He must be judged

by the standards of bis time, and so considered he has some claim

to scientific credit. He was the first to use laiidanum, and prac-

tically gave that drug to the world. Professor Furguson says:

"His positive services to medicine are summed up in his wide

application of chemical ideas to pharmacy and therapeutics; his

indirect and possibly gi-eater services to be found in the stimulus,

*G. W. Cooke, Brov-ning Guide Book, p. 269.
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the revolutionary stimulus, of his ideas about method and general

theorj." Contradictions did not trouble Paracelsus. He believed

in magic and astrology, and held a curious incomprehensible doc-

trine of signatures, but he was also an emphatic projihet of the

scientific method. Kiugsley says: "He had one idea to -n-hich if

he had kept true his life -would have been happier—the firm belief

that all true science was a revelation from God and was not to

be obtained second or third hand, but by going straight to nature

. . . and listening to what Bacon calls 'the voice of God revealed

in facts.'

"

A second reason for this choice of subject was Brown-

ing's Avell-known view that intuition is a source of truth. This

was a pronounced personal conviction and teaching of the historic

Paracelsus. And the third reason was the fact that tlie history

of Paracelsus illustrated, in a highly dramatic if not tragic w-ay,

the failure of the life of the intellect when divorced from the life

of the heart. These three elements will furnish an analysis of the

poem. Paracelsus is an earnest student intent upon gaining truth.

He has a "wolfish hunger for knowledge," and gives up his whole

life to intellectual attainment. He devotes himself to this one

aim. He says to Festus

:

I am young, . . . happy, and free,

I cnn devote ni.vsclt ; I Lavo a life

To give. . . .

New hojies should animate the world, new light

Should dawn from new revealings to a race

Weighed down so long, forgotten so long.

His motives seem mixed and shifting ; at one time lie would win

fame, and again he would be an oracle for God, but ujmu one point

he was always insistent: he must know. He declares:

I cannot feed on beauty for the sake

Of beauty only, nor can drink in balm
Prom lovely objects for their loveliness;

My nature cannot lose ber first imprint;

I still must hoard and heap and class all truths

With one ulterior purpose: I must know.

It would be difficult to find a better statement of tlie scientific

method than "to hoard and heap and classify all truth," and "T

must know" is tlic exact dictum of the scientific spirit. We shall
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sec prescutly tliat Paracelsus finds that this incthod standing alone

ia fai' from satisfactory. The second teaching of the poem gives

a reason for this failure. Browning shows that the deepest knrjwl-

odge may be attained by a more direct method than scientific

induction, and that truth so obtained has the most emphatic certi-

tude. Paracelsus at last imdcrstands that

Truth is within ourselves ; it takes no rise

From outward things, .whatc'er you may believe.

There is an inmost center in us all

Where truth abides in fullness; and around,

Wall upon wall, the gross flesh hems it in.

This perfect, clear perception which is truth,

A baffling and perverting carnal mesh
Binds it, and makes all error ; and to KXOW
Eather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendor may escape

Than in effecting entry for a light

Supposed to be without. Watch narrowly

The demonstration of a truth, its birth,

And you trace back the cfTulgpnco to its spring

And source within us ; where broods radiance vast.

To be elicited ray by ray as chance

Shall favor.

In "Tho Eing and the ]3ook" the Pope, implying an emphatic

afiirmative answer, asks,

Must wc deny . . .

Recognized truths, obedient to some truth

Unrecognized yet but perceptible?

—

Correct the portrait by the living face,

Man's C4od, by God's God in the mind of man?

j^n eminent critic says : "No more definite description of Brown-

ing's attitude toward the religion of his time could be given than

is contained in these words. They indicate that he is a transccn-

dentalist, and that he finds the authenticity and proof of religious

truth in the soul's intuitions. He would have faith in the thing;

that is, faith that God speaks directly to the soul whenever man
will listen to that still small voice of the Infinite Truth within,

and not faitli in the mere report that men once had such a revela-

tion." Our age needs this message. Science needs it for her own

enlargement. Science has been of the earth, earthy. There has

been an imwilliugness to receive all the facts. The apprehensions

of reason have been accepted, but facts of the soul have been ruled
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out. It may be said tbat theso intuitions are not capable of scien-

tific demonstration, but as elements of consciousness they are more

certainly attested than the most unquestioned scientific inductions.

Take, for instance, the law of gravitation, declared by science to

be universal, and yet it has never had an absolute proof. That

proof requires universal observation which, in the nature of the

case, cannot be given. It is a stupendous scientific assumption,

and yet is so entirely satisfactory that to doubt it would indicate

insanity. It will be remembered that no one has insisted with

greater force and clearness upon the incompleteness and relativity

of scientific knovrledgo than Herbert Spencer. Too much has

been made of scientific certainty. Science as well as religion has

her ''great Perhaps." Paracelsus holds that the soul's direct dis-

coveries are better assured than its rational inductions. lie

accepts the witness of reason, he employs the scientific method,

he revels in the scientific spirit, but he gives hearty welcome to

that larger science, the science of the future, which discards no

fact of human consciousness, and so he trusts his soul; for,

In mau's self arise

August anticipations, symbols, types

Of a dim srlendor ever ou before

In that eternal circle life pursues.

In a sublime passage he declares his confidence in this larger

view—^this proving of the soul

:

I haste

To contemplate uudazzled some one truth

—

Its bearings and cfi'ects alone—at once

What was a sjieck expands into a star,

Asking a life to i)nt;s rxploring thus,

Till I near craze. I go to prove my soul!

I sot my way as liirds llicir trackless way.

1 shall arrive! what lime, what circuit first,

I a^k not : but—unless (iod send his hail

Or blinding fire balls, sleet or stifling snow

—

In some time, his good time, I shall arrive:

He guides me and the bird. In his good time!

In the third elcmeut in the career of ils hero the failure of the

intellectual life alone to aivc peace and satisfaction lies the

poem's main discussion and cliiff message. It is not a screed

against the pleasures of intellectual attainment. That is not the
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poel's position. lucleed such mental delight is eulogized, and

Jkowning devotes another poem, "The Grammarian's Funeral,"

to showing the jojs of the mind. The message is that the intel-

lectual life alone cannot give the deep and lasting peace which

Fiilisfics the soul. At ilrst Paracelsus has the inspiration of high

jnnpose:
'

Make no more giants, God,

But elevate the race at once ! We ask I

To put forrh just our strength, our human streuglh, i

All starting fairly, all equipi)e(l alike,
j

Gifted alike, all eagle-eyeJ, truc-beartetl— I

See if we cannot beat tbiue angels yet

!

j

Such is my task. I go to gather this.

The sacred knowledge, here and there dispersed I

About the world, long lost or never found. ;

lie resolves to put aside everything else, believing, I

My own affections, laid to rest awhile,
j

Will waken purified, subdued alone
j

By all I have achieved. i

I

Here follows a brief passage full of dramatic fire. lie inquires

of liis friends, Festus and ]\richal,

Do you believe I shall accomplish this?

Festus: I do believe!

Michal: I ever did believe.

Par.: Those words shall never fade from out my brain!

This earnest of the end shall never fade

!

Are there not, Festus, are there not, dear Michal,

Two points in the adventure of the diver.

One—when, a beggar, he prepares to plunge,

One—when, a prince, he rises with his pearl?

Festus, I plunge.

Festus: We wait you v.-hen you rise!

The next scene opens in Constantinople. Paracelsus has attained,

and now reviews the results of liis years of devotion and toil

—

I have dared

Come to a pause with knowledge; scan for onco

The heights already reached, without regard

To the extent above; fairly compute
AH 1 have clearly gained—for once excluding

A brilliant future to supply and perfect

All hnlf-gains and conjectures and crude hopes,

and from this ]X)int of view he reaches the conclusion that the

reward of all his strivings has been utter failure

:
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A few blurred characters suffioe to note

A stranger wamlered loug throusb many lands

And reaped Uie fruit be coveted in a few

Discoveries, as appended Lere and there,

The fragmentary produce of much toil

In a dim heap, fact and surmise together

Confusedly massed as Avbeu acquired ; he was
Intent on gain to come too much to stay

And scrutinize the little gained : the whole

Slipt in the blank space 'twixt au idiot's gibber

And a mad lover's ditty—there it lies.

And yet those bloltings chronicle a life— '^

A whole life, and—my life ! . . .

Spent and decided, wasted past retrieve

Or worthy beyond peer.

An altered brow and eye and gait and speech

Attest that now he knows the adage true,

"Time fleets, youth fades, life is an emptj- dream."

This soul tragedy, for it is nothing less, is not in the realm

of fancy, it is most scrioiis fact. It is an old adage that '"Znowl-

edge alone briugeth sorrow," and Paracelsns lias allowed his

"wolilsh hnuger after knowledge" to dig ont liis lieart. Danvin's

confession shows that he, too, realized this danger. He says: ''ily

mind seems to have become a kind of machine for grinding general

laws out of a large collection of facts. Why this should have

caused the atroj)hy of tliat part of the brain I cannot conceive. If

I had my life to live over again I would have made the rule to

read some jjoetry and listen to some music at least once every

week." The mind is great, but man is more than mind. "When

man's thought is filled the problem is but lialf solved; tlie heart as

well as the head must be satisfied or the riddle of life is not fully

read. Along these two parallels, thought and affection, lies the

footpath of peace.

In tlie closing pages of "Paracelsus" we have the record of

aspiration and final attainment. He recovers from his disappoint-

ment and despair and is cheered into new hope by his friends

Festus and ]\[ichal, and his poet-friend Aprilc. This Italian poet,

Aprilc, liad made his life blunder in pressing to the other extreme

and attempting to find life's peace in love alone. The poem docs

not enler extensively upon lils experiences, but at last the two

I)oets meet once more and for the last time. Aprilc is dying.
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I'araccltnis bends over him. Each has a message for the other and

ill the blended lessons both shall find peace. Paracelsus pleads:

Lovo me henceforth, Aprile, while I Icaru

To love ; autl, merciful God, forgive us both .'

We wake at length from weary dreams ; but both

Have slept in fairjlaud : though dark and drear

Appears the world before us, we no loss

Wake with our wri'^ts and ankles jeweled still.

I too have sought to know as tliou to love ;

Excluding love a.s thou rofuscdst knowledge.

S[ill thou ha.st beauty and I power. We wake:
What penance canst devise for both of us?

Aprilc: I hear thee faintly. The thick darknes.s ! Even
Thine eyes are hid. 'Tis as I knew : I speak,

And now I die. But I have seen thy face!

O poet, think of me, and sing of me!
But to have seen thee and to die so soon

!

Par.: Die not, Aprile! We must never part.

Are we not halves of one dissevered world

Whom this strange chance unites once more? Part? never!

Till thou, the lover, know; and I, the knower.

Love—until both are saved.

Aprilc dies realizing that "God is the perfect poet, Tsdio in his per-

son acts his own creations," and now the scene changes to Basle,

where, after twenty jears, Paracelsus meets with Festus, his life-

long friend, and with him journeys to Colmar in Alsatia. Like

Dante's Virgil, Festus becomes the guide of the soul of Para-

celsus and leads him into the full realization of the vision of peace

which he saw by the bedside of the dying Aprile. They talk of

all the past—of childhood's dewy days, of Einsiedeln, whose green

hills were once the whole world to them, of the sunny wall at

Wurzburg, of Michal's sweet face—alas! ]\[ichal is dead. Para-

celsus turns comforter:

Stona dead!— then you have laid her among the flowers

ere this. Now, do you know,

I can reveal a secret which shall comfort

Even you. I have no julep, as men think,

To cheat the grave ; but a far better secret.

Know, then, you did not ill to trust your love

To the cold earth. I have thought much of it,

For I believe wo do not wholly die.

This brings us to the final scene—a coll in the hospital of St.

Sebastian in Salzburg where Paracelsus makes his final attain-

ment. Inspired by his consciousness of immortality and appro-
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Lending life's reality in tbe Llcnding of love and knowledge, hold-

ing the hand of Festns and calling the name of his dead 2)oet-friend

Aprile, he passes in peace. He has found at last that the loving

heart is the lamp of God. Festus presses his hand and as he dies

he recognizes Aprile, who years Ixifore had passed into the great

silence.

Par.: And this is death: I undcistancl it all.

New being waits me: new pci-ceptions must
Be born in me before I plunge therein,

Which last is De.-ith's aOfair; and while I speak

Minute by minute ho is Clling me
With power; and . . . my foot is on the threshold

Of boundless life—the doors unopened yet.

If I stoop 4
Into a dark tremendous sea of cloud '|

It is but for a time ; I press God's lamp I

Close to my breast; its splendor, soon or late, a

Will pierce tbe gloom : I shall emerge one day. |
You understand me? I have said enough. |

Festus, let my ban!

—

|
This hand—lie in your own, my own true friend!

|
Aprile! Hand in liand with you, Aprile! \

.•And this was Paracelsus.
\

(d^IT' T^(aJmu.
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Art. VIII.—the LETTERS OF LIPSIUS.

From the libraiy of the h'lte sorely Limeuted Professor Allen,

of llarv'ard, came into my possession a curious little book which

Imppens to be exactly three hundred years old. It contains eight

liundrcd selected letters in Latin by Justus Lipsius. Printed in

Avignon in 1603, it bears on the second blank leaf the name of

!Martin Boscheron as its owner in IGOO; on the third, the name

of F. D. Allen, with the date of 1892, to which is added, ''Paris,

20 centimes." Here too now stands the record of the apprtciation

in value which it suifered by being Professor Allen's; for, after

.'iil)seribing my own name as the present owner, I wrote in the

i!]ipcr right-hand comer "50 cts." It would appear, therefore,

that it increased in value more than one thousand per cent in six

years! Surely there are some depths that plummets will not

sound, some prices that defy all the principles of economics

!

Justus Lipsius, the celebrated humanist and classical scholar,

whose life is nearly coincident with the latter half of the si.xteenth

century, had an erratic and rather remarkable career, correspond-

ing to his own genius. At different times he was a professor in

the universities of Jena, Leydcn, and Louvain. For two years

he was a Latin secretary in a cardinal's retinue at Eome. He was

acquainted with most of the great classical scholars of his time,

and long nniintained the reinitatlou of being the greatest of them
fill. To the discriminating critic of to-day it is clear that his

classical scholarship was narrow, and in many ways superficial.

He knew little Greek, cared nothing for a large part of Latin liter-

ature, and published many rash conjectural emendations of Latin

texts. For all that, his knowledge of Latin would be astounding

to an American youth of to-day. It was he who could repeat the

^vhole of Tacitus by heart, and agreed to do so with a dra\m dagger

held to his heart, the point to be plunged into him if at any time
be failed to go on correctly! His editions of Tacitus and Seneca
were really im^wrtant works; and it is not strange that he left a

great body of letters written in the Latin language, which were
pui>lished in "centuries," or grouj^s of one hundred. The edition
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that I have contains eight of these centuries, as the title-page states, ]

of which three are addressed to Frenchmen, Italians, and Span-
\

iardsj the fourth, to Germans and Frenchmen; the lifth is
|

addressed to miscellaneous recipients; the last three are to Bel-
|

gians. Then follows a treatise on the epistolary art, by the same
j

Lipsius. Finally there is an index of "several noteworthy subject.; |

and most elegant similes," supposed to be quite complete, which \

was inserted, so it is stated, "for the benefit of studious youth I" I

Each century of the letters, as a rule, is preceded by a separate
|

dedication, and in several cases there is a prefatory appeal "to the
\

reader." In the first of these Lipsius apologizes for publisliing •

a part of his letters at a time, saying tliat they are a sample, sent
|

forth tentatively, like a scout to test the temper and strength of
|

the enemy. "If there are no enemies, or but few," he concludes,
]

"I will faithfully agree to lead forth into the public gaze of Fame I

the Avhole host of my letters. But if pitfalls and snares await me
I shall lie quiet, and wisely remain in the camp of trusty silence.

My good reader, show kindness and indulgence to one who recipro-

cates those feelings." In the address to the reader at the beginning

of the second century he finds it already necessary to warn others

from publishing epistles of his without his knowledge and consent

;

and sets his imitators an example in the matter by publisliing

there none of any other Avriter than himself. It was the custom

of Lipsius to date his letters ; tlie first one in this collection is dated

1575, the last one 1601. Of course most of the persons to

whom they are addressed are as little known to ns as is the

barber of Eameses or the hostler of Sennacherib! When we turn

the pages, and Gedeon Tserhendrixius, Joannes Drenckvaertus,

Petrus Lafaillius, Frauciscus Schottus, Augerius Busbequius, and

that ilk, pass before us in solemn review, we cannot but ask again

and again, "'"^Miat is fame ?" Here and there, however, we find a

more familiar name, like that of the classical scholar Gruter, the

French statesman Jacques Auguste de Thou, or the genius Joseph

Justus Scaliger. In tlie first address to the reader Lipsius

expresses the conviction that a letter should drop hot from the

point of one's pen, claiming tliat his own liabit is never to rcAvi-ite

one, indeed seldom to read one over a second time. Such a method
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cauiiot fail to produce the impressioji of spontaneity, -R-Jiatever

may be the effect npon style or accuracy. Tliat he was not lacking

in the tlieory of tlie epistolary art appears from the mere enumera-

tion of the subjects of tlie chapters of his essay on that topic: "On

various names for a letter, and on its form among the ancients;"

"AVliat constitutes a letter, and what are its parts;" ''Definition

and division of the subject-matter, and discussion of the address;"

"On the conclusion of a letter and its scaling;" "Variety of sub-

ject and its arrangement;" "Invention and order of treatment;"

"Style, first, Brevity;" "Clearness, how it is violated, how it is

attained ;" "Simplicity, whicli is twofold, and advice how to attain

it;" "Beauty and propriety;" "Style in particular to be gained by

imitation—what authors should be read for this, and when;" "In

what way to quote, and from whom;" "The expression and forma-

tion of style by three kinds of imitation."

It would be tedious to attempt any test of the success of Lip
sius in carrying out all the principles he lays down. Even a cur-

sory examination of the collection in this volume, however, would

enable us to state some of his chief characteristics as a letter

writer. The letters are seldom veiy long—often decidedly short.

The Latin is by no means Ciceronian ; but that would have been

beyond expectation in a scholar trained in the methods of that day

;

and, besides, Lipsius was no admirer of Cicero. Here, for

example, is a letter taken at random, addressed to a certain Lupus

Dionysius. Kunning the eye along the lines I find such expres-

sions as tliesc: Liltcras iuas . . . exosculatas Siun; hanc flcuamam

. . . per JUieras rcvelare; ad omncm discipllnam scquaccsj mUi-

iaria vcl atdica; eae imhihunfur per Icdionem; etc. But the

Latinity is that of one that lias read widely and well the treasures

of Latin literature from the best classical period down to his own
time. Greek quotations occur often; and it is significant that in

such cases a parallel Latin rendering is to be found on the margin

!

Evidently the average reader was not expected to be familiar with

Greek. iSTow and then appear quotations from Latin poetry, hut

they are not remarkably common. Various forms of address arc

employed. Tlie stereotyped "S. D." sometimes gives place to

S. dico, S. prccor, 8, mitto, S, mullam precor, plain 8., or to the
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total omission of everjthing except the name of the addressee.

Even greater freedom may be noticed in the closing sentences of

the letters. Such forms as these often take the place of the his-

toric vale:—deus ie scrvcl ("God save you"); fala viderint, tu

mi—salve ("The fates see to it that you flourish, my dear friend'')
;

tibi illam [valetudincm] longam, et lianc honam . . . j^osco ("'I

beseech for you that your liealth may long endure and be excel-

lent") ; ergo amare amatum me possum dicere: et ut semper jms-

sim, Ic per Genium tuum Virtuti et Ilonori sic amicum roga ('"I

may sny that I reciprocate your aflcction: pray your Genius, so

well-disposed toward Virtue and Honor, that I may al^'ays do so

as fully"); nihil liquidi in rehus humanis: in alto lioc crit, quo

te mcqucj mi Veli, Altissimus ille et v^l^v^'og ducat ("There is

nothing clear in human affairs; that shall be attained on high; and

thither, my dear Vclius, may He who is above all, throned in the

heavens, bring thee and me") ; me^ si non ex merito, ex hcnignifatc

tua ama ("Love me—even if I don't deserve it—because of your

kindness of heart") ; Dcurn precor, te ecclesiae suae, magnum et

varum, lumen, diu luccre patiatur ("I pray God that he will long

permit you to sliine as a powerful and brilliant light of his

Cliurch") ; and so on in endless mutations. The date regularl.y

follows, last of all. Only an extended study of the letters and a

general acquaintance with them can show how successfully he

attained to the ideal? of brevity, perspicuity, beauty, and propriety

which he held. But the ciirioiis reader will find a remarkable,

often brilliant i3roduct in searching for the answers to these ques-

tions. Tlie siibjccts treated are, of course, often mere matters of

friendship or details of small business or family and personal

interests. Eut many more im]}ortaut questions are among those

discussed. One letter reopens the venerable dispute as to wliich

Alpine pass Hannibal traversed with his elephants and his invin-

cible cavalry. Other interesting siibjects are, ""Who is the author

of evil?" "History of dogs;" "The worship of Cybele;" "The

being and providence of God defended against the blaspliemies of

atlicists and Epicureans;" estimates of Homer, Statins, Tacitus,

and TertuHian ; and emendations to various Latin authors. Among
the uotewortliy siujiles employed arc those wliere calumnies are
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likened to spiders' webs; grief, to smoke, which is dissipated wheu

it rises aloft; fame, to fire, Avliich does not rise entirely withoiit

smoke; life and death, to the sim and moon, which set, not to

destruction, hut to rise again into more glorious life.

Lipsius is not prone to quote jDoetry, and seldom himself

hrauches into \x-rse; but occasionally we stumble upon a poetic

effusion of some importance. At the end of the eighth letter of

(he first book, for example, stands a series of glycouic stanzas, with

the title, "The Praise and the Prayer of a Ilappy Life." Tho

poem begins thus: /

Ille est par supcris dcis,

Et iiiortalibiis altior,

Qui fati amiiiguum diem

Non optat levis, aut timet.

The following paraphrase may })erhap3 scr?e to reproduce in

English its s}iirit:

A matdi tor all tlie gods above is he,

And far abovp all other mortals raised,

Wlio neither idly dreads, uor thoughtlessly

Longs for the bidden day of Fate to dawn.
Jso foolish wish for what's beyond his grasp,

Kor craving for base gain disturbs his peace;

The raging threats of kings affect him not,

Nor bolt of .love refusing to be mild ;

But steadfast in his place unmoved he stands,

And scorns the empty baubles of the crowd.

For him the day dawns ever free from care,

Still free from care when sinks the sun to rest.

If I mif;ht pa.ss my life liy my desires,

I would not long for power nor foi' wealth,

Nor proudly lead a train of captives on
Behind the hoofs of glorious snovz-white steeds;

In lonely places J would spend my days,

Would have my little gardens and my fields.

And there, beside the murmur of the stream,

Would cultivate the muses with delight.

So when the goddess Lachesis has spun
The last that stubborn Fate allols me here.

May I in peaceful age depart this life.

Beloved by all, and kind to every one.

Like Langius, my dear friend by my side!

In the fifteenth letter of the second century we may observe

him in a different mood. He writes at the close of a. letter to

Dominicus Lampronius : "]\ry health is poor. I am doing what I

can for it by relaxations, little walks, and especially by tho pleas-
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urcs of my little garden. Sec, here arc the rules wbieli I have

there. I have inserted them for your amusement." Then follow.

after the date, "The Eulcs of Lipsius's Garden, at the entrance,

spoken in the character of a two-faced J anus :"

Good luck! Whoever you may be, stop, read, oljey! I, Janus, pro-

claim here at the threshold: This shall be the rule for cdjoying the garden

and its master, the former to look at, the latter to talk with. Do not feast,

except wiih the eyes, on anything planted or growing here! Be a Tiro,

keep your hands under control. But if you put out your hand to touch or

take anything—I put it bluntly-—put yourself out! Nor may you enjoy

my master's society at any and all times. Don't come before six o'clock

in the evening, nor stay after seven. At other hours he is otherwise en-

gaged, thinking, writing. Here is his switch—Shoo, fly! Why should he

also furnish a feast? Shoo, fly! Also beware of prohibited subjects of

conversation. You may jest, tell stories, ask questions; but noihing

serious; this is the place for pleasantries. Rather, whatever is especially

charming in literary lines, as you walk, discuss, teach, learn; this is a

place devoted to the Muses. You who are very serious or very combative,

keep out! To you I am the god of closing! Dogs, except one, stay out!

Jlaidservants, save one, keep out! Do you understand? Remember this

too, whichever way you go, I see you!

"While Lipsius had, evidently, a host of friends with whom he

was on most cordial and intimate tenns, there are suspicious tliat

his immediate family life was not in dl respects an especially

happy one. Such suspicions appear to be confirmed by passages

like this, addressed to Theodore Leevius

:

But you have interested mc; particularly by that part of your letter

in which you ask my advice about the all-important question iu life. You

are deliberating betv.-cen marriage and celibacy. It is a hard matter for me
to give you advice about, being myself already almost tied down to preju-

dice. For you see what I have done in my own case. . . . You do not look

for a universal answer, I suppose, whether marriage is a good thing; but

rather, whether it is for a wise man, at such a time as this, and for your-

self. If you are in pursuit of wisdom and a quiet life, I don't know that

you'd better marry. Examples of the ancient philosophers are to be found

on each side; but reason points rather toward the negative. For if a mind
free before God and oneself is needed for the pursuit of wisdom and ti-an-

quillity, I do not see how one can assume that care which is ever present,

day and night, which worries and keeps one in a ferment. . . . We steer

our own little bark with difficulty; do we then desire to take iu tow a

ship with all its rigging? ... If in a horse or a piece of land you have been

imposed upon, you can at least expostulate; not so in the case of a wife.

. . . Diogenes shrewdly advised against all m.irriage. For, said ho, a

young man should not marry yet; an old man, never! . . . These things
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can be so.icl on one side; but no fewer on tlie other. I v/ill add two v/aru-

ings of Socrates: First, young men arc like little fishes playing around

-the net, wishing to go in; when in, anxious to get out. . . . The other, that

the oracle replied to one asking whether to marry or not, "You will be

sorry, whichever you do."

In matters of religion Lipsius had the fickle facility of his

times and of liis race. A devoted Catliolic in early life, he finished

his career also in the bosom of the mother Church. But the most

important jieriod of his scholarly and literary activity Avas sj^eiit

at Leyden, where he certainly must, at least in externals, have

conformed to his Calvinistic surroundings. That he should have

followed in the footsteps of his more illustrious royal master,

Henry of ISTavarre, is not unnatural; hut he had no similar excuses

to plead for such apostasy. To found a Bourbon dynasty was a

temptation almost too great for mortal flesh to resist ; and to unite

all political and religious factions throughout Prance in iillegiance

to a quondam Huguenot Avas not only a patriotic achievement of

the first magnitude, but probably the best thing that could have

hajipened for the Huguenots themselves. The return of Lipsius

to Rome, on the other hand, cannot lie attributed to pati'iotism, nor

did it even bring any lasting addition to his own glory. Though

for the nonce his action aroused enthusiasm in various quarters,

he reaped no real advantage. The remaining years of his life

were spent in comparative retirement, and his literary activity

declined ultimately to the pitiful level of Jesuitical pamphleteer-

ing in behalf of minor ecclesiastical hoaxes not dissimilar to that

of the Lourdes of to-day. It is not surprising, therefore, if Lip-

sius was a trimmer in religion, that we lil^ewise fail to discover

in tliese letters any very positive political preferences, or anything

that serves especially to illuminate the dark and almost, so to speak,

subterranean histoiy of France during this gloomy period of civil

wars, Avith their plots and counterplots and their series of royal

assassinations. There are, to be sure, letters to various important

personages of the epoch; but sucli letters deal mostly in flattery

and generalities, and particularly iji the wares of the scholar—we
might almost better say, of the pedant. That Lipsius, however,

though no politician, was not dead to tlie world of afl'airs about

him, and appreciated keenly the drift of events and the unspeak-
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able coi-niptiicss of the day, tlie quotation of a single letter will

suffice to sliov\'. It is dated at Lcyden, January 16, 158(i. To

appreciate it, we must recall tlie situation at tliis moment. In

France the treaty of Xemours, depriving the Huguenots of their

liberties, had just been signed. The "war of the three Henrys"

was beginning. The riotous yet effeminate king was as helplessly

knocked about between the i\ltra-Catholic Guise and the Protes-

tant Navarre as was the ball whicli he himself caught continually

in its cup as he languidly paraded the public streets. The treacher-

ous Italian queen mother was still busy with her schemes. Seven

different armies took the field this year in various parts of the

country. In the T^cjw Countries Philip of Spain was still trying I

tx5 crush out Protestantism and independence, and his plans for
\

the great Armada which was to humiliate Elizabeth were being I

matured. In England the affairs of the inrprisoned llilary Stuart i

were approaching the final crisis. The letter is addressed to Laui-
\

bert Yander-Bureh, and reads thus

:

J

I have good reason to be fond of your letters, so full of affection and 1

modesty. For I interpret your praises for me as a proof of love; since it I

Is assuredly rather affection than wise judgment that dictates them. For |

what am I? I know that I am attempting more than I accomplish, am de- 1

sirous of doing more for the public weal than I can do. Yet, whatever it
\

does amount to (and I believe you, my faithful friends, when you claim

that it is something), in so far It is at least a pleasure to me that it wins

mo favor in the eyes of such men. Your wisdom is remarkable to me in

the reply you make with reference to public affairs. They are indeed in

confusion and turmoil, and I would that a catastrophe were not impend-

ing! What good man does not join with me in bemoaning the state of

things? Indeed, this is all that is left us to do, since to heal the sore is

not in our power, nor perhaps in that of any human being. That God, who
scuds these public disasters upon us, who fosters and nurses the di.sease,

will also bring them to an end when in his Providence we, their cau.se,

shall fall. Our sins do not cease nor diminish, but rather seem to increase

and accumulate with our punishment. We daily offend the Divine Will,

and, as if there were not already just grounds for punishment, we give

new provocation. When were luxury, pride, passion ever more flagrant or

unpunished? Religion is on every man's lips, but wickedness is in his

heart. While their words sound pious, their deeds are those of ambition

and avarice—not merely in now arid then an individual, but in every

rank and age, and in either sex. Accordingly, I have no hope of peace or

tranquillity. "War, dread war," I av.ait, or at any i-ate a tyranny as unde-

sirable as any war. Those upon wliose banners Victory seems about to

rest are roused to anger; and it may be doubted if any counselor of mod-
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eratiou would be heeded. In every war the beginnings of peace after

victory are crude; but this is especially true in the case of civil war, where
hatred and the partisan spirit is moat bitter. But God will see to it; and

to him, as for me, 1 commit these my anxieties, as well as my solicitude

for my health, which, my good friend, 1 do not indeed neglect, nor do I

voluntarily seek for death; but when I have done what man can do, free

from care I await the outcome. My endeavor is, to correct my life, to

please my God, to possess a home far above these gloomy clouds, in that

heavenly height from which I may look down upon all these human affairs

and despise them. Jleanwhile, I do not neglect constant study, nor any-

thing public or private by which I think I can profit mankind. This v,-ill

appear shortly through certain of my writings which 1 am preparing for

a second edition. Your offer of the manuscript of Florus is very gratify-

ing to me. I am indeed discovering many things that were not noticed by

Vinetus or Stadius, the previous editors; and I shall find more, I knov.-,

if I have the assistance of your copy. And so, if you will send it to me as

soon as possible, you will confer a favor on me, and on posterity; and I

will not be silent about it. Farewell! Affectionate greetings to your

brother Graphiarius, with thanks for the little gift recently sent me.

Unconscious prophet that Lipsius ^vas in so writing, he could

hardly have imagined how speedy and terrible a fulfillment of

his fears was at hand. It was but a few years before each of the

three Henrys had perished by the hand of a murderer; and the

seed sown in these days of "luxury, pride, and passion" was des-

tined not to perish without an abuiidant fruition, a harvest of

which the fearful days of the French Eevolution after two cen-

turies were but a minor part. God, however, did "see to it," as he

always does. Eeligious and in due time civil liberty came to

France. The Spanish Armada proved a colossal failure. The

days of the Inquisition passed, and so did the threatening power

of Spain. The Dutch achieved their independence. Huguenot

and Briton joined with the emigrants from the Low Countries to

people the great new western continent with a sturdy race whose

mission is to send the Gospel of perfect liberty around the world.

God will always "sec to it." Asia and Africa, Turkey and Ru.ssia

are in his hands. He is sending out the message of light and lib-

erty from America to them all; and in his own good time shall

dawn the day of divine peace throughout the earth.

©A^i*.-^^j^5.aavCy»'t
—"
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Akt. IX.---OUR LITERARY BIBLE.

Some years ago llie question was raised, Shall wc teach the

Bihle as literature. To-day we accept the Bible as essential inate-

rial for teaching literature. Particularly is this true of academic

and collegiate English. Some of our colleges specify portions of

the Bible as permissible entrance subjects. But thus far the

proper literary method of Bible study has remained a very vague

concejjtion, and the importance of some such clear conception is

emphasized by recent interest in the biblical element of modern

English literature. The study of selections of biblical literature

is a very different thing from a systematic examination of the

Bible as literature. IIowe\er clearly we may distinguish the

various books and forms of composition, the Bible as a literary

monument is essentially one. Any good literary method of study,

therefore, must comprehend the whole. But even thus such a

method must be more than an examination of the literary forms.

These are universal, and such a ]iartial literary study is of im-

mense value. But, while the Bible is as universal and cos-

mopolitan as these forms, it has taken so unique a position In

our English literature and language as to justify a peculiar In-

tei'cst in its growth and fonu. Eor as an English book the Bible

has had a growth and history coincident with the rise of our liter-

ary language. In a very remarkable sense the Bible has been for

us a fountain head of literary inspiration, in both material and

language. Whether it Is such to-day is another question. We
are now more properly concerned M-ilh its relation to our entire

literature. Here opens up a very rich field of study as yet worked

only in fragmentary fashion. Our literary Bible is at once the

same as the Bibles in other tongues and different from them. Its

beginnings are coeval with the beginnings of the language. Its

forms of expression have varied with the exigencies of the tongue.

Its history is Inextricably bound up with the storm and stress of

England's ]iolitical and social growth. Its publication, for centu-

ries only Im frapncnt-'^ and finally in many complete forms, has

been determined by facilities for production and the spiritual need
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of the peoiile. Tbe stories of the Old Testament inspired our

earliest native poetry, and Ruskin acknowledged the Bible as the

uourishcr of liis best style. But ^ve are in danger of falling into

vain abstraction unless we speedily define our terms. The sum-

mary of the preceding paragraph is to be gathered by the most

casual student of the subject. We propose a study of the English

Bible as an English literary monument. But as such it is the

product of an evolution. For the sake of uniformity, and because

it has actually been the great authority for three centuries, wc

should mean to-day the Authorized Version. This has held iis

place so long, and the revisions have not had time to establish

themselves. Indeed, their changes from the old are so slight as

to be negligible for our purpose ; the essential force of the King

James Version in our literature is not affected. However, before

the completion of this rendering there were a full thousand years

of literary history when the Bible was present in English forms

only more or less complete. Indeed, during nine centuries only

manuscript copies could be had. The few complete translations

were of very limited authority. It appears to have been a very

general custom for the clergyman to translate freely from his

Latin or other text as occasion required. Still, through all this

period biblical word and phrase are constantly cropping out'. As

a literary force the English Bible was this miscellaneous assort-

ment of renderings chosen for impression on the people's minds

and hearts. The particTilar renderings were for a moment; but

the book was lasting as the people's craving for religious truth.

It is evident that the position of the English Bible is thor-

oughly unique, and therefore requires a peculiar method of exam-

ination. Its history is more than a chronicle of versions. The

weight of it in our literature cannot depend upon the power of a

fixed and definite form for reference. Properly indeed when we

speak of the English literary Bible we must mean no particular

version. Xeither must we infer an abstract literary force. The

Bible presented in numerous ways in the early times was a very

real thing. Its stories, its songs, its commands, rendered by the

clergy in the common tongue, were concrete possessions of the

people. The phrases fitting for the ideas entered the daily speech.
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and by repetition pvodiiccd fairly permanent forms. Thus grew

up iu tlie tongue of the people prose and metrical versions of

various parts of the Bible. And in turn this process of translating

deeply affected the language itself. There ^verc ideas in the He-

brew Scriptures not native to the Saxou mind, and when in the

restricted pagan vocabulary no suflieieut term could he found there

was little hesitancy in making the necessary word. In this way

the language and the necessities of scriptural expression together

determined the version and an enlarged vocabulary. It is impor-

tant to notice that this process began in the very infancy of the

language. Tlie Anglo-Saxon epic "Beowulf" in the earnest form

we [wssess is deeply colored with these new biblical phrases and

words. And these were elements not to be subject to surface

changes in the tongue. The heaven-kingdom became as much a

part of the Saxon's common speech as his own home.

Now, passing over this long period of manuscripts and indi-

vidual renderings, when we reach the sixteenth century, amid a

bewildering ari'ay of Bibles and Testaments, again the fact is vei-y

clear that for our purpose the term English Bible means no par-

ticular translation. 'J'he success of Tyndalc's ISTew Testament

and the editions of the Bible immediately following encouraged

a lively speculation in the business, and edition after edition was

turjied OTit. We may remark here tlnit the times and airthorities

and places and reading publics of these various Bibles form an

interesting commentary upon the religious history of the time.

The Great Bible, "a splendid folio of largest volume," was a fit

production for the impressive services of the Church. But the

Geneva Bible, printed usually in a readable Eoman type instead

of the black letter, with the text divided into verses, and marginal

notes attached, became the household Bible of two generations.

But at the close of the great Elizabelhan period the literary lan-

guage had attained a sufficiently settled form to assure permanence

to a new rendering of the Scriptures. It was a most opportune

time for the important work which James intrusted to fifty

scholarly men. A fine vocabulary—singularly pure it appears

when we cou'^ider the classical scholarship of the period—had been

produced. The capabilities of the English tongue in the entire
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range of prose and verse had been tried and assured. A large

variety of translations was at hand for comparison, and the long

peace had developed adequate scholarship. But our great body of

literature was just beginning. Xo time in the history of the

language could be selected better situated to assure to such a ver-

sion a large influence upon English prose. And yet we must be-

M'are of laying too much stress upon what may be termed the

purely formal elements of the problem: the times, the language.

The book's the thing. At this point as elsewhere a close analysis

demonstrates that the essential power lay in the close relation of

this l)ook to the English people. ^Ye may never divorce the lit-

erary Bible from its peculiar spiritual energy. Because of this

the Bible became au essential factor in the life of England. And
the Bible is of so great weight in English style not priuiarily

because its translators chanced to be masters of our prose, but

because the English biblical mode of expression grew up under

the stimulus of the Bible's answer to the spiritual needs of a peo-

ple; because it is tlie people's book and its language the people's

language.

This, then, is the j^rime significance of biblical quotation in

Old and Modern English, not to prove the biblical style good. In

the first place, there is no biblical style. Secondly, if there were

its fine quality would need no such proof. These quotations and

allusions inerely serve to emphasize one side of the unique position

of the English literary Bible. They demonstrate its intimate re-

lation to the popular life. It is therefore a precise expositor of

the essential literary genius of the race. The truth of the matter

is that we have had too much of this attempt to demonstrate the

literary quality of the Bil^lc by appeal to other literature. In this

we cover up the real essential. The Bible is not great because it

is gi-eat literature; but it is great literature because it is the

Bible. And wlicn we lose sight of that fact our perspective is

altogether wrong. Tlie Eil)]e is our book of religion, and any

worthy study of it nnist begin with that assumption. As with

any book, avp dctcnnine first, if possible, its purported relation

to human life. Xo piece of literature, no work of art can be ade-

quately appreciated if this foundation is neglected. Students
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often fail readily to apiu-eciate the po^ver of Bible English be-

cause they do not grasp the significance of its thought. On the

other hand, the presence of a skillfully chosen biblical element

argues an appreciation of this great fountain of pure English

—

English all the niorc pure and strong because of a certain native

vigor and rhytlun responding readily to the Hebrew spirit. Even

the earliest translations were of a remarkable purity of style and

diction. Tyndale's work is especially worthy of note. He liim-

self says, "The Greek tongue agreeth more with the English than

witli the Latin, and the properties of the Hebrew tongue agi'eeth

a thousand times more with tlic English than witli the Latin." He
l>erceivcd the likeness between the Hebrew and Saxon spirits—

a

likeness observable in more than one phenomenon of national life.

And liere we arrive at another vexed question. "We liave

been told that tliis literary Bible is passing as did the Vulgate in

the Middle Age; that this passing is necessary because a new

language and new literary models have been created—that otlier

phrases than those of Holy Writ have become familiar. It i^ as-

serted that the narrow literary liorizon of our fathers compelled

them to seek artistic sustenance in tlie Bible, but that our presont-

daj^ writers have discovered new sources and are disregarding

the old standards. jSTow, if these statements are correct, and if

there is any truth in the accoun.t given above of the influence of

the Bible, the situation argues a very decided change in the genius

of the peoples who claim tlic literature of England as a heritage.

Certainly this is open to doubt. Some changes, indeed, have taken

place in word forms and approved sentence management. But
tliese changes are mostly superficial. They simply bring it about

that not all parts of the Bible text sound equally well to the trained

modern ear. But this matter of the biblical element in literature

is not to be estimated ofFliand. We may distinguish at least three

forms of it: verbatim quotations, allusions, and atmosphere or

flavor produced b}' skillful use of word or turn of phrase. It is

clear that all these are not easily to \>q identified. ]\loreover, in

all essentials of style save the one of archaic word forms the Bible

contains all extremes. Tljei'c is no ''biblical style" save as a

monotonous reading of the text may produce such an effect. It
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would l>e difficult to find in our literature passages more widely

diflPerent in style than the fifth chapter of Isaiah and the eight-

eenth of St. [Matthew, yet there is more tJian a surface likeness in

theme-. Just as variant also are the uses of the Bible by our

writers. True, the manner and method have changed in the last

three hundred years. But a casual observation will yhow to-day

a lai'ge biblical element in our serious prose and poetry. To de-

tennine its precise extent will require finer discrimination. It

is true we will not find very many passages en bloc. Our skill

has gone beyond tlie primary stage; and the pregnant word, the

fine covert allusion, will mean as much now as the literal quota-

tions of a few generations ago. At any rate, this is a question

contributory merely to the main interest. Our literary Bible re-

mains. The diction used in its pages is our best illustration of

the refining influences of years ujion a literature. It is the unique

product of our literary history ; a type of the ready assiniilative

power of the English people; at once a product and an active

agent in our literary life. It is our most conspicuous example of

that backlying power necessary to make a literature. It is not

an abstraction. Its nature has been demonstrated many times in

the very inidst of a nation's life. Over and over the book has

been the people's best medium of expression. That alone would

stanip it a great literature. Its own utterances assure the title.

^^Tlen we open its covers we enter the very Holy of Holies of that

wonderful Spirit of Humanity whose presence must distingniyli

the temple of a nation's literature.

C^/\^y%- U^ (juiM^^^tn^ /v cv-^./.Tis.-tn'^^^
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Art. X.—a COMPARATIVE STUDY OF "PARADISE
REGAINED " AND GILES FLETCHER'S " CHRIST'S

VICTORIE AND TRIU3IPiI."

Eak]a- in the seventecuth century a young Camhridge student

felt the thrill of a religious emotion such as stirred saintly hearts

in the Middle Ages to paint pictures and see visions and spend

hours of rapt contemplation. Had he lived earlier he might have

betaken himself to some sequestered cloister, there to "welcome

the day with matins and greet with vesper hymns the first couriers

of the starry hosts," or, like some devout Fra Angelico, pour out

the adoration of his soul in the bright colors with which his brush

Avas familiar. I5ut Giles Fletcher was neither monk nor painter.

He was just a young divinity .student of a later age who made

liis literary art an expression of liis intense devotion. Instead of

pictures he gave to the world in IGIO a poem entitled "The Vic-

torie and Triumph of Christ in Heaven and on Eai-th," a poem

wrought witli tlie quaint coiicfits of mcdiajvalism, the simplicity

of au unquestioning faith and the ardor of fervent love. Xearly

fifty years later another poetic genius seized upon tlie same

theme—a poet as different from Giles Fletclier as Michael Angelo

from Fra Angelico or Isaiah from the Shepherd King; a poet

whose lifework was iwactically finished, whose powers were full-

summed, whose fame was at its zenith when he undertook this

final tribute of song. It was John Milton ; not the dreamy, stu-

dious youtli, 3ior the stern, active man of aft'airs turning aside from

the dear delights of the Muses to serve his country, but John Mil-

ton the great Puritan poet and author of "Paradise Lost," tlic

blind seer who at the suggestion of Ellis sought a sequel to his

great epic and found "Paradise Regained" in the scriptural

account of Christ's temptation and victory. Such was the origin

of the two poems, separated from one another by half a century,

whose likenesses and differences arc so striking and interesting.

Before beginning our study it will be necessary to say a few-

words about the place of tliese poems in literature and their recejv

tion. The younger poet in fact is so little known except to the
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Gi'osarts and WilJraotts that it may even be well to review the fe\v

facts of his life. Giles rietchev, the jonnger son of Dr. Giles

rietclier, Avas horn abont 15SS, in London. The family is inter-

esting, since his uncle was Bishop of London, his father at one

time Eussian ambassador, his cousin John Fletcher the dramatist,

and his brother-poet Phiueas the author of "The Purple Island."

Giles took his bachelor's dcgTee at Cambridge in 1G06, but staved

on as divinity student until 1G19. He held first a college living,

tlien the rectory of Alderton, Suffolk. It was a poor parish, but

Plcteher did not live to hold it long. He died in 1G23. The only

literary work he has given us is a "Canto upon the Death of Eliza"

written in 1003, the "Victorie and Triumph" in IGIO, a prose

tract upon "The Eeward of the Faithful," some verse translations

of Boethius and Greek epigrams, and some metrical renderings

of the Lamentations of Jeremiah. l^To monument or stone at

Alderton marks the place where he sleeps, but, as Willmott says,

"His most lasting memorial exists in his poem, and in it we may

discover the spirit of the author looking mildly and beautifully

forth." Mliat reception his poem met with in 1610 we do not

know, but, whatever its status at that time, we ai'e safe in con-

cluding that it was one of the first long religious poems to leave

its mark on English literature. Such a theme had not been

treated outside of Italy. If we do not quite agree with Grosart

as to its immortality we still may consider it a worthy pioneer

effort which should not die while we care for our minor singers,

and the less conspicuous but truly poetic contributions which have

prepared the way for the masterpieces of literature. Turning

now from the prototyjie to the perfect artistic creation. "Paradise

Regained" and its origin are loo well known to require much in

the way of general comment. Even in early youth Milton had

jotted down sciiptural subjects for possible treatment. Some of

these correspond very nearly to the themes of Cantos III and lY
of Fletcher's poem. The subject whicli he eventually chose to

develop many years later in "Paradise Pegained" is exactly iden-

tical with the theme of the second canto of "Christ's Victorie and

Triumph." Whether, therefore, tlje choice of such a theme as

Christ's Temptation was at all due to his early reading of Fletcher,
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or wlietlicr it emnnaled only from Ellis's suggestion, nmst remain

conjectural. As a piece of literature tlie position of "Paradise

Regained" is unquestioned. It is not to be ranked as ALilton's

greatest -n-ork, but it takes its place as a masterpiece of poised

nobility and perfect workmanship.

Such in brief are the two pwems. The exact ground of their

resemblance must now be defined. Fletcher deals with the whole

triumph of Christ, in heaven and on earth, in a series of four

cantos. Only one of these is devoted to the Temptation. We are

therefore going to comiiaro the second canto of Fletcher's p>oem

Avith the entire "Paradise Regained." We are going t« compare

a seetio)! of 533 lines with a poem of over 3,000 lines. To do this

it M'ill first be necessary to summarize the contents of each.

"Paradise Regained" is divided into four books. The first

is an introduction to the wilderness scene and an account of tlio

first temptation. Milton has expanded tlie scriptural account by

at least eight imaginative additions. They are as follows: Satan

is represented as present at the Baptism; his alarm leads to a con-

ference in the world below; there is a scene of rejoicing in lieaven;

Christ enters the wilderness almost imconsciously, absorbed in

a soliloquy; Satan proffers his temptation in the g-uise of an old

man; he gives a long and fawning account of himself; Christ

perceives aiid rebukes the disguise. The Book closes with the

ending of the first day. Book II is purely imaginative from

beginning to end. It describes very beautifully the sorrow and

anxiety of the two disciples, Andrew and Simon, at the inex-

plicable loss of their Master. This is a beautifirlly natural touch,

and Milton extends it even to the solicitude of Mary. It relieves

from the supernatural and gives a sense of warm human reality.

Another conclave of evil spirits takes place and Satan's superior

subtlety is well shown. The temptation is repeated v\'ith diiTercut

accompaniments, Satan appearing in courtlier g-uise and spreading

,

a delicious table. The discussion on temperance and inditlgence

concludes the rejection of his offer. Book ITT progresses to the

second temptation. It culminates in the Specular Mount and the

wonderful description of the kingdojns spread before their eyes.

This is the complctcst expansion of scriptural text. iLilton's
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imagination we have seen to nm along two linos: one of pure

creation, in harmony v/ith scripturjil account hut still pure crea-

tion, such as the presence of Satan at Christ's hapti.sni or the

hellish conclaves; the other an imaginary expansion, often picto-

rial, of scriptural words. This is what he does here. The evan-

gelist tells U3 that "the devil takcth him up into a high mountain,

and showeth him all the kingdoms of the world." ^lilton has

taken these pregnant words and painted a canvas. In the one

case the idea is perfectly original, in the other it is hased on a

terse statement of fact. It would he hard to say in the presence

of such a passage which is the higher tyj^e of imagination. The

magnificent conception and tremendous power suggest j\Iichael

Angelo's paintings. Satan flashes hefore him all the Eastern

powers and argues the policy of overcoming the Parthian and

Roman forces. The Book closes with Christ's rejection of Satan's

offer to make the kingdoms his. Book IV continues the same

temptation. Studious Athens is chai-mingly descril^ed. Satan

makes disheartening prophecies and nightfall is heralded with a

raging storm. With the dawn comes the last temptation, that on

the pinnacle, to which Milton has added only one touch, hut it is

the artist's: when Christ gives his final answer it is Satan that

falls, smitten with amazement. We now see Milton's art in fol-

lowing Lidce's order and putting tliis temptation last inst-ead of

second. It forms a fitting climax to cromi the complete defeat

of evil, fallen as it were like lightning from heaven. Then comes

the fanciful description of the angels hearing Christ to earth, the

amhrosial feast they spread for him, and the triumph in heaven.

This ends Milton's epic. He has kept closely to the scriptural

version, and he has developed this hy creative additions and imag-

inative expansion of the material already there. In neither ease

is there anything to jar with the simplicity and realities of the

original. He has expanded his sources hy pictorial descriptions,

by arguments, hy repetition, and hy inference. He has added some

entirely new features. Both methods are used with grcntest care,

so that the natural and sui>ernatural are most beautifully com-

bined and the whole narrative unfolJs with a lifelike reality

and trutli.
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Ycry difTcrciit from this is Giles Fletcher's treatment of the

same theme. Instead ef following a detailed account, as in Mat-

thew or Lnkc, lie has drawn his inspiration from the single verse

iu which Hark records the fact of the Temptation. This left the

poet's imagination a free plaj, and it is a very different sort of

imagination from that of Milton. Instead of realistic creation he

has given a series of fanciful images. There is not a hint of prob-

ability, not the least attempt to follow the three temptations liter-

ally or to present them in a unified whole. Indeed, it is difficult

to trace them at all in the labyrinth of personification and allegory,

where everything is as remote from life as possible. It is just

such a vision as the cloisters would revel in—rich in fancy, utterly

unreal, and saturated v.-ith the dreamy devoutness of the Middle

Ages. The argument is as folloM's : Mercy, whom we left in liea\-en

in Canto I, "smoothing the wrinkles of her father's brow" and

instructing the Graces to unflower their baskets before the Saviour,

looks down upon Palestine. There she sees the solitary Figure

ill the wilderness and immediately descends with all her graces

into the person of Christ. Giles calls this describing Christ by

liis proper attribute, the Mercy of God. The effect of her presence

is immediately noted in tlie wild beasts, who instantly become

gentle. Then follows a long desci'iption of Christ's ijersoual

appearance, taken from Canticles, Psalms, Genesis, and Isaiah.

Satan next appears in the guise of a hermit and in a speech of

fulsome flattery invites Christ to his abode. As they walk on

together he gathers up a stone and remarks on the general desola-

tion, closing with the words, "But thou ^vith corn canst make this

stone to ear." One questions if this is meant to be the first tempta-

tion ; but the matter is dropped there and we find ourselves with-

out further ado at the cave of Despair, which is described in full,

with all its occupants. Just what was the temptation offered here

is left to vague conjecture. It would seem as if the whole thing

might be taken as an allegorical interpretation of the bread temp-

tation; namely the personification of despair of God's providence.

Christ prevails, and is now caught up to the pinnacle where the

lady Presumption spreads her pavilion. Iler character and attend-

ants are fully depicted. She endeavors to make Christ throw
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himself do-\vn and thus prove worthy of her lo\'c, br.t, failing in

this, is ovcreonie and falls herself. The Saviour is then home by

angels to an airy mountain. The scene changes to one of supernal

beauty. Everything is lovely and alluring. Everything appeals

to the sensual side, for this is the bower of Vain Delight, with all

her retinue of luxury, avarice, and ambitious honor. The sor-

ceress sings him a v/ooing song, "But he her charms dispersed

into wind." "A volley of light angels" then prepare our Lord's

repast. The birds carol their praise; all nature joins in cele-

brating the victory, and the canto closes with the nightfall and

Christ's return homeward. We now see the entii'c difference

between Hilton's treatment and Fletcher's. It would be impos-

sible for us to enumerate the "additions" or "expansions" of the

latter's poem, for it is all fancy, and there is oiily a word here and

there to guide us in finding a scriptural counterpart for M'hat it

describes. Instead of dealing with the temptations directly

Fletcher has t^aken their moral significance and woven an allegory

out of each. He has personified each one of these would-be siiis

and Canto II is the result. It is noticeable that every temptation

as presented is in striking contrast to ]\Iilton's. Each one appeals

only to the physical side, while Milton's were nearly all of the

intellectual type. It is again the difference between the recur-

ring median-al conception and the more matured thought of the

later age.

In studying the parallel passages and following their varia-

tions from an artistic standpoint some very interesting compari-

sons can be made, but it is hardly fair to contrast the broad stream

with the mountain I'ivulet which has fed it unless we keep in

mind their relationship. To begin with, both ]\Iilton and Fletcher

have taken pains to describe the effect of Christ's presence on the

wild beasts. They both stress his power to induce mildness, but

very differently is this rendered by each. Milton has not changed

the animal nature. We can easily picture the fiery serpent and

noxious worm fleeing away, and the tiger and lion glaring aloof;

but who can conjure up with gravity a iSToah's Ark assemblage

kneeling and dancing about, or lined up with all tlieir eyes fixed

upon him, while to cro'WTi the grotesqueuess of it all we have such
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a circus performance as the goat riding on the lion's back "for-

getful of the roughness of the hide." Every vestige of dignity is

lost in the absurdity of the conceit. And notice the contrasting

conceptions of the wilderness. To ]\iilton it was, "A i)atliles3

desert, dusk with hori'id shades." To Fletcher's imagination,

Upou a gi-nssy liilloi'k He was laid.

With woody priiniosos befrecklSd.

Over His lieiid tljc wanton shadows played

Of a wild olive, tliat licr boughs so spread

As with her leaves she seemed to crown His head

And her greou arms to embrace the Prince o£ Peace.

The one is pretty, tlie other impressive. Milton imparts human

reality to his poem liy picturing the possible anxiety and distress

of the disciples and Mary. Somewhat parallel to this in effect

and purpose is Fletcher's portraiture of Christ which now follows.

The poet tries to give ns an idea of the personal appearance of

Christ, but his description is for the most part made np of general

comparisons and steeped in the sentiment of Solomon's Song. A
painter would only find in it two, or at most three, facts on which

to work: the black curling hair, the red and white complexion,

and the dress of woolen fleece with the low sandals. But however

much has been left to the suggestion some critics would have even

more. They would, in fact, efface the description altogether,

as fantastic and extremely inappropriate. Grosart, of course,

defends it wannly, and thinks the comparison of the raven locks

and beaming face of Jesus to the shadows of some light and shin-

ing day surpassingly beautiful. The question really seems to be

first as to whether the thing should be done at all, and, if so, as to

how well it has been done. As to the legitimacy, one can only

ask, If we allow the brush to delineate Christ why not the pen ?

There are certainly some exquisite touches, though all of the

description may not be equally pleasing. The lines, "His hair

was black and in small curls did twine," may not suggest to every-

one beautiful raven locks; but the following, "As though it were

the shadow of some light," is truly poetic. The verse which speaks

of his eyes and their love-eorapclling power carries us back again

to the mystical mediawal adoration, the feeling of spiritual love

and union best typified by the marriage relation. "His cheeks as
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suowy apples soppeJ iu wine" and the comparison of tlie limbs to

pillars of a temple are elaborately ^\'l•o^lgbt out, particularly the

latter. On the Vv-hole, it seems to be a question of personal taste.

For tliose who care for it the elaborate similes and exquisite lines

will more than balance the fantastic clement; and for those who

do not the reverse will be the case.

A sing-ularly parallel idea lies in the presentation by both

lK)ets of Satan as an old man. ^Villmott calls attention to the fact

that in several pictures he is so presented. "La Vita et Passione

di Christo," publislied iu Venice iu 1518, has a wooden cut pre-

fixed to the Temptation in which Satan as an old man offers bread

to our Lord. Vischer's cuts to the Bible also iX)rt)'ay the tempter

as an aged man, and the same conception is found in the painting

of the Temptation by SalvaLor Ilosa. The idea was evidently a

prevalent one. But the similarity between the two characters

ends with the outer semblance. That subtle intellectuality which

Milton has created is a fit embodiment of the spirit of evil; not

any longer the splendid ruined archangel of "Paradise Lost," but

still the prince of the power of the air—wily, seductive, tireless,

always in the foreground, the acknowledged head of wickedness,

the chosen tempter of Christ. His former majesty has dwindled

away and degenerated, but there is an echo of the old magnificence

in tlie defiant ring of the words

:

I would be at the worst ; worst is my port,

My harbor and my ultimate repose,

The cud I would attain, my final good.

In short, Hilton's Satan is a veritable personality, a strong imder-

mining force ; Fletcher's is a man of straw, or, if we may follow

his own phraseology, he is the literal serpent of tradition with

fangs barely concealed. There is no art in his fulsome flattery,

no wonder in the failure of his clumsy efforts. Instead of being

foremost he sinks almost immediately into the backgTound, and

after his first effort appears only secondarily, having given place

to Despair, Presumption, and Vainglory. These we may roughly

compare to Belial, Asmodai, and Incubus. They are not real

counterparts, for ]\[ilton never intended the latter as personified

sins. They are, on the contrary, actual spirits, the fallen angels
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of the Hebraic religion, identical with the gods of the heathen

mythologies, and tempting, as their namei -would signify, to lust

and indulgence. In tints linking them with history, secular and

sacred, ]Milton has given Ihcm as true a reality as that of Christ

or Satan. They are not the attributes but the agents of sin, They

are not the jn-incipals but the subordinates, for their counsel is

rejected without a trial. With Fletcher the case is exactly

reversed. Despair, Vainglory, and Presumption are not living

creatures in the same sense as ILilton's spirits. In the world as

we know it they could find no place. But they are vital offspring

of the wonderland of allegory, and arc only slightly inferior to

Mercy and Justice of Canto I. They, and not Christ or Satan,

are the principal figures of the canto. They are the most com-

pletely described, and it is they who offer the allurements. We
have no ]\Iiltonic Christ refuting the subtleties of the arch intelli-

gence of evil. We have rather a figurehead against which these

try their powers. Eoth poems close with the song of victor}', but

in Fletcher's it is iialurc that rejoices, and in Hilton's the

heavenly host.

An interesting point for consideration is the literary qualities

of the two poems with regard to style. Fletcher abounds in the

use of figures. Similes long and short crowd his pages ; some

of them fantastically Yergilian, others tnily felicitous. As an

example of his admirable mastery of metaphor v.'e have the couplet.

And through tlie .shady air the fluttci-ing bat

Did wave her leallior sails aud blindly float.

Personification, however is his great forte. In this and description

he excels, pressing into their service all tlic wealth of a rich imag-

ination. Mercy, Justice, and Presumption are not colorless figure-

heads. They throw a brilliance on the page like the bright illumi-

nated manuscripts of the monks. Exactly opposite in effect is

"Paradise Kegained." There is an entire absence of [Kietical

ornamentation and VC17 little fiction. Its style is scA'ero and ungar-

nished. It is the rich eloquence of the speeches, the moral beauty

of the sentiment, the impressive style and the smooth elegance of

the diction that make it supremely a work of art. !Mclody, rich-

ness, and charm there is, but we carry away with us the roll of
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jnoiTer names, at least two magnificent canvases, and the liigh-

periousness of a lofty spirit.

To sum up: the mediu-val charm, the fertility of fancy, the

happy phrase, and the atmosphere of dcvoiitness with which

rietcher lias enveloped his poem are almost ou a par with the cor-

responding qualities where they appear in ''Paradise Itegained."

But what makes the beauty of one is not the distinguishing cliarac-

teristic of the other. Fletcher's jwem is an allegory. It is a

series of pictures, not a unified Avliole. It sees with the outward

eye, and sees vividly, but its creatures are of the mediaeval stamp.

Its cadences are sweet, not deep. Its brilliancy is fragmentary.

Its art is roccoco—rich in color, lavish in decoration. Milton's

poem is unbroken in its entirety. In power and poise it never

flag-s. Its beauty is the classic simplicity of the Greek. Iiistead

of tbe soft melody of the rhymed stanzas we have the measured

harmonies of blank verse. Instead of allegory we have a great

imaginative pictiire; instead of fleshly conceits, ethical truths.

This is not to derogate Fletcher's work. In one sense there can

be no comparison between a world-genius and a minor poet. The

distance is too great and the sujx^i'iority must of necessity be all

on one side. The effort has been rather to place the two jwems

side by side in order to appreciate the better the development of

thought and the growth of literary art.

^JU^yOl*>t...<fOl- ^^C-C-t-c5>£t<.,.S-.<.<l/*c?
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EDITORIAL DEPARTAIENTS,

NOTE3 ANXl DISCUSSIONS.

DcKiXG the past year, as during the quadrcnnium now dosing,

the circulation of the Eeview has increased; this means also an in-

crease of net receipts. High-water mark in these particulars wa?

reached in 1903. The licvxcw is now read by a greater nuuiber of

ministers than ever before. A large circulation for such a periodical

is not easy of achievement. Almost incredible it is how small a list

of subscribers our Bevkw had in the greatest years of Dr. Whedon,

the ablest editor any American religious review ever had.

SOME GEIOIAN CRITICS.

One of the ablest and soundest conti'ibutions to historical biblical

criticism in the nineteenth century was Bisliop Lightfoot's celebrated

Essays on Supernatural llellglon, in which are some justly severe

comments on the radical critical literature of Germany that are as

fairly pertinent and applicable to-day as when first written. In illus-

tration of the labored, uncalled-for, and preposterous ingenuities of

some learned and leading German critics, Lightfoot instances the

mass of absurdities nonsensically heaped up by Baur, Scliwegler,

Volkmar, and Hitzig upon the names of two Christian disciples,

Euodias and Syntyche, mentioned in the Epistle to the Philippians.

The fantastic, frivolous, and well-nigh idiotic ado made over those

two simple names shows v,-hat foolishness technical learning can some-

times perpetrate.

First, Baur a])plied his pcnetraiing intellect to the Philijipian

epistle, and announced that the pivot of the epistle, wliich has a con-

ciliatory tendenc_v, is the mention of Clement, whom he thinks a

mythical, or almost mythical, person, who, in Baur's opinion, repre-

sents the union of the Pctrine and Pauline parties in the Church.

Then came Scliwegler, who carried the theory a step further and de-

clared that the two names, Euodias and Syntyche, actually represent

those two parties, while the true yokefellow between them is not

Clement but SI. Peter himself. Next came A^'olkmar to show that
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the theory that the two names represent the two parties is confirmed

by the very moaning of tlie names, Euodia meaning "Eight way" and

Syntyche meaning "Consort," denoting respectively the orthodoxy of

the one party and the incorporation of the other. Last, came Ilitzig,

under necessity, if he did anytliing, to outdo the preceding critics by

his inventiveness, saltatory exploits, prodigious learning, supernatural

insight, and o'itical "stunts." Loftily deploring that the interpreters

of the New Testament are not more thoroughly acquainted with the

Old Testament and more fully imbued with its language and spirit,

Hitrig informed his fellow-critics that these names, Euodias and

Syntyche, are only reproductions of the patriarchs Asher and Gad

—

their sex having been accidentally changed in the translation of the

names from one language into another—and that they represent the

Greek and the Roman elements in the apostolic Church. This theory,

as absurd as it is unnecessary, he supported by learned appeals to the

Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and Armenian languages. And Hitzig added

the startling opinion that the whole Epistle to the Philippiaus is a

plagiarism from the Agricola of Tacitus ! This Hitzig is naturally

enough the knovring critic whose ingenuity suggested that the name of

yEsop, the fable-makei-, is derived from Solomon's "hj'ssop that

springefh out of the wall." Seized by a momentary ambition to match

the shrewd insight of this famous German critic, we venture to in-

quire why it is not equally clear from the two syllables of Hilzig's

name that the first part was intended to indicate his descent from the

ancient Hittites; while the last part surely contains a veiled and sar-

castic prophetic allusion to the zigzag eccentricities of his overloaded

intellect. It is entirely fair to say that the insanely excessive skep-

ticism and the gratuitous imposition of unwarranted and worthless

hypotheses, which we have seen practiced by Baur, Schwegler, Volk-

mar, and Hitzig, also characterize to-day the radical school of critics

to which they belonged. All sound-minded and judicious persons

must agree with Bishop Lighlfoot that it is impossible to have any

intellectual respect for men who, upon a subject of such solemn im-

port and supreme dignity as the interpretation of tlie Holy Scriptures,

indulge in fancies so irreverent, baseless, and grotesque. It is like the

sacrilege of theatrical vaudeville acted in the Holy of Holies. As

we were writing these lines, a dispatch from Eome arrived telling us

of an Italian sage and seer of remarkable literary and scientific in-

sight, who would, if he turned his attention to biblical interpretation,

make a worthy successor to the four acute critics m-Iiosg exploits we
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have just examined. Dr. Francolini, says the message from Eome,

has discovered in Pliny and in poets from Virgil to Byroii veiled ref-

erences to radium, togetlicr with hints that the place to look for this

mysterious metal of portentous qualities is at the source of the

Clitumnus, a little river in Umbria which has violet-tinged \\ater. It

is evident, as the newspapers say, that anybody who can discover, in

the works of the authors mentioned, references to radium, the just-

now-discovered metal, must have powers of intellect as wonderful as

the powers of radium itself. And it is not strange that on the warrant

of so marvelous a genius, men of science should, as the disiiatch re-

lates, start for Umbria to search for radium at the head-waters of the

river Clitumnus. But what an accession to the ranks of the intuitive

radical biblical critics a man of Francolini's piercing penetration and

microscopic literary insight would be ! In ability to see what isn't

there, he is not unworthy of their high society.

A REPLY TO AN AGNOSTIC.

Blatchfoed, the London socialist editor, has blown such a blast

on Tlic Clarion as might easily frighten the pusillanimous and

the ill-informed. He has sallied gayly forth in vaunting, vicious, and

vociferous style, with all his inexperience on his head, to undertake

the alluring but oft-abandoned enterprise of demolishing Christianity.

His adventure will probably do him good, because he is likely to learn

something. In the end he will have some experience and Christianity

will have the victory. Against this slashing assailant a swift j'oung

swordsman sets himself, with polemic skill, to champion Christianity.

Mr. G. K. Chesterton, journalist, essayist, and critic, has made some
striking and pungent replies to the Agnostic socialist's attack. No
systematic straight-out defense of Christianity is attempted, but dex-

terous and unlooked-for side-thrusts are delivered in the style of a

riimblc and versatile journalist apt at asking troublesome cjuestions.

One of his suggestions is that, in a controversy with Agnosticism,

Christianity has this disadvantage, it really exists and is responsible

for things, and so its occasional failures and mistakes can he pointed

out. It is an actual power, an active fact, and hence it can be criti-

cised. No such exhibit can be made of Agnosticism's failures and
mistakes, for the reason that it is not a power at all; it has not anv-

where been intrusted with control, nor has it assumed responsibility
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for affairs. It is, out antl out, one of the "outs," and for the "outs"

to criticise the blunders and shortcomings of the "ins" is always easy.

The "ins" are loaded with the Tesi)onsibility, and have the difficult

task of managing obstrei^erous eleinents in a perfect way, by the

agency of imperfect, even when well-meaning, agenls. The "outs"

liave no responsibility to carry, no task to perform, nothing "to do but

to sit on the fence and find fault with the management, and jeer the

iinsuccesses, of the "ins." The business of the opposition is to oppose

the government—a very easy job compared with the onerous and com-

plicaied work of governing perfectly. Within the Ijordcrs of civiliza-

tion Christianity is in office; it is the governing power. Agnosticism

is only a critic, not an influential active participant. It is only a

negation, a cipher. Among practical realities it has no place, it

scarcely exists. For ages there has been a Christian Church, actual

and powerful, toiling away at all the world's great problems. II has

had to "run" the whole Western World for centuries. Agnosticism is

nowhere instituted or established, it is not working out any of the

world's urgent problems, nor ministering to humanity's sore need;

and it is not "running" anything. It has no solutions to offer. Chris-

tian civilization has been and is, and its work stands visible and open

to critical examination. There has never been a totally Agnostic

civilization. It is true that there have been two civilizations that

might be said to represent something resembling Agnosticism. The

later Eoman Empire was largely Agnostic, and the Chinese Empire

is largely Agnostic. The modern Agnostic, however, shows no dis-

position to boast of those triumphs. This, says Chesterton, is one

disadvantage of Clnistianity in a controversy with Agnosticism: the

Christian Church has long been busy doing and making many thing.-;

and so its doings are open to comment, and it has made some mis-

takes. Agnosticism has nowhere instituted itself, has organized noth-

ing, and done nothing, and so its doings cannot be examined. One

might say it escapes being criticised by not being at all.

The above is, in part, one of 'Mr. Chesterton's replies, and ho

makes another point against the Agnostics as follows:

"The strength of Christianity is a very mysterious thing; it has

little to do with the controversial ingenuity either of its supporters

or its opponents. Often it has happened that clever men have been on

its side; often it has happened that clover men have been on the other

side. Its strength lies not in the fact that it is eloquent or successful,

or well represented; it lies in the incidental fact that it is indispen-
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sable. By indispensable I )uean this: It is, to all mortal appearance,

impossible for men to attaek Ciiristiauity without eventually ending

up in positions that no sane masses of men have ever licld, in positions

Avhich would horrify a decent pagan or an unbaptized savage.

SchopenJiauer attacks Christianity and ends by saying that life itself

is a delusion. Nietzsche attacks it and ends by saying that charity

itself is a delusion. Others attack it and end by saying that human

goodness and badness are delusions. Christianity does not answer:

a few of her apologists answer, and generally badly. But she is silent,

for she is old, and has seen so many paradoxes. She knows the path

you Agnostics and deniers are on, and has seen many on it; she knows

that on it are delightful hypotliescs and liucurious negations, and that

that way madness liev=i. Slie knows that as soon as you want any con-

ceivable human reality, if it be only to say 'Thank you' for the mus-

tard, you will be forced to return to her and her h3-];iolhe5Cs, where she

sits, guarding through the ages the secret of an eternal sanity."

The fact is that in religious circles no weight can be allowed to

Agnosticism. There is no force in mere negation, or in confessedly

absentee testimony. Learning may properly ask attention to supposed

new knowledge, but why should men claim and hold the floor for the

purpose of vociferating their ignorance? Huxley spoke of "the

absurdity of supposing that we know anytliing about either spirit or

matter;" which amounts to a declaration of comprehensive and all-

embracing know-nothingism. AMiy .should a man who claims to know
so little talk and write so much as he did about what he doesn't k-now ?

We can see no object in all his labor except to try to persuade his

fellow-men to confess that they too know nothing. Listening wearily

to the volubility of the Agnostics, it is impossible not to wonder why
avowed ignorance should wear sach learned, important, and pedagogic

airs, and Ije so prolix and repetitious in setting forth by items and in

sum the contents of its emptiness. When professed Ignorance as-

sumes to steer the funeral-barge of Faith it were more decorous for

it to do so quietly, as wlien, in Tennyson's idyl, the body of Elaine

was floated toward the lowers of Camelot,

The dead, steered by llie dumb,

Went upward with the flood.

After many loquacious years, loud with the vaunt of ignorance.

and aggressive with the supercilious arrogance of unfaith, Herbert

Spencer, the chief of modern Agnostics, seems to have been visited in
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his later j'ears by a sense of propriety whicli stayed ^\ith him long

enougli to make him confess that silence best becomes the unbeliever

;

tliat it is indecent and inlmmau for the Agnostic to go about robbing

men of the sustaining comfort they derive from their creed, dropping

dark and deadly hints to shake their faiths and unsettle their hope;

and that the Agnostic is "cruelly thoughtless" of the rights of his

fellow-men in so doing, since "nothing but evil can follow" from de-

jjriving men of the sacred convictions which enable them to bear the

ills they suffer and to carry the exhausting burden of daily duties,

often fulfilled without thanks and without sympathy. Agnosticism

is an ill-bred creature; to see a momentary sense of decency flit across

its boorishness and check its loud volubility is encouraging. Possibly

it may yet hear a Voice saying, "Be still and know that I am God:

I will be exalted among the heathen." Two classes of heathen there

are: the better class, who, though worshiping they know not precisely

what, still do worsliip Some One or Somewhat, and wlio are worthy

in proportion to their reverence and sincerity; and a lower and more

hopeless class who worship Nothing, and believe nothing but their

own cocksure Ignorance. In war-time there was a sable Agnostic

named "Pete," who did the cooking for the Xinth Illinois Regiment.

At the battle of Fort Douclson black Pete showed the white feather,

ran at the first fire, and "wotrld 'a' runned sooiier" if he had 'Tinov,-'d

it was a-comin'." Being reproached for not showing more courage,

he said:."Dat ain't in my line. Cookin' is my perfeshiu." Being

asked if he cared nothing for patriotism and honor, he answered:

"Dtmno ntiffin 'bout dem things, sah; I regard 'em as wanities." Is

not Pete's insensibility to the reality and power of patriotism in the

midst of ranks which it had mustered, and in the hot fire of a fight it

"was maintaining, very like the agnosticism of some toward religious

verities and realities in the midst of a civilization which Christianity

has created and is sustaining, and of a variously manifest supernattiral

Kingdom of God which is making conqtiests in all parts of the world ?

And did the agnostic indifference of the colored cook of the Ninth

Illinois toward patriotism at all discredit the reality and power of

that sentiment which before his very eyes had marshaled a million

patriots in arms on fields of death and was fairly rocking the conti-

nent with a gigantic conflict?

Speaking roughly, it is fair to say that Christianity proves its

reality and power by what it docs and what it effects. The fact that

Agnosticism, v^'hich knows nothing, also consistently does nothing,
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builds nothing, and efCccls nothing, creates a presumption that it is to

be cla.-=ed among jionentitics which escape criticism by not exit^tiug,

as George K. Chestc:rtou suggests.

PRAYING FOR THINGS.

Certain recent discussions of the purpose and value of prayer

exhibit a decided tendency to deny specific answers and to eliminate

the element of petition, even for spiritual bestowments, except as a

somewhat ignorant attempt to institute a personal relation between

the soul and God, or to secure the reflex influence of petition. There

has been, however, a gromng discontent with that view of prayer

which finds its chief value in reflex i)illuence. It is increasingly felt

by large numbers to be an inadequate fornnilation of what the praying

soul realizes in its devotions, and thoughtful men are gradually aban-

doning the phrase, and are seeking some other more consonant with

all the experienced facts. This is fortunate; for prayer cannot re-

main a vital factor in the religioiis life of one who accepts the logical

consequences of the doctrine that the only effect of prayer is its reflex

influence; for on this supposition prayer becomes a means whose value

depends upon a delusion—the delusion that it is a power to move
God; and when we discover that we are deluded we wnll cease to pray.

No man will ask God to do a thing which he is perfectly certain God
will not do. He will not ask it even for the sake of the beneficial effect

the petition might be supposed to have upon his character and con-

duct. The refiex benefils of prayer arc almost inestimable; but the

only condition upon which they can be secured is that the peti-

tioner shall believe that God is somefimcs moved by praj'er, and that

he may be moved by it in any given instance. Communion, or the

establishment of a personal relation with God, is undoubtedly a truer

conception of the purpo.^o of prayer tlian reflex influence, but the case

for it is very little if any stronger on the theory that prayer does not

at all move God. The relation of a person with a person must, in the

nature of the case, he a mutual relation. There is no true communion

with God unless he responds to our approach. Without this we could

speak of communion with him only as we speak of communion with

nature, fully understanding that by the phrase we mean merely those

meditations in which wc indulge in the presence of nature. Nor

could we be said to commune with God oven though to the utmost of

our knowledge we brought ourselves into harmony with his laws in
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uatnrc raid histoiy and to the best of our ability employed them in

advancing the interests of his Kingdom. There would Ije lacking the

mutuality which alone constitutes true intercourse between spiritual

beings. Communion with God would be a misnomer, and all pretense

of such communion would come to a speedy end, were the theory of

the immobility of God consistently held. We can move physical na-

ture by physical means, even though we can hold no mutual spiritual

communion with her. But God is, by the hypothesis, a Spirit who
could be but will not be moved either by any spiritual considerations

or by any physical eCCorts we can bring to bear. He is less accessible

to us than the physical world. Becau.se he is a spirit he is qualified to

respond to our spirits; but because he is so absolute, so fixed in his

purposes and activities, ho will not deviate a hair's breadth even to

satisfy the heart hunger of his children. If he is thus unresponsive

to a creature of his made in his own image, he is, to say the least, a

rather unlovely being. If we are not in his image we sink to the level

of our thought of the brute. We become, like the brute.?, mere recip-

ients of his borinty; we are not coworkers with him. In either case

we cease to have any interest in attempting to converse with God.

When one considers what is involved in the assertion of God's

immobility by expressed human desire it becomes a serious duty to

inquire whether those who affirm it are right. It is easy to under-

stand why thoughtful men should perceive the absurdity of some the-

ories of prayer. And it is easy to comprehend why serious-minded

men should fear that praying for things, whether spiritual or ma-

terial, might lead to certain dangerous moral consequences. Too

much dependence upon prayer might naturally seem to render human
effort and sacrifice unnecessary. And this has imquestionably too

often been the result. Still, it must bo said that up to the present

date in the world's history those who have been the most distinguished

believers in the efficacy of prayer for things have been the most active

and self-sacrificing toilers in the effort to benefit mankind. And
prayer may have a real value even though some make a highly absurd

use of it and though there is some theoretical danger in the doctrine

which allows us to pray for things. What reasons are there, then, for

thinking that God may do some things in answer to prayer that he

would not otherwise do? If we omit the teaching and example of

Christ the first and fundamental reasoii for such an opinion is that

the now generally accepted doctrine of the immanence of a personal

God implies the possibility of answer. The world is not made, but is
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being made. The fixity of tlii'igs is not in the things, but in ilie will

of the Creator. He is subject to no restrictions except such as he

imposes upon himself, and therefore he does freely what he does. If

he should see lit to deviate from his usual course of action at the re-

quest of a human being there is nothing and no one to hinder him. A
second reason for believing in tlie possibility of answer to prayer is the

fact of variety in created things. This indicates that an unnumbered

multitude of ways of doing things is open to God, and that he regards

any one of these ways as good as any other. Tlie variety in the forms

of trees and other vegetable growths is praclieally infinite. So with

human beings; for while there is greater uuifoimity here, there is

still room for extremely wide and almost numberless variations. And
in the realm of human history, individual and national, for the de-

velopment of vdiich the supposed power of prayer has been more free-

ly invoked by Christians than for anything else, there is reason to

believe that. God has left the largest room for human choices. This

suggests the third reason, that is, that God allows men a place in his

plans. Unless we are to believe that all man's activities are prede-

termined by the Creator, we must believe that God regards himself as

wise enough to govern the world even when man's free activities are

admitted. In other words, if man is really free God must at every

moment modify his creation and providence to adapt them lo the

activities of men. This may give us a world which, instead of being

planned in all its details according to an ideal design of God, is

planned in part according to exigencies created by man's thought and

action ; but it.is the only kind of a world which is consistent with the

doctrine of human freedom and responsibility.

So great is this power of man over the world of nature and his-

tory as to suggest that providence is human as well as divine; that is,

that God has actually taken man into partnership with himself in

that constant adaptation of the world to humanity known as provi-

dence. In many departments God seems to do little else than to pro-

vide the raw materials, leaving man to prepare them for his own needs

according to his own best judgment and skill. What object God may
have in thus turning the world over to man we can only surmise;

certainly it is not for lack of wisdom on his own part. "ffTiatcvcr may
be his reason, he seems thereby to rebuke the doctrine of man's in-

significance and to affirm man's great significance. However that

may he, it is very certain that he dors in nunil)erless instances allow

men to dictate by their acts what he shall do. The only question is
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whether he ndll modify his actions at the request of men as he docs

in response to the acts of men. To saj' that he will not is to say that

he refuses all spiritual intercommunion between himself and the be-

ing to whom, for some reason, he gives so large a place in the govern-

ment and development of the world. What he demonstrably allows

to man suggests that he vrill do more than can be demonstrated, that

is, that he will, at least at times, govern himself in accordance with

human prayer. And this seems to be demanded in order to supple-

ment and complete the cooperation already so prominent a factor in

the relations between himself and man, by adding to cooperation by

independent activities cooperation by mutual consultation. There is

nothing in this belittling to God, but there is much in it that comports

with the dignity of man as revealed by man's place in the world. A
difficulty that stands in the way of many is the fact that it is impos-

sible to demonstrate answer to prayer, while there appear to be so

many cases in which the petitions of human beings are certainly not

granted. It is not triiiing to point out that it is vastly more difficult

to prove the granting of a petition than the refusal. We have the

same thing to contend with in the use of remedial agencies for disease.

When these fail we know it with ceiiainty, but it would be almost

impossible to convince the skeptical that the remedy broiight about

the recovery of one who became well. Yet we go right on employing

such means as we hope may produce the desired results. Many dis-

criminating individuals have attained to a high degree of certitude

with reference to the effectiveness of certain medicaments; and there

are fully as many of ecpial powers of discrimination who are thorough-

ly convinced that prayer has been directly answered, especially for

spiritual ends. In neither case is there proof sufficient to satisfy one

who is disposed to be very exacting in his demands for conclusive

evidence. If this seems to leave the matter of answer to prayer for

things in great uncertainty it must he replied that the only requisite

to the spirit of prayer is the belief, not that God does generally, or

even frequently, modify his activities according to our request, but

merely that he listens to our prayers, takes them into consideration in

the determination of his plans, and that he can, if he sees fit, grant

our desires. Action finds as powerful a spring in hope as in certainty.

So that when the "simple believer," of whom we hear so much, prays

God not to allow hor vrayward son to go too far in paths of sin she

may have a reasonable assurance that God will give heed to her peti-

tion. Or, when another simple believer prays for rain that his crops

19
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nia}' not be dostroyccl by drought he will feel certain that his act is

sometliing more Hum an attempt to establish a personal relationship

between himself and God, however blessed such a relationship may be.

But it will be said that at least as far as that wayward son is con-

cerned it is inconceivable that God should not do all tliat he can do to

hold him in check without any request from his mother. But it is

certainly not inconceivable, nor even improbable. For God has \m-

cjuestionably thrown upon num a responsibility for the welfare of his

fellows. This cannot be explained on the ground that God does not

watch with solicitude over tlie moral and spiritual welfare of men,

but it is probably founded on a desire to give the race, for its own
good, all the responsibility it can bear. God undoubtedly could, if he

saw fit, do all tliat is needful for each individual without human co-

operation; but instead of this lie makes man his brother's keeper.

That the highest interests of humanity are subserved by this arrange-

ment will be conceded by all. There are, therefore, the best of reasons

why God should in some cases and to some extent make his activities

dependent upon the request of human beings.

The chief end of prayer is not, as some would have us believe,

that we may learn submission to the will of God. We arc supposed to

have subjected ourselves to him before we pray for things. We say,

"Thy will be done," not to indicate that we have no will, but in frank

acknowledgment of the superior righteousness and wisdom of God's

will. We ask, but we do not dictate; and one of the most frequent

and beneficial results of prayer is that bj' it we ascertain God's will.

But over and alcove this \xc pray because the world in which we live is

seen to be not so definitely planned as to exclude modification from

time to time. ]\Iuch of the world's Jiistory—we never knovi" how much
—is left to the determination of man. Here, not in tliose particulars

in which constant operations display the fixed purpose of God, is the

sphere for effective pra3-er. Pra3-or is not designed to change, but to

dcterjuinc, God's plans. For this reason also importunity in prayer

is allowable. If God's final plans are to l)e in some cases fixed in ac-

cordance with prayer it is reasonable to suppose that he should wish

to secure in those who pray a ])roper appreciation of the results they

ask him to bring about. While not every casual request, therefore,

may be granted, certain very much desired favors might be granted.

The trite is sometimes, as in this case, the true and the rational. The
doctrine of the divine Fatherhood ceriainly gives us no hint that God
shuts his children out from a reasonable share in the mutual deter-
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niination of the activities of all the members of the divine family.

Eather does it suggest that as the children heed the Fathers wish, so

the Father, as much as possible, heeds the children's wish. The filial

relation, if it is not to be robbed of its very best content, must include

the privilege of participation in all planning as well as in the execu-

tion of the means and measures by which the common family weal is

to be secured. Imagine the effect upon the children's freedom of ap-

proach to a father who would give them plainly to under^taud that

their suggeslious were not needed, either because he had already

divined them or because his superior wisdom made them useless, and

ihat if offered they would under no circumstances affect the father's

conduct of the family affairs ! So also the idea of the kingdom sug-

gests the value rather than the futility of prayer. The right of peti-

tion, direct or indirect, is allowed everywhere except in the absolute

monarchy. In proportion as government is in the interest of the

governed is the right of petition, or, which is the same thing, the right

of initiative on the part of the governed, encouraged. The analogy

does not, of course, hold in all respects. Human governments do Jiot

have infinitely wise and beneficent heads. Eut God has in fact

vacated his rights and prerogatives to a certain, though by us indeter-

minable, extent, in favor of man's exorcise of his own Judgment and

powers. So that the situation is, within limits, the same as it is in a

human government conducted on the principle of the mutual coopera-

tion of rulers and ruled. And God carries this to the extent of some-

times allowing the beneficent course of events he would doubtless

secure if left to himself to be interrupted by the most frightful and

disastrous blunders of human judgment and preference. Xotwitli-

standing all this, no thoughtful man would wish that humanity might

be excused from its present responsible prerogatives. Xonc would

choose the paternal government which gives every determination over

to God. In spite of all we suffer by our own mistakes we all prefer

the arrangement now in force. And we must believe that God pre-

fers it too, else he would not permit it to be. There must be some

high purpose which he can better work out by this method than by

the opposite. And since he allows man such extraordinary influence

in the work of the kingdom it is incredible that he will not consider

man's requests, but will pass them by as though they had not been

presented. The supposition tliat God either cannot or will not answer

prayer is out of analogy with all other manifestations of his regard

for the preferences of mankind.
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THE ARENA,

TITDING A CIIEISTI.ils" DUTY.

Dr. Dakiel Steele contends in the last number of the Methodist Re-

view that the giving ol: a tenth of our income to religious purposes is not

"a positive requirement of Christ," and that such requirement cannot be

counted "a part of Christianity." He is no doubt technically correct in

this, for there is no direct command of the Saviour to this effect, and

hence a person does not necessarily and altogether forfeit his claim to he

called a Christian when lie confines his bestowments within amuch smaller

amount. But there seems to us considerable danger lest the good doctor's

strong emphasis upon this point should unduly relieve the consciences of

many who stand in no particular need of such relief and should create a

wrong impression of the real condition of the case. Ho had no space in

which to present the other side, it was not In the line of his argument;

but there is an argument—which seems to me very strong and greatly to

need frequent presentation—to which the attention of Christians who
content themselves with giving very much less than one tenth of their

income to benevolent or altruistic objects should, in my opinion, be con-

stantly called, that, if possible, they may be led to see more clearly what
is the truly Christian attitude in this matter. Surely a thing may be a

duty—by force of circumstances, weight of reasonableness, and proved

helpfulness in its effect on self and others—when there is no positive

enactment of a divine law in so many words, nor yet what might be called

exactly an intuition or a "dictate of our moral sense." We rightly say

that church membership is a Christian duty, that family prayers is a

Christian duty, also attendance on prayer meetings, all of them when
practicable. Not that any text of Scripture can be quoted which precisely

requires either of these things, but that experience has so far shown them
to be immensely beneficial that a plain rule of observance lies in their

favor. Expediency, when clearly established, has no loss binding author-

ity on the conscience of the Christian than legal enactments; he recog-

nizes it as virtually a command from hi.s higher nature, an indication of

the will of God. It is also unqiiestionably the duty of every Christian to

love God v.'ith all his heart and soul and mind and strength, and to love

his neighbor as himself. Is it conceivable that one with such a love will

be anxious to see how little he can do for Christ and his fellow-men, will

hide behind the fact that there is no legal enactment absolutely demand-
ing one tenth as a matter of compulsion, and will plead that since he is a
Christian, not a Jew, he is at full liberty without qualm of conscience or

impaiiTnont of his standing no spend nearly, if not quite, all his substance

on himself? If we have love enough doing "the things that are pleasing

in his sight" becomes fully as important ns "keeiiing his commandments."
If y.'o have love enough privilcg-:'? become di;tics and duties privileges.

The closest possible partnership with the Saviour is to such a one not a
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burden to be borne but a delight to be. enjoyed. He does not inquire care-

fully how much hs must give for extending the kingdom f.nd redeeming

the T.'orld.but howniuch he may give and not beunjust toother obligations.

It is doubtless possible to give too much to God's work. He who simply

follows the impulses of a thoroughly loyal, loving henrt filled with docp

desire that the Master may everywhere be honored, might conceivably tor-

get his duty to his family and his future, might lay himself open to the

reproach of not properly providing for his own, might imperil the rights

of his children or fail to meet certain claims of justice. He will need to

check this tendency by some prudential rule that shall embody the wis-

dom of the ages in this matter and have the sanction of the best examples.

Is there any other rule that can compare with tlie tenth? Is there

anything that has such a weight of general approval behind it? It comes

down from the mo.=,t ancient times. It was repeatedly insisted upon in the

older Scriptures which still remain to us an important source of ascertain-

ing the mind of God. It was grounded, not in the evanescent prescrip-

tions of ]\Iosaism, but in the fundamental needs of human nature. It was

so commonly accepted by the early Christian Church as not to call for

specific reenactment at the hands of the apostles. It has highly com-

mended itself to vast numbers of the most devoted dov.^n through the cen-

turies. It has been continually proved in practice to be attended by the

special blessing of God both temporally and spiritually. All this being

so, I for one am at a loss to understand how anyone who considers him-

self a follower of .Tesus can justify the crude, careless, slipshod, hap-

hazard habits of giving which so generally prevail, or can really content

himself with much, if anything, less, as a rule, than the tithe or tenth.

It may be admitted that in extreme poverty a smaller proportion might bo

accepted of the Lord. It must certainly be held that those who have

much wealth should give a good deal more. But that there is any better

rule, for the great body of the Church, applicable to nearly all cases, the

present writer does not believe. Nor is he willing to admit that there is

any special danger of "legalism and self-righteousness" arising from the

adoption of this rule as a plain dictate of Christian duty and privilege.

The peril of spiritual pride attaches to all high states of grace; this, of

course, should make us watchful, but surely need not deter us from set-

ting our mark at the highest level. I greatly deprecate any suggestion or

mode of treating this topic that shall seem to give countenance to the

vast host of Christian robbers, religious freebooters, who fill our churches

and congratulate themselves that since they are not under the law but

under grace the burden of devoting one tenth of their income to religious

uses does not rest upon them to any degree. So these people feel at per-

fect liberty to indulge their worldliness and social ambitions, their pride

and selfishness and love of personal ease. The follies and luxuries and

elegancies of life got their full share, while the pre.'sing claims of the

sadly crippled benevolent causes are ignored, and the Church's work is

crippled for lack of funds. I firmly believe that systematic proportionate

benollcence is an essential part of Christianity, and should be so preached

without qualification, for covetousness is so hideous a sin and so heinous
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in God's sight that it is not safe to leave ourselves exposed to its attaclcs

•without the most ironclad defense. Without some settled rule, some

definite system, some fixed proporliou, the important principle of Chris-

tian stewardship stands no chance of proper recognition. If all is left to

impulse and caprice, such is human nature, so mightily is it given to

selfish grasping and retaining, that the tendency will be iu most cases

overwhelmingly strong to put off the religious and charitable schedules

of outlay with a very scanty allowance, with not more than will suffice to

maintain a decent standing in the community where we live. To pio-

vent this some fixed proportion must be accepted and steadily adhered to,

regarded, indeed, as both privilege and duty. And when the inquiry is

honestly and carefully made, without selfish bias, as to what should be the

proportion, there is very little lihelihood, it seems to me, of any other

conclusion being reached than that one tenth is that proportion. Let it

be remembered that it is wholly a question of distribution, not at all of

ownership. All is the Lord's. He has put something into our hands for

a season that %vc may administer upon it. How shall we do it so as best

to please him? The setting apart for God's particular work of one tenth

of one's property would seem to be placed in the Bible on the same foot-

ing as the setting apart of one seveutli of time. In neither case was it im-

plied that the portion not thus set aside was to be used selfishly or irre-

ligiously. It would be as fair to charge those who especially observe the

Lord's Day with denying that all our time is the Lord's as to charge

tilhers with denying that all our property is his. Both the prescriptions,

as to time and property, antedated the J^Iosaic law, and both have sur-

vived, it is fair to infer, the repeal of that law, being nowhere annulled

by Jesus either by the letter or the spirit of his words. That God ap-

proved this practice in the days of the past is a very clear indication that

he approves it now; for human nature is the same, and it will scarcely

be claimed that the needs of religious work are less pressing at present

than they were then, or that a less proportion will answer under existing

circumstances. J.\mes JMcdge.

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

THE TEMFTATlCiX OF JESUS.

One who "was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin."

This is the testimony. But was Jcsua tempted exactly as wc are? Did

he ever waver as we often do between a right and a wrong act? Did he

ever incline to do wrong? A prominent university professor, accustomed

to discriminating thought, once said to me, "I think Jesus sometimes felt

like doing wrong, like the rest of us." This conception is quite general.

I believe it to be wholly wrong. Temptation may he said to exist in three

degrees according to tho kind of response human nat\ire makes to a
stimulus. Temptation implies two factors: object and subject, environ-

ment and organism, stimulus and response. The word "temptation" is

sometimes applied to tho first factor only, with tho second factor only

conceptually present, as when Drydeu writes:
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Dare to lie groat, without a guilty crown;
View it, and lay tlie brigbt temptation down.

This lowest decree of temptation exists when the environment or stimulus

elicits no response either physical, mental, or moral in the human organ-

ism. The only justification for speaking of such a condition as temptation

is some property of the object which is capable of causing a person to do

wrong. A summer cloud cannot in any way be appropriated by ihe hu-

man organism for wrong purposes. It is no temptation. But a summer
apple has properties which are capable of inducing a hungry street urchin

to fall from grace. The second stage of temptation exists when an outer

solicitation is met by a physical or mental response in the human organ-

ism. When the odor of coi'tce and frying steak strikes the nostrils of au
honest hungry man his mouth waters. He forms no intention of stealing

a dinner, but he has a lively physical response to the stimulus. All that

part of his nature the function of which is to utilize food is powerfully

stimulated, but in no immoral way. lie is tempted, but without sin. The
third and acutest degree of temptation is v.'hen the stimulus produces a

wavering of the will—when there is a moral response to environment;

when the hungry man debates with himself whether he will secure a

dinner by illegitimate means; when to steal or not to steal becomes the

question. A classic example is Launcelot Gobbo in "Merchant of Venice"

debating whether he shall run from the Jev.'. His conscience says,

"Launcelot, budge not." "Budge," says the fiend. "Budge not," says his

conscience. A more serious one is Hamlet pondering the question of

suicide; and Jean Valjean pacing his room all night torn by a violent

conflict within, debating whether he should keep silent and let another

suffer from false accusation, or reveal himself and save another by his

own sacrifice.

These three degrees of temptation may be best exemplified where the

first factor, environment, remains constant. A man who never knew the

desire for intoxicants walks by a saloon and smells the fumes of liquor;

but he experiences no desire to taste the stuff nor to enter the saloon. In

no sense does he respond to that part of his environment. Or, to use a

scriptural equivalent, he is dead* to that sin in every sense, physical,

mental, moral. Intoxicants to him are only potentially a temptation.

Another man, a converted drunkard, passes by the same door and inhales

the same fumes. Instantly the old appetite awakes and gnaws at his

vitals, clamoring for alcohol. Memory reproduces the experiences of his

days of revelry. The old, wild life rushes back like a tide. But not for

the fraction of a second does he debate with himself whether he shall

go in. With steady step and nnwavering purpose he marches by and is

more than conqueror. He experiences physical and mental response to

the stimulus. Drink to him is a temptation with high potentiality. But
in the moral sense he is dead* to the suggested sin. A third man ap-

proaches the fatal place. This very morning ho promised his wife and

his God that he would not touch the -stuff to-day. But he, too,

• Rom. vi, II.
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mus*. meet tJic same oclor from the door o£ hell. He is seized as by au

evil spirit. Appetite and imagination leap in response to the tempter.

But that is not all. He stops, starts on, turns back, goes in. Then by

an enormous exercise o£ will he shakes oft' the spell. Without tasting a

drop he goes on to his work and comes home a sober man. He is con-

queror; he is without sin; but not witliout sinfulness. His sinful nature,

though subdued, is yet alive and strong. His will responds to evil. He is

not yet dead to sin. Now is it consistent to think Jesus was tempted in

this last degree? Did he suffer this response of will to the tempter? Is

there a crumb of evidence that for a single instant his v.-ill was not one

with the Father's? When Satan suggested making bread out of stones

—

the gambler's temptation—was there a moment -when he wished to do it?

Doubtless the suggestion sharpened his pangs of hunger; he gave a

powerful bodily response. But not for au instant did his purpose waver.

He was tempted also to substitute worldly power and glory fcr the king-

dom of God. Intellectually he grasped all the possibilities of the case.

He saiv the kingdoms of the world and the glory of them. But his pur-

pose not to make the trade was as firm as the mountain on whic^ he stood.

The Garden of Gethsemane is earth's most glorious battlefield. Tours,

Waterloo, Gettysburg, great and glorious, are still less glorious than

Gethsemane. Here was fought the Battle of the Ages. Here was blood,

drawn not by the sword, but by anguish of spirit. Here was conflict not

with visible foes, mid booming of cannon and flash of sword and bayonet

in the sun of noon—not with heroic comrades at back and shoulder; but

with invisible principalities and powers, at night, in silence, alone. But
wherein is the glory of tlie scene? "Father, if thou he wiping, remove
this cup from me: 7icverihcless not mp will, hut thine, he done." Ko
vacillation of will, but perfect and unbroken obedience. Jesus shrank from
the next day's anguish of soul and l)ody and the horrors of death. To
the prospect of an ignominious and painful death he experienced the

natural physical and mental response. But who will say there was even

a momentary will or desire to run away from the cross? To say that in

these recorded temptations be experienced vacillation of purpose between

a right and a wrong course is to attribute to the Son of God a weak and
sinful nature. Jesus was "dead unto sin but alive unto God." Jesus

never had the experience so graphically described in Rom. vii. His will

never responded to evil solicitation, but did respond perfectly to the will

of God, which was his real environment—his life. "My meat," he said,

"is to do the v.ill of him that sent me." He spoke of himself as "the Son
of man, who is in heaven." To this heavenly environment he responded
without even a moment's interruption. Jesus knew only the second stage

of temptation. This is holiness. To be otherwise is to be double-minded

men, unstable in all our ways. Jesus was at one with God. He was holy

in heart. He knew no divided self. We can be like him. We can be

surrounded by inducements to lust, dishonesty, greed, and envy, and be

dead to them all, but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord, who
knew no sin in act or thought. WlLL.^.Et) N. Tobie.

TJrbana. 111.
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EXPOSITORY I'RF,ACHING.

TnE expository preacher has a rich field to cultivate. Laymen in

Sunday school and Bible classes have had the unfortunate effect to drive

instruction in the Scriptures, to a large extent, from the pulpit. This

result is deplorable, for such teaching in the pulpit is eminently helpful.

The expository preacher makes an elaborate explanation of a passage of

the Bible, throughout his discourse, while the topical preacher makes a

hasty reference to the text and proceeds with his sermon independently

of the text. The biblical preacher unfolds the word.

JIany thoughtful believers are asking, Can the old faith live with

modern research? The true pastor will not go on his way as if scieutiQc

methods had not been applied to the sacred volume, but he will show the

people the wheat that is left after the threshing of the critics. The early

chapters of Genesis, for instance, have been subjected to such a threshing

process. The story of the beginning of things is here told from a religious

standpoint. Have the accounts any historical character and moral worth;

and does their value vanish if scholars can show that the authorship is

composite, and, therefore, INIoses did not write them all? Thoughtful lay-

men would be all but a unit in their appreciation of the minister who
spoke, from a full mind, on the creation, the fall, and the flood.

But many deny the acceptability of biblical sermons. Mere doginatic

assertion, however, avails nothing. Anj-one, to be sure, would grant that

the minister that laboi-s under the delusion that an expository sermon
consists of an olla-podrida from the commentaries of Whedon, or Alford,

or Meyer may well leave for another field of homiletics—in fact, the

sooner the better. But will not rhetoric lend its charm to such discourse,

and win the ear of the people? The world is to be saved by the foolishness

of preaching, not by foolish preaching. The itinerant can keep to the

highway despite the darkling bugaboo that declares dogmatically tliat a

biblical sermon must he as dry as chips.

Theological schools are alive to the need of expository preaching.

Their professors have been urging the students to plan to deliver regu-

larly discourses expository of the Scriptures. Professor Phelps, of An-
dover, advised his classes not to let a Lord's Day pass in their ministry

without basing one discourse at least, in all its parts, on a passage of

Scripture; and a message of much the same tenor comes from Yale and
Garrett. Such authority demands attention, but the Church does not

have to lean wholly on the word of ecclesiastics. The man without the-

ological training can see the need for himself. Where would the BibI?

receive adequate attention outside the pulpit? Confessedly, the work of

the Sunday school is not usually elaborate and scholarly; and the writ-

ings of college and divinity school professors have a scientific character.

But the pulpit should be popular and biblical. How solemn is the ordina-

tion of the Jlethodist preacher when he receives authority from the bishop

to preach the word! The herald does not tell his entire message unless

he becomes an expository preacher, and helps to counteract the sad want
of such preaching. Frederick W. Robertson, in fact, lectured on the books
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of Corinthians, and V/illiam M. Taylor preached on the parables of our

Lord; and others less famous, pel haps not infrequently, have done as

they did. But a few showers do not break the drought.

The power o£ sermons explanatory of the Bible arises from the in-

spiration of the Scriptures. The inspiration does not consist in the per-

fection of the Bible as a manual of geography and geology, but in its

unapproached moral and religious elevation. The prophets were not the

mighty men that they were because they reflected a Semitic religious

characteristic, as Reuau holds, but because Jehovah had vouchsafed to

them a special revelation for Israel. The Bible Is the Book of Books be-

cause it centers iu Christ. The beatitude declares that the pure in heart

are blessed with a clear vision of God, and the sacred writers make a

remarkable appeal to the best in man because they were remarkably pure-

minded men. Sermons, therefore, woven into the very warp and woof of

the supreme revelation of God must have a part of its spiritual power.

A preacher would not be wise, however, to restrict his sermons to the

exposition of Scripture. Such a class makes variety to topical preaching.

The bar and the theater do not even now draw such large audiences, week
in and week out, as does the pulpit, but complaint is made of its monotony.

Many churches fail to have the morning and evening congregations of

equal size though most of the attendants live within sound of the- church

bell. An introduction of a large portion of expository and textual ser-

mons would tend to break the monotony, and give freshness to the jaded

spirits of the hearers. For no book bears any comparison with the Bible

in rich variety of themes corabiued with adaptability to the grasp of the

people. The picture of the man that received a full day's wages for an
hour's work, in the parable of the laborers in the vineyard, is a popular

setting of the truth contained in Browning's comforting words, "It's not

what we do, but what we would do, that exalts us."

Fox Lake, Wi.';. Robert S. Ixoeah,\3i.

WHAT OF THE REVIVAL ?

Fob reasons all too plain, the question is evcr>^vhere asked, "What
has become of the old-time revival?" The answer is, the Church has lost

conviction. The revival that swept whole communities into the Church
did not come without pungent conviction of its necessity, and great power
of feeling. The churches are doing their work industriously at the present

time, much as a bank teller or a street car conductor does his—without

feeling. In fact, we have come to think it unmanly to feel. This is thi^

result of a persistent insistence upon the part of the ministry that feeling

is no part of pure religion. That Christians should live well no one

should doubt, but a man without profound conviction and great power to

feel docs not amount to much as a Christian or as a man. He cannot

mount up to high spiritual things. Say what you will, it was the power
of feeling that characterized the old-time revival. Feeling deeply, the

preacher made others feel. Mere thought never did produce In slliners

genuine conviction. It is feeling that persuade.s sinners. "With the
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heart," not tho head, "man belicvcth unto righteousness." Every great

preacher that Methodism ever produced was distinguished as much for

power of feeling as for power of thought. Wesley, Summerfield, Simpsou.

Marvin, all joined creat masterly power to think with great masterly

power to feel. They saw things clearly and felt diviDCly what they saw.

It was this which gave them power to make others feel the same. 'Who

that ever heard one of the old-time mighty men of God that does not

remember the clear vision of things he had and v.-hich he expressed in a

voice that had tears in it? There is no shifting the fact, a preacher

must have himself a great power to feel. Moreover: What has become of

the men and women who once in our revivals agonized and wrestled with

God at our altars till a great mountain of feeling pressed upon every un-

converted soul in the farthest part of the room. It is high time that

clear thinking, good living, and deep feeling go to housekeeping again

together. The family has long enough been sad because of so few birtlis

and cries in tho natal chamber. C. E. Cli.xe.

Portland, Ore.

"AN EDUCATED MLS-JSTRY"—A CORRECTION.

I.\ the Methodist Review of January-February, and in the "Arena"
department, Rev. Frank Seeds makes the statement that "Education means
a drawing out of the powers and forces of the mind." This is a mistake

quite too common to pass without correction. In the Latin language, from
which our word "education" is derived, there are two verbs whose first per-

son singular, indic<ative mode, are in the same form, namely, educo. These

two words are, first, cducare, a verb of the first conjugation, and its

principal parts are educo, educare, educavi, educatiim, and this is the

word used all through Latin literature for expressing the ideas of educa-

tion, and it meaiis "to teach," "to instruct," "to train up," "to foster,"

"to impart information," but it never means to lead out or to draw out.

The other verb is "educcre" of the third conjugation, and its principal

parts are educo, cducere, eduxi, eductvm. This word means to "lead

out," "to draw out," "to raise up," "to build up," "to bring into the

world" (said of midwivcs), but it is never used to mean education any-

where in Latin literature. Its only use there, in connection with schools,

is to describe the process of slaves leading Roman children from their

homes to the school and back again, but educare is never used to describe

this leading out of the children. The idea of "lead out the powers

of the mind" is neither in the word nor in the process of educa-

tion, but, rather, the idea of feeding and nurturing the mind that it may
grow. Webster's International Dictionary is misleading on this viord.

All who read this are referred to the Century Dictionary, all Latin lexi-

cons, and all Latin literature. Corresponding words are used in the Greek

language and literature and lead to the same conclusion as is here pre-

sented. J. A. Boatman.

V/eat Liberty, la.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

The "Fraternity of Lifelong Educational Endeavor," of which some

account was given iu the Methodist Hcvicw for September of last year,

hopes to meet in convention sometime the coming summer. Us plan is as

simple as its aim, and its members, although busy men, fiad no difficulty

in meeting its requirements. Each member is expected daUy to recall its

"Ideal," answer one momentous "Question," form a "Uesolve," offer a

"Prayer," take a broad and comprehensive "Outlook," and follow these

simple "morning ofiices" with "personal re-ading and study" in lines of

one's own selection" from the fields of "Theology," "Psychology," "Sociol-

ogy," "Ecclesiology," "Biography," and the "English Language and Litera-

ture," beginning, of course, with and emphasizing strongly the "English

Bible."

The attention of the members of the F. L. E. E. has been called to the

admirable volume of A. Morris Stewart on The Temptation of Jesus; to

Mankind in the Making, by H. G. Wells; to Papal Aims and Papal Clmms,
by E. Garnett Man, Barrister-at-Law; to the story of Mary North, by Lucy
Rider Meyer; to The Pr»i/iamvie of the Jeauiis, by W. Blair Neatby. Other

valuable books have been brought to tlie attention of the members.
One member proposes a special plan for the reading of biography by

which a grouping is made, dominating characters placed in centers, and
the notable lives they have influenced duly related and adjusted. "I will

be an Astronomer. . . . The great lives shall he the suns, each one with

its system of stars. . . . When I read the life of Moses I read Hebrew his-

tory and literature. When I read the life of Michael Angelo I read the

history of art. But where shall I begin? With Moses? Or with the latest

autobiography? I shall begin at the center and read both ways. I shall

begin with the mighty Alcyone—Jesus Christ. I shall read all lives in the

light of his life. I shall read the gospels each year, and every year read

some Life of Christ," etc.

Another member reports his use of small blank books—each boolc

about five inches long and two and a half inches wide. One of them he
carries in his vest pocket all tlie time, and keeps it "as a snare to catch

and cage casual thoughts that come to the surface of consciousness, chal-

lenging attention. Ouce entertained, they begin to reward one like buds
warmed into blossom or birds into song." He says: "I never let a thought

go that comes to me in that fashion. I put it down, and with the related

thoughts that follow fill one side of a leaf in my little pocket Thought-
Snare. The back of that leaf I leave blank. When my book is full I take

it apart and classify my leaf-notes in envelopes labeled according to topics.

Sometimes I get twenty or thirty distinct thoughts on one subject in the
coui'se of a few weeks, and twenty or thirty more later on. And these are

my thoughts. They came to me. I planted them. I cultivate them. Tben
I classify and arrange them, and thus sermons and conversations and
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uewsiwper articles grow in my ov,-n preserve. The vest-poclvet Thought-

Snare has been a great gain to me."

An Experiexce. "1 cam (let mc assume) a Melhociist preacher in the

first year of my Conference course. Never mind nov^ my antecedents,

personal, intellectual, and professional. The Annual Conference has con-

sidered these questions and received me as a 'preacher on trial' and I am
enrolled as a member of the 'class of the first year.' Thestrdies for this

year are announced in the Appendix to the Discipline, H 59, § 2. I have

reached my 'appointment.' My first Sunday is over. I have r. 'study.' In

it are my books—not many, but good. I have a supply of blank paper.

Every sheet of it is an e.\hortation to diligence, fidelity, and originality.

And I must begin to study at the very beginning of the Conference year.

The temptation is to wait until I know my people, or until I hare answered

the letters which have accumulated during these weeks of packing and un-

packing, or until my library is fully settled and arranged, documents

sorted, and all that. But no! No! The first thing to do is to :.ake up my
Conference studies. Let me begin v.'ith Harman in his Introduction to tlie

Holy Scriptures. No, I will begin with Miley in his Systemaiic Thcologu-

All at once I i-ecall a bit of advice from an old friend, and promptly I de-

cide not to begin with Harman, JSIilcy, or any ctb.er author, but, as my
friend advised, 'study suijccts, not books!' These books are to aid the

examiners at Conference, and not to be the 'all and in all' of the student.

I must know all I can of the subjec'ts embraced in the course. I am
neither Dr. Harman nor Dr. Miley. 1 cannot afford to repreach their put-

tings of the faith. I cannot be their echo. Those authors of the books

in the first year's course—Harman, Miley, Foster, Hill, Broadus, Wesley.

Stevens, Neely, Buckley, Martin, Foss, Dorchester, Cooke, Asbury, and the

editor and other contributors to the Methodist Hcvieio—all of these are

my professors. All honor to them! But I am to work my own way as a

student, a thinker, and a preacher; and as I study under their guidance

the subjects (not the books) assigned I shall be helped by them and shall

be the better prepared to help the people to whom I am to minister.

"But this is Monday. Let me begin my study to-morrow. No! I

don't believe and I won't believe in 'blue Jlonday.' I rested Saturday.

Monday I work—not quite as hard as on Tuesday, to be sure, but fresh

from contact with my people and with a new sense of responsibility I can

do some things on l\Ionday better than on any other day.

"And now here are my half-sheets of blank paper ready for my memo-
randa—my Thinking Jlemoranda. I begin with 'Systematic Theology."

And what is that? What is 'Theology'? Here is my Unabridged. No, I

won't open it. Here is my Greek lexicon. No, no! Let me first of all put

down my own definition of Theology. What is Theology? What is System-

atic Theology? And what other kinds of Theology are there? 'Natural.'

Yes. Write down my definition of it. And 'Polemic' What is Polemic

Theology? And 'Diblical Theologj-'? And 'Practical Theology'? What
other departments of the science are there?—Here comes a caller.

Sorry! Ah, good morning. Brother Brooke! 'Tired after Sunday; called
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to have a chat.' -Well, Brooke, I am just puzzling myself over a definition

of Theology and trying to make a classification of the differeut kinds of

Theology the scholars talk about. What do you think?' 'On Monday?'

'Certainly on ilonday! But v.'hat is Theology? What would you say?

What did you say when examined? Must go? Sorry! Call again. Call

in the afternoons unless you want to study. I must use morning hours

for work.' 'Good-bye.' 'Good-bye.' Pencil in hand 1 think, and try to re-

member, and ask myself what I should say if 1 were asked for a definition

of Systematic Theologj-. And I write and revise, erase and rewrite, and

think and try again, and put down several questions that my thinking

develops: What other words might I use besides 'Theology' to define the

field of thought it covers? How does it happen that we have a Greek

word instead of English? What is the Latin term? Let me look again at

my definition. By the way, what is Patristic Theology? How little I

know! Now for a talk to my stove and chairs and walls ('walls have

ears') about Theology. 'Dear Friends: Theology is a term'—but the boll

rings for lunch!
" 'No, my dear,' I say to ray wife at the table, 'the morning v/as not

wasted, but it was not fruitful in results. I did start right. That is some-

thing. I did vrork out dear Brooke, who likes to 'rest.' I have stirred my
own curiosity into a regular thirst to know how the dictionary and Dr.

Miley define Theology. I worked out rather a poor definition of my own.

I am anxious to see if it is sound. What do you think Theology is?' And
the good soul gave me an answer offhand. .She said she supposed that

Theology is the result of the thinking men do about God tested and cor-

rected by the teaching of God's own word and illustrated and enriched by

personal experience in believing that word and trying to live up to it.

Then she looked at me as if she expected me to smile at her. And I believe

1 did smile with admiration and pride, and I told her that I already saw
a sermon in it. Then we talked about doing pastoral work and how we
might do it in the best way. And 1 asked her what were her chief doubts

and difficulties in connection v.-ilh the Bible and religion and the Church.

Now if other people have such troubles in connection with these sub.iects

as even my wife confesses to there is room for sermons on Theology and
good reason for the careful study of Bible evidences and all that. I be-

lieve that these prescribed boolis of the Conference course will be more
entertaining than novels if we find out what our people are thinking about

and what they need. To feel the need for one's self and to try one's best to

find for himself the way to meet and relieve this need is the way to raal^e

books worth something and downright hard study a delight. I see that

the way to get ready for Conference examination is to examine and dis-

cuss subjects with people of all kinds during the whole year—to study

subjects and not books, and to study people v.'hile one studies subjects."

Four men, ministers of the Gospel, intent on self-improvement—per-

sonal and professional—happening to spend a social evening together, fell

into a conversation on pulpit eftectiveness. Of the four, Atherton was the
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oldest. He liad never "gone Uirough college," but was eager to be a cuUurecl

man. Benton was a college graduate, a conservative fellow, by the way,

and loyal to the old paths. Carter was also college-bred without much

"early schooling" and a progressive in—well, in everything, and was not

easily "shoclted" by some of the modern "statements." He did not accept

the "heresies," but he was not afraid of them, and rather lilced to look

them iu the face. He was broad enough and had faith firm enough neither

to be alarmed nor exasperated by men who in their search for truth

listened to doctrines, entertained hypotheses, and frankly canvassed posi-

tions directly opposed to his own. Daltou was the youngest member and

by far the best scliolar in this country quaternion. Pie had enjoyed the

advantages of a refined home, had been at school from his earliest years,

was graduated from one of the best universities in America, had taken

a graduate course in Europe, won a high degree, was a man of much per-

sonal force and glad to take charge, as a probationer in the Conference,

of a humble country circuit. These men lived within ten miles of each

other and occasionally met for a social evening. While the wives dis-

cussed subjects interesting to them the four young pastors by a blazing fire

In the "study" took up one or more topics relating to their work. This

evening Dalton read au excellent paper on "Pulpit Style," and that was

followed by a few apt quotations from distinguished authors. And the

writer of this article believes that he can render no better service to the

readers of this Department than to select a few of these quotations. Tlie

comments and conversation of the company must be omitted. The les-

sons taught by these high authorities are worthy of the thoughtful at-

tention of all ministei-s of the Gospel—old aud young. One golden truth

ehines in all these gems of literature. Here they are; "In character, in

manners, in style, in all things the supreme excellence is simplicity."*

"The greatest truths are the simplest, and so are the greatest men."t

"Nothing is rarer than the use of a word in its exact meaning."! "The

words" iu prose ought to express the intended meaning; if they attract

attention to themselves it is a fault; in the very best styles, as Southey's,

you read page after page without noticing the medium."§ "If you would

be pungent be brief, for it is with words as with sunbeams, the more they

fire condensed the deeper they burn."]] "With many readers brilliancy of

style passes for afSuence of thought; they mistake buttercups in the grass

for immeasurable mines of gold under ground."* "When you doubt be-
j

tween words use the plainest, the commonest, the most idiomatic. Eschew I

fine words as you would rouge."t 1

The conversation then drifted into the power of monosyllables. Quo-
{

tations from Abraham Lincoln, Carlyle, Ruskin, and especially from the

Bible, were made, and the talk closed with a recitation by Atherton of i

Profe!5sor Joseph Addison Alexander's poem on "The Power of Short

Words." It is worth quoting here. Dr. Alexander was a professor in the
|

Theological Seminary at Princeton, a ninster of seven languages, accom-
j

plished In almost every dep.'irtmeut of learning, and a specialist iu oriental

literature.

Longfellow. fHare. jWliipp'.e. §CoIorii;ge, jpa.'ic.
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Tuf; I'owEP. OP SnoEX Words.

Tbink not that strenglh lies iu the big rouud word,

Or tluit the brief nuJ plain must needs be weak.

To whom can this be true who once has heard

Tlie cry for help, the tongue that all men speak,

M'heu want or woe or fear is iu the throat,

So that each word gasped out is like a shriek

Pressed from the sore heart, or a strange, wild note

Sung by some fay or fiend? There is a strength

Which dies if stretched too far or spun too fine,

Which has more height than breadth, more depth than length.

Let but this force of thought and speech bo mine.

And he that will may take the sleek fat phrase,

Which glows and burns not, though it gleam and shine;

Light but not heat—a flash but not a hiaze! •

Kor mere strength is it that the short word boasts

;

It serves of more than fight or storm to tell

—

The roar of waves that clash on rock-bound coasts.

The crash of tall trees when the wild winds swell,

The roar of guns, the groans of men that die

On blood-stained fields. It has a voice as well

For them that far off on their sick beds lie

;

For them that weep, for tliera that mourn the dead;

For them that laugh and dance and clap the hand:

To Joy's quick step, as well as Griefs s!uu tread.

The sweet, plaiu words we loaru at firtt kci-'ji time;

And though the thenie be sad or gay or grand.

With each, with all, tliesc may bo made to chime.

In thought, or speech, or song, in prose or rhyme.

What a great teacher a pastor raay be! He has the world of observa-

tion, history, and science to draw from in illustration of the world of

grace. He may teach while he preaches. He may know and watch the day

school which the children of his church attend. He may neutralize the

apathy or the silence of secular teachers as to religious teaching, by his

Sabbath-day instructions. He may teach iu and through his Sunday
school by means of superintendent, teachers, chorister, librarians, and
platform speakers. He may make his church an institute of theology, of

Church history, biblical exposition, and Christian ethics for young and old.

He may organize Bible classes for all grades of his adult members, and
supplement the most direct and vigorous religious teaching by evening

classes, in all branches of learning, for those who want education but who
cannot go to the schools to get it. He may organize popular lecture

courses in his own church in science and in art, in history and political

economy; debating societies; circles for home reading; magazine clubs;

recreative evening classes; and any number of useful devices which would
help to make his church a school. And in all this supervision of church
activities he may devote himself to pulpit preparation and through that

agency be the teacher of the multitude as \Ya3 "the Great Teacher" whom
jie serves and should try to imitate.
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ARCILEOIiOGY AKIO EII^LICAL RESEARCH.

THE llOJIAK CATnOLIC CUUKCU AND RIKLICAL CRITICISM.

Of the many false impressions among Protestants regarding the

Koman Catholic Church, two might be mentioned as very common: that

Uio Catholic clergy pay no attention to biblical studies, and that the Ro-

ninn communion throughout the world is a unit on the subject of biblical

criticism, and Is nowhere troubled by fierce controversies regarding the

liippiration, inerrancy, and origin of the several books of the Bible. The

allegation of the uninformed Protestant that the Bible is a sealed book to

Iho Catholic clergy is equaled only by the assertion of the Romanist that

Protestants alone make shipwreck on the shcals of "higher criticism." At

the same time, it is doubtless true that Rome has suffered less from dis-

cu.ssions arising from biblical criticism than have some of the less pre-

tentious branches of the Christian Church. The spirit of Rome is ever

conservative, especially in countries predominantly Catholic. This is true

not only of the more benighted South American republics and Spain, their

mother, but also of Italy itself, "the home and headquarters of the

papacy." It is scarcely credible, but nevertheless true, that "throughout

the length and breadth of Italy there is no sort of society for biblical

studies. An academy of this nature which once existed at Rome under

the prc.=;idency of Cardinal Parocchi at the Propaganda Palace soon lan-

guished and died from lack of interest and encouragement, and all the

recent efforts of Padre Lepidi, who summoned a conference at the Vatican

last May to found another in its stead, were doomed to failure. Can this

be wondered at, when In fact there is no chair of biblical criticism in the

Koman ecclesiastical schools, and when at the Gregorian and Minerva uni-

versities—to cite only two instances—none of the two thousand and odd

Church students who flock thither annually are ever examined in biblical

knowledge? Nor is any standard of proficiency demanded even from the

.^electer gioup, who go forth decorated as Bachelors and Doctors of The-
ology." This is from the pen of Mr. Austin West (Contemporary Review),
to whom we are indebted for several suggestions in this article.

The lack of greater interest in biblical study among Catholics is, after

all, not hard to explain; for it is well known that Protestants and Cath-

olics stand on very different grounds. The orthodox Protestant plants

himself squarely on the Bible, which to him is a sufficient rule of faith and
conduct. The Catholic, on the other hand, while fully committed to the

doctrine of inspiration, maintains that the pope, and not the Bible, is the

final arbiter or court of appeal. For, says he, "the pope cannot, when act-

ing in his official character of supreme pontiff, err in defining a doctrine
of Christian faith or rule of morals to be held by the Church." According
to the orthodox Romanist the Bible is inspired, but the pope alone can

pronounce infallibly upon disputed points and proclaim to men the real
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meaning of the inspired word. There are Catholics and Catholics. The

United States is not Spain, England is not Peru, and France, even, is not

Italy. The controversies which agitated the Protestant Churches of Ger-

many during the past century produced a great impression upon the

Catholic Church of the Fatherland. While ralionalism Vi'as making fear-

ful inroads among the followers of Luther and Calvin, al! was not serene

among the Romanists. The dead scholasticism which had settled down
like a nightmare upon the Catholic clergy, the leaders in philosophy and

theology, was vigorously opiwsed hy men like Feueborg and Diepenbrock,

brought up at the feet of Bishop von Sailer of Ratisbon, no less than by

the learned Baron von Wesenberg, whom Rome refused to make bishop

"06 gravismmas causas." The rank and file of the Romish clergy in Ger-

many became more or less saturaled with the scientific spirit of the age.

No one more so than Von Jloehler, of Tubingen, later of Munich. People

wonder to this day that his S}/mholik was not placed upon the Inde.K. The
names of Dollingcr and Reiiiikeus should not be omitted, for they also

cherished advanced views on questions of criticism, though excommuni-
cated on other grounds. Of late years Catholic Germany has been rather

quiet as far as biblical criticism i.s concerned, and yet its sky has not been

quite clear. Small clouds have also appeared which have disturbed the

Catholics of our own land. Several distinguished scholars, suspected of

fostering and propagating too liberal views, have been mysteriously trans-

ferred from one college to another, or from one chair to another in the

same institution. It is impossible to explain all these changes as being in

the line of promotion. The treatment of scholars like Drs. Shields, Bru-

noau, and Danchy is still openly discussed. But, explain their transfer as

we wish, it is certain that the views held by these and others we might

name differ very widely from those held by the avera,ge Catholic priest or

bishop. Articles recently published in Catholic organs in this country and
England show which way tht wind is blowing, and that there is a strong

undercurrent in the apparently placid waters.

In recent years France has been the storm center, and AbbS Loisy the

cause of the greatest disturbance. The clouds have gathered fast and
thick about the head of this erudite Roman Catholic professor of theology.

A few years ago he published a very interesting volume, L'Evangile ct

UVglisc. Its issue was like a thunderbolt from a clear sky. It at once

attracted great attention. As expected, the anathemas of many prominent
ecclesiasts were hurled upon the book. The learned abbe saw clearly that

he had broken the peace of the faithful and that liis book had become a
real stumbling-block to many influential prelates in Prance and elsewhere.

He hastened to withdraw it from circulation. The book was intended
chiefly a,s an antidote against Ilarnack's teachings; as an answer from the

standpoint of the learned Roman Catholic biblical critic to the teachings

of the more radical and destructive Protestant theologians. Among
several other essays published by Dr. Ijoisy we must mention La Relir/ion

d'lsracl: Scs Origincs. This appeared under an assumed name in the

Ucvuc dc Clcrgc Francais, October, 1900. This again gave great offense,

though the friends of Loisy regard it as a complete overthrow of Kenan's
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utterances on tbe same sxibject, which appenred more than fifty years be-

fore. This paper, like all that the learned doctor writes, is so permeated

vith critical ideas, utterly at variance with the traditional beliefs of the

(.'iHiiolic Church, that the editor of the above-named review was v/arued

not to publish any more such articles. Dr. Loisy is a terse writer; "his

fnought is condensed, his expression concise, he makes no parade of learu-

1,1;;, he does not indulge in rhetoric, there is no attempt at effect or

(..iiflcation." His works are mostly exegetical. From reading his Etudes

Vitiliqiies one may fairly infer that he holds the following beliefs: The

I'ciitateuch as we have it is not of Mosaic origin; the first eleven chapters

ot Genesis are not historical; the story of the flood, and probably the fall

of man, is of Assyrian origin. The books of Daniel and Kzra are of very

l;ap date and apocrjishal. Equal inspiration must not be sought for in the

entire Bible; this is as true of the New as of the Old Testament. St. John

I,'; hot the author of the fourth £0spel, nor can it be from the pen of an

IniiQcdiato disciple of Jesus or even of an eyewitness. There is much in

tills gospel, like the resurrection of Lazarus, which is not historical.

After what has been written it is needless to add that such teachings

have created great excitement throughout the Catholic Church, reminding

(inc of the Briggs controversy in our own land, or of the Colenso discussion

half a century ago. No orthodox communion could be expected to remain

(;i!;ct under such provocation, least of all the Catholic Church in Eu'-ope.

His utterances have been valiantly opposed. Among the most influential

and distinguished of his opponents v.'e must mention Cardinal Richard,

the archbishop of Paris. Dr. Loisy's ca.se, doubtless, after previous per-

sonal though fruitless admonition from this high dignitary, was referred

to the Holy Office for adjustment. The Holy Office is another name for the

Inquisition, or the great ecclesiastical court to examine into matters of

heresy and other irregularities, with power to suppress heretical teaching

atiil to punish heretics. Those who have followed the case need not be
told that the Holy Office withheld its verdict. No book or essay of Dr.

Loisy is on the Index. There is but little doubt that Leo XHI interfered.

Tills diplomatic pope thought it wise at least to defer the matter, and
iirped that the interests of the Church could be subserved better by ap-

pointing a commission to study the questions at issue and to bring in a
rejjort on the v,-hole subject of biblical criticism. This is the origin of the

"International Pontifical Commission." It was a master stroke on Leo's
p.irt. It prevented any hasty decision or rupture in the Church. The
commission is composed of twelve members, or, counting Cardinal
I'arocchl, the president, and his two assessors, fifteen. The majority, as
nil:;ht be expected, are Italians; Germany has two representatives, and the
fu! lowing countries one each: Spain, France, Belgium, Holland, England,
Ireland, and the United States. They are without exception scholarly
'i-'-n. several of them specialists in some line of study. Some of them
.lavo been persecuted for too liberal views or downright rationalism. The
'I'lf-.silous on which they are to pass judgment have been more or less
y'-fined, but no definite time is assigned within which they must bring
In a r.-'port. Nor have they any stated time or place of meeting in formal
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conference. Indeed, tliey may never meet. Their work is rather to gain

all the light they can upon every phase of biblical critlci.sm and report in

writing to each other and to the president of the commission.

Father Loisy—the Ilarnaclc of the Catholic Church—is especially

learned in the Semitic languages and literatures. He was professor of bib-

lical e-Kogcsis in L'InstitutCatholiquc—one of the foremost schools of Paris

—for twelve years. He made a great name for himself here, and stood in

the front rank of scholars. He was suddenly transferred from his chair

to the chaplaincy of a nuunoiy. Was he forced to resign? Was ihis change

in the line of promotion? Or did his superiors think him safer as a spir-

itual adviser for a handful of pious nuns and schoolgirls than as a teacher

of bright young thcologues.the future leaders of the Church in France? The
removal of Dr. Loisy was not an unmixed evil, but rather a blessing in dis-

guise, for as with St. Paul in prison, so with this French savant, he now
had abundant time for his critical studie.?, and several important essays

were the immediate result. These have appeared in the leading Church

reviews. A man of Professor Loisy's ability could not long be buried in

the seclusion of a convent. The French government, which cares little

for creeds, still less for orthodoxy, elected him to a professorship iu the

£eole Pratique dcs Hanlcs Etudes, iu Paris. His predecessor.? in this

chair have been great men, some of them distinguished Koman Catholic

clergy. Of these we may mention Abbe Quentin and Prre Scheil, the emi-

nent archwologist and Assyriologist. The piety and orthodoxy of these two
have never been questioned. We must add that Professor Loisy's chair is

now under the ban, for certain schools in Paris, for example, I^Instiiut

Catholique, forbid "under pain of expulsion" the attendance of its the-

ological students upon Dr. Loisy's lectures. His lecture room, neverthe-

less, as formerly that of Renan, is frequented by many young and old

Catholic theologians. Loisy has a large following; some claim that the

majority of the younger pric-sts are with him on questions of biblical

criticism. This is probably an exaggeration; there is, however, a grow-

ing number of learned Catholics who advocate more freedom for students

of the Ilible. Several of the best Catholic reviews have opened their

columns to Loisy and his followers, not only in France but elsewhere.

Even in Italy, one of the loading organs of the Church

—

Studi RelUjiosi—
has more than once defended his teachings. One need only read the

American Ecclesiastical Review, an ably edited "monthly puhlication for

the clergy," in order to see that some very distinguished American and
English Catholics hold views regarding inspiration and kindred topics

very like those of Dr. Loisy. An article on Inspiration in this magazine,
January, 1901, is more liberal in tone than many organs of evangelical

Churches would care to publish on the subject.

The attitude of Leo XIII toward the Loisy controversy had dis-

couraged the enemies of Loisy. The case has been reopened by Cardinal
Richard. What will Pius X do?

Since that question was written dispatches have brought from Rome
the information that some of AhbS Loisy's works have been condemned
and put on the Index. What will Loisy do?
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SOME LEADERS OF THOUCnT.

Georg Uniize. As professor in Berlin Uuivorsity be has a consider-

n'.ilo following aiDong the student body, and he is to be reckoned as an

hiJppendent and able thinker. In 1901 he published a book under the

ililc Kaicchismus der ReHoionspTiiloso-phie (A Catechism of Philosophy of

Ivcligion), Leipzig, J. J. Weber, in which he sets forth his vic>vs on this

Important subject. According to him the philosophy of religion is chiefly

concerned about the origin and nature of religion, though it may not ai-

lOfcCther neglect the law of its development. It has practically nothing to

.!o with the defense of any particular form of faith. This belongs in the

realm of dogmatic theology. In studying the subject he thinks it is neccs-

f:iry to pursue the ethnological, the pedagogical, and the introspective

liietliods. The first directs attention to the life of those peoples now in

existence who are living in a state of nature; the second, to the inner life

of the child; and the third, to the religious phenomena observable in the

iiinturer classes among civili.-'.ed men. The result of such a method of

fludy leads to the conclusion that religion springs from the nature of the

entire man, though several factors may be distinguished, as desire and

iwersion, involuntary constructions of the imagination, the activity of

llie understanding in attempting to solve the problems of being, the force

of the ethical impulse, and the influence of language on the construction

of religious ideas. In this connection it is auestionable whether he has

not given too much weight to the influence of langiiage when he says that

religion results from the opaqueness and inadequacy of speech to represent

tlio object sought for with satisfactory clearness. Along with this goes

his doctrine that religion is neither exclusively volition nor thinking, but

that condition of the life of the soul in which the active will is still the

uri'onscious force and the representative faculty is still sensuous recep-

llvliy, or intuition. It is true that the origin of religion might be thus

humble and unworthy while religion itself might be so desirable and even

necessary as to make us hold on to it. But the conclusion that most men
v.ou!d be likely to draw from Runze's positions is that religion has no
I'lru-e in the life of a truly rational being. The only way to escape such
1 conclusion would be to say that that which is common to religion is as

Uunze describes it. Particular forms of religion add so much to the dignity
f'f the origin and nature of religion in general as to lift them above the

l«'V(_-l of that which is common to all and so to make them worthy of re-

tciiilcn by enlightened men. Thus, we might be justified in being Chris-

tians when we could not be justified in maintaining a lower form of

feligion. This makes clear at once the inadequacy of Runze's method. A
I'hilonophy of religion should take in all the phenomena of all religions.

" Is legitimate enough to study the suljject from the side of the con-

irlbulion which the human mind makes to religion, but this is no com-
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plelo philosopliy of the subject. A philosophy of religion which does not

consider the validity of religious ideas can but be disappointing. It may
indeed be that religion originates in tlie lower stages of human develop-

ment, but it doe.5 not remain there. It is found in the most enlightened

minds of the mo.st enlightened peojdes. This finds but inadequate recogni-

tion in Runze's discussion of the law of religious development. This con-

ception of religion as a function of art and of art as a function of re-

ligion, with the emphasis on the latter, is based on the same inadequate

consideration of all the elements which enter into the origiu and de-

velopment of the only religion that can stand examination.

F. Niebergall. To those who are familiar with German devotional

literature his name will not bo unknown. But in 1902, in Tiibingen (J,

C. B. Mohr), he published a work of far more than ordinary interest ou

the subject Vi'ie prcdigcn wir dcin moderncn Mensclien? Eine XJntcr-

siichung Uhcr Muiive und Quictive (How shall We Preach to the Mod-

ern JIan? A Study of Motives and Quietives). Niebergall does not an-

nounce any homiletical theory, and he adheres throughout to the most

rigid application of modern methods to the study of the Bible. But he

rises above all partisan considerations to give us some thoughts eminently

worthy of our attention. According to him the purpose of preaching is to

offer motives which shall surpass the motives natural to man, and lo offer

Quietives which shall banish tlie sorrow of the Uiitural man. Preaching

should grow out of the knowledge of the Gospel on the one side and of

the people to whom it is to be preached on the other. The sources and

character of all homiletical material are thus determined. Niebergall be-

lieves that the best way to get at the practical teachings of the New
Testament is the scientific, objective method. In this respect he Is in ac-

cord- with New Testament theology. Bui he differs from New Testament
theologians in that he makes no attempt to discover a system of truth in

the writings of each or of all of the New Testament writers. There may
be differences of theories among the New Testament writers, but the pur-

pose is the same in all. He is above all possible inconsistencies and

contradictions which trouble the scientific theologian so much. Allowing

them all, he still finds the New Testament a rich mine of truth appliciible

to the needs of mankind. There are, in accordance with these thoughts,

three groups of motives and quietives: 1. The reference to the temporal

advantages of religion; 2. The reference to the transcendental benefits of

religion; and, 3. The appeal to existing religious possessions and forces

which should bo cherished and employed. It is not nece.ssary alone to

exhaust all the resources of the New Testament in preaching, but to know
man as he is, and not merely as he has sometimes been conceived of.

Niebergall thinks that the feelings are the primary element in man—the

foundation of his sane life. Hence the fact that man can be determined in

his conduct or volitions by an estimate of values is seen to be the best

means of access to human life. In proportion as the preacher can offer

the highest good to the contemplation of man will he work effectively for
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tluMr elevation. But it is not suflicicut to know man in general, the

proachcr must know man in jiarticulai-. Niebergall divides men into three

ellipses, ill order to discover what motives and quietives will be cfCc-ctive

with them: 1. Averase people; 2. Church people; and, 3. Educated people

who neglect the Church and religion. While Niebergall would find the

hoarccs of bomiletical material largely in the New Testament, he does not

hold that all preaching need bo scriptural—that is, drawn from the Scrip-

lure. This is impossible, he thinks, simply because, first, there is no

complete system of needful truth embodied in the New Testament, and,

.•econd, because the ideal of life, whether universal or personal, caunot be

drawn directly from the New Testament as such. Nevertheless he holds

lliat the New T'^staraenl has lieen most influential in the progress of

cdiical and religious thought, and that all progress in the understanding

of the kingdom of God must be made along the line of the thoughts con-

tained in the New Testament. The New Testament offers cot only that

wh.ich was new in religion, hut that which is central, namelj-, the person

of .lesus Christ, who is given us as a supernatural power for our
!-l lengthening and comforting, and who can take us children of sin and
iloath and change us into new men in the likeness of Christ. The earthly

pror^pority and happiness as well as the eternal state of every man de-

pL'nds upon his acce])taDCC or rejection of this Christ who came from God
to man.

KECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITEK.VTITRE.

Die neiie Anffassung der israeTitiselien Rcligionsgeseliiclite und
tier c3iristlic3ie Offentarungsglanlie (The New Conception of the His-

tory of the Religion of Israel and the Christian Doctrine of Revelation).
Gy F. Traub, Heilbronn, 1902. Although there has been much discu.-sion

of this subject in recent years a new work by a thoughtful man is always
welcome. Traub's booklet first of all commits itself to the Wellhausen
theory of the religious development of Israel in a brief sketch of its his-

tory through its three principal periods—the preprophetic, the prophetic,

and the priestly. The question is then raised whether this conception of

the history can be made to harmonize with faith in a real revelation from
God. He thinks that this must be negatived under two conditions: first,

if the doctrine of revelation is so conceived as to affirm the inerrancy of

'!ie Scriptures, and, second, if, on the other hand, the assertion is correct
tl.ai (he new theory is inextricably interwoven with a denial of the super-
i.iitural. He is of the opinion, however, that neither of these conditions
'i"''(l be assumed. As to the former it is a dogmatic presupposition nov/
"'most universally abandoned, while as to the second, the theory of evolu-
tion ai)plied to the Old Testament, it is not applied as a principle for the
f Milnn.^tion of the world but as a heuristic principle. In the application of
'•'.Is principle of inve.'-tigation the historian vv-ho seeks for causal connec-
tions dearly sees that in the realm of history causal explanation can
never be asserted without qualification, because the concept of personality
'01 bids it. So that wlien he thinks himself able to show a development he
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thinks or that development not in the causal but in the teleological sense.

More positively he makes the well-known point that the question of Old

Testament history in no wise aCects the Christian faith which has its

foundation in the person of Christ. The only way in which a contradic-

tion could arise between the Christian faith and the modem views of the

Old Testament would be to hold that the views of Jesus concerning the

Old Testament were normative for us. This theory he holds to be an
unbearable perversion of the authority of Jesu.s. As to the further ques-

tion whether the religious history of Israel in its modern conception can

be looked upon as a revelation, he thinks this could be denied only by one

who had determined a priori that the religious history of Israel would be

unworthy of God if it began at a low siage and only gradually rose to the

Jughest point. In answer to the question what there is in the Old Testa-

ment history to convince us of a real divine revelation there, ho says that

historical means and methods will certainly not convince us. These will

indeed enable us to show that the belief in revelation was the foundation

of the Israelitish religion; but the question whether that belief was jus-

tified lies outside of the realm of history. Revelation is not an historical

but a religious concept. Hence we cannot deduce the reality of a divine

revelation either from the breaks in the causal connection of the historical

development or from the self-consciousness of the prophets. Only from

the content of the Israelitish religion itself can we discover its revealed

character. As the Christian examines that religion in the light of his own
he discovers that the same ethical concept of God is characteristic of both,

{ind this it is which assures him of the revealed character of the Old Testa-

ment religion. The gradual development of this idea of God in the history

of the Israelites produces in us the conviction that that history is at once

a record of a revelation and of a process of salvation. Whatever one may
think of this argument, it is interesting, and to some it will be consoling

to know that the advocates of the most extreme views of the Old Testa-

ment believe in divine revelation.

RELIGIOUS AXD EDTTCATIONAL.

The German Military RctiniroiJieuts and tlic Clergy. In 1S90 a

law was passed by the German Parliament practically excusing the

Roman Catholic clergy from all military service, even before ordination.

Ever since then there has been much discussion as to whether the Prot-

estants should seek to have their clergy excused also. Some favor, others

oppose. In a recent meeting of Protestant clergy in Coburg the matter was
fully debated, with the result that the following resolutions were passed

by a vote of 51 to 29: 1. That the military service should bo limited for

Protestant clergy to one year; 2. That it should in no case extend beyond
ordination. This seems to be about a representative case 'showing the

state of Protestant feeling.

The Social Democrats and Helitiois. At a recent meeting of the

representatives of the Social Democrats in Germany the following dc-
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i;i,->ii(ls wore made: 1. Separation between State and Cburch; 2. Cessation

uf all state support of Church and religion; 3. Abolition of religious in-

ttriicllon from the schools; 4. Substitution therefor of moral instruction

imJcpcndent of all metaphysical basis, and scientific instruction in the his-

(my of religions; 5. Prohibition of all teaching of creeds to children under

sixteen years of age; 6. Opposition to all superstition by the enlightenment

(.-( lis adherents; 7. Vv'ithdrawal from such religious societies as represent

(alth.s no longer believed. These things are scarcely more radical than

liioso which all Americans lake as a matter of course. But the animus of

the party is revealed in a different light when the second resolution is

ri.-ui, as follows: Only such persons as belong to no confessional religious

L>r;;anization shall be allowed to be party leaders among the Social Demo-

irats, and only such shall be nominated by the party as candidates for its

votes.

Proposed Official Recosnition of Woman's Work. The movement
for the emancipation of woman in Germany has gone so far as that a re-

Fpeclable author in a well-known religious journal deliberately raises the

question whether it is not time to institute an office in the Church adapted

to the capabilities of women and to recognize it as fully as the clerical

o!!icG is now recognized. He proposes that candidates for it shall he

thoroughly educated, and that the incumbents shall be provided with

regular salaries. H3 thinks this is all the more necessary since in the

brge parishes it is impossible for the clergy to perform all the necessary

fl'iritual functions, and these are now in a considerable measure per-

formed by women, but in an unofficial and therefore in an irresponsible

w:»y. He thinks the hindrances to such a project are by no means in-

superable.

The German Emperor to His Sons. Not long ago two of the sons

of Kmporor William II were confirmed. At the family table .soon after the

e!!iperor proposed that those there gathered should drink to the health of

tin; youths. But before doing so he expressed a desire to speak some
words of fatherly advice. In so doing he compared the obligations they

''ad just assumed to the oath a soldier takes upon entering the army. In

the Instructions they had received preparatory to confirmation they had
learned of Christ as Lord and Saviour. Many opinions were held con-

cerning Christ, but among all that ever lived on earth he was incompar-

"hly the greatest. It was to be their highest duty and privilege to imitate

1dm In industrious service of their fellow-men. This is the brief substance
"f an excellent address, worthy of any preacher. It would be well if all

f.iilicrs took as much evident interest in the beliefs and Christian activi-

iles of their children.
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GLIMPSES OF REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

FoTjp. of the six contributions in the January issue of the Princeton

Theological Review (Philadelpliia) are addresses: an inaugural on "The

Witness of the Gospels," by Professor W. P. Armstrong, at his induction

into the Chair of New Testnnient Literature and Exegesis at Princeton;

"Spiritual CuUure in the Theological Seminary," delivered at the Fall

Opening of Princeton Seminary by Dr. B. B. Warfield; "Jonathan Ed-

wards: A Study," delivered by Dr. John De Witt, at Stockhridge, Mass.,

at the Edwards bicentennial celebration; and the address of Dr. F. L.

Patton on "Theological Encyclopaedia" at his inauguration as president

of Princeton Theological Seminary. None of these strong addresses is

short. Dr. Warfield quotes from Spurgeon these words on meditation:

Wc ought to muse upon the things of God, because we thus get the real

nutrunent out of tlicm. Truth is something lilse the cluster of the vine : if we
would have wiuc from it, we must bruise it; we must press and squeeze it

many time.s. The bruisers' feet must come dowu joyfully upon the buuchcs, or

else tl>e juice will not flow ; and they must well tread the grapes, or else much
of the precious liquid will be wasted. So we must by meditation tread the

clusters of truth, if wo would get the wioe of cousolation therefrom. Our
bodies are not supported merely by taking food into the mouth, but the process

which really supplies the muscles and the nerve ami the sin"w and the bone is

the process of digestion. It is by digestion that the outer food becomes as-

similated with the inner life. Our souls arc not nourished merely by listening

a while to this, and then to that, and then to the other part of divine truth.

Hearing, reading, markin.sr, and learning all require inwardly digesting to

complete their usefulness, and the inward digesting of the truth lies for the

most part in meditatiTig upon it. Why is it that some Christians, although

they hear many sermons, make but slow advances in the divine life? Because
they neglect their closets, and do not thougbtfully meditate on God's word.

They love the wheat, hut they do not grind it : they would have the corn, but

they will not go forth into the fields to gather it; the fruit hangs upon the

tree, but they will not pluck it; the water flows at their feet, but they will not

stoop to drink it. From such folly deliver us, O Lord, and be this our resolve

this day, "I will meditate on thy precept.s."

Phillips Brooks, enforcing the lesson that a minister's intense devotion to

his studies and careful preparation for his work is a true measure of his

faithfulness and fitness, said:

I never shall forget my first experience of a divinity school. I had come
from a college where men studied hard but said nothing about faith. I had
never hoeu at a prayer meeting in my life. The first place I was laken to at

the seminary was the prayer meeting ; and never shall I lose the impression of

the devoutness with which tliose men prayed and exhorted one another. Their
whole souls seemed exalted and their nature;^ \vcre on fire. I sat bewildered

and ashamed and went away depressed. On the next day I met some of these

same men at a Greels recitation. It would be little to say of some of the
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j,vn"i<s{ o£ them that lliey bad not Icanit their les.sou. Their ivhole way

i!u)»>.-<l tli"t they had never learut their lessons; that they liad not got hold of

lie (trt-t i)rinciples of hard, faithful, conscientious study. The boiler had no

TOiitii'ction with the engine. The devotion did not touch the work which then

jii.l there was the work, and the only work, for them to do. Dy and by I

iMwA something of where the steam did escape to. A sort of amateur, pre-

t-»!"re preaching was much in vogue among us. \Ye were in haste to be at

«l..i! we called "our work!" A feeble twilight of the coming ministry we lived

111. 'J'he people in the neighborhood dubbed us "parsonettes." O. my fellow-

tiudenls, the special study of theology and all that appertains to it, that is

»!;.nt tlie preacher must be doing always; but he can never do it ."ftorward as

1.0 can in the blessed days of quiet iu Arabia, after Christ has called him, aud

l*foro the apostles lay their hands upon him. lu many respects an ignorant

rliTKy, however pious it may be, is worse than none at all. Tlie more the empty

h(.i>l glows and burns, the more hollow and thin and dry it grows. '"The

k:up\vle(lge of the priest," said St. Francis de Sales, "is the eighth sacrament

of the Church."

Dr. Warfield asked three men to suggest the five most helpful hooks of

lu-nctical religion, and received the following responses. Dr. James
Stalker named these: Thomas a. Kempis's Imitation of Christ, Richard

Baxter's Hefonned Pastor, Jeremy Taylor's Life of Christ, John Owen's

Holij fipirit, Adolph Mouod's Saint Paul. The late Rev. Dr. William M.

Taylor, of New York, named the fuUowing five: Dean Goulburn's

ThOMffhls on Personal Religion, Phelps's Still Hour, Tholuck's Hours of

Ckrixtian Devotion, Alexander's Thoughts o?i- Religious Experience, Fa-

ber's Hymns. Dr. 'S^'illiam M. Paxton recommends: Hodge's Troy of Life,

IMshop Kyle's Holiness, Doddridge's Rise and Progress of Religion in the

Boul, Owen's Spiritual Mindedncss, and Faber's Thoughts on Great Hys-
terics. Of religious biographies, Dr. Stalker recommends Augustine's

Confessions, Baxter's Reliques, Hanna's Life of Chalmers, Blaikie's Life I

of Livingstone, AVitte's Life of Tholuck, and Brown's Life of Rabbi Dur.-

<"<"!. Dr. William JI. Taylor recommended Bonar's Memoirs of McCheyne,
|

Hauua's Life of Chalmers, Arnofs Memoir of James Hamilton, Guthrie's

Mcmriirs, Blaikie's Life of Livingstone, J. G. Paton's Autobiography, aud ,

Dr. Prentiss's Life and Letters of Mrs. Prentiss. Dr. Warfiekl further
)

'ay."!: "Along with religious biography I venture to mention also religious !

fiction. Take the Chronicles of the Schoenbcrg-Cotta Family. Take the j-

//• ir uf Rcdclyffe. Who in the face of the experience of a generation can
j

ilo'jbt the quickening influence of such books? A book that has played a
1<\T\ KiK-h as that played by the Heir of Rcdclyffe in the lives of men like I

I'r. \. Kuypcr and Mr. William Morris is surely worthy of our serious at-
j

t' nilon as a religious force in the world." Included in this address is i

Auf:u6tine's well-known prayer:
j

Great art Thou, O Lord, aud highly to be praised ; great is Thy power and '

'hy "ndorstanding is infinite. Yet Thee \\ouId man praise—though but a little I

I nrticle of Thy creation : even man, who bears about with him his mortality,
j•ars about with him the proof of his sin, oven the i)roof that Thou resistest I

' *:' '''JU'l
:
yea. Thee still would man praise, this little particle of Thy creation.

\

_
l.» 'Ihou that dost excite us to delight in Thy praise; for Thou didst make u.^

]
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for Thypolf nntl our heart is restless till it fintl its rest in Thee. Grant mo, Lord,

to know whothc.' I Ehouhl first call upon Thee or praise Thee; whether I shouM

first know Thee or call upon Thee. . . .Alas! Alas ! tell me for Thy mercies'

Bake, O Lord, my God, what Thou art unto me. Say unto my soul, "I am tliy

salvation." So speak tliat I may hear. Behold, the cars of my heart are before

Thee, O Lord: open Thou them and say to my soul, "1 am thy salvation." Make
mo to run after Thy voice and lay hold on Thee. Hide not Thy face from me.

Let me die that I die not : only let me see Thy face. Narrow is my soul's

house; enlarge Thou it, that Th-iu mayest enter in. It is fallen into ruins:

repair Thou it. There is that within it which must offend Thine eyes : I

confess, I know it. But who shall cleanse it? Or to whom hut to Thee shall

1 cry?

The address of Dr. Fattoa is marked by liis usual positiveness, force, and

confident air of mastery. His characteristics appear in the following ex-

tracts:

How the profound problems of metaphysics bear upon the philosophy of

religion we can see in the Gifford lectures of Ward and Royce. How the

distinctive features of Christianity disappear under the touch of the Hegelian

dialectic we can see in the writings of the Cairds. We may be thankful, per-

haps, that something of supernaturalism is saved from the wreck when we
read the brilliant pages of .James's Varieties of Religious Ex2>ericncc; but

then how little it is! And when in despair of a rational basis for religious

belief we are left by Iliifl'ding and Mallock to console ourselves with value-

judgments, we are tempted to ask: Has it come to this? And does our

philosophy of religion say for its last word that we keep our religious beliefs

simply because we cannot and will not give them up? ... I do not think

we can save our faith by discarding our intellects. The world will not long

continue to value a religion which is believed to be irrational, no matter who
it is that commends it to our consideration. And whether it be Tertullian or

Ritschl, or Hermann or Coleridge, or Lsaac Taylor or Balfour, or Kidd or

Mallock, or the modern high-potency dilutionists of the Uitschlian School, who
in this country are giving us an ethico-.sentimental naturalism as the uev.'

Gospel for the twentieth century, I make bold to tell them all alike that

Christianity will be denied a hearing in the court of feeling once she has been

nonsuited at the bar of reason.

Of the importance of the study of Homilotics, Dr. Patten says:

A man who make? a serious study of Horailetics and brings to it a weli-

furnished mind will need none of the popular homiletical helps and can afford

to throw his Dictionary of Illustrations out of the window. I do not feel the

difficulty which some experience in settling the boundary lines of plagiarisu.

A full man, with a fresh mind, after sufiicicnt brooding on his test, will get

down to the roots of the text, will see what nobody else will see in the same
light ; for the thing seen, to use a Kantianism, is not the test-in-itself, but the

tcxt-in-itsel[ in relation to the man-in-himsclf ; and this being the case, if the

man-iu-himsolf be a man—that is. if he has grown out of his babyhood and
rounded into a separate mind—the possibilities are infinite respecting the

sermons that may be preached from any text. And so I say to my younger

brethren in the ministry, and especially to you young men who have not yet

entered it : got powers of expression, get knowledge, get thought-power, get

rich Christian experience, get a knowledge of homiletical technique, and then
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iri liio sermon be .vcmi^—nay, rathor, let it be you. Let it bo an arrow sbot

fri.Mi ibe tense bowstring of coDvictiou anil it will hit the mark every time.

i;jl the sermon is not the only thing in the worship of the Church. \Vc be-

loiih' to the nonliturgieai family of Churches, and music tloes not hold the

l\afi; in our Church that it occupies in some otiier branches of Christendom.

Hul that is no reason why we should fail to provide proper instruction in our

wr.sinarics in Church music of the better sort or ignore the great devotional

(uriuuliis which have fed the .spiritual life of generations of Christians. I

thmild say that it is the minister of the nonliturgical Church, who is expected

10 he ready at a moment's notice to express himself in apt, elevated, rhythmical.

.I.-volional language, who is likely to be most profited by familiar acquaintance

wiili llie liturgical formulas of the Christian Church. For the nurture of his

<iv 11 spiritual life, and for his greater elliciency as a minister of the Word, I

njiiiuiend to every theological student the duty of having an intimate ac-

ijuaintan-e with the ^Yord of God in the English tongue; but I would al>o

ri'inniend to him the duty of familiarizing himself with the Church's best

literature of devotion, and whether it be the Imifation of ChrUf, or I'lir

Chnsticn Year, or The Book of Common Prayer that claims his attention;

w hether it be the hymns of Watts or Doddridge or Wesle.v, or Paber or Xew-
ijian, or Bonar or Heber in which his religious feelings land expression, let hiui

ri'inember that the meditations, the prayers, the hymns of Christian men of

nil a?cs are the common heritage of the Christian world.

Dn. Fbaxk H. Fosteb continues his study of "Professor Park's The-

ological System" in the January Bihliotheca Sacra (Oberlin, Ohio). Our
chief interest is with, the section on the Trinity. It is explained that

Park's treatment of this theme was determined hy the fact that New Eng-
land was not yet out of the Unitarian controversy. So it happens that

most of the space given to the doctrine of the Trinity is in antithesi.s to

the central part of the Unitarian denial, and is devoted to the divinity of

Christ. Dr. Foster says that Park followed Moses Stuart, who had met
many of the Unitarian denials by abandoning indefensible positions and
concentrating his forces on tlie central element? of the truth. Instead of

using the word "person" to describe each of the three elements of the

Trinity, Stuart suljstituted the word "distinction," thus getting rid of a

in-fat mass of pseudo-biblical and philosophically untenable theological

barnacles, such as the "eternal generation" of the Son, and the "proces-

sion" of the Spirit. And, in general, Stuart had confined himself to the

simple results of Nice and Chalcedon—one God in three ontological and
eternal distinctions, one Christ in two natures, human and divine. Park
also refused to advance beyond this point, affirming our ignorance of many
thing.?. "On this doctrine," he says, "we must be careful not to know too
much." "The proSt of the doctrine of the Trinity is derived in some de-

cree from the fact of its mysteriousness." He thus relieved his pupils of
fiany ditTicultie.'; which proved highly perplexing to others who had been
l-iuKht to identify all the forms of this doctrine with its substance. When,
In Die process of time, the discussions of the new era of criticism and evo-
lution had begun, they had comparatively Hl-tle to "unload," which was a
Kfcai advantage. Park begins the Trinity with the doctrine which his-
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toricallj' led to it, the nature of Christ; and this he begins at the point

nearest to the investigator, the humanity. As to this, comparatively little

is said. The ordinary and simple New Testament evidence of a genuine hu-

man body and soul are presented, and the conclusion of true humanity drawn
without great elaboration. No special controversy existed in New England

over this point. Simple facts, like Christ's apparent ignorance of the condi-

tion of the fig tree, and the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, are noted

without further comment. They serve to help prove that Christ wa-s truly

man. When the argument passes to the divinity of Christ, however, the

combatant has evidently come forth in his full armor. The sole question is,

"What is the facll" and that fact is the biblical fact. Consequently the

whole argument consists in a biblico-theological discussion of tlie New
Testamcut; but it is conducted in the most elaborate manner, with the

marshaling of innumerable texts, and under eleven general heads. Christ

is God because (1) he is called so; (2) said to be equal with God in con-

dition; (3) does the vorks, and (4) has the attributes of the Supreme
Being; (5) receives divine honors; (6) has applied to him in the New
Testament the same passages elsewhere applied to the supreme God; (7)

left the impression on his contempoi-aries that he was God; (S) the Scrip-

tures make this impression on the masses of men; (9) Christ's divinity

commends itself to the moral nature of man; (10) the concurrence of

these proofs is itself a distinct proof; (11) no other supposition will rec-

oncile the Scriptures and consciousness. Park summed up his argument
in the following definition of the Trinity: "The Father is God; the Son is

God; the Holy Spirit is God. Neither is God without the others. Each
has a property incommunicable to the others. There is only one God."

There is no attempt at a rationale of the doctrine, which is confessedly

a mystery resting on revelation, and only partially revealed. In the

same issue of the Bihliotheca is Professor Bewer's address, "Tho
Psychological Study of Jesus' Words." Considerably it is a study of the

parables as a revelation of Jesus himself, and of the impression made up-

on his sensitive nature by the outer world. The pictures in the parables

are not mere illustrations as the average preacher uses them to-day, but

are part and parcel of Jesus's own experience. His world is the world

of the working people, of whom he was one. The pictures of domestic

life, with its intimate family relations, of industrial and commercial life,

of civil and national life—all are painted with delicate grace. Everywhere
—in tho field and in the town, in the yard and in the market, in the

chamber and in the banquet hall, among tho farmers and the business

men, the fishermen and the slaves, the publicans and Pharisees—he moved,
and kept his eyes wide open; saw the actions of the judge and of the phy-

sician, of the housekeeper and of the servants, the relations of father and
children, of friends and enemies, noticed tho groN^lh of tho tree and the

leavening of the dough, witnessed the joy and the sorrow of men, looked
on man and on nature with open eyes and learned, and taught again what
ho bad learned; for he discerned the underlying relations, and brought
with clear vision, almost unconsciously, everything into relation to the

great central truth which dominated all his thinking and his living—the
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r.rr.Jum o£ God. We must, of course, not overlook how clearly Jesus has

f.:j::l-<.-d the fundamental principles, and must he careful not to think that

e.i i.iclures have taught him new truths. But that they made many a

; .'iiiolplc clearer to him, will appear as we proceed. He uses illustrations

Uviuiso he is always concrete. He uses no abstract forms of speech, be-

.•4Uiio ho is always personal. An abstract, philosophical thinker he has

L,r\<'r been, and has never wanted to be; but he has recognized the funda-

!.,ri:ial principles of true religion with a clearness, and has enunciated

•,:.ri:i with a simplicity, which evidence unrivaled mastery; so simply and

«.i plainly speaks only he who is a master of thought and expression. And
r ...vlicre do we look so deeply into the heart of this simple and yet so

1 r..ii Son of Man as in his parables. He talks here, in the plain language

. ( Ilio people, of those pictures which dwelt in his mind, and out of the

i:,>'x!iaustible fountain of his soul flow those words which reveal his in-

;;vnjiost self. Vv'riting of Church History as an aid to Church Unity,

A \). Severance says: "Intolerance is the spirit that would persecute if it

t :i<l the chance. We do not have to go back to medieval history for illus-

luiioiis. Let the self-satisfied denominatioualist read the minutes of the

j.->.^t heresy trial in his own Church, and he will bow his head in shame at

t:ie vituperation and bad blood displayed by professed disciples of the

N'.x-tor." Reference is made to the way in which Dr. Augustus Jessopp
l-'-lurcs the Church of England, of which he is a priest, for the unwise
iro.Ttment the Anglican hierarcliy gave to Wesley and his people, in con-

ir!kHt with the wise treatment given the Franciscan Friars by the Church
.' Home. "St. Francis was the John Wesley of the thirteenth century,

''iioia the Roman Church was wise enough not to cast out. Rome has
^'ways known how to utilize her enthusiasts, fired by a new idea. The
f!iurch of England has never known how to deal with a man of genius.
JVoin Wyclif to Frederick Robertson, from Bishop Peacock to Dr. Rowland
WllMams, the clergyman who has been in danger of impressing his per-

i.w!;allty upon Anglicanism, where he has not been the subject of relentless
!>• .'.-(•nutlou, has at least been regarded with timid suspicion, has been
^••.:ni!ed by the prudent men of lov/ degree, and by those of high degree
."IS been forgotten. In the Church of England there ha.s never been a
!'nu' when the enthusiast has not been treated as a very vnsofe man.
it"nic has found a place for the dreamiest mystic or the noisiest ranter—
f ''"id a place and found a sphere of useful labor. We, with our insular
I'fJiiillccs, have been sticklers for the narrowest uniformity, and yet we
hivn accepted, as a useful addition to the Creed of Christendom, one
"ii'Ie which we have only not formulated because, perhaps, it came to use
ffeni a Roman bishop, the groat sage Talleyrand

—

SHirtout pas trop de
^'''

. . . Rome absorbed the Franciscans; they became the Church's great
ymy of volunteers, perfectly disciplined, admirably handled; their very
• 'ilntisles and rivalries turned into good account. V/hen John Wesley of-

•'•'•!l to the unwise Church of England precisely their successors, we would
'»vo tio commerce with them; we did our best to turn them into a hostile
^'1 invading force." So says Dr. Jessopp, and the same lesson was admin-
••'tToii to the Church of England by the great Macaulay in 1810. Speak-
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ing on precisely this point, lie says: "The enthusiast, whom the Angllcii

Church makes an enemy, and, whatever the learned and polite may IIjIdV.

a most dangerous enemy, the Catholic Church makes a champion. . .

Place Ignatius Loyola at Oxford. He is certain to become the head of a

formidable secession. Place John Wesley at Rome. He is certain to U
the first General of a new society devoted to the interests and honor of l!,r

Church. Place Joanna Southcote at Rome. She founds an order of Ivir^

footed Carmelites, every one of whom is ready to suffer martyrdom fu:

the Church."

The Expository Times (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons) is a frcsl.

scholarly, and valuable publication. Noticing, in its November, 190o, l.ssuc

a sermon on "The Spiritual Vision," by Johnston Ross, of Cambridge, It

condenses the gist of the discourse as follows:

Why was it that Pau! never had any doubt of the Gospel? Men doiibt it

to-day after all it has done ; in his day it had scarcely done anything. It \v:i4

because I'aul had .seen Jesus Christ the Lord ["Have I not seen Jesus Cljri»!

the Ix)rd?" 1 Cor. is, 1]. This was not only I'aur.s claim to be an apostle: li

was also his reason for never doubting the Gospel. He had seen Jesus Clirl«t

the Lord. That is his own way of putting the fact on which he staked every-

thing. He meant that he had seen Christ with the bodily eye. This he nt-vir

doubted nor ceased to affirm. And yet it was not because he had seen liini

with the bodily eye merely that he believed the Gospel and risked everything i^n

it. It was rather because the vision of the bodily eye had conveyed au iii.-

pression down into his soul. This is not an inference from the apostle's wori!<

;

he says so. In the New Testament there are different kinds of "seeing." Oi:r

Lord says, "A little while and ye shall not see me, and again a little while a:i'I

ye shall see me." In reading this sentence we are apt to put the emphasis en

the not and on the sltaU. But the emphasis is properly on the verb see. \
little while, says the Master, and you shall no longer see me in the way ii>

which you and all the world see me now {6ajpctT£ ), and again a little nhu-

and ye shall see me as the world never can see me (lifeGde), with the visi'-:"

of the soul. Paul had seen the risen Christ. That certified to him the rc^ur-

rection from the dead. But what transformed hira was the moral majesty v'

the risen Christ, judging the moral life of man and claiming lord-liip over li.-

moral life. "I have seen," say.s Paul, "I have seen Jesus as Lord." He li'vl

had a physicial vision, but it was not of that tliat he made most account. \V''-i'

he made account of was the fact that the vision had opened the gates of t^

moral life and given Christ entrance. And when Christ appears before us .•<«

both the idea! and the realization of moral goodness, we too cau say, "I I'^"'

seen Christ Jesus the Lord, and I cannot doubt the Gospel."

Commenting on a volume of sermons to young men by Rev. Walter A.

Mursell, entitled The ^Vago7l and the Star, the Times says: "It is easier i-J

preach to young men than to any other class. They have lost the intuition

by which children detect the least false ring in the offer of the truth, a"'

they have not gained the experience by which old men judge the preachiT »

very principles. It is so ea.=;y to preach to young men that very f'"-»

preachers cau do it. They fail by not being natuml. They pass by n.'
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»,»;ir»l. which is the easy; and they strain after imaginative effects.

\Mt.i', men arc not imaginative; they are actual, and they arc nothing

^,. ,•«_" Kc'V. W. R. Webster, writing on Spanish Mysticism, the mysticism

,;t \'4liloa and Molinos, says: "True mysticism may often be found among

:\t judo and illiterate, who can hardly express their ideas in speech.

ViA yon tell nie what particular thing led to your conversion?' asked a

, .f,-)uian of a humble member of his congregation. 'Why, sir, it was

jKAfltK Mr. Blank read one morning in church. As the Lord liveth before

«/!i./M ; stand.' 'Those are striking words,' replied the minister, 'but I do

i-A (juito see how they led to your conversion.' 'Don't you see, sir? Be-

;..-f Khom I stand. I felt myself standing before my God.' This unlet-

•..rr^l man was a far truer mystic tlian many who have tried to write them-

.-jJtM fl-s such." John A. Hutton, JI.A., in his new book. Guidance from

>.'i!-CT< Ilrowning in Matters of Faith, speaking of this poet's teaching on

l.».« conversion of the soul or the soul's discovery of God, says: "I regard

l>-own!n(r's teaching on conversion as his supreme message to our time.

It U that teaching, as it seems to me, which ranks him with the prophets.

VftJiisblo as is the light which he sheds upon those problems of life and
• i.-^rlcncc which are as old as man, or at least as old as the days of re-

f^^tlon; splendid as is the courage with which he girds his loins, and

ff«« the darkness and the doubt; yet more solitary and distinguished is

i'.t teaching on the soul of man, his impassioned confidence that the soul

tr.»)-. In one grand vio^nent, leap sheer out of any depth of shame, and

'"«P to the breast of God." The Times quotes from Rev. Maclean Watt, of

AMoa, these fine lines:

Carry me over the long, last mile,

Man of Nazareth, Christ for me!
Weary I wait by Death's dark stile,

In the wild and the waste where the wind blows free

:

And the shadows and sorrows, come out of my past,

Look keen through my heart,

And will not depart,

Now that my poor world has come to its last.

lord, is it long that my spirit must wait,

Man of Nazareth, Christ for me

!

Deep is the stream, and the night is late,

And grief blinds my soul that I cannot see . .

Speak to me, out of the silences. Lord,

That my spirit may know,
As forward I go,

That thy pierced hands arc lifting me over the ford!
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION', THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Jlev. G. II. MoKKisox, M.A. Cro\s-n 8to, pp. 310. New York: A. C. Ami-

rice, cloth, 51.50.

These thirty addresses from a Scottish city pulpit are among the tresli

est and most lertile sermons of the day. Their spirit and temper are iu:li-

cated in the title given to the volume, and also by the words placed a?

a motto on the title-leaf, "Unto you that fear ]\Iy name shall the Sun ol

Righteousness arise with healiug in His wings." In the light of that sun-

rise these bright, clear addresses are written. The titles like the trcr,;-

ment are unhackneyed: "The Wonder and Bloom of the World." "Mis-

taken Magnitudes," "The Pagan Duty of Disdain," "Near-Cuts not God'.^,"

"Seeming to Have," "After that, the Dark," "When the Child-Spirit Dies,"

"The Leisure of Faith," "The Glory and the Gate," "A Soul to Let," "Xw--

Irksomeness of Religion," "The Note of the Heroic," "The Touchstone of

Fact." The sermon on "The Homesickness of the Soul" begins thii:s:

"A delightful American writer, John Burroughs, has given in one of Iiii

books a most illuminative paper on Carlyle. Burroughs visited Car'.y]''

in London and has recorded his impressions in an essay entitled '.\

Sunday in Cheyne Row.' One phrase in that essay seemed to ni'-

memorable; it was the phrase 'homesickness of the soul.' 'A kind ot

homesickness of the soul T.'as on Carlyle,* says Burroughs, and it decii-

cned with age. And that is ray subject to-night—the soul is homesick. 1

want to make that thought shed a little light on some dark places: notably

two, the unrest of sin and the craving for God. Jesus viewed the unrfst

of sin as homesickness. The prodigal son was away in a far country.

It was not terror and fear of punishment that smote his heart deepest. 1:

•was home, home, home, for which his poor soul was crying. He s,t.<

the homestead bosomed among the hills, and the cattle coming home 2(

eventide, and the family circle gathered around the fire, and his father

crying to Heaven for the poor, foolish, erring boy. He came to hini.'^'::'

and he was homesick. By this Jesus would teach us that wickedncs.^ l-s

not the homeland of the soul, and that the sinner's unrest is just the rr.n-

ing of his heart for home. We were not meant to feel at home in ^\^-

The soul's native air is obedience and love and purity and joy. . . •

!"<"*'

pages are more enthralling in Charlotte Yonge's history of T/ie Mows i"

Spain, than those in which she tells the story of Abderraman. He wss

the first Moorish Khalif in Spain. He was an Oriental, bred by the rivor

Euphrates. Superior in beauty as was his Spanish home, neverthcl•^'^

Abderraman was miserable amid all the groves and gardens, palaces an '

fountain, of the fair city of Cordova. He longed for his native E-i^'-

and felt himself an exile. And an Arabian ballad tells us that whcu t'"

had a palm tree brought from the Euphrates' bank and planted in
'''

Spanish garden, he never could look on it without tears. The sight of '-
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,:'..'.« the Khalif homesick. And my point is that the soul's unrest and

,
.;-gi>.U'ntmcnt, amid all the pleasures of sin and sense, are its hungering

,'..' l!(e In another country, as Abderraman hungered for his native Orient,

ii u not facts, it is mysteries, that keep me from materialism. I believe

:i ilic cravings of the human heart, and they overturn a score of dcmon-

:• rations. If I were a creature of nerves and fibers only I could be happy

;, Liy Cordova, in the pleasure-gardens of fleshly indulgence and ease.

\ .1 wo were made for higher and purer things; the native air of the

:..j1 Is righteousness and love and truth, and the favor and tello^'ship of

• '.A, and we shall always be dissatisfied and homesick, if we are trying

'.o live in any other climate or region. . . . And this homesickness of the

v^ul for God is one of our surest proofs of God. It is an argument more

{Mitorful than any philosophy to convince me that there is a God."

TUo f.cnnon ends by quoting one of the most pathetic letters in all litera-

lufo. a letter written by David Gray, the Scottish poet. He was born

t\(,\A miles from Glasgow. His father would have made a preacher of

Mfi, but ho chose to he a poet. David grew w-eary of home, and there

'*::ie a day when nothing would satisfy him, but he must go to London.
;'-) (o Loudon he went, but his health failed there, and he fell into con-

i'.imi)tlon, and after long and great suffering he wrote to his parents:

"l nm coming home, homesick. I cannot stay away any longer. What's
'ho Kood of me being so far from homo when I am weak and ill? O God!

I with I were home never to leave it more! Tell everj-body that I am
'':>2ilnfi home—no better; worse, worse. What matters climate—frost or

• sow or harsh weather—when one is at home? I wish I had never left

ii- . . . I have no money, and I want to get home, home, home, ^^'^lat

tUll I do, God! Father, I shall come back to you because I did not
tn" you rightly. Will you forgive me? I have come through things that

"oiild make your heart ache for me—things that I shall never tell to

»:.ylKHly but you, and you must keep them as secret as the grave. Get
»••? own little room ready quick, quick; have it all clean and tidy and
f>^:r, against my home-coming. I wish to die there, and nobody shall

"T nurse me again but my own dear mother. home, home, home!"
ArJ then the preacher says: "I will arise and go to my Father. Thank
<'*i, we need no money for that journey. Is there no one here who has
l**n far away and who is going to come home, home to God—this very
f-'5'4r?" Speaking of the Pagan spirit of disdain, Mr. Morrison says:

• *-•> Gospel insists on human brotherhood. Its prayer is to 'Our Father.'
»'!'! tho cultured Greek look down on the barbarian? Did the elect and
^'••rKinted Jew despise the Gentile? Did the free man look with an
-•.is;!c disdain upon the slave? Clear as a trumpet, strong as the voice
t^^fJvx], there rang this message on a selfish, proud, and dying world:
•^-To Is neither Jew nor Greek, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free, but

*^ »'<? one In Christ. Yes, and when that word of command was obeyed,
**-J th« Gospel of Jesus was wirried to the heathen, and when the peace
'-' Joy and comfort of it were offered in all their fullness to the slave,
-'^. llko a dark sullen cloud, the contemptuous spirit of paganism broke
'•*r and scattered, and the bright star o£ brotherhood rose in a clear
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Bky. It is our kinship in Christ that is abolishing disdain. Brothcrhoc-!

forbids arrogance and contempt. God meant us to be like that tiny ln-i

in Edinburgh who was carrying a strapping infant in her arm.s, ni;.i

when a passing stranger said, "Why, what a burden for you to carry," hh"

answered, 'Please, sir, he's no burden, he's my brother.'" Think of ih<:

splendid brothcrliness in the heart of Chalmers of New Guinea, when.

writing of a cannibal chief of that dark island, he refers to him as "th.ii

grand old gentleman." Jesus gave Himself for men because He could tvo

what was in them. Love, like genius, has eyes to see things which arc

hid from ordinary vision.

The poem hangs on the berry-bush
Till comes the poet's eye

;

And the whole street is a masquerade
When Shakespeare passes by.

Sidt'Lighls o?i Immortality. By Lkvi GILBERT, D.D. 12mo, pp. 233. Chicago and New
York: Fletniuj; II. Revcll Coiupauy. I'rice, clotb, ?1.

The side-lights are from all sides, for Dr. Gilbert's discussion traverses

the entire question of immortality in a general way, as it appears from ttie

modern standpoint, in an age when, as he says, philosophy and sclcrcc

have done much to reassure believers and to make clearer the fuDd;i-

mental rationality of their creed. The aim of the book is to strengthen

the convictions, support the hopes, console the hearts, and inspire to

worthy living those who, as followers of Christ, have already acceptoj

His great apostle's sublime conclusion that this corruptible must put on

Incorruption and this mortal must put on immortality. Its argument

avoids theological abstractions and is concise and Interesting enou{:li

to attract busy people. From a wide range of reading the author draws

BO extensively from prose and poetry relating to the subject that onn

reviewer thinks the volume might have been entitled The Witness oJ

Literature to Immortality. The scope may be inferred from the chapter-

titles: "The Nature of the Proof," "The Question of the Ages," "Tlio

Deeper Definitions," "The Significance of the Belief," "Jesus and tho

Resurrection," "The Voice of Science," "The Fallacies of Materialism,"

"Man Made for Immortality," "Internal Life in the Spirit," "Love's DemaiiJ

for a Future," "The Powers of the Age to Come," "Tennyson and Immortal-

ity," "Heaven and Hell," and "Some Conclusions." All other evideiitlfil

Indications are called side-lights, because the one great central provlnt:

light is the Resurrection of Christ, which, for all who believe in Him.

Bets immortality among eternal certainties. In relation to that supreme!)'

assuring event, all other evidential tokens arc confirmatory. The evi-

dence for immortality is of the same sort as that for God and tlic

soul; a sort "higher than the testimony of the physical senses, or

solutions by algebraic symbols, or precipitations in a laboratory.
'\^'"

have no linear measurements for a great ethical principle; we cannot

give the troy-VN-eight of a surging motion of the heart; no quantitative

analysis is applicable to a mother's prayers; the tears of a bereaved o'.h'

cannot be put into a scale-pan and so valued; patriotism cannot be est:-
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ViAi^A In precise monetary equivalents; not by searching with a tele-

Kv^>o CAn we find God; scalpel and microscope have never discovered

i>* noul." Romanes' words are quoted: "The wise Christian will an-

«»fr. 'I believe in the resurrection of the dead, partly on grounds of

ftAvoa, partly on those of intuition, but chiefly on both combined; so to

i^x^, it Is my whole character which accepts the whole system of which

•Ji<> Jotlrlne of immortality forms an essential part.'" The new rendering

e( the old text in Heb. xi, 1, is quoted: "Faith is confidence in the reall-

M'.ion of one's hopes; it is a conviction regarding things which are not

)t\ vifllile." Victor Hugo is quoted: "A better world to come is to me
luoro real than the chimera which we devour and which we call life. It is

forfvor before my eyes. It is the supreme certainty of my reason as it is

i.h.' Buprenic consolation of my soul." And again: "Why is my soul the

t..oro luminous when my bodily powers begin to fail? Winter is on my
hrAvJ and eternal spring is in my heart. The nearer I approach the end, the

jLilner I hear around me the immortal symphonies of the worlds which
l.-.rltc me." Dr. Watkinson, referring to the migratory instinct of birds,

»o Inexplicable and unerring in its operations, hangs upon it this high
uprtsslon of his confidence: "Our instinct of the unknown world and of

lh« unknown life shall not betray us. Our wing has been fashioned for

& tarilicr flight, and the fact that it has been thus fashioned means every-

'.!.lng. The great question is not about the dust of the ground, but about
t.'.e Eternal Spirit behind all and working through all. With Him we
Uvo to do. In Him we put our trust. He will keep faith with us.

'Kalth In Him is the heroism of the intellect.' Faith is reason con-

fjltlng with the lessons of time and experience, and then projecting
!'_"c!t Into unknown worlds. It shall not be confounded." Dr. Gilbert

Q'joics from Harnack: "Christ's grave was the birthplace of an inde-

t'.r-jctlble belief that death is vanquished and there is life eternal. It

!« t;Bclcss to cite Plato; it is useless to point to the Persian religion and
t^.e literature of later Judaism. All that would have perished; but the
f*nalnty of a resurrection and of a life eternal which is bound up with
l-f prave in Joseph's garden has perished, and on the conviction that Je-
''is lives we still base those hopes of citizenship in an Eternal City which
toake our earthly life worth living. "He delivered them who, through
'••ar of death, were all their lifetime subject to bondage,' as the writer
cf llic Epistle to the Hebrews confesses. That is the point, and wherever
I 'if re Is strong faith in the value of the soul; wherever death has lost its

'•Trors; wherever the sufferings of the present are measured against a
future of glory, this feeling of life is bound up with the conviction that
Jraui Christ has passed through death, that God has awakened Him and
fiised Him to life and glory. It is not by any speculative ideas of philoso-
••T. but by the vision of Jesus's life and death and resurrection, and by the
'filing of His Imperishable union with God, that mankind has attained to
'-4t certainty of eternal life for which it was meant—eternal life in time
' '"-'>'ond time." And from another writer this: "If the Resurrection of
'•'US be not true, Christianity at once shrivels up into a disputable system
« tthlcs; but if it be true, then Christianity lays its hand upon us and
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thrills us, as though with the very hand of God." No stronger chapter In

the book than that on "Jesus and the Resurrection"! Dr. Gilbert was noi

in error in believing that there is room and usefulness for a book llKu

this, presenting with couiparative brevity and admirable clearness of

style and arrangement the concurrent testimony of revelation and reason

upon the most fascinating and momentous subject which can engage aii.l

exercise the human mind and heart. Readers will find the volume rich

with choicest gleanings from the literature of the faith in immortality.

It closes with one from George A. Gordon: "The belief in immortality

belongs to human faith and is here to stay. Men are not allowed to rc.^t

in the notion that they are children of a day. They are pilgrims of

eternity, with thoughts that wander through immensity and aft'cctioi;:;

that raven with immortal hunger. They move upon lines that have no

end, and when true to their humanity transcend time. They support

their enthusiasms out of the Infinite, and their work, well done, belons^

to the universe. Thus faith in immortality lives in the better thought,

in the nobler purpose, and in the loftier work of the world; lives on in-

trenched in the structure of man's being, surviving fear and doubt and

open denial, and holding its place in human consciousness against Hk-

philosophies that preach the perishableness of the soul as securely as tl)i.'

fortressed Rock of Gibraltar at the Pillars of Hercules." And these noble

lines from Paul Hamilton Hayne's "In Harbor:"

I know it is over, over

;

I know it is over at last.

Down sail! The sheathed anchor uncover,
For the stress of the voyage has passed

;

Life, like a tempest of ocean,

Hath out-breathed its ultimate blast.

There's but a faint sobbing seaward.
While the calm of the tide deepens leeward

;

And behold ! like the welcoming quiver

Of heart-pulses throbbed through the river.

Those lights in the harbor at last,

The heavenly harbor at last

!

We commend Dr. Gilbert's book to the wide reading which its merits

invite.

Hebraisms in the Authoriu:d Version of the Bible. By WlLLiAsl RosEN.^u, Ph.D. 1-ni".

pp. 2.S3. Baltimore: The Friedemvald Company. Price, cloth, S2.

As the preface informs us, this work was suggested to its author h>'

Professor Paul Haupt in 1S94, and we have no hesitation in saying ••^

the outset that the book seems to us fully to meet the high standard whl'!'

Professor Haupt would be certain to set. Never before has the Author-

ized Version been subjected to a searching analysis to determine exactly

how deeply has Hebrew idiom influenced its splendid flow of words a"''

sentences. The influence has indeed been often observed, though nevir

scientifically classified, for the masters of English style have made fr<-

quent reference to it. Dr. Roseman is able to begin his work with a fii;"
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}.ij--:ngc from the Spectator (No. -105), in which Addison has beautifully

ft.-iJ llgblly touched upon the power of the Hebrew idiom, and we may
' ?uiH-rly borrow it here: "There is a certain Coldness and Indifference

la l!io phrases of our Kuropean Languages, when they are compared with

iho Oriental Forms of Speech; and it happens very luckily that the

lli'brcw Idioms run into the English Tongue with a particular Grace and

l^rauiy. Our Language has received innumerable Elegancies and Im-

{.fovcments, from that Infusion of Hebraisms which are derived to it

oul of the Poetical Passages in Holy Writ. They give a Force and Energy

10 cur Expressions, warm and animate our Language, and convey our

Tlioughts in more ardent and intense Phrases, than any that are to bo

t:Kl with in our own Tongue. ... If anyone would judge of the Beauties

of Toctry that are to be met in the Divine Writings, and examine how

Kindly the Hebrew Manners of Speech mix and incorporate with the

r.iiKllsh language, after having perused the Book of Psalms, let him read

a literal translation of Horace or Pindar. He will find in these transla-

tions such an Absurdity and Confusion of Style with such a Comparative

I'ovcrty of Imagination as will make him very sensible of what I have

t<ca here advancing." The Hebraisms which Addison felt, Dr. Rosenau

h.".s elaborately and scientifically analyzed, and has so arranged his re-

nslts as to make a book much of which may be read with pleasure, while

t'lo rest provides an admirable book of reference. The chapters which

discuss "Proverbial Biblical Passages in Use," "Biblical Expressions in

i:.aglish Literature," and "Lexicographical Hebraisms" contain a wealth

of Instructive material in a readily accessible form. Much of it would

make totally unnecessary long discussions in Commentaries. Here, for

cxnmple, is the word "Son," the Hebrew usage of which is thus set forth

In tabular form:

a. male child.

"And bare a son." Esod. ii, 2. (E.)

h. boy.

"My beloved among the sons." Cant, li, 3.

c. member of a guild.

"Sons of the prophets." 2 Kings ii, 15.

rf. descendant.

"Ordinance to thee and thy sons." Exod. xii, 24. (J.)

C. train.

"Arcturus with his sons." Job xxxviii, 32.

Tbc attitude of Dr. Rosenau is distinctly critical, and we are not ready
to follow him into all the sinuosities of the Wellhausen theory, nor into

'onit of the bypaths made by more recent investigators. Thus on page
'-5 we find the words "son of man" followed by this explanation: "This
i'Sirase

. . . means nothing more than 'man,' and is used for the latter."

'n support of this contention Bertholet and Kraetzschmar are cited, and
^"i hliii Is given concerning the importance of the phrase in New Testa-

^''nl literature nor of the theological import of it in still lator limes.

' l(li this hint of caution In its use, we may heartily coinmtud this use-

ful aud learned but thoroughly popular book.
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PHiLosornr, science, axd general literature.

The Gentle Header. By Samuel McChoed Crotiiers. 12mo, pp. 321. Boston and New
Vork: lioiigliton, WiDliu& Co. I'lice, cloth, fl.25.

Says the Preface: ''Whcii Don Quixote was descanting on the beauly

of the peerless Dulcinca, the Duchess interrupted him by expressing n

doubt as to that lady's existence. 'Much may be said on that point,'

answered Don Quixote. 'God only knows whether there be any DuIcincA

or not in the world. These are things the proof of which must not bo

pushed to extreme lengths.' But this admission does not cool the ardor of

his loyalty to Dulcinea; for, after the momentary interruption, he pro-

ceeds as if nothing had happened: 'I behold her as she needs must be, a

lady who contains within herself all the qualities to make her famous

throughout the world: beautiful without blemish; dignified without

haughtiness; gracious from courtesy, and courteous from good breedinr;;

and lastly, of illustrious birth.' If, now, following Don Quixote's example,

I admit that 'much may be said' in support of the notion that the Gentle

Reader no longer exists, let that pass as evidence of my polite tolerance

of skeptical contradiction. It remains none the less true that to my mind

the Gentle Header is a reality, the most agreeable of companions, and to

make his acquaintance is one of the pleasures of life." In this airy and

genial fashion begins a volume of essays on "The Mission of Humor,"

"The Enjoyment of Poetry," "The Honorable Points of Ignorance," "Tlio

Evolution of the Gentleman," "The Hinter-Land of Science," "History

Should Be Readable," "Quixotism," and the like. One of the Gentle

Reader's characteristics is that he takes a book, just as he takes a friend,

for what it is, never minding what it is not. I suppose every one of us

has some friend of whom we would confess that as a thinker ho is inferior

to Plato. But we like him no less for that. We might criticise him if

we cared to do so—but we never care. We prefer to take him as he is. It

is the flavor of his individuality that we enjoy. So, appreciation of litera-

ture is getting at an author so that we like what he is, overlooking all

that he is not. . . . Our personal likings rule us as to men and as to books.

We admire the acuteness of the critic who reveals the unsuspected excel-

lence of our favorite writer, just as we are pleased when some friend of

ours is received into a learned society. We don't know much about hi.=>

learning, but we know that he is a good fellow, and we are gl.i'l

he seems to be getting on. We also feel satisfaction In having

our personal tastes vindicated and our enjoyment treated as a

virtue, just as Mr. Pecksniff was gratified with the reflection that, whil^

he was eating his dinner, he was at the same time obeying a law of

the Universe. ... I asked a little four-year-old critic, whose literary judg-

ments I accept as final, what stories she liked best. She answered, 'I
1>''-''

Joseph, and Aladdin, and The Forty Thieves, and The Probable Son.' Why
the parable of 'The Probable Son' delights her, while the preacher's half-

hour .sermon on that parable makes not the slightest impression on her

mind, she does not knov.-. But she knows a good story, just as she knov.'

a good apple. How the flavor got there is a scientific question which '^1>"

has not considered; but being there, trust the uncloyed palate to find It
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to(. Sbo does not set up as a person of good taste, but she can tell what

U*l<'« B'>od." [Here the reviewer interjects a question for ministers, Why
\^.<! parable catches and holds both young and old while the sermon too

cfUB docs not? Perhaps wo would do well to make our sermons more like

f.nrlsl's parables. An American actor, a man of elevated tastes and serious

•:ilad, recently said to a minister: "I like to hear preaching. Thinking

ftssJ s)>eaking on noble subjects is man's highest activity. Wherever I

Ul.poii to be over Sunday I always go to church. I think the preaching in

this country has improved within fifteen or twenty years. It is more dra-

icillc. I don't mean more theatrical. I mean, it is more in terms of life

fttiJ less in terms of doctrine, more concrete and less abstract. It is more
i;«o Jtjsus's preaching. He used parables, and put the truth into pictures

tr.cl stories. He said, 'A certain man went down to Jericho and fell among
i.'ilcvcs,' and then tells the story so that a child cannot help getting the

iiolnt of it. He said, 'The kingdom of heaven is like,' and then painted a

picture in familiar colors, which nobody can forget. That is what I mean
Ly taylng that preaching is more dramatic than it used to be." This actor's

words are worth pondering. To preach now and then to children is good
tiUriplino for the minister, particularly for any minister who thinly that

U one of the things he isn't built for and cannot do. He can if he tries.

And he will have a glad surprise in finding that the grown people relish

his talks to the children as a change from the discourses he prepares for

Crown-ups. The sermon which succeeds in riveting the attention of the

••y.iiJrcn is sure to hold the old folks. The effort to do this will unbend
'•^^0 flexibility the stilted stiffness, and animate into sprightHness the

ponderous dullness of many a preacher. To get the Sunday school, in a

l>o<Jy, Into the regular morning church service, and captivate them, is a
i:rtat, joyful, and fruitful victory. The reviewer craves indulgence for

ttlB long and unpremeditated parenthesis.] Going back to our genial

'««iylst, we find him saying that the Gentle Reader "dearly loves a phi-

i«ophor, especially if he is a sensible sort of man who doesn't put on airs.

He likes the old Greek v.-ay o£ philosophizing. How delighted he was to

ivam that the Academy in Athens was not a white building with green
\A\bia set upon a bleak hilltop, but a grove where, on pleasant days, Plato
touij be found ready to talk with all comers! That was something like;

^0 hoard of trustees, no written examinations, no text-books, no black-
l-oard!,—just Plato! You never knew what was to be the subject nor whoro
ia\x were coming out; all you were sure of was that you would come away
^I'-h a new idea. Or if you tired of the Academy, there were the Peripa-
''"Ics. gentlemen who were drawn together by the notion that they could

Jtink better on their legs; or there were the Stoics, elderly persons who
'li-fd to sit on the porch and discuss the 'cosmic weather.' No wonder the
'f'okB got such a reputation as philosophers! They deserve no credit for

'; Anyone would like philosophy if it were served up in that way. But
»'' that has passed. Were Socrates to come back and enter a downtown
^-•0 to Inquire after the difference between the Good and the Beautiful,

I"

»--0'ild be confronted with one of those neatly printed cards, intended to
<^'*~oura^-e the Socratic method during business hours: 'This is our busy
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day.' Philosopliers and all kinds of writers are ordered, nowadays, to ciii

it short. This is the age of the telephone and the short siory. Pcop!.'

want a literary 'quick lunch.' 'Serve it hot and be mighty quick about it.'

is the demand made on authors and preachers by the impatient temper of

this driven and hurrying age." it is not possible to leave Mr. Crothers's be-

guiling book without listening a moment to what he makes the Gcmif

Reader say about the clergy: "There has been a sad falling off in clerical

character. In the old books it is a pleasure to meet a parson. He is so

simple and hearty that you feel at home with him at once. You know just

where to find him, and he always takes himself and his profession for

granted. He may be a trifle narrow, but you make allowance for that, ar.d

as for his charity it has no limits. You e.xpect him to give away every-

thing he can lay hands on. As for his creed it is always the same as thai

of the Church he belongs to, which is a great relief and save.s no end uf

trouble. But the clergyman I meet with in novels nowadays is in a

chronic state of fidgetiness. Nothing is as it seems or as it ought to be.

He is as full of problems as an egg is full of meat. Everything resolvr-.';

itself into a conflict of duties, and whichever duty he does he wishes \l

had been the other one. When the poor man is not fretting about evil-

doers he begins to fret about the well-doers, who do well in the old fashion

without any proper knowledge of the higher criticism or sanitary drain-

age. What with his creed and his congregation, both of which need mend-

ing, he lives a distracted life. Though the author in the first chapter

usually praises his athletic prowess, he seems to have no staying power

and his nerves give out under the least strain. He is one of those tryius

characters of whom some one has said that 'we caq hear their souls

scrape.' I prefer the old-time parsons. They were much more comfortable

and in more rugged health. I like the phrase, 'Bishops and other clergy.'

The bishops are great personages, whose lives are written like the lives of

the Lord Chancellors; and they are not always very readable. But my
heart goes out to the 'other clergy,' the good sensible men who were

neither great scholars nor reformers nor martyrs, and who therefore diJ

not get into the Church Histories, but who kept things going." Speakinj'

of Luther's "Table Talk," it is said that the great reformer had a way of

characterizing a person in a sentence, that was much more effective tljaa

labored vituperation. "Thus, referring to the attitude of Erasmus, tic

said, 'Erasmus stands looking at creation like a calf at a new door.' H

was very unjust to Erasmus. Yet it is a perfect characterizatiou of a

kind of mind we are all acquainted with, which looks at the marvels of

creation with the wide-eyed gaze of bovine youthfulness, curious, not to

know how that door came there, but only to know whether it leads to

something to eat." These essays, like Sir AVilliam Davenant's poem, bavo

"shadowings, happy strokes, and sweet graces."

Shatcspere and His Forerumicrs. Ey SinXEY Laniep.. Two volumes, royal fvo, !>['

xxiv, 3-M; XV, 35D. XewYork: Doublcday, I'age <Sr Co. Price, cloth, $10.

These are the most elegant and sumptuous volumes in which any i -

the writings of Lanier have ever been presented. They are embelliit^
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• i-Js ono hundred illustrations, and are handsomely as well as durably

j«.-ja.l. They contain two sets of Shakespeare lectures delivered by

{^r-Ur In lialtluiore during the winter of 1S79-S0, one at Johns Hopkins

t'tlvorslty, the other to a class of ladies at Peabody Institute. The pref-

*.•» \iy llpnry Wysham Lanier says: "Sidney Lanier came to this study of

s."-'-nlhl>cro and his forerunners with even more than his usual buoyancy

V-..'. anior. The superb exuberance, the daring imagination, the rollicking

j--j>f>il conceits, the sense of unbounded power, which filled the poetry of

(».,v«c years when England's mind was awakening from its long sleep, all

<.-;*alod to him peculiarly. Arriving at a knowledge of the beginnings

<v{ our literature only at maturity, he fairly reveled in the largeness and

•\r freshness of it, in the vigorous expression where the word was still

t.'.xd and hot with the swing of the deed, and had not become remote,

«-i>aratod, literary. What he set himself to accomplish was to picture

.•ihakspere, the JIaster Poet, as the culmination of that marvelous

>:;iiatx-lhan Age which came flaming upon a world just beginning to guess

«I its own true self. In order to show the situation adequately, he selected

frtaiii beacon-lights far back

—

Beowulf, St. Juliana, The Address of the

tyf<i'J Soul io its Body, and so on—writings which seemed to reveal the

Silnd of Euglishmen and their poets during that semi-savage period which

\i roughly terminated by the Norman Conquest. With his rare facility

'-.T bringing together illumiuatingly facts apparently diverse, Lanier

Srsccd the development in man's attitude toward God, toward Nature, and
l-««rd his fellow-man in those early English writings, in the neglected

r- olch poets of the fourteenth century, in Chaucer, in Shakapere, and in

RoJcrn literature. Coming to Shakspere, he made an intimate study of

•..St man and his art, and, gathering together all the facts available, he
iltcDipted to reconstruct in these lectures, first, the people and times
isjong which Shakspere lived and wrote; and, second, the order in which
the plays were written—leading to his main purpose of depicting Shaks-
r*tc's own inner personality and his mental and spiritual evolution as

«hown by the growth of his art." One of Lanier's side-notes left on a
fcrrap of paper was: "What differentiates our day from the antique time is

l-t great growth of individuality. Then a man existed for the state: now
t!:i' slate exists for every man. In religion Christ expresses this pro-

-is'.ous principle; the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sab-
^tli. That every man shall be a complete self—that seems to be the aim
'•I things." These lectures survey and analyze the literature of a thousand
y'irs. So lofty is the function and so great the power of Literature in

•'»nler'8 conception that he declares it has created the ideal world in

*'ilch we moderns live and move and have our being. Though to us as
» drive about our business there may not appear to be much connection

'"'••D literature and actual life, yet the English-speaking people of this

•^'inury are practically the creatures of English Literature. Hear Lanier:
"CacOmon with his wild Bible-song, and Langley with his Vision of the
•|"-owmM, ana Chaucer with his Tales, and Shakspere with his awful-
*»'itlfiil pictures—these literary men nioldcd thr- very souls of your
'^•'-^tors. "you cannot escape Literature. It has translated your Bible
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and interpreted It for you. It has arranged your public constltutior.»,

your social codes, your private morals. It has penetrated your hou.=;es; ii

fills your homes like diffused sunlight; you read your lite by it; you t.^'

how to eat, how to drink, how to trade, and how to marry by it; you llvi.

by it, you die by it. If you attempt to fly from Literature it cries to yoj

in that superb sarcasm with which Emerson's Divinity cries to the Bkcp;!-

who would fly from God, "I am the wings wlierewith you fly.' " In tbo.t

lectures we learn not only more of Beowulf and Shakespeare but more ol

Lanier, from whom no one can withhold admiring love. Speaking of Ih.-

primitive Norseman's hard struggle against the wild beast lor his moa'.,

against the stem earth for his bread, and against the cold that cracks Ills

skin and racks his bones, this Confederate soldier says to his audienn':

"You know nothing of cold. If your furnace is not giving you sixty-five de-

grees, Fahrenheit, when you wake in the morning, you shiver and ring to

put on more coal. But, thank Heaven, I know what it is to be cold, col.l

from the crown of the head to the sole of the foot, cold from the cuticU

In to the heart. I thank Heaven for it because, knowing this, I have »

new revelation of the possibility of suffering, and I am able to find a

paradise in a small wood-fire. Knowing this, I declare to you there i.s no;

a more pathetic sight in this world than a poor man who is thorouglily

cold to the marrow of his bones day and night for weeks at a time. It 1.5

dull, heavy, unmitigated torture. I knoAV gnawing hunger, too; but thil

becomes a sort of insanity which relieves itself. Aching merciless cold is

icy torment. I used to see half-frozen men in the army whoso silent (n-

durance of cold brought more tears to my eyes than all the hunger and all

the wounds." Writing of the sonnet as the form in which poets utter

most freely their profoundest personality, Lanier quotes Wordsworth'J

well-known lines:

Scorn not the sounet, Critic. With this key

Shakspere unlocked his heart ; the raelody

Of this small lute gave case to Tetrarch's wound

;

A thousand times tliis pipe did Tasso sound

;

With it Camoeus soothed au exile's grief;

The sonnet glittered a gay myrtle loaf

Amid the cypress with which Dnule crowned
His visionary brow ; a glow-worm lamp
It cheered mild Spenser, called from Fairyland

To struggle through dark ways ; and when a damp
Fell round the path of Milton, in his hand

The thing became a trumpet, whence he blew

Soul-animatiug strains,—alas, too few.

From old Habing-ton's quaint picture of an ideal wife we take this: "Sh'*'-

is colleague with her husband in the empire of prosperity; and a safe re-

tyring place when adversity exiles him from the world. Shee can go ''"'

Court and return no passionate doater on bravery; and when shee l-S"

seen the gay things muster up themselves there, shoe considers them »>

cobwebs the spider, Vancty, hath spun. Shee so squares her passion '

^

her husband's fortunes that in the countrey she lives without a frow.'vr-
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r.f'»nelioly, and in the town without a fantastique pride." Lanier says

>5i'. »'.u(l)lQg tl^e hearts of Sir Philip Siducy and William Shakespeare is

tr lioklng Into the open skies, "for they were a sort of spiritual heavens,

^Xf.v stars shine and clouds float, shedding light and giving rain to the

vKso nice of man." Extracts are given from the seven sermons preached

\i. i:«S by Hugh Latimer before King Edward VI at Westminster. Tlii3

rtiious preacher, upholding the good of coming to church, says: "I had

'u'.hcr yo tihoulde come of a naughtye mynde, to heare the worde of God

Ui ruvcltye, or for curiositie to heare some pastime, than to be awaye.

Ki Uin tale Is by the Gentel-woman of London: one of her neyghbours

iT.r;!o her In the streate, and sayed, 'Mestres, whither go ye?' 'Aiars,'

«-»r>vi nhe, 'I am goynge to S. Tomas of Acres to the sermon. I coulde

Ik', ii!i~1)C al thys laste night, and I am now goynge thither; I never fayled

*'. s Kood nap there.' And so I had rather ye shoulde be napping to the

c--;:r.o;i than not to go at al. For with what mind so ever ye come, perad-

t«;uro ye may chaunce to be caught before ye go. The preacher may
-^-^:•J^e to catche you on hys hooke." Preaching about Faith, the re-

*-2«nfd Court preacher said: "We must beleve that oure Savioure Christ

J*!t; tiilicu us agayne to hys favoure, that he hath delivered us hys owno
iwJjc and bloude of hys ownc mere liboralitie. This is the fayth we must
OSK.C to the Communion with. Faj-th is a noblo duches; she hath ever her
t-rutlcman usher goyng before her, the confessing of sinnes; she hath a
uijae after her, the frute of good workes, the walking in the coramand-
Ktctji of god. He that beleveth wyll not be idle, he wyll v,-alke, he wyll
*» Ltj! business. Have ever the gentleman usher with you. And if ye wyll
''310 fayth, remember this rule, consider whether the trayne be waytinge
»;»iQ her. If ye have another fayth than thys, ye are lyke to go to ye
E--*! JInK House, and ther ye shal have two dishes, wepynge and gnashyng
«» i^fth. Muche good do it you! Ye see your fare! But if ye wyll beleve
*"-* acknowledge your synnes you shall attayne to everlastynge life."

7ive old Hugh Latimer was faithfully delivering to his King the message
••f '-1.0 King of kings, only six years before they burned him at Oxford.
Itloraaiion of many kinds is given us about other things than literature.

\\ e.-yins that our word "nicotine" is derived from the name of John
• '>;. a French ambassador in Portugal, who first sent tobacco to France.

-'-n the use of the weed was spreading in England a great war of booics
'2 finiphlets was carried on about it, in which even King James became
* -^'r'llant. His CounterbJaste to Tobacco is a piece of invective as strong
<-' i« could make it. He characterizes the use of tobacco thus: "A custome
'"•-tUomo to the eye, hatefull to the Nose, harmcfull to the braine, danger-
'^M So 11,0 Lungs, and in the blacke Etinking fume thereof neerest resem-

^

-< Iho horrible Stigiau smolie of the pit that is bottomlesse." Lanier
'^ *'«< «n Incident illustrating mankind's instinctive belief in a future

lielng In St. Augustine, Florida, when a party of Indian warriors

. _ ' """w the far West, where they had been disturbers of the peace,

itl l
'^•""'^'='1 as the red captives left the cars at the railway station that

'^^'
' thf-m seemed very ill and that another Indian was tenderly nursing

one. The sick man was taken to the hospital, and his faithful
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nurse, who was in fact his cousin, was allowed to go with him. When l>

grew worse and was told that he must die, he managed to secrete a knlf.

.

and, watching his chance while his cousin was bending over him, he dm-.,

the blade into his tender nurse's breast. Fortunately liis strength was .

;

nearly gone that the wound was slight. When asVied why he trlcJ to

murder his best friend, the dying Indian answered, "I am going Ic tli?

Happy Hunting Grounds; I wished to take him with me; I love him s)

that I cannot bear to part with him." lu this notice we have quoti i

mostly from the incidental and digressive parts of Lanier's large woi,.

And we need to reiterate that the well-executed aim of Shakspere and llw

Forerunners is to exhibit Shalcespeare as the crowing glory and culmlua- .

tion of the most marvelous literary efflorescence the world has kuowTi,

Lanier, when referring to a certain famous author, usually says "Geori.T

Eliot;" but several times he calls her "Mrs. Lewes." By what right or

propriety? To that name she never had any title. Her living with Geor.v.'

H. Lewes was unlawful, and slie was "Jlary Ann Evans" all her life until,

after Mr. Lewes's death, she became "Mrs. J. W. Cross."

J'rom the Green Hook of the Sards. By Bliss CAR>LiX. l?mo, pp. 137. Boston: U C.

Page & Co. Trice, cloth, Si.

This is Number Two of the five volumes of verse making the soriii

entitled "The Pipes of Pan." We have already noticed Number One, f r^.'i

tfie Book of Myths. Few living men are so enamored with the voluir.c

of Nature, the green book which the bards love to study, as Bliss Carni.i-'-..

He reads it every morning and ponders it by night, and will, he says, uiT.:l

Death shall bid him cease his reading and put out his light, as his fath'-r

used to say to him in childhood, "Come, my son, put up your books; If"

time to go to bed." Then, says our bard, poring over the green book.

Then I will leave my volume

And willingly obey,

—

Get me a little slumber

Against another day.

Content that lie who taught mo
Shall bid me sleep a while,

I will expect the morning

To bring his gracious smile;

New versos to decipher,

New chapters to explore.

While loveliness and wLsdom
Grow ever more and more.

He reads the folklore of the mountains, the drama of the sea, the ep'c '^•

the thunder, the lyric of the rain, to find some light upon the Author?

meaning and the import of man's eternal plight. From studying the Or.-'."'

Book, he says, came the Elizabethan vigor, and the Landorian poise, t-"*

sweet Chaucerian temper, the gusty moods of Shelley, and the autiir.-.n

calms of Keats. The all-pervading theme of this second volume of "T- *

Pipes of Pan" is the response of the world to the call of the Spriii^i'"^-'-

the universal stir, movement, upburst, outflow, migration, which answs'
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Situro's vernal summous to the tribes of the sea, and the tribes of the

4jr, si>J the tribes of the fields, and the tribes of the forest, and the tribes

oS'JfrKroiind. This theme is played upon with exquisite variations

Itf-ouKli poem after poem, in verses flushed with ecstasy and musical with

Ijijulil intonations that mimic the voices of birds. There is an opening

jv.j.pllcatlon to April to return, "bringer of sunshine to this old, gray earth,

tsothiT of solace with the soft spring rain, restorer of sure health to

wouiulcd ones." The disconsolate, the dispirited, and the forlorn cry like

tJjIIiSron for the coming of the Spring. When April weather and Spring

a.Kt\c rcenljven and redress the world, the bard quivers, delirious, under

Iho reviving breath, exults in the rosy maples budding and the willows

}"i;l!!i!: forth, in the blue hepaticas along the waking uplands, in the bub-

t.!lr,K marshy whisper seeping up through bog and glade, in the first robin

6'. hl» vespers calling clear across the twilight, and the piping of the frogs

«t iil(:!it blowing up their tiny oboes, in crimson quince-buds and yellow

l:]llp.';, In the tang of the spicy arbutus and scent of the apple-blow, in the

^.•iJ^ which kindles and blights not, renewing the wondrous world and
;- iic'trts of men with joy. His visioned spirit sees the Spring, a mad
7 ;iif: beauty, an enchantress, wearing a tattered gown of buds and blos-

i '.M and leaves, go glinting through the alder swamp, and loitering by the

v!;!o\v streams, and dancing down the wood-roads dim; "the odorous wild

v.'::!f cherry is her flower, her bird the flame-bright oriole." Amid the

<- Ti'lfrful waking of the world's dead-and-buried life at the resurrection-

'.'.:i of the miracle-working Spring, the bard feels the thrill of the season
*id shouts exultantly:

The revel of leaves is beginning,

The riot of sap is astir

;

Dogwood and peach and magnolia

Have errands they will not defer.

In the long sweet breath of the raiuwjnd,

In the warm soft hours of sun,

They rise at the Hursum Corda,

A thousand uplifted as one.

^'ailing Bliss Carman's verse-versions of what he reads in Nature's great
<'f>:;n Vernal Book, one recalls a pathetic passage in Herbert Spencer's
>' book, which shows how tenderly he prized each successive privilege
"^- Tliuessing the miraculous annual waking of the earth: "For years past,

*''a watching the unfolding buds in the Spring, there has arisen the
•'5'iKht, Shall I ever again see the buds unfold? Shall I ever again be
'"VmioJ at dawn by the song of the thrush?" Not more than twice there-
y-'T did Spencer behold this Easter of the earth, this resurrection of the
'^'''. this waking of the sleepers. Near the close of this book of verses
'!- Carman tells us what sort of a heretic he is. One day he sat in church
*'' "euffered a long discourse upon sin." Apparently it did not please

'i- He prefers to listen to what he hears in his own heart, rather than
tho lore the preacher bids us get by rote," or all the loud prosy pulpit

••''itiKles rothundering from groin and plinth" in stone cathedrals. He
"'» Uiat one whisper of the Holy Ghost to him outweighs a thousand
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tomes which repeat. v?hat others heard. He will heed God's private wor!

to him; not Plato's, Swcdenborg's, nor Rome's. The Voice which c:i]:;.>

to the beloved John, upon his lonely isle, that Voice he will obey, or noin'.

He waits for the Word that comes from above to the spirit of man au'l

shakes his soul like a wind-blown flame, till it burns as a light in his cy<-.;.

One wintry day Bliss Carman found a winged insect on the Ueccmbi r

window pane, numb and stiff with cold. He stooped down close an i

breathed softly on the small creature till his warm breath thawed iL..

frost and revived the little life, till it began to trim its (juick antenna' ;n

of old, and presently spread its wings and sailed away through the mi; I

house-air. Then the poet says to this tiny sailor: "Ah, shipmate, there'll

be two of us some night, when the long frost shuts down." And he thin!.;

that. In that day when he lies numb and motionless, the great BefrienJor

may bend over him in some unexpected guise, strong, kind, and wise.

and breathe on him with warm, quickening, liberating breath of life, umi!

he too takes wing. Our bard seems to think that the way to learn lb-

meaning cf life and the secret of the world is to cherish the pliant fallli,

the eager mind, and the bright dreams which make the heart of a man to

be as the heart of a little child. The next of "The Pipes of Pan" to be

noticed will be Frovi the Songs of the Sea Children.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGEAPHY.

The American IlevoliUioii. Part II. By the Riglit Hon. Sir Geokge Otto Tkevelvav.
Bart. In two volumes. Svo. Vol. 1, pp. 353; Vol. II, pp. 814. New Vork: Lougiiir.:i-,

Greeu & Co. Price, clotli, S5.

Without doubt this is the most unprejudiced and impartial work on

the American War for Independence ever written by an Englishman. Th'>

two volumes of Part I appeared some years ago. It is from the hand cf

the eminent biographer of Lord Macaulay and of Charles James Fox.

who in this vivacious and attractive history returns from politics to

literature, in which sphere ho is most at home. That Sir George Tre-

velyan has the true conception of the art of history-writing is practical'.y

demonstrated by the impressivencss and charm of the work now beforo

us, and has also recently been argued convincingly in his reply in V..c

Independent Uevisio to Professor Bury, of Cambridge University, in whirli

Trevelyan contends that the historian's proper work is not the mere gatli-

cring of materials, sifting of evidence, and establishing of facts—all L-r

which are only the beginning of his task; hut that the higher and flnf"

and larger duty of the historian is to make history teach political wl;-

dom, preserve our heritage in the best ideals and noblest lives of ttc

past, and cause us to feel the poetry and perceive the Providence in .'i"

human progress. This is the contention of the finer scholarship agal--"'

the lifeless, mechanical, analytical, fact-piling methods of the pedant?.

Sir George Trevelyan's history represents the American Revolution as l-^

fact the King's war, and a result of the system of autocratic personal gov-

ernment which George III strove for twenty years to introduce l"'^

England, and which provoked Burke to speak satirically of his majc'-J
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ts •(Jio Great Disposer of all things in this lower orb;" while Sir William

ALwa wrote that British history had hardly known a sovereign less capa-

Ue cf governing an empire. The course pursued toward the American

tolouk'S was not approved by the people of England, and the subjugation

ot ilio colonists would have been well-nigh as fatal to English liberty as

to American aspirations. The mature and judicious view which Tre-

triyan supports is that our Revolution was an uprising of one part of the

Uritlsh people against governmental oppression, the revolutionists being

{..•tdomluantlyof tbcBritish race; and that in its inception and warrant the

Asnrrlcan Revolution was practically identical with the revolutions which

<*rposed Charles I and James II, though in its result it differed from them

iD depriving the king of a part of his dominions instead of altogether ex-

pt!!lng him from his throne. The colonies were lost by the King of Eng-

Uiid, Just as the Methodists were lost by the Church of England, through

r.nvornmontal stupidity and arrogance. In each case, however, the vast.

Slid beneficent results of the mistake show how the Almighty can cause

:hi> Mind wrath and headstrong folly of men to praise him. What we
i-avo already said is enough to raise the presumption that we have in

Trrvclyan's great work a novel and prizable treasure, namely, an Eng-

luhman's account of our Revolution which may be satisfactory to Ameri-

cans. Certain it is that all readers, whether agreeing or disagreeing with

tils views, will be compelled to acknowledge that these vivacious volumes

»rc the work of a gifted master of his art, and must be classed among the

Kost judicious, interesting, and readable histories written in modern
limes. For the sake of completeness in any well-selected library they are

worthy to stand side by side with the best American history of the great

itruggle for Independence. No comprehensive review of the work is pos-

»ll)lo here; only a few bits can be given. Trevelyan says that the Colo-

Klal Congress was a practical assembly and selected men for the posts they

»iero best qualified to hold. "It appointed Washington Commander in

Chief because he could fight; it sent Franklin to Paris because he had
fiiillvatcd the art of turning great people round his finger; and it in-

'lusted the Declaration of Independence to Jefferson because, both in style

t-iul In substance, his writings betokened the lawyer, the statesman, and
ihc student." Jefferson desired John Adams to draft the Declaration, but

Adams refused, replying to Jefferson, "No! You should do it for three
ffa.'ons: Reason first, You are aVirginian, and a Virginian ought to appear
»i the head of this business. Reason second, I am obnoxious and un-

I-v'imlar, and you are very much otherwise. Reason third. You can write
•T. times better than I can." When the American General Charles Lee
Ud been captured by British cavalry, the importance of the event was so

Kroatly overestimated in England that many supposed the w-ar to be
»'K)ut over. The Parish Clerk of Tring in Buckinghamshire posted the
following bulletin: "This is to give notice that Thursday night will be
'":-'d as a day of rcjoicin in commemoration of the takiu of General Lee,
*l!Ptt there will be a sermint preached, and other public demonstrations
'^' .oy; after which there will be a nox roasted whole, and every mark of

'•^Uvlty and bell-ringing imaginable, v.ith a ball and cock-fishting at
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night in the Assembly-room of the Black Lyone." How Benjamin Fimi,:

lin and John Adams got on as traveling companions appears in the a

count of their journey from Philadelphia to Staten Island as coninil>

sioners to confer wiLli Lord Howe concerning possible terms of peac
Adams says: "At Kcw Brunswick the tavern was so crowded thai Dr

Franklin and I had to occupy the same bed in a chamber not much lai;;.

:

than the bod, without a chimney, and with one small window. The v.i;.

dow was open and I shut it close. 'Oh,' says Dr. Franklin, 'don't .shi;

the window. We shall bo suffocated.' I answered that I was afraid of i;,

cold night air. Dr. Franklin said, 'Open the window and come to bed, a;.

I v/ill convince you. I believe you are not acquainted with the theory ,.

colds.' Opening the window and leaping into bed, I said I had heard <•:

his theory, but it was inconsistent with my experience; yet I was so curl

ous to hear his reasons that I would run the risk of a cold for oui.'

'

Franklin then began to harangue on the theory that catarrhs were usiiali..

produced by overeating and stuffy rooms, and not by cold air or drangl.is

but both men were so travel-tired that Franklin's voice soon put him.s. I

and his bedfellow fast asleep. Trevelyan says John Adams never forr,')

that night at New Brunswick, and when Franklin died years after. A-!

ams, while regretting the event, could not refrain from calling attciitio:

to the fact that his New Brunswick roommate had fallen a sacrifice to li:

own dangerous theory, "having caught the violent cold, which fiiiaK:

choked him, by sitting at an open window with the chill air blowing c

him." The last chapter of Volume 11, Part II, deals with the religious :•

pccts of the Revolution, and is carefully written, but gives undue pron'-

nence to the Anglican body and seems ignorant of the greater strength t

the Congregational and Presbyterian Churches, while the Baptists, t!.'

Lutherans, and the Dutch Reformed are ignored. Naturally enough 1!"'

Anglicans did not flourish here during, nor for some time after, the Rcv.^

lution. Its clergy and members were mostly Tories, and many of its rcii.

isters returned to England, leaving the Episcopal meetinghouses silc:.

and deserted. In Virginia only twenty-eight out of a hundred Bpis<.>

palian ministers remained in their parishes and saw the war throu;::.

Tho Methodists on the contrary, as Trevelyan amply shows, were stair'

and enthusiastic supporters of American Independence, were extreuK'.'

popular among the colonists, and, "from two thousand, increased durj: -

the years of the Revolutionary struggle to fifteen thousand, while Hi'

preachers were counted by hundreds;" and in the years immediately £-"

ceeding the achievement of Independence, Trevelj'an says, "The Chiir>'

of Coke and Asbury increased in numbers, wealth, and repute with i\

traordinary rapidity." From which ii appears that American Methoill::-

formed the habit of rapid growth at the very beginning of its existenv-

This English historian tells us that some of the Anglican clergy ^>''-

abandoned their parishes in this country, instead of going home to Kn

land, took refuge in the neighborhood of the British army at New Yorl^

v.'herc, says Trevelyan, "Haunting regimental messrooms; collecting n-

dispensing scraps of Tory gossip; writing those satires and lanipfi"'-

•which were the staple political literature of the period; and celebrat::;
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!i9 most recent British military success over a haunch of venison and a

C.-;rft of Madeira—they led a desultory and demoralizing life, not hecom-

&K 10 t'"^''' cloth. Each man of them employed, in furtherance of the

lljjal cause, such gifts and accomplishments as ho individually possessed

--(to:n the Virginia parson of the old school who, with a howl of grog In

}.U haiul, drank victory to the British armies, up to Jonathan Odfill, the

flrrK.viiiaii-Poet who had been expelled by the New Jersey Whigs from his

ft\l')ry at Burlington. That fiery partisan composed with immense elabo-

rt'.ion find inordinate length an imaginary poem-picture of the Regions

<f Toriiienl and peopled his Inferno with prominent members of the Amcr-
•.,-a.T Congress and the Continental army." We read here that Benjamin
!'r:ii)klln, though not much of a churchgoer himself, was always ready

to f.\\Q advice on religious matters. He induced the putting up of light-

c!nK-rods on steeples, and the heating of audience rooms. He secured the

frrctlon of a nonsectarian meetinghouse in Philadelphia. Concerning the

t-juabblcs between Episcopalians and anti-Episcopalians, he wrote to his

•!*'.cr: "The profane and the infidel believe all that each side says against

til? other, and enjoy the fray." Franklin had "a zeal for curtailing rc-

ilRlous ceremonies, and like many reformers he began young; also, he

U'Kan on his father. When his father was packing a barrel of beef in the

'cllar one day, the boy Ben suggested that time would be saved at table in

:!i€ future if his father should now ask, once for all, a wholesale blessing

over the whole barrel. In later life Franklin's propensity for abbreviating

».id for superintending other people's religion showed itself in his assist-

:uK In preparing an abridged edition of the Anglican Liturgy." Josiah
Qiilncy was accustomed to New England sermons—long, solid, theological,

"•:o3cly reasoned, and divided into many heads. When he visited South
Carolina in 1774 he wrote home that he "listened to a young coxcomb
I'fcach flippantly for seventeen and a half minutes" in a Charleston Epis-
'•ojial pulpit. The religious spirit of many of the colonists who fought in
'he American army is reflected in the quaint diary kept by Amos Farns-
^orth, of Massachusetts, extracts from which are given in Trevelyan's
iilKtory: "May 27, 1775. About ten At night marched to Winnisimit ferry

»hare thare was A Schooner and Sloop A firing with grate furj' on us.

Hut thanks be unto God, that gave us the Victorj-, for throu his Provi-
<Jfnce the Schooner ran Aground, and we sot fire to hur and consumed hur
'^are, and the Sloop receved much dammage. Thanks be to God that so
"tile hurt was Done us when the Balls Sang like Bees Round our beds!

Jime 3, 1775. Paraded with the battalion and saw two men whipped for
Sltallng, and Another drommed out of Camp. what a pcrnitious thing
't Is tor A man to steal and cheat his feller nabors, and how Provocking
" '^ '" GoJ! August 30, 1775. The Enemy has Bin a Cannonading of us.

^*'it do little hurt. I found a young gentleman that I Could Freely cou-
^ffs with on Sporitual Things. I feel God has a Remnant in this De-
praved and Degenerated and gloomy time. Oct. 19, 1775. A Great talk
of more troops being Sent to Boston, But our Men aint Scared at trifels.

^^•"iibl that our People had as good courage in the Speritual warfare as
'> have in the Temporal one. Dec. 23, 1775. And now O Lord we are
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In treble. Boston is a scat whare our Uunatural Enemyes are in Posses-

sion. The people of Boston that are our friends have bin forced to leave

the town, or be shut up thare among our foes. We have Sinned as .i

Continent; we have Sinned as a Province; we have Sinned as connoci.-.i

with a town, and as a Famerly, and Privates. But O God do not cast cK

this thy Land that thou hast Garded so long! Lord's Day, Feb. 25, l7Ti;.

Went to Meeting and heard Rev. Mr. Emerson of Concord. I pray (jcJ

grant that by the Preaching of this worthy Jlan I may be stirred up lo

my duty and to a holy walk with God." On this last entry Trevelyan com

ments, saying that the gift of imparting healthy and cheerful views on

ethical questions seems to have been ancestral in Ralph Waldo Enur-

Eon's family. Further reference to this extremely readable and fair-

minded history may be made hereafter. It makes John Wesley an In-

terested, active, and influential factor in England in connection with tlic

British government's management of the war with the American colonic.?.

Soldiers True. By JoirN" nicnAP.ns Bovle, D.D. Large Svo, pp. 303. New York: Ep.t'n

& Mains. Cinciunali: Jennings & Fye. I'lice, cloth, S2.50.

This is the story of the One Hundred and Eleventh Regiment, Pennsyl-

vania Veteran Volunteers, and of its campaigns in the war for the Union,

18G1-65. It is published by authority of the Regimental Association, as ;i

correct record of the experiences and services of one regiment. This it

purports to be, but it is really far more than this, for in fact the whole

great conflict between North and South is reflected in it, its historic de-

scriptions and judgments covering nearly all the prominent participants

on both tides of the contest. It might almost be entitled The Civil War
as Seen from One Regiment's Point of View. It is written by the hon-

ored pastor of Spring Garden Street Church, Philadelpliia, who was second

lieutenant of Company H before he was eighteen years old, and afterwarJ

captain and assistant quartermaster of the One Hundred and Eleventh

Pennsylvania. Told with self-restraint and manifest carefulness, with

every appearance of painstaking accuracy and truthfulness, and also witti

graphic skill, military terseness, and extraordinary picturing power, we

do not hesitate to class it among the most interesting books of the War.

It is so realistic in its account of actual experiences that whoever reads it

will at times come near feeling himself to be a soldier of the One Hundrcil

and Eleventh Pennsylvania, sharing its hardships and heroisms, its suc-

cesses and defeats, its sorrows and its joys. It is a vivid and absorhin-";

book. Antietam, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, the Chattanooga and At-

lanta campaigns, Sherman's famous march to the sea, and the march

through the Carolinas, are among the battles and campaigns here depiftcJ

in which the One Hundred and Eleventh Pennsylvania bore an heroic part-

A soldier's analysis and portrayal of the qualities of various genera!-'

lends especial interest and value. For example. General Hooker receive?

a setting forth which shows the elements of his strength, but also his

marring faults and fatal weaknesses. One of the letters which iudic;'-'"-^

how great a Commander iu Chief our country had in Abraham Lincoln i

the one sent to Hooker ordering him to supersede Burnside in commacJ
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cj tfco Army of the Potomac. This is part of what Lincoln wrote: "I thinl;

iLei cliirliig General Burnside's command of the army you have taken

cv'jn»ol of your ambition and thwarted him as much as you could, in whicli

j^.u illil ft great wrong to the country and to a most meritorious and hou-

ffiiblc brother officer. I have heard in such a way as to believe it of your

t«-ftuly saying that both the army and the government need a dictator.

itf course it was not for tliis, but in spite of it, that I have given you the

command. Only those generals who gain success can set up as dictators.

What I ask of you now is military success, and I will risk the dictatorship.

I (ear tiiat the spirit which you have aided to infuse into the army, of

iritlclslng their commander and withholding confidence from him, will

:,.iK turn upon you. Neither you nor Napoleon, were he alive again, could

t< any good out of an army while such a spirit prevails in it. And now,

l-rwarc of rashness! Beware of rashness! But with energy and sleepless

t'.sliance go forward and give us victories." And Hooker proceeded to

leai his army to disaster and overwhelming defeat at Chancellorsville.

Thp night before that awful battle. Hooker, seated at supper with General

Kiixum and otliers, exclaimed with a violent gesture, "The Army of

.Northern Virginia is the legitimate property of the Army of the Potomac.

Wc will take possession of it to-morrov/, and Almighty God himself cannot

f rfvent it." Such was tlie boastful prelude to a chapter of personal wcak-

ros, military blundering, and inexplicable perversity, rarely equaled by
t)j* head of an army. The Aniiy of the Potomac found itself in battle

»lthout a head. For reasons never fully explained. Hooker was not at

ChiiDcellorsville. Having wasted nearly two days of valuable time in

begltatlon, and having persisted against his chief engineer and ablest

corps commanders in putting his army on the most unfavorable ground,
lip failed to locate his adversary, permitted himself to be fatally deceived

rtpsrding the enemy's movements, and then pei-soually collapsed into a

tondltion of incompetence. After the defeat, at a council of war, with
G«ierals Reynolds, Coucli, Sickles, Meade, and Howard present, he left the

question of continuing the fight to those officers, and retired from the
t»uncil. The next day Reynolds, Couch, and Meade decided to resume
S-'twtllitlcs, and when they sent a staff officer to hunt for Hooker and get
'fora him the necessary orders the commanding general was found on the
f'^icr side of the Rappahannock River fast asleep! Being wakened, and
f'luested to order the proposed advance, he refused and commanded that
""• army should retreat. General Francis A. Walker "believed that
Hooker's mysterious behavior at Chancellorsville was due partly to that
"ck of drra moral stamina which often accompanies a spirit of arrogance
»»'! '>oastfulness, but chiefly to a nervous collapse occasioned by the ex-

fltomcnt and fatigue of the four preceding da>-s." The judgment of the
'ythor of Soldiers True is that Hooker's responsibility was too heavy for

^-m; he was unequal to a great independent command. The greatest
t'-'-^a of description in Dr. Boyle's book is of the greatest battle of modern
'.'.cips. If not of all time, the Gettysburg fight. If one wishes a complete
"i'.!!it of that gigantic conflict, let him read the one here given from the

Vnion siOe along with that given by General J. B. Gordon from the Con-
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federate side. Dr. Boyle says: "It was in reality a series of five pitrh. ;

infantry battles and two cavalry encounters. It was fouglu umlcr ^

scorching sun, through tliree oppressive summer days, by an army grcit;)-

fatigued by a long and rapid forced march. The enormous loss of life wiu

frightful to contemplaie, and the valor and endurance of the troops en-

gaged were almost incredible. Lee's most daring generalship was dl^

played throughout the struggle. But he had met a new field marshal wlio.

by inerrant foresight, superior skill, and sleepless vigilance, was able t.i

overwhelm him. General I^Ieade within a single week had proved him.iiSf

a great soldier. He had saved the nation." The appalling aggregate c.r

killed and wounded for both sides at Gettysburg was fifty-one thou.saiil

one hundred and twelve. Over fourteen thousand wounded were treati-l

on the field, by six liundred and fifty surgeons working day and my,\\\

from July 1 to July C. The First Minnesota Regiment lost eighty-two jv r

cent of its men; and the Twenty sixth North Carolina Confederate lU(;i-

ment lost eighty-four per cent. John F. Chase, a private of the Fifih

Maine Battery, received forty-eight wounds, and survived them all. Tl.o

occasional interchange of friendly civilities instead of hostilities betwecr,

soldiers of the opposing armies appears in Soldiers True as in Gordon's

Reminiscences of the Civil War. When the officers of the guard were ou;

of hearing, a conversation like this would pass between pickets: "Kcl'.o

Yank! Are you all over there?" "You bet we're here, Johnnie. Do yoi:

want to surrender and come back into the Union?" "I'll surrender you if

I get hold of you. But, say, Yank, have you uns got any coffee?" "DeaJ

loads of it, Johnnie Reb. We make it in French pots and serve it with

sugar and cream." "Will you trade some of it for tobacco?" "Well, 1

don't care. But if you try to play Indian on me I'll put you where we pn'.

the rest of you at Gettysburg." And then these veteran enemies wouiJ

stop trying to kill each other long enough to steal out of their rifle pits

and wade into mid-stream to complete their deal like two schoolboys

And not a shot would be lieard from either side till both were safely back

again. After which it was as dangerous as ever to expose head or haii'l

to the sight of the sharpshooters on the other side. We lay down ihli

book with reluctance.

The Li/c of Kdwin h'alJaco Parkier, D.D., Mi.ssionary Bishop of Southern Asia. By J- "•

MKSBMOitK. With an Introduction by riishop Ja.mks M. Thoburn. Ciown 8vo, ll'.

333. New York: Haton & Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings S; Pye. Price, dotli, ?1 n'-t-

The lifev/ork of Bishop Parker, who fell at his post in India in th<-

midst of heroic labors undertaken for tlie Master, furnished his biograph''"

with abundant materials for his task. From 1S59 to 18GS and from t*^''

to 1901, nearly forty years in all, during the last one of which he occiipi'"-

the responsible position of Missionary Bishop for Southern Asia, Bisli'"'!'

Parker's tireless energj' was devoted to the redemption of India from il»"'

thraldom of ignorance, superstition, and darkness in which that portif^u

of the Saviour's inheritance has been fast bound during all the centurlf--^

In the Introduction to the volume before us Bishop Thoburn charactori.'^"-

his colleague as a strong man; a man possessed of the gift of leader.sh:;'.
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i prnctlcal man; a man of broad views and progressive sympathies; a man

Ijt the times in which he lived, and, above all, a man "possessed of an

«:mosl passionate instinct which led him to give his missionary calliug

tho Orst place in both his heart and his thoughts." The preparation of the

l\>:;rai>hy was undertaken by Rev. J. H. Messmore in response to a request

ev»Jc at a representative meeting of missionaries of the Methodist Epis-

f.i'ial Church in India. Two objects were had in view in the preparation

cf (lie volume: first, to present a connected account of the life and work

u.' Ulsbop Parker, and, second, to give as much information concerning the

.nlsslons of the Methodist Episcopal Church in India as could properly

tw associated with his name. Thus while we have a life skeich of the

»at))ect from his birth at St. Johnsbury, Vt., on January 21, 1833, to his

!~ i-a.se at Naini Tal, India, on June 3, 1901, the nan-ative is interwoven

Bith information of great interest and value to students of our mission

«ork. Credit is given in the preface to Rev. J. \V. Robinson, of Liucknow,

t"ho was Dr. Parker's colleague during the latter's six years of service in

OiUlh, for a sketch of the Oudh District covering seventeen pages. The
tolume is Illustrated with numerous cuts of a high order.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tht Fullness of the Blesiing of the Gospel of Christ. By Bishop Willakd F. MAl,l»Al,lEr,

D.I)., LL.l). 16mo, pp. 167. Ciuciunati; Jeiiniugs & Pye. New York: Eaton & Mains.
I'rice, cloth, M cents.

In this earnest little volume Bishop Mallalieu urges afresh, with

characteristic fervor and force, the great vital realities for v.-hich Metho-
dism has ever stood. In his preface he cries out: "Back to the Wesleys
«ud the Bible! The Bible in its simplicity and power, the Bible as un-

fo!<ipd and illustrated in the prose and poetry of the Wesleys, is really the

foundation of the greatest religious movement of the last two most won-
•iprful centuries. Methodism builds on the Word of God. It has no new
Ooftrlnes, no new and strange theories, no recently invented experiences.

l!s doctrines, theories, and experiences are those of the Pentecostal

'"hiirch, and of the earliest centuries of Christianity. Its doctrines are

I'.'pachable everywhere and always; its theories are reasonable; its ex-

["•rlonces are what the immortal souls of men have ever desired and
ouKht." With that statement all Methodism most heartily agrees. Mcth-
o-Uim needs no new doctrines. It has no reason for surrendering a single
fi^e of Its old doctrines. They are all reasonable, scriptural, satisfying,

'^•ey have spread through other communions which once opposed them.
I" the region of apologetics those doctrines can be more fully and vari-

C''-sly defended now than ever before. The progress of modern thought is

'a their favor, confirming their validity. To this confirmation philosophy
«iid psychologj' have made no small contribution. We have more than
";>"? pointed out that Methodism's philosophy was at its beginning abreast
'•' ilio advance line of thought in German universities of that time. Bish-
'-•I' Mallalieu truly says that the hymns and Scripture quotations in his
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book, if prayerfully committed to memory, -will constitute an intellecti;..!

and spiritual treasure of unspeakable value.

The Apocrypha' ami Legendary Life of Christ. By James De Qulncey Donehoo, Ma.
8vo, pp. lix, 5.?!. New York: The Mactnillan Company, rrice, cloth, $J.50 net.

Perhaps nothing so enhances the sense of their beauty and verisimil-

itude as to project the canonical gospels against the background c:'

apocryphal and legendary literature, which, like tares that an euemy

thickly sowed, sprang up in the early Christian age to choke the worJ,

and, if possible, bring it to naught. The problem of how the canon wa,

formed soon solves itself when all of its elements are once presented lo

the mind. Mr. Douehoo admits that this literature presents but few

golden grains amid an intolerable deal of chaff, yet he claims th.r.

"weighted down as it is with the dreary verbosity of Gnostic madness aii!

the preposterous if lighter inventions of medieval legend-mongers, it cor-

tainly bears across nearly nineteen centuries a few words of the divino

Author of Christianity and a few particulars as to his history upon which

the four gospels are silent." Certainly no zeal is misplaced which leads

to the discovery of such golden grains, be they never so few, and the

irreverent spirits of our time who compass land and ocean in the vain al-

tempt to make void the inspired writings and empty the gospels of C\i\\i\

of their testimony to his divinity and to his authorship of historical Chris-

tianity might well take a lesson from this scholar in the pastorate. As a

piece of book-making this work leaves nothing to be desired. It covers the

entire subject for the first tirao in English, and this fact together with its

prolegomena, notes, scriptural references, and indices gives It peculiar

ralue and finality.

China's Hook of Martyrs. By LUELLA Miner. Crown 8vo, pp. 512. Ciuciauati: Jeiiiiiiis<

& Pye. New York: Eaton & Mains. Frice, $1.50 net.

This record of the sufferings of native Christians in China during the

Boxer uprising, for their steadfastness in the faith of Christ, reads like 3

paraphrase of the eleventh chapter of Hebrews. Of whom the world was

not worthy is a tribute to thousands of so-called "rice Christians" wlio

astonished their persecutors by suffering martyrdom gladly for Christ's

sake, looking unto the recompense of the reward in the world to coinf.

If it bo true that the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church the

fruitage of the dreadful experiences of God's elect in China will be seen

in the greater triumphs of the cross in that benighted land for the cen-

turies to come. The experiences recited by the author are taken from Hi''

records of ton different denominations operating in mission fields cove

ing hundreds of miles in length and breadth of territory, yet the testi-

monies given by the martyrs showed the same devotion to the Master, it>'"

same abiding trust in the promises of God's word, the same unflincliius

fortitude in the hour of dissolution. Those who read the volume canno!

but be incited to a profounder appreciation and a more generous supi"'"'''-

of the heroic men and v.-omen who .".gainst fearful odds are patiently iJ''^''''

ing for the redemption of China unto the Lord and his Christ.
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Akt. I.—JOHN FLETCHER HURST.

cToiix Fi.ETcnER Htjest was born in or near Salem, Dorchcs-

Icr County, Maryland, August 17, 1834, and died at Betliesda,

Mnryland, May 4, 1903. He came from an old Dorchester County

fiuiiily. His' grandfather, Samuel Hurst (1765-1822), sen-ed in

tlic Thirty-ninth Maryland Kegiment in the Kevolutionary War,

17S1-S3. His father, Elijah Hurst (1797-1849), who broiight up

\x\i children in the fear of the Lord, was a diligent and successful

fanner, of whom the anecdote is related tliat when the Cambridge

(Md.) Methodist Episcopal church was built and dedicated he

.subscribed twenty-five dollars each for his two children, and then

Iic-sitated about his own subscription; then the pastor's eye caught

t!int of Farmer Thompson, who shouted, "I'll give ten dollars more

llian 'Lije Hurst." "Make my subscription two hundred dollars,"

j^aid Hurst. Thompson was thunderstruck, but manfully paid his

two hundred and ten dollars. Elijah was one of the shrewdest

fiirmcrs in that whole section, and owned at one time one thousand

suTcs. It was from him his son inherited his business instincts

and his wonderfid administrative talents. The mother, Ann
Colston (1808-41), ]X)ssessed a beautifid spirit and a fine in-

tflicct; from her he inherited his literary gifts and wide

svini.athies. Elijah's only other child married Dr. John F. Kurtz,

»ii the same county, and died in 1886. The famous merchant

I'lilHonairo of Baltimore, John E. Hurst (1832-1904), was a

''''Usin of the bishop, being the second son of his father's In-other

!^t,i,l„.,>.
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Our subject, who was a model youth, told the story of lii-

conversion in a most interesting way to the Northwest Indiai.,

Conference in 1SS9

:

I have been trying to serve God now ever since the year 1S53; ih;ii

Is about thirty-six years. I had no parents—they were gone homo, lu

heaven—and 1 was among strangers. My mother died before I was sev.:i

years old, so that I don't remember even her face fully—just a mere cm.

line. I think 1 will know it; I think I will recognize it when the lishi

Is over and when the hapjiy meetings come, never to separate. My
father was a Christian man and died when 1 was fourteen. I was goli;s

home from a little debating society, pretty late at night, and on the othc r

side of the street, as I was going toward my boarding place, I hc:irJ

them singing in the Methodist church. With me was a young school

companion who afterward entered the ministry. We went over into tlv

meeting and crowded v.-ell to the front. The minister saw us and cam-

down and spoke to me, and asked me if I didn't want to go to heave:i.

We both went to the altar, and time after time, meeting after meelirg.

1 was seeking light all the time; trying to do something, trying to pi r-

form some obligation, trying to understand Him, and when I came to

eee that I could not understand anything He gave me light. One nip':;

going home from church, I remember that a change came over me; a lif!.'.

broke out before me; there was a little river in the distance, and It

seemed to shine like silver; I didn't know what it all was; 1 thouglil H

was some sudden glow of good feeling. I went to my room full of joy.

and the Lord revealed to me, "You have a new heart." The Lord h,..!

given it to me; there was no consciousness of sin. I felt, like the Pilgrin:.

that the burden had fallen from my shoulders. I could now lose it l<'

cause 1 had gotten to the foot of the cross, and I have been trying to scr\o

the Lord ever since. I have been thankful to him that the change wa>^

so sudden, so striking; that I have been able to look back upon it as Ihv

hour when God, for Christ's sake, spoke peace to my soul. Now and tlun

a cloud comes. I am not satisfied. I want the sunlight ever here. Our

privileges are infinitely greater than we think they are; we can do more

for God; religion can be more of a joy, instead of a mere service and bar I

task beneath the hot sun.

The preacher who led him to Christ was James A. Briudli'.

who, with Heniy Colclazer, was pa.?tor of Cambridge Circuit,

Snow-Hill District, Maryland, then the Philadelphia Conferciier,

who were holding meetings at Cambridge in the winter of 1810-50.

Brindle died in 1894 after a long, faithful, consecrated, and ctn-

cient ministry. To him Ei.shop Hurst pays a glowing tribute m
the Peninsula MeUiodisi of April 28, 1894. The man wh>'

accompanied Hurst to the altar on that eventful night w:h

Benjamin Douglas Dashiell of the Methodist Episcopal Churi.i,
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^'.\\\\\ (cousin to Missionary Secretary Robert L. Dashiell),

\{ur a self-sacrificing ministry as pastor and presiding elder in

Ic.vas I'.c died in January, 1882, aged about fifty-two years.

Jilvcn before tbis time young Hurst bad tboughts of the

(i-.iiiistry, and wben, in 1843 or 1844, tbe comer stone of a new

.•!,iiroli in Cambridge, Maryland, was laid be deposited in it a

n.iii, witli his name, and told bis scboolmates tbat be would some

0;:_v prcacb in tbat cburcb—^^vbicb be did. Jobn Fletcber Hurst

•AB-i n student from boybood. After attending scbool in bis own

<-.<i;;iiborliood be went to the academy at Cambridge, tbe building

jif wliicb is still standing on Academy Street. Besides mastering

t!io work at scbool be would steal away to some quiet nook in the

vr-xxls or along the shore and pore over books in history. Then

rnmo the question of college. Tbe words of Bishop Hurst himself

at llic funeral of Bishop Peck cannot be quoted too often, as they

fhfiw bow a word spoken at the proper time may mark the turning

jvjjnt of a life:

My mind goes back from this hour many years—over the chasm of

f. Rpneration, thirty-three years. Away down iu the south of Maryland,
en the eastern slope of the Chesapeake, when attending a camp meeting

I W.1S told that the president of Dickinson College was to preach on a cer-

tain day. Such a sermon was seldom heard in that peninsula. Some one
I'.ad said "college" to me a few times before this, and I had thought of

taking a college education, but this seemed well-nigh impossible. I re-

ncmber a kind preacher brought me to the preacher of the afternoon. I

lo!d him something about going to college. Said he: "Don't trouble your-

"If. Go home and wait until tbe opening of the term, and then take the
fi'-iEo across by York and come there and I will meet you, and we will

live bappily together." And for two years I was a student under him.
When Dr. Collins succeeded him I remained two years; but no tender
^fart beat more keenly in sympathy with the student than his. The
ff-ifnd of schools from the Atlantic to the Pacific! So I think of him as
a i!>an who took a boy by the hand. And ever since the memories of the
man have been precious.

' iiiTo is nothing to be specially remarked about bis college life

(1S50-54). A fellow-student remarks of him tliat be was "gentle,

1"'ct, with a certain reserve and dignity. He was an industrious

••tuilont and came to the recitation room well prepared. In dis-

K'Mtion ho was cheerful but not liilarious, and while bo

-IT'Pciated fun I never knew him to be in anything which trans-
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grossed ilio rules of tlie college." The life at the college showed

the effects of his home training and the strength of his moral and

religious principles. Another classmate (the Kev. D. J. Holmes)

says, "I once heard Professor Goodrich say, 'Tell me \vhat a youni;

jnan is in college and I will tell you what he will be in the world.'

This was eminently true of John Hurst." He was a plodder; a

diligent, earnest student. He was a member of the Union Philo-

sophical Society (no secret or Greek letter fraternities were

allowed in the college at that time), and entered enthusiastically

into its literary and debating work. His classmate. General

Eusling, says that he read widely outside of his curriculum, being

in histoiy and general literature the best read man in his class.

'•'I remember his favorite books were Grote's Greece and Hume's

England, and he never wearied of descanting on the excellencies

of both. He was especially fond of composition, and took Groto,

H^ime, and Macaulay as his models, and was the best writer in our

class." Rusling adds that in college he was always the quiet

scholar and Christian gentleman, the synonym of uprightness and

integrity.

After teaching a few months at Greensboro, Maryland, he

accepted an invitation to the Hedding Literary Institute, Ashland,

Greene County, ISTew York, where he taught laugaiages, literature,

and also chemistry.* In 1856 he resolved on theological study

abroad and went to Halle and Heidelberg, where his studies were

much interrupted by long foot journeys over large parts of Europe,

including England. Impressions of some of these years, as well

as his later European life, are found in his Life and Literaiurc of

the Fatherland. I^eturnlng to America toward the close of 1857

he applied for a license to preach at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and

served that circuit with Samuel B. Dunlap and Eichard ISTorris.

Finding his contemplated marriage would keep him out of the old

Balthnore Conference, which seemed to stick to tlie i-Igorous old

Wesleyan rules, ho applied to the new l^Tewark Conference

(organized in 1856) at Its session at Morristo-mi In 1858. Ili^

first appointment was Irvlngton, New Jersey. Here In ]\l:i.'^'!

• It is sinKular Ihat tho late Dr. A. W. Cmniniiigs omits reference to this InstilMle in '•"

Inv.ilnalilc Sclioo's of .Vrtlioclism.
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I>-:.!\ lie married Miss Charlotte Elizabeth Lamont, daughter of

iJr. William Lamont, of Charlotteville, Xcw York, one of the

.i...-t noble and accomplished ladies that ever presided in a

Mtthodist parsonage. Her devotion, her sympathy-, her tact, her

lliie necomplishmeiits, were ever laid on the altar of her home. An
nrlist, a linguist, a woman of literary culture, she yet gave herself

iVi'cly to the duties of domestic life, and to her devoted helpfulness

litT husband owed no small measure of his success. A little shelf

(if inspiring books is the result of her knowledge of foreign lan-

f:ii;igcs, literary skill, and sympathetic understanding of Chris-

tian life in different ages and countries: Renata of Este: A
Cimpter from the History of the Reformation in France and Italy

(translated), 1873; Queen Louisa of Prussia, from German

"'iirces, 1874; Elizahcih Christine, wife of Frederick the Great,

fr.jm German and other sources, 1880; and others, all published

!iy the Methodist Book Concern. With tragic suddenness this

iK'.Tutiful and gracious spirit was taken from her home in Washing-

ii'ii, I). C, March 14, 1890. Of this happy marriage there were

i»'ni six children: John Lamont, of Denver; Clara, who was laid

to rest in the beautiful Friedhof at Franlcfort-on-the-Main amid the

flowers brought by the loving hands of her little German school-

mates, aged seven years, June 23, 18G9 ; Carl Bailey, recently

'•liicf consul at Vienna; the delicate and loving Blanche, who died

in Buffalo, 1S85, aged eleven years; Helen; and Paul, lieutenant

in the Philippine Islands. Bishop Hurst's pastorates iu the

Xewark Conference were as follows: 1858, Irvington, X. J.;

lSr.9-C0, Passaic; 1861-G2, Elizabeth, Fulton Street; 18G3-G4,

I'^Hzabeth, Water Street; 18G5-66, Staten Island, Trinity. On
•lune G, 1866, he received, and after relocated solicitation accepted,

September 20, an appointment as theological tutor in the Mission

Institute, Bremen, to succeed William F. Warren, the able theo-

l"^'ian and scholar who was to take charge of the educational enter-

I'rise which the liberality of Jacob Sleeper and Isaac Bich had set

on foot in Boston. The story of the voyage of himself and family

"ver the ocean and their establishment in Bremen is told in the

'irst chapter of his fascinating book already referred to. In

I'-'^T-GS Dr. Hurst (he had received the degree of D.D. from
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Dickinson in ISGG) taught in Bremen, and in 18G8 to 1871 did il,,

same service for the yonng German Methodist preachers at tin

Martin Mission Institute, Frankfort-on-the-Main—founded by \\,i-

muniiicence of John T. Martin, Esq., of Brooklyn, as a part of

the centennial luovemeut and formally opened January 17, ISG'J

—

during his vacations studying German life and traveling in Eurnpr

and in the East; visiting the Holy Land in 1871.

Before he embarked for his work in Bremen the Me? <r.-.

Scribner published his History of Rationalism, which the Mith-

odist Book Concern also indirectly took up. This book, the oiilv

one of scientific importance which he found time to write, ni;ii!i

liim well known in the learned world, and it has great and perma-

nent value. This was followed by three important books wliicli In:

translated
—

"all crowded into three years," said his wife: Pn.-

fessor Hagenbach, Church History of the Eighteenth and Xiitr-

tecnfh Centuries, 2 vols. (Scribners, 1SG9) ; Professor .J. J. Vmi

Oosterzee, John's Gospel: Apologctical Lectures, published by '1.

and T. Clark, Edinburgh, 1869; and Professor Lange, Commen-

tary on the Epistle to the Romans (Scribners, 1869). In the Hagen-

bach he had the assistance of his friend and brother Marylandcr of

the adjoining Talbot County, Professor Bernard Harrison Kadnl,

who while pastor of Trinity Church, Philadelphia, and lattr.

rendered chapters i-vii, ix, and part of x. Volume I, and paii-

of xTi, xvii of Volume II. Hurst added (II, 456-179) aj'

excellent chapter on the "Most Eecent History and Present Stan-

of the Church in Europe." This lx)ok was printed in Germany ni.'i

the stereotyijed pilates sent to iSTew York. The beaiitiful au'l

learned work on John's gospel by the Utrecht professor was tran--

lated in Bremen and Frankfort, printed in Berlin, and publiil" '1

in Edinburgh. The translator added a few notes, an exeellfn!

preface, a valuable list of books on John's gospel, and an inJi .^-

It remains still one of the best books in defense of the FourtJi

Gospel, written with fine spiritual insight. The translation <•:

Lange's Eomans, a work of great difficulty, won the praise of i-'^'

general editor, Professor Sehaff. Valuable honiletical maten-"'

was added, draA\m from the full sources of Euglish practio'-

theology. When Whedon noticed this Iwot '/January, 1870, ]'
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\:A) it offended him tJiat the Arminiau contribution was confined

firhisivcly to the mechanical part. "Arminian Dr. Hiu-st is

tilowcd to do the machine work of translation and gathering of

! .:iiilctical scraps; but he is safely put \inder keepers, and in the

iunientary itself no Arminian is allowed to say a word." But

;!kiI gives Whedon all the better opportunity to say something, and

i' !;:il ho does say let those who are so fortunate as to possess a file

•I tlio Review read for themselves.

Tlie death, in 1870, of Professor ISTadal made a vacancy in

;1..' chair of historical theology at Drew, for which Hurst urged

f iiarlcs W. Bennett, recently a student at Berlin and, later, his-

t'lrical professor at Syracuse and at Garrett, The trustees elected

1 hirst himself, which compelled him to leave his loved Germans at

}'r:inkfort-on-the-]Main and take up English again as a vehicle of

iiirtruction. He came back in 1871, and by the fall of that year

xva^ nt work in the old northeast room in Mead Hall, where many
"f those who read these lines will remember his interesting lectures

and even more interesting discursions into bypaths of history,

I'i'^graphy, and literature. In 1873, when Professor Foster had

l»<n elected bishop. Professor Hurst was elected president of the

Mininary. The first work he published after his return was

Maiij/rs to {he Tract Cause: A Contribution to the History of the

I'ffonnation (Methodist Book Concern, 1872). This small book is

f'-ally one of the most valuable of those which bear his name,
'i'* lieu he was ransacking an old bookshop at Frankfort, in 1870,

'iinh'r the shadow of the house where Goethe was born, he came
S'Toss the Martyrer der Traldaisaclie, by Otto Thelemann, pub-

\\Aw<\ on its fiftieth anniversary by the Wupperthal Tract Society,

"rpanized at Barmen in 1814. Partly as a translation of this, and

J«rtly with additions of his o\n\, he made one of our most interest-

i"P brief contributions to church history. This was followed by
outlines of Bible and Churcli History, 1873 and 1874, intended

f'-r Bil)le and normal classes (the Methodist Book Concern).

iho next contained the rich fruit of his studies, travels, and obser-

"•'I'lions in Gcnnany

—

Life and Literature in the Fatherland

'^'-rihners, 1875). Few books equal It In breadth of view and

a-^^-'uracy; racy, interesting as a novel, full of the keen and genial
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observations of one who had the true instincts of a traveler. Hi,

next book was Our Theological Century: A Contribution to tlio

History of Theology in the United States (Kandolpli, 1877, 7u

pp.). It is a rapid general survey of the ecclesiastical and tlK\>-

logical drift of the United States and of its providential position in

history, dwelling with special power and pleasure on that divine

arrangement which made the United States Protestant, and nft

Koman Catholic. The pivotal matters of our history are touched

on with skill. This was followed by a work compiled mostly by

his pupils, notably George Blood Smythe, Bihliotlieca Theologica:

A 23ib]iography of Theology (Scrlbners, 18S3)—a list of books in

English on all the topics in theology, with full titles, notes, pub-

lishers, prices, etc., with admirable indices. A complete working

over of this useful book was intrusted to the hands of Profc>?nr

Geoi'ge W. Gilmore, of Bangor Theological Seminaiy, later of

Meadvillc Theological Seminary, and the result—really a now

book (xv, 575)—was Literaiure of Theology: A Classified Bibli-

ography of General Eeligious Literature (Methodist Book Cou-

cera, 1895), and a remarkably full and accurate list of books in

English in all departments of theology. It is indispensable to all

libraries, bibliogi'aphers, and earnest workers in theological fields.

An evidence of its completeness is the fact that the Kev. Albert

Osborn's admirable index of authors occupies fifty-eight doublc-

coluumed octavo pages.

ISTot the least important of Professor Hurst's work at Drc^v

was his recovery of the endowment. When the late Daniel Drew

built the seminary at jMadison he kept in his own bauds the $250,-

000 of endowment for current expenses, paying interest regularly.

This was against his own judgment and wish, as he had more tlian

once proposed to the trustees to pay the money into their hands.

The event proved the wisdom of his thought. In 1875 or lS7'->

his investments were destroyed in the stock exchange by a younger

manipulator of consummate skill, and the great and benevolonf

financier went out in his old age a broken man. The question arose,

Shall the seminary be abandoned, or shall its endowment be re-

covered by an appeal to the Church? Not one of the fncnlty,

thougli without salaries, had any thought of leaving. They tln^'V
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:,'.( M'liCK)! ou the heart of the .Church, and nobly she responded.

I'rrsidcnt Hurst left his libi'arj, his lecture room, his family, went

...IT nnd there all over the Eastern States, visiting churches,

Tviicliiiig, representing the seminary, visiting men and womeu of

n<-itlfli, in all of which he was ably seconded by Professor (now

Pn-nidcnt) ]3uttz, and, thanks to the generous resjDonses of the

<'!uircli, tlic lost endowment was more tlian recovered. What years

. f work v/cre those, 1876-70 ! He would come back for a breathing

Mwii-c, take his classes for a little time out of the hands -of tlie ever

fvady and willing Professor Kiddei-

—

vcnerahih nomen—give a

pn-at address in the chapel calling the students to a life of utter

(irvotion to the Church, and then off again to his task; perhaps to

Ijiroiw, as when he attended the Evangelical Alliance at Basel, in

I'^TJI, and delivered his able address in German on Christian

rnion, published in English, revised and enlarged, by the ATctho-

<ii.-t Book Concern in 1880 (Christian Union A^eccssary for licli-

•jitjuf! Progress and Defense, 35 pp.) ; a satisfying paper, illumi-

S'.iU'd with lights from his wide reading and softened by the

c.itiiolieity of his large spirit. In connection with his Drew life

i:uist be mentioned the launching of an important literary enter-

pri-p, the Biblical and Theological Library, in which Methodist

"•liolars should provide books in all departments written with

'•'iPiitific completeness and accuracy. Splendid results have al-

n.ndy been attained in the noble volumes of this Crooks and Hurst

HTiPs, though our view of them is saddened with the thought that

*'iinc of tliose who were assigned work were carried off by death

—

Professor Latimer, of Boston School of Theology; Professor

•'" inclicll, of the University of [Michigan ; Professor Bidgaway, of

^'•TTctt, and, finally, Professor Crooks himself, whose liislory of

l^t'ctrine is left to another hand.

In ISSO Professor Hurst was made bishop. Ho entered upon
''!•' duties with zest and love. His residences were Des Moines,

'_"^0-84
; Buffalo, 1SS4-8S ; Washington, 18S8-1903. He held the

Kfiroix-an Conferences in 1884, those in India in 1884-85, and th.e

Ktiropoan again in 1885. As a result of his visit in India wo have

* ""'".St valuable book on that country, richly illustrated, as intcr-

"titig aud -^vitli the same wealth of general knowledge as his book
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on Germany

—

Indiha: The Coimtry and the People of India aiiii

Ceylon (Harpers, 1891). In this age of process print illustration^

it is refreshing to look upon the wood engravings in this iwrtlv

volume. All phases of Indian life, civilization, and religion are

treated, with notes, tables, maps, etc. For the Chautauqua cour.-o

he prepared a few little books in Church history: The Early

Church, ISSO; The Mcdiwval Church, 18S7; The Reformation.

1885 ; The Modem Church, 1S88, and The Church in the Unit,:,!

States, 1890. These were afterward published in one volume

with the title. Short IHslory of the Christian Church (Harprr.;.

1893). Bishop Hurst took great interest iu the Ecumenical Con-

ference of 1891, where his address of welcome was a notable and

never-to-be-forgotten feature; parts of it spoken in the different

languages represented by the Conference—English, Frencii,

Italian, German, etc. At the Conference in London, in 1901, his

health was beginning to fail, and especially the news conccrninn;

President McKiuley prostrated him, but parts of his addresses

there display the old-time beauty, breadth of view, and pertinency

of thought and language. It bad been his almost lifelong aim tn

write a history of the Church, and while professor at DreAV he had

prepared it up to the time of Charles the Great; but the absorbing

work and dissipating details of the espiscopatc made impossible ii-

completion by himself. He had also planned an elaborate ami

richly illustrated History of Methodism, to be completed in about

ten volumes, each country to be written by some one acquaiutc'i

with its history, and the whole illustrated lavishly from all avii li-

able sources.

And now we co}ne to his last work: the founding of tbo

American University. A national university had been propf-i''

at Washing-ton—thought of by Simpson, urged by William Aillm''

—but it was left to Hurst to realize the dream. That a man "f

sixty should plan this vast scheme, buy ninety-one acres of lau'i.

raise the $100,000 to pay for it, and, in the mitlst of multitudinoi:?

affairs that took up all of mind and heart as well as bodily strcngtli,

carry the scheme through to the extent of having one buikliu?

finished, another under way, about $1,150,000 endowment nn<i

other resources pledged, of which $500,000 has been paid in,
^'''
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• f univcrsit}' indorsed by the General Conferences of the two

ri.urolies in the United States—where has a picture like that been

..-vii in tlie liistory of the world ! What courage, what faith, what

icion, wliat endurance! The land was bought in 1890, paid for

}.»• 1S!)5, the luiiversity incorporated in 1891, the Hall of History

i;iilt in 189G-9S, and the corner stone of the Hall of Government

!ii<l -May 14, 1902. The university is to be purely post-graduate,

i:.!.ii(lcd to cap the educational structure of our Church. The

i!-.jiian Catholic prelates, with their usual sagacity, had already

..til the immense importance of Washington as an educational

n'nter, and in 1889 opened there a great university. With the vast

f\-:oiirces of the capital thrown open free to students—its archives,

i!fl museums, its libraries—the American University could per-

h.-.ps shortly open its halls to our young men in a few courses—say

l.irtory and jwlitical economy—leading to the degrees of M.A. and

i'ii.D. Will the Church prove true to this great trust?

At the bishops' meeting in Trenton, in 1901, Hurst was tlie

f'iiost of General Eusling, his college classmate. lie writes thus

(o Registrar Osborn

:

What a charminf? week that was! How delightful and suggestive

aloug every human line! We talUed and gossiped much each day, and
... of course we talked much about the American University. It was
ilion heavy on his heart, but clear in his mind, and he felt sure that it

*uv;I(l "come to pass" duly. It had como to him, he said, as a "heavenly
vlfilon," and he had only "been obedient to it," and he felt sure God would
Ttt carry it through; if not in his lifetime, then afterward. He longed
to F.oe it opened, and its halls thronged with young men and women—the

t'fi't In America—and he confidently believed that God would order it all

riRlit, whatever happened to him. He was then feeble in health but
Wong in soul and purpose, and looked and talked as Moses or Elijah

'^Uhl have done in their last years.

It- is the pathos of death that one must leave his work undone.

^\ Imt fields of knowledge to e.xplore, Avhat books to write, what
px.d influences to start, what institutions of love or light to help

' r to found—but death touches the arm of the sculptor ! So it

^^"!'S with our friend. Browning says:

There Khali never be one lost good! What was shall live as before;

The pvil is null, is naught, is silence implying sound

;

What was good shall be gnoJ, with, for evil, so much good more;
Ou the earth the broken arcs; in the heaven a perfect round

!
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What is tlie historical significance of the life we have been cuu-

sidei'ing? 1. He, with McCliutock, Crooks, and a few others, w.i-

anioug the first to make known American Methodist scholarsliij) t.,

the English-speaking world: by the works which he wrote; bv ihv

library of Biblical and Theological Literature edited by hiin and

Dr. Crooks; indirectly by the presidency of the American Society

of Church History, and—thanks to the earnest scholars whom lio

called to his aid—he permanently enlarged and deepened tin-

range, the volume, and the quality of Methodist scholar^llil..

2. By his work in and for our schools he wrought himself into the

jjitelleetual fiber of our Cluirch in a unique way. By his woik i;i

tlie saving of Drew he plac<?d the Church under unending obli-.i-

tions. By his founding of a jwst-graduate university at Wii-li-

ington he marked out both the place where and the plan v\\<-'a

which the Church must inevitably take the next step in its cdiie;i-

tional progress if she is ever given the courage and self-sacrili'-.-

to follow the ]iath of her farsighted leader.

ilany will echo the greeting of his college and lifelong frien'l.

General BusHng: "And so, John F. Hurst—good friend, Imiv.'

lieart, generous soul—hail and farewell! Surely in the hereafter

—sometime, somewhere, somehow, as God M'ills—we shall meet

and greet each other again, and part no more forever
!"

tec.^..e<^i.^:^
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Akt. II.—the climax of human IIISTORY,

AccKNT the human. We seek to kuow what greatest things

f.jtu liiive achieved unaided bj a divine revelation and providential

L<!ji. This will inevitably be associated with the meanest thing's.

\i ilic Creator and Upholder of the universe directly aids nations

.1 iimttcrs of sanitary science, civil institutions, revelation of

t i'AS undiscernible by themselves unaided, b}' expansion of mind,

;r i by the more abundant spiritual life, there is no limit yet

tv«rlicd of things possible to men so aided. But up to the present

•J-Tc liavc been great national developments over continents and

s^^"'^!J:h centuries without what is understood as divine revelation

vA providential help. \Miere have tbey been the greatest? We
aniild naturally say that greatness is indicated by possessioji of

if'.xWc soil, by the utilization of the forces of nature, by armies

ihUcA and wielded, by the arts of life, architecture, painting; also

t'; iho outgoing of mind in poetry and metaphysics, and the natural

''filing after God in their human religions.

In asking where is the climax of human histoiy we propose

''^ pass by Babylon, Nineveh, Egypt, Greece, and even Bome,
ftinl present the claims of India for that distinction. In re-

r-srd to a fitting field for vast empire it certainly has no rival.

't i.^ a triangle about fifteen hundred miles on a side, all inhabit-

*''!o. Tlie great Gangetic valley certainly has no equal in the

"•'rl'i. One can go one thousand miles and never come to a hill.

! i.c vast range of the Himalayas at the north pours down a per-

S' '''ifll flood of fertile silt that is not approximated by the Miss-

•"'I'pi or tlie Xile. Except for occasional drouths and consequent

'iniincs, about ten in a century in some parts of it, there is no

I sooAvlicre the fecund earth offers to provide for such an abundant
!• T'l'ation. This desirable India lias been coveted by all the great

^' :i'|iiorors of the world. Nearly every student of Greek remem-
•".'^ Imw he entrancedly read of the wars of Darius five hundred
>j-3rs before Christ. Two centuries later came Alexander the
'^' •'*' defeating King Porus and his vast hordes of men, horses,
*"' flephants. How well wc remember that the captured Porus
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answered Alexander's question of how he wished to be treated, ".\.

a king." Here Alexander heard of the kingdom of Magaluli o!-

the Ganges, whose sovereign, Sandrocottus, conld bring into ti,.-

field an army of six himdred thousand men, three hundred tin,;!,

sand horses, and nine thousand elephants. Mohammedan prov.c ji

sought to possess itself of India through Persia, which had U. u

previously conquered. The sacking of cities and the slaughters <A

men and women were incredibly savage through the centuries, tii

Mahmoud of Shizni came in 1024. It was at Somnath, in \\:---

Guzerat, that he refused to be bribed to spare the great idol fifii . .

feet high (probably a pious laudatory fiction of Firishta) b;i;

smote it with his iron mace and found its huge body filled \;\\u

pearls, rubies, gold, and diamonds. Incredible amounts of bo'is;.

flowed for centuries back to the Tartar tribes. Then came t!;.'

gi-eat Tamerlane in 139S for more incredible slaughters. Ilo i-

said to have massacred on one occasion one hundred thou>:i!;'!

prisoners. It is during the rule of his descendants that we l'«k

for the climax of human history. Omitting even the names >•:'

emperors many and great, we come to Baber, A. D. 152G, <!'

ceuded on his fatlier's side from the great Tamerlane and on h'-

mother's from Genghis Khan, two of the greatest Tartar dt.-

querors that ever lived. The spirit of the man is seen in tlii^:

On one occasion in extreme peril of utter defeat he writes in !::•

memoirs that ho repented of his sins and implored pardon of Gi'i

solemnly resolved to drink no more wine, which ho acknowlcdj* •

that he had sometimes used to excess, he caused his drinlu'-'

vessels of gold and silver to be melted up and distributed t" '^
'

poor; he vowed to remit the stamp tax on all Mohammedans if •"

should please God to give him the victory over his enemies. 1'"

then assembled his officers, made a frank and fiery address, wli^

closed as follows: "The voice of glory is loud in my ear nv.'.

forbids me to disgrace ray name by giving up wjiat my arms Im'"'

with so great difficulty acquired. But as death is at last unnv^ :>•

able, let ns rather meet him with honor, face to face, than fhr:' '

back to gain a few years of a miserable and ignominious exi-tf-"-

For what can wo inherit but fame beyond the limits of tlio g":i^''
'

^

The whole assembly, inspired as by one soul, cried out,
''\'--'-
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V, if
!'' (FirJshta, vol. ii, iiago 119.) That he was not conqueving

i,
u(;il;, effeminate people is evident from a single incident that

;-!il lx» duijlicated many times, ^^^len the garrison of the be-

, ;'.d Chanderi saw that they could defend themselves no longer,

.;nv, according to their dreadful customs, murdered their wives

; ] diiklren in the following manner: They placed a sword in

• liands of one of their chiefs, and he slew the unhappy victims,

;. . iKnt of their own accord before him, even contending among
' , iii-clvcs for the honor of being first slain. The soldiers then

--.ud forth with swords and shields and sought death, which they

»'! i.litained. Not one was found alive in the fort when it was

tiltii." Firishta says that Baber was "a master in the arts of

:.tiy, Avriting, and music." He was constantly employed in

: ^uiig plans for aqueducts, reservoirs, canals, caravansaries; for

i: froducing foreign fruits and other edibles, for the improvement

f iliP country. His ifemoirs, written by himself, are exceeded by
;'• " works ancient or modern. In his old age his son Humayun,
i !; designed successor, was very sick. According to the custom of

i i- country, he believed that he could offer himself as a substitute

i:.d save his sou. After long devotion he believed his substitution

^a« accepted, and exclaimed, "I have borne it away, I have borne

ii nway." The son recovered, the father soon after died. He was
s'-iocccdcd by Humayim, 1531; by Akbar the Great, 1556, who
*'.is doubtless the most powerful monarch on earth at the time; by

«'''!iuiigir, 1G05; by Shah Jehan, 1C27; and by Aurung-Zeb, 1C57.

T Lis is the period that we call the climax of human history. "Wliat

''fc its achievements?

One of the objects of human endeavor has been the accumula-
5i''n of wealth. The wealth of Ormus and of Ind is famed through-

'•nt the world. Wliere the gorgeous East pours on her kings bar-

f^Mc pearls and gold is equally the theme of poetry. Cafoor plun-

>^<r<-d a capital in the Deccan in 130G, and brought away a recorded

^«''f;lit of gold worth five hundred million dollars. Even the

*^"inion soldiers had so m\ich gold they had to leave the mere
'•^'-r liehind them. The amount of booty brought to Delhi under

' ''' '"'1 Din gave the city the appearance of great wealth and
i"' IKrity. "Palaces, mosques, luiiversities, baths, forts, and all
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manner of public and private buildings seemed to rise by \n\\\ .

of enchantment, ueitlier did theio in any age appear a grcahr

coJicourse of learned men from all parts of the world; forty-livf

men skilled in the sciences were professors in the universit\.

There were distinguislied professors and teachers of pocirv.

philosophy, medicine, divinity, astrology, music, morality, Ian-

g\iages, and in all the fine arts then known in the world."

(Firishta.) Everyone has heard of the begemmed peacock thrnip

at Delhi, the plunderer of which, Xadir, carried away jewels, goM.

the iieaeock throne, and the famous diamond Koh-i-nur, varioii.V.

valued. Perhaps a fair average would be about two hundred an.l

fifty million dollars. The greatest displays of Akbar's grandeur

were at the festival of the vernal equinox and on his birthd;i\.

At least two acres were spread with silk and gold carjiels aiui

hangings as rich as velvet embroidered with gold, pearls, aii^i

precious stones could make them. The emperor was weighed i:i

golden scales against gold, silver, perfumes, and other rich sn!-

stances in succession, which were then distributed among tlii-

sj^eetators. Shah Jehan thus celebrated one festival, the expense of

which was, according to Khafi. Khan, seven million five hundii i

thousand dollars. I have seen two silver cannon and two gold eM\

non weighing two hundred and eighty pounds each; and a siii;dl

rug eight feet by six made of pearls, diamonds, and other preciuu-

stones, of one hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars in vahii-.

All did not, however, choose to live in such wasteful extravagiu"'''-

Xasr-ed-Diu defrayed his personal expenses by making copic- "'•

the Koran and selling them. He had but one wife, and she cook-

all his food. Wlien she asked for an assistant he refused, sayiui; '"

was "only a trustee for the state," and that he was determined i- '•

to burden it with needless expenses. But what did these pci'i '

build ? Every period of India's history has been distinguislu-d Iv

the building of magnificent temples, palaces, forts, column.- '

victory, and mausoleums. Sir Thomas Roe, an English auib;'.'-''

dor, came to India in September, 1615. He passed Chittonr •

his way to Ajmir, and said: "Above one hundred temples, r.i:i:

.

lofty towers, and houses innumerable were seen crowning ihe l^''

rock on which it stands, but it was at this time eiitirely dr .-^itI'
'
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5
'.,( iiiiiicipal glory of some dynasties was Uie number of temples

!. , V tlcsti'oyed. JMobamniedauism was essentially iconoclastic.

, j.cv ruined temples for the glory of God. I^o general description

. f buildings can be attempted. Two instances of building shall

.isliicc. The Diwan-i-khas, or Hall of Private Audience, at Delhi

J, AS not, and never had, a rival for magnificent splendor and

t.liiule adornment. The Taj Mahal at Agra is the world's wonder.

J)i-!iop Ilcber says, "The Moguls designed like Titans and finished

like jewelers." It took twenty thousand men seventeen years to

build this poem in marble, and the cost, if all the materials and

Irtbor were paid for, is estimated at from fifteen to thirty millions

<fi dollars. It was so built that now, after two hundred and seventy

yars, one finds nowhere a corner chipped, a crack in the elaborate

Lioework of pierced marble screens, nor a bit of uneven floor. It

is fit to be immortal. It is not only architecture but i^etry, and

dif result of most delicate and tender emotion, being built to the

ijiimory of an immortal love. Mumtaza ilahal, "the Pride of the

Palace," to whose precious memory it was built, had borne Shah

Ii'lian seven sons and died in childbed with the eighth while with

liini on a campaigii in the Deccan. All the city constantly flows

o\it to the park in which it stands to gaze for the hundredth time

<'ii its entrancing beauty. The birds hover over it for hours,

wrtainly not looking for food but attracted by its splendor. One
WHuts to believe in the transmigration of souls, and that the one

who built this marvel and the one to whom it was built can come
l>ack and poise on airy wing over the one building in the world

'liost fit to be immoi-tal. I watched two birds a long time in

i'lcasant fancy that this dream might be true.

The position of woman is a measure of a civilization. "^Vliile

tho jwsition of woman in India has never been what it should have

W-n, any more than it was in Egypt, Greece, or Rome, yet as there

have been Cleopatras, Aspasias, and Cornelias in them all, so there

have been numerous Rezias and Jehangirs in India. Sultfina

I'''zia was among the most famous of India rulers. "The princess

^•13 adorned with every qualification required in the ablest kings,

"id the strictest scrutineers could find in her no fault but that slie

^'•''•' a woman." (Firishta.) Jehangir married Niir Mahill,
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"lie took uo step without consulting ber, and on every aSair iu

which she took an interest her will was law." She was a verital!./

Joan of Arc in battle, a Josephine in refinement, an Elizabeth ii«.

council. The burning of widows on the funeral pile of thiir

husbands resulted, at first at least, from the unappeasable grief

and devotion of the wife. And just before it was finally prohibitfl

in 3829 by English law, when commissioners had been appoiatiJ

to see that it never took i)lace except by the voluntary act of \\w

widow, there was no lack of victims. The fact that the fiiit-i

monument ever erected to one gTeatly beloved was erected 1o .i

woman is sigiiificant of the place she held in one mind at lea>'..

The whole force of the Vedic writings was for the exaltation <if

woman. The maiden of the Vedic times would be an exquisii''

charm to-day or any day. They could make their own choice of

husbands. There was no child marriage nor enforced widowhoc.J.

Hiunan history presents no higher devotion than that ('f

Damayanti for King ISTala, and Eukmini for Krishna. Edwin

Arnold's exquisite idyls of love had foundation in fact. He him-

self writes: "The native Indian chronicles are full of the mentiosi

of famous, beautiful, accomplished, and influential women. It

would be easy to enumerate five or six score of such, from tin.-

lovely queen of Shah Jehan, whose tomb is the Taj Mahal, aini

Aholinga Bai, the noble !Mnhratta queen, to native ladies royal vr

otherwise now living, whose characters for generosity, loyalty, c^r

strength of nature maintain the ancient traditions." The olJ

Mahabharata says : "A wife is half the man, his truest friend. A

loving wife is a i>erpetual spring of virtue, pleasure, wealtli ;
a

faithful wife is his best aid in seeking heavenly bliss."

Such wealth could not be gathered and accumulated again

and again after being plundered, nor such structures reared, with-

out some regard to the welfare of the common people. Alhih-"J'

Din published an edict against the use of wine and strong liqu"'"'

under pain of death. That was a prohibitory law that prohibitoi.

lie emptied his own wine into the streets; the people followed h'^

example to such an extent that for days the common sewers ei

Delhi flowed with wine. The whole force of the vigorous ^Mohani-

uiedism of the period was against any use of sj)iritous liquf""*-
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< .lininmcd Tiiglilak spent the revenues on public works. Ho
:^.!o fifty canals to promote agriculture bj irrigation, forty

;•: I'Oiics, thirty colleges, one hundred caravansaries, thirty reser-

\,\n for irrigation, one hundred hospitals, one hundred public

\:ii\\\S; and one hundred and fifty bridges. For the permanent

t ij.j*irt of these he assigned endowments of land. This was five

cv:,{iirips ago. Shei-e Shah, who lield the throne of Delhi for five

^.-.irs inllumayun's exile, made a highroad extending for a four-

rn'Mitlis' journey from Bengal to the Indus, with caravansaries at

f^iry stage, with provisions for the 2>oor at every one, and with

V5i!ls every mile and a half. The road was planted with rows of

trif-t for shade. Akbar systeraized the revenue of the empire,

fii^ilishing a great variety of taxes and collecting taxes from the

jT-xluct of the land in proportion to its productiveness. These

f!al)orate state papers have been translated into English by Ish:

W. Gladwin imder the title of Ayeeni Al-narlj, and constitute a

•;..>tom Avorthy of the most enlightened sovereig-ns of to-day.

Works on diseases and their cure show that much attention was

p'vfu to medicine. Some of these works were translated into

Arabic, and the indebtedness of that people is freely acknowledged

I'.v the Arabians. Vaccination for smallpox was practiced in India

i"iig hciore it was known in Europe. Venesection, lithotomy, and

<^mchiug for cataract were understood and practiced. Doubtless

••liarms and gross superstitions abounded, but knowledge was

»"nght and to some extent attained. Astronomy received such at-

l''iilion that eclipses were accurately predicted and are to this day
by tables then made, but which are not now imderstood by those

iiiakiug the predictions. The ruins of three observatories aro

pipantic, and clearly indicate that right ascension, time of risirig

"f the stars, etc., were clearly noted. Akbar used to assemble

'•arncd men from all countries every Friday to discuss philosophy

nnd religion. Three times he sent to Goa requesting Christian

'lispionaries to come to these discussions, to which Brahmans,

-Mdhanmiedans, Jews, Christians, philosophers, and disciples of

-Zoroaster were invited. He usiially closed these Chautauqua

•"•--"mblies himself, reviewing the arg-uments of all. This liberality

t^-ive some offense to the more bigoted llohammedans. I followed
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Bishop Heber's example and went with real reverence to wh-Ai

Ileber calls his "magnificent" tomb. It stands in a park of foriv

acres. It is four stories high. The block of marble alx)vc th.'

body is most delicately carved. On one end are the words, ''GihI

is great;" on tlie other, "Let his glory sliiiie." Close by stands n

marble pillar that once held the Koh-i-uur diamond as a snbsidiai v

ornament of the place. In regard to philosophy India went to tJi..

extreme limits of thought in all directions. I think it was GI.t!-

stone who said metapliysics had exhausted its jxissibilities in Indi.i

two thousand years ago. Philosophy asks, "Whence came evil i

'

Against this cold, rocky shore human thought has dashed itself fer

ages. It has been flimg back without breaking the rock or softoTi-

ing its terrible realities. It first said, "Xo God." ISTo Creator «t

first and no Providence afterward, or there would be no evil. r>i;i

atheism was imthinkable. Universal mankind rejected this pre-

posterous glacial theory. Then India proposed transmigration <"'f

souls and evil in everj' life the result of sin in a previous onr.

This doctrine was not in the four Vedas. They took a cheorful

view of life, while this is utterly pessimistic. All the six system^

of philosophy that rose after the Upanishads or commentaries im

tbe Vedas regarded life as a curse. Hence life of all kinds, pli\>-

ical, mental, or that of the desires, was to be reduced to the lowo-'.

l)ossible limit. Their efforts in this direction are altogether t'X.

efficient. The metaphysics of Kabir in tlie sixteenth century nr.'i

of Nanak soon after ran all things back to monism ; but whcthr:

it was conscious or pantheistic they could not decide. Their ili^

eussions Avhether the me or not me could be distinguished wen-

long and the result never settled. The people are as acute okii-

cerning questions of no profit to-day as ever.

What of religion? "An unbiased consideration forces uf t''

conclude that religion, everywhere present, as a weft in a warj>

running through human history, expresses some eternal f^""'-

(Herbert Spencer.) "The soul of man is naturally Christia".

(Tci-tullian, seventeen hundred years ago.) India has originnici

at least two great religions. It has furnished religions for h"""

dreds of millions of others and never borrowed one for it-<''-

Islamism was forced on India by the sword, but never ado]!"'-
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} !,.' voluminous Vedas were written over tJiirteen liuiidred years

l^f.iro Christ. Tlie Upanishads contain extracts and commentaries

..II (he tlieologieal doctrines of the Vedas. Tlicre are fifty-two

flumes. There are six works called Durshans, each containing a

xftcin of theological philosophy. There are eighteen works called

rurnns, and eighteen supplementary works called Upo Purans.

i lie amount of matter contained in these works is prodigious be-

Muid Iwlief. The Vedas say repeatedly : "There is in truth but one

•Ivily, the supreme spirit, the Lord of the Universe and whose work

is liic universe." A summary of tJieir teaching concerning God is

tliii.s given by one learned in them : "Perfect trutli, perfect happi-

iiwjt, without equal, iujmortal, absolute unity; whom neither six-ech

rsii describe nor mind comprehend; all-]>ervading, all-transcend-

!!!j;, delighted with his own boundless intelligence, not limited by

time nor space; without feet moving swiftly, without hands grasp

iiigall worlds, without eyes all-sun-eying, without ears all-hearing;

v,it!iout any intelligent guide understanding all; without cause

tlie first of all causes; all-ruling, all-powerful, the creator, the

I>-p>crver, and the transformer of all things; such is the Great

One." It is degeneracy from this ideal that gives India three

Jiuiidred and thirty' million gods, mostly abominable beyond

expression. It will l^e remembered that India perfected the

Sanskrit language, of which Sir William Jones says, "It is a

language of wonderful structure, more perfect than the Greek,

more copious than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than

(ithor." Such encomiums have been passed upon it by many men
I'-iinicd in its perfectness. The sacred books of the Hindus are

written in Sanskrit. The amount of its literature is enormous,

buddhism was the next form of religion. It had power enough

t** V>oco)ne the religion of the millions of i»ople, and India had

l"j\ver enough to cast it off. Mohammedism with its primal tenet

<'f monotheism came next. It is a religion that still commands a

df'frrco of devotion hardly equaled by any other. I have seen an

•>--^f+'mbly that was calculated to contain ninety thousand people,

ii.iiutst entirely men, in absorbing devotion and prayers at an

'•rdiiiary Aveekly meeting.

Just here has been enacted in our times the most signal
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triumph of discipline over disorder, of loyalty over treacLory. ot

right over- wrong, and I luiglit say of Christianity over heathenism,

the world ever saw. Three thousand Englishmen outside tlio

fortified city of DeUii set themselves against forty thousand men

that they tliemsclves had drilled and armed, who were inside the

elaborate fortifications, and won. As a result, good order, adequate

protection, even-handed justice to all, relief from famine, siij-

pression of virulent diseases, large opportunities for education,

and consequently a higher range of employment, the breaking

down of the most iniquitous system of caste and the swiftly couiing

acceptance of the one only divine religion, have come to thc.^e

Imndreds of millions with a speed never known before. A nation

has been born in a day. Is it not clear that in India was tbe

climax of human history ? We must still accent the himiau. Il

has man's most horrible characteristics. All of human weakue.-s,

wickedness, and passion run rampant has been scattered over even-

page. There have been limitless slaughters and cnielties beyor.il

expression. The Black Hole of Calcutta, eighteen feet square,

into which the Siraj-ud-Daula thrust one hundred and forty-six

men on a hot June night, and out of which only twenty-three liviiiir

persons could be dragged the next morning, and they delirious and

scarcely conscious—that is a fair sample of the dreadfully hunuin

side. The builder of the famous Taj Mahal slew all his brother;

and their sons to be rid of all danger from them as successors t-'

the throne. He in turn had a tenfold composite of Absalom aud

Ananias for a son, named Aurung-Zeb, who sought to follow hi>

father's example and exceeded it by imj^risouing his father for th'--

last seven years of his life. Ilis daughter, Jehanara, preferred to

share imprisonment with him to liberty without him. But we ari'

compelled to remember the rest of the world. It was the gcncr:d

era when Charles I of England was beheaded in 1649; when thi"

Inquisition, established by Gregory IX in 1235, was still doing in-

ferrible work in Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Peru; and whin

numberless murders followed the revocation of the edict of Kantes

in France. The human tendency of one man to say, "I am holier

tlian thou, stand on a lower level," was frightfully accentuated i:'

the establishment and maintenance of castes. It was slav*-""';-'
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tti;hoiit civil law or physical force. It laid manacles on mind, and

holJ in subjectiou by chains stronger than iron. In other lands

*<)C iiiiglit be punished for teaching a slave to read, but the slave

liiwfulf would be unliarmed. He is too valuable. But in India

i( was the slave himself who was punished. He had no value for

»;ivonc. "If a sudra gets by heart any part of the Vedas or the

.'^hn.-itras the magistrates shall put him to death. If a sudra shall

t'r>'-ninc to read any part of the Vedas or Shastras or Purans to a

itrahnian, or Kshatriya, or a Vaisya, the magistrates shall heat

»^:iiO bitter oil and pour it into the sudra's mouth ; and if a sudra

li'ifiis to the Vedas or the Shastras, then the oil heated as before

fhall bo poured into his ears, anseez shall be melted together and

l!ip orifices of his ears shall be stopped therewith." (Hallied's

(i.iitiX) Code.) "Let the same punishment be visited on him who

Lills a sudra (lowest caste man), as on him who kills a cat, owl,

I'f lizard." (Laws of Manu, page 937.) Janab Khan stnick

'^'Y\^cx coins and ordained that they should pass as silver. But

vvlirn the taxes were paid into his treasury in this coin he had the

fame experience as those who issue paper money without gold for

its redemption. The Hindus say that the wild lust of Moham-
inr-dans, whose very heaven was to be made up of joys the most

<Ifl)auchingly sensual, compelled their women to go veiled, result-

i'lg in the zenana system of seclusion in vogue to-day. In a

h.irem of multitudinous wives, seldom visited, it would be human
''> err. I saw in the grand and gorgeous palace at Delhi a too

luimau provision for them. It consisted of four very small rooms;

first a place to leave their elegant palace robes; next a bath for

J'iirification of the body; then a mosque for the soul, to fit it for

«''c passage; then an utterly dark cell, the only furniture of which

^as a crossbeam for suspension. Being cut down from this, the

'-'•Kod Ijody dropped into a well one hundred and twenty-five feet

'" tlie level of the river. Tlie euphemistic answer to the inquiry

^'"-•re snch a lady of the court miglit be was, "Slic has taken a

''»I> do\m the Jumna River." The men were not sent on that

^'yngc. This, too, is very decidedly human.
Ilie hobbles and clogs on the feet of progress in India have

•-^a many. This gTcat empire has always been divided into many
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separate, warring kingdoms. The asserted sovereignty of in.

dividual states "ivas the ruin of the splendid republic of Grcctv

and was attempted to be of the more splendid republic of America.

The degradation of any one man or class of men is so much sub-

tracted from the sum total of greatness. In India the degradation

touched the greatest number and was of the deepest character. In

religion men souglit out many inventions. As Paul says, tlirv

became vain in their reasonings, and their senseless heart was

darkened. Professing themselves wise, they became fools. 1\w

divine remedy for all in the time of Christ was to give the Roman

eagles free flight over three continents and to offer to make evcrj-

man a free man, a child of God. The victory of the first gave free

course for the second to run and be glorified. God duplicates hin

ways of working because they are the best and perfect ways. The

cross of St. George flies from the perjietually radiant HimalavRn

peaks on flagstaffs, and streams in victory from sea to sea. T\m

gives safety to any men or women missionaries to the Himalaya

Mountains to-day and will protect them in Tibet to-morroN^'.

Happy the missionary individual or Church that can go fonvnr.i

when the pillar of cloud and of fire so obviously moves on. Thoro

is much land to be possessed.

Pr P̂-,^-y or. ^-
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Art. III.-THE NEW EMPHASIS ON RELIGIOUS
EXl'ERIENCE.

What arc the constituent elements of religious experience?

Most Protestant Christians, and especially Methodist Christians,

trc ojwn to the charge of having unduly emphasized the emotional

tifincnts. It is the reaction from that emphasis which makes the

(•Ki-timc revival methods ineffectual in most churches. Men no

linger believe that emotional depression plus emotional eshilara-

ti'jn are the normal or necessary states of a soul making the

sr<]uaintance of God. JMany affirm that glooms and raptures arc

not only imuece^sary but jwsitively unwholesome, and even irra-

cional. But that is the extreme of reaction. Tumultuous emotion,

vliile doubtless unwholesome -when mistaken for the deeper veri-

ties of the religious life, may prove "the finest of the wheat" when

pTowii in tlie good soil of holy purpose. The emotional is a j^er-

manent clement in human nature. It is irrational to say we may
I'X'k for the transports of human love, the fine flashing joys which

p'luie from sweet human intercourse, but must not dream of such

rtsults in connection with God. Much of the revelation of the

liible has its essence in the transforming experience of the mighty

t'lon of the Bible—^by which we do not mean a dry chronicle of

( vents in their lives, nor a catalogue of their opinions nor a record

•^f flicir actions, but vision, glory, rapture, joyous conviction about

tiod. And when we, as did they, brood upon God's trutli and rev-

erently and intently gaze upon his work, and by a visitation of

his Spirit the splendor of them breaks in upon us and the soul

fprcads its wings for eagle flights, the glory is not a bit of hyster-

ia, nor a delusion, but a valid and highly rational spiritual

t'ltliusiasm.

Oh, we're sunk enough here, God knows

!

But not quite so suuk tliat moments,
Sure thougli seldom, are denied us,

When the Spirit'.s true endowments
Stand out plninly from its false ones.

There are flashes struck from midnights,

There are firc-Cames noondays kindle.
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and tlie flames of religious ecstasy may be the "authentic fire"

of God.

But the glories of religious feeling have doubtless been over-

emphasized. Religious rapture is not open to all. That a soul

may cultivate its sensitiveness to things divine is not to be douhtrij.

If it will maintain the conditions of humility, purity, and lovalty

which the Gospel lays down any soul may have acquaintance with

God, but all have not in the same degree of development tlie power

to see the invisible and to estimate the wealth of the treasury to

which faith is the key. To insist, therefore, upon any standnrri

of spiritual vision or spiritual emotion as a condition of fellowsliiji

with those Avho believe would be illiteral and absurd. To '•beeomo

certain of God," to use a phrase of Harnack'Sj may stand not as a

description of certain moods of the soul as a statement of tlio

result of all the experiences of the soul. And we must not be f-o

unwise as to believe that feeling is the only route into the cer-

tainty. Clear vision is a most. satisfying religious experience.

Intellectual emancipations and satisfactions such as Browning

hinted at when he said,

The acknowledgment of God in Christ

Accepted by thy reason solves for thee

All questions in the earth and out of it;

the "Vision of Sin" which Dante had, and Tennyson, not because

they were acquainted with the sins described but because tliey

could see; that clear ]>erception of sin's nature and results, con-

viction of its danger, horror at its tragic work, were not tlicfo

visions religious experience—made possible by knowledge of God I

And when quietly we review our condtict, look our tempers in

the face, search our motives, even though the process bo unemo-

tional is it not religious experience ? Or when in the presence of

gi'cat truth its inner meanings break iipon us and tlie soul exui!-;

in clear vision, "This Vision—is it not He?" When thought i-

disciplined, checked in its riots, brought under control, made t-"*

interpreter and courier of the Xing, is the ordered thought of w<^

mind captive to Christ no part of experience? Emotion may help

to give insight, and we need the hours of insight to give us mntc-

rial to fill the hours of patient, sturdy, indomitable purpose. E^^
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Kf must uot confuse the emotion witli the vision, uor fancy that

•}.c oiiP equals the other.

Xor must we forget purpose as an exceedingly precious bit

tif experience.

The things in lionrs of insight willed

May be iu hours of gloom fulfilled.

Tliose choices by which the soul is irrevocably committed to what

i: st-orf in its moment of insight are among the richly vital things.

l:i Professor Coe's analysis of answers received from college stu-

ijtiits to the query "What is permanent in religious experience ?"

i; is shown that seventy-seven per cent found permanent religious

tx|)crieuce in things volitional as against .seventy-one per cent

iinding them in things emotional. From which the lesson is plain

tlinf "states of the will as well as of the sensibility are included

ill religious experience." Wlien one makes a holy choice, adopts

a lufty ideal, sacrifices self for others, holds persistently to duty

iltough the decisions involve pain in the making and patience in

ilic keeping, such surrenders of the life to righteousness, even

ll/ough quite unemotional, are veritable glories of experience. The

appeal of Jesus to our hearts is not alone as a patient sufl'ercr

but as an heroic leader. Jlis life does not merely melt us to tears

;

it stirs us like a bugle blast. We think not only of the meek
liiuiiiJity with which he endured the seoni of men but of the splen-

•iid purpose with which he faced the devil and death. The per-

'''-•ot submission of the garden was no more religious than the

iii'loniitable will which won the battle in the wilderness and made
i'is face like flint as he looked from Hermon to Calvary. And his

<'ro?s shows not only meek submission but heroic resolve. To use

I'r, Parkhurst's words, "It is at once the tendercst and the sternest

tiling in all history. It is pathos, but it is flint. It stands for the

\vooping obstinacy of our God." And when we choose a course

^'•nich means impoverishment, pain, unsatisfied hungei"s, as some-

tunes we must; or a course which provokes misunderstanding, loss

<•! sympathy, and perhaps defamation, and quietly accept the conse-

'pifnces in obedience to our vision of duty, our resolute tread in

I'-e cho.sen path is surely religious experience. There may or
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may uot be gladness in our step; there surely is the power of

genuine religious life.

And to our vision and jnupose we must add our aspirations.

Wlien unutterable longing for what we have not yet attaiiu'd

surges within us tliese profound, unspoken pleas are import :iiii

throbs of the soul's life.

All instincts immature,

All purposes imsiire,

Thoughts hardly to be packed

Into a narrow act,

Fancies tli.il luoke through language and escaped

;

All I could never be.

All men ignored in me,

This, 1 was worth to God.

When our "reach is greater than our grasp" as it must be if wo

are Uioroughly alive, we find cause not for discouragement but fur

gratitude—bits of valuable exi>erieuce, touches of God, assuranuca

of heaven.

The high that proved too high, the heroic for earth too hard,

The passion that left the ground to lose iteeU" in the .sky.

Are music sent up to God l)y the lover and the bard;

Enough that he heard it once: we shall hear it by and by.

Does God report himself in our experience? If he tran-

scends all possible human experience, then of course, we can finJ

in our experience, however divine it seems, no proof of lii:^

existence and no syllable of interpretation of his life. Eeligions

belief and religious form in such case may be of use in developing

man, but of no use in revealing God. But that he is in huni-'Ui

history is hardly called in question by present-day thought, ami

that he touches us can hardly be denied. If he is to be found m
natural forces as certainly as in exceptional manifestations then

liis touch is a constant thing. If science and philosophy arc sug-

gesting that cosmic force in the last analysis is "as clear an expres-

sion of will as is spiritual love" then we may reason ourselves i"U»

the belief that God, in the manifold forces which operate about

lis, is deliberately ministering to us. But the question wo nro

especially concerned witli is not "Does he touch us?" but "Ar^'

we conscious of his touch?" Is there a sense of the spirits''''
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,.,fl,[_an immediate perception of God Avhich makes one imper-

ji.vtis to denial and independent of argument? Take Tennyson's

ruahation of man:
In moments wlieu he feels he cannot die.

And knows himself uo vision to himself,

Nor the High God a vision

;

ftrd Ilis comment on his own poem, when he passionately declared

?> Ills family, 'TDepeud upon it the spiritual is the real. You may

('!1 ine that my hand and foot are only imaginary symbols of my
(Ai-tc'iico, I could believe you; but you never, never can convince

cio that the 1 is not an eternal reality, and that the spiritual is

t;"t llie true and real part of me." Take Browning's rapturous

orlniiity of God, or Lowell denying the need of argument or of

r; ligious form to sustain faith

:

My soul Ehall not be taken in their snare,

To change her inward surety for their doubt

MufHed from sight in formal robes of proof

:

While she can only feel herself through Thee,

I fear not Thy withdrawal.

Arc v,-G to say that these clear-sighted souls and the multitudes

«!io, less lofty in stature, may nevertheless claim likeness in ex^^e-

rirnce are deluded in their beliefs ? Professor James does not

lluiik 80. "We and God have business with each other; and in

'lulling ourselves to his influence our deepest destiny is fulfilled."

It i.s quite safe to say that deep spiritual experience is an argu-

innit for God. And it is the argument which most needs devel-

'j'iiu'iit and is the most convincing, for it is "invulnerable to the

*-'-'aults of logic."

Given the experience, to deduce God therefrom is a simjile

l^'pcal process. God is the only adequate cause of spiritual life.

' '> be content with any other explanation is to make the highest,

""'St splendid life of which Ave are capable untrustworthy, unreal.

A? Bricrley says, "The inward life of a saint jxiints as certainly
•o an actually existent spiritual world as the coloring of a flower

''' ilie existence and potencies of light." IN'o analysis of experience

^fakens the argument. Our psychologists may point out all the

"''Mitncnt elements of religious vision and passion, may dis-

^' '•tr the stages of intellectual development which are most favor-
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able to religious impressious, may seem to make the whole spiritual

history of a man a purely psychical affair which can be explained

scientifically by means of nerves and temperament and emotion-

ally exciting events, but they have not weakened the argumcm

for God. To point out the processes of life is quite different from

explaining its mystery. When men ofl'er a materialistic basis for

spiritual life they invert the pyramid, perpetrate a logical absurd-

ity, make a joke of tlie holiest facts with which we are acquainted.

New knowledge of methods has more than once made us fear for

the foundations, but it need not. When science bade us believe

that' this material imiverse did not spring into being full grown,

but by "continuous progressive change, according to certain laiv^,

by means of resident forces," we feared that God was omitted botli

from the origin and movement of things. But he was not. As

John Fiske says, "We are still i>erfectly free to maintain the

direct action of Deity. We may have learned something new con-

cerning the manner of divine action; we certainly have not si)l>

stituted any other kind of action for it." "At no imaginable

future time can science even attempt to substitute the action of

any other power for the direct action of Deity." And the same

truth holds in regard to the scientific study of religious life. When

psychological science scrutinizes the spiritual phenomena of a soul,

sets them in order, determines their laws, describes their accom-

panying conditions, she is not casting God out of them. She i-

learning his methods. If our experiences be traced to psychicnl

origins and made the result of organic conditions or nervous con-

ditions, in fact a natural product of temperament under certain

exciting causes, even if our psychological experts have made out

a case, it still remains open for us to say that God is the can~c

of the experience. God has not been driven from the materi.d

universe because we have outgrown the old mechanical notions of

his action and think of him working patiently, persistently,

through resident forces. Xor is he driven from human life if '•'•'''

say he has used events and the senses and the vital organs and ll;'"

nerves to bring visions of his face. By what argument can uk!i

decide that he is expelled from his temple because they point onr

that he has used its furniture ? The God whoso movements nu'-y
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'i- known iu "every beat of the miglity rhytlamic life of the uui-

»,-:•:<<'' works \i]X)n and in the human sonL

"Yo shall be witnesses unto me" said Christ. But we cannot

r,{ adequate material for testimony without contact with him.

\.. fcrm u clear mental picture of the Christ of Galilee and Judea

:'r\'!ii the I'ccord furnished in the gospels \sall not be enough. It

;» i«Tfoctly clear that the attitude of the New Testament writers

' wnrd Jesus Christ is that of souls who have looked u^wu a

5;:'.!iscendent marvel, Nothing recorded of him in the gospels is

;..' great to be associated with the Christ of the epistles. His

f r\afiiess is beyond portrayal. The estimate of those first lovers

f his depended not wholly nor chiefly upon their knowledge of

\.\y o^irthly ministry, but upon the spiritual vision they had of

l.i:n and the moral transformations he had wrought in them. That

t-Miredly was true of Paul, who had not kno^^^l his Master in the

f -!i ; and as true, we believe, of John, who had known him Avith

Ji" intimacy of tender love. Their exaltations of their Lord cau-

t:ot be explained apart from their constant spiritual communion

oitJi him. iSTor will we get adequate conception of him nor be

«!)Ie to give inspired reports concei-ning him without vital contact.

"Hack to Christ" must mean not merely back to the customs and

tliought of his time, back to the history and traits of his nation,

l.'.ck to the actions and words of his three public years, but back

Jo Uie transcendent, transforming divine Christ who is back of

2!!d is flashed upon us by the entire New Testament.

Experience is needed as a satisfying basis for faith. We
'^'cd to keep constantly in mind the truth so finely stated by Dr.

Owrge A. Gordon: "The believer who is des}X>ndent over the

f-pis of the times must remember that the Christian truth of the

Jloly Spirit is a truth for the intellect no less than for the heart.

• . Truths are anchored off shore ; the shallows do not allow them
''1 come in. A new use of the grace of the Spirit, a fresh cxiw-

riC'iicc under him, is essential to the incoming of these excluded

'nuhs. The flood tide of the Spirit is the only hope of the

Uliever." Just as

Life's bases rest

Beyond the probe of cbemic test,
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so faith's bases rest beneath the reach of a merely intellectual tr:-t.

The tilings of the Spirit are spiritually discerned. The Masti r

manifests himself to his lovers. John P. Coyle said that in detir-

mining to love and follow the Christ whom he knew he broke tho

thralldom of intellectual skepticism. Of course belief must not

be determined wholly by experience. The soul tliat does not tr.iv, 1

outside the limits of its own consciousness for materials to biiili

into the body of its creed may have an intense faith but a me.ij^rr

one. "The individual tends to identify his own experience with

the whole of the religious life, and to judge others by their agree-

ment or disagreement with his subjective standard." Such a tend-

ency is to be resisted. The truth of God is vastly larger than can

be accommodated by a human soul. No soul is large enough \->

contain the doings of God. We must attend to universal cnj".

rience. Much of our spiritual wealth is by inheritance, not l/v

achievement. We do not separate ourselves from Christian hiv

tory. We are helped to know that which is vital in us by rcftr-

ence to the historic consciousness of the saints. We will be kcj't

sane by remembering that the Christ to whom we bow is know;;

to us not only by the elYects he produces in us, but by the genuiiM'

portrait of him bequeathed by the historians of his earthly min-

istry. The spiritual standards against which we measure our-

selves are historical as well as ideal. Experience does not fix tin-

area of our faith, it is our map of that part of it already survcyo 1

and so becomes our guarantee of the reality of its outlying unox-

plored portions.

Experience should be the inspiration and goal of service. ^^ ''

would not be justified in saying that experience is to be soin'J'i

because of its possible usefulness. Such a motive would probali!.-

make impossible the experience desired. There must be pcrf'~-^••

simplicity in dealings with God. Perfect obedience to his cm

will forbid any ulterior motive, even though it be as lofty as tl-'

wish to serve. But service, though not the purpose of experience-.

is die result of it. Fervent love is one cif the notes by whieli t!.-

genuineness of Christian experience may be kno^vn; love wln'-'

leads the soul aw.iy from the contemplation of its own attainin'''"'*

or its own needs and makes it glov,' in self-forgetting service. 1 1'^''
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rtwivcs si>ecial empliasis in our day. Service rather than clois-

(iR'd virtue or spiritual rapture is the demand of the hour. "It

if not ouly he that would be great, as Jesus said, but it is every

j4iil<)st>phical formula or economic scheme or social institution

ih;U would be permanent which must prove itself the servant of

«11." But there is danger that the forms of love be mistaken for

it-! substance; the service of man be made a religion in itself;

rimrity regarded as the only sanctity; the love of man substituted

I'or the love of God. We have no struggle to decide whether we

will stay with the blessed vision or go to the hungry poor. Tlio

MTvice is more attractive than the vision and in the inten'als

of the ser\'ice we do not retiirn to the vision. Yet service is no

Mihstitute for immediate knowledge of God. It is rather the result

nml, in turn, a fresh cause of such knowledge. To decry philan-

tliropy would be ungracious. The beneficent streams of social

service are broader and more fertilizing than ever before ; and the

( liurch of the living God must engage in such service and be the

iiippiration of it. But we must see to it that the service is Chris-

tian in its spirit and motive and spiritual in its aim. Service is

not to be welcomed as a substitiite for experience nor regarded

fiS a supplement to it, but as its consummation.

Experience has its value to theology and a value greater

lli.in is often admitted. It is a guide to God and a revealer of

his truth. Cautious intellect has denied its value in the realms

of truth : its apparent disclosures are not to be trusted, its sug-

pf;-tions are to be received with a good deal of resen'e. But that

is a denial of a vital Christian principle. "The things of the

Spirit are spiritually discerned." "He that loveth me, I will

manifest myself to him." There is no guarantee of satisfying

knowledge of God apart from the passion which Christ inspires

"lid the vision which the Spirit gives. Said !Martineau, "To say,

«s some strangely do, that religious people cannot judge about

religion is like saying that the humane cannot understand sulFer-

iiig, or genius appreciate poetry; that for truth in art you must
avoid consulting Raphael, and in music you must keep clear of

licethoven. In contradiction to all such pedantry I venture to

"i^uiilain that only through We and trust can God be known."
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It is a principle wliioh has been too little used in the construct i<jii

of our theologies. They have often been too merely intellectual,

too little devotional. They have been built too exclusively of lli.'

materials furnished by a dry-eyed, critical observation of the fucti

of history and Scripture, and have rejected as flimsy the mate^

rials offered by flaming experience. Yet how can any soul really

know, much less state, the power of Scripture or the meaning uf

Providence without having, in its own right, a dee2>lodged expi-

rience of God's leadership? The theologian who does not foul

his interpreting principle in the glowing spiritual life whicli ii

in his o^^^l and in other souls is unbiblical in his method. Back

of the biblical portraits of God lie the experiences of men. Tlie

Psalms are vital with the longings and satisfactions of passionato

souls. Isaiah's vision lay back not only of his ministry, but back

of his perception of God's character which determined the raetli-

ods of his government, and back of his understanding of God's

purposes as suggested and demanded by the traits and policies of

the nations. Paul's vision and acceptance of Christ may be founil

underlying those mighty expansions of his lordship in Ephesiau^

and Colossians. This is the principle to which we should alway-

hold as we peer into nature in our search for God. Ileni-y Dnim-

mond, who loved and served the sacrificing Son of God, found love

as well as selfishness in the long story of life's development, aivl

in chajiters which are full of the discerning poetry of science ha.^

shown US the self-sacrifice Vv'hich has marked much of the wcnrv

struggle of life up from its lowest forms. He has been critici=cJ

as being rmreliable in his interpretation and charged with reading

Christian truth into the natural order. Well, why not? ILi-^

Christian experience no part to play in nature study ? Whicli i-

ti-uer to God as we know him in Jesus Christ—to make the gospi'

of his love a supplement to nature or to make it nature's inner-

most and ultimate truth? "Wliich gives us the best hint as t-'

method in nature study—"The strength for the life of others" ui

Tlie Ascent of Man or the sketch of nature's moods and history

gi\eu by Eomanes in his Candid Examination of Theism'? r*--"

sonal interest in the outcome may doubtless tempt a student '^^

suppress some facts and exaggerate others, but it is a tempt."-!
i'-'-
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r;t-ilv resisted by one v.-edded to the truth. And on the other hand

Micli interest, which always gives zest to search, may also give

vision and help discovery. Love to God is no bandage for the

t vcs of a balanced soul, but a clear and powerful lens.

And experience has its part to play in the accurate reading

..f history. To
Lift the torch of reason

In the dusky cave of life

!f not euoiigh. Eeason cannot throw its rays for enough. To read

cicnrly "the increasing purpose which through the ages runs" we

liuist have our eyes blessed with the vision of God. What he does

ill lis is suggestive of what he is doing in the -^yider fields of gen-

eral human history. The principle of historical interpretation in

Dussuet's Discourse on Universal History is vastly truer and

:norc profound than the soil and climate theory of Buckle. And
that which should make us sure of Providence, and be the death

• •f any pessimistic tendency in our reading of current events, is

experience. God's dealing with the soul illustrates his purpose

for the race. The individual acquaintance is the prophecy of the

universal friendship with him toward which the world is moving.

This vision is given and kept bright by him who saw so clearly

tlio kingdom's destiny. We are not greatly forcing a precious text

if wo say "He that hath seen me can see the Father." Jesus is

t)io "Light of the world," and we may put into our analysis of

tliat word both the processes of nature and the life of history.

In the formulation of Christian doctrine experience should be

J^ivcn more prominence. We can establish the place and power of

prayer from modern Christian life. To our studies of the Atone-

iiK-nt we should bring as legitimate materials the pain, the rapture,

f-'io freedom, the power whicli come to the souls who really sec the

Cross. "The Atonement comes to us in the moral world and deals

^ith lis there; it is concerned with conscience and the law of God,

^^"itli sin and grace, with alienation and peace, with death to sin

fi>>d life to holiness; it has its being and its efficacy in a world

where we can find our footing and be assured that we are dealing

\"ith realities." If this be true ; if the Atonement is an actually

"I-crating force, a verifiable fact so far as character results aro
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concerned, then the sonls who have tested its power, brought to it

their sin, and received from it spiritual glory, are available ilUu.

trations of its divine purpose in human life. If the revelatioii.H

of God are not over, why neglect the discoveries of his grace made

by souls who know the redeeming power of his Son and confine

ourselves to his ancient manifestations ? Martineau mourned tlio

fact that we have dropped the "Lives of the saints" from our

curricula and reminds us that "the only knowledge that can really

make us better is not of things and their laws, but of persons an'i

their thoughts." We need the study of rich human lives not only

for ]x?rsoDal culture but for the discernment of God's way and for

vivid understanding of the power of his redeeming grace. In otlicr

branches of science the authorities are those who make original

study of facts, not those who are wise with book knowledge. And

the wider the field of research the surer is the induction. The

same necessity is upon the theologian. He must study not only

the vital facts of Scripture days but also those of our ovra day?

He should collate varied human experiences not to illustrate

psychical laws but to discover the habits of God. Above all, that

his conclusions may be not only true but inspiring, his own con-

sciousness should be throbbing with God's life. Theological judg-

ment maj' be damaged by theological partisanship, but not by

religious fervor. Says Dr. Broum, "One of the serious obstacles

to Christian progress is the fact that our technical statements of

belief so imi>erfectly represent living issues." "The theologj' of

the future . . .will have its roots deep in life. It will find evidenco

of God's presence in the movements of the time, and will take vy

into its catalogue of sanctities the familiar experiences and dutlf-

now too frequently relegated to a lower sphere."

More than all, our inner spiritual experience must niaV'^

character. In the various histories of Christianity we have tlir

record of heresies and orthodoxies; of councils and decrees; of

divisions and strife ; of creeds and customs and policies ; of per:^<-

cutions and toleration, of church order and worship and activity.

But the truest history would be of that which cannot be written

:

the lives of Christlike people who reach back in solid phal:iii>;

through the centuries, humbly and earnestly, though not with P'
''
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fix-t accuracy, revealing the beautiful character of their adored

Master. Our moments of vision, our }>erceptious of truth, our

Uirills of rapture, our days of peace, our brave decisions, our eager

vtnrnings must bring, if they would be certified as genuine,

tmlicnce, gentleness, kindness, energy, honesty, fidelity to truth

Mid duty. In the introduction to Julian Hawthorne's recent book

;,Ujut his father is recorded a touching incident concerning a cabin

ill the heart of the Colorado mountains. In traveling the son

filtered this humble home for rest. In the comer of the room was

nil old miner who had been paralyzed for years. \Vhen this lielp-

Icss paralytic heard the name of the stranger, and learned that

lip was the son of the great Hawthorne, uew life came to him. The

clJ eyes beamed with delight and burned with eager questioning.

Xiitlianiel Hawthorne had been the old man's literary idol. For

fifteen years he had read the books of no other author. In the

face of the son the dying man searched for suggestions of the dead

author's spirit. And the son records his wish that he had for

'jiie hour the face of an archangel that he might sustain that search-

ing scrutiny and worthil}- Ix-ar the responsibility which had been

wade his by the possession of an honored name. "^Tiatever other

value is to be fomid in the conscious possession of the life of God

this must not be lacking: our union with him must make us able

to meet the questioning eyes of men and give them hints at least

of his own holy, loving life.

Wliat is the mission of our religion \ One student in a recent

fiiiswer finds the distinctive element of Christianity in tlie a])sence

of any specialty, in the balance of its truths, the harmonious con-

crete manifestation of the elements of the one religion of which

all historic religious faiths are partial statements. Another finds

it-< essence in Jesus himself, who is the revelation of the divine

ideal for man and also, through his transforming influence, the

most powerful means of realizing that ideal among men. And still

another declares that the great distinctive thing in Christianity is

^'e gift of the Holy Spirit to men ; in this resides the jwwer of

salvation and everything in Christ leads up to and culminates in

'•'is divine gift. Perhaps between these last two there is no con-

''•ict, the one being the staiement of the method and energj' of
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tile revealing, transforming Christ of the other. It would seem,

if we attend to the teaching of the New Testament and of Chrii-

tiau history, that these latter conclusions are near the truth. Clu'ist

was no mere exhibition of God, nor authoritative teacher of lla-

truth concerning him, nor sage witli wise reflections U|X)U tlm

beauty of virtue and the danger of sin. His was a dynamic un's-

sion. By all declaration, manifestation, and ministry ho toiled

to get tljis uncovered, illustrated, divine life lodged in human soiil-i

to cure their sin and make their character. And it is this life,

this abundant life, redeeming, transforming, gloriously and eter-

nally satisfying, of which our nerves are scant. And this mu;t

be tlie treasure we keep in view for ourselves and for those to whom

we minister. Ey personal example, by church life and worship,

by social service, by theological thought and speech, by beautiful

character to make common man's experience of God, until the

treasure shall be so valued and the searcli for it such a fixed habit

that in all our varied human activities, industrial and iX)litical i\-:

well as social and religious, he shall be known and declared.

l^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^t





jfh>|.) A Modern Theory of Mind.

Aet. IV.—a modern theory of mind.

PRESIDENT Stake Jokdan, of Leland Stanford Uiiivcrsitj,

\<\ ftn article publislied two or three years ago in a leading scientific

inu"nziiie, defines mind as "the collective function of tlie scnsorium

f.f brain of men and animals," "the sum total of all psychic

rj-.angcs, actions, and reactions," psychic changes being understood

tu "include all operations of the nervous system." "The stndy of

!];.' development of mind in animals and men," he continues,

••gives no supix>rt to the mediaeval idea of the mind as an entity

apnrt from the organ through vrliich it operates. . . . There is

r:o (WO except that which arises from the coordination of the ncn-e

«Hs. All consciousness is colonial consciousness, the product of

«>opcration. . . . The 'I' in man is the expression of the

oiworking of the processes and impulses of the brain." This

o,iKitntion is given somewhat at length because it lucidly states the

iJicory, held by many of our leading scientific men, that our mental

Ftfttcs are compounds, and the ego is the sum of the resiiltants of

wrtain nen'ous processes. "UHien we investigate the grounds of

this theory we find that they pretty much reduce to three, namely,

tlie desire of evolutionists to preserve universally the continuity of

tlicir law in its application to every domain of thought, the widely

observ'ed dependence of mind upon its physical organism, and the

revolt which is felt against dualism, with the desire to find a

t^'iisistent monistic basis. Let us turn to consider whether these

f-Tonnds are adequate and can be consistently held.

Advocates of the theory of evolution feel that it is necessary

to pass without break from inorganic matter to organic and from

orpanic to its highest manifestation, mind. Consciousness must

'iiereforo be transfoi-mcd energy, or attendant phenomena of

'iintt^r, and since the basis of matter is atoms, the sjmthcsls that

^vc find in thought must be "the coworking of the processes and

'inpulses of the brain, which is made up of individual cells," as

''I'-n{,'land is made up of individual men." But the necessities of

fi tlieory do not establish its truth ; and while it suits the imagina-

tion well to think of each atom as having a little endowment of
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mind, and the more Jiighly organized structure as being accoiu-

panied bj corresponding increase of mental development, there nri"

objections to the scheme which have so far proved insurniouutablr.

Not the least of tlicse is to see how an atom can possess such con-

trary qualities as mind and extension, how these qualities arc

related to each other, and how they can work alongside of ciich

other in the development of more complex forms. ]3ut, waiving.'

this difficulty for the present, we have the task presented to us of

seeing how these little bits of consciousness with which atoms arc

supposed to bo endowed can fuse together to produce such a largii-r

and fuller consciousness as we find in the higher organic beings,

and especially in man. It is easy to use the word blend, or fuic,

but by waving the magical wand of a word over a difficulty v.c

cannot logically solve it. The "1" we have in consciousness is

something more than a sum of elements, it is a unity; but tlic

heaping of elements together can never make a true unity. It can

give us an aggregate, but an aggregate or sura is a unity only li^

tho mind that thinks it, and never in itself. The realities arc

always the elements. Even the thought of forces fusing does not

help us, for force properly conceived is only a static condition of

an atom. It is nothing that can pass out of the atom and cxi?t

apart from it, helping make up anew thing. The activities of the

molecules of the brain can exist only in the molecules, and the

mind in the molecule, if it has it, can exist likewise only in the

molecule, and cannot get out of it to come and joint itself to other

bits of mind which have also left their molecules to fuse togetlu r

and make a new product, the consciousness of the particular rp^-

WTicn we use tlie word "sum" in the sense Mr. Jordan does wlicii

he says the mind is "the sum of all psychic changes" we comiint

the fallacy of the universal, and give to a concept objective reality

as much as when we give to triangle or horse a real existence.

Class words have their reality in thought, the only ontologiMi

existences being the individuals which compose them; and thi> i-^

true when applied to the statement that mind is the sum of th"

bits of consciousness with which the molecules of the brain are

supposed to bo endowed. We claim, therefore, that there is
"''•

way of conceiving how the atoms can so unite the mental elcineii!-
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/t:t!ict] for them by the theory before us as to make the imity we

i'.A ill consciousness when we say, "I feel," "I tliiuk."

If we turn to tlie second consideration which has led to tlic

vi^x-ry of a "collective" or "colonial mind," we shall find that

i4!iv facts at first seem to sustain it. N^othing is more apparent

'.>.»!! tliat our mental condition is affected by our phj-sical states. If

•':< ni-tivilies of the brain are paralyzed by chloroform a cessation

r..' cwiiseiousncss ensues. If the brain is disordered there is a

.'« jrc-jjwnding disorder in mental action. A stimulant will quicken

; >i)glit and a narcotic depress it. The illustrations are innumcr-

t\\<' and have been observed from the time men began to ponder

{•^'vcliic phenomena. But to conclude, from this dei>endencc of

v.w\ on brain, that thought is a product of molecular activity is

!.. make a hasty and unwarranted inference. In the first place, it

;> to 1.10 noted tbat we have here an argument from observation and

i'\!iTicnce; but experience also teaches us that mind can affect

\'.i\n. Says Dr. Strong: "If the facts of sensation indicate an

>'-ti<in of the physical on the mental, then those of volition with

"I'lal clearness indicate an action of the mental on the physical,

i-A the latter is as much an ascertained fact as the former. . . .

Hi'' case of volition is the exact converse of sensation, and by as

t-'\v'\\ as the one set of facts proves tbe dependence of mind on the

f'-<ly (lie other set proves the dependence of body on mind. If,

'5i t!ie other hand, the facts of volition do not prove that the mental

•lite i^cts up the neural process, then those of sensation do not

\
'"ve that the neural process sets iip tlie mental state. To admit

'if evidence for causation in the one case but reject it in the other

I* to have two weights and two measures." We have few

'^l-'Ticnccs which come to us more positively than our ability to

"111 ml our physical activities to a certain extent, and also our

"'•'ital states. We can both will and do. If a thought comes to

^' ^vhich Ave think is not profitable avc can refuse to consider it

*''"' pive our attention to other things. We can also set before us

fi'is to .ichicve, and start a train of physical movements which will

*^'^>inplish what we have in view. This fact of obsen-ation and

^''''npnce makes the question of dependence at best a drawm battle.

•' !" (I.'>es it by any means follow, as Shadworth Hodgson would
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tiy to convince us, that the dependence of mind upon bodv 'y.

equivalent to causality; for it may be otherwise explained. \\',.

must remember what H^^nlC has taught us about not seeing cai;-r,,,

and tliat a concurrence of events does not necessarily prove c:ni<

and effect. Tilings may be in relations of interdependence willivij;

one being caused by the other. It may be that the pheuoraeiui of

mental and cerebral action are to be regarded "as conjugate of ai

unknown cause which has coupled them together for a time," ft>

Mr. Eichmond suggests. This is much easier to think than tti.it

consciousness is produced by tlie molecular activities of the br:ii;;,

a conception which Professor Tyndall has truly said "eludw nii

mental presentation." Concomitant relations would give i:^

exactly the same phenomena as if the relations were cau.-.i!.

Theories of interaction, or parallelism, or mediation, each of wlii'-l;

has strong advocates, would quite as well account for the obfcr^x-i

dependence of mind on brain activity as the theory we have wvA'.:

consideration.

Let us now turn to consider whether a "mind stuff" thoir.-

can furnish us with a consistent monistic basis for our thinkiir

Writers of this school tell us we have thoiight too poorly of niai:' r

and have failed to appreciate the higher qualities with which it i«

endowed. Matter is not simply the old matter with which phvr: --

has made us familiar; but, as one phrases it, is a "doublc-fa• i

somewhat," or, in the words of Bain, "a double-faced unity; *

substance with two sides—on tire one side matter and on the oil.<~-'

side mind. In all organic forms there is the psychic element ;
ni- •

as organisms become more complex this appears in higher in;'.'.!-

festations until it reaches its climax in man. Thus we rtn-

informed that, besides being material, atoms have a mental cnfi'
•"

ment, and occasionally, wlien the conditions are ripe, run n
>'''

line and do a little business in mentality besides doing t!.!
'

ordinaiy work. Our first objection to this new conception
">

matter is that it is incapable of being thought. The iinaginni;' -

can picture it, but no one can form an intelligent conception '" '••

A double-faced somewhat, on the one side matter and on tln^
<"''••''

mind, is as miintelligible to clear thinking as a round sqn.i'"" '
'

'

black white. "When we posit such a substance v.-c try to -^"l'
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;;» iiltv by rinmiiig into the fog banks of mysticism. To explain

(-.liiing \vc must first of all have a clear couceptiou of terms, and

, ,- R]i]x.'nl must be not to fancy but to definition. An hypothesis

i.r. tlic one before us, suggesting what no one can conceive, can

;.»p us no explanation. It is as if -wjien a strange object passes

: r witidow a mother should answer her child's inquiry, "^^^lat is

.-. f" by saying, "It is a centaur." This answer might arouse tlie

.,..<j:inntion of the child, might stir its curiosity, but it would

irinp the child no knowledge, for it has never seen a centaur, does

•. \ know how it looks, acts, or what it is or can do. The answer

..::'.}i!y refers the child to an object beyond its experience and

\<\\rii is no answer at all. The same is true when in explaining

{'-<{& of consciousness we are referred to a ]iew kind of substance

—

. <;.uiblc-faced somewhat, on the one side matter and on the other

n.iiid. We have here a philosophical centaur, a construction of the

is-,.nf.'iiiation, not a matter Avhich experience has verified. We
Uiij^ht as well speak of the length of a thought, or the color of a

Kiitiou, as of "a mind atom," or matter with a double side. We
iff playing with words, taking them out of their known meanings

»t;J i)utting into them qualities and meanings at "will, stuffing them

»itli hypothetical values. If this is permissible we can prove any-

ihini;—that the moon is made of gi'een cheese, or the reality of

•'^»iita Claus and the bogy man. A second objection is that, in this

U.i-ory of monism, the relation of the mind side and the matter

»»ic' of the atom, or in man of the brain series and the thought

"rios, is not satisfactorily defined. There are three possible

'Mofhcscs, each of which we shall show is inadequate—namely,

i-'"iiL'lit and feeling are efl'ects of brain action, or they attend hrain

' ''\ity, or they are aspects or phenomena of brain substance. To
f hypothesis that thought and feeling are effects of brain activity

'"•• iiave, first, the objection that it is in contradiction to the

•» "'iitifie doctrine of the conservation of energy. It is a law of

I'-'Vsics that energy can only pass into tei'ms of itself ; that is, into

»"!!io other form of physical energy. Hence, if thought is pro-

••>!<x^d by the specific grouping of molecules of the brain, it follows

' '^t tliought must be assimilated to causation in the physical

"'I'l, M'hich means that thought must be material or the law of
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the correlation and conservation of energy is broken. Por tluni ;':.

cannot be produced by the brain molecules without the expend it!.:

of energy, and each mental eifect must represent a certain kiss cf

nervous force. The energy which has thus been used must <ll,-

appear from the physical realm, must be lost to the physical seri, ^.

It cannot be returned since, by hypothesis, tliought is an effect r.:..i

not a cause—that is, it cannot enter the chain of effects and I,' .,

cause to what follows it. The series stops witli the productioi) of

thought; for, if thought can react on the physical series, then U.

physical series is not independent, and we have as much evidi i.

that the mental can affect the physical as that the physical v.'.'.:

affect the mental, which is die very point the materialist's tliCMp.-

is framed to deny. It c^innot admit, without committing snicid'',

that thought, feeling, and volition can count in the course if

events as well as physical forces. The energy therefore which gw:

to produce mental effects is lost and cannot be returned to th^'

physical series; which, as we have said, is to sacrifice the princijii.

of the eonsen'ation of energy in the interest of a new anJ

hypothetical tlieory of matter for which we have no other prr«'.

than tliat we hope it will help us solve a difficult problem. E-/.

besides this objection we have another equally serious: tl.i,'

qualities of matter and mind are entirely different, and the passngo

from one to the other is unthinkable. Between the sentient arJ

the nousenticnt, between thought and motion, there is a great gu'l

fixed and no man has yet been able to bridge it. Matter has forui,

solidity, position, but thoughts and feelings have none of tlitv-

The one order of facts is qiiantitativc and the other is qualitntiv'.

!Modern science is to-day no nearer making matter and mind com-

mensurable than was Democritus twenty-four hundred yearn ap'

We can explain sound, light, and heat on the physical plane, l- '•'

not the sensations of sound and light and heat. In the word< '!

Professor Tyndall: "Here, however, the methods pursued ii

mechanical science come to an end ; and if asked to deduce fri
•=

the physical interaction of the brain molecules the least of v-'-f

phenomena of sensation, or thought, we must acknowledge f-

helplessness. Between molecular mechanics and consciou^^ni

interiK)sed a fissure over which the ladder of physical ren?onir
'
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i-.oHujwtcut to carry us." Dr. Maudsley, who has striven with all

iid jiowcr to break down the fence which separates the ])hysical

,'a'Jii Uio mental, has been forced to give up the task and admit

;L3t tlio observation of ))liysical objects and the more careful study

..f nerves and brain cannot give us the least direct information

tUnit "feelings, desires, volitions, and ideas." Even Herlx;rt

Sl.<nccr in one place frankly admits: "That a imit of feeling has

t.-.tliing in common M'ith a unit of motion becomes more and more

R'.snifcst when we bring the two into juxtaposition."

With these difSculties in the way it is plain that we cannot

\\o\A that consciousness is an effect of brain activity, and in ex-

j!aiiiing the relation between the two we must seek some other

way out. This way is found by some in claiming that thought is

t..'t caused by brain movement, but attends it. "The physical

j-rios is self-contained and indej^endent. It suffers no loss and no

irruption." The mental series is "the subjective shadow which

4'tcnds the physical series." "Physical cncrg;^'- is not ex})cndcd in

irfKliiciiig thought, but in producing physical combinations which

'ave a thought face." In the words of Professor Huxley: "Our

mental conditions are simply the symbols in consciousness of the

rhanges which take place automatically in the organism." Herbert

Hl)ciicer says that mental phenomena are the "inner side of

tiiolocular motion in the brain;" they are the shadows cast by

f^Ttnin combinations of molecular activities. It does not take

much pondering of this explanation to see that, while it is easy to

''•itc, it is exceedingly hard to understand. We know what a

'SiaJow is, for we have seen it many a time, but a subjective

'iiadow of molecular activities of brain is something of which only

* Rrcat imagination can get any conception. The same is true of

l--iysical combinations having a thought face, or consciousness

><ing a symbol of organic processes. Mr. Spencor might say that

•Jio terms are figurative ; certainly figures, especially when used in

'iffining theories, should contain some meaning, but we are con-

'''if-nt that these fig\ires do not represent any idea which comes to

^''^ in thinking of the implications involved in brain molecules and
"'ir movements. They are simply magic terms with which

•" lancer, Huxley, and their class conjure with difficulties. They
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give no cle.ir idea of the relation wbicb exists betweeu the thcnip'.i

series and the physical series, but only obscure the problem, 'j'lir.

do not explain why one combination of molecular activities i-

attended by thought and feeling and another is not; why there i^

any order in the mental scries, and thought is not chaotic; \\\:\

some movements have, as their subjective side, ideas, others ftti-

ings, and others volitions; or how, if the tAvo faces of matter, tlir-

mind face and the force face, do not affect each other, it coinf •

about that the mind face side is shadowed forth by physical iuom'-

ments of the brain; nor do they show how the unity of the aiui;i

can be retained if it is endowed Avith a thought side and a tliir;-

side. There must be something in certain molecular movenifnt.-

which elicits and makes manifest the thought series, and thi-

raakes thought an effect of matter, or jiuts the cause back in soi;.''

hidden ground of mystery in matter itself, which is equivalent to

abandoning the problem ; or at best it is giving "a double movement

to matter, a physical and a thought movement," which ''leaves v.

doubtful whether matter as moving or matter as thinking is th'-

true reality, or whether there may be something deejKT tlnt'i

both," either alternative of which is ''fatal to tlie assumed self-

sufficiency of the physical series."

Eut may we not state the relation of the thought series aiui

the physical scries differently, and affimi that thought is an asivoi

or phenomenon of matter? Professor B. P. Bowne, in a lectiir"

before the American Institute of Christian Philosophy, has replit'!

to this hypothesis as follows

:

This suggestion does seem to help us a little until we remember (-"'•

the phenomenon imply not only something which appears but a sutij'-.

to which it appears. When, then, the thought side of matter is said to !'

phenomenal the question at once emerges, What is the subject and v;\\<'-'

the consciousness for which the phenomena exist? For the materia!:'-*

there is no such subject. Yet so natural is the thought of self that i"

never divest ourselves of it even when denying it. When the matcrl.-(l;»'

views the brain as a thinking machine he always tacitly assumes hiniM-
as a reading machine which reads off the result. When we are told il'-'

nerve motions have thoughts for their inner face, a self is always supp"';*

for whom the thought exists. Materialistic statements tacitly assum" !'• •

of the organism which conducts the neural process a looker-on who !'•' =

of the processes and interprets their meaning. Thus thought is said !^

a sign of nervous process; but for whom does the sign exist? Ihc ^
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, ', r coiiM uot see the thought, but ouly the nerve movements. For whom,
. ;i. In the thought a sign? For the thinking self, of course. Thus the

.,:; .viili'h the materialist labors to destroy peers complacently through

V. ( M-ry arguments which are framed for its destruction.

Having exaiiiiued the grounds on whicli the theory of mind

:, (lucstion rests, we -wish to append a few arguments of a more

!.-itivc nature showing why consistent thinking must reject it.

1. All knowledge we have, both of tlie outer and tlie inner

w.irld, is through consciousness, and in its analysis we find a

(tjl.ject as much an element of its existence as an object, or, to use

I'rofcssor James's expression, the ''I" is as real as the "me."

ilnine afSrmed the contrary, and said: "For my part, when I

filter most intimately into what I call myself I always stumble

.II some particular perception or theory of heat or cold, light or

•::.-<le, love or hate, pain or pleasure. I never catch myself at any

iiiiie without a perception, and can never observe anything but a

I'
rcoption." With this idea President Jordan and all who rei>

: -(.lit the "sum" idea of mind must agree. But let us look at

Hiune's statement somewhat carefully and see if he does not affirm

vhat he denies. What does he mean when he says "I," and "catch

I'lyself," and '-for my part," and "I stumble," and "I call"?

\\lien he declares, "I never catch myself without a perception,"

\-U words clearly imply that he catches himself in a percep-

tion; for he tells us plainly he observes the perception, and how
•^n an observation be made unless there be some one to do the

'i'-erving? If we can affirm we never find ourselves without a

I'Tccption, we may also say a perception never exists withotit

':r finding it. The fact is, self-consciousness is a factor in all

< •jnsciousuess, and the principal thing we have to explain is not a

iiiouglit or a feeling, but the fact that I think and 7 feel. Wlio-

'^'>r takes the ego out of consciousness destroys it; for It exists

' -'l.v in the antithesis of subject and object. When we study any

^''ts we study them not as abstracts, but as the self knows them.

1 liouglits, feelings, and desires are not mere successive effects but

''^•"-rienccs; and an experience is only a word we use to express a

'"-''" of self. An experience is not something which occurs in

^<'<uo, but ouly in the existing self, or, in other words, there is no
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cx]x>rience of finything unless lliere is some one to experieiiw it

Tlie materialist's theory of mind cannot be accepted, for it doni,

,

the ego, the element of self-consciousness, in consciousness, wliic!,

is a part of all our mental states and experiences. It does n..t

give us a subject to detect the meaning and realize the value of th.

s^'mbols wliich constitute the series of mental states.

2. We think it can be clearly shown that the two words t!i.

materialist most frequently uses to describe our mental lif,-.

namely, "series" and ''sum of mental states," both imply ih.-

reality of the self. I have previously shown that the term "^ulu'

is a mental word and its only reality is to mind. The same is truf

of all synon^-mous words used in like connection, as "collect ivo,"

"aggregate," "colonial," all meaning the total mass of meiit.'.l

stales. There is no such thing as a sum, or collection, or aggreg.,',^

except to a mind that gathers the factors in a single conception and

classifies them into groups by class Avords. One may put elcmi.'!!!.*

together, but they always remain elements and the wholes arc cf

tlie mind. Indeed, the word "sum" could never have come in'"

existence if there were not an ego to do the summing. And .-'

when we speak of a series of mental states; for the very idea oi .i

series requires the reality of an abiding subject. A series indicate

»

a quantity of flowing or passing states; but how can the idea of di'-

passing be known except there be a subject that abides and rcali?.>^

the successive character of its states? If tliere be a streani of

consciousness it is only because there is a factor which does r.o!

float away with the stream. Such ideas as change and succc-sl^'-

can only come as contrary conceptions to identity; and idonii:;

can only be thought by that which abides. Hence when IIuu «

says, "The mind is a kind of theater, where several percept!"!-*

successively make their appearance, pose, repass, glide away, ""J

mingle in an infinite variety of posture and situation," wc n-^.

Who sees the show? Each successive perception passes and !

over as it passes; how can it know anj'thing of what has p-'--''^

before or comes after? To perceive the progressive unfoldiu? '"

the play Hume talks about wc contend there must be some spect:''"'

wlio occupies the seats and sees the play go through. We con'-ln •'•

tiieii, to liave a scries or succession of states of consoiousiic^^ "" •
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iiiu.^t be a self avIio abides and is conscious of tlie states so as to

know tbat they constitute a floAV.

3. We maiiitaiu that we arrive at the idea of mind in tlie

(ifliiie way tliat we arrive at the idea of matter, and have, therefore,

us iimcli reason to beh'eve in the reality of tliC one as of the other.

Wliat we liave with which to begin our thinking is experience. We
(!o not have thing's as thoughts except as states of consciousness.

.Vow, when we analyze a state of consciousness we find some factors

wJiidi are permanent ami others which are transitory. Thus in

the perception of a tiling we have a complex, consisting of exten-

eion, color, form, resistance, and other qualities. Of these

fjualities extension and resistance are permanent, and found in

every perception of a thing, hut other qualities, such as shape and

color, vary indefinitely. We therefore abstract the permanent

qualities from the percept and regard tliem as essential, and as

revealing nature. Hence we say that matter and force are reali-

ties, manifesting the basal qualities or essence of things. We thus

come to think that there is a physical substance which grounds all

forms and qualities, and settle down to believe in the objective

reality of the physical and go on to reason learnedly about matter.

But this matter, let us note, is but an abstraction from our expe-

liciice of certain permanent factors in our perceptions. Xow,

when we come to consider mind we find an analogous process and

experience. A state of consciousness is a complex in which there

are some factors which are permanent and others which are

transient. Thus we have ever present the distinction between

subject and object, or, to use James's phrase again, the "I" and

•he "me." The "I" is permanent. There is no state of cnnscious-

iicfs without it, for consciousness is the realizing of something.

But the factors of the object, the "me," are various and innumer-

"ble. They change with every new state of consciousness. Xow,
as in the conception of a physical thing we abstract extension and

I'ceistance as permanent qualities which reveal the essential nature

of phj'sical reality, so we abstract the const^int factors in a

HVchosis and think of the abiding and pennanent "I" as the

l*sychic reality. As this abides and the tlioughts and feelings

''oino and go, we say the "I" has these thoughts and feelings, just
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as we say matter has shape aud color. Aud as we cannot think oi

color as being alone, as not being tlie color of a substance, so we

cannot think of a thought or a feeling as existing by itself, hw,

only as the thought or feeling of a self whose states they are. 'J\,

those who say we have no consciousness of a self apart from lln

complex involved in eveiy state of consciousness, we reply thai,

even if we admit this, we likewise have no idea of extension aini

forca apart from a complex in which there are a variety of factors.

In both cases the reality is obtained by abstracting the abidiiitr

and permanent elements in a state of experience. We have thcn>-

fore exactly the same ground for believing in the reality of tli(>

ego as that which grounds thought and feeling as we have to believe

in the reality of a matter which grounds extension and force. But

as a matter of fact we have more reasons to believe in the reality

of the ego than in the reality of matter, for the "I," the knower, i^

necessarily and immediately experienced, while the "me," tlm

known, is always a thought known and not a thing Imown, and tlu'

realitj' is by hypothesis—namely, the hypothe-sis that there is an

objective reality corresponding to the percept which we have in

consciousness. The thing, therefore, matter, has not so direct

evidence in its support as the "I," the psychical reality.

4. Materialism in none of its forms can give an adequate

account of the constructive and sjTithotic ix)wers of the mind. Tie-

ancient definition of man was that ho is a thinking animal, aii'i

Pascal has told us that it is his thinking which constitutes lii-=

greatnessj but on the theory that the mind is only the sum of our

conscious states, these states themselves being but symbols vi

molecular processes, there can be no thought, no reasoning, i"^

rational life. To think there must be not only a series of states c')

consciousness, but "a consciousness of states." There must be n

subject that recognizes the things v^•hich come up in consciousno--'

as the same or as different from those that have been expcriencA'-

before. Thei-e must be a synthetic mind which can compare stau !

of consciousness, distinguish between them, and unite them mt"

M'holes. There is no way that a successive series can hold togcthif

the factors of expenence, can so grasp them in the unity of a £ii\-'
'

act as to compare them and form judgments, or elaborate tin--'
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.< to ronFons and conclusions. Nor could tlicre bo any forming of

.: .lis, or acting to accomplish ends. But nothing is more con-

.^^nt iiiid certain in experience than what I may call teleological

j,-!iviti»'S. We are ever engaged in the "work of developing plans

.',!:<! forming hypotheses, applying rnles and formulas, and cavry-

f.p out ends \a their conclusion. The entire history of our mental

PfK-c'scs is, therefore, a contradiction to the "sum" theory

if mind.

5. The bearing of the theory on the problem of knowledge

(k>cn'cs extended discussion, but can only receive mention. Since

t!ic mental series is only the shadow cast by the physical series,

'!nw thoughts, feelings, and volitions are only symlwls of brain

t!;itc9, all mental movements are absolutely determined by brain

aolivities and conditions. When a conclusion has been reached wc

luivn simply the shadow cast by a certain combination of molecular

Siotivities. This being the case, we rediice tnith to results, direct

(T indirect, of nervous action, or in other words we cancel truth;

for truth means that we compare ideas with some standard that

vxperience has given us and pronounce judg-ment. Conclusions

arc not justified by reasons, but "coerced by psychological aute-

<x(lents." As Professor B. P. Bowne says in his PhUosopliy of

Theism:

Xothing, then, depends on reason, but only on the physical and mental

tUtcs; and these, for all we know, might become anything whatever with
the result of changing the conclusion to anything whatever. But this is

the extreme of skeptici'sni. Beliefs sink into effects; and one is as good
»J| another while it lasts. The coming or going of a belief does not depend
on Its rationality, but only on the relative strength of its corresponding
tiitecedcnts. But this strength is a fact and not a truth. ... On the

I'lane of cause and effect truth and error are meaningless distinctions.

^^'y is there any way to prove on the theory that our thoughts of

'•li'igs correspond to reality. To say that thought is the inner face

'•f tlio physical process, and must therefore correctly syndwlize it,

v'ould be a way out if we could hold the ^xisition ; but no one would

ci\K to say that when we see a house or tree the molecular activities

"> tlio brain are in the form of a house or tree. In fact, in no
'

'^^e do we see in the symlwl the massing of molecides or the brain

tiiovcmcuts which are supposed to occasion them. What is re-
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jwrted is things and activities tliat are going on outside and not

inside the cranium. Xow, then, if thought is the symbol of certain

brain movements, or a phenomenon whicli attends such movements,

do Ave know that there is in reality anything corresix)uding to what

the senses report to us? To believe this we must hold to n

parallelism between the symbols and external things that the theorv

in no way explains or accounts for; or, as another has expressed it,

on purely arbitrary gi'ounds we must "aflinn an opaque hannoiiy

between matter and thought."

Witliout going into the practical consequences which would

follow the theory under discussion, or bringing forward additional

criticisms, it seems plain that we cannot follow the "mind stufi"'

theorists in afBrming, in the words of President Starr Jordan, that

the mind "is the sura total of all psychic changes," that "all con-

sciousness is colonial consciousness," and that "the study of mind

in animals and men gives no support to the mediffival idea of the

mind as an entity apart from the organ through which it operates."

It would seem, if thought is but the synabol of molecular move-

ments, that there is but little value in Mr. Stanford having givrn

millions of dollars to found a university and place President

Jordan at the head of it ; but then we remember that this may have

been due to the peculiar working of the molecules of Mr. Stan-

ford's brain, and that Mr. Stanford, the ego, did not really exist

and have any part in it. It was not, therefore, a result of rational

purpose, but a psychological occurrence, due to a certain state of

Mr. Stanford's brain molecules. It is needless to add that sonic

of xis who have charge of educational institutions would like to

see the molecules in the brains of other rich men chance to make

similar combinations.

G^...-^^ (/^c^-
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AitT. v.—THE PASSING OF A GENEBATIOK

FoK a year or two past it has been known that in the city of

l!rij;litoi), on the southern coast of England, a siglit was to be

vitiicssed of pathetic interest to the literary world. There from

•l;iv to day an aged man, long past his prime but with his faculties

iiilttft, would sit musing in his chair, brooding the time away.

.»^<a\vnrd his gaze would always wander, the calm blue eyes fixed

-•11 the channel waves, as though to typify the steady scrutiny with

uliicli for nearly two generations he had sought to penetrate tlie

iii\,st('ries of the world about him. A lonely old man he was, with

i.'iiif of kitli and kin to cheer him by their sympathy as the shadows

|.-ript)icned on life's dial, and strength slowly ebbed away, like the

tiiit^ receding across the sands before his feet. Lonely too he M'as,

and always had been, because of a certain aloofness of circumstance

&ih1 character which raised a barrier between him and the world

ill which he lived. For though Herbert Spencer had done much

to load his age, as to control its thinking, he had never gained a

w.innth of personal affection commensurate with his intellectual

n-nown.

Spencer, moreover, had outlived his chief associates, the

ii>.(iital giants of his time. Danyiu, who called him "our

I'liilosopher," had died in 1882, after a life of richest mental

^niitage. Tyndall had died in 1893. In 1895 Huxley, the most

I'lilliant of the group, perhaps, if not the greatest, had also passed,

•I'liibting to the end—yet also hoping, as the pathetic verses show

^Iiich he had chosen to be inscribed on the stone beneath which his

nslics lie. Of the Metaphysical Society, founded in 1869 by

leiiuyson and otliers for the discussion of the burning questions

<'' the day, Sjx'ucer was not a member, though often subjects sug-

p-.=ted by his writings formed the topics for debate. 'At the first

'"•eting of the society Tcnny.son's "Higher Pantlieism" was read

'0' the secretary, in the author's absence, and Mr. E. H. Hutton
pnvc a paper on Spencer's evolutionary theoi-y of conscience. Now
''I that brilliant galaxy of thinkers—poets, artists, men of letters,

'"'ilcrs, as well as men of science, philosophers, theologians—but a
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scanty few remain. Mr. Ealfour, the latest of all to be elected t..

the society, mingles literature and statecraft still, following tin-

gi'eater Gladstone, who, as Mr. Morley, another member of Uir

society, tells \is, once closed a letter on public business with t!i"

statement that he must hasten to a discussion with Huxley cun-

ceming the immortality of the soul. But James j\Iartineau, wlio

steadfastly maintained the cause of jwsitive truth against thr

negative giants, has gone to his rest. Frederick Denison ilaurieo

was early taken home. Tennyson is gone. Euskin is gone. Dean

Stanley, at whose home the first meeting was held, and Manning,

who with others of his later faith, defended spiritual things from

the standpoint of the Church of Eome, and Henry Sidg\vick, than

whom there has been no sweeter spirit among tlie thinkers of our

age—all passed from mortal ken. With tr\ith was it remarked i:i

the London Speclaior, when ilr. Spencer followed in December of

the closing year, that in him "almost the last of the great figures

of the Victoi'ian age had departed." His well-g-rounded and cu-

during reputation lasts still, and may be expected to contlmv

while men lay stress upon the thought expressed in our mother-

tongue. But the zenith of his renown was passed before he left r..-,

60 far as contemporary thought is to be considered and the higher

measure of control which his system had exercised over the niii-'-

of his own age. Some consciousness of this fact, it is reporici,

clouded, even embittered, the latter days of him who in so many

respects had exemplified the qualities of the sage. One would Hkc

to believe otherwise as one thinks of that lonely shrunken figui'i-

seated in his chair in the Brighton sunshine, or gazing channel-

ward under the soft gray skies of an English winter, waiting f'!"

the end to come. But inflexible as he was in his devotion to that

which to him seemed truth, unbending, almost fanatical, in hi-"

refusal to compromise concerning naked fact or law as he disccrnel

tliom, Spencer would have been the last to ask that aught but tn-'

fullest truth should bo told ; and so the critic has to record that,

though llr. Spencer's philoso])hy remains one of the gi-eat monu-

ments of the thinking of our time, his influence, alike in its cxten-

and in its intensity, had considerably diminished before hi'? o^^'"

departure.
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Jn general the fame of the Speucerian thinking and its suc-

,-.--<.o vcre ahvays of a remarkable kind. Its acceptance has been

: MH'Ji greater in the United States than in Great Britain, the home

ii iis nuthoi-, Avhile on the continent of Europe it has been for the

ti;*-.-! j)art less known and less influential than an English-speaking

.•ritic would consider deserved. EverjAvhere it has gained rela-

(iv.'lv little favor with philosophers by profession—a singular fate

• if llie foremost philosophical venture of the time. Discussed it,

])ii!osophiciil students have always, from the appearance of its

Lulicst parts, now more than forty years ago, to the final revision

< f the First Principles by their aged framcr in April, 1900. It

l.a» lx>en discussed by philosophers and debated by them. Parts

«( it they have even accepted, as in much larger measure it has

liinde its way into the general spirit of the age, but among those

whose lifework it is to ponder the ultimate problems of thought

vou will find but few who can he counted members of the S}>cu-

corian school. With men of general education the case is difl'crcnt.

J'liysicians, lawyers, men of letters or of business, with a taste for

f-l-cculation or inclined thereto by the peri^lexities of the age

—

iiiaiiy such have found in j\rr. Spencer's work a type of thinking

wliich has satisfied at once their intellectual and—strange as it

will seem to most readers of this Bevicw—their spiritual need.

How fidly the Sjmthetic Philosophy has appealed to men of

fcicnce the writer finds himself at a loss to decide. Concerning his

work in sjiecial fields it is almost trite to say that each expert in

turn admires it in the department of investigation with' which ho

liimsclf is not best acquainted. But whether its use of scientific

liiaterial, its claims to exemplify scientific methods, its accentua-

tion of scientific conclusions, notably the theory of evolution, and
i'"' self-styled reconciliation of religion and science—^whether these

iratures may not have in-oved attractive to scientific thinkers it is

''ilhcult to say. If I were compelled to give an estimate, I should

'< inclined to conclude that the case with men of scientific leanings

.ills been much the same as with thinkers at large: the suffrages of

the deepest minds have not often been gained by Mr. Spencer ; men
^'i lesser caliber, especially such as with comparatively imjwrfect

I'Tparation have been impelled to face the problems of our day,
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have In gi'catei' numbers become disciples of his doctrine. Tin,'

word ''doctrine" in application to the Spencerian thinking is de-

liberately chosen ; ''dogma" might even be- snbstituted for tlio

broader tenn without any violation of accurate statement. In fact,

the dogmatic tendency was characteristic of the man as well as of

his system. In a recent communication to the London Times, re-

printed in the Xew York Tribune of January 12, 1904, Mr. G. AV.

Smallcy gives an excellent illustration of the trait. Mr. Spencer, to

his lasting credit, was one of that small number of distinguishcJ

Englishmen who during our own civil war steadfastly sympathized

with the cause of freedom. Unlike Gladstone, even, he had never to

express regret, as Gladstone so nobly did, for errors of opinion or of

speech which in the dark days of 18GO-G5 helped to turn the minds

of our English kinsmen against the North. But Spencer, though he

saw clearly in the matter of the larger issue, labored under the de-

lusion that bis view was shared by the mass of his people, and, more,

he burned to prove it. His private secretary—one cannot refu<i''

hitn sympathy—was sent to the British Museum to gather data to

support the thesis that "England had, at the outset, shown moro

sympathy for the Xorthern States than she had ever shown to any

other people—^liad exliibited a unanimity of feeling unparalleled

in respect of any political matter, domestic or foreign." The

argument in proof was at length prepared, but for the time sui>-

pressed, on the advice of Mr. Spencer's American friend and fol-

lower, Professor Youmans. I^Luch later l\h: Smalley obtained it

and secured its publication in the Tribune, of which he was ll'.^'i

the foreign corresjwn dent. The result is best described in tlio

philosopher's own words: "There was an accompanying leadin.L'

article referring in a slighting way to the evidence it containrd,

and, as I gathered, though some small effect was produced, it vas

but small. Demonstration fails to change established beliefs."

His own established beliefs at least were proof ag.Tin"'

variation. In gi-eat things as in small he always had his opinions

and to them he stoutly adhered. In the preface to the defining''

edition of his First Principles, written, as has been said, in Ap'-"''.

1900, nearly four years before bis death, and introducing the h'-*

important work which ho accomplished, there are passages whu-n
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, .,-. \\\-ll-nigli formal expressiou to this clement iu his intellectual

.-..'.meter. "In ten dajs more forty ycnis will have passed since

\f lirst lines of this work were written," he begins. Then, after

~ "Jilt; tlic revisions of 1SG7 and 1875 :

Slucc then there have been introduced no alterations worth mention-

i; g. Of course the advances of knowledge in many directions during

iiiffvi'Dlng years, have made needful sundry corrections in the illustra-

i;it' imssages. Criticisms, too, have prompted a few modilicatioiis of

.iti-ment. Add to this that further developments of my own thoughts

iiu> Buggested certain improvements in the exposition. . . . Meanwhile

*-!ltlii'r the objections made by others nor further considerations of my
s«D. have caused me to recede from the general principles set forth. Con-

tnu-lwlse, while writing the succeeding works on Biology, Psychology.

Foclology, and Ethics, the multiplied illustrations of these principles

fartilblied by the facts dealt with, and the guidance afforded by them in

faking interpretations, have tended continually to strengthen the belief

siAt they rightly formulate the facts.

.^ii'l the man who wrote these Avords at eighty years of age was a

r,i.iii conspicuous for candor though deficient in some of the gentler

'inalilics which adorn, when they accompany, the tmswerving love

• i truth. And think of the years which Spencer's life had spanned,

' r more pertinently of the years elapsed and the changes in them

wrought since the publication of the prospectus of the system in

.Marcl), 1860: changes in science, from Darwinism to the germ
fhwry of disease; in philosophy, from the mid-century materialism

n Germany to the iieo-Idealism of the latest English schools; in

tiJKilogy, from debates about Colenso to assertions, roundly made,

'nat the higher criticism is the bulwark of Christian faith ; in

F'.'litios, from the Italian campaign of !N^apoleon III to the assaults

"J the French republic on the Church, and the war between Boer

*''d Briton for supremacy in South Africa; in ethics, from the

*'?iiincnt that slavery is divinely sanctioned to the longing of

'ivilizcd man for brotherhood and universal peace. And yet, after

'"'•ir decades of such development, the creator of a system which

ir-jfessedly is based upon facts—of a system, moreover, which was
I'-aiincd and announced when nearly every one of these movements
^^s still to come—could calmly finish his work, "jSTeither the
'' 'Jf'<"tions made by others nor further considerations of my o\\ni

' '^»' caused me to recede from the principles set forth."
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In order to the production of sucli a result other cjiKiliii, ,

were necessary, and higher, than mere dogmatic bias. Fort'iiH.--.

among these should bo named a noble tenacity of purjxise: fonv

years of ill-rewarded labor—for Mr. Spencer at first drew larg, Iv

on his rather scanty means to defray the cost of publishing lii-

system; forty years of steady intellectual effort on the part of .1

man of feeble constitution, and often irritably suffering

—

{<:

S])encer, like Darwin, was hamijered by his lack of health in th.

execution of his lifelong task. It is said that wc live in a nioiirv-

seeking age, that tlie things of the mind are now neglected in th'^

rush of the market and the store. Here at least is an exception t"

the asserted rule. Mr. Spencer's thinking may be true or fal-.-,

or both at once in jiarts—it may shortly perish, or it may cn-

tribute elements of value to the ultimate theory of the world. Bi:t

in his devotion to noble aims, persistently pursued in face of dilli-

culty through a long period of years, he is surely wortliy to \\'

ranked with the greatest thinkei's of all time. A second qualiiv

contributory to the fulfillment of Air. Spencer's great enlcrpri —

was a marvelous breadth of view. Four full years before Dnrwin

publislied the Origin of Species (]Srovember, 1S59) Spencer had in-

terpreted mental phenomena from the evolution jxiint of view ij;

the first edition of his Principles of Psychology. Two years lat' r,

but still prior to Darwin's announcement of his discovery to ll"

Linniean Society, he had printed in essay form the views which li-'

embodied in certain of the most important chapters of his ow.-i

First Principles. Within six months after Danvin's masterpii-i^

appeared he distributed the program of his entire system. Tin.-,

just after the mid-century was passed, and with little aid or now

from the gTeat biological discovery which marked its culmination,

lie had thought out in outline an evolutionary theory of thing--—

beginning with the star-dust from which our worlds are fonii' i

and ending with the highest manifestations of mind and social lif'--

And this tremendous plan he continued to work at luitil he rcacli"'-

his goal as the centiii'y was passing over into the age which was ''

come. Such an example of intellectual foresight, of anticip:il'"'"

of M'ork remaining to be done, or organizing genius, it would I-'

hard to parallel in the historv of the world.
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'I'liis said, liowever, it is needful to consider less pleasing

.vticriioiis; to ask whether in an appreciable degree this marvelous

ft.hiovcmcnt was facilitated by the limitations of its author as

wll as by his transcendent gifts. Universal knowledge is at this

<>.nT' of tlic world's history a more than doubtful thing. Leibnitz

\\x\s nil that the seventeenth century had to show, or nearly all;

f r .McKander von Humboldt, three generations ago, something

tifiiiliir might also plausibly be claimed; but has there been any

, -JaT thinker since the author of the Kosmos died of whom the

.,!i!C estimate could accurat-ely be made? Perhai>s the issue had

UH(T bo left in an interrogative form: Was Spencer's systematic

. tivify furthered, or was it hindered, by that impossibility of

Vr/nviiig all tilings created by the progress of knowledge itself?

V,'<iuld he so tenaciously have carried his theory through to the end,

! :>•] lie been fully aware of the diilicultios to be encountered in the

ij^-cial departments of thought, with all of which no finite mind

can now possibly be acquainted ? Certain other doubtful points are

more easily determined. It has been sometimes hinted, or even

prnvcly argued, that Sjjeneer's philosophy is false because in early

vtars he lacked the advantage of a university education. But the

criticism is hardly of moment; although it might be an interesting

q-ocnlation to inquire whether the sweep of his thinking would

J;ave been more narrowed or directed, had his early flights been

cc'nfincd within the limits of a university enviromnent. That our

'-'•ienlific philosopher, however, was lacking in imagination and in

i'Unior, that his mentality was marked by a certain pedantic

•igidity, can scarcely be denied, l^ow, such tendencies of char-

*"t('r cut deeper than the surface view of things. There is fair

proinul in them for surmising that Spencer's lack of imaginative

"'•-i^'ht seriously influenced the nature of his intellectual conelu-

•Hiiis. This is especially trac of his agnostic views. For the

i'fwcnt purj^wse these need be stated only in briefest outline: That

'•nowledge—interpreted, a student of philosophy would want to

*'h!, in the crudo empirical fashion—that knowledge yields man

-'•<)"aintance merely with finite facts and laws, yet that in some

''''•finite, and quite indefinable, way man has a notion of an

''•liiiilo Being on which the world depends; that the existence of
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Uiis Infinite is tlie common jx)3tiilate of science and religion \vL' i;

tliey are rightly understood, and that it so may be made tlie l.i-;,

for tlieir peaceful reconciliation ; that the reality of the finite it^( !:'.

eo ipso is the phrase the author uses, implies the reality of iJa-

Infinite, but tbat beyond its bare reality nothing further can !,

kno\\ii; tiiat, nevertheless, it may be- spoken of as Cause, ai. i

Fore*, as the Unknowable Force, as the Incomprehensible Puw. r,

as tlie Eternal Cause, which forms the ground of the relativr

world. Such is Mr. Spencer's agirostic doctrine—and sueli d.x^

trine, as it has been often shown, st<ands in a position of unstal:

-

equilibriu7u. For to say that the Absolute is unknowable, an J t..

say that an Absolute surely exists, that it is one, that it is a Powir.

that it stands uuder and back of tlie finite forces which constiiu'..^

the phenon:enal world—these, as most men judge, are oppoiii:^'

and coutradictory principles; or, to be exact, most men judge i->

who are not agiiostics, who are unwilling to confess that they kii'.-.v

absolutely nothing at all.

But an objection may here be suggested, based on the relation

of ]\rr. Spencer to his age. Does not, it may be pertinently ask. I.

this unstable theory fairly represent the position of many earm.-t

thinkers of recent years? Unquestionably the answer must K-

given in the affirmative ; as it must be also said that for ina'..v

Mr. Sj^encer's doctrine lias helped to save some remnant of re-

ligious faith and comfort amid the stress and struggle of ouf

perplexing time. Nay, more; this belief in an Infinite Ground

of all things, tliongh in trutli it falls far short of complete tlic«afp

may furnish a world view of real religious value. At this point ih*

mind of the student of philosophy inevitably turns to the vi-.*"^

of another lonely thinker, who lived and wrought in an car.ier

century of the modern era. Xot a Briton now, but an Ib<r'i»f>

Jew, his family driven by persecution from Portugal or S]'-'*''

to settle in Holland, then the home of toleration. This man ^^*'^*

at his trade as a grinder of optical glasses to secure a nuno^f

living. When freed from labor he thinks out his system, whtcn

so shocks his world that his o^vn people read him out of •^*

synagogue with the major excommunicatiou. But still he purfcU^s

his way undaunted, yielding to no temptation. lie hiv"^ 'r"*
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Surn'iiK'lv Unit lie will not accept a university chair, even with a

*aatiintce of freedom, lest in some way he should ho diverted from

pur* devotion to truth's service. And Spinoza too is filled with a

!;ensi?o{ the majesty of the oneness of creation, as his thinking and

h(i jiving together culminate in what he calls the avior Dai inlcllec-

t«:5Ji\ ''the intellectual love of God." But there are two notable

jiflfiTCiices between the Spinozistic and the Spcnceriau views.

TK* first is logical and has already been suggested. Spinoza

*)rgue.s pantheism on the basis of positive Intelligence, maintaining

tlxst' reason shows his own system the only ]x>sslble solution of the

o'crkl. Si>encer arg\ies a sort of pantheism from an im-

p&V'iicy of reason, and thinks he can defend it by a negation

of Uiought. The second difference concerns the content and

vs)iio of the doctrine considered as a religious force. Many
Viijinrians have discovered in Spinoza a mystical element which,

if vou will, raises the man above the limitations of his creed.

lu Speucer's doctrine there is an absence of passion; there is

i:i!!c glow and ardor, little burning flame of devotion to the

Supreme. Passion of other kinds, indeed, Spencer sometimes

tluiws. His ethical feeling, for instance, Is broad and deep, per-

vftiiing in a noble way very much that he wrote. But religious

s':ntiment, at. least In the form of great currents of e.xalted feeling,

1^ mostly lacking—just as we have discovered a cert-ain lack of

'uiagination and ideal thinking In his mind at large. And this

-(• prives his religious conclusions, even when they are consti'ucllve,

' 1 their full worth. Specifically, it explains in part his failure

'" advance from his doctrine of the Absolute to belief In a living

<i"(l. Xever was this defect more cruelly brought oiit than in the

'-• •'ate between Sjiencer and Frederic Harrison, on the nature of

•I'igiou, In the Ninetcenih Century Review and the Popular

•(u-jicc Monllihj. Cruelly, even grotesquely, ran the controversy,

"' ihat, while faith might profit by the general ruin of the argn-

"'^nts on either side, it Is always with a certain sense of shame that

'I'.o draws lessons from tlie conflict. Mr. Spencer mocks l^Ir.

'I'lrrison as he defends the religion of humanity. Ilv. Harrison

'I'rcspnts Mr. Spencer's followers as making supplication to an

••-meaning symbol:
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And in the hour of pain, or danger, or death, can anyone think of

the Unl^nowable, or find consolation therein? . . . Schools, academi' .•;.

temples of the Unlcnowable, there cannot be. But where two or Ihriv-

are gathered together to worship the Unknowable, there the algebraic

formula may suffice to give form to their emotions; they may be licara

to profess their unwcp.rying belief in (x"), even if no weak brother wuh
ritualistic tendencies be heard to cry, "O x", love us, help us, make us occ

with thee!"

But, after all, ^Mr. Spencer's agnosticism -was merely tho

preamble to Lis system; an introduction, moreover, as lie cniuc

himself to recognize, iA-hicli is relatively unimportant for the \:~

maiuder of his work. The substantive and enduring sigiiificancv

of the Synthetic Philosophy, the contribution to thought -u-hicli i-

most likely to give its author permanent renown, are rather to h^

found in his evolutionary theory. The Spencerian evolution \i\>-

resents a distinct and characteristic type. It is not the biological

evolution of llr. Darwin, which explains the genesis of species by

reference to organic law. Kor is it tlio evolution of the piiio

metaphysician, as for instance, Hegel, which interprets the world-

process in tenns of absolute symbols. It is more inclusive thnn

the first, since it stai-ts, or professes to, from primitive chaos, aiul

ends with the most complex forms of moral life. But it neither

delves so deep nor flies so high as the second, for it coniines itself,

again at least professedly, to that which may be directly aii'i

positively knoAvn. 'Movq positively and technically stated, it i-

cosmical evolution of a phenomcnalistic type. The princip:'!

defect of this evolutionary theory is its materialistic stamp. Tlic

law of evolution"' is framed in terms of mechanism only; tli'"'

world to be explained includes mind, and purposive activity, nm'

the varied forms of man's social and ethical life. It is for thii

reason, as well as because of its vagueness, that the fundament:^!

formula proves inadequate for the purpose for which it ^vas in-

tended, and progressively retreats into the background as ^Ir.

Spencer proceeds from the simpler to the more complex portion^

of his task. Tor inorganic science, though with gaps and break

j

•"Tlip l.iw of the continuous redistribution of matter and motion." Fully st.itcd; ' K'*
lution is .-111 integration of matter .nurt concomitant dissipation of motion; during wliieli He
matter [.n^^es fr.-im a rel.ilivelv indt-nnite, incoherent homogeneity to a relatively defit^t'e.-']^

herein lieteiopreneitj ; .-.lul dnrins which the retained motion undergoes a parallel chauK''-

— First J'r.iLciplc.-^, 6tli oil., S> 'j.', 145.
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. { i-r.n-c extent, lie makes shift to make it do. At least he so

r.viAiiglcs tlie iintecbnical reader that it seems to hold. In bis

! i.'l"tr}' it is not so prominent. In psychology it begins to break

.'.,.wn definitely, holding directly of the evolving brain alone and

hit indirectly of the mind. In sociology it becomes still more

:'.riiriit.ive, Avhile in the Principles of Eihics it has often to bo

! ..kcd for, tucked away in preambles or dragged into couchiding

it-itonients, before or after the real work of the discussion is

tr\»niplisl)ed.

It is tme, of conrse, that j\rr. Spencer rejected any

t:uiterialistie interpretation of his positions. In reply to the charge

• f materialism bis argmnent always ran that he was an agnostic,

iiot ft dogmatist of either school. Not professing to know ^\bat

the imiverse might be in its ultimate analysis, a fortiori he could

tint l>e held responsible for any given view of the world which men

jiiifjlit juggle into his system or extract from it. And undoubtedly

liis contention has its force. Firll and avowed materialism the

S[H>nccriau philosophy is not, nor materialism in its crass and

(ruder forms. There is even distinction drawn at times between

.'nind and brain, or consciousness and motion; and some have even

tiiought to find in certain passages from his later writings a

('•ndency more hospitable to the hyjwthesis that the world-ground

i- a Conscious Being. But when all this has been said it remains

tnie that, although it is not out-and-out materialism, the Synthetic

I'liilosophy is at least materialistic. A system which starts from
uie intention to exjjlain the whole phenomenal imiverse on the

lj'''sis of matter and motion, which includes in its fundamental

lonuula naught but mechanical change, for which in strictness

t'lere are no distinctions but those of less and greater integration,

Uffiiiiteness, and coherence of movements or positions in s])ace,

^^liich conceives the x\bsolute as Force, and force after the analogy

fi the activities which the physical sciences reveal—such a system

'"ay file an agnostic caveat at its beginning or reassert one at its

'lose. But its whole momentum, its influence, its world-view, are

'•^ a materialistic kind. In the enforcement of the general idea

s!!'! principle of evolution, on the contrary, Mr. Spencer's efforts

i::et with great success. Three men in particular, in the century
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just ended, have done most to give to later thinking its CTolntioiinr',

cast: Hegel, Darwin, Spencer. In the first the German tradiii^.n

culminated. Argaiing from idealistic premises, Hegel so wrou;.,-lit

the genetic view of things into the thought of the niueleemli

century that it is safe to say that, had neither Darwin nor SiK-iitcr

been born, the world in this age would have been considered f i\,!n

a developmental standpoint. Twenty-eight years after Hegil".-

death Darwin's Origin of Species burst upon the notice of n

startled world. The legitimation of a very ancient hypothc-.«i.-,

transformed by tlie genius of a master, Darwin's work succefilr-ii

l)ecaiise it was a product of the rarest imion of the obseiTatioii;il

and the rational faculties of mind. Spencer is often praised as a

great reasoner. But the commendation were better bestowed uix'ti

the patient, Avhen need was, silent, observer of nature who carefully

worked out his principles until they were so firmly grounded tli.ii

they were fitted to withstand the folly of adherents and the attac'^;-

of bitterest foes. Above, some of the data have been given which

show that the idea of universal develoimient was maturing in

Spencer's thought, or even inchoatcly promulgated, before he \v:i-.

at all acquainted witli Dai-win's views. But there need be no

controversy concerning the question of independence or the cxttni

of infliience. Each man had his tremendous work to do. As the

one established a first principle of biology which in its expansion

developed into a masterful theory of the world, the second, joiniui.'

speculation and the principles of general science, sweeping .nl'<i

the results of psychology and sociology into one comprebcn^ivf

survey, successfully labored to impress the doctrine upon tlie ]aii.r

modem mind.

cVV^J^^V7w7%-^
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J'r(>p/icii^iti in Babylonia and in Palestine.

^,, VI.-TIIE LEVEL OF PliOPIIETISM IN BABYLONIA
AND IN PALESTINE.

TiiK liistorieal books of ancieut Israel have not claimed that

Uv« iUK'cstors or tlie descendants of Abraham and Jacob had con-

Unif-'ii^ly, and as an entire jieople, had the same religion. The

ahcieiit Hebrew historians have, on the contrary, candidly admitted

i^t- tlie ancestors of Abraham had at one time served other gods

(A*h. xxiv, 2), and they are equally explicit in mentioning the

i»>5t tliat ofttimes larger or smaller companies of people in Israel

hsci cillier -worshiped other gods or had violated the spirituality of

G«J by worshii:>ing images, etc. Such conduct of the Old Testa-

/Mentliistorians must be empliasized, because it belong-s to the many

characteristics of the Old Testament historical writings not cus-

tomarily made pixjmineut in oxix day, but recently collected by me
ift the small work, OlauhwuercUgl-eitsspuren des Alien Testaments

([>«lilislied by Edward Eunge, Gross-Lichterfelde-Berlin,

N, 0. 75).

Xor have the historical books of Israel been especially silent

rtJiiccvning the fact that many forms of divination were harbored

-vimiig the people; for example, the practice of 'onen (or ghunen)
• Imnented, which verb may have designated the observance of

'>:rtnin formations of clouds, or this 'onen, as Hubert Grimme has

?<-»-<'ntly surmised,* may have been a kind of "osliinn magic"

'(-sum a pretended demon). Again, we find the practice of

^ichchash mentioned, which reminds one of the Assyrio-Babylonian

i^f'irhushu, "whisper of charms."f We also hear the complaint:

'\[y people ask counsel at their stocks, and their staff declareth

'•::t() them" (IIos. iv, 12). Here, then, rhabdomancy is spoken of,

"Inch is mentioned by Herodotiis (iv, 67) and Tacitus {Gcnnania,
"^'ip. 10) as a custom of the Scythians and ancient Gcnnans. And
I'aiah laments that a portion of his people takes part in the

''ivinations of the East and the West (ii, 5, f.). Thus we might

'•''"linue to unfold the picture drawn by the historians of Israel

* Hiibcrt CvlmiMO, VnlirH-ie.<en,!: im Hahd-JliM-Slrr-il (1903), p. 79.

'_^Miiss-Ariioldt, In The Jnicrictn) Juumat of Semitic Langiiar/cs (WHO), p. 221.
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,

of the relation of many among their people to diviiiaii.:;

These few strokes will suffice, however, to reveal the chavaetcr .,;'

this jiaiuting. All we ask further is that the reader oIimi-,,

closely the inscription flashing on the border of the pictur.-:

"There is no divination in Israel" (Num. xxiii, 23) ; that is, !•.

that part of Israel that was faithful to God. This part of i'..'

people of Israel was conscious of possessing the prophesyiujrr, ..f

speakers or prophets of the Eternal (= Jahwe). Ilenco th

historic sources of Israel very clearly place prophecy (nehua) omt

against divination {kesem) ; indeed they distinguish vari.. .,

grades and tendencies even among the representatives of propln* ;.

.

In the first place, they speak of members of associations i'

prophets, prominent especially in the day of Samuel, of Elij.i!-.

and of Elisha; but alongside these mention is chiefly made •

'

those prophets who claimed to speak by authority of the Etrn;.;i

but who represented the tendencies of kings and parties who li.i

;

erred from the legitimate religion of Israel. One need only h .sr

in mind the unique scene that trajispired before King Ahab wl.'

he purposed opening a campaign against the Syrians. A wli .•

host of prophets vouchsafed victory, but there -U'as one man wL •

would not make common cause with these. It was Micah, the .-:

of Jcmla, who chose imprisonment rather than to deuy li;

prophetic certainty of the unsuccessful issue of siich a can)p:i :.-

-

(1 Kings xxii, 6, ff.). This prophet Micah in the ninth centiu;

was a shining contemiwrary of Elijah. Their successors wn-

for example, Isaiah, who mentions prophets five times (iii, 2, ff. '.

whom the people called "their prophets aud prudent," !" •

Jeremiah, who had that remarkable contention with Hananiali .•

the gate of the temple (xxviii, 1, ff.). But to gain a conception •
•

the height of consciousness attained by Isaiah we must coii?i''-
'

the words: "Woe unto them that call evil good, and good f*--

that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bit'- ^

for sweet, and sweet for bitter! AVoe unto them that are witc '"

their ovm eyes, and piiident in their own sight" (v, 20, i
'

Behold how this man discerned all sophistical per\'ersion of n"

'

and illusionai-y fancies, and how he dared to brand them, and l..^-

judge whether he can be accused of just these errors

!
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What, now, was Babylonia's and Assyria's position toward

oliviftOtion and prophecy? The answer to this question must

A3tur;illv bo gained primarily from the most recent and most

ctpio'US source that has been found concerning the culture of the

ctorttrics of the Euphrates and the Tigi'is and their relation to

th* rpivitual conditions of Israel. This chief source at present

is tl^c new edition of the work Die Keilinschriften und das AUc

Je^bmcnl (1903), the first 342 pages of which are by Hugo

WiiK'klcr (Berlin), and pages 343 to 653 by Zimmern (Leipzig).

What a detailed portrayal we have here of the relations of

•J:" Babylonians and Assyrians to divination! Here we are in-

frmod that "Shamash (the sun) was considered the god of the

j rii-r^ts of the oracle, or the diviners, who trace their science back

!r- !iim and look upon him as their giiardian patron" (p. 3GS).

"Tlic role of Ramman, as the god of the oracle, is uniqiie, and not

vrt clearly understood as to its origin" (p. 449). But is this

t'!o of the "weather-god" Ramman not entirely conceivable, since

AAsyrio-Babylouian divination takes its signs chiefly from the

"Jtlijics of the clouds and their resemblance to animals or ships,

p.iid from the direction in which the clouds move, as has been

sJiown principally by Carl Bczold in his work Nineve und
Ihhtjhn? (1903.) Eeilinschriftcn und das Alte Testament

informs us further that diviners traced their origin to En-

ir.oduranki, a king of Sippar, the favorite of Ann and other gods,

f'^r, as it is recorded in cuneiform writings (p. 533, f.), "these

P''<ls called him to commune with them. ... To view oil on

^ator, the mystery of Ann, the tablet of the gods, the omen
tal)!ot( ?), the cedar staff, they committed unto him." The latter

^'•as likely a cylindrical implement of cedar by means of which

inc- questions addressed to the oracle were sjxiken into the ear of

'l"f' sacrificial animal, from the liver of which the answer was

'iivincd. Viewing livers i? also ascril>ed to the Babylonian king

"1 Ezek. xxi, 21. ]\roreover, "the sources from which the divining

I'ficst gained his information concerning future things were quite

v.irind." The following are prominent : divination from the course

'f llip stars, from the confignwation? and coloring of the clouds,

'"III the entrails of sacrificial animals, especially from the livers of
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sacriiicial sheep, and lijdroniancy. It was also quite natiirnl t)i;ii

divination from tlic flight of birds and interpretation of drcillli.^

were extensively i)racticed in Babylonia, and that propjiocits

were based upon all kinds of other phenomena of nature, especiMllv

ujxin unnatural phenonieua such as monstrosities, etc. (p. (iOJ).

What an interesting result! In general the relation of the

Babylonians and Assyrians to divination was the same as that i>f

the connnon superstitious of Israel to divination, excejjtiug tliiii,

for example, there is no mention made in ancient Hebrew Htcr;i-

ture of tracing a "guild of diviners" back to a personality >.>{

antiquity like King Enmeduranki, mentioned above. The great

difference, however, is this: in Babylonia and Assyria divination,

with all its means and organs, was not only tolerated but it wu?

an official institution. Likewise in Egypt the horoscopers were .t

special class of the higher priesthood," and were known in pre-

cessions by tlie palm leaf, the symbol of time, which they carried.

Among the Hellenes, who in many respects ranked high, even

Plato declared the stars to be gods {Tima'ios, 38 E), and AristoUe

bowed his head in the presence of the stars as in the presence of

animated beings (Uelier den Iliinmel, ii, 12). But the repre-

sentatives of the legitimate religion of Israel were above-

interrogating the stars, to say nothing of worshiping them.

Aiicient Hebrew Scriptures repeatedly praise the God "that

maketh the seven stars and Orion" (Amos v, 8), tlie cult of tin.

stars is expressly opposed (verse 20), worship of the sun, tlic

moon, and tlie twelve signis is prohibited (2 Kings xxiii, 5, ff-)-

The prophet cried : "Lift up your eyes on high, and behold wh'^

hath created these things" (Isa. xl, 2G), and the jwet causes Job

to ask: "Did I behold the sun when it shined?" (xxxi, 26, f-)-

Indeed the same heaven shone above Babylonia and Palestine, but

in the fonner man looked only to heaven in order to search out m
its external mutations the decrees of the gods, and in the latter

man looked beyond the heavens into "the heaven of heavon.s

(1 Kings viii, 27), that i.s, into yonder innermost sphere of tlif

universe, where in the flight of phenomena God is the fixed ]i"^"'

and the innermost fountain of nil life (Psa. civ, 20, f.). ITe'i''"

Gcorg EbCTS, Egypten mid die llueckcr Mosis, p. 343.
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; il.vliinia and IsTineveli possessed an abundance of striking

..rjliols to divination as it appears and is prohibited in the Old

],-iiiiiiont. But did tbey also have the prophecy the proclama-

',.. IIS of which are preserved in the Old Testament?

\\^lo that bears this question does not at once tbinlv of

Il.iininurabi, the old king of Babylonia so much sijokcn of in our

•i.iv ? It is widely known that in regard to the religious hegemony

. i Old Testament literature ])elitzbch, in bis second lecture on

i'.dhcl vnd Blhel, has called attention to this ancient Babylonian

ling, since be too has claimed to have received bis laws from the

.!!ii-god. But by the words iised to introduce the inscription of

\m laws Hammurabi simply places himself in the line of rulers.

It ir; natural that the position of a ruler would be looked upon as

a. fiift of divine guidance of history, although in historic events

liuinan freedom also constitutes a factor. Hence it easily came

!! ]>ass that even more important acts of government were traced

i :uk to an incitement on the part of a deity, or the manifestations

"f God may even be thought of as mediated by the viewing of

^a(rificial animals or other omens, as is possibly the case of the

.Moabite king Mesa in his inscription (pp. 14, 32). Moreover, in

l!ie plastic representation which shows bim above his inscription

Maiuling before the sun-god, Hammurabi, according to the most

I'mbable interpretation, is supposed to be the companion of the

Mui.* For in the lines written beneath the representation it is

(-.nid: "Ann [the god of the upper world] and Bel have called by

iiaino me, Hammurabi, the high prince, who fears God, in order

'iiiit I, like Sbamasb [the sun-god] should rise above the blnok-

iir-.ided, and enlighten the land;" and the close of said Inscription

also makes Hammurabi, no less than Sbamasb, the originator of

la\v.s. For the close begins with the words : "Laws which Ham-
"nirabi, the wise king, has established," and we read further:

"^ly words have been well considered, my wisdom is unequaled."f

>Vould such a sentence ever have come to the mind of Moses, if we

* In Dnlm,y,escnei im Babel-Pihel-Streit Hubert Grimme has expressed the orinlon that

"amnuirabl is here iuteiuled to he represented as a vorsldper of the sun-god. But this Is loss

' Not imtil after this do we read: " By order of Shamash, tlie great jndse of heaven and
' J'lh, Justice shall arise In the lanil." Thereupon we read again: " The l.'iw of the land,
"'lilih/ have given."
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consider the entire tradition concerning him ? The discourses nf

tJie later prophets of the Old Testament often contain the cxa.i

opposite. Isaiah wonkl have nothing to do with those who wtn

wise in their own sight (v, 21), and who were called ''tlicir

prudent" by the then ruling party (sxix, 14). And how loudiv

Jeremiah protested against the thought of his having received hl-

proclamations from his o^\^l heart, that is, from the workshop of

his ovra thought (xiv, 14, f
.

; xxiii, 2G, f. etc.)* ^^^lerp in

Assyrio-Baliylouian literature are there any parallels to the dis-

courses of the Old Testament prophets and their sublime worci^

concerning the deepest principles and loftiest goals of the worlil's

history ? In the Omina collections, which have been found in th:-

library of Assurbanipal (at Rujimdshik), and one of which begiiH

with the words: "If the Eel-star, etc."? Or in the other ]:\v-<-

collection of Omina, which is devoted chiefly to lunar phenoinc!i:i,

and which contains, for example, the following sentence: "If ;n\

eclipse occur between the first and the thirteenth day of Siwiiii

[which answers essentially to our June], growth will be retards J

in the land" ? See here thy competitors, O book of Isaiah

!

Has it really been acknowledged in the most recent treatises

on the relative status of Babylonian and biblical culture that the

countries of the Euphrates and Tigris offer no parallel to that

Old Testament prophecy by which the true religion of Israel if

mediated? Indeed not! One speaker formulates the sum total d

his opinion in the sentence: "How thoroiighly homogeneous every-

thing in Babel and Bible is" (Delitzsch, Second Lecture, p. 1''^.

and another writer even claims to be able to prove the parity oi

Assyrio-Babylonian prophecy with the true prophecy of tlie Bib!'-.

Must it not be interesting to follow this demonstration ? Come,

then, let ns accompany him step by step. In the new edition ei

Via Keilinschriflen vnd das 'AUc Teslament we read (p. ITO. f-l '

"At that time ftho time of Jeremiah) Judah was a vassal state !'

Babylonia. Hence [why 'nience"?] the Grand King kep! '';•

overseers in Jerusalem, who had access to the king, and togeili-

'

* .Tcremlah also cenmires tho pvri)ili'?t'' ^ho were wont to cry out: " I li^ve t^i-r"""

have drcimfd • " (xxiii, 2.i.) Delitz^eli ovfr!ooI<e(l tliis fart whon in his .Sfcoiid IfcCirr .;•

he remark's: ' llt-re [in Babel], as Uivre [In ibe Bible], the same world ol coiitiuuoi. .

i^ ^
'

tlon, chiefly in dreams."
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^.,\\i t.'ic strong Chaldaean party were commissioned to work for

•
, iiiUncsts of their lord, and against the incitements of the

;.i..>iii£^ I'iu-ty." "If in the cajsital city the leaders of the party

%Kiv tlienisclves able to represent the interests of the Grand King

ir^ tlio sense stated, there were professional agitators [iiehilm,

ri.iikers]* for the siirrounding country, whom the opposing party

f,.tnrally had to employ in entirely the same manner." II.

Wiiicklcr graciously adds : "Of course, among these, too, there were

iT.<ii (lilTering in endowment; men of independence, and witli ideas

A tlicir own, or mere speaking tubes of their employers. As the

.-.ilk'd political spokesmen of the people, however, all nehi'im play

t!n'ir part, and hence answer in their relations to what in onr day

at' cnll politicians." But why does the author take pains to con-

^t^lct the differences that are said to have existed among the

'[Tofcssional agitators" in the country towns of Judaea? Either

ti,c prophets, like Jeremiah in the country town of Anathoth

(.il-out an hour's walk north of Jerusalem), were "overseers" of

i!ie Babylonian king, who had to preserve "the interests of their

ItiI," or tliey were not. Are we to suppose that they were even

triiitorous overseers of their pretended employers? Wiint does

Jorcmiah say to this? "^^Tiat was his consciousness, testified to

i-iifold by him ? With whom did he make common cause ? With

"iiRitators" of the "Grand King" ? Yea, verily, of ihe Grand

King; namely, of the heavenly world-king. For thus he says in

i'lo name of his employer: "Since the day that your fathers camo

f'TlIi out of the land of Egypt unto this day I have even sent unto

.'fill all my servants the prophets" (vii, 25). Hence Jeremiah

^'.Ts conscious of being a member in a succession of men who, from
s'lP fundamental deliverance of Israel out of Egypt until his own
'"y, had stood in the sendee of the Deity; and whoever supposes

sliat Jeremiah and the teachers of Israel related to him would

'••lircsent the intCTCsts of any other lord heaps insult upon them.

»> ns there a parallel in Babylonia or Assyria to these prophets ?

In the new edition of Die KciUnscliriften und das Alte

^rflamcnt mentioned above we do not read in answer to this ques-

'-"!'•: "Xo," or "not in reality," or "o]ily in the sense in which

» It'ebi'im is the Helircw word for jiropliet I
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Hammurabi—perhaps—considered himself to be, yet did not v.,\\

himself, a speaker of the sun-god." No, in answer to this qui ^1,,:,

said book contains nothing but the following note to the cxpir.<M, .1

"politician" (p. 171), quoted alwve: "On such 'prophets' in

Assyria see Peiser in MiUeilungcn der Vordcrasiad^ch, ^

Ocsellschaft (1899, p. 2G0)." Now what will the reader Cn.i m
the work referred to? In these Milleilungen, in tlie volume -f

189S (not 1899), the Assyriologist Peiser (in Koenigsbcrg, Editr.r

of Orientalisclic Literaturzeitung) produces the following fr.i;:-

ment from the literature of cuneiform writings of the sevcmh

century as a sample of "courtly poetry" ("hoefischc Pocsic"]

(p. 257) : "I, the servant, the prophet of the king, his* lor.',

proclaim these prophecies for the king, myf lord. The gods wli(>-<>

names I have enumerated shall receive and hear these prophccir?

for the king, my lord. But may I, the prophet of the king, niv

lord, stand before the king, my lord, and pray with all my hour

on my side ( ? ina a-lii-ia). If my sides grow weak, may I by tl;--

power of my word ( ?) put my strength to the highest possil)''-

tension. \\T]o shall not love a good lord ? (For it is written) i^i

the song of the Babylonians: On account of thy gracious mouth.

my shepherd, all men look up to thee" (pp. 258, f, 260, f.). 0^'

this Peiser remarks: "The prophets, of course, could not hib r

without remuneration.:!: In case they received no fixed sal.in.

concerning which we know nothing, they, as members of a fr-
"'

calling, were dejx^ndent upon the favor and mercy of the ruler < ^

the notables" (p. 2G0). This, then, is the material on Assyrr-

Babyloniau prophecy to which H. Winckler has called the allrr.-

tion of his readers in the new edition of Die Keilinscliriflcn "''^

das Alte Tcslamcnt. In these expressions he thinks he has sli"^^"

his readers Assyrio-Babylonian parallels to those Israelii!--''

prophets whom he had just characterized (p. 170). But wb.t'

does the reader of these words from cuneiform writings roll.'*

find? ITe hears an Assyrian prophet S]>eak who stands "hrr''"

the king,"|| and who never tires of calling the king '^ds ]>'''''>

* Bi-U-su, " of his lord." is \vl,;it \vp roally read.

1 Here tbe oorrocr. i <-:'.i\\\n'. is hi-ri-in, " of my lord."

t V.y tlie way, by wlium was Socralos paid ?

n Tliat means " in bis scrvii-c" (con)p. 1 Kbig.s xvll, 1, etc.).
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Ihis Assyrian prophet, referred to by H. Winckler, is said to re-

KMiiliio those prophets of Jahwe with whom we meet in the presence

..f King Ahah (1 Kings xxii, 6). But those are the prophets whom

llic niHiig party in the days of Isaiah called "its prophets and its

jinidcnt" (xxix, 14). They are tlie prophets of the jx^ople, like,

f,.r example, Hauauiah (Jer. xxviii, 1, f[.). But the men who

were the mediators of Old Testament religion separated them-

v^'lves from these prophets. Micah ben Jemla felt himself so

I'oinpletely separated from the prophets of Ahab's court that he

.ilonc distiu-bed tlieir unison, and chose to be imprisoned rather

ihan to speak according to the mouth of Ahab (1 Kings xxii,

!', ff.). The propliets mentioned in the portion of cuneiform

writings quoted above resemble the men of whom Isaiah's cou-

li'iiijwrary ilicah said: "They bite with their teeth," that is, they

like to take part in feasts, and "they divine for money" (Mic. iii,

r», 11), that is, they arc in the service of material interests.

Propliets like those described in the words quoted above from the

cuneiform writings, and like some, alas, even in Israel, were con-

sidered by Isaiah (iii, 1; xxix, 14; xxx, 1) and Jeremiah (xxiii,

1, flf. ; xxviii, 1, flf.) as their complete antiiwdes ; and when the last

named prophet especially is branded "the politician Jeremiah,"

and is accused of conspiring with the Babylonians,* we ask the

representative of this accusation to bear in mind the following

words. It was none other than the well-known Karl Ileinrich

CJraf who, in his excellent commentaiy on the book of Jeremiah,

remarked; "Xo reproach heaped upon Jeremiah can have less

f'nindation than that of a lack of national consciousness. . . .

All his words and deeds were permeated by the most intimate love

f'lr his people. . . . lie exposed himself to all kinds of danger

and suffering in order to save his people from destruction, toward

which he saw it nishing. ... He was certain that an extended

i-ubjpction of Judah under the supremacy of Clialdfea was the will

•'f God," etc. (p. xxix, f.). This last thought must be expressed

'iifire pointedly thus: In ISTebuchadnezzar Jeremiah saw the

'xocutor of the judgment that had to be visited upon the godless

'"O'^i'ity of the jieoplc by the Ruler of the world's history. In the

• Sic Kcillnschri/ten utid Sas AUc Testament (1003), p. 170.
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name of his employer, therefore, he had to warn against op^Kiiiii:'

—without avail—the then executor of the will of the Judge of ihe

world. Thus do we understand Jeremiah.

If an analogy to the utterances of the Assyrian jwoi^hot, to

which Winckler has referred, should he sought in ancient Hebrew

literature, a somewhat similar statement might he foimd in tli-

words of the writer of Psa. xlv, where we read: ''My heart i^

inditing a good matter: I speak of the things which I have niaiU'

touching the king: juy tongue is the pen of a ready writer" (v. ] ).

jBut the words of the Assyrian prophet quoted above have no

parallel in the discourses of the prophets with whom Jeremiidi

identified himself. A double oj^eration is necessary in order t'^

find Assyrio-Babylonian prophecy in the prophets whose writing?

are contained in the Old Testament. In the first place, the twn

lines of Jahwe prophets distinguished in ancient Hebrew litera-

ture—the false and the true—must be confounded, and, in tin-

second place, the level of the line of men with whom Jercniiab

identified himself in the words quoted above (vii, 25) ih«.s/ lic

lowered. But T. K. Cheync, a recognized repi'eseutative of "ad-

vanced criticism," has said of the latter line of prophets: "This

at least we may say without fear of contradiction, that a succession

of men so absorbed in the 'living God,' and at the same time fo

intensely practical in their aims—so earnestly bent on promolinc

the highest national interests—cannot be found in antiquity che-

where than in Israel."* In fact, the specific position belonging to

the true prophets of Jahwe in the history of the religions of man-

kind can be defended on grounds so sure that it will never b^

shaken. These grounds of proof are pointed out by me, l''''

example, in a pamphlet, entitled Alltestamentliclie Kritilc «'i i

Offcnhannigsglauhe, which is now in the press. Hence only one

point will be elucidated here that is not touched upon there. It '"

the relation of Assyrio-Babylonian and Israelitish prophecy, p-^

regards their content. On this point we read nothing in the nC'''"

edition of Die KciJinscliriffen und das 'Alte Testament, except tlic-

following sentence: "It is the same vicw,f the same world-sysfi"''
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-i!. it'll is tlic foundation of the narrations in Israelitisli, as well as

i:..!ii.in and Arabic (Islaniitic) primitive stories, and wliicli in its

r.^'Dtials is found everywhere in the wider sphere of mankind.

1: appears again in the calculations of a new age, in reckonings

!».iriiig on the time of the advent of a Messiah in Jewish and

('!iri.«tian apocalyi^tic writing-s, and of an imam in the Islam, and

j'.Tiiis the foundation of the doctrine of the connection of things,

-.vhifh Xabbalistic Astrology had preseiTcd till the founding of

!i lidfrn astronomy" (p. 2, f.). The opinion of several modem
vfK'hu's, that "the ancient oriental world-view" forms the back-

f^fMUiid of biblical historic writings, has been answered in my little

l.-ik, Bahi/lonisicrungsvcrsuclie hdreffs der Patriarchcn und

KucnUjc Israels (second edition). For the rest, however, the

Miitences of tlie new edition of Die KeUinschrlftcn^ etc., quoted

above, contain nothing that could be considered a parallel to the

o.ntcnt of the prophecies of the Old Testament. Or does F.

llunuuel, the well-knoM-n orient^ilist, offer a tenable complement?

Partly in the new periodical Glaiibcn und ^V^sscn (1903,

i>. 0, f.), partly in his book Die allorioitalischen Dcnhmaeler vnd

•Ins Alio Testament (second 'edition), this Assyriologist has voiced

u IK'culiar opinion on Adapa. This name appears in a myth,

AdojKi and the Soidliwind, contained in cuneiform writings found

on the tablets of Tell-el-Amarna and published in the libraiy of

i-iiiiciform writing-s, vol. vi, 1, p. 92. There Ave read: "'Pi-udenee

a wise man g . . . ^Ilis command like the command of Ann.

'lie completed for him an open ear for revealing the configurations

"f tlie land. *To the same he gave wisdom, eternal life he gave

liiiii not. ^At the same time, in the same year, the all-wise son of

Iridu,* like one among men laf created him. '^May Adapa
hear, the seed of man, ''who with his . . . victoriously broke

the wing of the Southwind, '^ascended to heaven," etc. Xow, is

'!iis Adapa supposed to be primitive man ? The fact that he ap-

H-AYs as a priest in the sanctuary of Ea in Eridu, and goes a-fishing

to secure the necessaries for the sanctuary, is an adequately certain

''"iitradiction of such a view; for it is naturally prcsupixised that

"c Was not the only inhabitant of the city of Eridu. The view

• Tho usual prommcinUou of the name Is F.ridu. 1 Other Assyiiologists read Ka.
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that Adapa is the first human being is quite certainly refuted hv

tlic fact that besides him "bakers of Eridu" are mentioned (lii,f

10, f.)- And the expression "seed of man"* does not prove tli.-

contrary,! since said expression can also mean "scion of man."

Indeed, in his notes to tlie above text of the Adapa-myUi (p. TOO,

line 12) P. Jensen remarks: "Even according to this line A(l;i[i.i

is not 'primitive man' " (p. 413). And II. Zimmern considers ii

"natural to identify the name and jierson of Adapa wiUi tlic

second Babylonian primitive king of Berosos, Alaporos (to whw
Alajwros would apply equally well),:^ even though this identifu:!-

tiou. c^annot yet be considered certain" {Die Keilinscliriftcn, cU:,

1903, p. 522). Said scholar of ]li[unich sees "a sjTionym of Adaj;.'.

in Mirri-Mullu-dugga, or in Mirri alone, without the addition of

iluUu-dugga, which latter suffix means 'good man' (or also 'man

of the good,' that is, of the good God)," and he adds: "In tlir

course of lime the Babylonians simply identified this god 'Mirri,

man of the good,' with their god Marduk (or, Hebraiw^d.

Merodacli)."§ But a priest in the sanctuary of Ea in the city oi

Eridu, hence a man, is again simply said to have been a god.

Besides we read in Die Keillnscliriften, etc. (1903), p. -14G: "A

name Bir, Bur, Mir, !Mur, of the weather god, presumably sii;;-

gestcd in cuneiform writings, especially in Aramaic Avords, is not

well founded, and had belter be left out of consideration cntiroly,

especially as an explanation of the element 12 in Aramni'-

names," and the author of these sentences adds expressly that lu'

liad directed this opinion against the assertions of Ilonnml

(Aufsaclze und Ahliandlungcn, p. 219, if.). Consequently tlic

further opinion of Hommel is unsafe,i| tliat Adapa liad been tl''

god who was beheaded in order that men might be made from I'l-

blood. lie says that on the sixth of the seven creation t.abh-i-'

published by L. W. King, of London, in 1902, Marduk is spok.n.

of, "and not the old Bc-l-]!ilarduk, the world-creator proper oi

cantos i-v, but Mirri-GuUu-dugga,^ who, however, is Adapa ag:iiii,

• Zir or 7,ir amiltUi in line 12.

+ This must be emphasizetl ag.iinst Joh. Nikcl, Genesis vnrl KenschriffforsrhuiirrO^'^'-

P- 120. t Tiiis is particiii.-vrly easy in .1 text of Greek nnrln! letti-rs.

{Moiitlily Glauhenitnd Wisscn (IMS), p. n.

n l>ie allorlftitalischen Denkmafler xmd das AUe Test., second edilion.

\ Here lloiumel no longer reads " Muliu," but " Gullii."
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ji i-i .'il!0\\"n by the bogiiming of canto vii, aud also by the mention

, { Ka ill canto vi.

According to Homniel the seventh of these tablets reads:

When Marduk heard the word of the gods,

His heart impelled him, aud he conceived a plan.

He oiwued his mouth and spoke to Ea,

What be had planned in his heart, lie imparted to him

:

My blood will 1 tiike, and will (form) bones,

I will produce a man, a mau shall . . .

I will create mau, that he shall inhabit (the earth),

That the service of the gods be instituted . . .

And I will change the paths of the gods, and will transform

(their ways)

May they all be honored, may they all be (fortified) against evil.

Therefore Hommel thinks he is justified in considering

Adapa, or the god Mirri, etc., to be the demiurge, or logos, who is

»ti))])oscd to have stood between God and the first man. He also

i-.vs the same Adapa, or god Mirri, etc., appear in the scene that

»!« wont to he spoken of as the dialogue between Ea and Marduk,

A!j<l U often met Avith in adjurations. According to Hommel lines

I -'J of this dialogue read

:

The god Mirri-ilullu-dugga looked upon him (sick man)
And approaches his father Ea in his house and says

:

"O my father, sickness has befallen man,
I know not wherewith ho shall be healed."

Then Ea gave his son Mirri-MuIlu-dngga answer:

"O my son, wbnt dost thou not know? What new thing shall I teach?

What I know, thou knowcst also.

And what thou knowest, know also I

;

Go, my son, aud free him (the sick) from his ban,"

and then follow instructions for adjuring disease. The same

H-holar also calls attention to the following. He has observed that

^*!icrc among the Chaldiuans ]\Iirri-]\rullu-dugga appears, which is

always written with the characters "dwelling place" and "eye," wc
nicot with Osiris even in the pyramid texts. Hommel further

f^ip'iasizcs that this name, like its Chaldtean double, Mirri, is

'^•rittcn with the two characters "dwelling place" (os) and "eye"

^"')- Another parallel between Mirri and Osiris is found by

'binuucl in the fact that this Egyptian god also had the s\imame

^>'>n-nofcr—"good being," or also "being of the good (god)." In
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seiited as a human being, whereas the Egyptian deities were pio

tured with the heads of animals as their emblems.

But even granted that all these opinions could bo verififil,

thej would prove anew only the following: Certain portions of

ancient mankind recognized man's likeness to God in the myth

that the blood of the "god" Adapa-AIarduk had been used in pro-

ducing man, and tlie healing, or in general redeeming, tcndcncv

of God. Eut this latter knowledge, manifest in the introduction

io Assyrio-Babylonian adjuration of disease quoted above, and in

the Egyptian myth of Osiris, plays only in the sphere of the

physical. Is all that till now, according to the above survey, could

be cited as Assyrio-Babylonian analogy to Old Testament prophetic

discourses really prophecy—that is, declaration concerning tlio

future? True, there is such a declaration cont-ained in another

cuneiform text whicli has recently been cited as an analogy to tlio

Old Testament prophecies. In the Encydopccdia Bihiica, vol. iii

(1902), col. 30G3, T. K. Cheyne quotes the following passage :'.5

"a Babylonian parallel" to "faith in the Messiah:" "ScacoaM

against seacoast, Elamite against Elamite, Cassite against Cassitc,

Kuthffan against Tvutha}an, country against countiy, house again.^:

house, man against man. Brotlier is to show no mercy toward

brother; Ihcy shall kill one another," and he adds; The countries

mentioned arc those nearest to Babylonia, which are to be a prey

to war and anarcliy until "after a time the Aldiadiau will como,

overthrow all, and conquer all of them." He thinks the triunip'i

of Hammurabi, the king of Babylonia, is foretold in this part of

"poesy or prophecy." Birt all these are very inadequate elemcnU

(aroixeia) compared v^ith the rich and subliure str\icturc •''

prophecy that we behold in the literature of the ancient ITebrc\^'--.

But the content of the prophecy of Israel is to be estcoir.id

sublime, because it has its sphere proper in the domain of the n-

ligious and moral, inasmuch as it gives promise of the restoration

of the natural harmony Ijctween God and the human heart a? t.;C

final goal of God's course in history. This information shiiif?

forth for the first time in the profoimd passage bearing on the ini;il

subjection of tlie power hostilo to God (Gen. iii, 15), and tlici'c^

foi-v/ard star after star appears on the dark firmament of antiq'-''-'
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t% lii'iosity. This sublimitj was not lessened by the fact tbat tLe

,\'.\\w Spirit stridiiig through history chose a single nation to be

;:,,• inirsory of tiiie religion and )norality, for together vith the

l--!a of knowledge sent this nation its duties were augmented,

!>iiJ jiow often it gToaued beneath the burden of its historic ro-

.jHjusibilityl iSTor could the nobility of Old Testament prophecy

»,'.;(Tcr through the fuilher fact, that the flames to which its finger

i.iiiitcd Avere alike the judgnnent fire for impiety and immorality

(iiid tlie rosy dawn of a more beautiful day for humility and moral

ttirity. And, finally, the sublimity of Old Testament prophecy

Cijiihl not vanish when it was surpassed by the work of Him who

[iroved himself a sovereign even in comparison with the prophets.

Xf>; meditation on Old Test^nmcnt proi)hecy and New Testament

reality only puts into our mouth the words with which I closed

The Exile's Booh of Consolation: "Prophecy is like the rosy dawn

wliich ushers in the day. The prophetic word is 'a light which

fliineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day-star arise

in your hearts' (2 Pet. i, 19). Prophecy is as trustworthy as

tlif,' dawn certainly kisses the hem of the snn's robe. Moreover,

wi'rp there no dawn there would be no day, and the soft glow of

ilic morning red prepares the eye for the brighter light and cheers

the heart that yearns for the day. But the rosy hue of moraing is

not the blazing da.y-star itself. Aurora pales when the raonai-ch

'Sun assumes his radiant sway."

But if from this point we cast a summary view upon the

^"lijcct discussed we can Imt say : It will not occur to any sensible

IKTson to decry the effort of the Babylonians in behalf of human
fuUure. Nowhere has this been more willingly recognized than

ill my book Bihel und Balel, tenth edition, p. 20-22. But if

ii'iyone exclaims: "How thoroughly homogeneous everything in

iii'hcl and Bible is!" and when there is silence concerning the

•HlTcrence of the level of Assyrio-Babylonian prophecy and that of

I^raelitish prophecy, then we must feel ourselves constrained to

I'rotcst in the name of histoi'ic reality.

^J&^,
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Art. VII.—the VALUE OF THE STUDY OF SCIENCE FOi:

MINISTERS.

The iniuister, by virtue of bis profession, is expected to bo

master of all realms of knowledge tbat tbrow any ligbt upon man'.-,

origin, duty, or destiny. In common with all men he may gratify

intellectual curiosity, develop mental power, and enrich his

general equipment by excursions into many fields of thought, bm
his professional duties require of him the mastery of all that help-

in the understanding of man or in the apprehension of God. lie

is not at liberty to say of anything God has made, done, or per-

mitted to be done, "I do not know," till he has used all diligciicv

in the effort to know. Self-respect forbids that he should have sa

little energy as to live in a house without going into the cellar ami

garret, as well as into the kitchen and parlor, that he may know

what i^rovision infinite love and wisdom have made for tlie bap]>i-

ness of the race; gratitude and love to the giver, as A^'ell as duty

to his fellow-occupants, certainly require him to explore and fiinl

out what kind of a world the Lord has fitted up for his alwde, and

what use may be made of its resources to further his purposes. It

is of the nature of disloyalty for him to leave the friends of

unrighteousness to discover these treasures and turn them again>t

the desig-us of their Maker. As "stewards of the mysteries nf

God" it is our first duty to know all that may be kno^^Tl about

tliem, that we may expound them to others and defend them from

the attacks of enemies. To live in God's world without lieing abli>

to lead the inquiring young through its various apartments will'

intelligent explanations of its structure, apartments, and adajiti'-

tions is worthy only of an intellectual and moral sluggard. It li'"

in the veiy nature of tlie ministerial office, and is involved i"

loyalty to God as his ambassador, that the minister should Ix- uIm'

to cxixjund the words and v/orks of God and give a fairly «>w

prchenaivc view of the divine procedure in this world. We niii:!;'-

tlierofore go beyond the question of value, and show tbat the .-tu'ly

of science belongs to the very essence and integrity uf mini l<"'i-

'
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<L.'.r;i<'lcT and function. It is a one-sided equipment and sen-ice

•.iijii deals only with the written word of God. His works as truly

i> \\\* word are from him, and they are the best comment on his

V- r>i. The word has passed through many human hands, through

• jiids of transcribers and translators : but the works of God stand

! .-(lav as they left his hand, original and uncorrupted.

Tlic study of science enables the minister to vitalize the

ii..%torial universe as tlie creature and habitation of God. The

iiinUcctual and spiritual power to bring God near, to make all

;;-ible tilings throb with his life, to be able to point to his footprint

<.n stone, leaf, and flower, and to read the records of his doing in

{lic heavens and in the hidden places of the earth till all things

*-<ui to constitute one great temple of the Lord Almighty, is very

i!ii])ortant for the preacher. The decpcKt philosophy, as well as

•.):<' finest poetic and moral feeling, stands reverent before the

;i«ctacle of nature's ceaseless activities, certain of an invisible

wi.rker there that must be God, or one so like to him as to difTer

«nly iu name. The impiety of the world has crowded God out of

tlif material, out of the business, and out of the social world, and

!.;i.i relegated him to a little corner called the Church; it is the

<liity of the minister to bring him back into the temple that belongs

If' liim and enthrone him in the midst of his works as "Lord of

«il." To do this he must himself be thrilled and inspired by such

fin apprehension of God, in and over all things, as comes from the

lliorough, reverent study of his works ; he must have his mind filled

i!id thrilled with the facts of nature and of the Gospel, and in his

'^vi! deep conviction and reverent feeling fuse them into one living

inrssage of truth to men. Since the study of science by itself

t'tids toward skepticism, it is imperative to unite these two lines

f'f study, that Gospel truth may sanctify science and science

lr<'adpn and vitalize Gospel truth and the minister become a

''^''ifj example of the possible union of the two in one person. We
''i:dl counteract the skeptical tendencies by studying, understand-

"'?. and spiritualizing the field, not by anathematizing it. The
'fii-tor constantly appealed to nature, and wove into incomparable

i'-ifid'los the scientific knowledge of the times; he used the visible

•'i tlie palpable to help the understanding in grasping the in-
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^•is^ble and the spiritual. He kept close to nature, held it close \,^

God, and made it vocal with the declaration of spiritual tnuh.

Tor wisdom of method and energy of force he is the model Icufla r

for all who have minds large enough and hearts warm euougli tu

translate into human speech the message of truth that lies lofktj

up in nature. The immanence of God in all his work must !>_•

seen and felt by the preacher, as well as believed, if he is to deliv.r

to the world tlie full message he was sent to give. And the stuJv

of science will aid the minister in developing a well-balanced niiiui.

Nothing adds more to the weight and influence of a preacher tli:iii

the conviction that bo has a well-balanced mind, that he has lookci

on all sides of the subject he is treating and of all related subjects

and that, having mastered the Avhole field, he is presenting well-

considered conclusions. If he become the mere hawker of secoiiJ-

hand phrases on well-worn theiues; if he is one-idead, if he treat?

of only one segment of truth and is unable to connect it with tlie

whole circle of human knowledge, he is discredited with intclligcul

listeners and loses influence with all classes. Study on one theine

or on one class of subjects tends to produce a lop-sided, one-ic!e;i'i

mind, a thinker that may not be safely followed. Hence come cur

theological and denominational bigots, our specialists, rantir.L'

advocates of a single idea—a pestiferou's brood that has done lln'

truth nmch damage.

It is important to distinguish between studying science fliul

preaching science. The one is a question of intellectual balani'c,

discipline, and furnishing; the other is a question of profcssionm

fidelity and stands related to character. An honest man will do t!):it

for which he is employed, the thing he engages to do; if it is '"^

preach the Gospel he may use science or politics to illustrate if, b"*

not as a substitute for it. It is half-educated and imi)€rfectly de-

veloped minds, minds that do not know the real or relative great-

ness of themes, that substitute science for the Gospel ; a real scholar,

a deep thinker, must forever sec the superiority of Gospel trutli ?
to

the facts or theories of science. The thorough mastery of scien'''.

if it is not attended with the neglect of Bible study, will oidy

throw additional light on the greatness of the Gosj^el and m.ike it-'

superiority the more manifest. The study of lang-uage, of ukuI.'-
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ri.'itics, or of history may be helpful in tJie same direction, but they

(!o not bring ns so close to God nor occupy the mind with truths

^o directly helpful to the minister, nor do they present facts so

(Ictiiiitc, fundamental, and authoritative as those of science. Not

tt\ much by showing that Ave are masters of one subject as by show-

ing that we are masters of all truth in support of one subject do

we gain the confidence of men. ^Ye should indeed be "men of

cue book," but men with ability to bring the stores of all knowledge

to the illustration and support of that one book.

The study of science will aid in saving the minister from

ilullness and dryness, the great vices of the pulpit. The most

i-ciumon complaint about sermons is that they are dry and dull.

This is due to the intellectual life of the preacher. The themes

nre the most varied, interesting, and stirring that may possibly

engage the mind, and when they fail to interest it must bo due to

ikfective presentation. If the minister falls back on the dignity

(it)d importance of his message, or the authority by which he is

Tilt, or the sacredness of his office, he will leam by sad experience

lliat the prophet must win his way by the effective putting of

truth and by his power over the minds of men. One of the

proatest preachers of the last generation, the late Bishop Janes,

v^cd to say, "It is a sin to be diiU in the pulpit." The character

f'f his mission, the greatness of his themes, tlic interests at stake,

r.nd the resources at command make dullness in the minister nn-

I'nrdonable. Yet the cause is not always moral or spiritual, for

f^» matter of fact many most godly men are miserably dry and

dull as preachers. The sprightliness, liveliness, vigor, and eamest-

"f'^s of a vital intellect are necessary in addition to spiritual

fervor; and these qualities will be aided by scientific studies that

^ill break up the monotony of Intellectual life that results from

dwelling continually on one class of subjects and naturally leads

'<"' dullness. The mind needs to be freshened, waked up, and

fiirncd about by change of scenery, variety of food, and shock of

^'ansition from one subject to another. This is a law of intellec-

'"'il life that applies to all thinkers aud to all professions as well

"* to the ministry. The man who shuts himself up to law, to

Jnedicine, or to science alone becomes a dry and buradrum hack
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Uiat no one wishes to hear. To preseiTe intellectual frcsluK'.-,-

aiid vigor is one of the first duties of the ministei-, and even if it

requires 2n'olonged excursions into side studies, extended travel,

or laborious discipline it will pay large returns for the eilori

expended. The glowing fen^ors of a true piety need the sprightli-

ness, vigor, and versatility of a thoroughly equipped mind tn

translate them into speech that will adequately express them to tin'

tliought of the world. Much of the best life of the world perishe»

for want of such adequate expression.

Trutli acts on the mind very much as water does on ilir

wlieel—sets all the machinery of tiie mind in motion and wakrs

up its slumbering and latent energies, thus adding to while calliiii;

out the powers of the mind. A hard fact of science thrown iiila

the stagnant pool of thought may agitate and disturb its quiet liil

the very ripples flash brightness and beauty to the beholder,

investing old themes Avith a new charm. So A*ast and varied i-

thc field of science that it seems impossible to pass from thcoli'iry

to science and from science to theology without developing a robii.-t

intclleetnal life. The primary question is this of intellectual lifi\

for the truth lies everywhere in rich abundance; but will man fim!

it, feel it, and have muscle to hurl it forth with effective force f

Henr^' Ward Beecher used to go doM-n to the docks and watch the

great horses and the mighty ships to get the siiggestion of power,

to rouse and stimulate his mind to action. It may be even Ix'tlcr

to dive into the depths of the ocean, climb the mountains, travrl

among the st<irs, or come into touch with the mighty forces of

licat and electricity; or one may find enough in the torrent tli:it

is forever siirging and murmuring along his own arteries aii'l

veins to keep thought and imagination alive. Insects, bird-,

flowers, and all things about us are embodiments and expressimi?

of truth so wonderful that a little attention to them must prcsenc

the mind from dullness. Give to the mind this trinity of forces—

science, revealed truth, and spiritual life—and they will drive

dryjicss and dullness from tlie pulpit. The study of science by

the minister will promote adherence to fact and to its accunit'*

Ptatemont. One of the vices of the pulpit is extravagant and

inaccurate speech; that is, speech that does not accurately express
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• >ii- fai't, Au effort to be impressive, to avoid commonplace and

culliiciis, to arouse attention, and to give just effect to important

t.'uilis, leads many liouest minds into this extravagance, wliilc

, -Jn rs attempt to cover up shallowness by higli-sounding words and

; . iitoiie for the lack of honest hard study by volubility and excels

. i t<tat.cment. If the themes themselves on which ministers speak

,'..1 not invite to this extravagance their natiire gives special oppor-

iiinity. They are transcendental, they appeal to the imagination,

V! liie feelings, to the sentiment of reverence and devotion where

iiiaits are not clearly defined, and there is manifest difficulty in

tj'.nkiug with exactness and propriety. Exhortation, expostula-

ti'.ii, warning, and entreating tempt the mind to reckless, extrava-

iMiit speech. And there is always a large contingent of hearers

••ho are ready to applaud extravagance for strength, rashness for

o.iirage, and volubility for eloquence; and when it is found that

'u.'li cheap stuff passes for real coin the temptation to use it may

\^ very great, esjx^cially if the supply of the genuine has been

< Nliaasted. Tlie study of science cultivates exactness of thought

: ml language. Expression here must, by the nature of the suljject,

i-o as accurate as the measurements of a building or the die of the

mint—if for no other reason, because any inaccuracy becomes at

<'!K'e manifest and can be pointed out. Measurements, weight-s,

f'.Tces, and proportions are exact and invariable. If we go into

'lic laboratory for experimentation, sincerity, honesty, and good

intentions do not count; exactness is the only way of salvation.

.\i-'ids will burn you, gases will spit in your face, and explosions

^"ill blow your brains out if you are not exact. Ignorance is

'•iirtliy of damnation, carelessness is a deadly sin, trifling is

f'Muged with whipcords of flame, and no prayer is heard, nor is

isuroy shown to the bungler. Or if we enter the wider field of

'!;<orvation and study all progress is along the line of facts clearly

i'fovcn and accurately stated. I do not now speak of liyiK.thesis,

*'l-''<iilation, or theory, but of actual science. Hero all search is

^'T fact, and all expression an effoii to define it accurately. The

"laterial and tangible character of the subjects dealt with makes
t'lis a necessity, not only for intelligent progress but also for

'"fi-'usu ill case of attack. The discipline of such studies is in-
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valuable for the uiinistcr as a corrective of the tendencies in the

sacrcJ office to -which I have alluded. "Who lias not heard from

the pulpit assertions about the teachings of other churches, or of

prominent writers or educators, that could not be placed by'iln'

side of tlie ninth commandment ? Sometimes a grace or duty, good

in itself, is presented so out of place and out of proportion that tla-

whole body of truth is distorted, the miuds of honest people con-

fused, and evil rather than good is done. Sometimes a laAvlcss

sentimentality is allowed to foam, fume, sputter, and pour out a

seething mass of extravagance that only hurts and disgusts sensible

people. The facts of the Gospel are great, stirring, melting, mov-

ing, and saving, if only we know how to state them and are willing

to trust them. The task of the minister is to keep his fervor, Li^^

passion, and enthusiasm within the limits of Gospel truth aiiil

good sense ; and as a discipline for acquiring power to do this the

study of science is invaluable, for the very inner soul of the true

scientific spirit is strict adherence to fact.

The study of science will be of great value to tlie minister in

developing intellectual strength. This does not imply that

theological study and sermonic work will not develop intellectual

power, but that the mind will acquire greater strength by addint;

another kind and a wider range of studies. The mind held to

long to one subject loses interest and enthusiasm in it, and give?

itself over to humdrum and roTitinc. Healthy gTov.1:li and develo])-

mcnt are then arrested, and the mind waits the incoming of ncAv

material and the opening of new realms of thought to quicken its

energies and arouse its enthusiasm. As the body requires variety

of food for its health and strength, so does the mind. One articio

of food alone, though it be the best, will produce dyspepsia or

anromia. Do not many sermons show signs of one or the other of

these diseases, and in their very strncture and spirit give evidenet-

of having sprung from a too meager intellectual diet ? It is a hi"'*'

of intellectual life, for the preacher and all brain workers alike.

that there must be variety of studies in order to intellectual health

and strength. ITeresies, vagaries, and false theories of scieiui'

and tlieology result from the neglect of this rule. 'Mv. Danvin.

the gi-eat scientist to whose vast learning and invaluable labor-- t:;^'
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a,'! Id is so great a debtor, is himself an illustration of how devo-

(imi to one study alone may pervert the action of the mind, and

iliviirf, if it does not destroy, some of its noblest powers. In 1836-

r.'.), in the beginning of his career, he could say: "I took much

.iclij-;:lit in "Wordsworth's and Coleridge's poetiy, and can boast that

I road the 'Excursion' twice through. In my excursions during

tlic voyage of the Beagle, when I could take only a single volume,

1 always chose jMilton." Toward the close of his career lie gives

« very diifereut accoimt of his mental state, showing a complete

nutaniorphosis as the result of the exclusive study of science. lie

tnys: "But now for many years I cannot endure to read a lino

of poetry ; I have tried recently to read Shakespeare and found it

so intolerably dull that it nauseated me. I have almost lost my
taste for painting and music." This confession indicates a

lamentable decay, from neglect and devotion to one line of study,

of some of the noblest tastes and powers of the mind. It is of first

importance to the preacher to keep up genuine intellectual strength

nnd true humanness of feeling, instinct, taste, and aspiration by

n v.-ide range and variety of studies, and thus save himself from

falling off into soft sentimcntalism, lazy verbosity, one-idcad

fanaticism, driveling and whining sanctimoniousness, and a

foolish attempt to atone for the absence of real strength by ranting.

The streng-th of the personality, like the strength of the body, de-

pends ui>on the symmetiy, the balance and harmony, of powers.

If a man has strong limbs and a weak heart he is a weak man;

if he has a splendid frame and a wasting consumption he is little

Ix'tfer than a dead man. We plead for strong, round, well-de-

veloped, symmetrical minds; and there is no better method of

t^eciiring this for the minister than by the study of science. And
this knowledge will make the minister instructive. By statement

fjf fact as a basis for argimient or for illustration the minister may

impart a vast amount of inforaiation that will stimulate and direct

tJie minds of the young of his congregation and win them to him.

Ilis work lies on a higher plane than this, but often the attention,

respect, and confidence of the listener is gained by the discovery

ibat the preacher is a man of large intelligence, and thus the way
is opened for his message of saving truth. The man who has
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Iciimcd a new tnitli fvoni a minister always entertains a sjxoi;,';

re^-ard for him and is peculiarly accessible to him. 'I'licri.' ;!-.

many young people looking and listening for the newest am! 1> -;

facts, eager to enlarge the area of their knowledge, and rcai'.v ,..

follow anyone who proves himself a capable leader. The mini~t. r

will greatly strengtlicn his influence with such persons if he oora-

sionnlly drops a new fact into their hungry minds, thus acquiriiiL.-

a leadership that he can use for his highest aims. To save fn-in

sin is not the only mission of the pulpit, but to build up chanict.r

in righteousness and knowledge and by such building aid tin-

primary work of salvation. It is within the proper scope of tin

ministerial function, and according to the example of the great

divine Teacher, to use the works of God to illustrate and expound

his word. Any act of God in creation or in providence may engai:'"

the minister's attention and find a place in his message. It is hi>

business to teach the people the mind of God, and this he tiiiiU

revealed in tw-o volumes—in his word and in his works.

The study of science will help to keep the minister out cf

ruts. The processes of thinking, like the rolling wheels of a rehiii''

on soft earth, cut a track for themselves, that grows even dcc]» r

as they are repeated along the same line, that holds them to it and

renders it diflicult to get into a new and independent course. Many

ministers ha-\-e a few well-worn paths of thought and set phrasrs

of expression, and Avhatever the text or the occasion they are quit''

sure to fall into these—to the weariness of their Ifcarers. It is tlif

result of sluggishness, and the want of real energy in pushing out

into new fields of truth for something with which to instruct and

build np the people. It becomes very monotonous and unintere.-t-

inp to tlie preacher, as well as to his congregation, to find that li''

is in a deep rut that holds him to the same round of topics aii'l

phrases. "Wliat he needs is something to free him from the oM

bondage and set him upon a new course, or give him wing to fly

instead of plod. Xolhing can l)e more helpful to this end than

the study of science. It will hopelessly explode the old narrownc:--.

wrench and twist the mind out of its old gi'ooves, whirl it about

in the sweep of great forces, and, like the young eagle flung out

of its nest, compel it to fly in the trackless heavens, free, and able
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>, !i'..iko its w;\v wherever it will. Intellectual narruwiicss is to

.. l.r.'ken up by broader Jdelds of study that widen the horizon

; i!ii- suul. Every preacher knows how jaded the mind becomes

:•! an inivarying round of theological studies; commentaries,

t-iic-uiis, and books of divinity become very dry, and liis soul

l.\'.\p-r6 for something fresh and invigorating—and so do the

;u,iii-iK-es. The study of scieucc will also help the preacher in

;
.'.vtiiliug or breaking up an offensive professionalism, lie

<!..uld speak as a man to men; when he assumes a professional

! miier or cast of thought he loses poAver. When manliness, fresh-

::i -^^, vigor, and spontaneity are crushed out by a superincumbent

<»v!csiasticism or theological system, "which neither we nor our

f'.ttiors could bear," ministerial usefulness is greatly impaired.

A niim who has been crammed, theologized, dehumanized, made
.-..'tificial, and thrown out of touch with the world, must get back

: 1 naturalness before he can accomplish anything worthy of his

' liliiig. It is not walking bodies of divinity or systems of theology

'.at the world needs, but renewed, natural, radiant, forceful men,
;' i!l of the Holy Ghost and of ]^)ower. This abnormal professlonal-

i-:a will scarcely be possible to a man who walks among the flowers,

li-tcns to the singing of birds, comes into sympathy with insects

•Hid creeping things, studies life in its multiform manifestations,

'!!;:•» among the rocks, floats in the air, rides upon the sunbeam

I'^'^ni star to star, and in roaming through the vast fields of nature

' '<"ps himself natural, reverent, and devout. The study of science

"il! enable him to make the hemisphere of theology a complete

f-''"ltn of truth, and that whicli was partial and unsatisfying by

!--"lf will become complete and satisfying. Tlic world wants the

'"•spcl, but it wants it with the accessories and adjuncts that

"•iturally belong to it. 'So one has a right to take it out of its

'•••Tnliful sotting in the system of nature and present it in the hard,

'•"•1, bald M'ay in which it is sometimes given to men. The world
'

'
''-•us the Gospel ; not some new thing, but the same old bread and

' ''ttcr on which the saints have lived the ages tJirough. Eut it

!;in-t Ix; confessed that much depends on how the bread and butter
''•• Uiade and served. Dry, sour bread and rancid butter have

" *•'" known to have gi'cat power in thinning out a congregation.
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Tlic old soul hunger in men is as sliarp and quick as ever tc r^

sjxind to that which really satisfies. The GosjkjI is old, as suiiii; .

is old, as roses are old, as love is old—old but ever new. 'J li> .•

the minister's task, the field for his sanctified geuius: to maki; v..

Gospel new; to put life into it; to adajjt it to the neM- conditif.;..

that arise, and to coordinate it with all knowledge and with -.-.W

phases of the world's ever-changing life.

But there are those to whom this study of science sctj;!'.

attended with many dangers. That there are dangers I fn :,

grant, but that they are such as to justify the neglect of siu':

studies I deny. There is no good that has not its perils. Our fi r- .

parents could not walk through Eden without encoimtering daiip r.

and tlierc has never been a garden since that has not had v.-

dangers, nor an earthly paradise tliat has not had its lying seriKi,'

and tempting devil. There is the alleged danger of a tendency ;

skepticism; but the proper study of science must ever tend to tL'

strengthening of faith. Many of the most devout men sec dan;.' r

in the temptation that will come to ministers to make a show "i

their learning in the pulpit. It must be granted that Greek roo:.-

and Hebrew stems have often been flourished about before gapii.i;

congregations in a manner out of all proportion to their real valu";

but this is not a valid objection to the work done by the grct

Greek and Hebrew scholars who have interpreted the Scriptures t'>

us. Others fear it will lead to the substitution of science for th'

Gospel. This can never be in a well-balanced mind that is p' r-

ineated by the spirit of Christ. The truths of the Gospel are .-•

much greater and nrore vital than those of science that a reallv

capable mind will be in little danger at this jwint. The grcat'-r

danger for the pulpit is that of becoming dull, prosj^, dry, or licuvy

;

these are tlie vices that are eating out its substance and destroyir.J

its power. The path of safety and highest efficiency certainly li' ^

in a wise iise of all sources of knowledge, so blending thcui as t'"'

give truth its due propo)-tions and proper colorings.

.-^-t^
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.^,,,. viII.-EPISCOPAL SUPERVISION FOR MISSIONS.

What is the best form of episcopal supervision for the work

i ilic Church in foreign fields '\ There has been a great deal of

. ,-;-.!a(ion to meet the requirements of this question, and a number

; pl:iiis are being tried, but tbcy all seem to be of a teiUative

, r'lire. iSTothing is settled. That tbe state of things is not salis-

'.,;,nv is evinced by the fact that the plans are frequently

:...i,m.'d, and by a lack of unanimity among those most concerned

•% i.» the efficiency of the methods now in operation. At least four

; uuis are now being cmjjloyed. A brief outline of these may help

-•tiU- to imderstand the situation.

Tlie first plan for episcopal supervision of the foreign work

• f (lur Church is that of sending out jwriodically, at least twice

iM a quadrennium, a general superintendent, to visit and inspect

\h'- work, hold the Conferences, and perform any other necessary

' j'iscopal functions in some particular mission field, who, upon

liis return, makes a re])ort of his work and gives his impressions,

i-.'.'Jicred while in the field, to the Missionaiy Society and to the

<'!iurch at large. The second plan is that known as missionary

I'i.'^i.'opaey—an authorized form of ecclesiastical snpeiwision

• ^ircised by bishops set apart for certain mission fields widiin

••vliich alone they have jurisdiction. The third and most recent

i-m is that of assigniing a general superintendent to a certain

f'Teigii field, or fields, within which has been fixed an episcopal

ff >idcnce where he is supposed to reside during the quadrennium

^!id supen-ise the work of his field. Tlie fourth plan is a combina-

'i"n of the first and second, requiring "that once in every qnad-

f'luiium every ^Mission over which a missionary bishop has

j'irisdietion shall be administered conjointly by the general super-

ii-tfiidents and the missionary bishop," they being coordinate

^'hilo in the field, but in case of disagreement the general superin-

'.fiulonts having the supremacy. All four of these plans are now
"1 o]K>ration in the various mission fields of tlie ]\r('thodist

l-l'i^-fopal Church: the first in South America and ^Mexico, the

"•"^•"nd in Southern Asia and Africa, the third in China and
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Europe, and llie fourth, iu coiinectiou with the secoad, in Soiiiln r;.

Asia. These niiscellancoiis and disjointed forms of e]>iscn[,...;

suix?rvision in the great mission fields of the Church indicat.- ,.

weakness iu administration and are out of hannony with an othi i--

\vise compact and uniform ecclesiastical government. ^Moreover,

no one of the various plans enumerated above is adequate to nn >

:

tlie needs and requirements of the Church either at houie t.r

abroad. It may be a giiide to more hanuonious legislation if

some of the virtues and a few of the more glaring defects of carii

of these heterogeneous plans for ecclesiastical administration l»'

pointed out, and what might prove to be a better method, coinlijii-

ing the virtues of each and excluding most of the defects, brie ily

outlined.

Concerning the first inethod, that of sending out from tinu'

to time general superintendents to inspect and administer the v.oi-k

iu specified foreign fields, it may be said that tJiis plan may kecii

the ]\Iissiou in closer touch with the home Church and the souin-

of supplies, and may provide the ilissionary Society and i!i''

General Committee with an ofiicial means of communication -avA

administration in foreigii parts and tend to conserve harmony avA

unifonnity in ecclesiastical government throughout the connection.

Yet such visits must of necessity be intermittent, and the visitor,

at iK'st, only a visitor; precluding, in the short time he can g!>i'

to the field, much familiarity witli the peculiar methods essenti^d

to success or thorough acquaintance with the needs of the work

or with the strange people among whom he briefly sojourns—tin;'

language, their customs, their habits, their religion—and ennbHn::

him only to do the routine work of the Conferences and attend t'l

the more urgent matters which present themselves at tlie tinn".

]\roreover, in the interim between his visit and the visit of In-

successor grave emergencies soTuetimes arise, requiring immediH''

attention, with no one on the field having authority to meet thii:i-

Add to tliis the fact that but rarely the bishop visits and admii^-

isters the same work twice—thus giving a changeable aud soni'^

times conflicting administration—and it may be seen li""'-"

imsatisfactory this plan is, especially to the missionaries >
"

the field.
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'lliorc is much to be said in favor of missionary episcopacy.

?. i,:i;; bet'ii tried in Africa since 1858, during wliich time three

A men liave exercised its functions, and in Southern Asia since

:-^^, represented, likewise, by three men of exceptional ability.

\: lias succeeded so far as its limitations will allow. This plan

: ...vidcs a leader who jnay also be a missionary. It requires

.•liiiiiuous residence on the field. It insures continuity of ad-

:. ii'.i.-tration. In the opinion of the Central Conference in the

isrui- mission field where the plan has been tried for the past

\.{uvi\ years, "jSTone can dispute the fact that the system which

• w operates in our wide and expanding field has made many

livanoes possible that would not othenvise have been contein-

latcd, and besides administering nearly all the field in detail has

: :t its impress upon every institution connected with our Church.

K-.-t of all, it has made feasible frecpient personal counsel and

vi'.icc for every responsible worker from one intimately ac-

,':.!inted widi the genesis and growth of the enterprises each rep-

• 'nts." And the senior missionary bishop has afiii-med that "The

:':-L'iice of a superintending leader is of the utmost importance,

i in.' isolation of the workers, the inexperience of most of tlie con-

"rt ])rcachers, the pioneer character of the work, the necessity of

i'-vising new measures, the constant care to make organization

" '••'p pace with progress, the liability of dissension—these, and a

-'re of otlier reasons, might be named as indicating the urgent

"1 of a superintending leader on the field." But missionary

i'-'-fpaey, as a policy, is but a tentative measure. At best it is

' ''y a makeshift. It lias inherent weaknesses which may become
re fully manifest at any time. A quadrennial episcopal candi-

"irc on the mission field does not conduce to harmony. The

"'tioii of a missionary bishop is not restricted to a choice from
>!i;'.ng missionaries of long residence on the field. The one chosen

f^i-iy not be a missionary at all. If taken from the nonmissionary

"ntiks the result might be the opposite of those claimed for the

'.'•'toui. The choice from among missionaries is limited; a misfit

' '"111 be a calamity difficult to recover from. Furthennore, mis-

''"""'.V episcopacy is limited episcopacy. A missionary bishop is

•'••t a general superintendent, and cannot become one except by
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distinct, election to that office. He is not a bisbop at all out of lii-

own iield. He cannot perform any of the special functions of tJic

regular bishops beyond the limits of his diocese. His field nm-t

be inspected at least once in every quadrenninm by a general

superintendent. It may not have been so intended, but this i.- n

degradation of the man and of the Mission. As some one has saiil,

"The missionary episeoj^acy must struggle hard to ennoble itself.

The office humiliates the ofBcer." And hence a great man submit-

ting to it for the work's sake was yet clear-minded enough to sec

that "the restrictions imposed on missionai-y bishops are a tritlc

absurd." It "forbids a man who has authority to ordain in Luck-

now and Bombay to perform the same duty after he passes Aden,

at the mouth of the Eed Sea, even though requested to do so bv

sixteen bishops." Missionary episcopacy takes tlie mission fioM,

in a measure, out of touch with the home Church, The field lofc.<

some Ejonpatliy by having its own special advocate, and yet wbcn

he is on his field he is aAvay from the source of supplies, and

when he is away from bis field he is not a bishop. The absurdity

of this disjointed and limited episcopacy renders it objectionable,

especially as all its many imdoubted advantages would still be

retained after a simple and just act of legislation, inaugiirating a

better plan, had done away with it.

Fixing episcopal residences in foreigii fields for general

sui->erintendents is an advance tipon all previous legislation, for it

insures, what is essential to the success of the work, "the ccii-

tinuous personal superintendence of a responsible leader," and

gives a definite field of labor to a general superintendent. This i-

much better than "a series of annual visits from an ever-changincr

number of bishops." It is even bettor, in some ways, than mit-

sionary episcopacy, for it is not limited. But still it is liable to

some serious weaknesses. The person sent may not go from choice

He is simply assigned to the field. He may not have any spoci.il

interest in missions. He will, usually, be the latest addition t-^

the Board of Bishops. If be has no particular liking for the field

to which he has been assigned he may not remain on it con-

tinuously. The quadrennial inspection of a Mission under the

jurisdiction of a missionary bishop by a general superintendent
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lias occurred twice, and has been successful as far as tbe limita-

tions of the plan will allow. It corrects one of the defects of

missionary episcopacy by bringing the field into closer touch witli

the Missionary Society, in whose interests the visitation is made

;

but it also appears to point out and emphasize the defects and

limitations of missionary episcopacy and tends to minify and

degrade the office. iMorcovcr, it seems like a useless expense, and,

in fact, would never have been thought of had the bishop in the

foreign field been a general superintendent. It would be rendered

entirely unnecessary if the changes herein advocated were adopted.

We come, therefore, to the conclusion that no plan for the

episcopal government of foreign missions has yet been devised

which has not in its practical workings shown inherent weaknesses.

These weaknesses are all in the iJolicy; for no one can find fault

with the administration of the incumbents, whether general super-

intendents or missionary bishops. There never will be that

liannony which is desirable luitil a plan is devised which will

conserve the strength and imity of episcopacy and at the same time

meet all the requirements of the work on the field. The kind of

episcopacy that is needed is that which provides a leader who

thoroughly knows both the foreign mission and tlie home Church,

and who is not only once a bishop but always a bishop, a bishop

eveiywhere and all the time. lie should be familiar with the

particular field over which he has supervision, and, if possible,

know tlie langniage, history, literature, religions, customs, habits,

feelings, and heart life of the people among whom he lives. He
should know the men and women working in his field and their

ability and adaptability in and for the work to which he apjwints

them. At the same time he should be a man of the largest

influence at home. He shoiild be able to exercise full episcopal

powers in all lands and in all climes. He should feel, and be able

to make others feel, that the Church is one, and has but one form

of episcopal administration, and that there is no territorial limit

to episcopal functions and poAvers, and that in the Methodist

Episcopal Church, from Boston to Borneo and from Bareilly to

Berlin, there is but one kind of bishop; and that there is no ad-

ministrative need to have one bishop sent to inspect another's work
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or to have the work spasmodically administered by an iinfainili.ii-

official of the Church. There are but three easy steps to ih,.

accomplishment of the much-needed plan proposed, liach of ih.'

plans now in operation can contribute something toward the sun't--

of the desirable plan, whieli, when in operation, will at our.,

eliminate the main defects of the methods now being tried. ']"l:i-

first step is to so group the Conferences and mission fields as t..

allow a bishop to exercise his episcopal functions in a certain

district during a quadrennium, tlie same bishop being eligible f^r

reappointmejit. This is practicable, for it has already been dune

for China and Europe. Tlie next step will be to delete from l!,-

Book of Discipline all reference to missionary episcopacy, wliclln. r

iu the Third Restrictive Eule or in Part Third. This can be dciu'

in the Disciplinary way provided for in the Constitution of tin

General Conference. And the last step -u-ill be to elect to thr

general superintendcncy the three noble men—the peers of any

bishops on the Board—now serving as missionary bishops in

Africa and Southerji Asia, and assign them, as general superin-

tendents, to their present respective fields. To provide f"?'

succession in office let well-tried men on the various fields, or luiii

familiar with those fields and v/ho have the missionary spirit, b>

elected, as required, to the office, and assigned, as they naturally

would be, to the fields which they are Ix-st fitted to administer.

This plan would do away with the present gTades in tlie episcopal

office, would bring the Missions into closer touch with the motlur

Church, and, by having able men, who have power to administrr

anywJicre, preside over them, would give the Missions a ni"i'''

efficient adminiRtrntiou, would remove that unrest and friction

among the niissioiiarics on the field over the ever-recurring ami

nevei'-seltled question of administration and succession, and.

lastly, would tend to bring alx)\it that uiiity and harmony

throughout tlie whole Church so essential to its success.

€. Seott.
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AuT. IX.—THE ENGLISH ]\IAY MEETINGS.

LoNooN is not Eiiglaiid any moi-e than New York is America,

i'.it iin observer who wished to gauge the sentiment of tlie Engli.-<h

< liurches or to estimate the style of English religions eloquence

•;ii"lit gather all the necessary material by spending two or three

ui-eks in the English metropolis—provided they were the riglit

uipks. At one particular time of year there may be found wilhiu

two or three London halls representatives of all the Churches from

i.il parts of the kingdom, and the speakers who address these

iisicniblies are equally varied in ecclesiastical connection and local

l.ihitation. The area covered by the unique institution of the

.May Meeting is surprisingly large. Originally every ]\lay INlect-

iiig was held in Hay, but the program has become so enlarged ihat

fuur additional months have been pressed into sei-vice. Last year

ilie first entry on the official list was the meeting in behalf of the

I 'hilJren's Hospital for Hip Disease, on March 25, and the last

ilie anniversary of the Pentecostal League on July 21. But in

.-I'ite of this expansion Z\[ay still retains the most important place,

as of the twenty-two pages in the guidebook twelve are devoted to

tl;at month. The range of organizations represented is of corre-

.•I>ondiiig extent. All the Protestant Chnrclies—Anglican, Mctli-

•>list, Congregationalist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Moravian, etc.

—

have their own denominational meetings, mainly in connection

^vith their home and foreign missions. The great undenoniina-

iiotial religious societies, such as the British and Foreigir Bible

ScK'iety, the Religious Tract Society, and the Young Men's Chris-

'ian Association, apj^oar on the list, as well as Protestant associa-

ti'"'ii3, temperance societies, and peace and arbitration societies of

various shades. One notable feature is the number of organiza-

'i"ns for the promotion of the religious life among members of

^'I'ocific professions and occupations; for example, the Medical

IVnyer Union, the Lawyers' Praj'er Union, the Law Clerks'

'^'I'l-istian Association, the Civil Service Prayer Union, the Com-

!>iorcia] Travelers' Christian Union, the Soldiers' Christian Asso-

''iatinii, the Christian Police Association, the Railway Mission,

29
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aud the Misiiou to Coalies nnd Carmen. Bcucvolciit sociiii. %

bulk largely, for \vc find iiiaiij such items as the Eefonnatory :i:.
•

Eefiige Union, the Cliildren's Trcsh Air ilission, the Govcnu\-.-( •'

Benevolent Institution, and the Cabdrivers' Benevolent Socinv.

The ingemiity of modem evangelism is suggested by the annuuji

ment of the Tram and Bus Text Mission, while the advertiienicn;.

of the Propliecy Investigation Society and tlie British Eplir.iiia

Society provoke reflections ujwn the waste of misdirected zeal.

Ainid all changes, Exeter Hall remains jxir excellence iL"

home of the lEay Meeting, for eighty-five per cent of the mecliii,--

ai)pearing on the complete program are held within its walls, hi

addition to the large hall, which accommodates five thousand!

persons, it possesses several smaller assembly rooms, so it is not ;i;

all unusual, in the thick of the season, for two or three meetings \n

be set down simultaneously for this one building. Exeter Ilai!

has the advantage of an accessible situation, being only a few yarJ-

from Charing Cross, and—what is worth far more—of a grc.ii

evangelistic and philanthropic tradition. Quiet and decorous ai

are most of the people who compose its gatherings, it has been iIk-

headquarters of agitations that have turned many things upsi'le

down—and big things too. That it has made itself felt is evidc-nt

from the sneers of its critics no less than from the eulogies of itj

admirers. Dickens had his fling at it when, in Niclioh-^

NicMehii, he made Miss La Creevy, the miniature painter, lookn.p

out of her window for ideas of noses, declare that "there are fla'.-

of all sorts and sizes when there's a meeting at Exeter Hall," n'"'

ilacanlay's gibe at "the bray of Exeter Hall" has become pr^"-

verbial. Macanlay never had the reputation of being a good ju'l,:;

of musical sounds, aud it may be that his ear was at fault in lli''-'

instance; but, .if lie was correct in his appreciation of the chara.-

teristic vocal exjiression of Exeter Hall feeling, it is at any rato .".

bray that has been heard round the world, and that has penetratci

some distinguished craniums that have been deaf to parliamentary

speeches. Mr. !Moncure Conway—a man certainly not prejudii"'

in favor of evangelical z-eligion—scarcely exaggerated when 1"

declared some years ago, in a lecture on the prose and jioetry e.

London, tliat "the anniversaries of Exeter Hall determine pcai'"
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irilnilalion for tlie tribes of Africa, India, China, and otlier

:
.i.:is." When visiting Hongkong I came across au interesting

,.:;i-li;iti"n of the influence of this mnch-ahiscd center of philan-

throjiio. effort. I was talking to a government official, and

Ii.il'jiciicd to refer to the licensed gambling houses from M'liich the

!:oi^'!ilx>ring Portuguese colony of llacao derives most of its

revenue. "Yes," said he; "we used to have the same system here,

A:iii we derived a large income from it, but we had to give it up,

.i- I'^xcter Hall was too strong for us." A much newer and more

..t;ractivc building is the Queen's Hall, v.-hich is used for conceils

.•.!1 the year round and is growing in popularity with the pro-

i;;.ifors of ]\Iay ]\Iecting5. Its name Is a remiiider that It was

.[H'ncd in the year of Queen Victoria's jubilee. St. James's Hall,

i:i Piccadilly, well Icnown as the home of the late !Mr. Hugh Price

Iliitrhcs's mission, is also in considerable reqiiest, but its usefulness

!i: tills resjiect will soon be at an end, as it is about to be torn down.

'J iiC Albrii Hall, Avhich will hold au audience of ten thousand, is

(ligagcd when what is mainly required is a "demonstration" of

ii'iiiilx>rs, but its size makes it imsuitable for anniversaries of the

ordinary kind. Speaking Is rarely efFcctive there, even wiili a

full house, and an assembly of only two or three thousand scat-

tered about so huge a building is a pitiful spectacle. X few

M>cieties are fortunate enough to secure the cooix-ratlon of the

li'i'd mayor, and consequently enjoy the privilege of using the

•Mansion House or the Guildhall. It seems, perhaps, incongruous

that May Meetings should be held in hotels, but year by year the

Cannon Street Hotel, the Hotel Metropole, and the Holborn Pcs-

tnurant figure on the list. These, however, are rarely utilized for

meetings of the usual type, but are generally pressed into service

f'T breakfasts, dijincrs, and reeeptloiis In aid of various charitable

f'cleties. But the ;^^ay Meetings are not limited to "neutral"

pround. Churches which rent Exeter Hall for their larger mis-

fionary meetings often turn their OAvn buildlTigs to account for

'filer gatherings. Thus, there Is often something going on at

T..iinhefh Palace, Siou College, and the Church House (Anglican),

'''ity I?oad Chapel (Wesleyan ^^rcthodlst), the City Temple and

i''^' Memorial Hall (Congregatlonalist), and the Metropolitan
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Tabernacle and Bloomsburj Chapel (Baptist). And as soiuc

anniversary celebrations include a sermon as well as a public

meeting, we may even find St. Paul's Cathedral appearing scver.d

times in the handbook.

Every now and then some one laments that the May Mceti'.i^-,

do not arouse the interest they once did, but there is no actual

reason for any doleful outlook. The meetings are certainly in-

creasing in number and in size, and there is no evidence of anv

decay in enthusiasm, particularly in the case of missionary aii-

uiversarics. And on the whole they make a powerful contrib\uion

to the religious life of England. Many a country pastor, who lins

been toiling for twelve lonely months in some out-of-tlie-wnv

village, makes his pilgrimage to Exeter Hall, and is brought so

closely into touch with the great movement of Christian progress

that he goes back with a new spirit of cheerful zeal. His visit,

though it may be only from ilonday to Saturday, is a spiritual

tonic. It means something to have had an opportunity of hearing

the distinguished preachers and S2>eakers of whom he has read so

mucli ; it means much more to have had a quickening of his faitli,

hoj)e, and love. For it is on this trinity of virtues that E.xcter

Hall is built. Once remove faitb, hope, and love out of the

Christian experience, and you might take your jX'n and run ii

through every line in the May Meeting program.

Whatever may be said of the "othenvorldlincss" of the Clni;-

tian believer, there is nothing in all London more practical than tlie

ministiy- to the suffering and the fallen Avhich gives an account of

its stewardship at these gatherings. And when we ask the laborers

themselves what inspires them to this service they have nothing t"

say but ''We love, liecause He first loved us." So, after all, we

must put Exeter Hall on our list of Evidences of Christianity;

for ]\rr. Spurgeon s[x>ke for the universal conscience when li''

declared, "The God that answereth bv orphanages, let him

be God."

H^^Jh^c^. fn/\SJl
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\,.,. X.—THE CORONATION OF THE COMMON PEOPLE.

Tjie vanisliiug from the world's stage during the past fifty

years of so many gifted and brilliant men has frequently been the

riilijcct of special remark and regi'et. The disappearance of such

r. caii.'^tcllation of extraordinary characters from the Iieavens of our

|.;.or human world has by some been regarded as a sore calamity,

aiul many are the lamentations which have found expression,

, jpociall}' in the realms to which those supreme spirits belonged.

Tiif sadness of tlie bereavement is all the keener and deeper from

tlic fact that few of all tlie splendid lights gone out have found any

worthy successors to fill the vast spaces they have left behind. The

iiiuiilles dropi>ed by the great orators, musicians, painters, poets,

t]>och-making scientists, singers, preachers, and by the men of

r'\val imagination whose creations rouse and hold us as if by some

i.K!gic and masterly charm, lie here and there unclaimed, and it is

certain that the world has passed through the portals of the now

century with a singular absence of men of commanding genius in

niiy of the spheres so richly illuminated in the different periods

of the past. The regrets that reach us through many voices on

l!iO removal of so many of earth's favored sons may be well

founded, but while we respect the convictions of men who bemoan

l!io disapjTcarance of the magnificent we do not in any great

measure share them. For special reasons we gladly welcome this

diitinct parenthesis in the annals of the great and the sublime.

The closing of the gates through which processions of brilliant

I-ersonalitics have passed has been the occasion for the opening of

wide doors of opportunity for the middling man to show that in

tliis dull dress of commonplace qualifications there is enshrined a

man, a mighty factor, an unheralded sovereign, with maTulates,

(siithoritics, empires all his own. The average man at last has

"i>ide liis advent, and from the present outlook he has come to

'•tny. Too long he has been kept in the shade by the dazzling

'Tightness of a few royally gifted men. Unappreciated, unhonorcd,

'lip brother of the ordinary talents marches to the front and no

"'Jiauiand uf any proud C'a?sar can force him back to the bitter
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Inuiiiliatioiis of former da^^'S. Socially, politically, uiculallv,

rclitjiously, the average or middling man has risen, as if by sumi-

grand instinct of the new age, to a tlirone of po\A'er. This cnfr.ui-

cliisemeut of the commonplace mortal which enables him to stand

up in God's world in his full independent iudiyiduality, taking a

full, unfettered breath, every time, is an achievement in the de-

velopment of humanity which ought to insjiiire our deepest graii-

tudc. But M-hy should the disapj)earance of so many splendid fi^'-

ures from the active forces of the world furnish a subjcx-t

rather for quiet congratulation than for moaning regrets? Tor

the simple reason that the middling man may demonstrate

the merits and powers that are his and that in due time he

may. secure his proper place in the direction and government

of the world. The average individual is by far the mo;l

numerous type in the world's population of this and every age.

The genius, the magniiflcently endowed, aaid the rank which falls

below the ordinary are the extremes and exceptions of mankind.

They constitute the outskirts, the capes and promontories of the

race, but the great continent of human existence lies between and

is made up of the men of ordinary powers. The true strength and

real life of the planet is not found in the exceptional climes, the

arctic frost or torrid heat, but in temperate lauds we find the

realm where the gi'ape ripens and the wheat turns yellow i-^

the constant sun. So in the temperate zone of mankind we find

the most productive and most reliable source of those forces

U])0n which the world dc}:>ends for the actualization of its highcsl

aims.

It is also a fact more apparent now than in any other tiwe

that by far the largest amount of work, both in the Church and in

tlie world, is being done by the middling or the average man.

Goethe has said that God chose the Jew above all others for his

toughness, and it would appear that this quality of endurance is

possessed by the common^ilace mortal in a larger degi'ce than in the

oUier extremes of human life, and this power for holding on to

purpose and immense undertakings is a great factor in all the

achievements which are pushing the race onward and upward.

And v.-hat a splendid faculty for connnon interest and cooperation
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:- 1 njoycd by the type of man wliicli sums iip such a vast majority

of «-arlli's population to-day! The riclily gifted, by the very

•Mturr of things, are isolated from their fellows. So mighty has

•Jic Hverago man become tliat he possesses a power which means

j
:iiiic or progress in all the great realms which }nake up the age

i!i which we live. And it is evident that this rising force is the

r.id sovereign which is to ]-iile the twentieth century as coni-

iiu'iiidcr and dictator of the future destinies of mankind. Carlyle

includes his Past and Present with ringing words as he sees the

irrcal army of industry, and the gradual lifting of the vast central

mass of mankind into power. With sturdy eloquence he exclaims:

"Tliis enormous, all-conquering, flame-crowned host is marching

t>> ."subdue chaos and make this old world worthier of God and more

lit for man."

,^M'^^ (v^^w-^^J^QTT^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Professoi! Dugald ]\lAciADyE>f, editor of (lie Temple Biogra-

phies Series, in his introduction to Dr. Edward Dowden's new life of

IJobert ]?rowning, published by E. P. Button & Co., which is '"a

biography of the Poet's mind," writes:

lirowning lias become to many, in a ineasiuo wliicli he could liarOly \\.\y

conceived possible himself, one of the authoritative interpreters of the spirituil

factors in human life. His tonic optimism dissipates the gray atmo:phi^ro of

materialism, which has obscured the sun-dad heights of life as cffectiiely :\s a

fog. To see life through Bi'owniiig's eyes is to see it shot through and tliro\i;'li

with spiritual issues, with a background of eternal destiny, and to conic iii'-

preciably nearer than the general couscioiisness of our time to seeing it ste..'iii:.

and seeing it whole. Those who prize his inlluencp know how to value everytliin;

which throws light on the path by which he reached his resolute and conlKloni

outlook.

Because that statement is entirely true of Browning, as of nn

otlier modern poet, we have for years conceived it to be a high duty

to assist in giving vogue to his robust and peremptory faith, hif

resolute and confident gospel, in comparison with the priceless value

of which all criticisms of his eccentricities of stj'le are so academic

and trivial as not to concern mankind.

AN INCORRIGIBLE BLUNDER IN GRAMMAR.

FouRTEEX years ago the following appeared in a Xew York city

newspaper

:

MISUSE OF THE rRONOUX "Y^-IIOM."

To ihr njitoi- of the Trlhuiw.

Klu: llow do you explain (he fact tliat one of the most obvious viohili""'

of grammar is so frequently found in lii;;h quarters, even in stately reviews an-.

newspapers that pride themselves on their correct English? Here arc speciinen-^:

In an article on marriage and divorce in a religious review a man "dcnif

that he ever intended to marry the woman whom lawyers endeavored to iiro"-'

was his first wife." Whom was. Her was not.

In the report of an accident a man is described as "soarchinp f'^r '"*

daughter whom he thought might have been saved." Whom might. Her «">

liOt saved, you see.
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In the iuvcstigation of a case of arson a man testifies that the house "had

bccu piiix-hascd by Harry Baker, a man whom the State says has no existence."

lliin may have been tlead.

A Long Branch report speaks of a clergyman "whom Christian scientists

claim ha.<; shown a leaning toward their beliefs." Whom showed.

A letter from the revered object of a certain cult runs thus : "Dear Sir : I

have not in my possession a picture such as you desire, but I will send your
letter to a photographer in Washington whom 1 presume will furnish it to you."
Whom will. But perhaps him did not write this sentence just as printed. If

Fo let he look to the proofreader whom did it. So plain and inexcusable a

mistake ought not to be so common. Will The Tribune help to correct it?

St. John's Church, Brooklyn, ,Tuly 4, ISOO.

William V. Keluct.
(The THlunc will, cheerfully.—J^u.)

A few days Inter the editor of the Tribune replied to a counter-critic

and objector thus

:

"W. A. L." writes to take exception to one of the several admirably

selected examples of the misuse of the pronoun "whom," selected by Dr. Kelley

and pointed out in a letter to The Tribune, recently published. "W. A. L."

Kay.s: "lu the first case, we think he is mistaken. Will the doctor please re-

consider his statement, and look at another word in the sentence?" No, Dr.

Kelley was not "mistaken." Why should he reconsider his statement? The
sentence which he quotes reads : "The man denies that he ever intended to

marry the woman whom lawyers endeavored to prove was his first wife."

Whom could never be the subject of "was," if it lived till the blast of Gabriel's

trumpet was sounded. Just punctuate after "woman" and "prove." Head it

this way : "The man denies that he ever intended to marry the woman whom
(lawjers endeavored to prove) was his first wife." Pretty bad, isn't it?

In spite of all corrections and protests this gross and glaring

blunder in grammar mysteriously persists, unda^tnted and iindi-

miuished by criticism. It seems utterly incorrigible. Intelligence

appears to be no protection against it, and the most iinieal purists

often walk straight into its snare. Nobody is surprised ^vhen the

New York Journal reports that "the man whom the police believe

sent the blackmail letters to a wealthy druggist has been arraigned,"

for bad grammar may be expected of yellow journalism. Nor does

any sense of wonder overcome ns when the manager of the football

team in an Eastern college sends out to principals of preparatory

schools a request for "the names and data of any good athletes whom
you know will he ready to enter college next September." We can

even bear it, if not excuse it, when the business manager of a great

review asks us to send him the names of a few of our friends whovi

we feel would he interested in his review. It might seem unfeeling

to criticise a request so feelingly expressed. But it gives us a shock

to find a stern reformer of abuses, a merciless censor of human
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errors, infirmities, and infelicities, an icily proper pink of perfrriV,;i.

like the Springfield Ecpublican, printing on Angust 24, 190;], i!,,.;

editorial paragraph

:

The Humberts, the greatest swindlers of a century, get five years in j

French prison; yet madamo goes down with colors flying, repeating to the ':•,

!

that the Crawford millions do exist. M. Lahori has furnished the only mh.r
feature of interest in the trial by showing that, as a lawyer, he could dufiT.'i a

sujircme scoundrel, whom he knew to be guilty, with as much eloquence n:vl

zest as he could a Dreyfus, u-hom he had every reason to believe icas innocri.t

Perhaps the dog-days did it. Even the loftiest critic is liable to nr..l

in mid-Arignst. And one does not expect to lind in stately n-/,

scholarly reviews sentences resembling the invitations sent out !y

Chuck Connors, the "King of the Bowery Boys," the "Mayor i.j'

ChinatoMTi," asking his unwashed friends to Iris annual ball at T;ira-

many Hall; imitations which are fairly described as being "coudiio

in carefully imgramniatical English." Yet in so brilliant a rcviiv;

as the Iniernational Quarierly, on page 251 of the issue of Scp(enit"r,

1903, an article on Herman Grimm quotes Professor Grimm as t-^iy-

ing of Goethe, "Without abdicating our intellectual independeurt.

we may yet devote ourselves to him irlioin wo feel lias a lcgitini:i::

right to our services." CWliom has a right! Why not write nn i

punctuate it properly? Who, we feel, has a riglit.) Again, in i::;

same great re\aew, on page 234, December, 1903, Louis Lucipia, ir.

an article on "The Paris Commune of 1871," quotes Jides Favro n-

saying, "I have heard men ivhom I thought icerc sane and intelligt!:'-

declare that the best thing to do was to take their wives and childr'.:.

and let them all be killed." (Whom were!) We are reminded of .'•

notice which a friend saw on the sununit of the Rigi above La.-.i-

Lucerne, posted in the corridor of a hotel which always wakes i:-

guests in time to see the sun rise, the literal translation of which :•

"Jlessieurs and venerable voyagers are hereby advertised that \\\v"

the sun him do rise a horn will be blowed." This is an exact rcnil'^:-

ing of French idiom, but is intolerable Englii^h. We wish "'a Ii'tt:

might "be blowed" announcing the rising of a day in the lii-'hi
<'•

which a blunder which any schoollioy in the first grammar class shou:-:

be able to avoid may disappear at least from the higher circle- •'.

literature and culture, and never be heard from any presunin! -.^

educated pulpit. The misuse of "whom" for "who" is due partly t--'

lack of clear thinking and careful attention, partly to a failure t^""

punctuate properly. A notable correction of this misuse is seer i:'

ilark viii, verses 27 and 29 (as also in the corresponding passage n
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I. like i-x, verses 18 and 20) as printed in the Revised Version of the

i;i!)lo. Tlie King James Version has it, 'lYhoiti do men say that I

iwwT' and "Whom say ye that I am?"' It is impossible to parse

"uliom" in these verses. There is no rule of grammar which can be

flrelchcd or twisted so as to justify or permit its use. There is no

v.'rb of which "whom" can be the object, nor any infinitive to which

i; can stand as subject. And the translators of the Revised A'ersion

did not need to be expert grammarians in order to he ahle to make

the grammar respectable by rendering the verses, "Who do men say

that I am?" and "Who say ye that I am?" Any graduate from a

])ublie school ought to be able to make so simple and necessary a

correction. The "split infinitive," as it is called, which consists in

inserting an adverb into the iufiriitive form where it does not belong,

as in saying "to kindly request" instead of "kindly to request" or

"to request kindly," is a far less grievous mistake, being only a

question of the proper location and order of the words in a sentence,

and not of rendering the sentence utterly unparsable.

While upon this subject we may admit a communication re-

ferring to another very common mistake:

Sin: The symposium of gi'ammririans in The 7'ribvnc bns boon entertain-

injr and instructive. I did not £eel willins to intrude among tlic bnnqueiers,

liut now that the symposium is at an cud you might let me in, under the pretense

of bringing in the apolliuaris on a waiter.

Can anyone explain the universal practice of mislocating in a sentence

the word "only"?—"I only paid a dollar,"' "ITe only slept an hour," "They only

hoard it ouce." The Satvrditi/ CJohe before me says: "Dead I and you and I

•.vcre only talking of him last niglit
!''—apparently intimating that their mere

talk could not possilily have killed him. In another paper this catches my eye:

"One site which cost .?10.000 was only purchased last June ;" that it was not

paid for, or pos-es^od, but merely purchased. Any number of similar sentences

can be clipped from a pile of newspajiers. In current literature the error is

very common. Frederick Anstey says iu Tariah, which I am reading at tiie

moment. "She only came b.ack last night," and so anyone who asserts that .she

went away again is mistaken. In fact, this queer mode of expression lias im-

bedded itself firmly in our common sjieech. Very few persons on the platform

or in conversation put the word "only'' where it properly belongs. Why? How
came the language by this bad sprain? S. H. Mead.

Eustis. Fla.

(Undoubtedly this long-suffering word is often misplaced. It should be as

near as possible to the word or words it qualifies. In the first examjile given

the word is so placed as to indicate that the speaker alone paid a dollar; but

if the meaniug be, as it doubtless is. that only a dollar was paid, the sentence

should read. "I paid only a dollar." The same remarks apply to the second,

which should read, "They board it only once;" the third should read, "Only
hist night;" the fourth." "Was purciia^ed only hist .Tune;" and Mr. Anstey
should have s:iid that "Sl-.o cnmo b:ir'.: cp.ly hist n'lL'hl." unless he meant that she

came alone, or that she did nothing else besides coming.

—

Ed.)
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We also transcribe a lettor wliicli })rotests against overfastidionsnerfs

and finical purism

:

Sre: I have myself bocii calletl a puiist, and I certainly detest corruptions

of English speech; but I uui>;t say that I am made very weary by the finicky

criticisms of some who, while using without question numerous current bar-

barisms, object with hair-splitting logic to such well-established and expressive

idioms as "higher up," '"lower down," "further on," "gather together," and the

like. The translators of our English Hible were pretty good masters of English

speech, and they did not hesitate to say, "Friend, go up higher," just as St.

Jerome, in the Vulgate, had said before them, "Amice, ascende superius."

Milton, too, in Paradise Lost, wrote, "Ascend up to our native seat." The
biblical translators again wrote, "When lie had gathered together," and Bur-

ton, in liis Analoiiii/ of Mdaiicliohi. gave us the proverbial saying, "Birds of a

feaLlier will gather togetlier"—which is almost invariably misquoted "flock

together." It would be far better for would-be language reformers to quit such

"egregious folly of pnrisui," and pay attention to suppressing real evils, such

as "sending a wireless," "electrocuting," and "making a combine." Yet I know-

people who habitually use these latter expressions but regard "higher up" with

holy horror. W. F. J.

New York, February 2, 1901.

Whatever force Ijc conceded to this protesting letter, no one can

accnse ns of puri.-ni or fastidionsness in o\ir protest against tlie

misuse of "wliom" for "who," winch is a most flagrant mistake as

indefensible as it seems incurable. Strange that so elementary a

matter should ever need to be expounded and emphasized in educated

circles

!

THE BIBLE SOCIETY CENTENNIAL.

OxE of the most important events in the religious annals of the

present year is the centennial of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

The founding of this society just one hundred years ago marked the

inaugttration of what has been fitly called the greatest literary enter-

prise of the Christian era. What grander, nobler undertaking can

be imagined than to give the pure word of God without note or com-

ment, the source of uns]>eakaljle temporal and .spiritual blessings, to

all the millions of mankind? It is no wonder that the project once

started speedily fired the hearts of multitudes, and enlisted the hearty

cooperation of men of all creeds. The only marvel is that it was not

entered upon before. The story of the origin has been often told, yet

it deserves a brief rehearsal here. A venerable clergyman and a little

girl seem to have been the prime factors in initiating the movement.

The Rev. Thomas Charles, of Bala, a to^vn in ]\Ierioncthshire, Wales,

a man fully given to good works, fertile in expedients for God,

saintly, indefatigable, apostolic, was the main instrumentality. There
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is no question concerning tlie world's indebtedness to him. Nor is

the nature of the little girl's part doubtful, altliough her precise per-

sonalit}- is not altogether clear. In fact, there would appear to have

been at least two girls who tigurc quite significantly in the narrative

tliat has come down to us. Possibly when the mysterious processes

of higher criticism have been suHiciently exercised upon the incident

the two may resolve themselves into one, and the part which tradition

has played with fact may be brought plainly to view. But at pre.scjit

it is not plain. According to one account—given in The Booh and lis

Story, put forth at the Jubilee of the Bible Society—as Mr. Charles

was walking the streets of Bala he met a child who attended his min-

istry. He inquired if she could recite the text from which he had

preached on the previous Sunday; she was silent, and the inquiry

was repeated. At length she answered, "The weather has been so bad

that I could not get to read the Bible." Tlie reason of this was soon

ascertained: there was no copy to which slie could gain access, either

at her own home or among her friends; and she was accustomed to

walk seven miles over the hills every week to a place where she could

obtain a Welsh Bible, for the purpose of reading the chapter from

which the minister took his text. According to another account,

M'hich may be the same in a slightly different dress, and which is the

more usually told, the girl, ]\Iary Jones by name, being without a

Bible—as were most of the people at that time, for there was a verit-

able famine of the word—and longing to possess one, set herself in

right good earnest honestly to earn it. For six years she toiled and

prayed and saved, and then with a brave heart full of hope, but with

bare brown feet, she walked twenty-five miles from her home to Bala

to buy the sacred book from Jlr. Charles. But, alas ! the good pastor

had to tell her that the only unsold copy in his possession was already

promised to another, and she had to walk back those weary twenty-five

miles almost broken-hearted. It is also told us that twelve Welsh

peasants subscribed together to purchase a copy of the Bible which was

to circulate among the hills. Each family Avas to keep it a month and

then pass it on. When it arrived among them an old man, who had

been the last subscriber, finding his name at the end of the list, wept

bitterly, saying, "Alas, it will be twelve months before it comes to

me, and I dare say I shall be gone before that time into another

world." From these and other incidents, which might be related, it

is evident that the destitution of Bibles was appalling, such as miglit

well give rise to energetic efforts for an improved situation.
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The Society for Promoting Christian Ivnowleclge, established iu

1698, was at this time the main source of Bible supply, although there

were a few other associations of similar character which did a little

in the same line. And this societ}' in 1799 printed ten thousand

Welsh Bibles, but they were no sooner published than sold, and not a

fourth part of the country was furnished. iS^o more from that quarter

was to be hoped for, and there was urgent need that something be

done. Societies of one kind and another were just then decidedly in

the ail-. The Eeligious Tract Society had just been started; also, in

the few previous years, the Ba}itist Missionary Society, the London.

Missionary Society, and the Church ilis.siouary Society. And it

occurred to llr. Charles one morning, as he lay wakeful upon his bed,

thinking upon the hard necessities of Wales, Why not a society solely

for Bible distribution? He hurried to London and laid it before the

next meeting of the Tract Society. Whereupon the Eev. Joseph

Hughes, one of the secretaries, after expressing his approval of the

idea, said, "And if for Wales, why not for the empire and the world ?"

The meeting cordially agreed, and instructed its secretary to follow

up the suggestion. A letter was prepared which called together about

three hundred persons of many denominations at the London Tavern,

March 7, ISO-t, and they speedily effected the establishment of the

Bilde Society, "the first institution," as Mr. Hughes said, "that ever

emanated from one of the nations of Europe for the express purpose

of doing good to all the rest." Seven hundred pounds was subscribed

upon the spot. In AVales, which rejoiced exceedingly at the good

news, and which was soon abundantly furnished with Scriptures, nine-

teen hundred pounds was contributed the first j-ear, mainly, it is

noted, "from the lower orders of people." The noble and the good

rallied round this inspiring banner, especially "the men of Clapham,"

William Wilberforce, Zachary ]\Iacaulay, Granville Sharp, and the

rest of that illustrious band. An Executive Committee of thirty-six

laymen was constituted, the membership fee was fixed at one guinea,

and l^ord Teigunioutli was cliosen president. The society, it may be

remarked, has been most happy in its presidents. They have been

only five in numl>er. Lord Tcignmouth, a- former governor-general

of India, devoted his best energies to this cause for thirty years. His

successor was Lord Bcxley, who served for seventeen years, followed

by the Earl of Shaftesbury in 1851, who highly prized the honor of

the position and filled it conspicuously well for thirty-five years; then

came the Earl of Ilarrowby, who gave the society fourteen years' dis-
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linguishcd services, closed Ly liis death in 1900. The Slarqnis of

Norlliaiiiptou now wortliily fills out this illustrious succession of most

lioiiorable names. What hath God wrought through this agencj' and

ihf similar ones wliich have since been set in motion mainly by its

example ! Figures but faintly indicate it. Yet they are eloquent. In

its hundred years the British and Foreign Bible Society has circulated

iu round numbers 187,000,000 Bibles, Testuments, and Scripture por-

tions; the American Bible Society, in its eighty-eight years, over

7-^000,000; the Scotch, iu its forty-four years, about 24,000,000—

making 285,000,000 for these three alone. For the many other minor

societies which act independently of these we have not the precise

figures at hand, but it would be perfectly safe to set them dovm at

15,000,000 more, thus inaking the grand total of 300,000,000 copies

of some vital part of the word of the living God sent out during the

century by this means alone, to say nothing of what has been done by

private firms. The British Society now distributes about six million

copies a j'ear—one million Bibles, one and a half million Testaments,

three and a half million portions—the American about two millions,

and the Scotch about one million. But there is, of course, also an

enormous sale from private pulilishing houses, like that of the Bag-

sters, the Cambridge and Oxford University Presses, and a vast num-
ber of others, many of whom do nothing but issue Bibles. Twelve

million copies a year is probably not too large an estimate for the

total output at the present time, when so many revised versions are

thronging the market. And when it is remembered that there were

not more than five or si.x million copies of the Bible in existence at

the beginning of the last century the progress can be readily discerned,

and may -well call forth heartiest praise. At the beginning of the

last century the Biljle was current in about forty dilTereut languages.

Fifty translations are said to have been in existence, but only thirty-

five were in living languages, and the entire Bible was by no means

in all of these. The long, slow struggle of eighteen hundred years

had led to this meager result. There had been gradually added to

the original Hebrew and Greek, to the Sepluagint and the Samaritan

Pentateuch, the ancient Syrias, the old Latin and the Vulgate. Then,

after a time, it became credible that the sacred writers could be made
to speak in the modern tongues. The Bible was the first of Eussian

hooks, as it had been the first of Gothic, and the first of Armenian.

Germany in 116G obtained its earliest Scrijitures in the vernacular;

Italy soon followed, in 1471 ; France in 1471 ; Bohemia in 1188. The
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printiug press started its wonderful career with the IMdzarin Bible

1450. Twenty editions of the Latin Bible had been printed in

Germany alone before Liither was born; and in 1517 the fourteenth

known issue of a German Bible took place—these fourteen issnes being

not mere reprints, but various translations from the A^ulgate. In

1516 Erasmus's Greek Testament appeared. Luther grounded his

great Reformation in the marvclously effective version of the Scrip-

tures which he wrought, in 1523, which is still standard. The English

Wyclifo (his new Testament appeared in 1378) and his successors,

culminating in Tyndale, gained this great boon of the Gospel story

in their mother tongue. But it was SGvent3'-fivc years after the first

printed Latin Bilde Iwforc the English had even a printed Xew Testa-

ment in their own language, and that was imported from the Conti-

nent. In 153G the English clergy were ordered to put an English

Bible and a Latin Bible in the choir of every parish church, that every

man who cliose might read tlicrein; but not until some years later

did any Englishman or Scotchman hear the Bible read in his own
tongue as part of the public service.

How different the state of tilings now! Dr. Dennis, in his Cm-
teiinial Suruci/ of Fureign MissionSj gives as the total of all living

versions (including ti-anslitcrations) in nse at present by people of

all languages and dialects, 452. His figures, in some respects the

fullest yet gathered, show a total of 478 missionary translations, only

ten of them issued before the nineteenth century. He reckons also

six principal ancient versions, and sixteen standard modern versions,

thus giving 478 ancient and modern, living and obsolete, Bible trans-

lations. Taking out 4G as obsolete, and adding the 20 transliterated

versions now in use would give the 452 mentioned above. But since

these figures were collected some three years ago they are subject to

quite a little addition; for no less than eight new versions—Fioti,

Kikuyu, Sliambala, Ivaranga, ISTogogu, Lacvo, Baflins Land Eskimo,

and Jfadurese—have been added during the past year by the British

Society alone. Xo year passes without some additions; and the list

of versions issued by the British Society now includes the names of

three hundred and seventy distinct forms of speech. Its first volume,

singularly enough, was for the Indians of the ]\Iohawk TJiyer. It sent

them two thousand copies of the Gospel of St. John bound in .calf.

Its final volume will not ho issued until the judgment angel shall

yrochiim that all activilios in this probationary world must cease.

Xor v\-ill there be, until a period now apparently very remote, any
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cessation in the strenuous efTort to overtake the very large uuniber of

tongues and dialects as yet uusupplied with the word. 1'lie need is

still very great. Within the borders of the Indian empire alone no

versions of Scripture exist in one hundred and eight languages used

hy seventy-four million souls. In the islands of Polynesia and Malay-

sia and on the upper waters of the Amazon tliero are hundreds of

dialects in which the Scriptures have never spoken. If there are, as

Dr. Cust estimates, two tliousand languages in the world, then at least

one thousand five hundred of them have not been honored by the

word of inspiration ; and probably half of these are sutficiently impor-

tant to merit it. Out of the translations of the Scriptures now exist-

ent in living tongues no fewer than two hundred and nineteen have

been made in languages which have been reduced to writing for the

purpose within the present century. The missionaries of the Amer-

ican Board alone have taken twenty-nine unwritten languages and

reduced them to writing to put the Bible into them, in part or in

whole. Scores of tribes in Africa use languages the very names of

which are scarce kno^m to us. The I^olo is spoken by ten millions

of people on the equatorial tributaries of the Congo. There are vast

tracts Avhere different dialects are met every ten or fifteen miles. In

some lands by no means wholly barbarous the diversity of tongues is

enormous and amazing. The Bible Society agents sold Scriptures last

year in 53 languages of the Eussian empire, 20 of the Austrian em-

pire, 28 in Burma, 30 in South Malaysia, 53 in the Egyptian agency

stretching from .:\.ntioch to Uganda, and H in Cape Town alone. It

can from these facts be at least somewhat understood what an unend-

ing and Herculean task is assigned to the translation and revision

department.s supervised and financed by the Bible Society; also to the

colportago and distribution department. This latter maintained last

year a total colportage staff of 8T0, who sold 1,830.000 copies, a gain

of 90,000 over the highest previous record. The society also supports

C85 native Christian Bible women, who minister to their neglected

and secluded sisters in Eastern lands. Controlled hy the translation

department about one thousand representative missionaries and native

assistants are at work in different countries under the societ/s aus-

pices, and largely at its expense. It lays out some five thousand

pounds a year on this work, and has from the beginning s))ent in it

about five hundred thousand pounds. Translation work is now being

carried on in one hundred and thirty-seven languages. And so the

word of God goes flving all abroad.
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The connection of the Bible Society and the Missionary Society,

as will readily be inferred, is of the most intimate character. What

could either do without the other? Their mutual relations are of the

closest kind. The Bible Society relies upon the missionaries to trans-

late and circulate its multijdied versions. The missionaries depend

\ipon the Bible Society for supplies of that which is of the highest

importance in tlicir work. And the Bible Society deals with them

in the most liberal manner. It sends out the books that are needed

free of cost and carriage paid; in retiirn, the missionaries remit to

the Bible House any i^roceeds arising from the cojiies which they sell,

after deducting the expenses of circulation. At best only a small frac-

tion of what the Bible Society expends on the preparation and delivery

of these missionary versions can ever come back to it as the result of

such sales, while the missionaries obtain all the Scriptures they

require without any cost whatever to their own societies. In ten years

the grants from the Bible Society to one missionary organization

amounted to not less than one thousand eight hundred pounds, while

the missionaries returned to the society only about fifty pounds.

To the London ^Missionary Society the Bible Society furnishes the

Scriptures in over fifty different languages, to the 'Wesleyans in over

forty, the Presln-terians use about sixty different versions, while the

Church Missionary Society, which uses more than a hundred transla-

tions, gets full ninety of them from the Bible Society. Where the

missionary himself, for special reasons, cannot go, the coljjorteur and

the Bible are ofteu allowed, and the Bible alone has frequently pene-

trated, with most beneficial effect, to otherwise inaccessible regions.

Grants of Scriptures arc also made freely to the home lands, through

auxiliaries and branches, which in England number 5,875. Especial

attention is paid to providing Scriptures for the blind, and soldiers

are particularly looked after. In the Eusso-Turkish struggle 478,000

copies were sent to the seat of hostilities, and in the South African

war 133,000 to the belligerents on both sides. It can well be seen,

perhaps, even from this hurried presentation, that every Bible Society

stands in urgent need of funds. As a business undertaking it cannot

be supported without a wide departure from usual financial principles.

It is deliberately run at a loss. And the greater the demand for the

Scriptures the greater the outlay necessitated. Since the foundation

of the British Society it has disbursed over £1 1,000,000. Its total net

payments last year were £-,?.54,'?0-l. while its net receipts from all

sources were £333,138. During the last five years it has expended
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£C0,000 more thnii it hns received. And a fund of 250,000 gxiineas

is imioeratively demnndcd (and it is hoped may be raided before the

month or the year shall close) to prevent any curtailing of the

society^s beneficent operations.

It is earnestly to be hoped also that the American Bible Society,

only twelve j^ears yoniiger than its British sister, and every way

worthy to stand beside her in all respects, may reap substantial profit

from this year's renewed interest in the noble cause she represents.

The resources of this society have been seriously diminished of late

from a variety of reasons. Its former income has been largely

depleted by the increasing appeals for denominational causes and for

local chariries. Its work is easily forgotten because done so quietly

and out of sight. A false impression that the society is rich has hurt

it not a little. Its entire income from investments and rents is only

enough to carry on its work for six weeks. It needs at least two hun-

dred and fift}' thousand dollars a year from the Christian churches,

and it is by no means getting it. The benevolent receipts for the

last year fell about fifty thousand dollars below the average for the

last ten years. Unless large special gifts are received at once the

work will be greatly damaged by the cessation of agencies, the dis-

missal of tried workers, and the stopping of the presses. Surely this

cannot be allowed. It would be a disgrace to American Christianity

with its large and constantly increasing wealth. This society has

employed during the past j-ear in foreign lands 447 persons to dis-

tribute Scriptures. Some have been remarkably successful. In the

Philippine agency the circulation has nearly doubled over the previous

year, reaching a total of 91.260. In Porto Pico the circulation has

been 10,000 copies as against 3,000 the year before. The total issues

in foreign fields were 1,258,900, with 731,G49 in the United States.

It works in 100 languages, including 28 European, 39 Asiatic, 9 Afri-

can, and 12 American. The total receipts for 1903 were $412,406, of

which onlv .$98,085 were gifts from the living, and $53,926 were in

legacies. Each of these important sources of income, especially the

first, should be at once doubled.

The history of Bible work in America has peculiar interest for

tis, and deserves more than the page we can give it. So long as the

colonists were subject to Great Britain all their supplies of Scriptures

were imported. During the Pevolutionary War such was the scarcity

of Bibles that Congress in 1777 voted to jirint thirty thousand copies;

and when it was found impracticable, from want of type and paper,
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it directed the Cominittee on Commerce to import twenty thousand

from Europe, giving as a reason that "its use was so universal and its

importance so great." When this too, in consequence of the embargo,

was found impracticable Congress passed a resolution (ITSS) in favor

of an edition of the Bible published by the private enterprise of r\Ir.

Eobert Aitken, of I'hiladelphia, which it pronounced "a pious and

laudable undertaking subservient to the interests of religion."' But

in spite of such high congressional indorsement this first English

Bible printed in America—a small ISmo, a book so rare that a copy

has been sold in modern days for six hundred and fifty dollars—was

produced by its publisher at a loss of three thousand dollars in specie.

From 1(90 onward many editions were brought out by publishers in

Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Trenton, Worcester, and elsewhere.

They were, however, inadequate for the wants of the growing repub-

lic, besides being sold at prices beyond the reach of the poor. After

the starting of the British Society in 1804, kindred associations were

soon organized in diHerent parts of this country, but they were local,

independent bodies, having no connection nor intercommunication.

The Philadelphia Bible Society was established in 1808, and the

London Committee at once voted it a donation of one thousand dollars

and sent it consignments of Scriptures at cost price. Six years later

the number of Bible societies and kindred associations in the States

had increased to sixty-nine. In 1815 the Bible Society of Xew Jersey,

prompted by the venerable Elias Boudinot, its president (formerly

president of the Congress of the United States), issued a circular to

the several Bible societies in the country inviting them to send dele-

gates to meet in the city of Xew York the ensuing year. Tlie Xew
York and Philadelpliia societies entered cordially into the measure.

A convention was held in Xew York in May, 1816, composed of sixty

delegates representing thirty-five Bil)le societies in ten States. Dr.

Boudinot was chosen president, and a full organization readily

effected. The receipts of tlie society the first year were $37,779, and

its issues G,410 volumes. For the first period of twcniy-fivc years it

issued 2,798,366 volumes; for the second period, 18,987,210; for the

third 32,478,138; for the fourth period, if the present rate be con-

tinued, the total will reach 50,000,000. Again and again the society

has carried out the colossal undertaking of canvassing the entire

country, with the aim of visiting every family. As the result of two

of these costly and protracted efforts the entire number of families

reported to be visited was 11,764,416, and out of 1,299,150 of these
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that were found destitute of the Bible 850,OG1 were supplied by sale

or giftj aud 598,92-1 persons besides. Jlore than one half of its

annual issues go into the hands of pagan, Mohammedan, or nomi-

nally Christian people outside of the United States. Last year oGl,0-lU

were sold in China alone, and more than 8,000,000 volumes in the

various dialects of that empire have been printed during the last

fifty years. It is supposed that at least 2,000,000 were sold there

last year by the British Society alone and at least 3,000,000 by all

agencies, so unprecedented is the demand. In the neighboring

empire of Japan, wliere the three great societies have for the last ten

3Tars been imited in their operations, over one million copies have

been distributed. These are but instances of how the world is open-

ing more and more to tlie word of God. It is not now a crime to

circulate the Bible anywhere. Religious liberty increasingly prevails.

In 1886 a ton of Bibles was condemned to be publicly burned in the

capital of Ecuador. Xow the colporteurs are welcomed in all parts

of South America. Even the Bomau Catholic Church is reversing

as rapidly as could fairly be expected its ago-long policy of denying

the Scriptures to the common people. Popes send out encyclicals

urging the i;niversal study of the word of the Lord. Most significant

is it that the Society of St. Jerome, composed of Roman Catholics,

is, with the pope's approval and with Bible society methods, putting

the Scriptures into the hands of the common people of Italy. One

hundred and seventy thousand copies of the Gospels and Acts in one

volume, at four cents in paper covers and eight cents in cloth, have

rapidly been sold. This is a new, scholarly, and simple translation

from the original Greek.

The tAvcntieth century starts out magnificently well as a patron

and promoter of the blessed book. It inherits from the nineteenth a

vast accumulation of material and a wonderfully improved apparatus

for work patiently procured at large expense. It takes over also a

profound and abiding conviction that the Bible is a mighty force

which God has appointed for the use of his Church in the discharge

of its duty to the world, a potent factor in the world's deepest,

highest life, and the mightiest of helps to the evangelization of the

nations. It cannot be questioned tluit in Christian lands the Scrip-

tures are more carefully studied than ever before in the world's his-

tory. It is true that they are studied sometimes in a way that

troulilcs timid souls. But the studies and conclusions of scholars con-

cerning authorship, dates, and species of composition, or literary
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forms, relate simply to the settings of the trxith, not to the truth itself.

Tliey do not afl'eet the cterual, the essential, the experimental. Prime

Minister Balfour said last year at the inaugural centennial meeting of

the Bible Society at the iJansion House, London, "The researches of

critics have made the Bible far more a living record of the revelation

of God to mankind than it ever was or ever could be to those who,

from the nature of the case, had no adequate conception of the cir-

cumstances under which the revelation occurred, or the peoples to

whom it was revealed. And I most trul}- think that not only is the

Bible now what it has alwaj's been to the unlearned, a source of con-

solation, of hope, of instruction, but it is to those who are more

learned augmented in interest and not diminished, a more valuable

source of spiritual life now than it could ever have been in the pre-

eritical days." With this most modern scholars agree.

The Bible is indeed the book above every book, in whose pages God

is met as he is mot nowhere else. It has a vitality which nothing can

touch. Twenty years ago the circulation of the Scriptures in Ger-

many amounted to ten copies per thousand of the population. Last

year it amounted to eighteen copies per thousand. AVhile learned

men have discussed and doubted and even denied , the German people

have doubled their purchases of the ]u-ecious volume. It is the book

of all saints, in whose revelations men have found, and are still find-

ing, the best discipline for Christian character. It is the book of

converts, making them in most marvelous ways out of raw heathen,

and then still further training them into righteousness and true holi-

ness. It is the book of the progressive nations, of those which have

the largest colonizing and civilizing energies, of tliose which are cer-

tain more and more to dominate the earth. It is the reconciler of

differences, the healer of breaches, the piomoter of union among
Christians above any other instrumentality, breaking down the mid-

dle walls of partition and bringing about spiritual intercommunion of

the churdies. It is the only universal book, the book of unvarying

victories, the book of most nuignificen'i, achievements. Through cen-

turies it has withstood countless storms, it has survived countless

foes, and remains the only book wherein God speaks the eternal

message which satisfies the needs and aspirations of the Iniman soul.

Captains and cCii]f|ueiors leave a little dust.

And kings a dubious legend oC Iheiv reiRn

;

The swords of Csesai, they are less than dust;

The Bible doth remain.
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'HE ARENA.

MAX GREATER 'J HAN NATrRE.

How insignificant is man! It is only as we thinlc of human insigniii-

cance and frailty that we get a startling conception of man's superiority

aud power.

There is a disposition in some minds to belittle man, and reduce him
to such absurd insignificance iu the universe as to nullify the importance

of human conduct and destiny, and to escape the notice of the Creator.

Think of man, therefore, in his physical structure. The body comprises

but thirteen of the seventy-two simple substances. A P'^rench chemist tells

us the average man is composed of a tew pounds of oxygen, hydrogen,

carbon, nitrogen, a few ounces of phosphorus, calcium, chlorine, and salt,

a few pinches of silica, sulphur, potassium, magnesia, and iron. How
closely akin is man to the clods in the field! Stop and reflect. What do a

few pounds of earthy substances amount to in comparison with the mighty
volume of the earth, or the huge frame of the shining sun? What is one

human being among all the multiplied billions of beings on the number-
less planets of space? In a universe of fathomless spaces, of immeasurable

forces, of worlds without number, what is man? What are human achieve-

ments? What is man's destiny? A "mere mote of dust in the sunbeam of

time." A mere ripple in the ocean of immensity. A dream—and a for-

getting.

How insignificant is man! Weak and puny is his arm compared with
the elastic strength of the greater brutes, or with the power of the tempest,
or the might of the earthquake. Hov; frail is man! His body, composed
of a few simple substances, endures perhaps for threescore years and ten.

aud then crumbles into dust, but the giant fir and the lordly redwood
tower aloft for a thousand years; and the snow-capped peak stands a mute
sentinel while continents endure: and the stars shine on while men and
mountains pass away. The mind of man, how frail! So subject to hope
and fear, to truth and error, and so limited in its powers that it loiows
but little of the infinite kingdom of knowledge. The skeptic thus muses
upon man, and reduces him to a vanishing infinitesimal, and laughs moral
responsibility out of existence, as such an exceedingly small matter. Some
take a flippant view of human existence, but while man in a sense is in-

significant, we should take a more reverent view even of his insignificance.

When we consider the size of the human body, the brevity of its earthly

life, tho limitations of its powers, iu comparison with sizes, and durations,

and forces in the universe around us, well may we be overwhelmed with

the thought of human littleness—but in the very insignificance of man do
we find hidden his most startling superiority. Stop and reflect. The re-

volving earth is a mere pygmy in comparison w-ith man, as the earth be-

longs to the kingdom of matter, but man belongs in the liingdom of mind.

Mere earth, whether at rest or in motion, is inert; it must continue in its
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state of rest or motion until acted upon by some external force. But con-

sider man. He has life, consciousness, and volition. He is able to origi-

nate motion. JIan is, in this, far supeiior to the material v,orld. The
giant forces of nature, gravity, steam, electricity, are but dwarfs when
compared with man. These natural forces operate from the laws of neces-

sity, but man is free to act or not to act. Nature's forces, then, are subject

to necessity, while man has freedom. Moreover, these gods of the ma-
terialist fall before man, for in his superiority he makes them his serv-

ants to do his bidding. Man, "the mote of dust in the sunbeam of time,"

is mightier than the earlh upon which he treads, or the sun which shines

upon him, or the skies which bend over his head. These belong to the

realm of the inert, lifeless, unconscious, unthinking, and are ruled by
necessity, while man dwells in the nobler kingdom of mind and is endowed
with life, volition, intelligence, moral consciousness, and has freedom.

Even the earthworm is mightier than the planet in which it grovels, for it

possesses the physical qualities of inert matter, but it possesses something
more. It possesses life and volition and knowledge. Although the mate-

rialistic thinker laughs man into nothingness, from the intcllectufj stand-

point man holds dominion over the earth, its treasures and forces.

How insignificant is man—yet how superior! Man's superiority over

the kingdom of nature appears in three great facts: In physical structure

he stands at the head of earthly creatures. He is provided with feet, en-

abling him to move from place to place, but witli hands free to perform

the many tasks and inventions of daily life. In his mental powers man is

far superior to all his contemporaries. He is able to do for himself many
things nature has left undoue. Nature teaches the brute by instinct, but

man lives and triumplis by the powers of reason. He adapts himself to

the various condition.'; of climate, the diversity of natural production.?,

and makf-s his home in every land from the regions of perpetual summer
to the shores of the frozen ocean. He conquers the forest and plain and

ocean, and wrings from them the comforts and luxuries of life. Talk

about the insignificance of man! The supremacy of man's mind and the

skill of his hand are seen in the march of science and the riches of art.

But the crowning superiority of man over the material universe lies in his

moral consciousnes.s, and lilceness unto his Creator. We conceive of the

Creator on high, beholding the circling worlds, which are obedient to the

behests of law. We think of him peering into the kingdom of living

things, and observing their thrift and their enjoyment. W'e imagine him
contemplating man. It is not too much to think the Supreme Mind re-

joices in the mathematical movements of the starry universe and in the

prosperity of the lower kingdoms of life. It is fair to presume God re-

joices as he contemplaies man, a being able to think God's thoughts, to

apprehend the glory of virtue, and to commune with the Creator and re-

ciprocate his love. The creature that responds to the attraction of virtue

and of love is vastly superior to the creature that can respond only to the

attraction of gravitation. Right here we plainly see the towering supe-

riority of man over the material world and the hosts of the stellar spaces.

Koseburg, Ore. Geokge H. Bennett.
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THE REVIVAL L\" CIIUKCH AND COLLKGE.

A GOOD pastor and able prcacber writes: "The v.'ork done in revivals

of religion is not to be compared in quality with the work done by

churches in their ordinary methods. Hand-picked fruit keeps the best."

Abstractly, the statement concerning the caretul picking of fruit, for

pood keeping, is true, but the analogy is not so good when applied to

saving men. Experience has not al\v*)f# caatofned the theory that men
brought into the church through the ordinary routine work are better

than those who have been trroufdit in Ihrougfra genuine spiritual awaken-

ing. It is the glory of Methodism that the old-time revival of religion,

attended ordinarily with deep feeling, rooted the people, where it occurred,

out of old soil into new. E.xcitcment there was, to be sure, but what of

that? There must needs be excitement where children are born—travail,

labor, great excitement indeed, and agony, ending in much joy. These
strenuous things seem inseparable from life; aed is it not better so? Can
anything be worse than chronic barrenness; or the going on of a church

from year to year in a condition of dead propriety, with all the fountains

of feeling smothered and drying up? It may come to pass some day,

possibly, that piety itself shall be carried to a level so high, so system-

atized, purified, and understood, as to become less fitful, less disposed to

moods, but that time has certainly not yet arrived. As things now are,

there is no time and no condition under -which wicked men, living

habitually in low sensual moods, feel or see .so keenly, and truly, as when
under the stimulus of a genuine revival of religion. -Such men are so

dense they have to be slugged into a spiritual fact, before they can see it,

and if they ever get to the brink of a decision, they have to be shoved

over, or else they draw back. This is the only way left. Many eminent

saints have thus entered the Christian way.

Nor is this all: It is believed that the experience of every Christian

teacher in our earlier Methodist colleges, like old Augusta College, Ken-

tucky, the first :Methodlst Episcopal college in the United States, where
John P. Durbin, Martin Rutei-, Bascom, and other able men gave instruc-

tion, turning out such men as Peter Akcrs (afterward president of Mc-

Kendree College), Randolph S. Foster, John W. Locke (likewise one of the

presidents of Mcivcndree), John Miley, Colonel Hatch, and others of but

little less note, and the Ohio Wesleyan, which is Augusta College trans-

ferred across the Ohio River into free soil, retaining all the virtues of the

old plant and adding many excellencies thereto. In these schools the

annual revival was, and is still, considered practically to be a part of the

regular curriculum, in order that the Ideals set forth may be reduced to

practical life.

In fact, it seems to be well understood by the men in charge of our

Church schools, both East and West, that the college student passes through

a certain tran.'?itional state, of a speculative tendency, liable to unsettle

him in matters of Christian faith, the antidote for which is the Spirit of

Ood working coordinately with human reason in the study of the sciences

and philosophy. Nothing short of this anchors the young man during

college life. Aaron Burr, the young grandson of Jonathan Edwards, ju.?t
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at this stage of stuJent life was spiritually and morally wreclccd by the

counsel of au iufitlel physician of the town, to whom young Burr went
while under conviction in a college awakeniug. At such times the revival,

deep and pungent, opens the mind and heart of the young man as the

plow opens the field ready for things to be planted. This the common-
place methods of church work do not always accomplish.

Portland, Ore. C. E. Cline.

"AX EDUCATED MINISTRY" AGAIX.

OxE who has pondered considerably the very thought presented in the

Methodist Review of January-February, in the "Arena" department, by

Rev. Frank Seeds, on the subject, "An Educated Ministry," and the so-

called "correction" of Rev. J. A. Boatman in the March-April Review,

cannot help" but think that often a "correction" is merely stating another

phase of the subject and, in this case, is considering the letter but missing

the spirit. It may seem assumption to say this, but looking carefully at

the former article we read such expressions as "mental training," "taste

cultivated," "mind until awaK-ened cannot grow," "unfold brain power,"

"brain culture," etc. These expressions surely show a broad conception

of the meciniug of education. But directly considering the expression in

apparent dispute, namely, "Education means a drawing out of the powers

and forces of the mind," nowhere therein does the author declare that

this is the primary moaning or sense of the word "education," neither does

he say that this is all there is to it. In fact, his article makes it clear that

he does not exclude the thought of training, much less does he deny that

it is derived from the Latin educo, educare, educavi, educatuni, as set forth

in the criticism. And granting that the primary meaning was "to teach,"

"to instruct," "to train up." "to foster," etc., it does not follow that this

Latin word is not etymologically one with e-duco, edvcere, ediictum,

which means to lead forth, to draw out. As Dr. C. B. Hulbort, ex-presi-

dent of Middlebury College, doclare.s, "This makes the distinctive idea in

education to be eduction. It implies the existence in man of latent germs,

properties, capacities—call them by what term you please—which in a

process of disciplinary training need to be developed." When the author

of the second article adds, "to impart information," he misses the better

meaning somewhat, for it is not the imparting, but the informing process,

that makes the desired change in the mind. Education in its better sense

is not what is done on the owfside and for us, but what is done on the in-

side and by us. And, as Dr. Hulbert again says, "the distinctive idea of

an education is not to increase what a man knows, hut to augment what
a man is." A teacher who imparts rather than draws out—imparts facts

instead of developing inlaid powers—is a dismal failure. Neither is the

one who retains the most the best educated, necessarily. "Feeding and
nurturing" is not so much educating as the growing of the inlaid, God-
givon powers of mind. Parents make a mistake who try to induce a child

to enter a profession which is antasonized by the inlaid bent of mind.
According to tho Century Dictionary, to educate meant to bring up a
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cliild physicAlly as well as mentally, and while educere was usually used

with reference to bodily nurture and ediicare more frequently referred to

the mind, these distinctions were not strictly observed, so that there is no

authority for the statement that the primary sense of educate is to "draw
out or unfold the powers of the mind," but of the hody as well. Both
articles are right as far as they go and do not conflict. The criticism was
uncalled for. Education comprehends all this and more—God does much
not mentioned. B. F. Ebekhakt.

Orleans, Neb.

"SAI.\T PAUL O.V THE SPIRITUAL BODY."—A KEJOIXDER.

In the Methodist Review for January-February is a critique on an

article bearing the above caption and published in the "Arena" of the

Review for ilay, 1903. The article is not annihilated by the critic, but

may be strengthened by a reply to his criticism. Does the critic intend

to affirm that spiritual is not diametrically opposed to material, or that

they are alike? If so, his argument requires that he should give some

instance proving their similarity, or some particulars in which they are

the same. This he !::'S not done unless in the sentence " 'Soma,' body, is

clearly stated by Paul to be 'a feature or attribute' of both." A fair par-

allel to this statement is this one: Light and darkness are alike, for they

are both concepts of the mind, or describe the conditions of a locality. To
my mind the statement is a begging of the question at issue. The only

definition found in the Standard Dictionary which can fairly be applied

to a body is this:- "Spiritual—Of or pertaining to spirit, as distinguished

from matter; . . . incorporeal, opposed to physical." Spirit is defined,

"The form of being or substance characterized by self-consciousness, self-

activity, and personality, and by the absence of the properties that dis-

tinctively belong to matter, as extension, inertia," etc. Now, if this is

to be accepted as authoritative we shall look in vain for a more complete

distinction or difference, in the width of the universe. Our critic afiirms

further: "Nor is it important to determine in this connection whether it

is certain or uncertain, since Paul is not writing of the 'natural' or the

'spiritual' abstractly, but of the 'natural Itody' and the 'spiritual Vody'

and gives no authority for saying that 'they hold no feature or attribute

in common.' " Now, this would reduce Paul's statement, "There is a spir-

itual body," to a string of words without meaning. If an adjective is

used legitimately the attribute described by it is by its use declared to be-

long to the noun in relation to which the adjective is used. For example,

in the phrase, "a white dove," the dove is affirmed to possess the attribute

which the adjective "white" describes. Now as fully as the dove is de-

clared to be white, so the affirmation of Paul, "There is a spiritual body,"

declares the body of which Paul is speaking to be spiritual, or entirely

destitute of matter, or any attribute which belongs to matter. To say less

is to affirm that Paul did not realize what his words meant, or did not

know the truth regarding tliat of which he was speaking.

One of the statements of the critic, logically interpreted, to my con-
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ception concedes the exclusion from the resurrection body of all matter;

"A 'spiritual body' may bo understood to be a body organized suitably to

the necessities ... in or on the scene or sphere of being in which it may
exist." Well, now, the resurrection body is to be "with Christ" and the

angels "in glory." Surely in such a "sphere of being" it would be reason-

able to conclude it to have no need of matter, but to be like the other In-

habitants of that "sphere," spiritual. "Are they not all . . . spirits?" Our
critic seems practically, if not formally, to affirm that the resurrected

body of Christ was material, and needed food, or at least that he ate for

purposes other than identification. Perhaps it would be perfectly legiti-

mate, if not indeed conclusive, to state that, the critic having the floor and
the affirmative, we would wait for the exhibition of his proof. But it may
safely be affirmed that, on the contrary, uo evidence can be adduced from

the Gospel narratives that Christ either manifested any of the attributes

of matter, or ate save for the purposes of identification during his post-

resurrection appearances. His single occasion of eating, or the instances

wherein his body appeared to consist of matter, are fully paralleled by the

behavior of the angels (whom we know to be pure spirit) during their

visitations to the saints of old; while, on the other hand, it is altogether

inexplicable, if his body was material, why his disciples met him but ten

times, and at such times for merely a brief interview, and why they were

not comforted by his continued presence during the forty days. The
entire duration of all tea appearances may be fairly presumed to be less

than twenty hours out of the nine hundred and sixty houi-s of the forty

days; ten minutes each for the interview with Mary, the women, Peter,

James, and Paul; two houis each for those on the Emmaus journey, each

of the two evening appearances in the upper room and the journey to

Bethany and the ascension; six hours each for the gathering at the Sea

of Galilee, and that of the "five hundred brethren"—in all eighteen hours

and fifty minutes. Again: Had Christ entered the door in the manner
our critic sugge»sts, there would have been neither ground nor reason for

the fear of the disciples that a ghost was in their presence; for ghosts do

not knock to obtain entrance, neither are they admitted by doorkeepers.

Lastly: Would our critic affirm that the spiritual body named by Paul and
defined by the article would meet with a cooler welcome in the day of

resurrection, from the "soul as well as spirit" of the disembodied saint,

than the material body which he so hazily defines? If not. what is the

purpose of this digression? Henuy G. Bilbie.

Owatonna, Minn.

MIXISTERIAL SWEArJXG.

Is there such a thing as ministerial swearing? It does seem that some
plirases and words, such as. "In God's name, let us," etc., and "I want to

say that such things are daiiinahJe," need to be condemned not only as

rude but as actually sinful. And it is truly disgusting to hear the "(hic)-

er-(bic)-old-fellow-(hic)" of the drunken man imitated.

Morris Heights, New York City. Edwix H. CAsn.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

PAUL'S AUVICK TO TITUS—Thus ii, 11-15.

The practical advice which Paul has thus far given to Titus, out-

lining the things which he should communicate to the different

classes of people to whom he was called to minister and urging

them to abstain from that which is evil, is followed immediately by

a reason. This is shown in the eleventh verse, which reads, "For the

grace of God hath appeared, bringing salvation to all men." This is the

Revised Version. The margin, however, puts it more in harmony with

the previous context, "hath appeared to all men, bringing salvation."

This marginal reading seems to be a justification of the breadth of the

counsel which the apostle has urged upou Titus. He has referred to them
by classes, and to each class has offered special counsel. What more fit-

ting, then, than that the apostle should say that "the grace of God hath

appeared to all men, bringing salvation," that is, there is no exception;

all classes, slaves included, are the subjects of the grace of GiJd? Verses

11 to 14 express with great brevity and force some of the fundamental

truths of Christianity. It is interesting to notice that even in the most
practical advices of the apostle Paul he introduces the central teaching of

his theological system as though there was a close relation between the

doctrine and the practice which he enjoins. It is his constant teaching,

on the foundations of which all true ethical life must rest. A study of

these verses will bring out this more fully.

The grace of God is the source from which the great stream of bless-

ings for mankind flows. The word "grace" is a standard word in the New
Testament and a central word in Christian theology. Salvation by grace

is the v.-atchword of Christianity. Paul frequently uses "grace" and
"peace" together, showing how closely the one is related to the other. We
find this in his doxology (2 Cor. xiii, 14), "The grace of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and the love of God. and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be

with you all," and also iu his salutations. Saiwd iy grace is the constant

phrase with which the Christian expresses his thankfulness for his salva-

tion. Hence, the use of the word "grace" for the expression of a gracious

act. In 2 Cor. viii, 19, a collection for the poor churches in Jerusalem

is called a grace. It means kindliness, favor, a gracious condition, a con-

tribution. It is a broad word, but in the passage before us applies to the

favor which comes to the v.orld through Jesus Christ. "For the grace of

God hath appeared" refers to the incarnation of the Son of God un-

doubtedly, but also refers to every manifestation of Christ when he has

appeared to bless the world. The churches ever recognized this eijiphany

of the Son of God as the central point whence grace for the world ema-

nates.

Further, we are informed that the grace of God is an educational
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force in the world, "teaching ns." This word, which in the King James

Version is rendered "teaching" and in the Revised Version "instructing,"

may also be fitly rendered "educating" us. The grace of God which bring's

salvation is represented as an education for the world. This grace of God
has been most effective in the training of humanity. The very fact that

God has been gracious to all the world is itself an uplifting fact. Then,

too, the incarnation of the Son of God has been a great educational factor

in the world. It has exhibited to men the greatness of the divine love,

God condescending to visit the earth iu the person of his own Son. Then
grace is itself a discipline. All gracious acts have been educating factors.

That grace may be exercised toward others there must be a discipline of

our nature: a self-deuial of the thing which we often desire. This dis-

cipline comes through the means of grace, prayer, the sacraments, and the

training in the Scriptures, all of which are God's gracious gifts.

We may further note the blessed results of God's grace in the personal

life. This grace of God so works on the heart that a person in whom it

manifests itself refuses to indulge in those things which are opposed to

God's grace: "denying ungodliness and worldly lust." The word "un-

godliness" may well be rendered "impiety," a failure to worship God, and
this ungodliness is expressed by the apostle elsewhere as "without God iu

the world." Those whom grace has educated recognize God as their

Father, and the Father of all men. But they refuse worldly lusts, that

is, things that are of the earth earthy. Worldly lusts often are mental

as well as physical. They are things of the mind and the soul. They
are elsewhere described as the "lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes,

and the pride of life." The one on whom the grace of God has" come has

been educated to refuse these things. This involves mental choice. God's

grace in the heart leads to a choice; negatively, to refuse; positively, to

live. They are exhorted here to "live soberly, righteously, and godly."

Bishop Ellicott mahes the remark: "The Christian duty under three as-

pects, to ourselves, to others, and to God."

"We should live soberly." This is that v/hich relates to one's inner

life. It is to live wisely according to proper judgment of things, a looking

at everything in its proper light. To live righteously is the relation to

which one stands to other lives, and to God. All these represent the kind

of lives which the grace of God brings into the world. It is further said

of the effects of this grace that this righteous living is in the present

world. It does not indicate that we are not to live for the next world.

This is shown in the following verse, but we are to see to it that our de-

sire is to live righteously in the age of which we form a part. We have

a similar passage in Gal. i, 4, "And our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave him-

self for our sins, that he might deliver us out of the present evil world,

according to the will of our God and Father." The present age is char-

acterized as an age of evil in which Christians are sent forth as lights in

the world and the kind of living they represent is urged in contrast to

the regular living of the world. This passage is peculiarly appropriate to

the age in which we live, an ago of pleasure, too often an age of ungod-

liness, and an age of carelessness as well. All these things are corrected
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when mankind are educated by tJ:e grace of God which brings salvation

to all men.

This living T\-hich the apostle urges upon Titus is stimulated by
the blessed vision which is ever opening before his view and which is

found in the thirteenth verse: "Looking for the blessed hope and appear-

ing of the glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ." It is the

chief characteristic of our Christianity that it is a religion of hope. This

word "hope" is a favorite word with the apostle Paul. It appears about

thirty-five times in his epistles, not always with the same reference.

Sometimes it expresses a hope to be enjoyed in the soul, sometimes an
objective manifestation of the hope such as we find in this text, namely,

"the glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ"

(King James Version). This passage has been an embarrassment to the

translators. The revision of ISSl translates it, "looking for the blessed

hope and appearing of the glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus

Christ." As a marginal reading we have "of the glory of the great God
and our Saviour." Another form of rendering is, "our great God and
Saviour Jesus Christ." Spence, in his Commentary, remarks: "In this

sublime passage the glory of the only begotten Son alone finds mention.

Taken thus it is a clear declaration of the divinity of the Eternal Son,

who is here styled our great God and Saviour." Reasoning merely on
grammatical principles either translation would bo possible, only even
then there is a presumption in favor of the translation we have adopted.

But other considerations are by no means so nearly equally balanced.

The word manifest (epiphany), the central thought of the counsel, is em-
ployed by St. Paul in his epistles five times, in every one of them to de-

scribe the Christ and in four of them to designate the future manifesta-

tions of his coming in glory, as here. The term epiphany is never applied

to the Father. Theodoret says, "St. Paul calls Christ the great God, and
thus rebukes the heretical blasphemy which denies his Godhead."
Chrysostom remarks: "What can those persons say v.-ho allege that the

Son is inferior to the Father?" Thus the blessed hope to which St. I'anl

looks forward is ever in his mind; the hope of that glory which comes
to men through Christ.

This passage further presents to us another of the great fundamentals
of our Christiauity, namely, the redemption through the atonement of

Jesus Christ, "who gave himself for us." Here is a Pauline doctrine in

Pa\i]ine language. The statement that he gave himself is similar to Gal.

1, 3, where the whole passage is strikingly similar to this. It is part of

the apostle's salutation to the Galalian people, "Grace to you and peace

from God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave himself for

our sins." Here is the doctrine of redemption; the deliverance of men by
a ransom, the purpose of which was "to deliver men from all iniquity and
to purify unto himself a people for his own possession, zealous of good

works." Deliverance and purification through Christ are fundamental
elements of the apostle's teaching. They are set forth so frequently and
so clearly that any discussion of Pauline theology that should omit them
from consideration would be at once recognized as a misrepresentation
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of the teachings of the apostle. They seem to fall from bis lips as

commonplaces of his systeai without which he could not conceive of

Christiauity.

Lest there should he frail'\ilness on the part of Titus to communicate
these truths to the perverse people whom he is appointed to serve, Paul

closes this part of his admonition with a strong exhortation: "These

things speak and exhort and reprove with all authority." It is well to

note that this admonitiou is in the present tense. Titus is not to rest con-

tent with one sermon or with one exhortation, but he is to persevere until

he accomplishes the purpose for which he speaks. "These things," he

Bays, "speak" and bring them to their remembrance. Paul urges him
with all the intensity of his nature. He adds a final word on the subject,

"with all authority." This word may be rendered "with all command-
ment." He was not to speak hesitatingly or doubtfully; ho was not to

apologize for the utterances which he was to make, but to speak by way
of command. He was an authoritative preacher, and should speak with

the authority of one sent of God.

His final admonition in this part of his letter is, "Let no man despise

thee." It is supposed that this passage means that his voice should bo

positive. It iudicates that he should have a character which must be re-

spected and a message to which people must listen. It is the setting forth

of his message as a minister of the Church of Christ—the assurance of

his right to spcal;—and it implies tliat it is the duty of the people to hear.

But there is another meaning which may naturally grow out of this

passage. In this view Titus is exhorted to conduct himself so that no

man can despise him. There are some ministers that cannot be despised.

They may be disliked, but never despised. This is not merely because

they speak with a voice of authority, but because the life which they ex-

hibit before men makes their utterances authoritative. It is the duty of

the minister to live so closely vith God, to be so thoroughly in love with

his people and the truths which he is called to spej.k, and so useful in his

life among men, that they cannot fail to respect him. Such ministers are

everywhere respected, even by those who do not sit under their ministry

or hoed their voice. This closing verse of the second chapter of this

epistle is very suggestive to ministers of the Gospel. They are re-

minded of the great fundamental principle of Christianity, namely, the

grace of God. As was said in the opening of this paper, "grace" is one of

the great words of the New Testament. It is one of the great central

points of Christianity. Without it the Church is destitute of power, with

it she is able to bestow manifold blessings upon the world. The apostle

does not hesitate to combine practical exhortation with fundamental

Christian truth in his exhortation to Titus, v.'hom he had appointed as the

pastor of the church in Crete.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

DELITZSCil AND JIIS CRITICS.

Our readers are familiar with the origin of the Babel and Bible con-

troversy, which, though on the wane, has not yet spent its force. St.

James's apothegm: "Behold, how great a matter a little fire kindlelh!"

was never better illustrated than in this discussion. Delitz.sch's first

'brochure contained only thirty pages, his second, one less, and both to-

gether, not more than thirty thousand words, or about sixty such pages

as this. He is out with another pamphlet of seventy-five pages entitled

Babel und Bibel, Bin Ilueckirtck wicl Ausblick (Retrospect and Prospect).

The first two brochures wore unmercifully attacked by criti's of all

schools and shades of opinion—Christians and Jews, Protestants and

Catliolics, orthodox and liberal theologians, and several expert Assyriol-

ogists. It seems that everybody liad something to say. We knew this

apart from the new brochure, from which we learn that the learned

Assyriologist, having completed his duties for the summer semester at

the university, and having placed his own mnsouni in order, retired for

rest (?) to the British Museum, so rich in Assyriological treasures and
cuneiform inscriptions. Before leaving Berlin he selected from a wilder-

ness of criticism which had been sent him no less than 2S pamphlets, 300

long articles, and about 1,350 shorter ones, most of which were adverse to

his pamphlets. The criticisms which he regarded as of no value, as well

as those written in foreign languages, were left in Berlin. He further

adds—what he told the writer last July—that criticisms still pour in

incessantly, and that literally from every part of the globe, "from Cal-

cutta to the remotest farm on the California prairies, and from Norway to

Cape Town. They come from all classes, high and low; many of them
from women, and most all of them anonymous and unfriendly in tone."

The popularity of the booklets is well known. Edition after edition

has been published, not only in German, but also In English, Danish,

Swedish, Hungarian, Italian, and Czech. We can readily believe the pro-

fessor when he says that nothing is more distasteful to him than pub-

licity, and that the charge of "nothing new" is not unwelcome, though

an injured air pervades the entire new pamphlet. Those who know Pro-

fe.?sor Delitzsch know him only to love him. He is fully as amiable as

liis late beloved father, so wdl known to a large number of our older

American theologians. He stands in the front rank of Assyriologists.

and may properly be called their corypheus. He is a charming man, most

unassuming and approachable, and never happier than when surrounded

by a few pupils, desirous of delving into the mysteries of archa>ology.

Notwithstanding the great success of his pamphlets, nobody is satis-

fied. Delitzsch chafes under the imputation that they lack originality.

He says v.-ith some feeling: "My Christian and Jewish friends monolo.nous-

31
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ly assure me, till I am exhausted with their repetitions, that ray booklets

coulain nothing new, nor even present the old in au especially intellectual

[ycisivol^ form. Then, why all this stir, if, as theologians, processors,

and pastors, and cuneiform experts in the bargain, aver, my lectures

contain absolutely nothing new?"
Dolit/^sch is not convinced of the justice of this charge. He instances,

in proof, the following: the Sargur documents, with their teachings re-

garding paradise and sheol—not known till 1901; the Javc-ilum or Ja'um-

iliCiii tablets, kuowu only to e.xperts, and not published by the British

Museum till 1S9S and 1S99, and the parallels between the codes of Moses

and Hammurabi, which cannot be called old, since his second lecture was
delivered in January, 1903, and the code of Hammurabi was not given to

the public till October, 1902.

But why this stir, demands Delitzsch, if nothing new has been said?

The real answer is that both lectures were delivered before the em-
peror. Now, his majesty had always been regarded not only as very re-

ligious, but also as quite conservative in his theological beliefs. The
fact that Delitzsch was invited to deliver a second lecture in the castle

was interpreted by many as a proof that Wilhelm 11 had been converted

to the professor's views. Nothing was farther from the truth, for the

emperor has since defined his position in most unequivocal language.

Harnack puts the whole matter in a nutshell thus: "The opinion was
likely to become widespread, had indeed become widespread, that the em-

pei-or occupied the same theological standpoint as Professor Delitzsch.

Not wishing to permit this misunderstanding, the emperor wrote as the

public read." The fact that the emperor was present at the two lectures,

and that Delitzsch was asked to repeat them at the palace, added to the

fact that his majesty wrote as he did to Admiral Hollman on the subject,

explains to a great extent the great sensation produced, though Delitzsch

docs not seem to accept this view of the case. He attributes the extensive

circulation and discussion of his booklets to entirely other causes, namely,

the great chasm between the professional theologian and the layman in

the Church. The latter, he claims, has been kept in ignorance of the great

advances in biblical criticism and recent archa?ological discoveries. The
public schools, the pulpit, and the theological professors are responsible

for this gap, which should be bridged over at any cost. The indifference

of the teacher and clergy to these modern views he attributes, in the

words of Harnack, to "indolence and fear of disturbing existing condi-

tions." The truth must be boldly proclaimed, since "it is the truth, the

unveiled truth, the whole truth, that makes us free." Cornill, represent-

ing the theologians, protests, saying that German scholars have no esoteric

doctrines, but that their views are publicly proclaimed from their chairs,

and all have the privilege of procuring their books. If the public does not

avail itself, the scholars must not be held responsible. Ho naively adds,

there are matters in theological "science concerning which discretion is

the lesser evil." Delitzsch resents the imputation of Gunkel—that he has

been actuated by a desire for sensation. Gunkel published. September 3,

1903, in Der I'linclschau, a Berlin daily, a sharp animadversion, entitled
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"Funeral Oration over Babel and Bible," in which occur the following

words: "Jlay our science [theology] be spared from such another sensa-

tion for centuries." Such a remark is at least inisracious.

He also protests against the charge of superficiality, explaining that

the pamphlets were first delivered as lectures before an audience, made
up, it is true, of cultured people, yet chiefly of nonspecialists, embracing

every shade of religious belief. Besides, his time was limited, and the

subject "had to be treated so as to interest and charm, and not to bore or

lull his audience to sleep."

Another charge again.^t Uelitzsch is that ho overstepped the bound-

aries of his profession. This point was, we believe, first made by the

emperor. Our readers will remember that on Delitzsch's second visit to

the palace he became entangled in some religious or theological discus-

sion with the empress, who is ultra-onhodox, and with Dr. Dryander, the

court preacher, also very conservative. The emperor was there too, but,

strange to say, he simply "listened and remained passive." Delitzsch, to

use the emperor's own words, "unfortunately abandoned the standpoints

of the strict historian and Assyriologist, going into religious and theo-

logical conclusions which were quite nebulous and bold." The emperor

characterizes his attack upon some of the Christian doctrines as "a deed

for which the study of Assyriology did not justify him." This sentiment

is shared by the theologians and Assyriologists alike, for one of the latter.

Dr. Bezold, says: "In questions pertaining to revelation, Assyriology has

no voice whatever."

Delitzsch admits that he might have given the mere facts without any

comment, but says that would have been cowardly, for had he not, on

taking his degree (Ph.D., the only title he has, and this he never parades),

solemnly sworn that "he would voluntarily represent the cause of truth

and defend the same bravely as long as he lived"? He believed what he

said and therefore had to say it. He further believes that he is qualified

for such discussion and possesses sufficient knowledge of the Old Testa-

ment to be entitled to an independent judgment. He reminds his critics

that he has studied the Bible from his youth, that he devoted sis years

to the religions of India, that from his twenty-second year, then, under

the guidance of some of the most celebrated Old Testament scholars, he has

incessantly continued his investigations in the religio-historical, extending

them to the Koran and to the Babylonian-Assyrian cuneiform literatures.

It is folly therefore to charge one who has done all this with ignorance

of which no intelligent theological student at the close of his first semester

at a German university should be guilty. We are inclined to think that

Delitzsch has the right in this ne sntor ultra crepidam argument.

The charge against which Delitzsch protests most strongly is that

W'herein he is accused of teaching that Israel's monotheism Is derived

from Babylonian sources. He accuses Konig of great unfairness in re-

iterating this charge, in later editions of hahel unci Bihel. He is still more

severe on Gunkel. He finds it passing strange that his colleague could

have published a "really false statement," namely, that "he [Delitzsch]

had proclaimed Babylonian monotheism in a loud voice." Then ho pay.s
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his respects, without deignlug to name him, to one of his old pupils, our

Professor Hilprecht, thus: "It is deplorable that even Assyiiologists

who understand all the circumstances should imitate such jugglery, and
that one of these should declare in different German cities that Israel did

not derive its monotheistic conception from that immense graveyard,

Babylon; worse still, when another declares that there is not a trace of

monotheism to be found in Babylon."

He cites several passages from his lectures or hrochvres to show
that he is not guilty of saying that Israel derived its monotheism from the

Babylonians. Let the reader decide whether he makes a case:

"And now may I be allowed a final word regarding that which in-

vests the Bible with a general historical significance—its monotheism?"

—

Bahel und BibeJ, i, p. 44.

"The religion of the Canaanitic tribes who had immigrated into Baby-

lonia soon disappeared before the polytheism of many centuries, which

had been practiced by the ancient inhabitants."—P. 47.

"In spite of all this, polytheism, crass polytheism, remained for three

thousand years the state religion of Babylonia."—P. 49.

"I have never ceased to cmphp.sizc the crass polytheism of the Baby-

lonians, and feel under no obligation to palliate it."— ii, p. 32.

The term "ancient inhabitants" is a little ambiguous, and we should

call attention to the fact that it is often applied to the allophylian, or

primitive, pre-Semitic inhabitants o£ Babylonia, often called Sumerians.

These dwelt in the fertile plains of the Euphrates and Tigris, and very

naturally their territory was invaded by outsiders from less fertile coun-

tries. There was a constant going and coming, war followed conquest and

conquest war. These invaders, without doubt, brought in many new ideas,

religious and otherwise. This ex])lains the second reference above to

"the religion of the Canaanites," who invaded Babylon about 2500 B. C.

Then came the Cas.sites about 2000, and the Chaldeans about 1000 B. C.

It was from these regions that Abraham went to Canaan. He must

have carried some Babylonian ideas with him. This does not say that

Israel derived its monotheism from the Babylonians as a people, but simply

that the progenitors of Israel were acquainted with Babylonian customs,

language, and religion. This fact is further shown by the study of many
proper names of the period, especially those compounded with Jave or

El. Dolitzsch i)romises a discussion of the name Moses, which he conjec-

tures to be of Babylonian origin and not Egyptian, as has been commonly
supposed. Now, if Abraham came from southern Babylonia, it is not

wonderful that the supreme being was known there under the name Jave,

Delitzsch emphasizes the high state of morals in Babylonia, in some

regards higher than those of the Israelite.5; at any rate, not any less hu-

mane, nor more cruel, as has been generally supposed. He also takes

pleasure in explaining that the theoiihanies of the Hebrew Scriptures are

not to be taken literally any more than those of the cuneiform text:;. In-

deed, most of the former are paralleled in the latter. Both are symbolical

and not historical. Thus the angelic visions and the giving of the law

on Sinai are not to bo believed as historical tacts, but religious symbols.
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This, ho adds, is the more probable, since now many of the leading

Protestant clergj' teach that even the ascension of Christ has no his-

torical basis, but is symbolical only.

Now, what are Delitzsch's views of insuiration or revelation? Lest

we may misrepresent him, we shall answer this question in his own words.

He says: "I hold the view that in the Old Testament we have to deal with

a development effected or permitted by God, like any other product of this

world, hut, for the rest, of a purely human and historical character, in

which God has not intervened through a special supernatural revelation."

He says again: "The modification of the original conception of revelation,

deeply rooted in ancient orientalism, by a surrender of the verbal inspira-

tion, made by both evangelical and Catholic theology, and even by the

Church, irretrievably divests the Old Testament of its character as the

'Word of CrOd.' " He believes iu a revelation, of gradual growth and

historical development. He comes out flat-footed against some of the

modern critics, who seem to straddle the fence; he says that the term

"divine revelation," as held by the Church, and historical or human de-

velopment are Irreconcilable contradictious." One or the other must be

accepted. Tertium non datur. Then again, speaking of the Torah, or Lav.'

of Moses, he says: "The divine character of the Torah will have to be es-

cludid from scientific discussion."

The only doctrine of revelation to which Delitzsch will subscribe is a

general one, common to all men and times, where God speaks to the head

and conscience of men, as he does in nature and history. Alexander the

Great, for instance, appears with special clearness as the instrument of

such a divine agency (\YaUen). God's fatherly love embraces all man-

kind, he speaks to all nations alike. He quotes Gunkel with approval,

who says, "Far be it from us to limit revelation to Israel," and then as a

parting shot taunts "the theologian" with the glaring contradiction, for

saying in the same pamphlet, "Israel is and will remain the people of

revelation." He then sarcastically adds, "Only theologians by profession

should speak on the subject of revelation."

In conclusion, we must thank Professor Delitzsch for his third pamphlet,

not that it contains a single new idea, but for its freshness and frankness.

His language is generally perspicuous and unambiguous, especially when
he speaks of inspiration and revelation. The Old Testament is no more

inspired than other religious books. Indeed, the songs of Arndt are

worthier of a place in our religious education "or to be carried by our boys

every day to school," than are the war songs of the Old Testament. It

would be a good thing for some of our American modern critics, who are

sadly "on the fence," if they also could speak with more clearness and

less ambiguity on the question of inspiration and the nature of revelation.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF TIIOUGUT.

Bei-iiliard Weiss. It is interesting to find a man so old engaged in

literary work with as much zest as he had in youth. But such is ap-

jiarcntly the case with Weiss. During 1903 he not only published the

seventh edition of his Biblical Theology of the New Testament, but also

an entirely new work on The Religion of the New Testament (Die fie-

Ugion cles 2Ceucn Testaments. Stuttgart, J. G. Cotta'sche Buchhaudlung,

Nachf.). This book differs frora the same author's Biblical Theology of

the New Testament in that it attempts to set forth, not the various types

of Christian thought of the different individuals whose writings we have

in the New Testament, but to show that those types are capable of being

proved unitary. Not only are tlioy not contradictory, they are not even

divergent in such a sense as to suggest different growths from the same

root. They are parts of a whole, in accord with each other, and all of

them necessary to the whole. The multiplicity of ideas in the New Testa-

ment can be reduced to a unity—this is with Wei.=s axiomatic. The New
Testament can be understood only when considered in the light of Christ

as the revelation of a manifested salvation. The religious life of the New
Testament kindles a similar life in the reader of the New Testament, and

the personal experience thus arising is the proof of the unity of the New
Testament through which that life flows. Under such circumstances it

would be impossible that the various parts of the New Testament should

contradict each other. If any New Testament document contradicted or

hindered the development of the effect of the whole that document could

not be a part of the revelation and would have to be excluded from the

canon. The only elements constitutive of the New Testament not directly

contributing to the whole unitary effect are a few ideas which are not

fully assimilated to Christianity. The motive of Weiss in attempting to

harmonize the details of Nev,' Testament teaching into a unit is that there-

by the place of the cross in the Christian system is more clearly brought

out. To Weiss the message of Jesus was the Fatherhood of God and the

Brotherhood of Man. But taking the New Testament as a whole, not this

teaching of Jesus, but the death of Jesus, is the fact that is empha.sized;

and it was the fact of the death that overcame the world, while the world

overcame Christ as the teacher of his great truths. Such are the guiding

principles in Weiss's conception of tha religion of the New Testament.

We must confe.?s it does not seem to us that Weiss has succeeded very

well. The attempt to harmonize all the different ideas of the New Testa-

ment depends u])on arbitrary methods of reconciliation as truly as the old-

fashioned harmonies of the four gospels did, and it is therefore as unsat-

isfactory. As to the argument from personal experience to the effect that

since the New Testament as a whole produces that experience the New
Testament must therefore be unitary, it overlooks the fact that it is not
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the details which produce the experience, but the unitary fuudameutal

principle running through the whole. If Weiss had spent his strength in

showing that there are certain great principles constitutive of the re-

ligion of the New Testament, and that they are each and all direct or

implicit teachings of Jesus, he could have made out a good case. It is

not necessary to the unity of the Christian religion that the conception

of it held or emphasized by all the New Testament writers should be

identical. Such a unity would not necessarily reach deeper than to mere
externals. A unity in principle is entirely consistent with many diver-

gences of individual application. And it is just the glory of the religion

of the New Testament that it admits of such varied application. It seems

to us also that Weiss erred grievously in making the message of Jesus

one thing and the message of the apostles another. By so doing he de-

stroyed the unity of the New Testament religion, and mutilated the teach-

ings of Christ, who certainly did include in his message the fact and
significance of his approaching death.

Alfred Seehcrg. In a recent work on The Catechism of Primitive

Christianity (Bcr Katechismus Urchrisienlieit, Leipzig, 1903, A. Deichert,

Nachf.) Seeberg has attempted to turn all the "modern" critical concep-

tions of the origin of doctrinal and ethical formulas topsy-turvy. His

claim is, in brief, that within a very few years after the crucifixion of

Jesus there was extant among the Christians a well-formulated system of

doctrine and of ethics, that this formed the substance of the teachiug of

all the apostles, and that this was accompanied by a practically uniform

method of administering baptism and the Lord's Supper. This kind of

theory is a severe blow to those who hold that practically everything we
regard as peculiarly ecclesiastical is the product of an age considerably

later than the apostles. Seeberg certainly has found coincidences between

some expressions and teachings of Paul and such later documents as "The
Teaching of the Twelve Apostles," which are, to say the least, striking.

The "ways" of the "Teaching of the Twelve" have, Seeberg thinks, their

origin in the "ways" Paul refers to in 1 Cor. iv, 17, where Paul's "ways"

are not to be understood as his ways of doing things, but as the ways of

life described by him. That such an eihical norm existed and was known
to the Homan Christians from the first existence of the church in Rome
is clear, thinks Seeberg, from Rom. vi, 17, where the "form of teaching"

must, according to the context, have referred to questions of conduct

rather than of opinion. According to Seel)erg, therefore, when Paul

speaks of his "ways" he uses the term "wajs" as a technical designation

of a tolerably well-fixed series of utterances on moral themes—a warning

against certain sins and a recommendation of certain virtues. And he

thinks that Matt, xv, 19, and Mark vii, 21, give us hints that there was

essentially such a teaching among the Jews and that it was known and

adopted by Jesus. So much for his opinion concerning the fixed ethical

formulas of the earliest apoKtolic age. As to the doctrinal formula See-

berg is equally certain. lie thinlis Paul makes clear use of it in 1 Cor.
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XV, 3-5, as also in Horn, vi, 1-7, and Col. ji, 11-13. But lie think.? that Taul

did not use. the whole, ot this doctrinal forunila iu 1 Cor. xv, 3-5, but that

he omitted there both the opening and the closing portions of it. The
opening words of the formula must, according to Gal. iv, 4, and Roin. viii,

3, have declared that the living God, the Creator of the world, sent his

Son, Jesus Christ (2 Cor. i, 19), who was of the seed of David (Rom. i, 3).

The formula must have concluded, according to Rom. viii, 34; Col. iii, 1,

and Eph. i, 20, with the reminder that Jesus Christ now sits at the right

hand of God; that the evil spirits are subject to him (Eph. i, 21; Col. ii,

10-30), and that he will come to judge the world (Rom. ii, 16; 1 Thess.

i, 10). This same formula, with slight modification, Scebcrg sees in 1 Pet.

iii, lS-22; iv, 5; and in 1 Tim. vi, 13, f., and 2 Tim. ii, S; iv, 1. He thinks

al.so that it was the basis of the speeches in the Acts, chapters ii, iii, v, x,

xiii, and of the v,-ords of Jesus as reported in Luke xxiv, 44-47. Further, it

is referred to in Heb. iii, 1; iv, 14; x, 23. What, now, shall we think of

these extraordinary ideas? In the first place, it must be said that it k
truly refreshing to find one who undertakes to determine what was apos-

tolic and what post-apo.stolic by a study of the New Testament. This the

great majority have not done; but have simply assumed that post-apostolic

in time meant post-apostolic in thought; and that, as a consequence, it any

ways of looking at things were found in post-apostolic literature they wcVe

not in existence during apostolic times. A careful study of Paul's "ways"

as referi-ed to above lends color to Seeberg's theory concerning an early

ethical formula; and that there were doctrinal formulas in apostolic times

Seeberg has once more made clear. But there is no sufficient rea.?ou to

think that the ethical and doctrinal teachings of the earliest apostles or of

Paul were in fixed form as early as Seeberg thinks they were. The great

outlines of later ethics and doctrine were held from the first; their de-

velopment into fixed formulas was the work of a later age.

RECENT THEOLOGICAl. LITERATURE.

Wai" Jcsns Elistatiker? Einc TJiitcrsncluiue: 7.-a-m I<cbcn Jcsu
(Was Jesus an Ecstatic? A Study in the Life of Jesus) . By Oscar Holtzmanu,

Tubingen, 1903, J. C. B. Jlohr. Before any estimate can be made of the

worth or worthlcssness of this book it will be necessary to ascertain the

sense in which the author uses the word ecstatic. Unfortunately he em-

ploys the term in such a variety of meanings which are so diverse and

unconnected that it is difTicuIt to determine just what he does mean.

Among other things that he says of the ecstatic arc the following: The
ecstatic is the instrument or medium of a spirit foreign to himself, and

acts when impelled by this spirit. Manifestations of ecstasy are seen in

acts of an unaccountable, sudden, or passionate kind. The ecstatic speaks

what is dictated or designated by the spirit, and his speech is as unac-

countable and unexpected as his deeds. Holtzmanu adds to these accounts

of the vvays of the ecstatic certain definitions that tend to confuse us,

though in some ways they give dignity to ecstasy. For example, ecstasy

is sometimes identified with enthusiasm (apparently in a good sense),
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souictimes with fauaticisin, Komctimcs -with excitement, sometimes witli

revelation, or inspiration. Everjaliing in the tliought or deed of anyone
is ecstatic which lies far beyond the circle of tho ordinary human, or

which transcends the common way of looking at things. Holtzmann is

sure that Jesus was at times an ecstatic; and ho thinks that the recogni-

tion of this makes our thought of Jesus clearer and more vivid. He thinks

that John the Baptist was also an ecstatic, and that in this respect Jesus

was a follower of John. Without this ecstasy Jesus never could have come
to think of himself as the Messiah. This ecstatic state began with his

baptism, and the Spirit which controlled him was the Spirit of God. From
that time on Jesus knew that he was under the influence of a Spirit hither-

to foreign to him. These preliminaries being settled, Holtzmann proceeds

to decide which of the words and acts of Jesus were or were not ecstatic.

Among the speeches of Jesus those in Luke x, 18-24, and Matt, xii, 2S, and
xix, 2S, are ecstatic; while the eschatological speech of Jesus in JIark xiii

is not ecslntic. This belief in the immediate end of the world, and that

he himself was destined by God to be the Lord of the future, was ecstatic,

and out of this belief flowed the idea that the kingdom of God was not

wholly in the future, but was actually effective then and there. The
eight v.'oes of Matt, xxiii were in some degree ecstatic. The ecstatic in

Jesus sometimes manifested itself in his miracles, as, for example, in the

cursing of the barren fig tree and the stilling of the storm, but not in tho

multiplication of the loaves and fishes. Jesus's prophecy of his suffering

and death betray ecstasy, without which the worth of his self-denial could

not have been recognized by him. The word of Jesus concerning his

burial in connection with the anointing at Bethany was not, but his

words and actions in connection with the Last Supper were ecstatic. Ac-

cording to Holtzmann there were instances in which Jesus was a vigorous

opponent of the ecstatic state, and his book contains a lengthy section on

the nonecstatic activities of Jesus. This is a strange book. Its chief value

is, perhaps, in the fact that it gives us a new. grouping of the words and

deeds of Jesus, and thus helps us to see them apart from the traditional

connections. The boolv is also an honest attempt to recognize the influ-

ence of the Spirit of God in the work of Jesus—the Holy Spirit is the

foreign Spirit which, sometimes at least, wrought through Jesus. But

just here is also the weakness of the book. It assumes that the Spirit of

God is essentially foreign to Jesus, whereas the assumption of the New
Testament writers is that the Spirit of God is, so to speak, native to him.

Holtzmann's attempt to classify the words and deeds of Jesus as ecstatic

and nonecstatic will appear to most readers as arbitrary and unsuccessful.

Jesns. \pas er nns licutc ist (What Jesus is to the Man of To-day).

By Alfred Konig, Freiburg i. B., 1903, P. Waetzel. This book is an

attempt to show what Christ, apart from any elaborate doctrine concern-

ing his person, is, religiously, to the modern world. The book is in two

principal parts, the first treating of the reiection of Christ by the medcrn

man, the second of tho grounds upon wliich Chri.-itians affirm his worth
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for our time. In the first part Konig takes up several types of rejecters of

Jesus. Finst, the materialist aud practical atlieist, who, while not a new
phenomenon, represents a tendency quite strong in modern timed. Kbnig

makes the strong point as against materialism when reduced to practice,

that it is just the dark background against which the facts of Christ's

life shine out with the greater beauty; so that practical materialism is

compelled against its own will to give its testimony in favor of Jesus. As
a second type of those who reject Jesus Konig names the man of the mod-

ern view of the world, who is not only not a materialist but perchance an

idealist—the man who finds in the teachings of Jesus presuppositions

which conflict with modern ideas. To such a man Konig points out that

a distinction must be made between the essential teachings of Jesus,

which have permanent worth, and those features of his teaching

which liad but temporary significance, but ^yhieh were necessary to the

impartation to the then world of the divine truth. As a third type

he considers at length the cultivated man of the world, to whom the

somewhat austere requirements of Jesus are offensive. He make.'s

the point that the teachings of Christ do not pretend to give a direct

answer to every question that can be asked, but that Jesus did set up the

true goal and ideal of morality, toward which we must strive as indi-

viduals and as a social wlxjle. The approaching end of the world in which

Jesus believed influenced his teaching and that of his disciples in their

ethical views. But the spirit n'hich pervades Christian thought is more

powerful tban any particular form in whicli Christian thinking betrays

itself in any age, and this spirit is the corrective of all that is temporary

or transient in Christian history. This all-pervading spirit teaches not

the forsaking of the world, but the overcoming of the world, its subjuga-

tion to the ethical ends of life. Thus the teachings of Christ appear of

permanent value to all earnest men, and a source of inspiration to earnest

endeavor to others. As a fourth type he names the man who is struggling

for existence, to whom Jesus offers himself as a Saviour and true Helper

lu the struggles of life. In the second part of the book Konig points out

that Jesus is to-day, as ever, our helper in attaining to a true relation to

God. He does this not alone by teaching that religion is a filial relation

to God, but by living out and embodying all the virtues of that relation.

Furthermore, he helps us to a true relationship to ourselves and to the

material world in teaching, as he does in Matt, xvi, 26, that our life is

worth more than all that this world has to offer. Third, he helps us to a

true relationship to the world of manl;ind by making his religion the sav-

ing power for social renewal and health. Konig believes that the harmony

between the Gospel of Jesus and the human soul is such that it is as

necessary to all men to-day as ever it was. Konig believes that the real

significance of the life of Jesus was that he strove to make the sons of

men one with God the Father as he was one with him. And in this also

consists the abiding significance of his personality, that it works to-day as

ever in the same direction. The book reminds one of Harnack's ^V'^lat

is Chrislinnity? Both books niay bo recommended as likely to do their

readers good.
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GLnvIPSES OF RE\aEWS AND MAGAZINES.

With wide variety and ample scope fourteen distinguished con-

tributors from Europe and America write in tlie Decemlier-March

number of the International Quarterly (Burlington, Vermont) on such

subjects as "The Paris Commune of 1S71," "Early Teutonic Society,"

"The Consciousness of Animals," "JNIodern Orchestral Conductors,"

"Alexander the Great and Universal Monarchy," "Porfirio Diaz: Soldier

and Statesman," "Trade Agreements," "The Economic Value of Adver-

tising," "Japan and the United States." RoUo Ogden, writing of "Political

Satire," says: "Too strong a satirical bent is as fatal to a public man
as is a reputation for levity. The late Thomas B. Reed had great political

ambitions, as well as great powers. But his native talent for satire

often ran away with him. He answered fools according to their folly.

He flung out biting epigrams. He lashed and girded right and left with

his sharp tongue. Thus he made resentful enemies of men who might

have been his admiring supporters. He gibed at President McKinley as

"the Emperor of Expediency," and hurled at the expansionists after the

Spanish War the epigram that he already had more country than he

could really love. But he did not rise to the height of great events in a

crisis. He was not the man to front a great emergency, or to go to his

countrymen with v^-ords of weighty remonstrance and passionate appeal.

In Speaker Reed the satirist killed the statesman. He could set oft

squibs, and made a reputation as a man of smart sayings but not of

large, serious, and lofty utterance." Some allege that Edward H. Ames
made too free and frequent use of his native gift of satire, and that his

cutting sarcasms, sometimes mercilessly flung out, detracted from his

usefulness, his influence, and his dignity as a bishop. As to the justice

of that allegation we record here no opinion, but remark in general that

the man who can wantonly or recklessly wound his brother's feelings is

not fit to be trusted with power over his brethren. And sarcasm is a

weapon the use of which is seldom justifiable. Professor W. M. Payne

writes nobly of the present position, opportunities, and responsibilities

of the American scholar. He says that "all the encroachments of

materialism upon American life cannot conceal the fact that this nation

was founded upon idealism, political, ethical, and religious, and that

America still believes in the sunlit peaks, however they may be obscured

by the sullen vapors of these lower slopes on which much of our life

gropes to-day." He gives great credit to Emerson for keeping idealism

alive and making it victorious, and being a helper of all who would live

in the spirit. Referring to the war against slavery, be quotes John

Morley's saying that "Emerson's teaching was one of the forces whiijh

nourished the heroism of the North in its immortal battle." Emphasiz-

ing the need of intellectual honesty, he quotes Carlyle's familiar prayer:

"May the Lord deliver us from all cant. May the Lord, whatever else
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he do or forbear, teach us to look facts honestly in the face, and to

beware (with a kind of shudder) of smearing them all over with our

despicable and damnable palaver, into unrccognlzability, and so falsifying

the Lord's own gospels to his unhappy blockheads of children, all strug-

gling down to Gehenna and the everlasting swine's-trough for want of

gospels." Professor Payne points out that the great inspirers and leaders

of mankind have been men who had that fortitude of soul which is based

on an assured faith in the future, on an unwavering confidence in the

ultimate triumph of right over wrong and of light over darkness; a

faith not so much in a particular creed or body of defined doctrine, but

in the validity of every fine, noble, altruistic impulse, every generous

motion of the spirit; a faith in the perfectibility of mankind, which can

turn from the disheartening spectacle of man as he now is to the vision

of man as he is to be when he escapes from "the passions of the primal

clan" and the eons "touch him into shape:"

All about him shadow still, but, while the races flower and fade,

Prophet-eyes may catch a glory slowly gaining on the shade,

Till the peoples all are one, and all their voices blend in cboric

Hallelujah to the Maker, " It is finished. Man is made !

"

It is faith of this fervent and invincible sort, at bottom a faith in God,

which sustains the leaders and helpers of men in the darkest hours of

human history. Such was Mazzini's sublime faith in the future of his

dear Italy, uttered most eloquently at a time when Italian liberty seemed
well-nigh extinct, and when to prophesy its rebirth was like preaching

the resurrection to an unbelieving generation. Such was James
Darmesleter's faith in a better future for France, eloquently spoken at a

time when she was following blind guides along strange paths of defeat

and disaster. This faith in a nobler future for mankind fills the familiar

passage from Condorcefs Procjrcs de VEsprit Humain. "How this picture

of the human race freed from all its fetters, withdrawn from the empire

of chance, as from that of the enemies of progress, and walking with

firm and assured step in the way of truth, of virtue, and happiness, pre-

sents to the philosopher a sight that consoles him for the errors, the

crimes, the injustice, with which the earth is yet stained, and of which

he is not seldom the victim! It is in the contemplation of this picture

that he receives the reward of his efforts for the progress of reason, for

the defense of liberty. lie ventures to link them with the eternal chain

of the destinies of man. It is there that he finds the true recompense of

virtue, the pleasure of having done a lasting good. Fate can no longer

undo it by any disastrous compensation that shall restore prejudice and

bondage. This contemplation is for him a refuge, into which the recol-

lection of his persecutors ran never follow him; in which, living in

thought with man reinstated in the rights and the dignity of his nature,

he forgets man tormented and corrupted by greed, by base fear, by envy;

it is here that he truly abides with his fellows, in an elysium that his

reason has known how to create for itself, and that his love for humanity
adorns with all purest delights." Especially Professor Payne iusists that
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It is the highest duty of the American scholar in our new century to

uphold, not laerely faith in humanity and in progress, but also the

special faith that to our owu nation has been given the mission to lead

the world toward a true conception of the fellowship of man, that the

new world has, indeed, been divinely appointed "to redress the balance

of the old." That democracy must in the end prevail in the societies of

human beings who are worthy to be called men, was held to be truth

unquestionable by the Fathers of the Republic, and whatever strength

has hitherto nerved us in the great crises of our national life has been

born of that belief—our splendid heritage from those who have gone

before us and whose example we are fain to emulate. In our own day,

that belief has found no lack of advocators, and among them we hold in

most grateful remembrance that fine flower of American scholarship and

American manhood whose Birmingham address on "Democracy" offers

the most persuasive and convincing modern exposition of our political

gospel. James Russell Lowell seems, indeed, to have been the ideal

American scholar of Emerson's prophecy. Singularly receptive to the

benign ministries of nature, he wa.s also at home in the world of books,

yet he never allowed books to usurp for him the claims of life. And
when the pressure of events called upon him to act, he stepped buoyantly

into the arena, and bore his share of the brunt of the conflict. He held,

moreover, that the duties of scholarship were paramount to its privileges,

and shirked no task that was set him to perform, cast aside no burden

that was laid upon his shoulders. And to all his life-activity he brought

the moral fervor that had come down' to him from the generations of

his Puritan ancestry, and nursed the fire of his indignation until it

became a devouring flame upon all those who sought selfish aims at the

expense of the commonwealth. Indicating the measure of the American
scholar's duty to his country there is quoted the inscription which
occurs in a painting of the last judgment which adorns the great hall of

the Ducal Palace in Venice: "Those are to be accounted wise who, by

their own, avert their country's perils, for they render to the republic

the honor which is its due, and would rather perish for, than with, many.

For it is desperately wicked that we sliould treasure for ourselves the

life which nature bestowed for our country's service; to surrender it at

nature's demand, but refuse it when our country asks it. Wise, too, must
they he accounted who shun no danger in their country's service. This

is the price we are bound to pay for the dignity we enjoy in the republic,

this the foundation of our liberty, this the wellspring of justice." In

such stately terms was wisdom defined by the little island republic of

the Adriatic; our own continental republic, its shores washed by two

oceans, will hardly be able to better that instruction, or improve upon

that ideal of devotion to the commonwealth. In an article on "Modern

Orchestral Conductors" is related au incident somewhat interesting to

any minister who has had a conflict with his choir as to whoso authority

is supreme in arranging the order of service. Theodore Thomas was

conducting the performance of an oratorio, the soprano part of which

was taken by Adelina Patti. hi the reliearsal a dispute arose regarding

the pace at which a certain air should bo taken. Madame Patti claimed
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that her opinion oushL to prevail, because she was the prima donua;

•H'hcreui)on Mr. Thomas retorled, "I beg your pardon, Madame, but here

I am prima donna." This confused tlie genders but ended the dispute.

In the same article vvc are told of the masterly power of Liszt as con-

ductor of an orchestra iu filling his players and singers with the spirit

of the composition they were interpreting. Anton Seidl thus described

him: "His Jovian countenance filled everybody with a sort of holy av/c;

his colaborers were lifted to the top of a lofty pedestal; all were pro-

foundly, majestically moved, inspired, and made conscious of a high

mission. Liszt radiated an exalted magic on singers as well as instru-

mentalists. ... He compelled all to love and believe in the composition

he brought forward." A similar power may radiate from the inspired

preacher, the enkindled enthusiast, in the pulpit, compelling men to

love and believe in the divine message ho brings them.

Among the art publications of the Macmillan Company are the-

Ariist Engraver, a quarterly magazine of original work for persons who
are interested in engraving on copper, steel, or wood, in lithographs, or

in etchings; and The Burlington Magazine (New York and London)

issued monthly at twelve dollars a year for connoisseurs in all branches

of the Fine Arts, edited by C. J. Holmes and Robert Dell with the

advice of a consulUition committee of forty eminent art experts, European

and American. The March number which closed the fourth volume con-

tained fourteen articles, including one by Cyril Davenport, F.S.A., on

"Embroidered Bindings of Bibles in the Possession of the British and

Foreign Bible Society;" the articles being explanatory of, or illustrated

by, more than thirty finely executed plates. This one issue deals with

pottery, tapestries, mosaics, jewels, porcelains, embroideries, paintings,

woodcuts, armor, inlaid pavements, vases, colored glass, ancient weapons,

carved furniture, bronzes, shrines, candelabra, and tcrra-eotta orna-

ments. This expensive magazine is manifestly not for ordinary taste or

purses; but is one of the refined luxuries of wealth and resthetic culture.

What it aims to do for the development, culture, and sensitizing of the

sense-faculties, it is our busine.ss to do with still greater effort, devotion,

enthusiasm, delicacy, and power for the nobler spirit-faculties which

apprehend Realities that do not perish or pass away. Among the articles

the one most nearly adjacent to the interests and sympathies of our

readers is that on "Three Pictures in Tempera by William Blake." The

pictures which are rejiroduced, full-page, have biblical subjects. The
Flight into Egj-pt, David and Bath-sheba, and The Nativity. William

Blake, the poetic genius, author of the Book of Thel, Songs of Innocence,

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Tlie First Book of Urizcn, Europe,

and Songs of Experience, was also an artist who left numerous wood-

cuts, wash-drawings, engravings, and some elaborately finished pictures

of which the three here reproduced are samples. Considering Blake's

position as a painter Roger E. Fry writes: "A singular, an inexplicable

phenomenon was the intrusion, as though by direct intervention of
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Providence, of this essentially AKSj'riau spirit into the vapidly polite

circles of eighteenth-century London. Puritanism had for a century and

a half blocked every inlet and outlet of poetic feeling and imaginative

expression save one; and it v\'as the devotion of Puritan England to the

Bible, to the Old Testament especially, that fed the spirit of William

Blake directly, from the inspired sources of the most primeval, the

vastest, and the most abstract imagery which mankind possess.

Brooding on the vague and tremendous images of Hebrew and Chaldean

poetry, he arrived at such indifference to the actual material world, at

such a vivid perception of the elemental forces which sway the spirit

with immortal hopes and infinite terrors that what was given to his

internal vision became incomparably more definite, more precisely and

clearly articulated, than anything presented to his senses. The forms

he uses are the visible counterparts to such words as the deep, the

firmament, many xcaters, the foundation of the earth, the pit, the host,

and others like them, whose resonant overtones blur and enrich the sense

of the Old Testament. Blake's art moves us by a similar evocation of

vast elemental realities and forces. The obsession of his nature by great

spiritual ideas and sensations, if one may so use that word, was complete;

he was entirely without curiosity about such trivial and ephemeral

things as the earth produced. His temperament was anti-Hellenic; he

had no concern, either gay or serious, with sense phenomena: they were

too flimsy and transparent to arrest his eye. His great difficnlty was

that the appropriate forms for conveying his highly spiritual ideas were

not supplied by the art resources of his day. Tintoretto, who had a

similar temperament and felt a similar need of conveying directly the

revelations of his internal vision, was more fortunate, inasmuch as, al-

though he was by comparison a trivial and vulgar seer, he was able to

achieve a more effective expression by using the richly expressive forms

which lay ready to his hand in the art of Titian and Michelangelo. . . .

Blake declared that the Byzantine style of art-expression was directly

revealed to him, and he certainly did succeed in recovering for a moment

that pristine directness and grandeur of expression which puts him

beside the great Byzantine designers as a fit interpreter of Hebrew tradi-

tion and literature. The Byzantine artists v.-ero ma.^ters of the expression

of imaginative truths; and Blake was an eloquent and persuasive master

of the language of symbolic form by which the spirit communicates its

most secret and subtle impulses. He boldly made the plea for art that

it is a language for conveying impassioned thought and feeling which

takes up the objects of sense only as a means to this end, owing them

no allegiance and accepting from them only the service they can render

for this purpose. He says, 'Poetry consists in bold, daring, ami masterly

conceptions; and shall painting be confined to the sordid drudgery of

realistic facsimile representations of merely mortal and perishing sub-

stances, and not be, as poetry and music are, elevated into its own

proper sphere of imagination, invention, and visionary conception?"

Into the figures of The Flight into Egypt Blake puts a supernatural

dignity, liieratic solemnity, and superlniman purposefulness. The Virgin

sits on the ass as though enthroned in monumental state, her limbs
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fixed in the rigid synimotry wliich oriental art has used to express com-

plete withdrawal from the v/orld of sense. Aud the same exalted mood
is upon tlie figures of Josi-ph and the guiding angel. William Blake gave

visible form to profound spiritual conceptions and emotions, and lent

to Hebrew and Cliristian history and tradition a new significance and
elevation."

TTie Forum (New York) for April-June contains articles on politics,

finance, fofeign affairs, applied science, music, and education. A paper

of special interest is on "Literature: Popular Criticism," by Herbert W.
Horwill, one of the editors of TJie Forum and an occasional contributor

to the Methodist Review. From A. C. Benson's biography of Alfred

Tennyson Mr. Horwill quotes the following illuminating comment on

the comijlication and obscurity of "The Princess:" "It is strange that

the charge of obscurity so frequently launched against Robert Browning
has never been hinted against Tennyson; and yet I declare that the

speeches, both in 'The Princess' and the 'Idylls,' are some of the most

obscure reading that it is possible to discover in modern poetry—

a

strong desire for compression, for ornateness, for coagulating a clause

into an epithet, for epigrammatic and proverbial touches, making the

language like a labyrinth of sonorous walls, even when the thought to

be expressed is neither abstruse nor complicated." Benson agrees with

Fitz Gerald that the quality of Tennyson's writings declined when he

became popular, that he was drawn aside from his natural path by

social influences, the pressure of public expectation, and the desire to

modify and direct public thought. The gist of the criticism is in this

paragraph: "I suspect that he was overshadowed by a fictitious con-

science; ho was human, though a very large and simple character; and

the atmosphere in which he lived was unreal and enervating. If he had

not been a man of overpowering genius aud childlike simplicity, the

effect upon him would have been disastrous. He would have become
pontifical, self-conscious, elaborate. As it was, his position only acted

upon him with an uneasy pressure to write and think iu ways that were

not entirely consonant with the best (? bent) of his genius." "JIaud" is

instanced as showing the beginning of this decadence—as marking "the

period at which the purely poetical impulse began to flag, and required

to he roused by a violent situation, a tragic interest." Mr. Benson doubts

if the bard is in his proper place, when pacing up and down the platform

and indulging iu strident tirades against the general moral slothfulness

of the world. The biographer of Bret Harte says that Harte never could

make himself a writer of distinction because "his style lacks firmness

and consistency, much as his life lacked these qualities; it lacks refine-

ment, precisely as his nature lacked refinement. With all his particularity

in the choice of words he co\ild only use them as counters. He had no

sense of language as an organism, and his diction is consequently often

conventional, inflated, or coarse." Ferris Greenslet says of Walter

Pater's writings that "while one may fail to agree with this or that

opinion, or may tire of the subtle, intensive style, he who will approach
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him sympatlietically may sweeten the day by the reading, and be sure of

taking from his pages a lively sense of the fullness and color of the
world, and a fresh impulse to a gracefully ordered, thoughtful life." In
the same number of The Forum Grant Allen gives some personal
reminiscences of Herbert Spencer. Spencer used to say that you cannot
find a better gauge of a man's intelligence than to observe the proportion
which personalities bear to generalities in his conversation. Spencer
rarely spoke of any person except for some practical purpose, or else to

ilhistrate some general principle. He generalized incessantly. If you
remarked it was a fine day, he would answer: "Yes, anticyclonio condi-

tions like those of yesterday seldom break up without warning of the

advent of a depression from westward." If you observed that Mrs. Jones

is a pretty woman, Spencer would reply: "Her father was a West
Highlander, and her mother was Irish; and intermarriage between High-
landers and Irish almost always produces physically handsome but
intellectually inferior children." Once at Marian Evans's house, the talk

turned on fly-fishing, and she asked Spencer what sort of fly he preferred

to fish with. "Oh," said he, "I lay little stress on the particular kind of

fly; I make my own; and all I aim at is to give what the fish expects

—

the vague representation of an insect fluttering about over the surface

of the water." "I see," said Marian Evans (so he always called her),

"You're so fond of generalizing that you fish with a generalization."

Grant Allen who was no exacting moralist, admits serious moral defects

in Spencer's character as well as serious errors and lapses in his intellect.

Herbert Spencer's father was a Wesleyan Methodist. But young Spencer

was a rebel in many ways; he wouldn't go to school, he icouldn't study

languages. He finally consented to learn mathematics and sciences, and
later civil engineering. Grant Allen says unfairly, as we think, that "the

faculty for linguistics is most developed in the lowest order of minds,

being most common in children and in the inferior races." Early in

life Spencer gave himself up to the work of systematizing the evolu-

tionary idea. He determined to become a monk of study, a poor friar

of philosophy. A lifelong bachelor he shut himself up to this work,

living frugally on the small patrimony left by his father, until that was
exhausted and he was so destitute that friends like Stuart Mill and R. L.

Youmans felt constrained to offer financial aid. He lived in a boarding

house and did all his work in a bare little room over a milk-shop.

Grant Allen admits that Spencer was so dogmatic in his conclusions and
assertions that he was irritated when others opposed their convictions

to his and that he sometimes fell upon opponents with bulldog ferocity.

Allen thinks Herbert Spencer "knew ho had the largest brain of his time,

he knew posterity would put him above Aristotle, Bacon, Newton, and

Kant,—though he never said so." Did Spencer really know this? How
could ho or anybody else know it? Is this the sort of certainty men of

science mean when they say "I know"f A homely sage has said that it

is better not to know so much than to he cocksure of so many things that

are not so. If Grant Allen is right as to Herbert Spencer's estimate of

himself, what a modest gentleman the author of 7'hc Ki/nthctic Philosophy

was! But is not consciousness the universally revered authority to-day?

32
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And if a maa is conscioxis of being the greatest man alive, who can dis-

pute it? Is not that the end of all controversy? As to Herbert Spencer's

appearance Mr. Alien says: "A tall thin man, very springy of step,

wliose loolxs were at first distinctly disappointing. Some men look their

greatness the moment you see them—for example, George Meredith.

Spencer did not. At a cursory glance you might think him the confiden-

tial clerk of some old business house. His face though disappointing

was serene and placid. The lower half was poor and ill-developed. If

you screened the lower part so as to see only the forehead and eyes, you

would say, What a glorious head! But if you screened the upper part

and saw only the chin and mouth, you would say. What a feebly endowed

emotional nature! The one great charm in Spencer was a clear and

silvery voice, surpassed only by ndmund Gosse's and Sarah Bernhardi's.

His enunciation had a beautiful distinctness. In later life when pessim-

ism soured him, the silvery tone was lost in querulousness. Once when
somebody beat him at a game of skill in which he thought himself an

expert, he declined to play any more and withdrew saying solemnly:

'Some acquaintance with games of skill becomes a cultivated mind, but

mastery such as yours bespeaks a wasted youth. I wish you good

morning!' "

The first number of the Baptist Review and Expositor (Louisville,

Kentucky) is before us. It is edited by the faculty of the Southern

Baptist Theological Seminary, with President E. Y. Mullins as editor-in-

chief. The editors "believe there is both need and opportunity for a

Baptist quarterly in North America. They are not unaware of the dis-

appointing results of similar efforts in the past, nor insensible to the

perils which lurk along the way of all such publications. They think

there is need of such a review in their Church, because many minds are in

need of guidance and help. The Review and Expositor accepts evan-

gelical Christianity as commouly held by the Baptists of to-day. Its

sympathies are with truth from any and all sources. To 'prove all things'

and to 'hold fast that which is good' will be its aim. All important con-

tributions will be signed by the writers. The editors are responsible only

for their own views. It will be neither possible nor desirable to maintain

a rigid doctrinal uniformity. Neither Northern, Southern, nor Canadian

Baptists are wholly agreed among themselves on all doctrinal matters.

It is inevitable, therefore, that considerable diversity of opinion will ap-

pear." The April issue contains eight solid articles on such topics as

"Symbolism in the New Testament," "The Virgin Birth," "An Analysis of

the Sermon on the Mount," "The Twentieth Century Sunday School,"

"The Code of Hammurabi," and "Is God's Moral Government Out of Order?"

A notice of Professor AV. N. Rice's Christian Faith in an Age of Science

says that he has done good service in showing that Christian faith can live

Ride by side with scientific convictious. We welcome this lastcst-born

to the family of Reviews, and hope for it a large circulation in its

denomination.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGIOy, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Tlie Teachhvj of Jesus. By Iltv. Geokoe Jackson, B.A. Clown Svo, rp. 252. New
York: A. C. Armstrong & Sou. Price, cloth, ?l.'i5.

Undeniably worth reading by the men of to-day are the writings of

George Jackson, author of The Tahle-taVc of Jesus, A Young Man's Re-

ligion, and The Old Meihodism and the yew. He dedicates this latest

volume to his children, whom he calls "Jly wisest teachers in the things

of God." Those Sunday evening discourses delivered to mixed congrega-

tions are proof that "a man may preach freely on the great themes of the

Gospel and yet be sure that the common people will hear him gladly, if

only ho will state his message at once seriously and simply, and with the

glow that comes of personal conviction." Mr. Jackson acknowledges his

indebtedness to Professor George B. Steveus's Theology of the Keio Tesia-

ment, commended here by us some time ago, and calls it "a work of which

it is impossible to speak too highly." He also rucutions gratefully Selby's

Ministry of the Lord Jesus, Robertson's Our Lord's Teaching, and Has-

tings's Dictionary of the Bible. Speaking from the British point of viev.',

he says: "Now that Dr. Dale has gone from us, there is no one to whom
we may more •confidently look for a reasonable evangelical theology

which can be both verified and preached, than Dr. James Denncy, of

Glasgow," whose great book. The Death of Christ, published by our Book
Concern, we recently noticed. The author wisely says that however a

minister may follow in his studies the critical di<3cussions of debatable

questions, when he has passed from his study into his pulpit his sole

business is with the Certainties, of which there are enough to occupy a

lifetime of preaching. Harnack is here spoken of as "a critic who is

ready to give to the winds with both hands many things which are as

dear to us as life itself." Touching the attempt of .some to show opposi-

tion between the teaching of Paul and the teaching of Jesus, we have the

following: "The doctrines of Paul are not so much tlieological baggage of

which the Church would do well straightway to disencumber itself. After

all that the young science of Biblical Theology has done to reveal the

manifold variety of New Testament doctrine, the book still remains a

unity, and the effort to play off one part of it against another—the Gos-

pels against the Epistles or the Epistles against the Gospels—is to be

sternly resented and resisted. To Paul himself any such rivalry would
have been impossible and unthinkable. There was no claim which he

made with more passionate vehemence than that the message he delivered

was not his but Christ's. 'As touching the gospel which was preached by

me,' he says, 'neither did I receive it from man, nor was I taught ii, but

it came to me through revelation of Jesus Christ.' 'We have the mind of

Christ,' said Paul, and both in the Epistles and the Gospels we may seek
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and find the teaching of Jo.siis. The words of Paul and his brother apos-

tles are, in a very true sense, 'the final testiniony of Jesus to himself.' "

It is pointed out that one reason for the stability and irremovableness of

Christ's teachings Is their winnowcdness, their freedom from any chaff

which the winds of time and change can drive away. The keen mind of

George J. Romanes noticed that while Plato was the greatest of human
thinkers in the direction of spirituality, yet the Greek seer teaches errors

which are absurd to the reason and shocking lo the moral sense. His

words cannot stand. Vastly different are the words of Christ; there is in

literal truth no reason why any one of his words should ever become

obsolete. He has no doctrines which the sulisequent growth of human
knowledge—whether in natural science, ethics, political economy, or else-

where—has had to discount or modify. This fact seemed to Romanes one

of the strongest evidences for Christianity. Mr. Jackson's sixteen chapters

set forth the teaching of Jesus concerning God, concerning Himself, con-

cerning His own Death, concerning the Holy Spirit, the Kingdom of God,

Man, Sin, Righteousness, Prayer, the Forgiveness of Injuries, Care,

Money, the Sc-cond Advent, the Judgment, and the Future Life. Speaking

of Christ's word concerning himself, "The Son of rnan came to give his

life a ransom for many," our preacher says: "There is in Edinburgh a

Unitarian church on the front of which is carved these words of Paul,

'There is one God, and one mediator between God and man, the man
Christ Jesus.' Wliy did not the Unitarians finish the quotation? Paul

only put a comma where they have put a full stop. The next words are,

'H'fto gara himself a ransom for all.' But could he do that if he was onhf

'the via?i Christ Jesus'? 'No vian can save h-is brother's soul, nor pay his

brother's debt.' And Christ's life could be no ransom for our forfeited

lives if he were only one like unto ourselves. The only explanation that

can explain what Christ taught concerning himself is the one given by

his first disciple.^ and reechoed by every succeeding generation of Chris-

tians: 'Thou art the King of Glory, Christ; Thou art the Everlasting

Son of the Father.' " Similar to the Edinburgh Unitarians' misuse of an

incomplete quotation in support of heretical doctrine is a quotation on

the front of "All Souls' Universallst Church" in Brooklyn, New York.

The passer-by looks up and reads on the stone these words of the Lord,

"All sours are mine" (Ezkic. x^^u, 4). There is no need to ask why the

All Souls' Universalists did not go on to quote also the troublesome words

which the Bible puts so uncomfortably near in the last clause of that

very same fourth verse: 'The soul that siyinelh, it shall die." From Dora
Greenwell the author quotes jiart of a pitman's story of liow, when ho was
in his sins, tliis word of fire got into liis heart and would not let him be:

"The Son of God, who loved nic and gave himself for me."

It was for me that Jc.^iis died ! for nie aud a world of men
JuRt (IS sinful and just ns slow to give back His luvo again

;

And He didn't wait till I came to Him, but He loved me at my worst;

He needn't ever have died fur me if I could have loved Him first.

And could'.-st Tliou love such a man a.s nie, my Saviour? Tlien I'll take

More heed lo this wandering soul of mine, if i'^'s only for Tliy sake.
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From Thomas Hardy's most powerful story this is iiuoted: "Did you say

tlio stars were worlds, Tess?" "Yrs." "All like ours?" "I don't know;
but I think so. They sometimes seem to mo like tho apples on our tree.

Most of them splendid and sound—a few blighted." "Which do we live

on—a splendid one or a blighted one?" "On a blighted one." The passing

of Dr. William IMacLure in Ian Maclnrcn's touching idyl is also reprinted

here. "A'm gettin' drowsy; read a bit tae me," said the doctor to Drum-
fiheugh. Then Drurasheugh put on his spectacles, and searched for some
comfortable Scripture. Presently he began to read: "In my Father's house

are many mansions;" but JIacLure stopped hira. "It's a bonnie word,"

he said, "but it's no for the like o' me. It's ower guid; I daurna tak' it."

Then he bid Drumsheugh shut the Hook and let it open of itself at the

place where ho had been reading every night. Drumsheugh did as he was
bidden and the book opened at where tho Master tells what God thinks of

a Pharisee and a penitent sinner. And he read, and when he came to the

words, "And the publican, standing afar off, would not so much as lift up
his eyes to heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying, God be merciful to

me. a sinner," once more the dying man stopped him: "That micht hae

been written for mo, Paitrick, or ony ither auld sinner that hes feenished

his life, an' hes uaething tae say for himsel'." Nothing to say for our-

selves—that is what it comes to, when we see and know the truth about

ourselves. "Not by works done in righteousness, which we did ourselves,

but according to His mercy Pie saved us." Commenting on the words,

"Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation," Mr. Jackson quotes

from Charles Kingsley's Yeast these words of Colonel Bracebridge: "I

am no saint, and God only knows how much less of one I may become;

but mark my words—if you are ever tempted by passion and vanity and
fine ladies to form liaisons, as the jezebcls call them, snares, and nets and
labyrinths of blind ditches to keep you down through life, stumbling and

groveling, hating yourself and hating the chain that binds you— in that

hour of temptation pray—pray as if the devil had you by the throat—cry
to Almighty God to help you out of that cursed slough! There is nothing

else for it. Pray, I tell you; pray!" Those are words for every young
man, in the ministry or out of it, to lay to heart. And In every trisis

hour of need, distress, danger, what else can a man do but, as Browning
says, catch at God's skirts and pray?

Advent and Ascension; or. How Jc.ius Came and IIow Ho Left ITs. By D. W. Fauxce,
D.l)., author of A Youny Stan's niflcidties with I{is lUble, Prayer as a Theory and as

a Fact, Shall We JJelicve in a Divine Providence? etc. ISmo, pp. 215. Xew York:
Eaton &• Maiu.s. Cincinnati; Jennings &; Pyo. Price, 75 cents.

Doing what we have never done before, we adopt as our own the no-

tice given by another review to this volume issued by our own Book Con-

cern. We adopt it because we approve it. The liibJiotheca Sacra says:

This defense of the miraculous character of Christ's advent and as-

cension is one of the best which we have ever seen. But the subject is

much more inclusive than it seems. It is practically a presentation of the

whole supernatural element running through the life of our Lord, involv-

ing the entire range of distinctively Christian doctrines. Christ's work
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depended upon the exaltation of his nature. His work was what no mere
man could do. The blending of the supernatural with the natural is con-

tinuous from beginuiug to end of his career. That it is mysterious is be-

yond question. But mystery envelops all truth; and that of the blending

of the natural with the .supernatural in the life of Christ is no more a bar

to our believing in it than is the union of the mental and the physical in

our own constitution a bar to our believing that our personality involves

the union of mind and matter. The author's statement of the relations of

Christ's two natures to each other is peculiarly happy. After summariz-
ing the impressions made upon the Virgin Mother, upon the general pub-

lic, upon his own disciples, and upon successive generations of believers,

and after considering the import of Christ's own statements concerning

himself, the author condenses his views as follows: "Only four inferences

are possible; If we shall say, looking on one class of facts, that he is only

divine, there remains a large class of facts of which no account can be

given. If vvu shall say, on the other hand, that he is only huiuan, one

equally large class of facts remains not Included in the theory. If we shall

say he was superhuman only, neither human nor divine, but in some way
superior to man and inferior to God, then what becomes of both classes of

facts, neither of which is accounted for in this hypothesis? These three

theories of Christ's nature set aside, as not covering the facts, one more
remains: that the Person whom we know as Jesus Christ was the God-

man; the Son of God becoming the Son of man, 'God manifested in the

flesh.' And this conclusion reconciles and combines both classes of texts

—

those which speak of him as God and those which speak of him as man.

The question is not whether this is or is not explicable. We bow before it

as the divine mystery. But we must not so hold the revealed fact as to

make the divinity absorb the humanity, or the humanity the divinity, nor

yet .so as to claim a double consciousness in the one Person, our Lord
Jesus Christ; nor need we hold to two natures separately existing side by

side, now one acting and now the other. Yet the whole mode in which
this incarnation was accomplished must always balTle us. Human reason

has no plummet that can sound the depths of God. There were those

who felt that the impassibility of God forbade any words about the divine

nature as suffering. There were those who held that there could be no
self-deprivation of the divine attributes, no self-renunciation of any divine

perfection; not even a voluntary self-limitation. But all this was to limit

God's power to limit himself, and so it actually affirmed in one direction

what it denied in another. Whether it is necessary to call in the idea of

self-limitation or not, pomo have questioned. The phrase frequently used

about 'the limitations of humanity' as applied to our Lord needs to be

employed with great caulion. God self-limited—limited by himself in the

exercise of his attributes—Is a widely different conception from God
limited by humanity—God limited by man. Indeed, what has been claimed

as limitation in the case of Christ is really extension to the conditions of

men. He was able to extend his being so as to become babe, child, man.
He reached out and came into every variety of human experience. It

may be considered as an expansion rather than a contraction, an enlarge-

ment rather than a reduction. It is the condescension of Divinity to care
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for the lowliest. Infinite greatness is shown in the Rreatness of care for

minutest objects. Jesus was able to die, showing thereby his power; God
was seen in self-sacrifice at the cross; and these were not limitations but

divine extensions toward our human needs" (pp. 128-130).

Primitive Setnitic Urligion To-day. A Renord of Researches, Discoveries, and Studies in

Syria, Palestine, and ihcSinaiticl'ctdnsula. liy Samuel Ivks C'uktiss, rroJC-^sor ol

Old Testament Jjiteratiire and iuterpi-elalioii, CbicaKO Theological Beuiiuary. Svo, p;>.

2SS. Chicago and New York: Fleming H. lluvell Company. Price, clotli, §2.50.

Urscmitifche Religion im Voll^slcOen des Ifiilitjen Orii)its, Fw.i-hnmjen wid Fundc ans
Syrien und PnUi^tina. Von Sami:el Ivi:sCi;utis.s. Dciitsclie Ausgabe, nebst tinom
Vorwon voa Wolk 'WiLUiiLJi (Jrafkn Bauuissin. Crown 8vo, pp. xx.x and 37*.

Leipzig, J. C. Hiuricbs'selie Buchhaudlung. Price, paper, M. 9; cloth, M. 10.

The works of American scholars rarely appear ia German editions.

German scholars read American books in reasonable measure, though not

to the extent in ^vhich German books are read by us. But they do not

seem to wish them translated into German, and in a recent instance they

have sharply attacl;cd an American scholar whose book is appearing in

German. It may have required some courage for Professor Curtiss to put

his book forth in Germany, but we are glad that he has done it. The
form in which it appears is a compliment to the Germans, a.s the scientific

leaders of the world, for the German edition greatly exceeds the Euglish

in size and contains a number of chapters which do not appear in the

English edition at all. It is introduced by a preface written by the dis-

tinguished scholar. Professor Baudissin, of the University of Berlin, which

is a perfect model of what such introductions should be, but rarely are.

Professor Baudissin is not -only an Old Testament scholar of the highest

rank, he is also one of the first living authorities in comparative religion

of the Semitic peoples. He praises Professor Curtiss's work, and praises

it with, dignity and generosity. He shows how Professor Curtiss has

sought to explain, in part, the religion of Israel by the religion of the

Semites who still inhabit the ancient territory of the Hebrews, and in

this investigation has followed in a measure the example set years ago by

the great German Arabist, J. G. "Wetzstein. But while thus recognizing

in the fullest degree the importance of the work and commending its

methods and results, Professor Baudissin expresses his dissent on a few

points and upon others emphasizes the need of caution. The frankness

and the soberness of this introduction arc characteristic of its author, and

will raise the book in the estimation of scholars the world over. Professor

.Curtiss has written a book which plainly grew slowly and naturally, and

is therefore totally different from the hastily conceived and quickly exe-

cuted works with which the market is flooded. In the autumn of 1S9S he

made his first trip in Palestine, and perhaps few men are better prepared

for the journey than he. He had then been Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Interpretation in Chicago Theological Seminary for twenty

years, and before that time had the incomparable enrichment of four

years' study at the University of Leipzig under Professor Franz, who

counted him a favorite pupil. His first tour in the East began July 9,

1S&8, and concluded August 17, 1809. The second extended from June 11,

1900, to August 23, 19o0; the third began June 5, 1;101, and ended August
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24, 1901; wliile the fourth comprised the weeks between Jlay 2G and the

month of August, 1902. During these periods Professor Curtiss covered

practically the whole ot Syria and Palestine, visited Sinai and Petra, and

made a long tour iu Egypt. His object was to seek out every evidence of

the primitive forms of Semitic worship which have survived to the

present day. He found sacred stones, sacrificial altars, and many another

evidence of ancient forms of worship. He questioned largo numbers of

persons, and from them secured illustrations of the present-day observ-

ance of religious rites and ceremonies, which presumably go back to

primitive times. The investigation has been carried on with immense
care, with every effort to eliminate possible errors, and is a modei piece of

entirely original research. It would be a pity to spoil the reader's interest

by making extracts, and we forbear. Students of comparative religion

will need no urging to read the book. To others it will be sufficient to

say that the investigation pours a flood of light upon the Old Testament,

that it is all couched in simple and attractive stylo and will well repay

even the ordinary reader. All who can use Gorman easily will find the

German edition valuable, in addition to the English. Others may content

themselves happily with the English.

PHILOSOnlY, SCIENCE, AXD GENERAL LITEIi-VTURE.

Vocal awl Literary Interpretation of the Kible. By S. S. Cuuky, Th.D. i:mo, pp. 384.

New York: The MacmiUan Company. Trice, cloth, SI. 50.

Dr. Curry has been teacher of Elocution and Oratory in Boston Uni-

versity, in Newton Theological Institution, in Yale and Harvard Divinity

Schools. This volume contains the wisdom of many years of experience,

and brings to the preacher sensible and valuable instruction, suggestion,

warning, and encouragement. It is for serious study, not for entertain-

ment. Tho author says his book has had no predecessor, and Professor

F. G. Peabody agrees that both in its method and its spirit it is without

precedent. Its purpose is to teach the minister to read the Scriptures in

public so intelligently, impressively, and effectively as to convey the

sense. Not only are principles given, but numerous specific passages of

Scripture are here interpreted and rendered so as to illustrate the prin-

ciples; and this we think to be the boolc's most definite value. Every

minister who has any sense of responsibility for making his message and
the word of God effective will welcome Dr. Curry's book with eagerness

and study it with gratitude. No part of public worship is so often per-

functory, careless, and uninspiring as the preacher's reading of the

Scripture lessons, although nothing else is more susceptible of being made
vivid and powerful. A clergyman asked a humble member of his church

what led to his conversion, and the answer was, "Why, sir, it v/as hearing

tho minister read one morning in church, 'As the Lord of hosts liveth,

before whom I stand.'" "How did those words lead to your conversion?"

said the clergyman. "Don't you see, sir? 'Before whom I stand:' / felt

myself s/andinff before God." The Scripture lesson must have been feel-

ingly and Impressively read that morning. How to interpret, by his
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reading of them, the various messages oC the Bible with sympathy,
yet without artificiality or extravagance, is surely one of Ihc miu-

ister's most serious duties. The wonder is that, with our poor,

careless, unintelligent reading of the word, men listen so patiently;

and that, with our frequent raispresentation of Christ, so many be-

lieve on him. The contents of this very helpful book are arranged in

four divisions, "The Problem," "The Message," "The Technique," and
"Preparation and the Service." Some wise suggestions are made con-

cerning public prayer. "An elaborate prayer giving information to the

Deity is irreverent, and a praj-er containing the news of the week or a
long catalogue of petitions for things which are not expected is blasphe-

mous." As we said, many of the most striking passages of both the Old

and New Testaments are here analyzed and explained, sentence by sen-

tence, clause by clause, to show how they require to be read in order to

their proper powerful effect. We wish we had room to transcribe the ten

pages in whicli the author shows how the story of the Prodigal Son ought
to be read, that parable so full of dramatic elements; or the Sermon on
the Mount; or the story of Naaman; or Paul's great addresses; or others

of the numerous passages so impressively rendered with vocal modulations

and movements. All extremes and shades of feeling are in the words
of Scripture. The words of Christ himself contain a vnde range of differ-

ing emotions. What variations of expression in voice, tone, look, and
gesture must have accompanied his varied utterances! What regret is in

his words, "How often would I have gathered your children together as a

hen gatheis her brood under her wings"! What approval in "Go in

peace"! What sorrow in "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem"! What sarcasm in

"Go tell that fox"! What indignation in "Ye offspring of vipers"! What
tender sympathy in "Woman, behold thy son"! What sorrow and pity in

"The cock shall not crow before thou shalt deny me thrice"! What su-

preme confidence in "I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me"!
What persuasion in his "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy

laden"! What admiration in "I have not found so great faith, no, not in

Israel"! What infinite love and compassion in "Father, forgive them,

they know not what they do"! To give, in our public reading, such

variations of voice modulation as their meaning requires and as the

Master doubtless gave them is a worthy object of ambition and endeavor.

One of the important matters in reading is the placing of the emphasis.

This may be seen in Jlatt. xxvii, 11: "Art thou the King of the Jews?"

The word "thou" has a peculiar value in the meaning which must be

indicated in the vocal accentuation. Canon Farrar gives the meaning
thus: "There, amid those voluptuous splendors, Pilate, already interested,

already feeling in this prisoner before him some nobleness which touched

his Koman nature, asks him in pitying wonder, 'Art thou the King of the

Jews?'—thou poor, worn, tear-stained outcast—thou pale, lonely, friendless,

wasted man, in thy coarse peasant garments, with thy tied hands and
the foul traces of the insults of thine enemies oa thy face and on thy

robes—thou, so unlike the fierce, magnificent, truculent Herod, whom this

bloodthirsty multitude acknowledged as their sovereign—art tlxou, the
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King of the Jews?" Suoli a rendering of the meaning is exegesis, not

rhetoric. Another important matter in reading is the intelligent use of

pause, which properly managed may add vastly to the impressiveness.

This is fully set forth and illustrated by specific Scripture passages in Dr.

Curry's book. On page 322 we find this quotation from Delsarte: "Ac-

centuate the fundamentals, and you will have power; accentuate acci-

dentals, and you develop mediocrity and show wealvness." The thing

which strikes us in that saying is the wide range and many realms in

which it is true. Delsarte applied the statement to the actions of the

body, an application relatively unimportant. But how momentously true

iv most important things is the saying, "Accentuate fundamentals, and
you both manifest and produce power; accentuate incidentals, and you

both show and promote weakness"! It is as true in theology, in biblical

study, in character, and in life as it is in public reading of the Scriptures.

Tho strong wise man is he who knows what the fundamentals are and
puts mighty stress on them; the weak foolish man is he who does not

know the difference between the important and the unimportant, but

spends himself equally ou both and often makes a great ado and a fierce

flght over the nonessential—an error out of which comes 'the blurring of

distinctions, the undue prominence of little men and cranks, clamorous

and strident about some detail, and a wide welter of confusion, where-

from in Church and State we do often suffer. Dclsarte's dictum is a text

to carry in the vest pocket of one's memory, for frequent application.

Dr. Curry's book raises all kinds of questions. Should the minister read-

ing the Scripture lesson comment as he goes along? Spurgeon did nearly

always, and Beecher sometimes. There are dangers in the practice. All

depends on the audience, tlie occasion, the particular passage, and the

man himself. Shall the minister make gestures in reading the Bible?

Seldom, if ever. Dr. Curry's aim and spirit are revealed in such words

as these: "This book aims to awaken higher ideals regarding the con-

ducting of public worship. It endeavors to open all eyes to a neglected

function, to an overlooked means of power, aud especially to impress the

importance of reading the Bible better. What is more needful than the

true vocal interpretation of the Holy Scriptures? Nothing is so likely to

strike home. The wildest aud most reckless man in your congregation may
have heard at his mother's knee the words you read. If rightly read they

will fix his attention. They may awaken tender memories, renew spir-

itual aspirations, strengthen the weak and wavering will. Without de-

bate, without arousing antagonism, tho sublime words appeal straight to

the intuitions of men's hearts, and make them feel themselves spoken toby

the Paternal. AVhat is tho preacher's final appeal in struggling with a soul

at some crisis? To some sentence from the Bible. When he faces a

young man wavering at some turning point what does he give him?
Some words of the Master. When he stands up at a funeral service and

looks around on the broken-hearted, what can he do but read those divine

words which have ministered to the sorrow-stricken for thousands of

years? In the Bible are the most simple, heart-searching, touching, aud

potent words ever spoken. Their spell is mighty wherever they touch hu-
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man nature. Well may a man tremble at the thought of presenting or

misrepresenting the meaning of these words to his fellow-men. Who cau

dare deliver them coldly or carelessly?" A great biblicist has said, "The

heretic is he who does not study his Bible, or does not study it reverently

and thoroughly, with the best aids available." And surely that minister

is a culprit who does not take studious and persevering pains to read the

Scriptures impressively and movingly.

By Joiix Kelm.vn, Jk., M.A. 8vo, jiil 302. New
1 Company, rric-, cloUi, $1.W.

Mr. Kelman is a notable and magnetic Edinburgh preacher who has

especially a strong hold upon students and young people generally. More

than any other man he succeeds to the place and the work of Profes.sor

Drummond. He finds in the writings of Louis Stevenson a faith which is

precious to him and vitally helpful. The expression of this faith is

largely in Stevenson's own words. The man is made to reveal himself.

To many the amount of religious matter in Stevenson's writings for mak-

ing a book like this is a surprise. It is not claimed that Stevenson was a

saint; in some early years he v/as wild enough and often rudely and

daringly irreligious; but it is shown that religion was an increasing

force in him as the years advanced. He speaks of himself as having been

"pestered with a damnatory creed," against which he revolted in youth.

He was one "whose God no house of words that men have builded can con-

tain." His final conception is probably explicit in. his address to the

Samoan students: "The meaning of religion is a rule of life; it is an obli-

gation to do well; if that rule, that obligation, is not seen, your thousand

texts will be to you like the thousand lanterns to the blind man." When
some Sisters of Charity arrive at Wolokai to minister to the poor lepers,

Stevenson greets them with, "Ladies, God himself is here to give you wel-

come." In Samoa he became a church attendant, a Sunday school

teacher, an enthusiast for foreign missions and missionaries, a leader in

family worship for which he wrote prayers that are memorable and al-

most classic. Mr. Kelman shows that religion always had a vital interest

for Stevenson, even in the early years of revolt, and at last it took com-

plete command of him. Always, God was the overshadowing fact; God, of

whom Joubert said, "It is not hard to know him, provided we do not force

ourselves to define him." In Stevenson's morning prayers were expres-

sions like these: "Let not our beloved have cause to blush for us, nor we
for them. Accept us, correct us, guide us, thy guilty innocents." Also:

"Help us to look back on the long way that thou hast brought us, on the

long days in which we have been served not according to our deserts but

our desires; on the pit and the miry clay, the blackness of despair, the

horror of misconduct, from which our feet have been plucked out. For

our sins forgiven or prevented, tor our shame unpublished, we bless and

thank thee, O God!" Also; "Lord, defend me from idle conformity aimed

to please the face of man, and from all display designed to catch ap-

plause." His mother tells us that when he was four years old he said,

"You cau never be good unless you pray;" and when asked how he knew,
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he replied, with great cmiihasls, "Bccausa I've tried it." Stevenson al-

ways kept the feeling and spirit ot a child. P'rom California he wrote in

depressing illness: "But death is no bad friend. A few aches and gasps

and we arc done. Like the truant child, I am beginning to grow weary

and timid in this big jo.stling city, and could run to my nurse, even though

she had to whip me for my truancy before putting me to bed." Eig,ht

months before his death he wrote: "As I go on in life, day by day, I be-

come more of a bewildered child; I cannot get used to this world."

Bunyan's rUorim's Progress, which charmed Stevenson's childhood, lived

In his mind forever, and ho even gave thanks for the pictures illustrating

it, which made him feel as if he knew "every turn and town along the

road to the Celestial City, and that bright place itself, seen as to a stave

of music, shining afar off upon the hilltop, the candle of the world." We
read that, from Stevenson's point of view, Edinburgh was a place chiefly

notable for "conscious rectitude, eminent respectability, and freezing for-

mality," which description reminds us of some saints and churches. He
writes of the "clockwork virtues" of a prim pattern woman, with her

"irritating deliberation and correctness," and says, "If she would only

write bad grammar, or forget to finish a sentence, or do something or

other that looks fallible, it would be a relief." He criticises the average

eermon because it "flees the point, disporting itself in thatKternity of which
v.'e know, and need to know, so little, and avoiding the bright, crowded,

and momentous fields of actual life where destiny instantly awaits us."

One of his phrases is "the commanding immediacy of life." He insists

that there is "a manifest God for those who choose to look for him." And
he says: "If you believe in God, where is there any more room for terror?

If you are sure that God, In the long run, means kindness by you, you
should be happy." Facing those conflicting aspects of Nature which some-

times darken our vision of the divine goodness, he says:

And mcthoiii,'lit that beauty and (error arc only one, not two;

And tlie world has room for lovo, .ind death, and tlmudcr, and dew;
And all the sinews of lirll plumber in surumor air;

And the face of God is a rock, l>ut the face of the rock is fair.

One of Stevenson's favorite doctrines is that eternal dissatisfaction with

one's self and one's attainments is the condition of progress. "The artist

who says It uill do is on the downward path." "To have many aspira-

tions is to be spiritually rich," "To travel hopefully is better than to ar-

rive, and the true success is to labor." "Happiness, temporal or eternal, is

not the reward a man seeks. Happinesses are but his wayside campings;

his soul is in the journey." "Our business in the world is not to succeed,

but to continue to fail in good spirits; and when the end comes to be

content with this epitaph. Hero lies one who meant well, tried a little,

and failed much; or. There goes another faithful failure." But Mr. Kel-

man properly remarks that such a doctrine is safe only for the strenuous:

most of us are only too willing to accept It and consent to fail. Stevenson

himself is one who never consents to fail, but ever gallantly struggles to

achieve "the glory of going on." Near the end of life he wrote a friend:
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"For fourteen years I have not had a day's real health. I have written In

bed, written in hemorrhages, written torn by coughing, v.'rltten when my
head swam for wealcncss; and thus far it seems to me I have wen. The

battle still goes on—ill or well Is a trifle, so as it goes. I was made for a

contest, and the Powers have bo v.-illed that my battlefield should be this

dingy inglorious one of the bed and the physic bottle." He welcomed "the

harsh voice of duty" and "the bright face of danger." Duty was a lifelong

summons. The call he heard was, "'WanU:^, VoUniteers to (Jo their best

for ticoscore years!" The Parable of the Talents was his favorite Scrip-

ture. He said: "The man who has only been pious and not useful will

stand with a long face on that great day when Christ puts to him His

questions." He holds that Ood delights In those who "sow gladness on the

peopled lands, and spin the graat wheel of earth about with laughter,

Eong, and shout." Deploring duly the excesses of appetite and passion, ho

finds the truly diabolic rather in "envy, malice, the mean lie. the mean
silence, the calunjnious truth, the backbiter, the petty domestic tyrant,

the peevish and selfish poisoner of family life." "It is our business," he

said, "to make excuses for others, but none for ourselves." He hates

"those who have an eye for faults and failures, taking pleasure in finding

and publishing them, and who forget the overveillng virtues and the real

success." He also says, "There is no more sure sign of a shallow mind

than the habit of seeing a.lways the humorous side of things." He resents

Thoreau's mean saying that we are always disappointed in our friends,

and contends that "We are ninety-nine times disappointed in our beggarly

selves for once that we are disappointed in our friend." His is an appre-

ciative soul, believing enthusiastically in man in general and in many
individual men In particular; and, while in Samoa, especially in some mis-

sionaries. "The best specimen of the Christian hero I ever met was one of

the native missionaries." "The excellent Clarke was here almost all day

yesterday, a man I esteem and like to the soles of his boots; I prefer him

to anyone in Samoa, and to most people in the world; a real good mission-

ary." Of another missionary ho says: "A hero, a man who fairly took me
by storm, the most attractive, simple, brave, and interesting man in the

whole Pacific." Of his friend, James Chalmers, the New Guinea mission-

ary, he writes: "You can't weary me of that fellow; ho is as big as a

house end far bigger than any church." One of his convictions is that

"the world must return to the word Duty, and be done with the word

Reward. There are no rewards, but plenty of duties. And the sooner a

man sees that and acts upon it like a gentleman, the better for him and

for the world." He bids "never to set up to be soft, only to be square and

hearty, and a man all round." He likes strong, healthy, high-strung,

generous natures, honorable, simple, and righteous. After praying that

we may clearly see and deeply feel our failures and offenses, he adds:

"Help us at the same time. Lord, with the grace of courage, that we be not

utterly cast down when we sit lamenting amid :he ruins of our happiness

or our integrity; touch us with fire from the altar, that we may be up and

doing to rebuild our city." He tells the story of one who made shipwreck

through folly, and ^ho In the bitterness of losa and shame came to him-
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self and began a nobler life. "In his youth he took thought for no one

but himself, and he voyaged away; when he came ashore again, his whole

armada lost, he seemed to think only of others. He had gone to rulu

with a kind of kingly ahandon, like one who condescended; hut once

ruined, with the lights al! out, he fought a;; for a kingdom." Stevenson,

suffering, battling, dying, wrote near the last, "Sick or well, I have had

a splendid time of it; I grudge nothing, regret very little." Enduring ills

which might make some men pessimists, he said: "In the harsh face of life

faith can read a bracing gospel;" and again: "Whether on the first of

January or the thirty-first of December, faith is a good word to end on."

When he was fighting with death and losing he wrote Professor Colvin:

"The tragedy of things works itself out blacker and blacker. Does it

shake my cast-iron faith? 1 cannot say that it does. I believe in an ulti-

mate decency of things; aye, and if I woke in hell, should still belie.'e it."

That is the faith of one who can

Fee!, in the ink of the slough

And the siuk of the mire.

Veins of glory and fire

Kun through and transpierce and tr.Tnspire,

And R secret purpose of glory in every part,

And the answering glory of battle fill his heart

Mr. Kelman believes that the first necessity of the present day is for an

encouraging and heartening type of faith, lest we sink to that dejection in

which an age "goes dispiritedly, glad to finish." And Louis Stevenson

administers as antidote and prophylactic the spirit of buoyant and ex-

hilarating hopefulness. This is the true Zeitgeist. Blind-deaf-dumb Helen

Keller says of Stevenson, "I can never again be disheartened since that

sturdy preacher gave me my lesson of 'the fa.?hion of the smiling face.'
"

The niverifiotis of a Bonk-T.ovcr. By Adrian H. Joline. Svo, pp. 323. New York:

Harper & Brothers. Price, clotli, $3.

The author of Meditations of an Autograph Collector tells us that

these discursive papers must not be regarded too seriously, but regarded

a^ diversions to draw the mind from care, business, or study, and thus

rest and amuse. They are the free and easy confidences of one who loves

books for their own sake, and are meant to bo taken up and laid aside at

odd moments. It is a book which only a book-lover seeking light diver-

sion will care much about—miscellaneous odds and ends. A Scotchman,

revising the old lines, spoke of preachers who "find stones in the run-

ning brooks, sermons in books, and good in everything." John Burroughs

said of Thoreau. "He is almost as local as a woodchuck." Milton wrote:

"Many a man is a burden to the earth, but a good book is the precious life-

blood of a master spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life

beyond life." In Laicycrs and Literature Irving Browne says: "To call a

clergyman a hypocrite, a physician a murderer, and a lawyer a liar, has

long been one of the favorite amusements of a part of mankind." Bret

Harte, in one of his Condensed Novels, burlesqued the style of Coopers
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novels by making "the jmlge" say to his daughtRr: "Ginevra, the logs

which romposo yonder Ore stem to have been incautiously chosen. The
sibilatiou produced by the sa]), which exudes copiously therefrom, is not

conducive to composition." And the fair Giuevra replies: "I see, father,

but I thought it would be preferable to the constant crepitation which is

apt to attend the combustion of more seasoned ligneous fragments." But
our author says truly that a page of Cooper is worth volumes of such

triflers as Le Gallienne, Oscar Wilde, and others of that ilk. Cooper has

the stalwart vigor of the pure open air, and they have the sickly debility

of a stuffy artificial modernity. Cooper's account of the Battle of Bunker
Hill in Liont'l Lincoln is brilliant, and The Dccrslayer, with all its im-

perfections, appeals to the lover of robust adventure and of the beautiful

in nature, to every healthy sound-minded man who has rich, good blood

In his veins. Thackeray said Montaigne's Essays were one of his bedside

hooks: "I read them in the dozy hours and only half remember them."

Macaulay said, "Some books which I would never dream of ojiening at

dinner please me at breakfast, and rice versa." Our author prefers "Elia

at bedtime, Thackeray in the afternoon, with an installment of Dickens in

the bright, clear morning, and perhaps De Quincej', Holmes, or Lowell

at noon." He does not know when he would appropriate time for Henry
James or Mrs. Humphry Ward, but thinks they might be of some value in

a period of insomnia. Edmond Scherer said: "A cult once established, a

dogma once accepted—then no more freedom of analysis, no more inde-

pendent criticism, no more permissible dissent; nothing but to admire
like a dumb beast." Critics and reviewers catch it frequently from
authors. This author credits them with usually moaning to be just and
fair, but thinks they often miss the mark. Disraeli said critics are men
who have failed in literature and art. Coleridge said: "Reviewers are

usually people who v;onld have been iioets, historians, bio.graphers if they

could." Shelley said: "Reviewers, with rare exceptions, are a stiipid and
malignant race." Southey once enticed Shelley into his study and read

his (Southey's) own verses to him till the listener fell asleep under the

table. Tennyson once read aloud to Charles Sumner the whole of "The
Princess" at one sitting; and Sumner never dared visit the laureate again

for fear of a similar infliction, though the ^Massachusetts senator was
sometimes an egotistic bore himself. Of Wagner's "Tannhiiuser" Prosper

Merimee said: "It is a prodigious, a colossal bore. I am convinced that I

could compose something similar if inspired by the scampering of my cat

over the piano keys." Jlr. Joline says he lias had a strange affection for

Carlyle since reading how his wife scolded him for feeding the cat at the

table. He says Charles Dickens was a born actor, whose daily life always

suggested the footlights. When Horace Walpole was suffering from the

gout Gray, of the "Elegj'," wrote him: "The pain in your feet I can bear."

Such heartlcssness saddens the souls of those who wish to believe in the

brotherhood of man. Bill Nye said of the Ccniury Dictionary: "I like

it immensely. It is quite thrilling in places, and although somewhat
jerky in style and verbose, perhaps, its wordpainting is accurate and de-

lightful." Our author refuses to abase himself before Louis Stevenson or
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"Walter Pater as models or authorities in literary style. Pater lacks sim-

plicity and freshness, loses the natural iu devotion to the formal, and is

a dispenser of literary millinery. Pater says: "Racy Saxon monosyllables,

close to us as touch and sight, intermix readily with those long savor-

Bome Latin words rich in 'second intention.'" But Mr. Jolino says that

when a writer pauses to bethink himself of his Saxon, monosyllables and

savorsome Latin words he loses spontaneity, becomes a specimen of af-

fectation, devoid of soul and animation. The secret of forcible style is to

write simply, clearly, directly, after the straight fashion in which men
talk to their fellows. Flaubert is a master of form, but lacks strength,

heartiness, and vitality. Even Pater insists that a man's style should be

his own and not borrowed. Thus he says: "Stylo in all its varieties, re-

served or opulent, terse, abundant, musical, stimulant, or academic, finds

justificalion eo long as it is really characteristic; the sumptuous good

tasto of Cicero being as truly the man himself as would have been his

portrait by Raffaelle in full consular splendor, in his ivory chair." Mr.

Gosse says of Pater: "He exhausted himself in the research after aljsolute

perfection of expression, noting with extreme refinement delicate shades

of feeling and exquisite distinctions of thought and sentiment. His fault

was to overburden his sentences, to annex to them too many parenthetical

clauses and adjectival glosses. He was the most studied of all the English

prose writers of his time." Mr. Joline regards Pater as a melancholy

monument of mistaken mannerism, who has no hold upon men. It may
be so. Doubtless there is an over-].irecisoness in Pater's style, an excess of

polish; nevertheless we cannot help admiring and revering the man who
aims at perfection and toils hard to attain it. Whatever his misconcep-

tions or practical mistakes, his nature is noble, the blood-royal is in his

veins, he is worthy of a crown. Our author speaks of Andrew Lang as

"the eminent Panjandrum of literature." Coleridge accused Gibbon of

having reduced history to a mere collection of splendid anecdotes. Dean
Stanley said to J. R. Green, the historian: "I see you are in danger of

becoming picturesque. Beware of it. I have suffered from it." Goethe

said of Byron; "There is no padding in his poetry." There is no padding

in Green's historical work. He is more valuable than Stubbs or Freeman.

His Short History of the Enr/lisU People created such a furor that fash-

ionable ladies carried it about with them on their visits to country houses.

With these and similar desultory and diverting bits of quotation, anecdote,

opinion, and reminiscence, the author of Meditations of an Autof/raph

Collector, previously noticed here, has filled over three hundred mildly

interesting pages.

HISTORY, lilOGR.-VPIIT, AND TOCOGRAPHY.

Reprcscntallfc Modem rreachcrs. By Lewis 0. ISka.stow, D.D., Professor of I'ractiu.il

Tlioology In Yale University. 12mo, pp. 423. New Yoil;: The Macmillan Conipany.

Price, cloth, %\.:a.

A dlflicult and delicate task in preparlnfr a work on Representative

Modern Preachers is the selection for consideration of a few out of a
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great multitude wbo belong to this class. In turning the pages of this

work we miss the names of colossal preachers who have stood in the

modern pulpit conspicuous types of their class. It is remarkable that

the Methodist pulpit, which has been distinguished for its eloquence and

effectiveness, has not a single name in this "Hall of Fame." Surely

Bishop Simpson merits a place in that goodly company. The book is a

portraiture of nine representative preachers: Schleiermacher, Robertson,

Beccher, Bushncll, Phillips Brook.=4, Cardinal Newman, Mozley, Guthrie,

and Spurgeon. The author discusses these nine with critical discrimina-

tion. Unlike many biographers who read themselves into the characters

they study, he has the rare gift of subtle intuition by which he pene-

trates the most diverse natures, thinking their thoughts, participating in

their mouves, feeling all, living all. So they move before us as living

beings with no suggestion of mechanism worked by the professor's hand.

We do not object to the evident sympathy with the persons he portrays;

for we believe that love rather than passionless criticism is the truer

interpreter of character; excepting whero love becomes an enchantment,

a sort of hypnotic spell, in which black appears white, and defonniiy is

grace itself. In only a single instance do these studios awaken a sus-

picion of any obscuration of facts by the glare of love; fhey rather im-

press us that they were written with the calm impartiality of a loving

though disenciianted critic. The single exception is that of Cardinal New-

man. The author discounts about every charge that critics such as

Kingsley, Rigg, and Newman's own brother have made against him.

"Whatever may bo the final verdict as to the value of Newman's work, and

whatever our estimate of the rationality of his principles and the sanity

of his method.s, . . . that his motives were at bottom other than sincerely

religious will not be readily credited by any man who has ever felt tho

power of his passionately earnest soul." That certainly seems to be the

general judgment of this singularly fascinating personality. And there

is probably no true man who would take any pleasure in pointing out a

single defect in the venerable figure whom all classes of whatever sect

love to honor. He was unque.stionably a man of brilliant genius; a poet

born and original whose songs will make music through the ages; an

exquisite writer of English prose; a preacher of marvelous insight into

character and extraordinary power of persuasion; a man of stupendous

achievements and high ecclesiastical rank; and one who could win, not

only those who knew him at a distance, but also those who were near to

him, to a reverence which is hardly distinguishable from worship. Nor

-was his "spell" in any appreciable measure weakened by his removal from

the English Church to that of Rome. We stand too near the sepulcher of

this great man to enter any demurrer at this time to the general hero-

worship. But we do think that in a critical estimate of Newman as a

preacher the fact ought to be specially noted that his ablest sermons were

preached while he was in the Anglican pulpit. That at least is the

judgment of many who have studied them. There was indeed "a sudden

freedom and spontaneity of movement which characterized his discourses

Immediately after his entering Rome," which did not appear in his earlier
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Bermons; but as Gladstone suggests, whom our author quotes, that waa
probably due to the fact that he was "unmuzzled." In other respects the

earlier sermons were the stronger. His admiring biographer Hutton pre-

sents at length his ministry at St. Mary's as superior in every quality of

a preacher to his later ministry at Birmingham. Another fact ought to be

strongly emphasized In order to explain Newman's career; namely, his

want of historic insight. Hutton says: "The ultimate basis of Newman's
theology was feeling; that of Dollinger was history. For this reason he

and Dollinger could not got on together. The cardinal said. It was like a

dog and a fish trying to make friends." Professor Brastow does indeed

recognize thi.s fact and says that Newman was afraid of the free application

Of tho methods of historic criticism in dogma. But it is our impression that

it was something more than fear that led him to such utter perversion of

history at limes, as when he defends the Roman Church from the charge

of persecution in such language as this: "Rome has been a never-failing

fount of humanity, equity, forbearance, and compassion. "We find in all

parts of Europe scaffolds prepared to punish crimes against religion;

scenes which sadden the soul were everywhere witnessed; Rome is the

one exception to the rule. The popes, armed with the tribunal of intol-

erance, have scarce spilt a drop of blood; Protestants and philosophers

have shed it in torrents!" History indeed! It is well for us not to allow

the splendor of genius and charming personality to blind us to serious

defects. One of the most powerfully drawn pictures in this gallery and
one that must satisfy the most critical observer is that of Schlciermacher.

While no one man can be said to have occasioned and directed the re-

bound of the. German heart from the deadening rationalism of the eight-

eenth century, it is certain that the reactionary movement toward a new
spiritual life in dogma and experience found in Sehleiermacher its most
conspicuous and influential representative. In the judgment of our

author, Ne<Tnder, McCliutock, and others he received from his early Mora-

vian training "a spirit of tender subjective religiousness which -ever

lingered like a heavenly aroma over everything which ho wrote and
spoke." He, like all true proi)hets, saw that behind all creeds, all eccle-

siastical pageantries, all ethical rules, and all philosophies there was an
eternal True, a spirit divine, whose breath would awaken life in the in-

dividual, the Church, the school, the nation. To preach that was the

work of his life. His was a voice in the wilderness which startled tho

torpid couscience of German university and pulpit. It is to Sehleier-

macher more than to any one man of the century that we owe the popular

distinction between religion and doctrine which is so mightily affecting

the modern pulpit. Doctrine is the result of the effort to formulate in

thought that v>-hich is deeper and wider than all human thinking. Taking
his dictum that "religion is feeling," then the basal facts of all religion

are those revealed in Christian consciousness: not that of one man, but

"the collective Christian consciousness is the ultimate test of Christiaa

truth." Hence the value of creeds, ecclesiastical symbols, and even the

apostolic testimony is not that they are an absolute objective authority,

but only in the fact that they express the facts of Christian cons
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at a given time. We can readily see how tliat this principle, when pursued

to its logical end, will not only exclude all speculations on reIi!;ious life,

but also all authoritative sLatemeuts of it; a position which the life of

the Church has demonstrated as untenable. It is certain that as piety

fruits iu truth, so truth feeds piety. His conception of religion as natural,

belonging as it does to the constitution of the human soul, and as super-

natural in having its inspiring source in God who is revealed in Christ,

is also influencing the modern pulpit. It helps to bridge the gulf between

the natural and the supernatural. The supernatural itself has an ele-

ment of naturalness. Furthermore Schleiermacher"s spirituality so un-

like the ascetic type of Rome, and the merely emotional type of certain

evangelistic schools, demands a practical thorough moral life. "His

system has developed the ethical side of Christian lite more fully than it

had ever been developed before and has made to it the most important

contribution of the last century." Of the other preachers presented in

this volume, Robertson, "the most gifted preacher of his century,'" and

Beecher, "the most brilliant of American preachers," are both "path-

breakers in the work of the Christian pulpit, and may be classed as epoch-

making men in modern preaching." Guthrie and Spurgeon "have con-

tributed little or nothing to the thought of the Church, and the up-to-date

man is interested in neither, yet it would be a mistake to minimize their

significance for the practical life of the Churcli." Bushnell. with "homi-

letical genius," personality, and doctrine, and Phillips Brooks, "the great

humanist of his generation," have already won and "will continue to win

the moral and spiritual allegiance of men."

mstory of the Christian Church. liy Geouge H. DiiYEB, D.D. 12mo. Vol. I, Bfginniug

of the Kingdom, pp. 415; Vol. II, The rreparation for Modern Times, COO-1517 A. D., pp.

«2; Vol. Ill, The Eeformation, 1517-1&13 A. D., pp. C53; Vol. IV, The Turitan Kcform

and the Evangelical Kevival, I&IS-ISOO A. D., pp. COS; Vol. V, The Advance of Christen-

dom, 1800-1901 A. D., pp. 730. Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye. Kew York: Eaton & Mains.

Price, cloth, S7.50.

With the author's estimate as to the value of Christian history all

readers of these volumes will at the outset agree. A just confidence in the

authority of the Church and an enthusiastic belief in its glorious destiny are

lyithout doubt conditioned upon a knowledge of its origin. With this con-

viction as a starting point—and it must be the inspiring conviction of every

historian who is worthy of the name and who does vrork that survives—Dr.

Dryer has written the volumes which are now before us. The mention of

several evident characteristics of his work, as they impress the reviewer,

will perhaps give a .sufficient understanding of his methods and his pur-

pose. It goes without the saying, for instance, that his plan is elaborately

comprehensive. It is a far step from the times of the flourishing, but

pagan and decadent, Homan empire to the opening of the twentieth cen-

tury. The long ages that intervene are not those of inactivity. They
ring with the hymns of early worshipers in the catacombs, the voices of

disputants in tho great councils, the tread of armies enlisted in religious

wars, the anathemas of popes and the defiance of reformers, the impas-

sioned words of evangelists and tho cry of the multitudes for salvation.
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Only a patient and brave historian would essay the task of sweeping so

large a field. We cannot wonder at the statement whieb is made by Dr.

Dryer that he has spent years in the preparation of his volumes. Inci-

dentally to turn his pages is to realize his herculean labor. Nor has he

written in the narrow spirit of a mere compiler of historic data. But,

with the synthetic iu.stinct of the true philosopher, he relates the secular

to the religious and finds a close and vital connection between the first

and the second. So it is that, intermixed with the events directly relating

to the growth of the Church, we sometimes find the description of the

existing social and governmental conditions which have prevailed in the

successive ages; or, sometimes, the enumeration of those movements in

literature, in the arts and sciences, and in discovery v^'hich have enriched

human life; or, sometimes, the names of the great world leaders whose
deeds are immortal. Choosing at random, the reader discovers the men-
tion of the social fabric of Kome, with its aristocracy and its slaves; the

portrayal of the fascinating Elizabethan reign; the thrilling story of the

Puritans; and the last "political and social progress of Great Britain."

Here is told at length the story of the Renaissance, with references to

Angelo, Dante, Petrarch, and more. Here the caravels of Columbus move
across the sea; here Copernicus and Galileo sweep the heavens; here great

inventions are catalogued, from that of printing, in the fifteenth century,

to that of the telephone, at the close of the nineteenth. And here such

literary lights as Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Bacon, with many others,

shed their luster on the scene. So that we forget, for a moment, that we
are turning volumes of Church history, and seem rather to be wandering

• in the enchanting fields of history general. And yet these digressions

are the means to an important end; and by them the settings of the

great religious movements Dr. Dryer describes are made more distinct.

A third characteristic of these volumes is therefore their vivid quality.

"To read history," the author in one instance says among his advices,

"read it first as you would a novel." In this spirit he has made his pages

interesting for his readers. None of them are dull, while at times he

has vitalized the scene and caused the past to throb with life. In his

chapter entitled "Pictures from Mediteval Life," for instance, he draws
this sketch of the English peasant on a beautiful morning in June: "He
looks toward the parish church as the hell strikes the hour of prayer, and
he vaguely feels all Christians pray together then. He feels that the

church is his; about it lie buried his kindred of the generations gone;

its service and festivals break the narrow round of his daily life; it brings

thoughts of a better life beyond this, if also of terror for his sins and
dread of purgatory. In the great hours of his family life, in marriage

and baptism, in sickness and death, at any time of distress, he feels he

has the right to the service and sympathy of the priest, who can bring

something of the infinite power of God and comfort of Holy Mother
Church to his heart and life." And so it is that the narrative is alwaj's

attractive, and sometimes takes on the character of the enchanting. It

is important to state that the last three volumes are devoted to the di.s-

cussiou of the modern Church. With the fifth, which opens with the
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tragedies of the French Revolution, we begin to breathe the air of recent

times. A mention of some of the chapters in this closing volume will

show its important character. They include "The Evangelical Church in

Germany," in which Dr. Dryer traces the work of many conspicuous

scholars of that land and describes the work of Higher Criticism; "The
Evangelical Church in Great Britain and Ireland;" "The Christian Church
in the United States," covering its development in the last fifty years of

the nineteenth century, and including matter that is eacyclopa?dic;

"Eastern Christendom;" "Outer Christendom," or the present mission

fields of the Church; and "Characteristics and Tendencies." Among the

last, he holds, are the movement toward organic union—^as seen in. the

Presbyterian Churches of the United States and the Methodist bodies of

Canada and Australia—and that for "the Christian conquest of the world."

On this he writes: "Compare the position of the Christian Church at the

beginning of Napoleon's consulate and at the death of Queen Victoria,

and there is no other contrast in the history of the century so striking

and so significant. To the high service of this purpose have come all

revision of creeds and liturgies, and searching criticism of the Bible le.xt

and authorship. Christians bring a better Bible, a more united and better

Church, than, ever before to the non-Christian millions of the world.

"What will not serve this purpose must soon drop away. Our Lord shall

see of the travail of his soul and be satisfied." And so this volume closes

in that spirit of Christian optimism which e.xpcets nothing less than the

universal dominion of the Church of Christ, and which prays, "Thy king-

dom come." Of other general characteristics of these books it is not now
possible to speak—including the generally impartial spirit in which Dr.

Dryer has discussed all phases of his theme; or the voluminous citations

of "Literature" found in each work and evidencing the wide research

of the author in different languages and lands. To write a "popular his-

tory of the Christian Church"—in harmony with a long conviction of its

need—has been the author's purpose. A purpose fully accomplished.

A ShoH History of Ancient Peoples. By Koeinson Souttaii, M.A., D.C.L. With an

luh-oductiou by the Key. A. H. Sayce, M.A., D.D., Professor o£ Assyriolojry at Orcfonl.

Large Svo, pp. xxi, 728. Loudon: Ilodder & Stoughtou. Imported by Charles Scribuers

Sous, New York. Price, cloth, $3.

The wide range of this volume may be indicated by a summary list

of the peoples whose history is comprised within it. In the order in which
they stand in the book they are as follows: Egj'pt, Babylonia, Assyria,

Jledes and Persians, Hebrews, Phcenicia, Carthage, Greece, Rome. The
history begins with the early kings of Egypt who are apparently (the

author is not very definite) dated about 4000 B. C, and it concludes with

the Emperor Augustus at A. D. 14, and with these words: "We have now
carried the history of Rome over a pei'iod of eight centuries. We have

seen the hamlet develop into a village, the village into a town, the town

into a great city, the city into a mighty empire. We have watched also

the process of political development, the patriarchal community, the

monarchy, the republic, and now the rule of the one man, autocrat in all

but name. The scheme of the present work renders it impossible to
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carry the narrative farther here. The Roman empire contimied to in-

fluence the world, and to be of high importance for centuries. Il even ex-

tended its boundaries in certain directions before it began to decline, and

at last to fall. But the interesting story of its grandeur and decay must
be left for another volume." The book is admirably written, the style is

dignified and worthy, and betokens the man of fine culture and wide read-

ing. It is interesting withal, nay, even entertaining, and many would find

it a very useful introduction to that wonderful ancient world, of which
even the fairly well educated know so sadly little. The only safe guide

for tiie future is the past, and if our break with the past be sharp we shall

readily become the prey of the demagogue. How few are the allusions

to the great leaders and great historic movements of other ages and climes

found in current American newspapers! And who shall deny chat the

editors are right in the judgment that few of their readers would com-

prehoid them? For the many who need to learn the simplest facts about

the general movements of the past we may commend this work, but with

the keen regret that we can give it no higher praise. At the very first

glance the book awakens suspicion of the author's acquaintance with the

literature of his subject. The List of Authorities is printed on pages

xxiii and xxiv, and a sorry list it is. The first surprising lack to be

observed is that not one single book in French or German is mentioned.

It puzzles us to comprehend how any man could possibly assume to guide

others who did not him.self know the leaders in his subject. It is idle to

dispute that some of the greatest historical work of modern times has

been done in Germany. AVe have no right to ask Dr. Souttar to produce

an historical work based on original sources. He was not planning to do

that, and there is always room for the skillful and learned popularizer.

But we may rightly insist that the popularizer shall command at least the

literature of his subject in German and French. Dr. Souttar ought to

have had by him Eduard Meyer's OeschicJite des AUerthums, Maspero's

Cont'SS popuJaires de rEgyptc anciennc, W. Max Muller's Die Liebes

Poesie der nlten JEgypter, :\Ieyer's Oeschichic des alien .Tlgypten, W. Max
Muller's Asien und Eiiropa, Erman's Xgypten, Hommel's, Tide's, and
Winckler's Bahylonisch-Assyrische OescliicMen, and so on through scores

of volumes dealing not only with the Orient but with Greece and Rome.
But to make the case much worse. Dr. .Souttar does not use the latest ma-

terial in English. Where is Holm's History of Oreecc, Rogers's Baby-

lonia and Assyria, Kent's and Ottley's Histories of the Hebrews, Petrie's

History of Egypt (Budge's History of Egypt probably appeared too re-

cently), Winckler's El-Amarna Letters, Wellhausen's History of Israel,

Smith's Historical GeograpTiy of the Holy Land, and so on indefinitely?

The English-speaking peoples are long-suffering indeed, but their patience

ought long since to have been exhausted by the appearance of books written

by men who had made no pretense to know the latest word of exact

scholarship. This lack of acquaintance with recent literature has vitiated

what might otherwise have been an admirable book. The author has the

skill of a ready writer, he has imagination, and he has a persuasive man-

ner. But the book has errors and careless statements a-plenty. Here are
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a few specimens: "When Callisthenes visited Babylon in the train of

Alexander the Great, he found and sent home to Aristotle copies of astro-

nomical observations and calculations dating from B. C. 2000" (p. 80).

Now Simpliciiis asserts that Callisthenes found observations extending

back 31,000 years'. Lehmaun tries to show that they really go back only

to 2233 B. C, but this rests on a supposed error in a translation and we

have no proof of it. This is a fair specimen of many loose and inaccurate

statements in the book. Karrak (p. So), according to modern reading,

ought to l)e Isin. Ramman-nirari III (p. 89) is now called Adad-nirari 111.

"The Sabbath was observed by both Assyrians and Babylonians as a day

of rest, on the seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days of

the lunar month" (p. 111). Perhaps there is some truth in this, but it is

not yet proved. We have the "Sabbath" Calendar for only two months in

the year, namely, Elul and Jlarcheshwan, and in that calendar the nine-

teenth day is also included. We do not know whether this Sahhatu ran

througli the year or not, and if Dr. Soutlar were an accurate and painstak-

ing student ho would never have spoken in such cheerful carelessness.

On page 115 ihere is mentioned a King Tiglath-Bir I. This is the king

who is called in all recent books Tukulti-Ninib; the former reading is used

apparently by nobody but Professor Sayce, and if Dr. Souttar chose to fol-

low his reading he ought at least to have given the alternate reading used

by all other modern scholars. The name Rimmon occurs frequently in Dr.

Souttar's pages, and this also is due to Professor Sayce, for other scholars

have used the form Ramman until quite recent times, when they have all

abandoned it for Adad, and Professor Sayco now uses Hadad (sec his

Gifford Lectures). "Ethbaal was king of Tyre when Phoenicia came into

conflict with Assyria" (p. 2SS), but the Old Testament quite clearly calls

him the king of Sidon (1 Kings xvi, 31), and there is no reason to doubt

the accuracy of this statement. He became ruler practically of all Phoe-

nicia, and from Menander Dr. Souttar must have derived the word "Tyre."

"The date of the founding of Carthage is generally placed a century be-

fore that of Rome [i. e., 853 B. C], and this is probably as good an ap-

prosiniation as we need desire in a matter so indefinite" (p. 307). But
Timseus and Jlenander place the founding of Carthage in 81-1-3, during

the reign of Pygmalion, and this ought to have been stated, instead of the

loose mention which we have quoted. Such inaccurate, indefinite, or er-

roneous statements might be multiplied indefinitely, and a book thus

written can hardly be commended without much misgiving. The book

was printed at the Aberdeen University Press, whieh is the same thing as

saying that it is exceedingly well printed, and though bulky' it is light and

not Inconvenient to handle.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Swulay Tafki on Xaturc Tnpics. Ky U. A. JoKDAX, D.D. 12mo, pp. 133. NowYoik:
Eaton &• Mains. Cincinnati: Jc-uulngs & I'ye. Pi ice, clot!), 7,'. cents.

These are short talks from the pulpit to children and youth. They
are adapted to awaken and hold the interested attention of the young, to
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instruct in mauy of the facts and processes of nature, using those facts in

a v.-ay to suggest various valuable moral lessons. The TalUs tell the story

of how the world came to be, and hov.' the soil was made, and what sort of

worl;men God emjiloyed to crush the rocks into soil and pulverize it and
plow it and get it ready to bring forth crops of all kinds. They tell of

seeds and how they are scattered and planted by winds and birds and
squirrels and rabbits; of the wonders of growth, its power and its con-

ditions; of harvest, enforcing the lesson that we will reap what we sow;

of frost and snow and the beauty of suow-crystals and the use of snow
and glaciers and icebergs; of clouds and fogs and vapors and rain; and of

quaint Easter customs, with the meaning of Easter. All these wonders of

Nature, described in terms intelligible to children, are made to fix spiritual

lessons in young minds. The simple picture-illustrations serve to make
the Talks still plainer. Dr. Jordan believes with Horace Bushnell that it

is our privilege and duty, as preachers of Christ, to do more preaching to

children. For years ho has practiced on this conviction with eminent

success. In this little book he presents some of the pulpit talte which
have made his ministry attractive and edifying to the young. The prog-

ress of child-study in our day renders it probable that we shall have an

increase of this sort of preaching in the near future. To have no children

in our pews is wrong. To have them there, but understanding nothing of

what the preacher says, is not ideal. To make them like to be there

is a triumph. Often the children listen to us with the feeling expressed

by a seven-year-old girl who went across the street one morning to look at

an Annual Conference which was in session in her church. She soon

returned home, explaining to her mother, "They all talked great big

grown-up things, so I corned away." That little girl is now a missionary

in India.

The JllUitrative Lesson Xo{'\' for lOM. By Thomas B. Keely, D.D., LL.D., assisted by
Eobert K. Doherty, Th.D., ;md Eev. Ileury H. Meyer, A.M. Svo. Xew York ; Eaton &
Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings &; I'ye. Price, clotli, ?1.2o.

In the preparation of this standard annual unusual care has been taken.

For a quarter of a century the "Illustrative Notes" have enriched the

libraries of Sunday school workers with their treasures of knowledge.

While no amount of aid can render less imperative the necessity of

studying God's word "without note or comment," yet such helps as this

volume afl'ords are of inestimable value to the most diligent students of

the Scriptures. The treasures of the standard commentaries, exegetical,

homiletical, and practical, in condensed form are here presented. In

addition thereto hundreds of maps, pictorial illustrations, and blackboard

diagrams render the exposition of the lessons by both teachers and review-

ers at once easy and interesting. The volume is indispensable not only

to teachers, but likewise to advanced students of the word in Bible

classes. Privileged indeed are these workers, since concerning them it

may be aGirmod, "Other men labored, and ye are entered into their

labors."
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